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The International 
Critical Commentary 

On the Holy Scriptures of the Old and 
New Testaments 

EDITORS’ PREFACE 

Y | ЧНЕКЕ are now before the public many Commentaries, 

written by British and American divines, of a popular 

or homiletical character. Zhe Cambridge Bible for 

Schools, the Handbooks for Bible Classes and Private Students, 

The Speaker s Commentary, The Popular Commentary (Schaft), 

The LExpositor’s Bible, and other similar series, have their 

special place and importance. But they do not enter into the 

field of Critical Biblical scholarship occupied by such series of 
Commentaries as the Kurzgefasstes exegetisches Handbuch sum 

А. 7.; De Wette's Kurzgcfasstes exegetisches Handbuch sum 

М. 7.; Meyer's Kritisch-exegetischer Kommentar; Keil and 

Delitzsch's Bibscher Commentar über das A. 7.; Lange's 

Theologisch-homiletisches Bibelwerk ; Nowack's Handkommentar 

sum A. T. ; Holtzmann's Handkommentar sum N. Т Several 

of these have been translated, edited, and in some cases enlarged 

‘and adapted, for the English-speaking public; others are in 

process of translation. But no corresponding series by British 

or American divines has hitherto been produced. The way has 

been prepared by special Commentaries by Cheyne, Ellicott, 

Kalisch, Lightfoot, Perowne, Westcott, and others; and the 

time has come, in the judgment of the projectors of this enter- 

prise, when it is practicable to combine British and American 
scholars in the production of a critical, comprehensive 

Commentary that will be abreast of modern biblical scholarship, 

эла in a measure lead its van. 



Тнв INTERNATIONAL CRITICAL COMMENTARY 

Messrs. Charles Scribner's Sons of New York, and Messrs. 

T. & T. Clark of Edinburgh, propose to publish such a series 

of Commentaries on the Old and New Testaments, under the 
editorship of Prof. C. А. BRIGGS, D.D., D.Litt., in America, and 
of Prof. S. R. DRIVER, D.D., D.Litt., for the Old Testament, and 

the Rev. ALFRED PLUMMER, D.D., for the New Testament, in 

Great Britain. 

The Commentaries will be international and inter-confessional, 
and will be free from polemical and ecclesiastical bias. They 

will be based upon a thorough critical study of the original texts 

of the Bible, and upon critical methods of interpretation. They 
are designed chiefly for students and clergymen, and will be 

written in a compact style. Each book will be preceded by an 

Introduction, stating the results of criticism upon it, and discuss- 

ing impartially the questions still remaining open. The details 
of criticism will appear in their proper place in the body of the. 

Commentary. Each section of the Text will be introduced 
with a paraphrase, or summary of contents. Technical details 

of textual and philological criticism will, as a rule, be kept 

distinct from matter of a more general character; and in the 

Old Testament the exegetical notes will be arranged, as far as 

possible, so as to be serviceable to students not acquainted with 

Hebrew. The History of Interpretation of the Books will be 
dealt with, when necessary, in the Introductions, with critical 

notices of the most important literature of the subject. Historical 

and Archaeological questions, as well as questions of Biblical 

Theology, are included in the plan of the Commentaries, but 
not Practical or Homiletical Exegesis. "The Volumes will con- 

stitute a uniform series. 
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PREFACE. 

cee 

THE following Commentary is an attempt to apply to the 
Johannine Epistles the method of historical interpretation, 
the only method of exegesis which can claim to be 
scientific. I do not mean by historical interpretation a 
series of ingenious attempts to fit the Epistles into the 
scheme of known facts, dates, and places of early Christian 
history, and to assign them, or their constituent parts, to 
definite persons, places, and decades. A more modest, but 
equally difficult task has been attempted, that of determin- 
ing, in the light of our knowledge of Christian life and 
thought at the end of the First and beginning of the 
Second Century, what the writer seems to have intended 
his readers to understand by the words which he addressed 
to them. When that has been done we may permit 
ourselves to draw conclusions, or hazard conjectures, 
about the author’s theology, or the value of his words for 
later generations. The process is possible, even, if we do 
not know the writer’s name, or the exact place and date 
of his activity. The question of authorship has been 
deliberately avoided. It cannot be profitably discussed 
apart from the wider question of the date and authorship 
of the Fourth Gospel. But we can, I believe, determine 
what it was that the writer wanted to say to definite 
groups of men and women whom he knew, as a spiritual 

father to his own children in the Faith, and whose circum- 
stances he enables us to depict, at least in outline. The 
method attempted carries with it one necessary result, a 
prominence given to matters connected with exhortation 

viz 



УШ PREFACE 

and edification which may seem out of proportion in a 
Critical Commentary. But is any other method of 
interpreting the Johannine Epistles scientific, or even 
possible? The writer may or may not have been a 
Theologian. Undoubtedly he was the Pastor of his 
Flock. His chief interest is the cure of souls. He teaches 
and discusses only in order that his readers “ may believe, 
and believing have life.” The meaning of his words can 
only be determined by the sympathetic recollection of this 
obvious fact. Rothe’s Commentary on the First Epistle is 
by far the most illuminating book which has been written 
on the subject, even though in points of detail his 
explanations of particular phrases and passages are often 
unsatisfactory and unconvincing. Jiilicher’s patronising 
appreciation of its value is somewhat amusing, “ Der 
wertvollste, trotz seiner erbaulichen Tendenz" The 

supreme merit of Rothe’s really remarkable work is that 
his “tendency to edify ” has given him sympathetic insight 
into the meaning and aims of a writer at least as guilty 
as himself of the crime of ‘erbaulichen Tendenz.’ He has 
seen, as Jiilicher has not, that the writer knows to whom 
he is writing, and knows them well. 

The preparation .of this Commentary has been the 
торёруо»у of several years in such intervals as could be 
spared from Septuagint and College Work. Spasmodic 
efforts, frequently interrupted, lead to uneven results. 
This is the only excuse I have to offer for want of 
completeness and consistency in interpretation, as well 
as for the late date at which the book appears. 

My sincerest thanks are due to Dr. Plummer for the 
kind liberality with which he has interpreted the duties 
of Editor, and the invaluable help which I have in 
consequence received from him, during the period of 
writing as well as that of passing the sheets through the 
Press. 

July 1912. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

—— 

8 r. THE EPISTLES AND THE GOSPEL. 

(a) Jdemtity of Authorship. 

Tux discussion of the question whether the First Epistle and 
the Gospel are by the same author may seem to many to be 
almost a waste of time. The view which at first sight must 
seem obvious has always heen maintained by the majority of 
scholars who have investigated the subject. The list includes 
men of widely divergent views, among whom Eichhorn, Credner, 
De Wette, Lücke, Ewald, Keim, and Huther may be mentioned. 
And the patent similarity of style, language, and ways of thinking 
between the two writings might reasonably be regarded as leaving 
no room for doubt. But the views of a minority of competent 
scholars cannot be ignored, especially as the number of those 
who reject the traditional view has been largely increased in 
modern times.  Baur's view, that the explanation of the obvious 
connection between the two writings is to be found in imitation 
rather than in identity of authorship, meets with an increasing 
number of supporters who have a right to be heard. 

The most careful and exhaustive discussion of the question 
is contained in Н. Holtzmann's article in the Jahrbuch für 
Protestantische Theologie, 1882, p. 128, which forms the second 
of his series of articles on the “ Problem of the First Epistle of 
S. John in its relation to the Gospel.” Не has collected, and 
stated with absolute fuirness, all the evidence on the subject 
which can be derived from the vocabulary, style, and content of 
the Epistle, as compared with the Gospel. In the present section 
the freest use has been made of his article, and most of the lists 
are practically taken from his. 

The list of phrases common to the two writings is very 
striking. An attempt has been made to bring out its true 

a 



ll THE EPISTLES OF S. JOHN [$ 1. 

significance by a fuller quotation of the Greek in the passages 
which Holtzmann has collected. 

+. 20. 

iv. 9. 

6. iv. 

10. 

I. 

ій. 2. 

il. 11. 

i 6. 

Iv. 20. 

iv. 12. 

18, 

EPISTLE. 

ba уушскорер тду фАтвифу. 

тд» viò» афтод тд» poroyerf) 
фкёста\ке», 

TÒ т»ейда ris ddnGelas. 

. об жоодрер rh» &\0дедр. 

. h &\%беа ойк lori» Фу huir. 
. ё rotry ù дЛувеа одк 

tor. 
. ёк Tfjs &\0є[аѕ ойк fori, 
. éx ris dAnGelas dad». 
. ёк тод d:aBddou сті». 

офк larw ёк той веоб (cf. iv. 
1—4, 6, v. 19). 

h фуфті ёк тоб 0eo0 ёстір. 

ёк тод kóc pov ёсті» (cf. iv. 5). 

é£ адтод yeyérrnras. 

. ёктой беоб yeyévrnras (cf. iv. 
7, V. 1). 

way тд "усуємудцфуоу Фк тод 
0«o. 

ò yeyerynudvos Фк тоб део 
дф "уєуутбеїв ёк тоб Oeo. 
{уа réxva 0е00 к\убдуеу. 

уб» réxva 0е00 ёсші» (cf. iil. 
IO, v. 2). 

фу тї oxorlg vepuraret. 

фу ry oxéres тертат@де», 

тд» бед» ôv обу Форакеу. 

Gedy obels rwrore reOéarat, 

xvii. 

і. 14. 

і, 18. 

fii. 16. 

iii. 18. 

xiv. 16f. 

xvi. 13. 

iii. 21. 
viii. 44. 

xviii. 37. 

viii. 47. 

vii. 17. 

viii. 23. 

xv. I9. 

і. 13. 

Cf. iii. 8. 

i. 12. 

xi. 52. 

viii. 12. 

xii. 35. 

vi. 46. 

i, 18. 

3. ba "yuwockucl» се 

GOSPEL. 

тду 
буду» &\№)0:әду Gedy. 

ws povoyevols тард warpés. 

бебі (0. à 
ulés). 

тд» viò» тд» povoyerf} Edw- 
кеу. 

тод роуоүєуо vio? тод 
Geos, 

бом тарёкћэтоу . . . TÒ 
туєдра тўз dd\nGelas (cf. 
ху. 26). 

ёкєіуоѕ, TÒ тәейда тў 
dÀ»0clas. 

å 66 код» rhy dAfetar. 
ойк Ecru &Мў@єш Фу abro. 

was 6 ду ёк ris ddnGelas. 

ёк той warpds той 8:аВёХоо 
ёсті. 

6 Ф» ёк тоб Üeo0. 

тері ris @:дахӯз, worepoy 
ёк ToU вєоб orir. 

duets ёк rovrou тоб кбодоу 
есте (cf. xviii. 36). 

el ёк тоў xbopov frre (cf. 
xvii. 14, 16). 

ol... ёк Geod eyerrh- 
Onoay (т. qui... 
natus est). 

$ weye»rnuévos ёк тод 
wretparos, 

ESwxey — abrots éfouclar 
réxva беоў yevér Gaz. 

ra тёкуа тод беод тё 
дієскортатифуа. 

од uh жержатіср & ту 
скотіа. 

6 тераатду ё» тр oxorlg 
(cf. хі. 9, 10). 

ойх бт: rà» rarépa éwpaxéy 
rts. 

Gedy ovdels éópaxe» TÒ- 
wore, 
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iii. 16. 

i 8. 

v. 4. 

5 
v. 9. 

20 

iv. 4. 

9. v. 

ii. 24. 

ii. 28. 

THE EPISTLES AND THE GOSPEL ili 

EPISTLE. 

dxeùvos йтер uà» rhy puxhy 
айтоб E@nxey. 

duaprlay одк Éxouer. 

. Da єідбте бт: Swhy Exere 
alortor. 

. ретаВеВћкаие» ёк тоб вауф- 
Tov els Th» (wr. 

әке тд» кбацом (cf. ii. 13). 
ў v(kv 3) икђсаса тд» kócpor. 

. tls do rw Ó vix» тд» кбсроу | 
el T)» papruplay ray фудро- 

то» Aauárouer. 

. exetvos épavepwhn tra ras 
duaprias äpy. 

. Ó AOdy бе ббатоз kal atuaros 
(cf. v. 8). 

. оф divarat dpaprárew. 
ob (v.7. Os) биуата: ёуатӣ». 

. небо» ёстіу дф Oeds rijs 
кардіаз. 

небкшу Фстіу ò Фу пи. 
h paprupla тоб беоб цешу 

ќото. 

6. ó Мусу ё» айтф uérew (cf. 
li. 27, iii. 6, 24, iv. 12, 
13, 15, 16). 

dày Фу фрі» pelvy ё da’ дру їз 
7kobcare. 

pévere Фу ary. 

. 6 0«0s év huîv péve (cf. vv. 

13, 15, 16), 

Cf. xiii. 1. 

GOSPEL. 

xiv. 9. 6 éwpaxws due éópaker тду 
warépa. 

X. 11. rh» yvxh» айтоб rlOnouw 
Uxrép тд» wrpoBdruw (cf. 
ver. 15). 

x. 17. тібтш Ti» Vvxfr pov, tva 
vá AdBw айту». 

x. 18. é£ovc(ar Exw Өеіуал айту. 
xiii. 37. Thy yuxty Lov фер сод 

Өўсо (cf. ver. 38, xv. 
13). 

ix. 41. ойк ду el'xere duaprlay (cf. 
XV. 22, 24, xix. 11). 

iii. 15. ға was 6 micretwy фу абтф 
Exp. {оўу alúviov (cf. 
vv. 16, 36, v. 24, vi. 40, 

47, 54)- 
т. 39. докєїтє ёр айтай [wir 

аішусу Éxetw. 
v. 24. ueraBéBnker ёк тоб да»і- 

тоу els rh» (uhr. 
perapi ёк тоў kóa ov Tov- 

тоу трд тду TaTépa. 
xvi. 33. Фуф уєміктка тду xécpor. 

6 AaBwy abroÜ rh» pap- 
ruplay (cf. iii. 11). 

Фуф ё ой тард dyOpuwrov 
Thy papruplay Xaufárw. 

6 alpwy rh» duapriay тод 
кбсџоу. 

éf9A0ev е009 alua акі 
бдор. 

од дбуас де dxobew. 
wis SuvacGe.. . io Teo Q4 ; 
6 kóc uos од Sivara XaBety. 
Ò хатўр pov ё Sédwxéy uo 
TávTwv uei(órv Фати» (v./. 
дз... нео»). 

xiv. 28. à татђр pel{wr дой dori. 

їп. 33. 

у. 34. 

i, 29. 

хіх. 34. 

viii. 43. 
у. 44. 

хіу. 17. 
х. 29. 

viii. 53. uh od pelfwr єї тоб rarpds 
фид» "АВрафи ; 

Exw Th» papruplay цео 
тод 'loávov. 

XV. 4. ёй» uh Фу épol шфуптє. 

v. 36. 

xv. 7. kal Ag phuard pov Фу dpi» 
| pelvy. 

vi. $6. Фу ёдо1 uévec кдуб фу abr 
(cf. xiv. 10). 
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EPISTLE. 

4. was 0 той» Th» ápapríar (cf. 
iii. 8, 9). 

16. xai дєє &yrdkaper kal teri- 
стєдкацсу Thy | дубтту 
к.т.Х. 

3. day rds évrodds афтод тпрідцеу 
(cf. ii. 4, ій. 22, 24, v. 3). 

5. ôs 8° йу туру айтой тд» \бүо». 

23. каба ESwxer ёуто\%» При». 

11, ойк older той iwdyes. 

б. obrós ori» 6 Єва». 

I7. pévec els тд» аїФуа, 

27. од xpela» Éxere {уа Tis ĉi- 
ác ky дда. 

3. àyrije dauréy. 
6. (éxetvos=Christ) xa8vs éket- 

vos wepewdrnoer (cf. iii. 3, 
5, 7, 16, iv. 17). 

viii. 34. 

vi. 69. 

М. = оч vt 

viii. 35. 

xi, 55. 
ii. 21. 

iii. 30. 
iv. 25. 
ix. 37. 

(?) xix. 35. 

GOSPEL. 

was д тоб» rl» duaprlay. 

kal дєй wewuwreókaper 
kal éyrókaper Sri od ei 
K.T.À. 

тёз ёртоћз ras duds Tnpí- 
cere. 

б шу тёз évrodds pov xal 
тирду aùrás (cf. xv. 10). 

кабоѕ ёутоћђ» Edwxér por б 
warhp (v.l. ёуєтєЇХато). 

Ò . . . warhp ёртоћђ» 
бедажеу ті еїто. 

évrodhy кашу дідара йшу. 
. дедокємса» 80 ol dpxiepeis 

6. S. ÉVTOÀÍS. 
ойк olóas . . . жоб brdye. 
ода... тоў Urdyw (cf. 

xiii. 33). | 
той iwdyes; (cf. xiv. 5, 

xvi. 5). 
. obrós corey ò Важтіїшу. 
. odros hy 6 elróv —v.J. br 

elror.) 
6 ulds éve, els тд» aldva. 
$ хриттдз uéve els тду 

aléva (not confined to 
Johannine books). 

од xpelay elxe» tra rus 
рартирісу. 

ob xpelay Execs Iva ris се 
Фата (cf. xiii. IO, ойк 
Exe xpelar гіфасва). 

wu dyricwow éavrovs. 
éxetvos дё Breyer пері той 

удоб тоб owpuaros avrov. 
éxetvoy Set abtávew. 
бта» EAOn éxewos. 
Ò ХА» pera соб ёкербз 

écTw. 
kal éxetvos older бт‹ 4\09 

be 

With regard to the use of éxeivos of Christ, Holtzmann quotes 
Jn. i. 8, which is obviously a mistake. The last passage from 
the Gospel, not quoted by Holtzmann, is the only exact parallel, 
if it is to be interpreted in this sense, to the usage of the Epistle. 
In all the other instances there is some sort of antecedent which 
determines the meaning of éxeivos. But, at any rate, it is possible 
to see in the Gospel, if it is earlier than the Epistle, a growing 
tendency to use éxetvos of Christ, almost as a proper name, a use 
which has become fixed in the Epistle. 

The attempt has been made to show how each phrase is used 
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in the Gospel and the Epistle. The connection is obvious. In 
explaining it the choice has to be made between an imitator 
and a writer repeating, not without significant variations, his 
common phrases and methods of expression. The usage of 
these phrases seems on the whole to support the latter hypo- 
thesis. But the question can only be determined after con- 
sidering the other evidence. 

It will be noticed that in the phrases quoted above the 
similarity is not confined to actual phrases used, but extends to 
common types, in which the same outline is variously filled up. 
Other, and perhaps clearer, instances of this have been noticed. 
Compare т Jn. v. то with Jn. ій. 18 (the upper line gives the 
words of the Epistle, the lower of the Gospel) 6 pù morevwv 

TQ ÜcQ Yor reroinxey abróv Sr ov aub ced: Tv pap- 
791) kékprraa ра) 

туріау fjv pepaprópokey ó бєбс тєрї тоб e - abro 
тд буора тод povoyevots · ^" тод («oU 

with Jn. i 1, 9 ui fv трде тфу 707408, т Jn, iii 8 with 
тоў біаВдхом . А І T 
e ur I Jn. iv. 5 with Jn. iiL 31, 

; ог І Јп.і 2 

Jn. viii. 41, rà ёруа 

avrot к TH кбсроо єіс'у. бід тобто ік 708 кбарою 
Ó фу ёк TAS YAS тїйє yas dori каї тїс YS 

Aadovew . 
we! Jn. iv. 13 with Jn. vi. 56, фу avrQ фору kal aùròs 

Фу йрду, бу enol бує, kåyù фу abrQ; т Јо. v. 4 with Jn. iii. 6, rd 

0co6 
avejparos ? 1 Jn. iii. I5 with Jn. v. 38, ойк ба yeyevvupévov ёк ToU 

Сођу аїшуїюу év айтф pévovoav, Tov Adyov abro) ойк éxere ev tp 

T . Zr одате ` , 
pévovra ; 1 Jn. ii. 21 with Jn. viii. 32, d dAnbeav. It 

would be easy to make the list a long one. But these examples 
serve as illustrations. Again, the usage suggests a writer who 
varies his own phrases, rather than a mere copyist. If it is a 
question of copying, there has at least been intelligent use and 
not slavish imitation. 

The following points of similarity of style have often been 
noticed : 

(1) The infrequent use of the relative. The thought is 
carried on by means of 

(а) où.. . алла. This use is very frequent. Cf. Jn. 
i 8, 13; т Jn. ii. 2, 16, 21. 
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(6) Disconnected sentences. Cf. 1 Jn. i 8 (єди 
єхореу), 9 (àv Sporoyaper), то (Єйу elruper) ; 
Jn. 11. 18, тигтєЈШУ ... б py жістєвішу. 
Frequent in Gospel and Epistle. 

(c) Positive and negative expression of a thought. 
Cf. x Jn. i. 5,0 0«0s pas ёстіу каї скотіа ойк ёстіу 
фу airy otdeuia: Jn. і. 3, таута 8“ abro) €yévero 
xal хорі афто? €yévero ovde ќу. 

(2) The emphasizing of a thought by introducing it with a 
demonstrative, €v rovro, айту, etc., followed by an 
explanatory clause introduced by iva, dv, or бт, or 
by a clause added in apposition. 

EPISTLE, GOSPEL, 

4. айту fori» 9 укр... 98 
тісті? nud. 

. II. abr ёстіу ў dyyeMa .. . xv. 12. abry ёсті» h ёутоћ№ . . . Ba 
{уа dyarauer. adyarare. 

vi. 29. тобтвб ёст: тд Epyor... 
lva wurrevnre. 

9. abr» ёстіу h paprupla... iii. 19. абту écrl» ù xplous Ere тд 
бт: де брзуке>, фіз AjAvOev к.т.\. 

9. Фу тойтф ефауер–бт h dyámy ix. 30. Фу тойтф yàp тд Üavpacrór 
‚.. Ort... dwéoradxer. фета» Sri йдєї ойк olbare. 

3. €» тойтф ^uwdeokouey . . . Єду xiii. 35. ÈP тойтф умадомта . . . 
e. + турдуу. ёду дуфтт» Exnre. 

. 6. Фу тойтф YWÖSKOMEP . . . 6 || ім. 37. ё» тобтф ò Adyos Єсті» дХу- 
Хбушу . . . ёфеће. 8wós . . . буф ётќстећа 

к.т.Х. 
і. 24. фу тобтф ушфакореу . „ . ёк 

тоб пуєйцатогб. 
17. ё» тойтф rereMelura, . . . Wa ху. 8, Фу тойтф Єбовбісвт . » « va 

wappynolay Еушуеу. карду ферттє. 
2. ёр тойтр "ушидкорсу .,, 

бта»... åyarûpev. 
I. бід тобто o0 qwócke . .. v. I6. бід тобто едіокор . . . Sre 

бт: ойк фуга. drole. 
8. els тобто é$arepóó9 . . . Iva xviii. 37. els тобто yeyévynuat... 

voy. lva papruphow. 

In most of these instances the reference of é 
тогте, etc., to what follows is undoubted, though some 
of them are often, if not usually, interpreted otherwise. 
Again, the impression left by studying them 1s not that 
of slavish copying. 

(3) Several other small points may also be noticed : 
The use of râs ô with a participle: cf. 1 Jn. iii. 4, was 

б тофу: Jn. iii. 16, mâs б жиствішу. Frequent in both 
writings. 

wav (ro) with the participle, where wavres might have 
been used. 
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СЕ 1 Jn. v. 4, тбу тд уєуєуупибуоу єк тоў Üco vind: Jn. 
vi. 37, wav б бідшсіу por . . . mpós pe Het. 

The repetition of emphatic words, especially xdcopos, 
Oeds, wvevpa. 

The frequent use of каї . . . 64: cf. 1 Jn. i. 3, xai ў 
xowwvla St ў йрєтфра: Jn. vi. 51, каї б dpros 8. 

The elliptic use of àÀX' wa: cf. т Jn. ii. 19, dAX' ба 
фауєробйсчу or ойк єісіу wavres iÉ Haw: Jn. іх. 3, 
EAN’ iva фауєробії Tà tpya тої бєоб: Jn. i. 8, GAA’ tva 
paprupyoy тєрї ToU duwros. | 

The use of xafws . . . kaí: cf. 1 Jn. ii. 18, кабас туко%- 
gare... ка) vw... yeyovaow: Jn. xiii 15, (уа 
кабс €yà éxoinos . . . Kai їрє rore. 

The elliptic use of ob кабоє: cf. 1 Jn. iii. 11, 12, фуатФ- 
pev GAXAnAous’ ov Kaas Kaly ёк тоб поупроб Rv: Jn. 
vi. 58, ойтбс {тту Ó dpros 0 d otpavod xarafjds, од 
кабс épayov of татёрєѕ kai áxéÜavov. 

Some of these are worth noticing in view of the 
assertion that the similarities of style and expression 
are mostly in the case of obvious points, which are 
easily imitated. 

(д) Attention must also be drawn to the limited vocabulary 
of both writings, and the very small number of dag 
Aeydpeva (i.e. words not found elsewhere in the New 
Testament) which they contain in common. Of 
words common to both writings but not found else- 
where in the New Testament we have only áyÓpuwró- 
ктоуо$ and wapaxAyros. The First Epistle gives us 
four drag Aeyópeva (AyyeMa, Uacpos, мікт, хрісџа). 
If the three Epistles are taken together the list is 
increased by the following words, dyrixpioros, érdé- 
Хор, кура, pirorpwreiw, $Àvapés, xdprys. The 
number in the Gospel is far larger, and does not offer 
any striking contrast to the other Books of the N.T. 
But its longer list, as compared with the Epistles, is 
adequately explained by the character of the words 
which it contains. 

The importance of N.T. тоё Aeyépeva has naturally 
decreased in consequence of the discoveries of Papyri 
in the last quarter of a century, which have taught us 
the danger of treating N.T. Greek as an isolated 
phenomenon, even if the actual words in question are 
not among those of which our knowledge has been 
substantially increased by better acquaintance with 
vulgar Greek. It may also be doubted whether the 
author's vocabulary is really so limited as the perusal 
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of his writings at first suggests. He can say most 
of what he has to say by the careful use of a few 
words, and prefers to vary his forms of expression 
rather than his vocabulary He has no love for 
synonyms which have no difference in meaning. He 
does not care to show his command of language by 
the use of many стиаусута to express the same 
onpavopnevoyv. Не is altogether free from the 
artificialities of the later literary xou». He does not, 
however seem to be at loss for a word to express his 
meaning. But however this may be, the limited 
range of normal vocabulary is a feature common to 
both writings. 

The similarity is not confined to style and vocabulary, 
extends to ideas, both as regards doctrine and ethics. 

(1) The general ideas which form the basis of the Johannine 
teaching are common to both. 

The incarnation of the Son of God : 
I Jn. iv. 2. 'Iycotv Xpurróv Фу саркі éAnAvOora, 
Jn. i. 14. ô Adyos сарё ёубуєто. 

The life which has its source in Him: 
I Jn. V. II. айту ў Co) d тё vio айто® фотку, 
Jn. i. 4. s yéyove») Фу айтф £o) Ф. 

vi. 35.  ӣртоѕ THs (ої (cf. ver. 48). 
vi. 33. (оту didovs TQ кбсро. 

And which is identified with Him: 
і Jn. i. 1,2. $ бу дт apxys . . . пері тоб Adyou ris 

{= МР кай ў со) „“фауеробт. 
Jn. v. 26. obras кої TQ vip wke anv беу dv 

éavrQ 
xi. 25. fun im...) Сот). 

(In 1 Jn. у. 20, otrós éarw б Аудио бєд< 
xai (од) alóvios probably refers to the Father, 
the God who has been made known by Jesus 
Christ ; cf. Jn. v. 26a.) 

Abiding in God: being in Christ, the means of abiding 
in God: 

т Jn. ii. 24. èv TÊ vig xai Фу тф татрі peverre, 
iii. 6. mâs б Фу atroõ pévwv. 

Jn. vi. 56. êv ёрої péver xdyw Фу aire. 
ху. 4-7. (6 ифушу Фу ірої káyà Фу адтф). 

I Jn. v. 20. dopey Фу тф áÀAgÜwg dv тф міф аўто 
"усо? Хритф. 

Jn. xiv. 20. eyo iv тф татрі pov kai tues Фу époi 
кфүф фу Üpiv. 

xvii. 21, буа kai avrot Фу Hy dow. 
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God’s word abiding in us: 
I Jn. ii. 14. б Adyos тоб бєоб Фу їріу péver 

ii. 24. ô Hxovoate ёт dpxns Фу opiv pevéro. 
Jn. v. 38. тбу Aóyov abro ойк Єуєтє ёу ©нїу pévovta. 

God's love proved by the sending of His Son: 
I Jn. iv. 9. фу rovro Ффауєробу ў áydm тоб ÜcoU Фу 

npiv бте Tov vidv афто Tov роуоуєуї) дтєстадкеу. 
Jn. iii. 16. ойто ўуйтусєу ó 0є05 Tóv kór pov Gore тду 

viðv тбу роуоуєут) Єдакеу. 
The command to love the brethren, which is the result 

of this: 
I Jn. Ш. 23. каї фуатОрєу ФААуЛоуЅ xabas ё$шкєу 

évroAyy Hiv (cf. iii. 11, 16, 18). 
Jn. xiii 34. va áyamüre aGAAyjAous кабс туйтуса 

bpás (cf. xv. 12, 17). 
Believers the children of God: 

I Jn. v. І. was 6 тістєйоу . . . ёк тоб бєоб yeyévvyrat. 
Jn. i 12, 13. оку abrois èfovoíav réxva Өєоё 

уєуєсваг, тоф morevovery els тд дуода айто®. 
The great stress laid оп “ witness”: 

I Jn. v. б. тб пуєдид єстіу тд шартиробу (cf. vv. 0—11). 
Ја. v. 36, 37. суб 0 ёо riv paprepiay pew тоб 

"Iwdvou к.т.А Cf. viii. 17f. 
(2) Certain pairs of opposites common to both writings: Light 

and Darkness, Life and Death, Love and Hate, 
Truth and Falsehood, The Father and the World, 
To be of the World, To be not of the World, God 
and the Devil, The children of God and the 
children of the Devil, To know and not to know 
God, To have seen and not to have seen Him, To 
have life and not to have life. 

It would be very easy to extend largely those lists of 
similarities between the two writings. Many more are noticed 
in the Commentary. To quote all that exist would involve 
printing practically the whole of the Epistle and a large part 
of the Gospel Schulze’s statement, quoted by Holtzmann 
(p. 134), can hardly be denied, * In the whole of the first Epistle 
there is hardly a single thought that is not found in the Gospel." 

No one would dispute Holtzmann's judgment, that these 
similarities are closer than those which connect the Third 
Gospel and the Acts, “whose common authorship is un- 
doubted." In the Pauline literature the case of Ephesians and 
Colossians is analogous. We ought perhaps to add that of 
(part of) the two Epistles to the Thessalonians. And it must be 
admitted that these analogies raise the question of imitation. 
The question may well be asked whether a writer of such 
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undoubted power and originality as the author of the Fourth 
Gospel! would be likely “only to copy himself.” It is quite 
possible that a writer who had steeped himself in the thought of 
the Fourth Gospel might produce the First Epistle. And it is 
by no means impossible that we have a similar case, perhaps the 
work of the same imitator, in the twenty-first chapter of the 
Gospel. 

The answer to the question may prove to be discoverable 
only in the light of the writer’s circumstances. The author of 
the Epistle certainly does not aim at literary effect. The edifica- 
tion of his children in the faith is his sole purpose in writing. 
And he is intensely in earnest. He is convinced that he knows 
what truths will meet their needs. Не is fully aware that he has 
nothing new to say. They must learn to use what they already 
possess, even that which they had been taught from the begin- 
ning, by himself or by another. "These are circumstances under 
which repetition was almost inevitable, especially in the case of 
a man whose nature led him to ponder deeply over a few ideas 
rather than to produce new thoughts every day. 

There is another point which must be considered in this 
connection. In what sense is the author of the Fourth Gospel 
original? Few would venture to deny the depth of thought and 
spiritual insight of the Fourth Gospel. How far is this due to 
the author's originality? How much has he learnt from others, 
or from Another? There will probably always be differences of 
opinion as to whether he is most indebted to S. Paul or to the 
Lord Himself. 'The Fourth Gospel has a large part to play in 
the controversy which rages round the question Jesus or Paul? 
But whether we accept or reject the paradox of Wernle, “ It is 
S. Paul who is original, S. John is not," as a solution of the 
Johannine problem, we can hardly escape the impression which 
the study of the Fourth Gospel leaves with us, that its author 
meditates and transforms rather than originates. The process 
may have reached a further stage of development in the Epistle. 
We may be nearer to the writers own thoughts, or rather the 
process of assimilation may be more complete, whereas in the 
Gospel we can trace more clearly his debt to another. But such 
a writer as the author of the Gospel might well " repeat himself,” 
especially if he were fully conscious that he had already said or 
taught his readers all that they required to meet the circumstances 
in which they found themselves placed. ‘Ypes б ўкойсатє dm 
dpxijs év йріу pevérw is the burden of his message. His chief 
object in writing is to remind them what it was. 

It cannot, therefore, be said that the absence of new matter 

1 If, for present purposes, we may so describe the man who has given it to 
us in its present form. 
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in the Epistle is necessarily suspicious. But this view would, of 
course, have to be modified if convincing evidence were forth- 
coming that the resemblance between the two writings is mainly 
confined to obvious points which could be easily caught and 
imitated, while there are real differences in minor points of style 
and expression where conscious imitation would be less easy, 
and where the peculiarities of the imitator would be most likely 
to show themselves. The following points are cited in support 
of such a hypothesis : 

"Exew éArida ётё тил. This is said to be “contrary to the 
general usage of the N.T. (Ro. xv. 12 being a quotation from 
the O.T.), and also to that of Jn. v. 45 (Ате ets wa). The 
“usage of the N.T.” is surely rather difficult to decide. As to 
éxew éArida we have Ac. xxiv. 15, ё\тіда éxov eis tov Ücóv, and the 
passage in question from the Epistle with èri. As to éAmifew we 
find eis бу, Jn. v. 45; èr avrà, Ro. xv. 12(- Is. xi. 10) ; ё, Хротф, 
1 Со. xv. 19; ётї беф, І Ti. iv. 10, vi. 17; {лї [тд>] бебу, 1 Ti. у. 5; 
emt TÀoUTOV дбуддтуть 1 Ti. vi 17; éri rjv. . . Хару, 1 Р. i. 13; 
eis бєбу, 1 Р. iii. с. It is unnecessary to illustrate or quote its use 
with the accusative, or т, or the infinitive, or its use absolutely. 
The evidence is clearly insufficient to establish a N.T. use for or 
against any particular construction. 

We must next consider the use of do with the verbs dxovey, 
airéy, AapBavew (cf. also éxew, ii. 20, iv. 21), as against the 
usual construction with тара which is found in the Gospel. 
With regard to dxovew the usage is clear, so far as it goes, though 
it may be noticed that dxovew amo occurs only once in the 
Epistle, where it probably has a slightly different shade of mean- 
ing, emphasizing the ultimate rather than the immediate source 
of the hearing, that both constructions, dé and тара, are found 
in Acts (ix. 13, x. 22), and that Gospel and Epistle share the 
commoner construction, Ze, with a genitive of the person. 
Ларбауєу occurs twice, airety once in the Epistle, with the 
construction тб twos. In the Gospel AapBavew пара is found 
four times, airéty тара once. There is not very much ground 
here for a theory of separate authorship. 

The following differences are also noticed, which for con- 
venience may be tabulated: 

EPISTLE. GOSPEL. 

xowwvla, The Holy Spirit. 
Exew тд» Обу. Birth from above. 
dyámy TereAevopér. 
0cós убт. 0cós туєдџида. 
dyámy» фуалгй». dyáàmm» біббуа. 
wemioretxaper kal éyrwKaper, é*yrókapey xal wemicrelkaper. 
srocetp Thy бікасодбутпу. srocety. Th» &\дєау. 
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So far the list is perhaps more striking for its resemblances than 
its differences. There are, however, undoubtedly many words 
and phrases which are peculiar to each. Some of them remind 
us that the vocabulary of the author or authors is not quite so 
limited as is generally assumed. In any case, can we say that 
the peculiarities are greater than can be naturally explained by 
differences of time, circumstances, and subject? 

The Index has been arranged so as to give with rough accuracy 
the full facts of vocabulary. It will be sufficient here to notice 
the differences to which Holtzmann has called attention. 

The following words are quoted from the Gospel which are 
absent from the Epistle : Sofa, Sogéaery, xápis, тАлрора, oùpavós, 
dyurrdvew, дуасттђуол, dydoracis, éyeipew, oi vexpot, dvwHev, Васса. 
TOU Geov, rà émíyea (èrovpávia), родо дал, áo vaa, cótew, 
руй есд (used in the shorter Epp. ) соттріа, б weuwas, кріуєм, 
кріра, д:акоуєіу, Sudxovos, eudavifew, «іру. Of these words some 
are so rare, comparatively or absolutely, that their absence in the 
Epistle would be more probable than their presence. "There 
are not many which we should even expect to find, though the 
absence of боба, 6 réuwas, xpivev, дубу calls for notice. There 
is perhaps not one of which we can say that the author of the 
Gospel must have used it if the Epistle were his. 

The list of phrases is larger. A few facts as to usage, which 
go far to modify the significance of the list, have been noted 
in brackets : TÓ пуєдра, тд Фуу (once in Gospel, cf. also xx. 22, 
туєўра, йуу, whereas TÒ mvevpa. 15 the common usage in both), 
yevvuÜjvas Фк туєуратоѕ, ё& ббато$ xai mveóparos (confined to the 
conversation with Nicodemus, while yen Fives | єк бєоб is 
common to both writings), дуатбу TÒ pas, тӧ скбтоє (once in 
Gospel), patra mpdocew (twice), paprupia, of God (? cf. 1 Jn. v. 
9, 10), 6 курго, ОЇ Christ (sex times, of which three are in ch. xxi. ; 
xil. 14, 16 have not been included), 7 брүй тоў веоб (once, cf. 
Apoc), iev фоту (once), проскууєу ёу mveipare Kat dÀwÜeia 
(twice, in ch. iv.), тцібу тду татёра, vió (thrice in one verse, 
besides which only viii. 49; тиф TOV татёра pov, СЁ. хіі. 26, TUTE 
айтду б патір), Toiv та дуада (once), дуастасіѕ luf, крїсє=$ 
(олсе each), Paprupeiy ті бед (twice, cf. I Jn. v. 6, xai тб 
тує ETTE TO рартуробу, Ort тд пуєйра оті ў dAnOaa), € Єрамуду, Tas 
ypadás (once), оок дпобуцокеу (twice, i in ch. xxi, but cf. pý, ov pý 
twice Or thrice) åroĝvýorev ё év ті) åpapríą (thrice, in one Context), 
pýpara тоў Ócov, whs alwviov (twice, and once), pas Tov kóg pov, тї 
Cums (thrice and once), elvat € єк тбу dvo, ката (once each), рёуєи ev 
тё ÀÓyo (once, cf. 2 Jn. 9, pévew êv TH doy: the corresponding б 
Aóyos . . дє. . . év iS common to Gospel and Epistle), ó Aóyos 
хорє (once), erevepodv twice); and éAevGepos yevérOat (once, у 
same context), вєшрєїу @йуатоу, yeverfat вауйтом (once each), б 
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dpxow тоў Koo yov (олсе, TOUTOV twice), viol TOU purds (once), б б vids 
év TQ жатр (?), 6 wrarnp ev TÊ vio (once, б татр ev роб etc., 
fairly common), Ф:Лєу, prety Uv бз (олсе each), éxew eipyynv 
(олсе), (xew тд his (twice), тістеіє eis то pas (once), éroupafev 
тбтоу (wice, in same context), aireiy фу TQ évopare (Христоб) 
(five times, cf. I Jn. V. 14, xarà тд Ала), роуўу ovy парі тку. 
(once), картфу $épev (eight times, of which six are in xv. 2—8), 
фауєробу тд буора (once, the use of фауєробу is characteristic of 
both), Фу «уш (four times). If this list is at all complete, or 
representative, it certainly affords very little evidence of the 
presence in the Gospel of characteristic phrases not to be 
found in the Epistle. It consists mostly of phrases which are 
found only once or twice, or which, if they occur more frequently, 
are generally confined to a special context. There are very few 
of them of which we can say that their absence from the Epistle 
is significant. 

It may be worth while to go through in the same way the 
fifty “ pecularities ” which Holtzmann has noted for the Epistle. 

(x) 6 with the Present Participle. (Found egA times in Jn. 
xiii. i.—XVi., but certainly more frequent in the Epistle.) 

(2) dà» cirwpev Ort, mepratõpev, ópoXoyüpev (&áy with each 
of these verbs occurs in the Gospel, and the use of édy 
is fairly frequent in both writings; naturally oppor- 
tunities for the use of the rst person plural are far 
less in the Gospel than in the Epistle). 

(3) ёк rwos ywóokew (twice). Cf. 1 Jn. ii. 18 (00e). 
(4) tpets followed by a relative sentence, which becomes 

the subject of the main sentence (tpets ô їкобсатє 
. €y bpiy pevéro, ЇЇ. 24, cf. 27). (May we not 

compare Jn. x. 29, 6 татур pov б бЄбшкеу рог таутшу 
peitóv ori?) 

(5) xowovia, with God, Christ, the brethren. (The teaching 
about xowwvia in the Epistle is surely the natural 
sequel of Jn. xiv.—xvil.) 

(6) &yye a, era y yea, érayyéAdev, (It may be noted that 
&yyéAAew is а N.T. dag Acyopevoy i in the Gospel.) 

(7) éavrov пЛауйу. (The verb is common to both.) 
(8) dpodroyetv ras duaprias. (The verb is, of course, common 

to both. Its use with a драртіа 15 оо: in the N.T., 
to the S passage І Jn. i. 9; cf. é£ouoXoyetoOa:, Mt., 
Mk., Ja 

(9) morós, of God. (Once. The word is used once in the 
Gospel.) 

(то) 7 &yámy rereXeiwrat. (Cf. Jn. xvii. 23, iva dow TereAeco- 
péva eis фу... kai ўүйтпсас< aùroùs кабос ёрё 
їүйттсоѕ.) 
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(11) Savor (once). 
(12) пардуєу. (More correctly тарФуесба. The active 

Tapdyew occurs twice in the Gospel, in a different 
sense. 

(13) dyamay тоў ёде фоб. (The phrase of the Gospel, 
iva áyamüre dAXAyAous, quoted as a contrast, is perhaps 
a sufficient parallel.) 

(14) скаудаћоу, iL 10 (се, however, with the context, фу тр 
corta тєритате _ ойк оЇбєў тоф Uráye : Jn. xi. 9, ёау 
TUS терітаті) Фу тӯ PEPE ov mpog kómet. ) 

(15) addéwvrat tpiv ai dpaprias бій тд буора. айтод. (Cf. 
Jn. xx. 23, dv тушу дфітє tas ацартіас àpéwvrar 
avrois. ) 

i уєдотрофђта, dvriypioro.. (Cf. Jn. v. 43.) 
17) дуатӣу тду kócpov. (Should we compare Jn. xxi. 15, 

дуалтй$ рє TÀéoy rovrov? At any rate the resemblance 
of the two writings in their use of xdéopos is far more 
striking than the absence of a particular phrase from 
one of them.) 

18) d&Aafoveia (олсе). 
9) Bios (twice). 

(20) ёуаттто, (Six times; cf. 3 Jn. dyaryré thrice. The 
doctrine of &ydm contained in the Gospel would 
certainly account for the frequency of this form of 
address i in the Epistle.) 

(21) тб xpícua. (Thrice; cf. Jn. iii. 34, дост тд птуєїра : 
cf. vii. 39.) 

(22) др»єїтба, ópoXoyév, tov хібу. (Сб, however, Jn. i. 20, 
úp odyno ev kai ovk ўру]сото.) ' 

(23) exe Tov патёра, Tov viov. (СЕ, perhaps, Jn. iii. 29, 6 xov 

THY viu.) 
(24) mappycia mpos tov Gedv. (The word is fairly common 

in the Gospel.) 
(25) aloxiver Bat (ii. 28, ай схуувбреу дт' афтод. (Cf. Jn. iii. 20, 

ойк ёрҳетол троє TO Pus, iva pù ЄАєухбі) та ёруа abro.) 
(26) mapovaía (once). 
(27) ёро: abro обреда. (? Cf. Jn. їх. 9, pows айтф: 

viii. 55, tropa: б Opotos pty.) 
(28, 29) Omitted apparently by mistake. 
(30) Ат. (Once. The word does not occur in any of the 

Gospels. Cf., however, Jn. v. 45, els бу 7Amixare, with 
the passage in the Epistle, iii. 3, ó ёш» ri Атда 
татту ёт ard.) 

(31) áyvós. (Once. But думі, which occurs in the same 
verse, is common to both.) 

(32) дуоріа. (Twice. In the same context.) 
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(33) ёфауерфбу б vids тоб Geot. (СЕ Jn. і. 31, AAA’ tva 
фауєробі тф 'Терал}\. ) 

(34) Аба» тё ёрүа TOU біавблом. (Cf. Jn. vii. 23, уа р) 
Avô) б vópos : Vill. 41, Ta | épya TOU татрд$ брбу.) 

(35) тб спєрра тоб Geot, ó yervpoas (of God). (Cf. Jn. i. 13, 
ёк beoi tyevýoar : viii. 33, owéppa А Врааџ.) 

(36) фу rovro $avepá éorv. (Фауєробу is characteristic of 
both writings.) 

(33 катаусдокеу. (Twice. Elsewhere only in Gal. ii. rr.) 
38) ô & ipi, ó & Tẹ Koop. (The contrast is character- 

istically Johannine, though the actual phrases do not 
occur in the Gospel.) 

(39) мбуєу iv тф вауйту. (A phrase cast in a _thoroughly 
Johannine mould. Cf. also Jn. iii. 36,6 ба ёте:ббу 
TQ vig ойк бурета, Солу, GAN т) дру?) тоб Geod péva 
іт адтбу.) 

(40) moreiay тф óvópart тої vio) (li. 23. If we complete 
the phrase, avrov Ingo) Христо?, we may compare 
Jn. XX. 31, iva титтєйүтє ore ‘Tyoots Фсту б Xpurros б 
vids ToU Geot, xai iva morevovres фо» exyre dv TQ 
Svopare airoi). 

(41) тб mveipa ris тАутѕ. (СЕ tò пуєра cis Атда, 
which is common to both. The one phrase suggests 
the other.) 

(42) Boi bey та — (once). 
(43) xAcev тё стА4ухуа. (The verb is common to both.) 
ds «беу руй ка, г Чибу. (Cf, perhaps, pù тараса єства 

Üpàv 1j 

(45) ёрартіа xp — (Cf. Jn. ix. 41, ў duapria брфу 
péva: viii. 24, ётобауєісбе фу rais dpaprias Dp.) 

(46) rypety éavróv, éavróv $vAdocev. (The former is probably 
not the true text, avrov having better support, With 
Type avroy, cf. Jn. xvii 12, Фуф érypouv айтойє iy тф 
évopari pov. For „ФоЛасс«у cf. xvii. 12, каї épvAaga.) 

(47) 9 KOT HOS | бЛоб i TÊ тоутрф «etra, (Cf. Jn. xvii. 15, 
iva тпріотя avrovs ёк тої птоупро?.) 

(48) póßos, as the opposite of дуаттр, the Gospel having only 
póßos тфу ‘lovdaiwy. Perhaps it is not altogether 
fanciful to see some recollection of the fear which 
kept men from open confession, in the love issuing 
in confidence, which “casts out fear.” 

(49) ёхеу ri» paprvpíav фу éaur@. (Perhaps we may compare 
Jn. iii. 33, 6 AaBoy avro) ту рартиріау ёсфраугсєу). 

(50) xóAaes (once). 
Thus on closer inspection a considerable number of the 

phrases which are actually peculiar to the Epistle remind us 
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so strongly of similar phrases and thoughts in the Gospel that 
it is again the resemblance rather than the difference that is 
brought into prominence. The phenomena are not inconsistent 
with the theory of imitation, but they do not find their most 
naturalexplanation in it. The variations in phrase suggest 
common authorship rather than servile, or even intelligent, 
copying. Both writings show the same characteristics, a small 
vocabulary used and used up; reiteration with slight variations, 
generally conveying some correspondingly slight difference of 
meaning; and no more new words than the differences of 
subject and circumstance call for, and are amply sufficient to 
explain. 

Is there any difference in the ideas and conceptions expressed 
in this similar but not identical phraseology, sufficiently marked 
to compel us to assume a corresponding difference in author- 
ship? 

Such a difference can hardly be found in the Aóyos of the 
Gospel Prologue as compared with the vaguer Aóyos тус {was of 
the Epistle. No doubt the one phrase describes a difference of 
Person, while the other is impersonal. But the personal distinc- 
tion of vids and татур is as clearly marked in the Epistle as in 
the Gospel. It is possible that the more definite Aóyos has been 
avoided in agreement with the growing Monarchian tendencies 
of a later stage of doctrine, but the pre-existent personality of 
Him who “came in flesh" is as definitely taught in the Epistle 
as in the Gospel. 

In the Epistle the sum of the &yyeXía which the writer has 
to announce is said to be that God is light. In the Gospel, 
light is used as a description of the pre-existent and the Incar- 
nate Logos. And in general it has been maintained that the 
Christ of the Epistle is more definitely separated from God and 
brought nearer to the believing Christian. The Christ of the 
Epistle is only Prophet, Example, Advocate, Reconciler. He 
is separated from us by sinlessness rather than by Divinity. 

It is probably true that in the Gospel Christ is always repre- 
sented as the connecting point between God and the world. 
As God is to Christ, so is Christ to * His own," whereas in the 
Epistle this relation is simplified." Commentators are divided 
as to whether this is brought about by setting God on the one 
side, Christ and His own on the other, or whether the Epistle 
goes further than the Gospel in the direction of glorifying the 
Christ. The number of passages in the Epistle in which it is 
extremely difficult to decide whether God or Christ is the subject, 
certainly point in the latter direction. But it is doubtful whether 

‚ the differences between Gospel and Epistle are as great as is 
assumed by those who maintain the theory of different author- 
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ship. In the Gospel it is natural that the relation of Christ 
to God on the one hand, and to His followers on the other, 
should be dwelt upon; while in the Epistle the relation of the 
Brethren to the Father should be more prominent. But this 
relationship is always conceived of as realized in and through 
Christ. ‘Our fellowship is with the Father, and with His Son 
Jesus Christ." We may compare Jn. xvi. 27, “the Father Him- 
self loveth you”; “I do not say that I will ask the Father 
concerning you.” The difference exists, but it is a difference 
of standpoint and of expression, not a fundamental difference of 
conception. Andit is a difference specially noticeable in certain 
forms of expression which are used, rather than in the general 
teaching of the Epistle as a whole. The Gospel taught who 
and what the Christ is. The Epistle is written to assure those 
who had learned its lesson that, if they will but remember it, 
they can feel sure confidence as to the relationship in which 
they stand to God in His Son Jesus Christ. The differences 
correspond to the different objects of the two writings. 

If this view of the general teaching of the two writings is 
correct, it will explain the similar phenomena which are traceable 
with regard to the ideas of life and love. In the Gospel it 
is Christ who came that they might have life—in the Epistle we 
read боту alóvtoy wxev ру 6 0cós : but the author hastens to add, 
"this life is in His Son.” So with love. In the Gospel “the 
love wherewith God loves the faithful 15 always grounded in 
the love wherewith He loves the Son." They must abide in the 
Son's love, as He abides in the love of the Father. In 1 Jn. iv. 
9-11 the stress is laid on the love of God for the world and for 
us. But the intimate connection of this passage with Jn. iii. 16 
certainly suggests that the writer of the Epistle is conscious of 
no fundamental difference of view. Again, in the Gospel it is 
the Logos who gives power réxva Өєо® yevéoGar—in the Epistle it 
is “a direct proof of the love of the Father tva réxva Oeov xAnOo- 
реу, каї éopév.” But in all these points it is hardly too much to 
say that a real difference can be established only by ignoring the 
expressions and thoughts in either document which tell the other 
way. It may also be true that in the Gospel the unity of the 
Son with the Father is the type of the union of the faithful 
with the Son, and /Aereín with the Father (cf. xiv. 20, xvii. 23); 
whereas the Epistle speaks more directly, “We are in God,” 
* God in us”; and the same difference can be traced іп the use 
of uévew. Christs command in the Gospel to exercise mutual 
love may be expressed in the Epistle as an évroAy тоб боб. 
But such differences are not mutually exclusive. To the mind 
of the writer or writers of Gospel and Epistle it is doubtful if 
they would present themselves as differences at all The 
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emphasis falls differently. But the final summary of the Enistle, 
if naturally interpreted, points to fundamental unity of concep- 
tion. “We are in the true God, in His Son Jesus Christ." 
* This (the God revealed in Jesus Christ) is the true God and 
eternal life." The same is true of the conception of the death 
of Christ as propitiatory. *'IAaegós occurs only in the Epistle. 
The idea is more prominent in the Epistle. It is notabsent from 
the Gospel. It is to be found both in what the Evangelist puts 
into the mouth of others, and also in his own comments. 

So, too, with the conception of the Parousia In both we 
find the spiritual idea of an abiding presence, and the more 
popular conception of a day of judgment, a last day, a last 
hour. The difference is one of emphasis. In the Epistle, as 
well as in the Gospel, eternal life is a present possession, and 
also an object of promise. The many Antichrists and many 
false prophets of the Epistle are its peculiar form of expression, 
but there is room for them in the sufferings of the Disciples 
which are foreseen in Jn. xvi. 2—4, even if we refuse to see in 
the warning of the Gospel, “If another come in his own name, 
him ye will receive," a historical reference to Bar-Kochba. 
Popular conceptions may be more prominent in the Epistle, 
though we are not justified in ignoring the ''spiritualizing " of 
the conception of Antichrist as fulfilled in many forms of 
anti-Christian teaching. But fundamental difference can be 
maintained only by ignoring parts of the evidence. 

The differences of thought and expression make it probable 
that some interval of time should be placed between the com- 
position of the two writings. In view of such differences it is 
difficult, if not impossible, to accept Lightfoot's view, that the 
Epistle was intended to serve as an Introduction to the Gospel 
written to accompany it! The evidence does not justify the 
conclusion that they could not have been written at the same 
time by the same writer. It does, however, make such a view 
extremely improbable. On the other hand, it is not enough to 
compel us to assume different authors. In most cases of a 
similar kind, certainly in this particular instance, it is practically 
impossible to prove common authorship, as against imitation, or 
similarity produced by common education in the same school 
of thought. We are always on safer ground when we speak of 
the " Ephesian Canonical Writings” than when we assign them 
definitely to S. John, Apostle or Elder. But there are no 
adequate reasons for setting aside the traditional view which 
attributes the Epistle and Gospel to the same authorship. It 
remains the most probable explanation of the facts known to us. 

! Unless, indeed, the Epistle was written to accompany its publication 
sometime after it was written. 
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The further conclusion that the theory of common author- 
ship can be maintained only on the hypothesis that the Epistle 
is earlier than the Gospel, is still more precarious. It is really 
based on the assumption that one who had reached the heights 
of the Gospel could never have descended to the more common- 
place conceptions of the Epistle. And this ignores the fact that 
whatever his own highest achievements may have been, the 
author is practically limited by the intelligence and spiritual 
capacity of his readers. The more the Epistle is read and 
studied, the more fixed becomes the impression that we have in 
it an attempt to make plainer, for practical purposes of spiritual 
and religious life, the profound teaching contained in the 
Gospel, which the author had tried to convey to his fellow- 
Christians in all his dealings with them, but which they had in 
large measure failed to make their own. The results of the 
Gospel, or of the teaching which it contained, had not realized 
his expectations. To use one of the expressions of that Gospel, 
its message ойк éxópe. among those with whom the author dwelt 
and for whom he worked. He had to descend to a lower plane. 
But the question of priority must be discussed more fully, and 
in a separate section. 

(b) Priority. 

The discussion of the identity of authorship has at least 
established clearly the close connection which exists between 
the Gospel and the Epistle. The view of the priority of either 
document can be reasonably held in conjunction with that of 
imitation or of identity of authorship, though Holtzmann regards 
the latter view as tenable only on the assumption that the Epistle 
represents an earlier stage in the development of the writer's 
theological position. At any rate the question can be discussed 
independently of that of authorship. 

The priority of the Epistle has been maintained on the follow- 
ing grounds: 

(т) The introductory verses (1-4), which show many points 
of close connection with the Prologue of the Gospel, are said to 
present an earlier stage of the Logos doctrine. It does not go 
beyond the “personification of abstract categories, фот) alovtos, 
Aóyos THs (ws, and the concrete conception of the Personal 
Logos has not yet been reached. It із only in the Gospel that the 
Monarchianism, common to the Epistle and other second century 
writings, is met by a clear differentiation of the Person of the 
Father and the Son. 

If our evidence were confined to the Prologue and the Intro- 
duction, this statement might be regarded as satisfactory so far 
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as the facts of doctrine contained in the two are concerned. 
But what is perhaps true of the prefatory verses cannot be so 
clearly established for the whole of the Epistle as compared with 
the whole of the Gospel. There are many passages in the 
Epistle where the “ personal differentiation” of the Father and 
the Son is presented as clearly as in the Logos doctrine of the 
Gospel (cf. ii. 22 f., iv. 2, v. 10, etc., even if we do not quote the 
third verse of the Epistle), though the relation of Christ to the 
Father is not so prominent a subject of teaching, or speculation, 
in the Epistle as in the Gospel, and the author’s insistence on 
the fact that the fellowship of Christians with God is realized in 
and through their union with Jesus Christ often makes it difficult to 
decide whether particular statements are meant to refer to Christ 
or to God. And even if this statement of the relations between 
the prologues is true, they lend themselves equally well to another 
explanation. Itis at least as probable that in the Epistle there 
is a further accommodation to the Monarchian ideas which came 
into greater prominence as time went on. As Réville and others 
have shown, the doctrine of the Gospel was probably far in 
advance of the general Christian opinions and feeling of its 
date. Some accommodation to the average faith of Christen- 
dom would not have been unnatural. 

And the general impression left by a comparison of the two 
passages is that the Preface to the Epistle presents a summary 
of the various points contained in the Prologue, and distributed 
throughout the Gospel, upon which the writer wishes to lay 
stress in the new circumstances that have arisen. Style and 
structure and vocabulary all point clearly to a close connection 
between the two. ‘To those who had been taught on the lines 
of the Prologue to the Gospel the opening expressions of the 
Epistle would be intelligible and full of meaning. It is far more 
difficult to explain the Prologue as an expansion and develop- 
ment of what is contained in the Epistle. 

(2) It has been thought that the dAAos mapaxAnros of Jn. xiv. 
16 was suggested by the doctrine of the Epistle, which presents 
Christ as the Paraclete (ii. 1). The two ideas are quite different, 
and neither of them excludes the other. In the Epistle, Christ’s 
advocacy is exercised in heaven. Не pleads the cause of His 
followers with the Father, to whose presence His “ righteousness ” 
gives Him, so to speak, the right of entry. In the Gospel, the 
sphere of the Spirit’s advocacy is on earth, and is consequent 
on the withdrawal of the bodily presence of the Speaker. The 
*advocacy" consists in calling to the remembrance of the 
Disciples the real import of the Lord’s words, in convicting the 
“World” of the mistakes they have made with regard to the 
Christ, and in leading the Disciples into all the truth. A com- 
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parison of the use of zrapdxAyros in the Epistle with that found in 
the Gospel yields no indication as to which document is the 
earlier. 

(3) Eschatological teaching. The writer of the Epistle, it is 
said, expects the Parousia in the immediate future. "The last 
hour has struck. Antichrist is already at work, or at least the 
work of his subordinates proclaims his near approach. The 
Evangelist has given up this expectation. The “coming” has 
been refined into the symbolical expression of a spiritual 
presence. Here again it may be quite true that the Epistle 
represents average Christian feeling more closely than the 
Gospel. If it is so, modification of more original, and perhaps 
unpopular, views is quite as probable an explanation as 
growth out of the stage of ordinary Christian opinion. In 
- zality, however, the difference between the two has been greatly 
exaggerated. Serious divergence can perhaps be maintained 
only by the convenient, but arbitrary, process of eliminating 
from the Gospel all the evidence which tells the other way. The 
language of Jn. v. 26—29, vi. 39, 40, shows that the Evangelist 
had not given up the popular expectation of a “last day” and 
a final judgment. There are many expressions in the farewell 
discourses which point in the same direction. And even if 
there is any real difference, it is not improbable that the events 
in which the writer of the Epistle saw the signs of the approach, 
or the actual advent, of Antichrist may have led to a nearer 
approach, at a later period, to the average Christian expectation, 
which at the time when the Gospel was written, though never 
actually repudiated, was less prominent in the writer's view. It 
should also be noticed that the “‘spiritualization” of the idea of 
Antichrist in the Epistle is at least as complete as the spirituali- 
zation of popular eschatology in the Gospel The Parousia, 
which the writer of the Epistle expected, perhaps more eagerly 
than when he wrote the Gospel, was nevertheless a spiritual fact 
rather than an apocalyptic display. 

(4) The Epistle is said to come nearer to the Pauline teaching 
than the Gospel, on the subject of propitiation. In i. 9, God's 
justice is put forward as the motive for the forgiveness of sins. 
Christ is spoken of as iAacpós тєрї тбу apapriay Tuv: cf. 
Ro. iii. 25, ôv mpoéÜero ó дєй tAaorpprov бій тїттєш$ Фу TQ abroU 
aipart. The Evangelist, it is said, conceives of Christ's work from 
a wholly different standpoint, —the glorifying of the Father by the 
Son in making His name known among men (Jn. xvii. 4-8). 
Again it is a question of proportion rather than of fundamental 
difference. The expiatory character of Christ's work is not 
specially prominent in the Fourth Gospel, but it is clearly 
recognized, both in the saying ascribed to the Baptist, "Ióe б 
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duyos ToU беєоб б аршу Tijv åpapriav тоб кдаром, and in the 
prophecy assigned to Caiaphas (Jn. xi. 51 f.), and the Evangelist's 
comment upon it, in which some have seen, perhaps rightly, a 
literary connection with r Jn. ii. 2. Even if a real difference 
could be established, it would have little bearing on the question 
of priority. 

(5) Some have found in the record of the piercing of the 
side (Jn. хіх. 34f.) a reminiscence of т Jn. v. 6, involving а 
misunderstanding of that passage. In the Epistle the “ water” 
refers to the Baptism, and has nothing to do with the death of 
jesus. It should not, it is said, have been introduced in that 
connection. Most scholars will agree with Holtzmann's judg- 
ment, “ пог schwer lässt sich das Missverstándniss beweisen." 
It would certainly be difficult to prove the misunderstanding. 
It may be added that the connection between the two passages 
is probably not so close as has often been supposed. The 
meaning of the “coming by water and blood” is discussed in 
the notes on the passage, and need not be considered at length 
here. It is far more probable that the incident, real or reputed, 
which the Evangelist records, suggested to the writer of the 
Epistle the significance of water and blood in the Messianic 
work of the Son of God. And this is true whatever relation we 
assume to exist between the Gospel and Epistle. 

(6) Some have detected an improvement in the Greek style 
in the Gospel as compared with the Epistle. The argument 
would no doubt appeal to those who have detected the difference. 
To the ordinary student it is certainly not obvious. It has, of 
course, no force or bearing on the question of priority for those 
who do not accept the common authorship of the two writings. 
And by those who do, Holtzmann's judgment may again be 
quoted, “es giebt auch Rückschritte." 

(7) Stress has also been laid on the fact, if it is a fact, that 
the Epistle was used by Papias and Polycarp at a time when 
certain traces of the Gospel are wanting. It may be sufficient 
to answer, with Holtzmann, that the Gospel was certainly known 
in Justin's time, and it is not unnatural that the more popular 
writing which gave less offence to traditional Christian opinion 
should have become known first. The argument, however, such 
as it is, loses most of its force if we accept, with Bishop Light- 
foot on the one hand, or Dr. Schwartz on the other, the more 
probable view that Papias knew and used the Fourth Gospel. 

A considerable portion of the evidence which has been put 
forward in favour of the priority of the Gospel is as little con- 
clusive as most of what has been considered on the other side. 
The following points need consideration : 

(1) Many passages in the Epistle seem to need the help of 
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the Gospel in order to become intelligible. They could only 
have been addressed to those who knew the Gospel, or, at least, 
the teaching which it contains. The following passages are cited 
by Holtzmann : 

il. 2. каї айтд< Аас cor тєрї тбу dpapriav 7v, ob пері 
тфу йрєтбршу 02 dAAG каї пері бЛом тої кдером. 

| Jn. хі. 51f. ... expopyrevoey б бт fpe ‘Tyo ots йтобуз}скегу 
rip TOU буо, ка) оду vrép ToU t6vovs póvov, GAN’ iva xai Tà тёкуа 
TOU бєоб rà Sueaxopmicpéva avvayáyy eis бу. It is possible to see 
in the words of the Epistle, especially où . . . dAAà пері óAov, an 
echo of the language, and still more of the thought, of the Gospel. 
But the instance does not carry us very far. 

ii. 23. mâs б dpvovpevos Tov viðv ovè тбу татёра хе: б биоАоуФ> 
тбу vióy kai Tov татёра ёха. 

Jn. xv. 23 Ё. б due шо бу каї Tov татёра pov poc. .. . vOv 04 
каї éwpdxacw каї pepaorjkagt Kal ёрё каї тбу патбра pov. 

There is nothing here to determine the question of priority, 
though the similarity of thought i is obvious. 

ii. 27. кад tpets тд урісра Ó Ad Bere ёт avrod péve фу piv, каї 
ov xpeíav. éxere (уа т —* Spas’ GAN’ às тб айто® xpiopa бібдске 
pas пері тбут–у . . 

„Ја. xiv. 26. ó бі таркдәүтоз, TÓ mvua TÒ буюу . © e éketyos 
ўра 8.84 wavrTa «ai іторуйстє брдє таута & elrov ù шу гуд. 

ili. 8. б тоф» nv ápapríay ёк tov д:аВбћЛоо ёстіу, dri ёт архів 
ё didBodos à ápapráve. Cf. 1 Jn. iii. 15. 

jn. viii. 44- бре ёк тої патроє TOU dkiaBdrov ёстё каї tas èm- 
Gupias TOU патрдє „Орбу OéXere тошу. éxeivos dvOpwroxrdvos fv 
ám ápxijs, каї фу ті ddyGeig оок істукеу. 

iv. 6. б у‹уфскшу тду бебу dxover бу, $$ ойк ёсті ёк то? Өєоў 
ойк акоўе: ТФУ. 

Jn. Vili. 47. 6 бу ёк ToU бєої ra ipara tov Өєоў фкодег бій тобто 
Spets одк dxovere, б ort ік тої beoi oùk ёстё. 

V. 12. б čxwv тд» иду бує ттуу боту" б py бушу Tov viov тоб Geod 
Tijv Cony oix ҳе. 

Ја. iii. 36. 6 титтєўшу els тду viðv exer Luv aiwviov’ ó дё дтеббу 
TQ vig ойк ópera олуу. 

V. 14. xai Cu ёстіу 1 тарртоіо, nv Sxopev проє айтду, Gre ёду ть 
аітореда ката TÒ буа GUTOU dKove ў рибу. 

Jn. xiv. 13. «ai ore dy airjonre Фу TQ дудраті pov, тобто TONTO 
e. dv Ti altnonré pe & тф дудраті рох yù тосо. 

In none of these instances do we find any thought or expres- 
sion in the Epistle which is obviously, and beyond all doubt, 
borrowed from the Gospel. But there is no mistaking the 
general impression which they convey. Originality and force is 
always in the Gospel rather than in the Epistle, where the thoughts 
are, as a rule, derived and generalized. The writer would seem to 
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be choosing from a larger store what he can most usefully apply to 
the circumstances with which he is dealing. He has but little, if 
anything, to add to what his readers have already been taught. 
Assume that they have been taught the content of the Gospel, and 
his language is nearly always seen to be intelligible and pertinent. 

It must, of course, be remembered that, even if this 1s true, it 
does not amount to proof of the priority of the Gospel in actual 
composition. The author had, in all probability, taught its 
contents for some time before he committed them to writing. 
It may well have been that in the course of teaching they 
gradually took shape. Even if we need the Gospel to explain the 
Epistle, the readers of it may have had their necessary com- 
mentary in the author's oral teaching. 

Attention has been called to the proportion of the closest 
parallels between Gospel and Epistle which are found in chs. 
xiii.-xvii. of the Gospel. The proportion is certainly large, if the 
length of these chapters be compared with that of the whole 
Gospel. The situation depicted in the last discourses, where the 
Christ gives His last instructions to the Disciples whom He is 
about to leave, naturally offers more points of contact with that 
of the Pastor committing, perhaps, his last words to writing for 
the sake of his “ children,” than the earlier chapters of the Gospel 
which show the Christ disputing with the Jews. The aim of the 
Epistle is far more to encourage and to build up than to warn 
and destroy, though the critical examination of its contents tends 
to bring the passages devoted to controversy into greater pro- 
minence than those which deal with edification. But the point 
has really no bearing on the question of priority. 

The supposed direct references to the Gospel which are to 
be found in the Epistle must be considered next. It has been 
maintained that the árayyeAía announced in the Epistle (i. 3, 5), 
that God is light and there is no darkness in Him at all, is not 
really carried out in the Epistle itself; and that the reference 
must therefore be to the Gospel. This is doubtful, especially 
in view of the identification of Christ with the “ Light" in the 
Gospel as compared with the announcement of the Epistle that 
God is light. There is much about light and darkness in both, 
as Dionysius of Alexandria saw: but it can hardly be said that 
the announcement “ God is light" is the message of the Gospel 
as a whole more than of the Epistle. And the idea which the 
phrase is introduced to emphasize, that fellowship with God is 
possible only for those who, so far as in them lies, strive to make 
themselves like Him, is one of the leading thoughts of the 
Epistle, It is true that the Epistle does not deal with the whole 
message about life, as detailed in the first verse, ‘that which was 
from the beginning, that which we have heard and seen," etc., and 
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that in a sense the Gospel might be said to include it all! But 
there is no necessary reference to the Gospel. The whole of the 
witness which their Christian teachers had borne to them, and 
the whole of the teaching which they had received from them, 
and especially from the writer of the Epistle, is a more natural 
explanation. 

The other direct reference, as has been supposed, is found in 
ii. 14 (ёурафа tpiv, watdia к.т.А.), where the triple бурафа has 
been thought to refer to the Gospel. The change from present 
to aorist is difficult to explain. Perhaps no thoroughly satis- 
factory explanation can be offered. At first sight the reference 
to the Gospel is tempting. But the reference must have been 
made more explicit if it was to be intelligible, unless, indeed, the 
Epistle was written to accompany the Gospel, in which case the 
difference between урафо and éypaya has less point. And the 
reasons given for writing are not specially applicable to the Gospel, 
either in themselves or as distinguished from the almost identical 
reasons given for the three statements introduced by урафо. 

The theory that the Epistle was written as a Beglettungs- 
schrift, when the Gospel was published, deserves consideration. 
The case has been best stated by Ebrard, who tries to show that 
the false teaching of Cerinthus is really combated in the 
Gospel—written to prove the identity of Jesus with “the 
Christ, the Son of God" and God's agent in Creation, as 
contrasted with “an inferior power," ignorant of the Supreme 
God—as well as in the Epistle. The theory was held by Bishop 
Lightfoot, who refers to it three times in his lectures on S. John, 
but apparently never gave his reasons in full. It must stand or 
fall with the identity of aim and content of the two writings. "The 
differences in vocabulary, style, and thought, which have been 
discussed in the previous section, lead to no definite conclusion. 
They merely make it difficult to suppose that the two writings 
are of exactly the same date. 

The connection between the introductory verses and the 
Prologue of the Gospel has already been mentioned. If the 
whole is most easily explained as presupposing the Prologue, a 
closer examination of ver. 2 almost compels us to take this view. 

kal % fan) — (taking up the ё айтф фот) 9», kal ў гол) $» тд фіз 
Swhs s Хбууоє Tfjs Tay dyÜpowr. 

ка! éwpdxaper Kal ò Хбуоз càp£ é-yévero ка! Євеасфиєва 
т» ббфа» айтод. 

kal uaprvpoüper. ФАХ tra uaprvpijo n, 
Cf. xal üpeis uaprupeire, бт: дя" дру їз 

per’ éuod dore (xv. 27) 

1 Perhaps the phrase xal табта уріфоре» of ver. 4 implies that vv. 1-3 
contain something more than a summary of the contemplated letter. 
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kal dwayyé\Xopev bui» тйу {ш> T» Cf. табта де -yéyparra:. . . Wa 
alor» ( . . . Wa kal Üpeis koi- mwuTeUgre . . . kal tra micrevorres 
wrlay Exnre к.т.Х.) Соту Exnre Фу Tq бубдат: айтоб. 

tris ду pos rò» varépa obros ди Фу ёрхр wpds тд» Ocdr. 
ка) épavepwOn huir. kal doxtywoer év бу kal ёӨбедт&деба,. 

There can be no doubt on which side the originality lies. 
The Epistle presents a summary, not a first sketch. 

The exact interpretation of the évroA;j) каи каї maAoud of 
ii. 7, 8 is doubtful. But in the language used in these verses 
there is an almost certain reference to the “new commandment” 
of Jn. xiii. 34. Cf. especially 6 dorw dA90is Фу abrà xal Фу бу. 
The Lord had made a new commandment of the old legal precept, 
*'Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself.” It becomes new 
again in each Christian who fulfils it by obedience. 

The expressions used in ii. то В, of love and light, hatred 
and darkness, appear to be a summary of the teaching con- 
tained in different passages of the Gospel (cf. xi. 9, 10, xii. 
35 ff.). 

The “promise which He promised, even eternal life” 
(ii. 25), is most naturally explained by reference to Jn. x. 28 
(кдубф бібшра abrois (оўу alwvov, каї од р) йтоЛбута: els Tov 
aiva). Should we also compare xiv. 19, dre éyà (à xai tpeis 
Ojo ere? 

The section iii. 8-r5, with its distinction of those who are 
born of God and those who are * of the Devil," who sinneth 
from the beginning, and its denunciation of the murderous 
character of hatred, recalls the passage of the Gospel (viii. 
40-44) where the Jews are proved to be “of the Devil” by the 
murderous hate with which they pursue the Lord, so closely 
that we are compelled to see dependence on its substance if 
not on itstext. Again it is the Gospel that is “ original," though 
we may hesitate to follow Wellhausen in making use of the 
Epistle to rewrite the Gospel in its original form as presupposed 
by the Epistle (dpets ёк тоб marpós тоб Каф ёстє) in order 
to get a simpler explanation of ô татђр abro? in ver. 44. In 
the Epistle we find again the generalization of thoughts first 
struck out in the heat of controversy. 

The * coming by water and blood " is not to be explained as 
a direct reference to the incident recorded in Jn. xix. 35. But 
it is almost certain that the record of that incident suggested 
to the writer of the Epistle the significance of **blood" and 
of * water” in the Messianic work of the Redeemer. 

These instances could easily be multiplied, but they are 
representative. None of them amount to proof positive of the 
writers actual dependence on the text of the Gospel. But 
their evidence, such аз it is, all points in the same direction. The 
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Epistle presupposes in its readers acquaintance with “a compact 
body of teaching like that which we find in the Fourth Gospel," 
to use Dr. Sanday's phrase! And the general impression 
gained from studying the two writings is convincing. The 
impression left—the more clearly the longer the Epistle is 
studied—is that it was written to help and to warn those for 
whom the teaching of the Gospel, or **a body of teaching like " 
it, had not accomplished all that the writer had hoped. 
Throughout it is an appeal to the readers to use that which 
they already possess. It never should have been necessary, the 
writer seems to say, for him to write the Epistle. They needed 
no further instruction, if they would but make use of what had 
been {Баз år dpyjys. Their own experience should be able 
to do st. He writes to them not because they do not 
know, but because they know. They have received sufficient 
instruction and full illumination. They “all know.” But 
knowledge has not been adequately translated into corre- 
sponding action $ conduct. It has not been realized in 
life. And so ther doubt and hesitation in the face of new 
difficulties and сһай еа circumstances. The whole aim of the 
Epistle is to recall to mind and to supplement what has long 
ago been fully given, but not adequately grasped. It is not 
the earnest of things to come. It owes its existence to the 
failure to make the most of the abundance that has been given. 
It is the aftermath, not the first-fruits, of the writers message 
to the Church. 

These considerations, if they accurately represent the facts, 
determine with certainty the question of priority, so far as the 
substantial content of the two documents is concerned. "They 
do not perhaps preclude the possibility of a later date for the 
actual composition, or publication, of the Gospel. But in view 
of them such hypotheses are extremely unlikely. 

5 2. THE Ам. 

The more definitely polemical aim of the Epistles is dis- 
cussed in another section, where the passages which contain 
clear references to the tenets of the opponents are fully con- 
sidered, as well as the extent to which the writer has them 
in view in other passages not so directly controversial in tone, 
and indeed throughout the Epistle. It is probably true that 
the writer never loses sight altogether of the views of his 
Opponents in any part of the Epistle. But it is important 
to emphasize the fact that, in spite of this, the real aim of the 
Epistle is not exclusively, or even primarily, polemical. The 

1 Recent Criticism of the Fourth Gospel, p. 245. 
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edification of his "children" in the true faith and life of 
Christians is the writer's chief purpose. The errors of the 
opponents do not constitute the only danger. The victory 
has been won, if only after a hard-fought battle, and the 
opponents, whose errors have been unmasked, **have gone out 
from among us," or at least the leaders of the movement have 
withdrawn or been expelled. But there is still strong sympathy 
with their views, and perhaps acute danger of their return in 
power. The real danger is the attitude of the “children” 
themselves towards the Christian faith and life. The enthusiasm 
of the early days of the Faith is no longer theirs. Many of 
them had been brought up as Christians, and did not owe their 
faith to strong personal conviction or experie Their 
Christianity had become largely traditional, а В апа 
nominal They found the moral obligations of their religion 
oppressive. The “world” had great attractions for them. 
They wished to be on better terms with it than their Faith 
allowed. They were only too ready to welcome elements of 
religious and philosophical speculation forefgn to the Faith and 
really destructive of it. They could not tolerate a sharp distinc- 
tion between Christian and Unchristian in belief and practice. 
And therefore they were easily deceived by specious novelties. 
They had lost their instinctive feeling for what was of the 
essence of the Faith which they had received, or lay on the line 
of true development, and what was antagonistic to it. And 
another consequence of this “loss of their first love” was doubt 
and uncertainty as to their position as Christians. This is 
clearly seen if the verses introduced by év rovrw ywwoxopey 
or similar phrases are studied. Nine times at least the writer 
offers his readers tests by which they may assure themselves 
about the truth of their Christian position (ii. 3 ё Tovro 
yard kop.ey бт. ёүуфкорєу айтбу: 5, Фу тойт ywooKkopev бт. ду 
айтФ éopev: lii. 16, Фу TOUT dyvexapey THY ёүбтту : 19, ё TOUT 
уушсдреда б Ort ÈK THS й. in Betas Єсреу: 24% éy и тойт” yiwdonopey Ore péve 
Фу 7 "ру: iv. 2, фу TovTQ утаакетє TO пує)ра тоў Ücov: 6, ёк ToUTOV 
yevwoKopey TO пуєйца THS Avdeios: 13, iy TOUT ywdaop.ey ore Фу 
airy pévopev : V. 2, бу тодтф ywwoKopey бт: dyamüpuev TA Téxva тоб 
Geos). The writers aim in this ninefold “ hereby we know” 
cannot be only to set forth the true knowledge in opposition to 
the false “ Gnosis ” of his Gnostic opponents. Clearly his readers 
had felt the doubts which had grown in force in proportion as 
the enthusiasm of earlier days had waxed cold. 

This view of the circumstances and condition of the Church 
or Churches addressed has been maintained by several writers, 
among whom Lücke and Rothe may be especially mentioned. 
It is presupposed in the words in which the author expresses 
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the aim of his writing, before summing ор the chief points of 
his message, таўта éypaya ipiv iva elónre Gre (обу €xere alovwov, 
ros miorevovow eis TO буора тоб viov тоб cot. Cf. also i. 4, ii. І. 
Rothe’s words are worth quoting: ‘‘Der Apostel denkt sich also 
seine Leser als solche, in denen die ursprüngliche Klarheit des 
eigenthümlichen christlichen Bewusstseins verdunkelt, sein 
sciherer, scharf alles Unchristliche  unterscheidender Тасі 
abgestumpft, in denen die Frische des eigenthümlichen geist- 
lichen Lebens ermattet, die Lauterkeit desselben verunreinigt ist."1 
Huther's rejection of this view on the ground of such passages 
as 11. 13, 14, 20, 21, 27, Ш. 5, 14, ÌV. 4, 16, v. 18-20, meets 
with Holtzmann's approval The picture which they present 
of the readers' state is too favourable to admit of such dark 
shortcomings. In reality it is just these passages which prove 
the point. The writer appeals to their privileged position and 
past victories. They are of those whose sins have been forgiven, 
who have known the Eternal, who have won the victory, in 
whom the Word of God abides. On these grounds he can 
appeal to them. But if they had been true to their privileges 
and their knowledge, it would not have been necessary to make 
the appeal Those of whom ii 13, 14 were true ought not 
to have needed the warning of ver. 15, M7 &yarüre тбу xoopov 
раё та èv тф xéopy. They have the unction of the Spirit, 
knowledge is the possession of them all. He wrote to them 
not because of their ignorance, but their knowledge of the truth. 
He would recall to new life what is in danger of dying away. 
They do not need teaching, if only they will use the powers 
which they possess (20, 21, 27). He would not write thus, 
unless they had in some measure failed to do their part. The 
extent of the failure must be measured by the gravity of the 
danger. They are of God, and have won a notable victory 
over the opponents (iv. 4). But they have to be reminded of 
the facts to urge them to the needed effort. The summary in 
v. 18-20 of what they know, and ought to use, has to be com- 
pleted by the warning of ver. 21, pvAdfare éavrà dro тфу 
eióoA oy. 

Holtzmann has done good service towards the interpretation 
of the Epistle by showing how clearly Gnostic ideas are reflected 
throughout the Epistle. The writer always makes it his aim to 
set forth the true “knowledge” of Apostolic Christianity in its 
opposition to the false gnosis for which such great claims were 
made. And it is of primary importance to realize the undoubted 
polemical aim of much of its contents, and the modifications in 
his statement of what he believes to be positive truth, which are 
due to the fact that he never loses sight, in anything that he 

! Rothe, Der erste Brief Johannis, p. 4. 
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says, of the false teaching and unchristian conduct of his 
opponents. But it is at least as important to remember that 
his primary objects are to exhort and to edify. He is a pastor 
first, an orthodox theologian only afterwards. He cannot 
separate doctrine from ethics. But it is the life which he cares 
about. For him the Christian Faith is a life of fellowship “ with 
the Father and with His Son Jesus Christ.” His first object in 
writing is to help his fellow-Christians to lead this life of fellow- 
ship, that his joy and theirs may be fulfilled. And no interpre- 
tation of the Epistle is likely to elucidate his meaning satis- 
factorily if it fails to realize where the writer's interest really lies. 
The nature and character of the false teaching denounced in 
the Epistle is a fascinating problem. But even a satisfactory 
solution of it would fail to provide an adequate explanation of 
the Epistle. Those methods of exegesis are unscientific which 
lay too exclusive stress on the doctrine which it teaches or the 
heresy which it seeks to refute. "They tend to obscure rather 
than to elucidate the author's meaning. The polemical and 
controversial aims of the Epistle are considered at length else- 
where. Here it is only necessary to insist on the importance, 
for the right understanding of the Epistle, of fully recognizing 
the writer's other aims. 

§ 3. DESTINATION. 

The general character of the Epistles, even of the First, 
show that they are almost certainly addressed to a definite 
Church, or group of Churches, the circumstances and diffi- 
culties of which were well known to the writer, or writers, of the 
Letters. The author of the First Epistle writes to Christians 
whom he knows, with whose needs he is fully acquainted, whom 
he has the right to help, and who acknowledge his right. The 
тєкиа are not the whole body of Christians dispersed through- 
out the world. But we have nothing to help us in determining 
the destination of the Epistles beyond the universal tradition 
which connects them with Ephesus, or at least Asia Minor, the 
earliest traces of their appearance, and the undoubted connec- 
tion of some of the Johannine literature with the Roman 
province of Asia. 

In the “antiqua translatio" of Cassiodorus (Just. Div. lit. 
14) all three Epistles apparently bore the title *ad Parthos," 
and in his Complexiones (ЇЇ. 1370) the First Epistle is so desig- 
nated.! This attribution was not uncommon in the West. It 
is first found in Augustine, in the title of his ten Zractatus (“in 

1 Cf. Zahn, Forschungen, iii. 92, etc., from whom most of the information 
in this paragraph is taken. 
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epistolam Ioannis ad Parthos") and also in his Quaest. Ev. ii. 
39. 1.1 Vigilius (? Idacius Clarus) inthe Contra Varimadum 
introduces the gloss of the heavenly witnesses with the words 
“Item ipse ad Parthos. The title found in a Genevan MS 
(Sabatier) “incipit epistola ad Sparthos,” suggests a Greek 
origin for the title (zpos тарбокє, the s of the preposition having 
been dittographed), or at least a Greek archetype for the title 
as it occurs in that MS. According to Bede the title was found 
in *many ecclesiastical writers," including Athanasius. The 
title "Iwdvvov фтістод) В проє mdpOous is found in the Greek 
minuscule, Oxford, Bodleian. Misc. 74 (Scr. 3o, von Soden 
a II1),? and in the Florentine MS, Laur. iv. 32 (Scr. 89), both 
of the eleventh century. It appears also as colophon in a 
Paris MS of the fourteenth century (Reg. Gr. 6o, olim Colb. ; 
Scr. 62). 

The title would therefore appear to have originated in the 
East, from whence it may well have reached the West as early 
as the time of Athanasius. "Various explanations of the title 
have been suggested. (1) It has been supposed to be a 
corruption of mpòs vapÜévovs (cf. “Clement” quae ad uirgines 
scripta) Its reference to the First Epistle has been explained 
as the result of mistaking the title of the Second for the 
colophon of the First. (2) Zahn suggests that the real explana- 
tion is to be found in the next phrase of Clement's Adumbra- 
tiones, “Scripta uero est ad quandam Babyloniam, electam 
nomine. Clement takes the “Babylonian” lady for a real 
person, whose children are mentioned later in the Epistle. He 
cannot, therefore, have written mpòs mapÜévovs, which must be а 
corruption of mpòs mápĝovs, which his translator read as mapÓévovs 
and translated accordingly. If a title corresponding to zpos 
T'aAáras, ‘EBpaiovs, and the like was to be found for the Baby- 
lonian lady and her children, mpòs wdpOovs would be the natural 
title to use in the time of Clement. There is no tradition of 
relations between S. John and Babylon or Parthians. The 
title must have been suggested by the name of the recipient, and 
not vice versa. Zahn further suggests that Clement must have 
identified the ЄкЛєкті) xvpia of the Second Epistle with the ў Фу 
BaBvAdu avvexAexr:) of І Р v. 13. The difficulty raised by the 
passage in Eus. H. Є. ii. 15, which apparently makes Clement 
interpret that phrase allegorically of Rome, Zahn meets by 
pointing out the uncertainty of how much of the Eusebian 
passage can be rightly referred to Clement. (Cf. 2v каї ovvragat 
фасіу ёт avris “Рортс.) 

1 **Secundum sententiam hanc etiam illud est quod dictum est a Ioanne 
in epistola ad Parthos," 

Cf. Mill, p. clx. 
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Zahn's explanation of the origin of the title is certainly the 
most ingenious which has been suggested. It offers an adequate 
explanation of the opening sentences in the Latin summary of 
Clement's comments on the Second Epistle. If the explanation 
of the title of the First Epistle, or of all three, is to be sought 
in this passage of Clement, Zahn's hypothesis offers the most 
probable solution of the question. But our knowledge is too 
scanty to enable us to attain to certainty in the matter. 

(3) Lücke has accepted the suggestion which, according to 
him, was first made by Gieseler, that mápĝovs has arisen out of 
a misunderstanding of the title тардєуоѕ which was given to 
S. John (cf. Pistis Sophia, ed. Petermann, р. 45, «bye Johannes 
vapÜévos, qui dpfes in regno lucis, quoted by Zahn, Acta 
Johannis, p. ci, who traces back the probable origin of the 
tradition of John's “ virginity” to the Leucian Acts). 

But whatever may be said for these ingenious conjectures, there 
is no reason to suppose that the title which we find in Augustine, 
and which may have been used by Clement of Alexandria, rests 
on any trustworthy tradition about the destination of the 
Epistles. We have nothing but internal evidence to guide us 
in determining the question. Nothing in the Epistles them- 
selves affords any clear guidance in the matter ; but the evidence, 
such as it is, gives us no reason to distrust the tradition which 
connects them with Asia Minor, and especially Ephesus. The 
Apocalypse is clearly connected with Ephesus, and we are 
certainly justified in attributing all the Johannine Books to the 
same school, though not to the same author. The question 
cannot really be discussed apart from the Gospel. "The district 
of Asia Minor meets all the known requirements of the case, 
and the literary history of the Epistles, as well as of the Gospel, 
shows that it is in this region that we first meet with traces of 
their existence. It is natural, therefore, to suppose that the 
origin and destination of the Epistles are to be found in this 
region. 

8 4. ANALYSIS. 

While some agreement is found with regard to the possible 
division of the First Epistle into paragraphs, no analysis of the 
Epistle has been generally accepted. The aphoristic character 
of the writer's meditations is the real cause of this diversity of 
arrangement, and perhaps the attempt to analyse the Epistle 
should be abandoned as useless. 

According to Von Soden (Die Schriften des NT. i. 1, p. 
459), the commonest system of xejáAau and srodaip éoas is 
as follows : 
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Kedoraa Ioavvov eros проту 

а. (i. 1) єтауудикт бєоХоуга. mepi Христом, ev w. 
(i. 6) тер: eLoporoynoews кал mpocoxys 

єє TO рл) opapravew. 
(ii, 3) ort 7 pnois evtoAwy Өєоо тту 

yvwow BeBaror, 
B. (ii. 7) wept ayarns ns avev асеВеа, ev o. 

(ii. 12) тароуєсіѕ пере Харітоб єкастоу каб 
таикіау KAL пері атотротуѕ TNS 
прос TOV KOO Mov ayarys. 

у. (ii. 18) mep фебафехфшу apvgoiÜeov Kat оті 7 es 
ov evoeBeta татроѕ оџоћоуна, т) yap Tov 

rarpos 6o£oXoyta том viov eat ÜcoXoyia, ev w. 
(ii. 26) тер: Oecov кал туєудатиком ҳаритратоѕ єў 

аушсро єт Amide ets yyoow Geov. 
(ili. 2) от: was о «v Христа exros apaprias. 

о yap арартаушу єттїў єк тоу д.а Bohov. 
8. (iii. 9 or 10) пері ауатуѕ mys «s тоу À30t0v Kat бабєсєш$ 

peradorucns, €v w. 
(ill. 19) пері cvverdnoews ayabys Ths «v more 

Iycov Христом. 
(iv. І) mepi д:акритєшс туєуџатоу ep opoXoyu 

TNS тоу Хрістоу єуаубротусєошѕ. 
є. (iv. 7) перо філабелфіа5 єє 0conefeuv. 
ѕ. (iv. 15 Or v. 1) пері Oeoroyas viov ev бобт патрос кад wept 

ишк] TNS ката Tov zovnpov dia moTEWs 
Iycov Хрістоу es Соту. 

& (у. 16) пере аутХ\луууео$ rov арартауоуто$ adeAdov dia 
TPOTEVXYS kat птер: Tov рл] apaprayew, «y о. 

(у. 18) пері атоҳтѕ Saipovixov ceBacparos. 

Kedadaa Ioavvov errors Sevrepas. 

a. (i. 4) pera то трооцдоу пері opÜov fiov. ev ayamry 
вес» dia rta reus evoeBovs aperaberov, ev o. 

(i. то) от. ov det агретікоу єштои{ у  xaupert- 
Cav єф apapria 

B. (i. 12) єтаууєма тароџсчаѕ avrov er «Мт mpos 
axpeAetay. 

Kedadata Ioavvov erurroXns pers. 

а. (i. 2) єх? vrep redawoews кал evyapwrrias «p 
ороХоуга prrogenas тоу адеАфоу dia Xpwrrov, 
о. 

(i. 9) mep тує Acorpepous фамАотутоє xai 
proaderduas. 
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B. (i. 12) mepi Anpntpiov, w рарторе та каЛМіста. 
у. (1. 13) mepi adu£eos avrov mpos avrovs ew офєАеа ev 

тахе. 
By far the most successful attempt to analyse the Epistle in 

such a manner as to show that there is a real underlying sequence 
of thought which can be represented, at least to some extent, in the 
form of analysis, is that of Theodor Häring (“ Gedankengang und 
Grundgedanke des ersten Johannesbriefs,” Theol. Abhandlungen, 
Carl von Weizsácker gewidmet, Freiburg i. B., 1892, Mohr). He 
finds in the Epistle a triple presentation of two leading ideas, 
which may be called an Ethical and a Christological Thesis. 
(1) The ethical thesis is developed in the sections i. 5-1 17, 
ii. 28 (?)-iiil. 24, iv. 7-21, “without walking in light," more 
specially defined as “love of the brethren, there can be no 
fellowship with God.” (2) The Christological thesis is found in 
the sections ii. 18-27, iv. 1-6, v. x (or 5)-12, “beware of those 
who deny that Jesus is the Christ." In the first part (i. 5-ii. 27) 
these ideas are presented, the one after the other, without any 
indication of their connection with each other. In the second 
(ii. 28 (?)-iv. 6), they are again presented in the same order, but 
vv. 23, 24 of ch. iii., which form the transition from the опе to 
the other, are so worded as to bring out clearly the intimate 
connection which, in the author's mind, exists between the 
two. In the third (iv. 7-У. 12), they are so intertwined that it is 
difficult, if not impossible, to separate them. 

As Háring's analysis has generally been followed in the notes 
of this edition, it may be convenient to give it here, at least in 
substance.! 

i. 1-4. Introduction. 
A. i. 5-11. 27. First presentation of the two tests of fellow- 

ship with God (ethical and Christological theses) expressed 
negatively. First exposure of the two *'lies No reference to. 
the mutual relations of the two theses. 

I. i. 5-ii. 17. Walking in light the true sign of fellowship 
with God (ethical thesis). Refutation of the first “lie.” 

I. i, 5-й. 6. The thesis itself put forward in two parallel 
statements. 

а. i. 5-10 (vv. 8-то being subordinate to the main 
thought, to guard against possible misunder- 
standing). 

б. ii. 1-6. (12 and 2 being similarly subordinate). The 
chief differences between a and ф consist in the 
terms used, Fellowship with God, Knowledge of 
God, Being in God; and Walking in Light, 

lIn one part an attempt at a different analysis has been substituted 
(iii, 11-24) where I find myself unable to follow that of Hiring. 
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Keeping the Commandments, Not-sinning, Keeping 
the Word. 

з. ii 7-17. The thesis, and the warning which it suggests, 
put forward on the grounds of the reader's circum- 
stances and experience. The old command is 
ever new, because the full revelation of God is 
working in them, Further definition of walking in 
light and keeping the command as love of the 
brethren, as opposed to love of the world. 

Subsections : 
a. ii. 7-11. General explanation. Love of the brethren. 
à. iL 12-17. Individual application. Warning against 

love of the world. 
II. ii. 18-27. Faith in Jesus as Christ the test of fellowship 

with God (Christological thesis) Refutation of the second 
“lie.” 

I. li. 18. Appearance of Antichrists a sign of the last hour. 
2. ii. 19-21. Their relation to the community. 
3. ii. 22—25. Content and significance of their false teaching. 
4. li. 26-27. Repeated assurance that the readers are in 

possession of the truth. 
B. її. 28-iv. 6. Second presentation of the two theses, 

separately, but with special emphasis (cf. iii. 22-24) on their 
connection. 

I. ii. 28-iii. 24. Doing of Righteousness (which in essence is 
identical with love of the brethren) the sign by which we may 
know that we are born of God. Warning suggested by this 
truth. 

I. ii, 28-iii 6. The thesis and the warning that we must 
recognize its truth, considered in connection with 
the duty of self-purification which is laid upon us 
by the gift of sonship and the hope of its consumma- 
Чоп. Earnest warning (1) that there are more 
* Anomians " than is supposed, (2) that knowledge 
of God and sin are incompatible, 

Subsections : 
а. ii. 28-11. 3. 
à. їй. 4—6. 

2. ій. 7-18. Explanation of the thesis, with earnest warning 
against deceivers. 

a. iil. 7-10. Negatively. He who sins is of the Devil. 
б. iii. 10-17. By more particular definition of sin as 

failure to love the brethren, and of love as the 
opposite of this. 

iii. 11, 12. [The nature and motives of love and hate. 
iii. 13-16. The attitude of the world. Love and life. 
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Hatred and death. The example of Christ, the 
revelation of love. 

iii. 17, 18. The lesser proof of love and its absence. 
3. liL 19-22. This is the test by which we may know if we 

are of the truth, and so still the accusations of our 
heart. Confidence in God and the hearing of 
prayer. 

ili. 23, 24. Transition to the second thesis. The com- 
mand summed up in the two duties of belief and 
love. Obedience issues in fellowship. The test by 
which the reality of the fellowship may be proved. 
The gift of the Spirit.] 

IL. iv. 1-6. The Christological thesis. The Spirit which is 
of God confesses Jesus Christ come in flesh. 

I. iV. 1-3. Content of the confession. 
2. iv. 4-6. Attitude of the Church and the world. 
C. iv. 7-v. 12. Third presentation of the theses. Both are 

shown to be connected. 'The reasons why they cannot be 
separated are given. Love the proof of fellowship with God, 
because God is Love. This love of God shown in the sending 
of His Son, as faith conceives it. Intentional intermingling of 
the two leading thoughts in two sections. 

I. First explanation of the two ideas as now combined. 
Love based on faith in the revelation of love the proof of 
knowing God and being born of God. 

I. iv. 7-12. Love based on the revelation of love. 
а. 7—10. 
б. ІІ, 12. 

2. iv. 13-16. Faith in this revelation of love in Jesus through 
the Spirit. 

3. iv. 17-21. This love based on faith in its relation to 
Judgment (17—18), recapitulation (19-21). 

II. Second explanation of the connected thoughts. Faith as 
the base of love. 

I. у. та. Faith the proof of being born of God. 
2. У. 14-4. As the ground of love of the brethren, love of 

God the sign of love of the brethren. 
3. V. 5-12. Faith, in its assurance, the witness that Jesus is 

the Christ. 
v. I3-21. Conclusion. 

The divisions adopted by Mr. R. Law in his study of the 
First Epistle (Zhe Tests of Life: Edinburgh, T. & T. Clark, 1909) 
have many points of agreement with Háring's scheme. Не 
finds in the Epistle a threefold application of three tests by 
which the readers may satisfy themselves of their being “ be- 
gotten of God." 
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First Cycle, i. 5-ii. 28. The Christian life as fellowship with 
God, conditioned and tested by walking in the light. 

Walking in the light tested by— 
a. Righteousness, і. 6—11. 6. 
б. Love, ii. 7-17. 
c. Belief, ii. 18—28. 

Second Cycle, ii. 29-iv. 6. The Christian life as that of 
Divine Sonship, approved by the same tests. 

Divine Sonship tested by— 
a. Righteousness, ii. 20—111. тоа. 
à. Love, iii. 102—244. 
с. Belief, iii. 245-iv. 6. 

Third Cycle, iv. 7-v. 21. Closer correlation of Righteous- 
ness, Love, and Belief. 

Section I. iv. 7-v. за. Love. 
a. The genesis of love, iv. 7-12. 
ё. The synthesis of belief and love, iv. 13-16. 
c. The effect, motives, and manifestations of love, 

iv. 17—v. 3a. 
Section II. v. 32-21. Belief. 

a. The power, content, basis, and issue of Christian 
belief, v. 3a—12. 

ё. The certainties of Christian belief, v. 13-21. 
The substantial agreement of this analysis with that of Haring 

is remarkable, as Mr. Law explains in an appended note that 
Háring's article was unknown to him at the time when he wrote 
the chapter which contains his analysis. It fails, however, to 
separate off the “ Epilogue,” and is hardly so helpful as Haring’s 
scheme in tracing the (probable) sequence of thought. In parts 
it becomes rather an enumeration of subjects than an analysis. 
It also obscures the writer's insistence that the showing of love, 
in the sphere where circumstances made it possible, ге. to the 
brethren, is the first and most obvious expression of the right- 
eousness which is obedience to God's command, and which 
belief in Jesus as the Christ inspires. 

An interesting correspondence between Dr. Westcott and 
Dr. Hort about the Divisions of the First Epistle has been 
published by the Rev. A. Westcott in the Expositor (iii. 481 Ё, 
1907). It contains several schemes, of which the most interest- 
ing is Dr. Hort's Second Scheme of Divisions (p. 486) and his 
remarks upon it (p. 485f.). The scheme is as follows: 

i. 1-4. Introduction. 
i 5—11. 17. God and the true light: goodness, not in- 

difference. 
й. 18—iii. 24. Sonship to God, and hence likeness to His 

Son, and of abiding in Him. 
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iv. I-v. 17. Faith resting on knowledge of the truth the 
mark of the Divine Spirit, not indifference. 

v. 18-21. Conclusion. The Christian knowledge: the 
true and the false. 

One paragraph of his appended remarks is so suggestive that 
it must be quoted in full “ Тһе base of all, the first and the 
last, is the Christian knowledge, ‘That which we have seen and 
heard’ (оібареу). This is the necessary condition of Faith (IIL), 
which is the necessary condition of Love (II.), which is the 
necessary condition of obedience (I.). After the Prologue we 
begin with this last simplest region, and feel our way downwards, 
naturally taking with us the results already obtained. Obedience 
is associated with light and the Father; Love, with abiding and 
the Anointed Son; Faith, with truth and the Spirit" It would 
be difficult to find in the whole literature of the Johannine 
Epistles a more helpful clue in tracing the underlying connections 
of the “aphoristic meditations” contained in this Epistle. 
Mr. Law does not say whether this correspondence was known 
to him when he framed his scheme. If not, his underlying 
agreement with the suggestions of this paragraph, though not 
with the actual scheme proposed, is highly significant. But 
his threefold presentation of a twofold idea brings out more 
clearly the writers meaning and purpose. Belief and practice, 
faith and works, and the connection between the two, is his real 
subject. The showing of love is the most obvious example of 
the doing of righteousness ( = obedience). 

It is interesting also to notice that Dr. Westcott was anxious 
to transfer the passage iv. 1-6 from the third to the second 
section (cf. Haring), to which Dr. Hort replied, ** As far as I can 
see, the symmetry of the Epistle cannot be restored if iv. 1-6 

` is thrown back.” "This is probably true if (p. 485) “the three 
great divisions themselves have a ternary structure.” Dr. 
Westcott also pleads for the “retention of the Epilogue (v. 13- 
21) instead of the connection of 13-17 with what precedes. 
On both these points the arrangement preferred by Dr. Westcott 
and Dr. Häring seems the better. 

§ 5. THE FALSE TEACHERS. 

The exact nature of the false teaching which is denounced in 
these Epistles has been much disputed, and is still a matter of 
controversy. ‘The opponents have been held to be Jews, or 
Judaizing Christians, or Gnostics, Judaizing or heathen, or some 
particular sect of Gnostics, Basilides, Saturninus, Valentinus or 
Cerinthus. Some have supposed the chief error denounced to 
be Docetism, others Antinomianism. A majority of interpreters 
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still perhaps regard Cerinthianism, or teaching similar in 
character and tendency, as the main object of the writer's de- 
nunciation. This view has, however, been seriously challenged 
in late years by several writers, among whom Wurm and Clemen 
deserve special consideration. Though they differ in their 
solution of the problem, they both maintain that the common 
view is untenable, especially in the light of 1 Jn. ii. 23, which 
they regard as limiting the doctrinal differences between the 
writer and his opponents to questions of Christology; and as 
demonstrating that with regard to the doctrine of the Father, 
their views must have been identical, or at least divided by no 
serious difference of opinion. This would, of course, exclude 
Cerinthianism, as defined by Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. 1. xxvi. І, where 
the Creator of the world is described as uirtus quaedam ualde 
separata et distans ab ea principalitate quae est super universa et 
ignorans eum qui est super omnia Deum. Wurm finds in this 
verse convincing support for his view of the purely Jewish 
character of the opponent’s teaching. Clemen draws from it 
and the preceding verse the conclusion that the writer sees the 
most serious error of his opponents in their denial that the 
historical Jesus is the Christ in the Johannine sense of that term, 
i.e. the pre-existent Son of God, who alone can reveal the Father 
to men. But they both agree that the position of Cerinthus is 
excluded. "They certainly have done good service in drawing 
attention to the importance of the bearing of 1 Jn. ii. 23 on the 
subject, even if further consideration may suggest that the 
conclusion which they have drawn is not inevitable. 

One or Many! 

Before examining in greater detail the character of the views 
held by the false teachers, it may be well to consider whether the 
writer has in view the opinions of one party only in all the 
sections in which he denounces false teaching, or whether he is 
combating different enemies in different passages. The unity of 
the false teaching is assumed by Wurm and by Clemen, and is 
accepted by perhaps the majority of writers on the subject. In 
one sense this is probably true. The writer. does not attack the 
Christological opinions of two or more definite parties in chs. ii., 
iv., and v. respectively, nor does he denounce the Christology of 
one party and the ethical shortcomings of another. The views 
which the writers statements justify us in attributing to his 
opponents are not necessarily inconsistent. They might all have 
been held by the same party. But they do not form a complete 
system. They might have been held in conjunction with other 
opinions of the most diverse characters. The work of recon- 
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struction is always fascinating. But we have to remember how 
few of the necessary bricks are supplied to us, and how large 
a proportion of the building material we have to fashion for 
ourselves. We are bound, therefore, to consider carefully any 
hints which the writer himself gives us as to whether he has one 
or many opponents to meet, and whether he regards them as 
confined within one fold. 

The expressions which he uses certainly suggest variety. 
He tells us that the popular expectation is being fulfilled, though 
not exactly in the way in which people were looking for it. The 
saying, “Antichrist cometh,” is finding its fulfilment in the 
many Antichrists who have come to be (ii. 18). This hardly 
suggests one leader and many likeminded followers, even if the 
various sections have all separated themselves off from the true 
body (ё pôv ФбдАвам). The readers are reminded that every 
lie (wav фєббоє) shows the characteristic of being derived from 
some source other than the truth. The Antichrist is charac- 
terized by his denial that Jesus is the Christ. But every one 
that denies Him to be the pre-existent Son of God is cut off from 
all true knowledge of the Father (ii. 23). This statement is 
made with reference to those who lead astray (пері rav Aavdvrwv 
tas). The same variety of error may be traced in ch. iv. The 
readers are warned not to give credence to every spiritual 
utterance. The many spirits must be tested, because many 
false prophets have gone out into the world (iv. 1). Every 
spirit which denies Jesus is “not of God.” This denial is the 
mark of Antichrist, who is already working in the world in the 
doings of his many subordinates. It is only in the fifth chapter 
that the writer seems to deal more exclusively with one particular 
form of error, the denial that Jesus who is the Son of God 
(otros) came by blood as well as by water, ге. that both His 
sufferings and His death were essential parts of His Messianic 
work of salvation. This passage should not be allowed to 
outweigh the impression left by the earlier chapters, that varieties 
of false teaching are in the writer's mind in most of what he has 
tosay. And even in the fifth chapter most of the expressions 
used leave the same impression. "Throughout he tries to fortify 
his readers by callíng to their remembrance a few fundamental 
truths which will safeguard them from the attacks of all the 
varied dangers which threaten their faith, even if by way of 
illustration he refers more particularly to one attack which they 
had lately victoriously repelled. "Truth is one, error is manifold, 
is the burden of his message throughout. And error which is 
manifold threatens in more forms than one. 

Thus, if we may consider first the passages in which doctrinal 
errors are denounced apart from those which deal with moral 
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dangers, the general impression left by these passages and by 
many individual expressions which occur in them, leads to the 
conclusion that the Epistle is directed against various forms of 
teaching. The writer sums up the different tendencies in them 
which seem to him most dangerous, and most characteristic of 
the times. He sets out clearly the corresponding truths which 
in his opinion will prove to be their safest antidote. At the 
same time his writing may have been occasioned by one special 
type of false teaching, or one special incident in the history of 
his Church in connection with it. 

With this general caution in view it will be well to consider 
next how far various types of teaching are possibly reflected in 
the Epistle. 

(a) Judaism. 

If one single enemy is in view, it cannot, of course, be the 
Jews who have never accepted Christianity. Those of whom 
the writer is thinking first are men who * have gone out from 
us." The phrases used, in spite of the words “they were not of 
us,” point to a definite secession of men who called themselves 
Christians and were recognized as such. They cannot refer toa 
sharper division between Jews and Christians who had hitherto 
been on more friendly terms. But this obvious fact does not 
necessarily exclude all reference in the Epistle to non-Christian 
Jews. The writer’s object is clear. It is to keep his readers in 
the right path, which some of their former companions have 
been persuaded to leave. He must protect those who remain 
from all the dangers which threaten most seriously. And his 
insistence on the confession that Jesus is the Messiah makes it 
probable, if not certain, that the Jewish controversy was 
prominent among the dangers which threatened most loudly. 
The Jewish War and the destruction of Jerusalem must, of 
course, have affected most profoundly the relations of Judaism 
to Christianity. And the effect must have become manifest very 
soon after the taking of the Holy City. It not only embittered 
the hatred between Jews and Christians, which was often acute 
enough before, but it placed Jewish Christians who had not 
broken with their national hopes and aspirations in an almost 
desperate position. They had still perhaps hoped against hope 
for the recognition of Jesus as the Messiah by the majority of 
their nation. All such hopes had now been dashed to the 
ground. The Lord had not returned to save His people and 
nation, as they had hoped even to the last. And Christians had 
not been slow to point to the fate of Jerusalem as God’s punish- 
ment on the nation for their rejection of the Christ. Jewish 
Christians could no longer expect anything but the bitterest 
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hatred from the members of their own nation with whom they 
had hoped for reunion. Their Lord had delayed His promised 
return. And many were ready to ask in scorn, “Where is 
the promise of His coming?" It is hardly surprising if their 
Jewish brethren succeeded in persuading some at least among 
them that they had been mistaken in supposing that Jesus of 
Nazareth was the Messiah of their nation. And if some openly 
cast in their lot with their own nation, others who still remained 
faithful may have been sorely tempted to accept the view that 
Jesus was indeed a prophet, sent by God and endowed by Him 
with higher powers, but not the Deliverer of the nation, and not 
the unique Son of God, with whom the writer and his fellow 
Christians identified Him. Such a danger threatened primarily, 
of course, only Jewish Christians, but it affected the whole body. 
For it was an essential part of the Christian creed as they appre- 
hended it that salvation is of the Jews. The Jewish controversy 
was prominent throughout the first half of the second century. 
It may have reached its height about the time of Barcochba's 
rebellion. But it must have entered upon an acute stage within 
a few years of the Fall of Jerusalem. It must have been a 
serious danger at any period to which it is possible to assign the 
date of our Epistle. 

In this connection it is natural to take into account the 
evidence of the Fourth Gospel. It is hardly necessary to restate 
at any great length the obvious fact that the needs of the Jewish 
controversy are a dominant factor in the Evangelist’s choice of 
subject-matter and method of presentation. His hostility to his 
own nation, or rather to those who in his opinion falsely repre- 
sented it and had proved unfaithful to its true vocation, is one 
of the most prominent characteristics of his work. In the 
Epistle it is far less prominent, but it is difficult to discover any 
real difference in the situations which the Gospel and the Epistle 
presuppose in this respect. 

On the other hand, it is unsafe to deduce the Jewish character 
of the false teaching denounced from the words of ch. ii. 22 Ё, 
was б dpvovpevos Tov viðv обде Tov татёра бує: к.т.А., as Wurm has 
done. He draws the following conclusions from the passage. 
(1) The false teachers themselves are not conscious of holding 
any views of God different from those of the faithful. (2) There 
was, in fact, no such difference in their teaching except such as 
was involved in the denial of the Son, the Revealer of the 
Father. The last statement is rather vague. It would admit of 
considerable differences of view as to the nature of the Father. 
And the first statement does not necessarily follow from the 
verses which are supposed to establish it. It is true, as Wurm 
and Clemen have pointed out, that the author states the fact 
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that the false teachers *have not the Father" as a consequence 
of their Christology. He could hardly have written the words 
unless these teachers actually claimed to “have the Father." 
But it does not follow that they claimed the possession in the 
same sense as orthodox Christians claimed it. And the whole 
passage loses in point unless there actually were real differences 
of view. The words can no doubt be interpreted of Jews whose 
conception of God was not materially different from that of 
Christians. But they are equally applicable, and they have far 
more point, if the writer has in view types of Gnostic thought, in 
which a claim was made to superior knowledge of the unknown 
Father imparted to a few spiritual natures, and unattainable by 
the average Christian. Of such teaching the views attributed to 
Cerinthus by Irenaeus may, at any rate, serve as an illustration, 
Post baptismum descendisse in eum ab са principalitate quae est 
super omnia Christum figura columbae, et tunc annunctasse 
incognitum patrem. We compare the Greek of Epiphanius, 
droxaAtwat айті kal дє avro rots per афто? TOU dyvwoTov патёра. 
Writers like Clemen and Wurm have assumed, perhaps too 
readily, that one possible interpretation of the passage is the 
only possible explanation. 

(b) Gnosticism. 

The connection of the Epistle with Gnostic ideas is quite 
apparent. There is, of course, no more necessity to interpret the 
phrase ó Аєушу ore €yvoxa aùróv as presupposing any definite form 
of Gnosticism unknown before the second century, than there is 
to do so in the case of the Pauline ў yvóots voot, or ef т 
&yazàG Tov Ücóv otros €yvoc rac tr abro. Though cépua may be 
the terminus technicus of Gnosis, our author's doctrine of yevvy- 
ббуа: ёк Oeod wil explain its use in iii. 9, however we may 
interpret the meaning of стєрџа in the phrase (oépua abro èv 
abrQ рбує). А reference to the system of Basilides is far from 
being the only possible explanation (Pfleid. ii 414). Ви 
Gnostic ideas are clearly a serious menace to the readers. The 
essence of the writers dyyeAia is that God is light, and the 
following reiteration of this in negative form may well be aimed 
at the view that the Father of all is unknowable, or that what 
can be known of Him is revealed exclusively to a few (скота Фу 
аїтф ок éorw обдєціа, cf. оїдатє máyres), unless, indeed, скотіа 
must be taken in an ethical sense, as in what follows (there can 
be no fellowship with God, who is all light, for those who fail to 
obey His évroAai). The condemnation of those who say that 
they * have not sin" points in the same direction. "The use of 
the first person plural shows that the danger is regarded as 
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imminent, if not actually present among the members of the 
community. The intellectual claims of the “illuminati” are met 
by insistence on the duty of love, and the obligations which it 
involves. And the confession demanded of “ Jesus Christ come 
in the flesh” is the writer’s protest against the Gnostic doctrine 
of the impossibility of any real and complete union between 
the spiritual seed and that which is flesh (cf. Jn. i. 14). The 
writers own sympathy with many Gnostic ideas is well known. 
Perhaps his greatest service, not only to his own generation but 
to all times, is his power “of absorbing into Christianity the 
great spiritual tendencies of his age,” thus “disarming their 
possible antagonism for his own age” and perpetuating their 
influence in subsequent ages. 

(c) Docetism. 

The connection of this Epistle and 2 Jn. with Docetism has 
been recognized from early times. Cf. Polycarp, vii., ras yap ds 
Gv py ópoAoyf "ооу Хрістбу Фу саркі eAndvOévar dytixpurrds 
éorw: Tertullian, De carne Christi, xxiv.; Dion. Alex. af. Eus. 
H. E. vii. 25. 19, табта yep (т Jn. i. 2, 3) mpoavaxpoverar, dtarevd- 
pevos, as Фу rots ¿éis ФОдАшаєу, mpós Tovs ойк Фу саркі фаскоутаѕ 
€AnAvOévas тбу кроу. And the same view has found favour 
down to the present time. It is to be found in the Religions- 
geschichtliche | Volksbücher. Cf. Schmiedel, ÆBOJ, p. 29, 
* Concerning Jesus these opponents of the writer taught that 
He is not the Christ (ii. 22). Here, too, we recognize again 
the assertion of the Gnostics, that Jesus is only the man with 
whom the Christ who came down from heaven was united for a 
time, and only in some loose kind of connection” (nur Jose; 
cf. DVE, p. 116, nur aüsserlich). This is seen more clearly 
in iv. 2 (DV E). They denied that Jesus Christ came in flesh ; 
an expression directed equally against the other view of the 
Gnostics, that * He had a body only in appearance" Cf. 
Encycl. Bibl., s.v. John, son of Zebedee, 57, " More precisely the 
false teachers disclose themselves to be Docetics.” It is, how- 
ever, unfortunate that the term “ Docetism” has both a wider 
and a narrower signification. It can be used in a more popular 
sense to characterize all teaching which denied the reality of the 
Incarnation, and therefore the reality and completeness of the 
Lord's humanity. It may also be used more precisely of teaching 
which assigned to the Lord a merely phantasmal body, maintain- 
ing that He had a human body, of flesh and blood, only in 
appearance. The expressions used by Polycarp do not neces- 
sarily go beyond the wider and more popular usage. They 
contain no certain reference to Docetism in the stricter sense 
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of the term. And the language of the Johannine Epistles does 
not necessarily presuppose the more precise Docetism. A 
comparison of the language of Ignatius makes this quite clear. 
Cf. Ign. ad Smyrn. ii. ка! dAnOas Єтабеу, ds кої dAnbas дуєстта ву 
éavróv. obx Фостер тісто ties Aéyovoiv тб бокєїу abróv merov- 
féva,, avrot то Soxety Ovres, kai xabws dpovotow каї oupBnoerat 
avrois, ovow dowpdros kai aruovixois: ad Trall. x, єї $... 
A€yovow то бокесу werovOévar айтбу, айтої Ovres тд бокєїу, ёуф ті 
бєберал; The watchword “ Jesus Christ come in flesh " held good 
against both these forms of teaching, and the former naturally 
led to the latter. All Gnostic insistence on the incompatibility 
of flesh and spirit led in the same direction. But there is 
nothing in our Epistles which proves the existence of the 
stricter Docetism to which the letters of Ignatius bear witness. 
The false teachers are still apparently concerned with the earlier 
stage of the problem, the relation between the real man Jesus of 
Nazareth and the higher power with which He was brought into 
temporary connection. 

(d) Cerinthianism. 

We have seen, if the suggested interpretation of the Christo- 
logical passages is in the main correct, that the author is trying 
to strengthen his readers’ defences against dangers which threaten 
from more than one quarter. As the Epistle proceeds, however, 
one particular danger becomes more prominent, and the passage 
in ch. v. contains clearer reference to one definite form of error 
than is probably to be found in the earlier chapters. Since the 
days when Polycarp told the story of John, the disciple of the 
Lord, and Cerinthus in the Baths of Ephesus, the view has been 
commonly held that the Johannine Epistles, if not the Gospel 
as well (cf. Jerome, Zn /oann.), were directed, at any rate in 
part, again the heresy of Cerinthus. This view has been 
seriously challenged by many writers. The grounds on which 
Wurm and Clemen have declared against it have been already 
considered. If the statements of ії. 23f. do not exclude the 
teaching of Cerinthus about the unknown Father, and the 
creation of the world (non a primo Deo factum esse mundum 
docuit sed a uirtute quadam ualde separata ab ea principalitate 
quae est super universa et ignorante eum qui est super omnia 
Deum), the more definite references of ch. v. (especially ойк 
dy тё ббаті povov ДАХ Фу тф %бать каї фу тф aiparı) are certainly 
more easily explained in connection with the teaching of 
Cerinthus, as recorded by Irenaeus (e£ post baptismum descendisse 
in eum ab ea principalitate quae est super omnia Christum figura 
columbae, et tunc annunaasse incognitum patrem, et uirtutes per- 
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fecisse in fine autem revolasse iterum Christum de Tesu, et Гезит 
passum esse et resurrexisse, Christum autem impassibilem perseve- 
rasse, existentem spiritalem), than by any other known system. 
The writer is denouncing the view that the passion was no 
essential part of the Messianic work of salvation. While they 
admitted that His baptism by John was a real mark of His 
Messianic career, a means by which He was fitted to carry out 
His work for men, the opponents refused to see a similar mark 
in the Crucifixion. He came by water but not by blood. This 
corresponds admirably with what Irenaeus tells of Cerinthus, 
and the reference to Cerinthianism is strongly maintained by 
Zahn (Einleitung, sec. 70), and also by writers of a different 
school, as Knopf (WVachapostol. Zeit. р. 328ff.). So far as 
concerns the type of teaching which is referred to, there can be 
little doubt that it is the most probable view. But as the exact 
tenets of Cerinthus are a matter of dispute, it may be well to 
consider the accounts of it which we possess in greater detail. 

Our chief authorities for the views of Cerinthus are Irenaeus 
and Hippolytus. As usual the contents of Hippolytus’ Syntagma 
must be deduced, and in part conjectured, from the writings of 
Epiphanius, Philaster, and pseudo-Tertullian. The Aefwfafro 
of (?) Hippolytus gives us hardly anything beyond material for 
reconstructing the original Greek of Irenaeus (Hipp. Philos. 
vii. 33) And as usual the Epiphanian account affords an 
interesting field for conjecture, where his statements cannot be 
checked by the other two writers who used the Syntagma, and 
are not derived from Irenaeus. 

The Syntagma of Hippolytus must have contained at least 
the following information: (r) Cerinthus was the successor of 
Carpocrates. (2) Histeaching resembled that of his predecessor as 
regards (a) The person of Christ. He was the son of Joseph and 
Mary. Philaster, Cerinihus successit huius errori et similitudini 
uanitalis docens de generatione Saluatoris; ps.-Tert. Similia 
docens, Christum ex semine Joseph natum proponit, hominem 
illum tantummodo sine diuinttate contendens; Epiph. rà іса тф 
проєртрёуф eis тду Xpurróv соукофаутусас Фбпуєстаї каї ovros ёк 
Mapías xal ёк ordéppatos остф тбу Xpwrróv уєуєуйсвам. (6) The 
creation of the world. The world was made by angels. Cf. 
Phil. degue creatura angelorum; ps.-Tert. пат et ipse 
mundum institutum esse ab angelis (which Hilgenfeld has rightly 
restored for йз); Epiph. xai тӧу xécpov Gpoiws td ёууєХшу 
yeyerüa 6a. 

His teaching differed from that of Carpocrates in its more 
sympathetic attitude towards Judaism. Cf. Phil in nullo 
discordans ab illo eo nisi quia ex parte solum legi consentit quod 
a Deo data sit, which Lipsius rightly restores in Greek, dAA' ў dv 
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тота povoy Фу TẸ бродоубу то pépous Tov vópov, бт: йто бєо® 
Sora. Epiph. êv TQ просёҳєу тф “lovdatcpe ard pépovs. The 
Syntagma would seem also to have stated that Cerinthus regarded 
the God of the Jews as an angel, and probably as one of the 
косротоюї! ayyeAot, by one of whom the Law was given to Israel. 
Cf. ps.-Tert. ipsam quoque legem ab angelis datam perhibens, 
Judaeorum Deum non Dominum sed angelum promens; Epiph. 
фаске 0& otros Tov vópov каї rovs mpodnjras tro &ууё\шу 
бєбдавам, kal rov бєдшкота уброу буд elva тбу dyyéAwy тфу Tov 
Koo pov пєтопкбтау, in the light of which we must interpret the 
sentence of Philaster, unintelligible as it stands, e¢ ipsum Deum 
Judaeorum eum esse aestimat qui legem dedit filiis Israel. 

From this point onwards there is nothing more to be 
gathered from pseud.-Tertullian. Philaster adds a number of 
further details which emphasize the Judaizing character of 
Cerinthus' teaching and views. He tells us that he insisted on 
circumcision (cf. Epiph. ch. v. терети ó "усо? перитра)виуть koi 
avrés), and оп the keeping of the Sabbath; and that he taught 
that Christ had not yet risen from the dead, but would rise 
hereafter (Christum nondum surrexisse a mortuis sed resurrec- 
furum annuntiat”; cf. Epiph. ch. vi. Хрістду merovOévar каї 
éoravpocba, jopro 08 Фупуєрбал, реву 82 dvioracbar бтау ў 
kaÜóXov yévytas vexpav dvdoracts) ; that he rejected the authority 
of S. Paul (cf. Epiph. ch. v. róv ПабЛом дбетобог) ; that he paid 
honour to the traitor Judas; that he acknowledged the Gospel 
according to S. Matthew only (cf. Epiph. ch. v. ҳрёута yàp тё катй 
MarÜatov єбаууёМмо>» dro pépovs), rejecting the other three Gospels 
and the Acts; that he blasphemes the blessed Martyrs; and that 
he was the mover of the sedition against the Apostles, insisting 
on the circumcision of all converts ; and that the Apostolic decree 
was promulgated against the movement instigated by him 
(cf. Epiph. ch. їп, who also adds to his crimes the opposition 
to S. Paul on his last visit to Jerusalem). Тһе agreements 
between Epiphanius and Philaster are sufficiently marked to 
justify the view that Hippolytus in his Syntagma assigned some 
such Judaizing position to Cerinthus, though the attribution of 
many of the same tenets to “ Ebion," by Hippolytus and by 
Irenaeus, raises doubts as to the accuracy of the details. The 
Syntagma is in substantial agreement with Irenaeus as to 
Cerinthus' views about the person of Christ and the creation 
of the world by an inferior power. The Judaizing views attributed 
to him are not inconsistent with anything in Irenaeus’ account. 
The only statement that really conflicts with his account is that 
concerning the resurrection of Christ. But we have found 
nothing so far to connect the teaching about the Baptism and 
Passion, given by Irenaeus, which offers the most striking resem- 
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blances to that denounced in ch. v. of the Epistle, with the 
earlier Hippolytean treatise. Lipsius however, (p. 118), finds 
reasons for doing so in that part of the Epiphanian account 
which is derived mainly from Irenaeus (i. 21, cf. Hipp. Philos. 
vii. 33). When all the definitely Irenaean matter is taken away, 
the remainder may be of the nature of explanatory additions 
made by Epiphanius himself; and this view is maintained by 
Hilgenfeld (Ketzergeschichte des Urchristenthums, p. 413). But 
Lipsius thinks that it must be derived from another source. 
For the sake of clearness it will be best to give the passage in 
full. 

Epiphanius. 

оўк ётд тії проти каї Фуодєу Suvdpews тду Koo pov yeyerjo Bat, 
душбеу Ò ёк тоб dvo Oeo? perà TO дбруубійуа Tov 'lgcobv тду ік 
стёрротоѕ loci ка! Маріає уєувупибуоу xareAnAvOévar tov 
Христу «ls airdy, тоотёсті TÒ туєўро. тд йур, Фу «де mepurrepas 
фу TQ TopSdvy | xai &rokaA sat abrQ xai ÔL avrov то per афто? Toy 
dyvocrov патфра, xai dca тобто ered) HAGE 7) Sivams eis айтду 
дуобєу Óvráues émirereAcnevat, каї avrov тєтоу@бто$ тд Xy 
dvwhey dvarrivas йтд тоў `Тсо$ dyw, пєтоубота 62 rov Incov каї 
máy Aymyepuévov, Хрістбу 0& tov dvwĝev ФАббута els ойтду дтабу 
дуаттаута, бтер cori тд катеєХӨду фу «дє: mepiorepas, kal ov Tov 
"Inooty elvai tov Хриттбу, 

Jrenaeus (cf. Hipp. vii. 33). 

оїх Отд ToU трфтоу бео? yeyovevat Tov xóa iov, дА Ото Suvdpews 
Twos Kexwpiopevns каї drexovorns THS rip Tà бЛа i£ovaías 
(? atOevrüas, principalitate) Kai dyvoovons Tov ®тёр таута бєбу, rov 82 
Igcoiy ітебєто pa) ёк rapÜévov усувтава (impossibile enim hoc ei 
uisum est) yeyovévac è айтду iÉ ‘Iwan xai Mapias viðv Ордоос rots 
Aourois й masiv dvOpurors каї бікалбтероу yeyovévat [xai ppovepurrepov ] 
каї софотероу, каї шета тд Ваттісра kaTeAÓeity eis айтбу Tov dro THs 
trrép та Oda айвеутіаз, Tov Христду év ide mepurrepas «ai Tore ктр а 
тд» dyvworov татёра, Kai буур rra: троє St TQ TéÀ« 
дтостіуєи TÓV Христу dro тоў Incon, каї tov Тусоду TerovÜévat 
каї Футура, тбу 8 Хрістду ёта) Stapenevynnévar wvevparicdv 
Ўтарҳоута. 

Apart from particular expressions, some of which find 
parallels in his account of Carpocrates (cf. Haer. xxvii. 2, тўѕ 
душ Swvdpews, дтєстіАбал tro тоў афто? татроє els rijv aŭro? улуду 
Suvdpets), the non-Irenaean matter in Epiphanius is confined to 
the identification of the Christ who descended on Jesus with 
the Holy Spirit, the mention of the Jordan, the phrase ro éA dv 
dvwĝev (ó душбеу ФАвшу), and the denial that Jesus is the Christ. 
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There is nothing here that Epiphanius could not have added 
by way of explanation and amplification. At the same time 
there is no obvious reason for the mention of the Spirit, unless 
Epiphanius is combining two accounts, one of which spoke of 
Christ and the other of the Holy Spirit as the power who 
descended on Jesus. It is noticeable that in Lipsius’ attempted 
reconstruction of the Syntagma (pera ба ddpuvOjyvac rov Xpwrróv 
лобус els айтду тб туєйда TO буюу Фу «дє wepiotepas xoi 
droxaAvpat айтф xai д’ abrov rots per айтду tov dvo Oedv, rov 
68 Xpurrdv ered) AGG eis айтду dvwhey Svvays боуйде$ 
émirereAcxévas kal афто тетоу@бто$ тд катє\Өду дуажлті)уа: dvo) 
most of the matter and much of the language is to be found in 
Irenaeus. But on the whole it seems probable that the Hippoly- 
tean account did contain a statement that a higher power 
(? the Holy Spirit) came upon Jesus (? the Christ) and left Him 
before the Passion. And if the original teaching of Cerinthus 
was that the Spirit descended on Jesus at the Baptism, there is 
a special significance in the language of the Epistle, тб mvepa 
écri rò paprvpotv. The place of the Spirit, the writer would 
say, Was to bear witness, not to perform the higher function 
which some had attributed to Him. We may perhaps compare 
the language of the Prologue to the Gospel, where the over- 
estimation of the Baptist, whom possibly some had identified 
with the Messiah, and almost certainly many had extolled at 
the expense of Jesus of Nazareth, is similarly set aside (ойк jv 
éxeivos TO paws GAN’ tva paprupyoy epi тоб фотдѕ). Апа if this was 
the original teaching of Cerinthus, it would not be inconsistent 
with the stress laid on the denial that Jesus is the Christ. Even if 
he admitted that the descent of the Spirit at the Baptism raised 
Him to the Messianic office (more probably he would regard 
it as setting Him apart for a prophet), he certainly would not 
allow the identification of Jesus from his birth with the Christ, 
in the Johannine sense of the term, the pre-existent Son of 
God. 

We may then safely conclude that though other forms of 
false teaching are dealt with in the Epistles, the writer has 
specially in view the teaching of some opponent whose views 
were, at any rate, very similar to those of Cerinthus, so far as we 
can now determine them. He seems to have combined those 
Gnostic and Judaizing tendencies which the writer regarded as 
most dangerous. And the particular views which we have good 
grounds for attributing to him, whether they defined the relation 
of Jesus to the Christ, or that of the Spirit to Christ (że. Jesus), 
offer the most satisfactory explanation of the language of the 
fifth chapter of the First Epistle. 

d 
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Ethical Errors. 

It is, of course, clear that the writer of these Epistles is 
combating errors of life and conduct as well as of doctrine. 
And it is almost a matter of certainty that he has in view the 
same opponents in what he says on both subjects. He could 
hardly have laid such stress on the necessary connection between 
true belief and right practice, if the errors of conduct which he 
denounces were conspicuously absent from the lives of those 
whose teaching he condemns. This has been clearly stated 
by Wurm, though he goes too far in maintaining that the praise 
which the writer bestows on his readers excludes the possibility 
that his warnings against certain practical errors could have 
special reference to them. It was clearly one of the chief 
dangers of the situation, as the writer viewed it, that those who 
had “gone out” had left many sympathizers behind, and many 
more who hardly knew how to make up their minds. There 
are, however, no grounds for supposing that in those passages 
which deal with moral shortcomings the writer has an altogether 
different party of opponents in view. As in the case of the 
Christological errors, he is content to point out the chief 
tendencies in which he foresees most danger. Again, his 
words have a wider reference than the one particular body of 
opponents, but he writes with the memory fresh in his mind 
of the recent withdrawal of a particular party from his Church, 
and their withdrawal was most probably the occasion of the 
First Epistle. 

There is no evidence that this party had condoned, or been 
guilty of, the grosser sins of the flesh. That is not the most 
natural interpretation of the passage on which such a view has 
generally been based (ii. 16). By ётбуша rys capxds the 
writer seems to mean all desires which come to the natural man 
as yet untouched by the influence of the Spirit of God. The 
Johannine usage of the word сарё suggests this wider reference, 
by which the expressions used are not restricted to the fleshly sins. 

But though the Epistle offers no traces of Antinomianism, 
it is clear that the opponents claimed that knowlege of God, 
fellowship with God, and love for God are compatible with 
disregard of at least some of the requirements of the Christian 
code. The words б A€ywr бт. éyvwxa atrov xai ras évrodas 
aùroð дї] туру Wevorns ёстіу are certainly directed against the 
false teachers, even if the writer is not thinking of them in 
i. 6, 8, 10. And in the following verse (ii. 5) the emphasis 
on ёАубос (фу тойт 1) &уйтт тоб Geod reredAciwrar) suggests the 
same thought. They must have claimed to know God as 
ordinary Christians could not know Him, without recognizing 
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the obligation of complete obedience to the whole of His 
commands, or of living a life in conscious imitation of the 
life of the Master (бф Ав кабфс éxeivos wepterdrngey xal abrós 
оўто$ тєритатєу). The following section (ii. 7 ff.) on the “new 
command,” however the “old” and the “new” are to be inter- 
preted, shows that their special failure was a want of recognition 
in everyday life of the primary Christian duty, love of the 
brethren. The full significance of the passage is perhaps most 
apparent if we assume that the writer claims that the command 
to love the brethren is contained implicitly in the moral require- 
ments of the Old Testament, recognized by himself and his 
opponents alike as having authority, but that it was placed in 
a wholly new light in the teaching and example of the Christ, 
who said évroAny калуду бібара Фрлу iva dyamüre &ААз]Аоу< kabs 
үбтпса tas (Jn. xiii. 34); and that he makes the claim in 
opposition to a denial on the part of the false teachers that 
this was part of the requirements of God. They must have 
been unwilling to recognize that the ordinary and less en- 
lightened members of the community had any real claims upon 
them. They may have preferred to stand well with the more 
intelligent Jews and heathen in whose midst they lived (ит) 
dyanare тбу кбсџоу), cf. ii. 15, 16. 

The writer returns to the subject in ch. iii, to which ii. 29 
leads up. As Weiss has pointed out, iii. 4 would be a feeble 
argument against Antinomianism. То meet that he must have 
exchanged his subject and predicate. But the passage is signifi- 
cant nevertheless. It most naturally suggests that the opponents 
condemned “lawlessness,” but failed to see that all sin is lawless, 
being disobedience to the Divine law, which has been made 
known to men in various ways. The duty of obedience to 
certain definite precepts they recognized, but not the sinfulness 
of all falling short of the ideal of human life realized in the life 
of the Son of Man on earth. Again all becomes clear if we 
may suppose that their conduct was regulated by the moral 
precepts of the Old Testament rather than by the more exacting 
requirements of the *Aóyos atrov” which had now been put 
before men. In ver. 7 the words pydets тЛауато ipàs may 
contain a more definite allusion to particular opponents. "The 
doing of righteousness constitutes the only claim to be righteous, 
and again “He” has set the standard of doing (xa8os éxeivos 
čorıv бїкмо$). The indifference of action as compared with 
other supposed qualifications, such as, for instance, descent from 
Abraham, or the possession of the " pneumatic” seed, is clearly 
part of the opponents’ creed. They must have claimed to be 
Зікалог without admitting the necessity of ** doing the works." 

Thus on the practical as well as on the theoretical side we 
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seem to trace the same mixture of Jewish and Gnostic ideas 
which must have formed the most pressing dangers to the 
moral and spiritual life of a Christian community towards the 
end of the first century or at the beginning of the second, 
or perhaps even later. Such matters really afford very little 
material for accurate dating. No account has been taken of 
the Chiliastic views attributed to Cerinthus by Caius of Rome 
and others. If the attribution is correct, they are not incon- 
sistent with his Judaizing position. The implied suggestions of 
immorality are not supported by any tangible evidence. In all 
other respects the teaching attributed to Cerinthus by the more 
trustworthy heresiologists affords a typical example of the errors 
which are condemned in the Johannine Epistles. 

86. LITERARY HISTORY. 

In tracing the history of books and documents it is important 
to emphasize the difference between echoes, influences, direct 
use and direct quotation, with or without indication of author- 
ship. Professor Bacon has nghtly called attention to this in his 
recent work on the Johannine Problem. The distinction has 
always been recognized by competent scholars in dealing with 
the Books of the New Testament, though they have held very 
different opinions as to what may be reasonably concluded from 
the facts of usage. The undoubted attribution of the Epistles to 
John by name is not found in extant works till the last quarter 
of the second century. The use of them can, however, be traced 
at a much earlier date. The following list of “echoes and 
influences " of the Epistles which have been found in the writings 
of the second century and early decades of the third, are not 
all equally certain, but at least deserve consideration. 

Clem. Rom. xlix. 5. Фу rj фуфту I iv. 18. à 52 $oBoípevos od rere- 
éreAeuóÜnoa» xdvres ol éxdexrol ToU Aelwrar фу тр ёубтр. 
0co0. 

Clem. 1. 3. dÀX ol d» фуфту re^ew- 
0érres. 

The verbal similarity is interesting, but the meaning is 
different at least in the first passage. The 49th chapter has 
clearer reminiscences of т Co. xiii. The opening sentence, ô &yoy 
&үйтзуу Фу Хрістф woinodrw тй ToU Xpwrro? wapayyéApara, suggests 
more clearly the teaching of the Johannine Epistles. But no 
weight can be attached to this coincidence of language. 

Polycarp, ad Phil. c. мії. was yàp I iv. 2. wav туєбца 8 диоХоуєї 
8s Ay uh oporoyp 'Igcoüv Хрістду Єў  'Igcoüv Хрістду ёр саркі éAndvOdra єк 
саркі éAnAvOdvat, árrixpurrós ёст. той 0є00 єстіу, kal xray wveiua ё py 
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xal дз Ay дї) duodoyy тд paprópiov тоб | ópoXoyei тд» 'IncoÜv ёк тоб 0є00 одк 
старой ёк тод діавблом ёсті». Єстіу" kal rovró €or тд той бутіҳро- 

rou, Ô дкткбате Ori Еруєта. 
І ці. 8. 6 тоду Thy ápaprlar ёк тод 

біаВбХси Єттї». 
ii, 18. кабоѕ дкобсате бт: ávrl- 

Хригтоз Еруєтаї kal viv бутіхрото 
жпоХХої yeyévacu. 

Iii. 22. Tis ёст à фейсттв el ph 
Ò dproíueros Sri Ingos ойк ёстіу ò 
Xpwrós ; obrós écrw ó дутіхрістог, д 
бруобрєуоѕ Tò» жатёра, kal тд» убу. 

II 7. жоло т\ќро éz5À0ar» els тд» 
кбоцоу, ol uh ópoXoyoürres "сой 
Xpwrór épxópevor év саркі: obrós ёстіу 
ò т\&роз xal à бутіҳрістоз. 

The importance of this passage justifies a full presentation of 
the evidence. The connection between the passage in Polycarp 
and 1 Jn. iv. 2, or 2 Jn. 7, is obvious. No one who has read 
the Johannine Epistles and the Epistle of Polycarp can doubt on 
which side lies the probability of originality. And the way in 
which Polycarp seems to use the language and thoughts of the 
Johannine Epistles is closely parallel to his use throughout his 
Epistle of the language and contents of other books of the New 
Testament. The obvious connection of the first sentence with 
the language of S. John's Epistles makes it natural to see in the 
second, which contains the Johannine phrase ёк тоб біабдЛом 
фстіу, an echo of the teaching of the First Epistle of S. John on 
the Passion as being, equally with the Baptism, characteristic of 
the Lord's Messianic work (obrós éorw ó ФАвбфу би ббатоє каї 
aiparos). If so, the case for the connection with the First Epistle 
is strengthened. "The sentences in Polycarp give the reason for 
his appeal to the Philippians to serve the Lord with all fear and 
reverence, as the Lord Himself commanded, and the Apostles who 
preached His Gospel to them, and the Prophets who predicted 
His coming, “abstaining from offences and from false brethren, 
and from those who bear the name of the Lord in hypocrisy, who 
lead foolish men astray ” (oirwwes йтотАау©еь kevovs ávÜporrovs, cf. 
I Jn. ii. 26, ravra Фурафа üpiv пері тфу пАауфуташу twas). The 
context recalls the situation of the Second Epistle (2 Jn. rof.), the 
language and thought are more closely connected with the First. 
The passage may be said to prove the acquaintance of Polycarp 
with the teaching contained in the Epistles, or with the man who 
taught it. It establishes a very high degree of probability that 
he was acquainted with the actual Epistles. In view of it there 
would have to be very strong reasons to justify us in placing the 
Johannine Epistles later than the Epistle of Polycarp. Andit 
must be remembered that his Epistle, if genuine, must be dated 
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immediately after the martyrdom of Ignatius (see Polycarp, ad 
Phil. c. xiii.). 

liv 

Papias (Eus. ZZ. Æ. iii. 39. 3). III 12. ДАтиттріф pepapripyras 
(Exatpoy) . . . Tos ras жара тод  Uwó бутору kal отд aírí)s ris dAndelas. 
xuplou тр riore: Sedouévas (sc. évrodds) 
ка! dw atrijs wapayivouévas Тїз 
adnelas. 

Eus. iii. 39. 17. kéxpgra 8° à 
adrds papruplas dxd rìs 'loárvov 
протвраз ёж:стоћз. 

The use of the phrase афту ў дЛувиа by the “ Presbyter? and 
by Papias may, of course, be an accidental coincidence, but it is 
not without significance in the light of Eusebius’ statement, which 
we have not the slightest reason for discrediting. The First 
Epistle, if not the two smaller letters, must have been known and 
valued during the first quarter of the second century. The 
evidence does not amount to actual proof, as it is, of course, 
impossible to distinguish between personal acquaintance with the 
author and his teaching, and knowledge of the actual text of the 
Epistles. The evidence does not exclude the possibility of such 
teaching being embodied in Epistles at a later date. But there 
can be little doubt as to which hypothesis is the simpler and the 
more natural. 

Didache, c. x. urhoðnri Кіре, rijs Liv. 18. où rereXelwra: Фу rj фуйту. 
éxxdnolas cov тод рисаєвах айт» Hi 
таутд wovnpov kal тєће:дсаі айтђу 
év тр фуфту соу. 

теёсо y ті) дудту may be a reminiscence of the language, 
as it certainly recalls the thought, of the Epistle. 

Hermas, M. iii. I. Ore 6 Коріоє ån- 
буд ёр wayrl phyart, kal ойдёу rap’ 
airy yevdos. 

The coincidence of language may possibly suggest a con- 
nection between the two passages, but it certainly does not 
prove it. 

I ii, 27. тд афто) xplopa—drAnbés 
ёстіу xal тт.» yevdos. 

Æp. to Diognetus, xi. 14. obros (cf. Li. І. 8 б» år’ бру. 
8 3, ob xápw dwréorecke Aóyor) д år’ 
dpx?js $ kawós darels ка! тайадз 
evpedels, 

x, 2. Ò yap Geds rods dyvOpwrous 
Jydwyoe . . . wpds obs ётќстеће тд» 
vlàv айтой тду цоусує?»і). 

3. éwvyvods ё rivos olee rrAnpwhh- 
cegla xapüs ras dyartoes Tò» 
обтшѕ жроауатђсаутќ ce ; 

I iv. 9. ё» тойтф ефамеродт h dydarn 
TOU беоб ёр juiv, бт: тд» vid» айтоб 
тду povoyer ётёстаћкєу ò Oeds els 
тд» kécpov (cf. Jn. iii. 16, 17). 

I iv. 19. дей dyardpev, бт abrós 
тротоз ђуёттсе» Huds. 

I i. 4. ba ў xapà jud!» р rerin. 
papery. 
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The echoes of Johannine thought are obvious, and on the 
whole the similarity is greater with the Epistle than with the 
Gospel. 

Ep. Lugd. et Vienn. (Eus. v. i. 
IO). "Ехам 82 тд» тарёк\тто»у év 
ёаутф, тд жт»єйда Tov Zaxaplov, ё da 
Tov rAnpwyaros Tis дуфття évedeltaro, 
eddoxjcas йжшёр ris Tay дбелфі» 
drodoylas xal Tij» éavrod eivai 
Vvx?r. jf» yap xal Éerw yviotos 

I iii. 16. "Ки тойтф éyrwxaper rh» 
фүфтт», бт: ёкєіуоѕ йтер hur Thr 
Vvxi» atrov  ÉOÜnkev xal де 
ó$elNoue» veep тё» ddehpay ras 
Yuxas beira. 

Xpicrod цадттђѕ, áxoAovÜO» ry dpvly 
бло» й» bwayy. 

The connection with Johannine thought and expression is 
quite unmistakable. The true following of the Lamb, as shown 
in the readiness of Veltius Epagathus to lay down (? stake) his 
life for the brethren, is almost certainly a reminiscence of the 
First Epistle. 

Irenaeus, пі. xvi. 5. “Quemadmodum Ioannes Domini 
discipulus confirmat dicens Haec autem (Jn. xx. 31). 
Propter quod et in epistola sua sic testificatus est nobis 
Filioli, nouissima hora est (1 Jn. ii. 18, 19, 21—in the form 
Cognoscite ergo quoniam omne mendacium extraneum est et 
non est де ueritate—22 to Antichristus)" 

8. “Quos et Dominus nobis cauere praedixit et discipulus 
eius Ioannes in praedicta epistola fugere eos praecepit dicens 
Multi seductores exierunt in hunc mundum (2 Jn. 7, 8 to 
operati estis). Et rursus in Epistola ait Multi pseudo- 
prophetae exierunt de saeculo (1 Jn. iv. 1-3 to omnis Spiritus 
qui soluit Iesum non est ex Deo sed de Antichristo est). Haec 
autem similia sunt illi quod in euangelio dictum est, quoniam 
Uerbum caro factum est et habitauit in nobis. Propter quod 
rursus in Epistola clamat, Omnis qui credit quia lesus est 
Christus, ex Deo natus est, unum et eundem sciens Iesum 
Christum," etc. 

We have now come to the age of definite quotation by name. 
Irenaeus! use of the Epistles in this passage, the only one in 
which he makes definite quotations, is interesting. It reminds 
us of the differences of custom in quotation by the writers of the 
last quarter of the second century, and perhaps of the difference 
between what was customary in definitely theological treatises as 
opposed to letters, or apologetic writings. We should, for 
instance, be in a better position to determine Justin's exact use 
of N.T. writings if his Syntagma against Heresies had been pre- 
served. The quotation is also interesting if considered in 
connection with other evidence of this period and that which 
succeeded it, as suggesting that, in some places, at any rate, the 
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first two Epistles of S. John were known апа used before the 
third gained as wide a circulation. 

Clem. Alex. Str. ii. 15. 66. Palveras 8& xal 'lodvvgs dv т) 
рабом: ёт‹стоћ ras біафорає тбу dpapruay éxdiSdoxwv Фу тото" 
Ед» т (8р тбу ddeApov abro? dpaprávovra йдарт{ау pi) т, 
Üávarov, airnoa, кої бот айтф (олу, Tois duapravovot ці) трд 
Odvarov’ «тє “Ест: yàp åpapría mpós Üávarov: ob пері éxeivys 
Aéyo, iva épwrynoy tis. waoa ddixla dpapría tori, каї dorw duapria 
pn проє Ódvarov (1 Jn. у. 16f.). 

Lb. Str. iit. 4. 32. каб "Ебу «торе, фпоїу 6 'Ioávvgs dv ті) 
ётастоћ), бт. Kowwviay буору per олтоў, rouréori pera ToU беоб, 
каі фу rà oxdra wrepirataper, WevddueOa xal oU тоону тўу 
&A9gÜuay: dày 06 dy то фоті тєртатФилу ws abrós Фу TQ uti, 
xowwvlay éxouev pet’ аўто? xal тд alua ‘Inso ToU viov афтод 
кабар є‹ nds dro rrjs дшартіає (1 Jn. i. 6f.). 

Jb. Str. li. 5. 42. kal was ô ёушу ri» ё\тда татту ёті TQ 
куріф ayviler, фточу, éavróv кабс ёкєуоѕ d-yvós ior. 

Lb. 44. 'O Aéyov, фуушка, tov куру, каї ras evrodas abro0 uù 
T2püv Wevoryns irri, kal dy тойт 7) dAnOaa ойк ќстіу, "обуу 
Aéyet. 

Jb. Str. ii. 6. 45. mpürov piv то тоб дтоєтбЛом Чодууоу. 
Kai viv дутіурістої поАЛої уєубуасту, ббєу Фууфкарєу бт: doxárm 
Фра ёстіу. && роу ё7АӨоу, GAN’ ойк ўсау èE quar’ єї yàp rav èf 
Juv, pepevýreray dv pe? quay. 

Jb. Quis div. salv. 37. 6. Oetws ye kal érimvéus б Тойук" ‘O 
р) pür, pyri, тду ёдеАфдӧу dvOpwroxrdévos dari (1. Jn. iii. 15), 
oréppa тоб Kaiv, Өрёрџра тоб di:aBodov. 

Lb. Str. iv. 16. тоо. Texvia py дуатОорєу Aóyo pyde yAwooy 
<pyoiv> 'Ioáyvgs rerelovs elvai Sddoxwy, ёА№ év Epyw каї dAyOeig. 
év тойтф yvwrópeĥa Gre Фк тїс GAnOeias dopey (1 Jn. iii. 186): єї 
$ дуату б Oeds (т Jn. iv. 16) åyámņ каї т) бєосЄВеа: ФоВоѕ ox 
dorw бу rj ёуйтү, GAN 7 redeia dydmg ew Barra тбу фбфом 
(т Jn. iv. 18): айту eoriv 7) буйт тої Ó«o), va ras &vroAàs аўто? 
тпрдреу (1 Jn. v. 3). 

Jb. Str. V. т. 13. “Aydan $ б beds" Ó то åyarâoı yvoarós 
(1 Jn. iv. 16). 

Tb. Str. iv. 18. 113. "Aydin тойлуу kal 6 Oeds єірттал, дуабос 
dv (1 Jn. iv. 16). | 

Jb. Quis div. salv. 38. "Ауатт kaXvrre& пАївоє ápapriv* 7) 
tecla åyáry ікфаЛАє тду фббом (1 Jn. iv. 18) où weprepeverat 
к.т.А. 

Clement makes full use of the First Epistle, and recognizes 
at least two. The question whether he commented on all three 
Epistles, or on two only, in his Adumdrationes, is discussed 
subsequently. 
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Muratorian Fragment. 

* Quid ergo mirum si Ioannes tam constanter singula etiam 
in epistulis suis proferat, dicens in semetipsum *quae uidimus 
oculis nostris et auribus audiuimus et manus nostrae palpauerunt, 
haec scripsimus uobis! Sic enim non solum uisorem se et! 
auditorem, sed et scriptorem omnium mirabilium domini 
per ordinem profitetur. 

“Epistola sane Judae et superscriptae? Iohannis duae in 
catholica habentur et Sapientia ab amicis Salomonis in honorem 
ipsius scripta." 

The text is taken from Dr. Zahn's Grundriss d. Geschichte d. 
NT. Kanons, p. 78. It is not necessary here to go over again 
the controversy raised by the different interpretations of these 
two passages in the Afuratorianum which have been maintained 
by competent scholars. "There can be no doubt that the (Greek) 
author of the document regarded the Epistles as the work of 
John the Apostle. But there is nothing to suggest that the 
Church for which he speaks (? Rome) accepted as Scripture 
more than /wo Johannine Epistles. Students can only feel 
astonishment at such statements as that of Dr. Gregory (Canon 
and Text of the New Testament, p. 132), "The way in which 
these two small Epistles of John are named seems odd," which 
assumes a reference to the two shorter letters in the second 
paragraph quoted, without further discussion. This will be more 
fully discussed later on in connection with the other evidence 
for the circulation of only two Johannine Epistles. 

Origen, Zn Joann. v. 3 (ex Euseb. ZZ. E. vi. 25), Ті Set пері тоб 
dvarecovros ёті тб сті)доє Aéyew тоб 'Tgo00, Iwdvvov, ôs evVayyéAvov 
êv karaAéXovrev, dporcyav дууаєдаї тосабта топту, й ovdi ô 
кбероє xwprjgat €Ovvaro ; бураціє б4 каї ту ' AzokdAvijw, keXevaOeic 
cumo kai р?) ypdwat ras тфу Era Вроутфу $wvds, [xaradéAoure] 
каї ёзтиттоћу тауу дАіушу стіҳоу, бота $ каї Sevrépav каї трітуу, 
era ov таут$ фасі yvgolovs «усл ravras* пАду ойк єісі стіҳшу 
duddrepar ёкатбу. 

Origen makes very full use of the First Epistle. There are 
no quotations or “echoes” of the smaller Epistles. At least none 
are recorded in Lommatzsch’s indices, or in the volumes at 
present published in the Berlin Corpus. We do not know the 
original Greek of the passage in the VIIth Homily on Joshua (§ 1) 
which Rufinus translated, “Addit nihilominus adhuc et Ioannes 
tuba canere per epistolas" (Lomm. xi. 63). 

Tertullian’s use of the First Epistle is full. He frequently 
1 Sed et MS (acc. to Zahn the et is a later addition). 
3Su »erscrictio Iohannes duas (? éreyeypapguéras). 
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quotes it by name. It is unnecessary to quote the passages here 
in full. Their evidence has been used in the Appendix on the 
Latin text of the Epistle. His use of the Second Epistle is 
doubtful, and there is no trace of the Third in his writings. 

The evidence which has been quoted above shows that the 
date of the Johannine Epistles cannot reasonably be placed 
later than the first decade of the second century. The first 
Epistle was known and valued by the generation of Papias and 
Polycarp, and it was not only towards the close of their lives 
that they became acquainted with it. So far as their origin is 
concerned, it is difficult to separate the two shorter Epistles from 
the First. They bear on their face marks of genuineness which 
can hardly be seriously questioned. They deal practically with 
questions, about the limits within which hospitality should be 
shown to travelling teachers, which are known to have been 
matters of controversy in the first half of the second century, 
and which probably often called for solution some considerable 
time before that. It is almost inconceivable that any one should 
have written them “to do honour” to some “great light” of 
earlier times, or to the Apostle himself, as the Asiatic Presbyter, 
of whom Tertullian tells us, tried to do honour to S. Paul by 
writing the Acta Pauli, or as the “friends” of Solomon, perhaps 
Philo himself, in the view of the author of the Muratorian 
Fragment, thought to honour the Jewish king. No one would 
have created for the glorification of an Apostle, or even a 
Presbyter, the very dubious situation of disputed authority which 
the Third Epistle reveals. Even if his object had been rather 
to gain Apostolic or early authority for particular methods of 
treating strangers, he could hardly have done his work so badly 
as such a theory would imply. The reasons for preferring at a 
later date the view which attributes the authorship to an Elder 
as opposed to the “ Apostolic” author of the First Epistle, are 
obvious. It is almost impossible to find any serious reason to 
explain their survival except the authority and reputation of 
their real author, whoever he may have been. They go with the 
First Epistle; and in view of their contents, their preservation, 
and the traditions attached to them, we are fully justified in 
attributing their authorship to the Elder, who doubtless “lived 
on till the time of Trajan,” and whose authority and reputation 
in the province of Asia stood so high throughout the second 
century. 

The history of the reception of the three Epistles into the 
Canon of the New Testament is more difficult to trace. There 
is no doubt that the First Epistle was generally accepted before 
the close of the second century. The only certain exception is 
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the Canon of Edessa, where we know from the Doctrine of 
Addai that as late as the fourth century (? fifth) the statement 
that no books should be accepted as Scripture, to be read in 
church, except the Gospel (Ze. the Diatessaron), the Acts, and 
the Epistles of Paul, was retained without comment in the 
legendary account of the origins of Christianity in that quarter. 
The same Canon is found in the Syrian Canon (? c. 400 A.D.), 
found in Cod. Syr. 20 (saec. ix.) of the convent of S. Catharine 
on Mt. Sinai! (A. S. Lewis, London, 1894). The chief evidence 
for the acceptance of only one Epistle is as follows. (т) 
Eusebius’ knowledge of the use and acceptance of the Epistles in 
early times led him to place only the First Epistle among the 
dpodoyoupeva, the two smaller Epistles being placed among 
the дутіАєубиєма, уурда тоф moots, with the added caution, 
* whether they be by the Evangelist, or by another of the same 
name.”? (2) The statement by Origen, quoted above, that the 
authorship of the two smaller Epistles is disputed, and the fact 
that he does not seem to have quoted them, which in his case is 
perhaps significant. (3) The Canon of the Peshitta, in which 
only three Catholic Epistles find a place, a Canon which is 
frequently found in the East. But the acceptance of the “ seven- 
letter ” Canon must be dealt with later on. (4) The protest of 
the scribe of the Cheltenham list (Mommsen's Canon? 360 A.D.), 
or of his predecessor, who has added after the mention of the 
three Johannine Epistles the words “una sola," as after that of 
the two Petrine Epistles? On the other hand, we have E 
evidence of the use of 2 John as authoritative in Africa. (5) In 
the attribution of the two smaller Epistles to the “ Elder,” in 
the Roman list of 382 (cf. JTS, 1900, i. 554—560), where the 
influence of Jerome is clearly to be seen, “Iohannis apostoli 
epistula una alterius Iohannis presbyteri epistulae duae." 

The evidence for the acceptance of the first two Epistles 
without the third is less clear, and not very easy to interpret. 
But it is sufficiently definite and widespread to deserve serious 
consideration. (1) We have seen how Irenaeus confuses the two 
Epistles. There is no trace of the use of the Third Epistle in 
his writings. (2) We have evidence of the use of the first two 
Epistles in Africa in Cyprian’s time. He himself frequently 
quotes the First Epistle, and the quotation of 2 Jn. 10, 11 by 
Aurelius a Chullabi (Sententiae Episcoporum, 81, p. 459, ed. 
Hartel) vindicates for it a place in the African, at least in the 
Carthaginian, Bible of that period. Again we find no trace of 
the Third Epistle. (3) The usage of Gaul and Africa is sup- 

1 All three Epistles are, of course, absent from the Canon of Marcion. 
з Euseb. Z7. Æ. iii. 25. 
5 Epistulae Iohannis iu ür CCCL una sola (Zahn, Grundriss, p. 81). 
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ported by that of Rome. There can be little doubt as to what 
is the natural interpretation of the language used by the author 
of the Muratorian Fragment. When he is dealing with the 
Gospels, and feels himself obliged to defend the Fourth Gospel 
against attacks which clearly had been made on it, probably by 
Caius, he quotes the Epistle in support of his view that the 
Fourth Gospel was the work of an eye-witness of the ministry, 
to prove that the author plainly declares himself not only a 
witness, but also a hearer and recorder of all the wonders of the 
Lord in order. When he comes to that in the Epistles, he makes 
the plain statement that in his Church two Epistles of John are 
received. There is nothing to suggest that he excludes the First, 
which he has already quoted elsewhere, or that he is dealing now 
only with doubtful books. Dr. Zahn's argument! on this point 
would seem to prove too much, for it involves the consequence 
that the only books which the Roman Church at that time 
treated as undoubted Scripture were those contained in the 
restricted Canon of Edessa, Gospel(s) Acts, Pauline Epistles. 
(4) The fact that the Latin epitome by Cassiodorus, and Clement's 
Adumbrationes on the Catholic Epistles, contain notes on the 
first two Epistles of S. John only, is significant. The evidence of 
Eusebius, who states that Clement commented on all the (seven) 
Catholic Epistles, as well as on Barnabas and the Petrine Apoc- 
alypse, which is supported by Photius, must be set against this. 
But the suspicion is at least well grounded that the general 
statement of Eusebius may be loose. On the other hand, no 
stress can be laid on Clement's use (see above, p. lvi) of the 
phrase év тү шефом: €rwroAj. It is equally compatible with his 
recognition of three Epistles or of two. And later writers who 
undoubtedly accepted all seven Catholic Epistles frequently quote 
the First Epistles of Peter and John as “the Epistle" of those 
writers. 

It is difficult to estimate the exact bearing of this evidence; 
but in view of its distribution, and the definite character of some 
of it, we can hardly neglect it. It is quite natural that, even 
where it was fully accepted, the Third Epistle should have left 
hardly any trace of its existence. There is scarcely a phrase in it, 
not found in the other Epistles, which we should expect to find 
quoted. But such as it is, the evidence points to a period when 
only two Johannine Epistles were generally accepted in the West, 
and perhaps at Alexandria, a Church which is frequently found in 
agreement with the West rather than the East, in matters 
connected with the Canon as well as in matters of greater 
importance. The Second Epistle would seem to have come into 
circulation more rapidly than the Third. The evidence does 

1 Geschichte des NT. Kanons, pp. 213-220. 
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not, at any rate, justify the usual treatment of the two shorter 
letters as a pair of inseparable twins. With the possible excep- 
tion of one phrase (ёт айті)є ris dAnOeias) in Papias’ quotation, 
or summary, of the words of the Presbyter, we find no certain 
trace of language of the Third Epistle till the time of Augustine 
and Jerome. It was known to Origen, whose influence on 
Eusebius is perhaps most clearly seen in his treatment of the 
books which form the first section of his “ Antilegomena.” It is 
possible that his predecessor Clement treated it as Scripture. 
But it seems to have been very little used. It is quoted by 
Augustine and Jerome, and formed part of the Bible out of 
which Augustine selected his * Speculum," which must, of course, 
be clearly distinguished from the Liber de Divinis Scripturis, 
generally known as ‘m, in which there is no quotation from the 
Third Epistle. The text found in the Speculum is, of course, 
Vulgate, whether that text goes back to S. Augustine himself, as 
Professor Burkitt supposes (JZS хі. 263 f., 1910), or is due to 
subsequent alteration. Sabatier’s attempt to reproduce fragments 
of an old Latin translation of the Third Epistle from the 
quotations in Augustine and Jerome, shows that it probably 
existed in an old Latin pre-Vulgate text,—a fact which is placed 
beyond doubt by the fragment contained in the Latin of Codex 
Bezae. 

The history of the smaller Epistles is closely connected with 
. that of the substitution of the seven-letter Canon of Catholic 

Epistles for the three-letter Canon of the East, and of which a 
short sketch must now be given. 

In the East the Epistle of James, which Origen certainly 
treated as Scripture in some sense, though not without recording 
the doubts which were felt about it, was soon added to the 
generally recognized Epistles, 1 Peter and 1 John. These three 
letters form the Canon of Catholic Epistles in the Peshitta. 
And this three-letter Canon is found in all the provinces which 
were under the influence of Antioch. Chrysostom, who was 
moved from Antioch to Constantinople in 398, knows and uses 
no other Catholic Epistles. "The same Canon is found in the 
Cappadocian Fathers, Basil, Gregory of Nazianzum, and Gregory 
of Nyssa in the last quarter of the fourth century. According 
to Lietzmann,! the same can be proved to have been the usage 
of Methodius of Olympus about 300 a.p. During the fourth 
century the process of replacing this shorter Canon by the fuller 
seven-letter Canon was begun and in most places carried through. 
It is fully recognized by Eusebius in several places, and his 
formal list, in which the five Epistles, James, Jude, 2, 3 John, 

1 6 Wie wurden die Bücher des Neuen Testaments heilige Schrift?" 
(Lebens Fragen, ed. Weinel), Tübingen, 1907. 
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2 Peter are separated off from the rest of the Antilegomena, 
suggests that it is the Canon which he himself preferred. In this 
he was no doubt influenced by the statements of Origen about 
these letters. In 367, Athanasius put it forward in his thirty-ninth 
Festal Letter as the official list of Egypt. It is, however, found 
still earlier in Cyril of Jerusalem (340). The fact that the letters 
always are found in the same order, wherever this Canon is used 
in the East, suggests that here its adoption was a matter of 
definite policy, due probably to the necessity for uniformity 
felt by the Nicenes in their struggle with the influence of the 
Court. The varying orders found in the West point to a more 
natural and gradual process of adoption. It may be noticed 
that Gregory of Nazianzum names all seven Epistles in his 
list of the Canon, but his own practice seems to have been to 
quote only those found in the shorter Canon. Both the three- 
and the seven-letter Canons are mentioned in the list of Amphi- 
lochius of Iconium in Lycaonia. In the Island of Cyprus, 
Epiphanius is a supporter of the seven-letter Canon. On the 
other hand, Theodoret of Cyrus (430-450) apparently uses in 
his writings only the three letters. In the Syriac Bible the 
seven Epistles appear first in the recension of Philoxenus of 
Mabug (500). 

Enough has been said of the history of the reception of the 
Johannine letters in the West. The acceptance of the Athanasian 
Canon, which contained the three letters of S. John, and its 
final supremacy in the West, were due to the influence of 
Augustine and Jerome. As we see from the Canon Mommseni- 
anus, it did not pass without protest. 

Thus the literary history of the letters shows that the assign- 
ment of an early date to the two shorter letters, especially to the 
Third, depends on the internal evidence of their character and 
content rather than on external attestation. Their final accept- 
ance was undoubtedly due to the belief of the men of the fourth 
century, and in part of the third, in their Apostolic origin. 
During the earlier period of their obscurity they would hardly 
have been preserved but for the respect felt for their author. 
Internal evidence is practically decisive against the hypothesis of 
forgery. The question of their authorship is part of the wider 
problem, which still awaits a satisfactory solution, of the author- 
ship and date of the “ Ephesian Canonical Writings" and of the 
personality of the Ephesian “ Elder." 

§ 7. THE TEXT. 

The following list gives most of the older and more important 
manuscripts and authorities for the text of the Epistles : 

ш ——-г.„—-—— 
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B. ôr. Codex Vaticanus. Rome. Vat. Gr. 1209 
(iv.). 

N. 82. Codex Sinaiticus. Petersburg (iv.). 
C. 63. Codex Ephraimi. Paris. Bibl. Nat. 9 

(v.); І Jn. i. І rovs—(2) єора[ кореу), 
iv. 2 єстіу--(3 Jn. 2) yvyy. 

A. $4. Codex Alexandrinus. London. Brit. 
Mus. Royal Libr. I. D. v.-viii. (v.). 

Athos. Lawra 172 (852) (viii.-ix.). 
Paris. Bibl. Nat. Gr. 14 (їх.-х.). 

56. Y. 
13 (= 33"). 848. 

48 (= тоб Є99Р-), 8257. 
a3. 

Oxford. Bodl. Misc. Gr. 136 (A.D. 1391). 
Petersburg. Bibl. Roy. 225 (ix.). Palimp- 

sest. I Jn. iii. 20—v. I Tov. 
389. «74. Patmos. Iwavvov 16 (x.). 
25. a103. London. Brit. Mus. Harley 5537 (А.р. 

1087). r Jn. v. 14-2 Jn. 5 missing. 
61. a162. London. Brit. Mus. Add. 20003, and 

Kairo f/gA. патріарх 351 (A.D. 1044). 
Арі. 261. ау. Sinai 273 (ix.). 

S. a2. Athos. Lawra 88 (a88) (viii.-ix.). 
L. a5. Rome. Angel. 39 (ol. A. 2. 15) (ix.). 

384. «54. Chalki. Еитор. Хход 26 (х.). 
9. a189. Cambridge Univ. Libr. Kk. vi. 4 (xi.- 

xi.) See Westcott, p. 91, who gives 
a list of the interesting readings con- 
tained in this MS. It is not included 
in von Soden’s list of the manuscripts 
of which he used collations for the 
text of the Catholic Epistles. 

Old Latin Version. 

h. Fleury Palimpsest, ed. S. Berger, Paris, 1889, and Buchanan, 
Old Latin Biblical Texts, Oxford (v.). т Jn. 1. 8-і. 20. 

q. Ziegler, 7/a/a Fragmente. Marburg, 1876. т Jn. iii. 8-v. 2r. 
m. Liber de divinis Scripturis stve Speculum, ed. Weihrich. Vienna 

Corpus xii., 1887. The following verses are quoted: т Jn. 
і. 2, 3, 8, 9, її. 9, 10, 21, 23, 111. 7-10, 16—18, iv. І, 9, 15, 
18, v. І, 6-8, то, 20, 21 ; 2 Jn. 7, 10, ІІ. 

Augustine's Tractatus. т Jn. i. т-у. 12. 

Egyptian Versions. 

Sahidic.  Balestri, Sacrorum Bibliorum Frag. Copto-Sahid. Mus. 
Borgiani. Vol. iii. (continuation of Ciasca). 1904. 
I Jn. i. 2-v. 15; 2 Jn. 5-13; 3 Jn. 
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Woide, Appendix ad editionem N.T. Graec. Oxford, 
1799. I Jn.i. т-у. 21; 2 Jn. ; 3 Jn. 

Delaporte, Revue Bib. internat. Nouvelle Serie ii., 
1905. I Jn. i. 1-iii. 7, iii. 9-21, iii. 24-iv. 20. Gives 
by far the most interesting form of the Sahidic text. 

Bohairic. Horner, Zhe Coptic Version of the N.T. im the 
Northern Dialect. Vol. 4. Oxford, 1905. 

Armenian Version. 

Armenian Bible, ed. Zohrab. Venice. 

These Epistles do not offer many problems of special difficulty 
or interest so far as the determination of the true text is con- 
cerned. A comparison of the texts published by Westcott and 
Hort with Nestle’s text, shows how few instances there are in 
which serious doubt exists. The chief interest of the textual 
problems which they present lies in the history of the glosses 
which have been inserted into their text, and a few paraphrases 
which have been substituted for the true texts. The most famous 
of these glosses, the addition of the * Heavenly Witnesses,” does 
not stand by itself. The tendency to gloss is most marked in 
Latin authorities, but it can be traced in the Egyptian and other 
versions, and cursive Greek manuscripts offer a few instances of 
its presence in Greek. An attempt has been made to collect the 
evidence for the Old Latin text of the Epistle in an Appendix. 
The critical notes which have been added to each verse are based 
on Tischendorf's eighth edition, supplemented where possible 
from later sources of information. For the Egyptian Versions 
(Bohairic and Sahidic), fresh collations have been made, and 
also for the Armenian. Tischendorf’s information has been re- 
produced, as it stands in his edition, where it appears to be 
correct. Corrections and additions are given under the symbols 
boh, sah, arm. The heavier type should make it possible to see 
at a glance the extent to which Tischendorf's information has 
been supplemented or modified. 

The attempt has also been made to extract from von Soden's 
Die Schriften des Neuen Testaments, 1. ii. C, the variants in 
the text of these Epistles which are to be found in Greek MSS, 
quoted by him, but which are not contained in Tischendorf’s 
critical apparatus. The number of instances in which it has 
been necessary to add a note of interrogation may form some 
indication of the difficulty of using von Soden’s book for this 
purpose. It is much to be hoped that the stores of interesting 
information as to the readings of Greek MSS, especially min- 
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uscules, which are contained in his great work, may be published 
їп some form which would render them available for general 
use. In the citation of these readings von Soden’s system of 
notation has been reproduced, so that the new material is easily 
distinguishable. At the end of each group of MSS quoted, the 
number which the frst MS in the group bears in Gregory’s list 
has been added in brackets. In the case of 5 MSS (ze. those 
which contain the Gospels as well as the Acts and Catholic 
Epistles, etc.), Gregory’s Gospel number has been given. It may 
be noticed that several of the readings of 96 (V) are of con- 
siderable interest. As the Latin text has been dealt with in an 
appendix, no attempt has been made to revise Tischendorf's 
presentation of its evidence. 

It may be worth while to give some account of von Soden's 
assignment of variants to his different groups. 

For the 7Z-77-XK text he claims the following readings : 
IjJn.i 4. прес (vuv, C Kas). 

ii. 19. «f пром noav (утау «Ё qv). 
iii 2. om. de (after odaper) (habet K La ғ). 
ii 14. om. тоу adeAdoy (after o uy ayarwv) (habet 

С Ка є). 
iv. I2. Tereleuojuev «atv. ev ny (тет. «v турду єттї). 
у. то. «avro (аут). 
v. 20. ka оареу, А а (obapev дє: om. кош). 

2Jn. 5. kanv урафшу со: (урафоу cot колуу). 
The following cases he regards as uncertain: 

1 Jn. ii. то. «v avro ovx єттї (ovk «aw ev avro, W™), 
lli. 23. evroAny | + wv (om. K Las). 

2 Jn. 12. vpwy (роу, У/ 24). 

хєтАпрареут) 7. 
3 Jn. 9. eypaya]-- 7: (om. т, K La e: ау, 13а). 

Н. Uncertain: 
I Jn. iii. 5. om. прошу after apaprias (habet про», К C a є). 

iii, 7. (?) тада, W™ (rexyia). 
iii. 19. туу карбаау (ras кард‹аѕ). 

2 Jn. 9. xpoaywy (параВалушу). 
©“ Sonderlesarten " : 

1 Jn. ii. 18. om. o before avrupwros (habet о, AK Las). 

Г. Variants due to reminiscences of other passages : 
т jn.i 4. vov, W"€! (пишу). Cf. Jn. xv. 11. 

1 4.4. the margin of Westcott and Hort's edition. 
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IJn.i 5. 

ii. 27. 
li. 28. 

iii. II. 

Ш. 15. 

у. 20. 
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~avry «тту. Cf. Jn. i. 19. 
єтаууєма (аууєма). Cf. ii. 25. 
pavero (peva). Cf. ver. 24. 
exopey (oxwpev). Cf. iii. 21, iv. 17. 
erayyeua (аууєма). Cf. ii. 25. 
avro, («avro, М), Cf. ver. 9. 
aAnbwvov) + Ócov. Cf. Jn. xvii. 3- 

Cf. i. 2, ii. 25; Jn. xiv. 6. 7 fon т. 
Doubtful ас of a similar kind: 
тп. і. 5. 

1. 8. 
i 9. 
ЇЇ, ra. 

її 24 
iii. то. 

їп. 18. 
iii. 23. 

iv. 19. 
iv. 16. 
iv. 19. 
v. 6. 
V. IO. 

3Jn. 7. 

атауүєЛоџеу (avayy-). СЇ. ver. 2. 
~ev ищу ovk eotiv. Cf. ver. 5. 
apnaprias|-+nuwy. Cf. ver. 9, iii. 5. 
vpwv (ушу). Cf. Mt. vi. 15. 
~narp.... vw. Cf. ver. 22. 
Sixacoovvyy] pr. туу. Cf. ver. 7; Mt. v. 6, 

Vi. I, 33. 
Ош. e. ee context. 
TO vw... Xo (ro оуорат: TOV VLOV . „ „ Xv) 

Cf. Jn. i iii. 36, ix. 35. EE 
трштоу (xpwros). 
om. peve (2°). Cf. iii. 24 ([peve«], W). 
ayarwpev) + тоу 69. Cf. ver. 20. 
~amare... одат. Cf. Jn. xix. 34. 
viw ес Cf. ver. 10*. 
ovoparos]--avrov. Cf. т Jn. ii. 12; Ro. i. 5. 
тара (ато). Cf. a Jn. 4. 

Doubtful cases of other kinds: 
IjJn.i 9. 

ii 6. 

iv. 3 
у. 16. 

V. 2I. 
з Jn. 3. 

кабар:т& (-0). 
om. ovTws. 

“OUTWS KAL AUTOS. 

Om. єк. 

wa)-4 Tw. СЕ Jn. ii. 25. 
«avrovs (eavra). 

vw (шоу). 
ато (тара). 

“ Sonderlesarten ”: 
I Jn. i. 3. om. бе 

ii, 8. quv (ушу), 
ii. 26. тАауоутеу. 

ii. 29. Wyre (ere). 
уєүєутјтаи. 

ili, 17. * (-ру). 
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I Jn. iii. 19. тесореу. 
IV. 20. puc (-o7). 

2 Jn. 6. om. wa, 2° 
II. Om. ата). 

12. nBovAnOnv. 
3 Jn. 4. tavrys (rovrov). 

8. yevwpeba (yov-). 
9. eypapa) + ау. 

IO. Om. єк. 

II. o, 2°) бе. 

K. Uncertain: 
I Jn. iii. 15. avro (eavrw, МУ"), 

ій. 17. вєоре (-pr). 
V. 20. ytywonwpev. 

KA'.1]n.ii І. om. ка «oper, 
iii. I8. om. ev. 
lil. I9. eut. 
iv. 16. om. peve (2°), 
iV. 20. шоєі. 
V. 4. "pov. 
V. IO. єаута. 

V. 11. ~o beos тшу. 

V. 20. ушаткореу. 
V. 21. eavrovs. 

з Jn. 8. увуорева. 
IO. OM. єк. 

* Sonderlesarten" KT: 
I Jn. ii 24. ~warpe. . . wa. 

ii. 24. om. «ac (3°). 
2 Jn. S. exopev. 

9. o (2°)]+ de. 
K*. 2 Jn. 8. атоћестуте . . . єруасасвеє , „ . arorXaByre 
(1 Jn. iii. 15. avro. 

ili. 17. бєоре. Cf. 1.) 
I Jn. iii. то. 9uatocvvyy] for tyv. 

lil, 18. om. ev. 
iv. 16. om. peve (2°). 

K. “Sonderlesarten” : 
I Јп.і. 3. om. xa: (2°). 

i 7. I9] 4 Xv. 
ії. 4. Om. ore 
li 7. аёеАфо‹ (ауаттутог). 

7kovcare) + ат apxns. 
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урафо (eypaya). 
эде) + ovy. 
ev ушу peve 
avro (avrov). 
pevare (pevere). 

. отау (cay). 
. om. каа (М). 

. ураз (pas). 
. OM. kat. 

афо) + pov. 
. темах (Gewas). 
. Texvea] + pov. 
. ушоскореу (ууосорева,), 
. карда) + пром. 
. пар (ат). 
. Om. Tov. 
Incov] + Ху. 

+ Ху ev саркі Єр vÜora, 
. ауатареу) + avrov. = 
‚ то (ov). 

Tnpwpev (покору). 
. урау. 
. om. de. 

. OM. Kat TVEVATOS. 

- mv (ото). 
‚ ^"ÜLOVLOV EXETE. 

€xere) + кал «va, тістелуте. 
~Tos пістєюуску —Ü«ov ante ua. 

. wap (ат). 
5 Iycov| pr. «v. 

. ~eoTw 7 €vroÀ a. 
. «стАвоу (eA Gov). 
бідахт (2°)] + rov Хә. 
Bev (yeverGar). 
om. ту. 

. єбушу («бдикоу). 

. atoAapBavew (vr- 
. oidare (otdas). =} 

урафеу (ураціаї), 
om. сок. 

ураціах (ypapew). 
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* Sonderlesarten ” of unknown origin : 
I Jn. ii 23. exet ^ exe (i.e. om. o 2*—ex« 2°). 

ій. 1. Om. «a. eopev. 
2 Jn. 6. om. wa (19), 

Ijn.iv. 2. ywwoxerat. 
2 Jn. 11. o yap Aeyov. 
2 jn. 8. атоАєетшр&у . . . єрүасареба .. . ато\аВореу. 
3 Jn. 5. es rovs (rovro). 

Where it seemed necessary for the sake of clearness, the other 
variant or variants have been added in brackets The readings 
adopted by Westcott and Hort and by Nestle have been 
underlined. If the agreement of these two authorities may be 
taken as affording a rough standard of what is probably the true 
text, it will be seen at once that the variants which von Soden 
claims for Фе I-H-K text, if we neglect differences in the order 
of words, are with one exception (ku одарєу for odaper бє) 
those which have been accepted as part of the true text by the 
best critics. The same is, however, true of most of the small 
class of readings which he attributes, mostly with some expression 
of doubt, to the “Н” text. Indeed, by the test of intrinsic 
probability, these readings stand as high as those claimed for 
the I-H-K text. It is difficult to believe, for instance, that 
apodywy (2 Jn. 9) is not the true text, softened down by later 
influences to vapafjaivov. It 15 also difficult to suppose that the 
occurrence of the word in Mk. x. 32 (Jesus “going before" His 
disciples on the way to Jerusalem) had any influence on the 
Johannine text here. But von Soden's treatment of the “H” 
text may perhaps throw valuable light on the readings where the 
other authorities for the “ H " text part company with 61-2 (В к), 
a subject which needs further investigation. It is also interesting 
to notice how seldom the readings assigned to “I” or *K" 
have been accepted as original. The inclusion of the omission 
of ка: vrvevparos (1 Jn. v. 6) among the * Sonderlesarten " of K is 
interesting. Does this imply that the true text of the passage 
ran o «Абоу & vdaros кал atparos кал Tvevparos, and that the words 
ках vevparos were removed in the “ К” recension because of the 
absence of corresponding words in the second half of the verse? 
On the whole, it would seem that we must wait for the publi- 
cation of von Soden's Greek text before we can make much use 
of the information contained in his section on the text of the 
Catholic Epistles, except in so far as it supplies us with informa- 
tion about new readings not known before, or at least not 
recorded in the apparatus criticus of the ordinary editions. 

It may, however, be worth while to append a list of the MSS 
which he assigns to his three Recensions, and which have been 
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fully examined for the purposes of his great work. The symbols 
used by Tischendorf and Gregory are given below the von Soden 
numbers. 

1. H Recension. 
ёт 52 83 84 56 848 -257! 3 74 103 162 
BRC A v 33(13AK) зз Р 389 25 бі. 

2. I Recension. 
Г. 70 -ior 7 —264 200-382 8505 252 

505 40 Apl. 261 233 83 231 69(31AK) 391 

5459 6203 5300 -652 
489 (195A K) B08 (265AK) 218 (65AK) 217 

845 170 175 192 502 397 -205 -106 
25. "62AK) 303 319 318 116 96 51 179 

—164 —261 184 158 8157 —507 
— 142 — 395 547 (202AK) 241 (104AK) 

96 64 65 1100 -55 6254 (? 254) -110 
316 328 | 317 Зо 236 26 332 

-0457 - 8500 5156 256 361 
209 (95AK) 205 (93АК) 226(108AK) 24 248 

113 110 
235 332. 

I’. (а) 62 365 396 472 398 8206 253 
498 214 — 312 69 242 (тов АК) 2. 

(В) 78 -157 469 8370 
— 29 215 1149 (288АК). 

I°. (а) 208 370 116 551 
307 353 — 216. 

(В) 364 -486 114 -174 506 
137 — 335 252 бо. 

3. К Recension. 

2 5 54 186 $255 394 500 
S L 384 223 58 (35АК) — 45. 

Ко 186 8255 

223 57 (35АК). 
К". (used for 1 Jn. v. only). 

358 462 8463 
39 169 656 (213AK). 

1 In accordance with von Soden's usage, when a number is given without 
a preceding letter it belongs to the a group (Acts and Catholic Epistles, etc. ). 
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S 8. COMMENTARIES, ETC. 

The following list of Commentaries, Articles, and Books has 
been compiled more especially with reference to what has been 
used in the preparation of this edition. The fullest bibliographies 
are to be found in Holtzmann (Hand-Kommentar) and Luthardt 
(Strack-Zockler). 

Ancient Greek— 
Clement of Alexandria, only extant in Cassiodorus’ Latin 

Summary of the Adumbrationes on Jn. i. її. (Clement, 
al., ed. Stáhlin, iii. p. 209, 1909). 

Oecumenius. 
Theophylact. 
Catena, ed. Cramer. 

Latin— 
Augustine, Tractatus x. in Epistolam Ioannis ad Parthos 

(Migne, ni. і. P.L. 34). 
е. 

Modern— 
Wettstein. 
Bengel. 
Lücke, 1820-1856. 

Translation, Commentary on the Epp. of S. Johm. 
Thomas Clark, 1837. 

Huther (in Meyer, 1855-1880). 
Translation, Critical and Exegetical Handbook to the 

General Epp. of James апа г John. T. & T. Clark, 1882. 
F. D. Maurice, Zhe Epistles of S. John. Macmillan & Co., 

1857. 
Ebrard, " Die Briefe Johannis," Königsberg, 1859 in (О/5- 

hausen's Biblischer Commentar). 
Ewald, Die Johannetschen Schriften. Gottingen, 1861. 
Haupt, z John. 1869. 

Translation, Zhe First Epistle of S. John. (Clark's 
Foreign Theological Library, 1879.) 

Rothe, Der Erste Johannis Brief praktisch erklärt. 1878. 
A most valuable Commentary. 

Westcott, Zhe Epistles of S. John. Macmillan, 1883-1892. 
Plummer (Cambridge Greek Testament for Schools and 

Colleges). 1884-1886. 
Pulpit Commentary. 1889. 

Lias (Cambridge Bible for Schools). 1887. 
B. Weiss (Meyer. 6th edition, 1899). In the prepara- 

tion of the notes of the present book the sth edition 
(1888) was used. 

Luthardt (Strack-Zockler Kurzgef. Kommentar, iv.). 1895. 
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Poggel, ZZ, 777 John. 1896. 
W. Karl, Johannetsche Studien, i., der Г” Johannesbrief. 

1898. 
Belser. 1906. 
Baumgarten (J. Weiss, Die Schriften des NT. ii. 3, pp. 

315-352). 1907. 
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89. THE SECOND AND THIRD EPISTLES. AUTHORSHIP. 

The Second and Third Epistles of S. John naturally form a 
ir. They are almost exactly of the same length. Their length 

is probably determined by the size of an ordinary papyrus sheet 
(Zahn, Zin. ii. 581. Rendel Harris). 

It is hardly necessary to discuss the question of their common 
authorship. The similarity between them is too close to admit of 
any explanation except common authorship or conscious imita- 
tion. It would tax the ingenuity of the most skilful separator to 
determine which is the original and which the copy. They 
probably do not deal with the same situation, though many 
writers have | found a reference to the Second Epistle in the Third 
(ёураџа т ті) éxxAnoig). But the similarity of their style and the 
parallelism of their structure point clearly, not only to common 
authorship, but to nearness of date. 

The following phrases show the close similarity of their 
general structure : 

B’ I" 

$ *rpea Bórepos. 6 v pea Birepos. 
obs éyw фуат Фу ddnOelg. by éyw dyar ér ddnbela. 
ёхёрт» Ма» ёт: ейрка ёк тё» TéÉkvur éxdpny yàp Mar . . . рартиройутом 

cov reprarovrras бу d\nbelg. cov T] dXn6clg кабдз od Фу dXn- 
Ocla seporareis. 

Iva, dxotw rà dud réxva Фу тр ddnGelg 
mepuraroUrra. 

FON Exwr ОшТ» ypádew. холла elxov ypá vas cot. 
ойк ёВо\ўӨ тә 8:4 xáprov kal uéXaros. GAN’ où 0Єхо did péAavos kal kaMápov 

дог гурёфє. 
лла Фо yevérOar трд ops. eAritw 06 evddws се Ібєїу. 
kal grópa wpds стбиа Marioa. ка! стбра жрд стора Ма\ђсореу. 
dowd{eral се тд réxva тїз &де\ф cov. dowdfovral ce ol Ao. 
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It may be a question how much of this should be referred to 
epistolary convention, and how much should be regarded as the 
sondergut of the writer. But the close resemblance, coupled with 
complete independence in the parts where circumstances and sub- 
ject-matter naturally lead to diversity, can hardly be explained on 
any other theory except that the two letters are by the same hand. 

A more serious question is raised when the two letters are 
compared with the First Epistle. Here there is a certain amount 
of evidence, both external and internal, which is not conclusive of 
difference of authorship, but at least needs serious consideration. 

They have many phrases which recall, or are identical with, 
those of the First Epistle. We may notice the following : 

буму Фу ті) ддбахт, 2 Jn. 9. 
Thy áM$j0Ócua» Thy pévovcay Фу бр», 0 

2 Jn. 2. 
n дды Фу дХтівеіа, 2 Jn. 4; сі. 

п. 3. 
— xara ras ё›то\&, 2 Jn. б. 
à xaxorody otx éwpaxer тд» бебу, 

3 Jn. її. 

д ёуаботоду ёк ToU leod єсті». 
h мартиріа hudy &№0ђѕ orev, 3 Jn. 12 

(cf. Jn. xxi. 24). 
dAf6ea thrice in each Epistle. 
ў &М\ў@єш, twice in 2 Jn., thrice (four 

times) in 3 Jn. 
obros ка} тд» warépa xal тд» viò» Éxet, 

2 Ја. 9. 
Gedy ойк Exe, 2 Jn. 9. 

(évrodhy) hy еїхореу ёт’ dpxfis, 2 Jn. 5. 

каві \койсате dx’ дру б, 2 Jn. б. 
ol uà ópoXoyoürres “Inoody Хриттд» 

épxóperor Фу саркі. 
obrós dorw . . . Ò dvrixpioros, 2 Jn. 

7- 

h рартиріа uv дубів dor, 3 Jn. 12. 
оду ws éÉérroM)» ypddwr co Kawhp, 

2 Jn. 5. 
rwifw yerécOa: wpds йраз . . . 
{>а ў xapà ўи@» wewAnpupern ў, 2 Jn. 

12. 

айт) ёстіу h фуфтт, {уа reprraraper 
‚.. 2 Ја. 6. 

ore éwmidéxeras . 
IO. 

.. Kal кшо\бе:, 3 Jn. 

6 буюу ё тр дудту, 1 Jn. iv. 16. 
eur тоб Oeo Фу шу pére, І Jn. 

є» " ie хєртат@дер, 1 Jn. i. 7. 

кабфв éxeivos rependrncer 1 Jn. ii. 6. 
тд» Gedy д» oix éópaxer, I Jn. iv. 20. 
was ò dpaprá»w» ойх éwpaxer айтбу, 

I Ја. iii. 6. 
ёк тоб бєоб Єсте, 1 Jn. iv. 4. 
dAnbes dori» xal ойк Есті фебдоз, І Jn. 
ii. 27. 

once in I Jn. 
eight times in 1 Jn. 

was ò dproónervos rò» viò» ovde T)» 
жатёра Eyer. 

ò дроћоуд» тд» viò» kal rv татќра xet 
I Jn. ii. 23. 

ёутоћђ» жалау фу efyere dx” dpxfis, 
I Jn. ii. 7. 

hy \койсате dw’ дрхіїз, І Jn. ій. 11. 
8 ouoXoyet Igcoü» ед ёу саркі 
Amv óra, I Jn. iv. 2 

обтб ёст» д дутіхристоз, Ò dproóneros 
roy татёра kal тд» цібу, I Jn. ii. 22. 

el Thv papruplay тоду dO pcowior Хаціа- 
усиєи, I Jn. v. 9. 

ойк ЄутоХфу колуў» ypddw фрі», I Jn. 
ii, 7. 

тайта ypáQouer ueis {уа ў xapà huar 

0 wexAnpwpéry, 1 Jn. і. 4. 
abr» ёстіу 7 évroAy aŭro? Wa migrevw- 

pev, I dn iii. 23. 
Cf. ore . Exes каї... dor, Jn. 

iv. T 

We may also notice the thoroughly Johannine method of 
emphasizing an idea by parallel clauses, one positive and the 
other negative. Cf. 2 Jn. 9; 3 Jn. 11. 
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A careful comparison of these instances of words, phrases, and 
constructions which are common to the two smaller Epistles and 
the larger Epistle establishes beyond the possibility of doubt the 
intimate connection between the two. A knowledge of the First 
Epistle, or of its contents, seems almost necessarily presupposed 
in some passages of the smaller Epistles. Cf. especially 2 Jn. 9, 
3 Jn. 11. 2 Jn. 12 need not contain an actual reference to 1 Jn. 
1. 4, but it gains in point if it is written in view of what is said 
there about the “fulfilment of joy.” In the one case it is the 
written, in the other the spoken, word that is lacking to assure 
the fulness of joy which comes of fellowship. And it is in- 
teresting to notice the similarity of the results obtained by a 
comparison of 2 and 3 John with x John to those which appear 
when we compare the Gospel and the First Epistle. The con- 
nection is indisputable. We are compelled to choose between 
common authorship and conscious imitation. And the freedom 
with which the same and similar tools are handled points clearly 
to the former as the more probable alternative. 

The internal evidence of different authorship on which 
Pfleiderer depends is not conclusive. He notices (1) the 
anonymous and general character of the First Epistle, as com- 
pared with the address of the Second to a particular Church, 
and the Third to an individual, named Caius, and the use of the 
title * The Presbyter" by the author in both. (2) The common 
identification of this “Presbyter” with John the Presbyter is 
supported by no valid reasons. There must have been many 
other “ Presbyters,” and those addressed would know who was 
meant, though it was not the famous “Presbyter” of Papias. 
We really know nothing of Papias! Presbyter except that he 
*handed down" a Chiliastic saying attributed to the Lord. 
Such an one was not likely to have busied himself with Gnostic 
theology and anti-Gnostic polemic. In his case the term 
* Elder" is used in the natural sense of the term; in these 
Epistles it is a title of office, used by one who claims respect 
for his official position, who dictates to the faithful as to the 
company they are to keep, gives letters of commendation to 
wandering preachers, and is offended at their being neglected. 
(3) The anti-Gnostic polemic of 2 John is the same as that of 
Polycarp, ad Phil. vii. 1, pure docetism, as found in Ignatius, 
and not the milder and later separation between Jesus and 
Christ. 

Of these reasons some are pure assumptions, and others are 
fully accounted for by the (possible) differences of circumstance. 
There is nothing in the Epistles which necessitates an official use 
of the term “Elder,” though one who is aged may be in a 
position to speak and act with authority. The authority which 
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the author claims is far greater than ever attached to the office 
of “ Presbyter." 

The question of whether “pure Docetism” is earlier than 
‘dualistic separation” of the kind attributed to Cerinthus is an 
open one. But where is the justification for differentiating 
between the Second and the First Epistles in this respect? The 
language of the Second is hardly intelligible without reference to 
the First. It may certainly be interpreted in the same sense. 

The reasons brought forward by Jülicher (Einleitung, р. 218) 
are not more convincing. The expressions éxápyv Мам, BAérere 
davrovs (cf. 1 Jn. v. 21, $vAd£are éavrá), шоббу т\рт) ётоћаџ- 
Bávew, cuvepyot усудуєва, &уабото у, do not prove much. The 
use of the singular only of Antichrist is equally unconvincing, 
especially in view of 1 Jn. ii. 22. The difference between éAyAv- 
0óra and épxópevov is at least less striking than the resemblance of 
the rest of the passages. The apparent contradiction between 
3 Jn. 11, ó какотоу oùx édpaxey tov Oedv, and Jn. i. 18, x Jn. 
iv. 12, could easily be paralleled by similar “contradictions” in 
the Gospel (cf. also Jn. xiv. 9 

Both writers also lay stress on the external evidence. That 
the two smaller Epistles found their way into the Canon apart 
from the First is partly true. There is, however, considerable 
evidence for the acceptance of шо Johannine Epistles, #.e. 1, 2 Jn., 
before the three were generally recognized. And the private 
character of the smaller Epistles, as well as their relative un- 
importance, are quite enough to account for their more gradual 
acceptance, even if they were written by the author of the First. 
Pfleiderer's statement, that the Second and Third Epistles are 
described in the Muratorian Fragment as written in John's 
name to do honour to him, rests on a very doubtful interpretation 
of the passage in which two Johannine Epistles, almost certainly 
the First and Second, are mentioned, after which comes the 
sentence dealing with the Wisdom of Solomon. 

Schwartz ! regards the two Epistles as, **in contrast to the First, 
genuine letters of a real Elder," whose name, however, cannot have 
been John, or it would not have been necessary ‘‘to cut away his 
real name, in order to bring these interesting documents into the 
Canon." This is an excellent reason for supposing that the name 
John never stood in these Epistles. It does not help us to 
determine the probability or improbability of the view that the 
letters were written by one John, who described himself as “ Һе 
Elder" without adding his name. 

The impossibility of а Chiliast such as Papias! “John the 
Elder" having any part in the composition of the Johannine 
literature is emphasized by many writers, especially by Pfeiderer 

1 Ueber den Tod der Sóhne Zebedai, p. 47. 
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and Réville ("се presbytre Jean en qui le millénaire Papias 
saluait un de ses maîtres,” Ze Quatrième Evangile, p. 50). All we 
know of him, if in this case we may trust Irenaeus more than 
many writers are usually willing to do, is that Papias recorded 
on his authority the famous Chiliastic saying about the fruitful- 
ness of the Messianic kingdom. In what sense he interpreted 
it we do not know. If the Presbyter to whom Papias owes his 
account of S. Mark is the same, as would seem most probable, 
he was certainly capable of sound judgment and careful apprecia- 
tion. And one phrase which occurs in the Third Epistle recalls, 
or is recalled by, the words of Papias’ preface (år abris rs dAs- 
Gefas). It is somewhat hasty to assume that the “Presbyter 
venerated by the Chiliastic and stupid Papias ” (Réville, р. 316) 
was incapable of anything “spiritual.” He handed down a 
*Chiliastic" saying, or one which was perhaps too grossly 
* Chiliastic" in its literal meaning to have been taken literally, 
even by the Elder who handed it down. His views were 
probably Millenarian. It would be difficult to find any one 
“ venerated ” at the end of the first or beginning of the second 
century who did not in some sense share the ordinary Chiliastic 
expectation of most Christians. But as to how “gross,” or how 
* stupid," his views were we really know nothing. Even Papias 
may have been better than Eusebius thought him. In any case 
we have but slender evidence to justify the transference of all his 
* stupidities ” to the Elder John whose traditions he has preserved. 
The position of authority, not claimed so much as used and acted 
upon, by the author of these two Epistles, is such as perhaps 
could only belong to a representative of the older generation. 
Whether it would be natural for John the Apostle to describe 
himself as “the Elder" is at least open to question. There can be 
no doubt of the naturalness of the title if used by such an one as 
John the Elder, the disciple of the Lord. 

We have every reason to believe that an * Elder" held a 
predominant position in Asia Minor about the close of the first 
century. There are valid reasons for calling him John. His 
relation to John the son of Zebedee is a mystery which, at present 
at least, we have not enough evidence to enable us to solve. 
Harnack's conjecture, based on the most natural interpretation 
of the fragment of Papias' preface which Eusebius has preserved, 
that he was a pupil of John the Apostle, and in some sense a 
disciple of the Lord, is perhaps the hypothesis which leaves 
fewest difficulties unsolved. That he is the author of the two 
smaller Epistles is the view which seems to be best supported by 
external tradition and by internal probability. The arguments in 
favour of different authorship for Gospel, First Epistle, and the 
two shorter Epistles are not negligible, but they are not con- 
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clusive. The theory which attributes to him some share at least 
in the writing of Gospel and First Epistle is the most probable 
conjecture that we can at present make. To what extent he is 
answerable for the matter of either is a difficult problem, perhaps 
insoluble in the present state of our knowledge. Most of the 
difficulties which every historical inquirer must feel to stand in 
the way of attributing the Gospel (in its present form) and the 
Epistle (they are less in this case than in that of the Gospel) to 
the son of Zebedee are modified, though they are not removed, by 
the hypothesis that a disciple is responsible for the final redaction 
of his master’s teaching. The longer and the more carefully the 
Johannine literature is studied, the more clearly one point seems 
to stand out. The most obviously " genuine ” of the writings are 
the two shorter Epistles, and they are the least original. To 
believe that an author, or authors, capable of producing the 
Gospel or even the First Epistle, modelled their style and 
teaching on the two smaller Epistles, is a strain upon credulity 
which is a/most past bearing. Are we not moving along lines of 
greater probability if we venture to suppose that a leader who 
had spent his life in teaching the contents of the Gospel, at last 
wrote it down that those whom he had taught, and others, “ might 
believe, and believing might have life in His name”; that after 
some years he felt that the message of the Gospel had not pro- 
duced the effect on their lives and creed which he had expected, 
and that he therefore made the appeal of the First Epistle, $ 
?xovcar« ёт ápxijs pevérw, bidding them make use of what they 
already knew, and assuring them that in it they would find the 
help they needed to face the circumstances in which they now 
found themselves placed? The differences between the two 
writings may well be due to the needs of a simpler and more 
popular appeal. It is the circumstances of the hearers and their 
capacity to understand which determine his message, rather 
than any very clear change in his own position or opinions. At 
the same time or at a later period he may have had to deal with 
the special circumstances of a particular Church or particular 
individuals, and again the special circumstances of his hearers 
and their intellectual and spiritual capacity have determined the 
form and the substance of his appeal. The term “Catholic” is 
a misleading one. It has perhaps misled the critical even more 
than the conservative interpreters of these Epistles. It is 
impossible to understand these letters if they are regarded as 
having been originally composed as a message to the whole 
Church, ог for all time. The writer knows those whom he 
addresses. He writes with full knowledge of their immediate 
circumstances and of their spiritual powers. If we are to 
interpret his words, we must consider, not so much what he could 
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have said himself, as the circumstances which tied him down to 
saying that which his readers could understand. It is possible 
that advancing years may have modified his views, and even 
weakened his powers. But the special circumstances which 
called for his intervention, and perhaps the voe0pórgs of his 
hearers, offer a far more probable explanation of the difference 
which we cannot but feel between the spiritual heights of the 
Gospel and the common-place advice of the shorter Epistles. 
He who proclaimed б Adyos сарб Фубуєто may still have believed 
it, though he finds himself compelled to write uù pup oU тд какбу 
&АА& rò ёуабоу, and to make appeals to his personal authority in 
the case of those to whom his deeper thoughts were as a sealed 
book. 

$ то. THE SECOND EPISTLE. 

The chief object of this letter is to give the Church or the 
family to whom it is addressed, clear advice and instruction 
about the reception of Christians from other Churches. The 
duty of hospitality was recognized and enforced. We may 
compare He. xiii. 2. 

It was a necessary part of the duty of each Church, or of 
some leading members in it, during the whole of the period 
when the union of the various members of the Christian body 
was being secured by the work of “ Apostles, Prophets, Evan- 
gelists, Teachers,” who went about from place to place, while 
the resident officers were expected to submit to the authority 
of the higher rank. Іп the opinion of the Elder, who clearly 
claims to exert his authority over all the Churches in the sphere 
in which he lives, there was danger of the abuse of hospitality. 
False teachers are taking advantage of the opportunity to dis- 
seminate their errors. So he lays down the two practical tests 
which may form guiding principles in offering hospitality to 
strangers. They are the same points which are insisted upon in 
the First Epistle. Those who carry out the Gospel in their lives, 
who “ walk in love," and who recognize fully the reality and the 
permanence of the Incarnation, who “confess Jesus Christ 
coming in the flesh,” are to be received. The Progressives who 
do not abide in the “teaching of the Christ” must be refused. 
Even to give them greeting is to participate in their evil works. 
Incidentally the Elder takes the occasion thus offered to 
encourage those who are faithful, who are “ walking in truth,” 
and to urge on them once more the duty of “walking in love” 
as well as of remaining true to the teaching which they had 
heard “from the beginning.” He reserves what he has to say 
at greater length, till he has the opportunity of seeing and 
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conversing with them, on the visit which he hopes soon to be 
able to pay them. 

The situation recalls that of the Didache, where the same 
difficulty of how the “ Prophets” are to be received is seriously 
felt and discussed at length. There the danger is rather of 
those who make a regular custom of demanding maintenance 
as Prophets who come in the name of the Lord, and so of living 
in idleness at the expense of others. In the Epistle the dis- 
semination of false teaching is the chief danger to be guarded 
against. It would be rash to describe the situation found in 
the Didache as a later development than that which is suggested 
in this letter. At the same time the similarity of the circum- 
stances does not necessitate the assignment of both writings 
to exactly the same date. Development was at different rates 
in different places. From what we know of the history of the 
Asiatic Churches, we might naturally expect stages to be reached 
there at an earlier date than in some other regions. The 
evidence, therefore, of this resemblance to the Didache should 
be used with caution in determining the date of the Epistle. In 
itself the parallel is clear and interesting. We may also compare 
the praise bestowed on the Smyrnaeans by Ignatius for their 
hospitable reception of Philo and Agathopus (Ign. Sm. то), or 
Polycarp’s thanks to the Philippians for their kindness to the 
prisoners (Pol. ad Phil. 1). 

The well-known controversy about the destination of this 
Epistle shows no signs of a final settlement. The view that it 
was addressed to an individual lady and not to a Church has of 
late been most vigorously supported by Rendel Harris (Expositor, 
1901). Advocates of this view have found her name either in 
Electa or in Kyria, which is not unknown as the name of a 
woman (cf. Lücke, p. 444). 

The names of Mary and Martha have also been suggested, 
the former because of the incident recorded in Jn. xix. 27, the 
latter for a supposed play on the name (Martha-domina- 
Купа). It is hardly necessary to discuss seriously these con- 
jectures of Knauer and Volkmar. The name Electa is almost 
certainly excluded by ver. 13, and by the improbability of two 
sisters bearing the same name. If the letter is addressed to an 
individual, the name is clearly not given. The use of Киріа is 
very wide. It may be a purely formal title of courtesy. It is 
certainly used frequently by near relations, whether as a token 
of affection, or mark of courtesy real or assumed. In spite of 
Rendel Harris’ ingenious suggestions, the use of the word by 
relations, even if the Editors of Papyri are frequently right in 
translating it " My dear,” does not go very far towards establish- 
ing the view that we have in this Epistle a “ love-letter.” The 
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formal use of xvpía is undoubtedly well established, and the 
character of the Epistle can only be determined by more 
general considerations. If we examine the whole contents of 
the letter we can hardly escape the conclusion that a Church 
and not an individual is addressed. The language of ver. 1, 
“Whom I love in truth, and not I only, but all who know the 
truth,” is at least more natural if it is addressed to a community. 
It is clear from ver. 4 that the writer can only praise the conduct 
of some of the “children,” while the address in ver. 1 is general, 
* and her children.” If it is necessary to assume that the word 
réxva has a narrower meaning in ver. 1 than in ver. 4, the difficulty, 
such as it is, is about the same whether the reference is to a 
single family or to a whole Church. Jülicher's argument (Zíz- 
leitung, p. 216) does not gain much by the inclusion of this 
point We cannot say more than that the references to the 
whole family in ver. 1, and toa part of it in ver. 4, are rather more 
natural if the “family” Бе а Church. On the other hand, the 
change between singular and plural (4, 5, 13 as compared with 
6, 8, 10, 12) certainly favours the view that a Church is ad- 
dressed. Interesting parallels of a similar change between 
singular and plural have been noticed in the Book of Baruch. 
And, as Jülicher truly says, the general contents of the letter are 
* anything rather than private in character." 

S 1r. THE THIRD EPISTLE. 

The general outline of the circumstances which led to the 
writing of this Epistle may be traced with some certainty, 
though there are many details which cannot be so certainly 
determined. 

There can be no doubt that it is addressed to an individual, 
and not to a Church: though nothing is known for certain 
about the Caius to whom it is sent; and his identification with 
any of the other bearers of that name who are mentioned in 
the New Testament, or known to early tradition, is extremely 
precarious. 

The object of the letter is to claim the good services of 
Caius on behalf of some travelling Missionaries who are about 
to visit Caius’ Church, and who are either members of the 
Church over which the Elder presides, or have recently visited 
it. It would seem that the Missionaries had previously visited 
the Church of Caius, and had been hospitably received by him. 
On their return to (?) Ephesus they had borne public witness 
at a meeting of the Church to the kindness which they had 
received at his hands. On the ground of this the Elder con- 
fidently appeals to Caius to repeat his former kindness, when 
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the occasion arrives, on their next visit to his Church. He 
claims on their behalf hospitality and help. They should be 
“sent forward" in a manner worthy of the Master whom they 
served. And they had a right to claim support, for they had 
maintained the Pauline custom in their work among heathen, 
of receiving nothing from those to whom they preached (cf. 
Ac. xx. 35; 1 Th.ii. 9; 2 Th. iii. 8). All Christians (ver. 8) were 
bound to support and help forward such work to the best of their 
power. To do so was to work for the Truth, or rather to make 
themselves fellow-workers with Truth itself. 

The Elder had previously written to the Church of which 
Caius and Diotrephes were members. But Diotrephes, whose 
ambition was known to the Elder, and who had succeeded in 
gaining an ascendency over the Church, or at any rate over 
the majority of its influential members, had managed either to 
suppress the letter, or to persuade the Church to ignore its 
contents. He not only refused himself to receive those who 
came with the Elder's commendation, but made it his policy to 
try to drive out of the Church those who were anxious to take 
the opposite course, if he could not succeed in preventing their 
efforts by simpler methods (ver. 10). It was time for the Elder 
to intervene. He has to remind Caius and those who will 

. listen to his admonitions that there are such things as right and 
wrong. Their choice will show whether they are Christians in 
anything more than name. To do the right is the sign of the 
birth from God, and of the enjoyment of the Vision of God. 

It would seem that Diotrephes had found his opportunity in 
the suspicion in which Demetrius was held by the Church. 
He is clearly one who possessed the esteem of the Elder, and 
who had been recommended to Caius’ Church by him. His 
relation to that Church and to the travelling Missionaries is not 
equally certain, and different views have been held on this point. 
Some have regarded him as one of the Missionaries, or as their 
leader, to whom the Elder had borne witness in a previous 
letter of commendation. Others have thought, from the separate 
mention of him and of the travellers, that he had nothing to do 
with them, but was a member of the Church to which the letter 
is addressed. Such a view is quite possible. Without accepting 
the over-ingenious conjecture of Dom Chapman, that the Elder 
had already mentally designated him Bishop of the Church, 
it is certainly natural to suppose, with Wilamowitz, that one of 
the main objects of the letter is to serve as a letter of com- 
mendation for Demetrius, and that he at least travelled with 
the Missionaries on the journey which forms the occasion of 
the Epistle, whether he was actually one of their company or 
not It would, of course, be fairly easy to form a good many 
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hypotheses which would all suit the few facts of the situation 
known to us. It is better to confine ourselves to the simplest 
and most natural And that would seem to be that Demetrius 
was one of the band of Missionaries whom the Church of Caius 
and Diotrephes had special reasons to mistrust. It seems to 
need all the authority, official or personal, which the Elder 
possessed, and all his personal influence with a faithful friend, 
to ensure a hospitable reception for one who has, in his opinion 
unjustly, fallen under suspicion. 

If it is idle to identify the recipient of the letter with any 
other Caius known to the New Testament, it is even less pro- 
fitable to attempt the identification of Demetrius. Dom Chap- 
man's suggestion, that he i is the Demas of 2 Ti. iv. то (Anpas yap 
pe ёукатемтеу åyarýoas Tov убу а{фуа Kat ёторє/ёт «is Оєссадо- 
vixyv), has little in its favour save its necessity to complete 
a fabric of conjecture of which the ingenuity is far more ap- 
parent than its probability. Prof. Bartlet’s suggestion, that 
Demetrius the silversmith (of Ac. xix. 24) is more likely, may 
be placed slightly higher in the scale of probability. But the 
game of guessing is misleading in attempts to reconstruct the 
unknown circumstances under which the Epistle was written. 
It is more reasonable to confine our attention to what may be 
legitimately deduced from the actual references of the Epistle. 

A further question is raised by ver. 9. Are we to identify the 
letter to which reference is there made with the Second Epistle ? 
In favour of this have been urged (1) the close connection of 
the two Epistles in tradition; (2) the probability that 2 Jn. is 
addressed to a Church; (3) ‘the close connection between the 
two Epistles in thought and language. Of these arguments the 
first is of doubtful value. The connection is hardly so close as 
is often supposed, the evidence for a period of acceptance of 
two Johannine Epistles (i.e. 1, 2 Jn.) without the third is really 
considerable. "The others deserve serious consideration, and in 
reference to (3) we must certainly remember that the object of 
both letters is to a large extent the same, the determination of 
the rules which should guide Churches in the matter of receiving 
and offering hospitality to travelling Teachers. In some ways 
the negative rules of 2 Jn. form a natural supplement to the more 
positive suggestions of the Third Epistle. But, on the other 
hand, serious difficulties are raised by (1) the absence of any 
mention in 3 Jn. of the False Teachers, and (2) the absence in 
2 Jn. of any reference to Diotrephes, or to the high-handed 
proceedings of an official or prominent member of the Church. 
Of these reasons, which are urged by Harnack, the first is the 
most important. The high-handed action of any prominent 
member might naturally succeed rather than precede the 
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reception of the letter which contained the Elder's instructions. 
He also urges that 2 Jn. presupposes an altogether different 
state of feeling and opinion in the Church to which it is 
addressed as compared with what we may naturally conclude 
from the Third Epistle. The attitude of the two Churches to 
strangers is quite different. Perhaps a more convincing reason 
is found in the fact that the Second Epistle does not contain 
the matter which we should expect to find in the “suppressed ” 
letter to which the Elder refers in 3 Jn. It must have dealt 
with the question (or questions) of the reception of Demetrius 
and the travelling Missionaries ; at least it is natural to suppose 
that 3 Jn. is written to secure through the good services of a 
private friend what the Elder had demanded in a more public 
way. It is, of course, possible that the reception of his require- 
ments in 2 Jn. had been such that he now hesitated to make 
public the different requests which he writes to Caius. But the 
former supposition is the more natural. We should probably 
therefore add this instance to the many indications in the 
Epistles of the N.T. of a wider correspondence than has been 
preserved in the Canon. 

§ 12. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE TWO EPISTLES. 

Within the last few years a number of ingenious, if highly 
conjectural, reconstructions have been attempted of the circum- 
stances which called out the two Epistles, with more or less com- 
plete identifications of the persons named, and of the Churches 
addressed. Detailed criticism of many points suggested by 
these schemes is perhaps better reserved for the notes on the 
text. But some general account of one or two of them may be 
attempted. 

The most ingenious, and possibly the least convincing, is 
that which Dom Chapman contributed in his articles in the 
Journal of Theological Studies (1904, pp. 357 Ё, 517 ff.). Seeing 
rightly that the language in which Demetrius is commended by 
the Elder clearly implies that he had for some reason or other 
fallen under suspicion, he puts forward the bold conjecture 
that Demetrius is the Demas of 2 Ti. iv. то who forsook S. 
Paul when danger became acute (contrast Col. iv. 14), “ having 
loved this present world." Dom Chapman reminds us that the 
Second Epistle to Timothy found him at Ephesus, and suggests 
that the Asiatic Churches were inclined to take a harsh view of 
the conduct of Demas. In the recipient of this Epistle he sees 
the Caius of Corinth, whose hospitality is praised in Ro. xvi. 23 
(“mine host and of the whole Church”); and following the early 
tradition recorded by Origen (on Ro. x. 41), that this Caius 
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became the first Bishop of "Thessalonica, he suggests that 
Demas, who was perhaps a Macedonian, when he left Rome 
had travelled to Thessalonica, which he may bave left when 
the reception of 2 Timothy made his position there untenable. 
At a later date he wished to return, and when he presented 
himself with a commendatory letter from the Elder he was 
well received by Caius, but the *'pratings" of Diotrephes 
persuaded the Church to refuse him hospitality. He now has 
to pass through Thessalonica on his way westwards, and bears a 
second letter from the Elder to secure a more friendly reception. 
It is perhaps sufficient here to suggest that imaginary. recon- 
structions of this kind do very little to help forward the study 
of history. A series of propositions, none of which are in 
themselves either impossible or specially probable, when com- 
bined into a single hypothesis fail to form a satisfactory basis 
for exegesis. And the question naturally arises, have we 
sufficient ground for assuming that the Elder would claim such a 
position of authority in respect of the Churches of Macedonia 
as is implied in the words and threatened action of the Third 
Epistle? 

His suggestions with regard to the Second Epistle are even 
more hazardous. The description of the Church as loved by 
ай who know the truth, and as having heard the command- 
ment from the beginning, is specially applicable to Antioch or 
Rome. The “elect sister” is naturally the Church of Ephesus. 
He connects éxAexrós, а word foreign to the Johannine 
vocabulary, with the emphatic reference in 1 P. v. 13, ў Фу 
BafjvAóv. ovvexAexrn, and suggests that the phrase “walking in 
truth, as we received commandment for the faith,” should be 
interpreted in the light of Jn. x. 17, 18, where the “ Father's 
command" is connected with the laying down of life. The 
community to whom these words are addressed must have proved 
their faithfulness by martyrdom. So we are led to the con- 
clusion that it is the Church of Rome which is addressed. The 
False Teachers have lost their footing in Asia Minor, the First 
Epistle has closed the doors of Asiatic Churches to them. So 
they are making attempts elsewhere, and the warning is issued 
to the Church of the metropolis. Such is the hypothesis in 
general outline. It is supported by many ingenious suggestions 
as to details. But the interpretation of ver. 4 in connection 
with Jn. x. 17 is too doubtful to serve as a foundation. 

Professor Bartlet (/75, 1905) has pointed out several of 
the difficulties presented by the text of the Epistles, if it is 
translated correctly, to these ingenious conjectures, while he 
rightly welcomes the correct appreciation of the significance of the 
terms in which Demetrius is commended. His suggestion that 
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Demetrius the silversmith may be meant, is at least as probable 
as Dom Chapman's conjecture. And his further suggestion 
that Thyatira is more probably the Church of Caius and 
Demetrius has at least the merit of looking in the right quarter, 
within the natural sphere of the Elder's influence and authority. 

Dr. Rendel Harris has made no attempt at so complete a 
restoration of the background of these Epistles. "The instances 
which he quotes of xvpía used in the correspondence of near 
relatives are interesting. Не has hardly succeeded in proving 
that even in such cases it is used as a term of affection, rather 
than of courtesy, or (?) mock courtesy. And even if this point 
were proved, it would not go far towards proving that in this 
particular Epistle it is so used. Its official and ceremonious 
use is in any case far more frequent. By itself it hardly 
establishes the personal and affectionate character of the letter, 
or justifies the description of it as a “love-letter.” The question 
of “lady” or “Church” must be determined by the general 
character of the letter. He has also noticed an interesting 
parallel to the language of 2 Jn. 8, in Ru. ii. 12, which should 
form a welcome addition to our Biblical marginal references, 
and to the many indications that the author of the Johannine 
Epistles was well acquainted with the Scriptures of the Old 
Testament. But it would be safer ло to deduce from the 
occurrence of épyacia and puo00s тАзртѕ in one verse in Ruth the 
suggestion that the recipient of this letter was elderly, a heathen 
Christian, and probably a widow ! 

In this connection we should perhaps mention the conjecture 
of Thoma,! that Pergamos should be regarded as the Church 
with which the Second Epistle deals, on the ground, according to 
the Apostolical Constitutions (vii. 46), that Caius was ordained 
bishop of that Church by John. The list of * Bishops" mentioned 
in Ap. Con. vii. 46 is worth quoting: James the brother of the 
Lord, Symeon, ó тоб КЛАєбта, Jude the brother of James, 
Zacchaeus, Cornelius, Theophilus, Euodius, Ignatius, Annianus, 
Avilius, Linus, Clement, Timothy, John, “by me John,” 
Ariston, Strataias, Ariston, Gaius (Mycenae), Demetrius (Phila- 
delphia) Dionysius, Marathones (?), Archippus, Philemon, 
Onesimus, Crescens, Aquila, Nicetas, Crispus. It might 
perhaps afford interesting evidence as to the contents of the 
Canon. But its predominantly Biblical character hardly inspires 
confidence. 

Of a very different character to these curiosities of exegesis 

1 Thoma, Genesis des Johannes Evangeliums, р. 791. Thoma does not 
lay much stress on the point, ‘‘ Dies wire Pergamus, wenn die e der 
apost. Constitutionen von dem dortigen Bisthum des Gaius einen Grund 
und Werth hat.” 
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is the important contribution of Harnack to the interpretation 
of these Epistles (Texte u. Untersuchungen, xv. First Series). 
Their chief importance lies in the information they afford with 
regard to a certain stage of the development of Church life and 
organization in the Asiatic province. The position of the Elder is 
unique. He is widely known. It is unnecessary for him to add 
his own name to the title which will serve to identify him. If 
he lives in Ephesus, the members of other Churches are his 
children (3. 4). He claims the right to lead them, and to know 
no greater joy than to hear that they are walking in the paths 
of truth. He claims his share in the work which has brought 
the Churches to their present state (å jpyacdpeOa, 2. 8). Assured 
of being in the truth himself, he claims to judge whether others 
are “ walking ” in it, and have witness borne to them by it (3. 2, 3; 
2.1-4; 3. 12). He does not hesitate to place his own witness 
by the side of the witness of the truth itself (3. 12). He uses 
the plural of authority (3. 9, 10, 12; 2. 8), As leader and as 
judge he threatens in the confident assurance that his personal 
intervention will put an end to what is wrong (3. то). From a 
distance he issues his commands to individuals and to Churches 
alike. The sphere of his authority is apparently large. Within 
it he administers praise or censure; he assigns punishment or 
reward without hesitation. He passes the most absolute judg- 
ments on prominent persons (3. 10, 12). He receives, through 
members of other Churches who travel, or through Evangelists, 
in full Church assembly (3. 6) or in other ways (2. 4), statements 
about the teaching and behaviour of Churches and of leading 
individuals (3. 3 ff., 12), and makes use of these reports in his 
letters. We are reminded of S. Paul's dealings with his Churches, 
and of his similar claims to authority and practical use of it. 
We may be surprised that thirty years after the death of Paul 
another should hold such a position in Asia. But this is no proof 
that the work of Paul had fallen to pieces. The testimony of 
Irenaeus and Polycarp proves the contrary. The position which 
has been described might well be held by the “ Elder" of whom 
tradition knows, and whom Papias describes as a disciple of the 
Lord. Such an one could maintain his claim to the position 
of patriarchal monarchic authority which we find presupposed 
in these Epistles. 

Harnack next turns to the evidence of the relation of the 
Elder to the travelling Missionaries and the Churches. The 
Third Epistle is written to accredit some travelling Evangelists 
to Caius; the Second, to warn some Church or individual against 
certain travelling false teachers. The custom to which these 
facts point is neither new nor of very long standing (3. 7; cf. 
2. іо, I1). The importance of such teachers is clearly seen if 
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we compare 3. 8 with 2. rr. The writer does not identify 
himself with them, but he values them and their work highly 
(3. 6, diws тоб 0«o?). Their work is missionary, not among those 
who are already brethren, from whom they ought to receive 
support, as they obey the Lord's command. On their return to 
the place whence they set out they appear before the assembly of 
the Church and tell how they have prospered, and how they 
have been received (3. 6). Thus the Elder uses them as a 
means by which he can exercise control over his Churches. 
But a reaction is making itself felt against this supervision. 
Diotrephes regards the Elder and the travelling brethren as 
forming one party. Не tries, apparently with success, to set 
his Church against them. He would withdraw it from this 
supervision which the Elder claims to exercise He will not 
“receive” his messengers. And the majority of the Church 
apparently lean to the side of Diotrephes, though the Elder 
still has his friends (3. 15). The Elder cannot be sure that the 
letter which he wrote will ever reach the Church. Yet he feels 
sure of victory, if he comes in person. Here then we have to 
notice the leading of a single man. We have reached the 
beginnings of the monarchical Episcopate. We are in the heat 
of the struggle of the old patriarchal provincial mission organi- 
zation against the consolidation of the individual Churches, 
as they threw off all outside influence and developed the 
Episcopate. Diotrephes takes the lead in this movement. 
The Elder mistrusts the new movement, and tries to keep it 
under his control. He sees in it only the ambition of in- 
dividuals. Yet he fights for a failing cause. Не is obliged 
to confess the dangers of false teaching being disseminated by 
the travelling Missionaries. By addressing the Church as Kvpia 
he practically recognizes its independence. Harnack’s question, 
* Would Paul have done so?” is suggestive. 

Thus these two Epistles give us a valuable contribution to 
the history of an obscure period. We get a glimpse into the 
earlier stages of the development of the monarchical Episcopate. 
The differences which we find in Ignatius fifteen or twenty years 
later are noticeable. In his time monarchical Episcopacy is 
established throughout Asia. Each Church is independent; it 
receives from outside only brotherly advice. The danger arising 
from heretical teachers who travel from place to place is still 
felt acutely. But travelling “prophets and teachers” and 
supervising “elders” have disappeared. The change which 
these Epistles show us in the making is already made in this 
region. 

It seems almost impertinent to criticize this admirable sum- 
mary of the position which forms the background of the two 
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Epistles. Few would question the importance of its contribution 
to the understanding of their contents. It is, however, doubtful 
whether it points to exactly the right moment in the development 
of the organization of the Asiatic Churches. And its weakest 
part is the attitude which it represents the Elder as having 
assumed with regard to the new movement. It is clear that 
the old system is breaking down. The generation of those who 
could claim and exercise the kind of authority, recognized and 
accepted as valid but unofficial, which the “Elder” clearly 
regards as his by right, and which he is confident he can still 
maintain, is passing away. Those who have a right to speak 
and act in virtue of their connection with earlier days have 
almost dissappeared. And in his own case he can no longer 
be sure of his authority, if it is exercised only from a distance. 
The personal ambition of individual members of the Churches 
is getting beyond his control. In one case he cannot feel sure 
that his letter will reach those for whom it was intended. He is 
doubtful as to the reception which will be given to those who 
come with his own personal commendation. He is evidently 
afraid that false teaching, which he has succeeded in silencing 
in his own Church, if we may use the evidence of the First 
Epistle in this connection, will receive only too ready a welcome 
in a neighbouring Church. It is equally clear that an ambitious 
member of a Church can count on a widespread feeling of dis- 
content with the present informal arrangements and customs, 
which he can utilize to further his own views and perhaps 
interests. But is this the struggle of the local Churches to free 
themselves and set up a local Episcopate? Or is the Episcopate 
the means adopted to deal with the private ambitions of individual 
members of Churches who have made themselves prominent, 
and the danger which arose from the spread of various forms 
of teaching, and of division and dissension in consequence ? 
And what was the attitude of the Elder to the new movement? 
Is he struggling against it? Or did he see in some such change 
of organization a way of meeting the danger which the old system 
could no longer control? Will Caius or Diotrephes be the first 
monarchical Bishop, of Pergamus or of Thyatira? 

The passages which Harnack quotes to show the connection 
of the Elder with the " Bishops" of Asia certainly do not point 
to his having fought a losing battle against the new movement. 
The tradition which these passages embody has doubtless been 
modified in the light of later views about Episcopacy. But 
while this is almost certainly the case, it is going in the face of 
such evidence as we possess to represent the Elder as opposed 
to a movement with which he is always represented as being in 
close connection. 

5 
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The following passages may be quoted. They prove quite 
clearly the connection of the elders with the Episcopal move- 
ment in Asia so far as tradition is concerned. 

Mur. Fr. 1. то: ‘‘Cohortantibus condiscipulis et epis- 
copis suis.” 

Victorinus Petau. Schol. in Apoc. xi. 1: “Conuenerunt ad 
illum de finitimis provinciis omnes episcopi.” 

Jerome, de Vir. Illus. 9: “Scripsit euangelium, rogatus ab 
Asiae episcopis, aduersus Cerinthum.” Cf. Euseb. H. Є. 
vi. 14 (Clement): тротралтёута, $mó тфу yvwpipwr. 

Augustine, Prologue to the Tractatus in Joann. : " Compulsus 
ab Episcopis Asiae scripsit." 

Clem. Alex. Quis Dives, 42: åmye wapaxaAXovpevos kai ёті 
Ta тАус:бҳора тоу éÜvàv, oTov pev eria Kómovs karaaTija wv, 
бпоу 5 Лас éxxAnoias dpuóccv, Grov St кро va yé тиа 
кАуросоу тбу Отд TOU Trveuuaros a pawopévoy. 

Most of these passages are too late to give satisfactory 
evidence ; all of them except the last may be later paraphrases 
of the протратёута йпд тбу ууорішоу which is found in Clement, 
but which he has received from tradition. The passage from the 
well-known story of the Robber which Clement tells in the Quis 
Dives proves that at a comparatively early date the name of the 
Elder was connected with the development of Church organiza- 
tion in Asia which resulted in the monarchical Episcopacy. His 
exact share in the process may not be determinable now. But 
the evidence of tradition which represents him as in thorough 
sympathy with the movement is too strong to ignore, when it 
is in no way contradicted by the evidence of the Johannine 
Epistles in themselves. The modification of Harnack's inter- 
pretation of the ** background" which has been suggested above 
is at least as natural as his, and it is in conformity with what may 
be reasonably deduced from the earliest and most trustworthy 
traditions about the Elder as they are to be found in Clement. 
And on the whole it is better suited to the evidence of Ignatius, 
and his attitude towards the monarchical Episcopate. 



NOTES ON 1 JOHN. 

1-4. Introduction. 
1. $ Åv ёт ёрҳӯѕ] What the writer has to announce about 

the Word of Life, the revelation of life, is no new discovery. 
The revelation began with creation. It was continued in the 
history of the nations and the People, in the work of Prophets, 
Psalmists, Legislators. It culminated in the earthly life and 
teaching of Jesus of Nazareth. The mystery, which is as old 
as creation, was gradually revealed, till it was completely mani- 
fested in Jesus the Christ, the Son of God. The words тєрї 
ToU Абуом тїз {wis necessitate some such interpretation of the 
phrase. It cannot refer to the eternal, pre-existent nature of 
the personal Word, though in the writers conception this is 
no doubt included. The whole message of God's revelation, 
as it has been gradually unfolded, is the object of the writer's 
&yyeMa, The mystery which he takes his part in “revealing” 
is concerned with the eternal reality underlying the phenomena 
apparent to sense-perception and needed to explain them. What 
he has to say is one stage in its unveiling; his words are part of 
a process of teaching which began when “God said, Let there 
be light.” Cf. Rothe, p. 18; part of his note may be quoted or 
paraphrased. “The thought of an original being, which has its 
object in itself, is indeed the most abstract thought to which 
human consciousness can reach; but yet it lies close to hand, 
and no one can dispense with it who examines attentively 
himself and his surroundings. That which falls under the 
cognizance of sense-perception shows itself to the careful observer 
to be untrue. But every intelligent man must feel the desire to 
find somewhere an existence which has not come into being, 
but which és from eternity, and to be able to rest on this. This 
the Apostle has found. Не cries triumphantly to his readers 
that he knows of a Being, transcending all that is transitory, the 
ound of what is temporal and finite. Such a reality can only 

be found in so far as it is revealed under material forms and 
enters into the world of matter. In Christ the writer claims to 
have found this eternal reality, which transcends the limits of 

I 
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the sensible and material. What he has seen in Jesus and 
heard from Him is to himself indubitable evidence of the truth 
of his claim.” This passage, which is really a paraphrase in 
more modern terms of thought of the Johannine conception 
of (wj, does not, of course, explain by strict grammatical 
exegesis the meaning of the opening phrases of this Epistle, but 
it is an admirable expression of ideas which may reasonably be 
connected with them, and as such it deserves full consideration. 

ápxfis] Anarthrous. СЕ n.i. 1, vi. 64, xvi. 4; Сп. і. 1. That 
which is regarded by us as “beginning.” The anarthrous use 
of the word makes it denote “character, according to man's 
apprehension,” rather than a definite fact or point of time. The 
parallels in Genesis and the Prologue of the Gospel exclude 
the possibility of a reference merely to the beginning of the 
Christian dispensation. For the writer's use of épxy, cf. note on 
ii. 7. 

$ áxqkéóaparv] The author justifies his claim to be able to 
announce ‘‘that which was from the beginning" on the fact 
that a revelation of it has been made under the conditions of 
time and space, so that it has become intelligible to finite 
understanding. The perfect has its full force. А revelation 
has been made in terms which men can understand, and the 
results are abiding. What the writer and his contemporaries 
have heard and seen remains with them, so that they can make 
it known to others who have not themselves had the same 
privileges. 

The “hearing” may perhaps include the whole revelation, 
of the nature of God and His relation to the world, from the 
beginning. But if it is not confined to the earthly life of Jesus 
Christ, that is what the writer has prominently in view. 

dwpdxaper Toig d0adpots] The revelation has been made 
through nature and through man. All the human powers of 
perception are necessary to grasp its fulness, and can be used 
for that purpose. The rois ó$0aAuois emphasizes the personal 
experience of the writer, and those whom he associates with 
himself by the use of the first person plural. The terms used 
in this preface can only be interpreted naturally as a claim on 
the writer's part to have been an actual eye-witness of the earthly 
life of Jesus Christ. It is not impossible to suppose that the 
writer uses them metaphorically of a spiritual vision, the com- 
pleteness of which can best be described under the metaphors 
of sense-perception. Such an interpretation, however, is forced 
and unnatural in the extreme. Clemen’s confession (2 УТИЙ 
vi 281, 1905), that he can suggest no really satisfactory ex- 
planation of the words af xeipes роу &jrmAddgoav on these lines, 
is significant. Nothing but absolute necessity could justify their 
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reference to “spiritual” perception. If on other grounds it is 
impossible to suppose that this Epistle, or other writings which 
cannot easily be separated from it, could have been written by 
an eye-witness of the life of Christ on earth, we should, of 
course, be compelled to accept this forced interpretation of the 
words; unless we admitted that the writer has put forward a 
false claim. But it is well to recognize that such a course is 
of the nature of a desperate expedient. Such a claim might 
naturally be met with the ironical words of Philo (de Decalogo, 
p- 195), à otros, й pýr «дес pýr Qrovoas, às Їбшу, ds dxovoas, ùs 
тарукоХоубукоѕс macı, ddixdpevds pot paprópņoov, which 
Windisch (Handbuch sum NT. iv. 2, p. 105) quotes to illustrate 
the phraseology of this passage. There can be no doubt as to 
what is the natural interpretation of the writer’s words. These 
considerations hold good also against Karl's idea of ecstatic vision 
(Johanneische Studien, p. 3). The hypothesis that the writer 
when using the first personal plural identifies himself (?) and 
his readers with the Christian body, some of whom had actually 
seen the “Lord,” is open to less objection, but 1s not really 
satisfactory. This use of the plural is quite natural in the 
passage which has sometimes been quoted from Irenaeus (v. i. 1), 
“per auditum nostrum uocem cius percipientes.” | Irenaeus is 
emphasizing the fact that the Incarnation was the only means 
of teaching men the truth about God. In the Introduction to 
Book V. he has reminded his readers that the Church tradition 
goes back to Christ Himself. And Christ alone could teach 
men, in that as God He knows the things of God, and as man 
He can explain them intelligently to His fellow-men. Here the 
writer is contrasting his position with that of his readers. He 
will hand on to them what Ae and his fellows have seen and 
heard, that they too, though they have not seen, may believe 
and share his joy. See Briggs, Zhe Messiah of the Apostles, 
p. 464; Findlay, Fellowship in the Life Eternal, pp. 87-89. 

The passages quoted from Tacitus, Agricola, c. 45 (Mox 
nostrae duxere Heluidium in carcerem manus), and Augustine, 
Ep. 88. 8 (nostri oculi ab armatis uestris calce et aceto extinguuntur), 
are not quite parallel. "Tacitus, a member of the Senate, but 
absent from Rome at the time of the incident to which he 
refers, can naturally, addressing the public in a highly rhetorical 
passage, identify himself with the disreputable action of the 
body to which he belongs. Augustine, speaking as a Catholic, 
and addressing Donatists, can with equal propriety say, *We 
suffer persecution at your hands." But here the writer, speaking 
as a Christian to Christians, is emphasizing what he and others 
with whom he identifies himself, have to give to the Christians 
to whom he writes. “What we have seen and heard we tell you, 
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that ye may share our joy.” The “we” are clearly distinguished 
from the whole body of Christians. 

8 20єасќредо) The “message” has so far been viewed in its 
permanent results. It has been “heard” and “seen” so that 
those who first received it have it as an abiding possession which 
they can impart to others. Now the facts of its reception are 
presented in such a way (by the use of the aorist) as to emphasize 
their character. The different tenses are used with reference 
to the same object under different aspects. Emphasis is first 
laid on the results, then on the method. The aorist presents 
its object as a complete fact, or series of facts regarded as one 
whole, having a definite character. The witness is not only 
abiding, it is also satisfactory in kind. It rests on complete 
and intelligent use of adequate opportunities. There is no 
reason for restricting the object of the two aorists to the 
disciples’ experiences after the Resurrection. Such a distinction 
must have been more clearly marked if the writer intended his 
readers to grasp it. The special reference of фуЛлафау to 
Lk. xxiv. 39 (Bere Tas Xeipds роо xai rois подає pov . . 
ynàapýoaré pe xai idere), or to the incident recorded in Jn. xx. 
26—29, where d the word is not used, appears to be very doubtful. 
It is simpler to suppose that the same object is described in 
different ways, corresponding to the natural distinction in mean- 
ing between the perfect and aorist. But see Westcott, and 
comp. Ign. Smyr. ii. СЕ also Tert. Adv. Prax. xv., de An. 
xvii, de Pat. iii. 

Weardpeba] If BAérew is to “look,” and ӧрду to “see,” 
бєйсгдол is to “ behold,” intelligently, so as to grasp the meaning 
— significance of that which comes within our vision. Cf. Mt 
"ts [Mk] xvi. 14; Lk. vii. 24; Jn. i. 14, 38, iv. 35, xi. 45; Acts 

і LH. ; Ro. ху. 24; 1Jn.iv. 12,14. In the LXX the word occurs 
only eight times, and in the later books; cf. 2 Ch. xxii. 6, and especi- 
ally 2 Mac. iii. 36 йтєр Ду à булу reÜcapévos. The word nearly 
always suggests careful and deliberate vision which interprets, 
rightly or wrongly, its object. The witnesses have not only 
seen and remembered. Their “seeing” was of such a character 
as to enable them to appreciate rightly the significance of what 
they saw. 

каї ai xeipes йрбу ёт фтсау] Cf. Lk. xxiv. 39, already 
quoted, and the note on éwpdxayev. The Lord's command in 
Luke, and the incident recorded by the writer in his Gospel, 
illustrate the meaning of the words. But their reference is wider 
than to any definite events between the Resurrection and the 
Ascension. 

ynàagâv is to grope or feel affer in order to find, like a 
blind man or one in the dark ; hence to handle, touch. The idea 
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of searching sometimes disappears altogether. It may also be 
used in the sense of “ examine closely. " Cf Polyb. viii. 18. 4 
(quoted by L. and 5.), тасар émwoíav: Gn. xxvii. 12, pprore 
Чтрафтіст pe ô татур pov (of Isaac) : Dt. xxviii. 29, éon yXadüv 
peonpBpias : Is. lix. 10, YnAadycovew ws тофЛої тоїхоу: Ps. cxiii. 
15, xeipas €xovat каї ob YnAadyoover: Job xx. то (A), al 8 xeîpes 
atrov YyAadycovew óóvvds. Неге it naturally suggests all the 
evidence available for sense-perception other than hearing and 
sight. Possibly it emphasizes the reality of that with which 
they had been brought into contact, in opposition to the 
Docetism which may have characterized the views of the writer's 
opponents. It certainly marks the intimate character of their 
personal intercourse with the Lord. Their opportunities 
included all that was necessary to make their witness Хубу 
as well as dAn@ys, satisfactory in kind as well as accurate so far 
as it went. They were competent witnesses who spoke the truth. 
Cf. Jn. xix. 35. 

тєрї ToU усю Tis [ers] Dr. Westcott's phrase “the revela- 
tion of life” probably gives most accurately the meaning of the 
words: the whole message which reveals, or which gives life. 
Compare Jn. vi. 68, pyyara физ aiwviov, and Jn. ili. 34, тё 
pyyara тоў бєої. The exact meaning of the genitive is doubtful. 
As a rule, when (6) Adyos is followed by a genitive, not of a 
person, the genitive expresses the contents of the message. СЕ. 
Mt. xiii. 19 (rìs Baci clas), Ac. xiii. 26 (ris owrnpias ravrys), 
XIV. 3, XX. 32 (ris xdpvros avro), xv. 7 (тоб ebayyeAiov) ; 1 Co. i. 
18 (6 тої стамрої); 2 Co. v. 19 (Tov Adyov rijs каталЛауїђѕ); Eph. 
і. 13 (т< дХтбеіаз); ; Ph. ii. 16 (Aóyov ос éméxovres) ; Col. i. 5 
(тус dAnGeias тоб ebayyeAiov) ; ; I Th. ii. 13 (Adyov axons); 2 ТІ. i. 
15 (т< adn Betas) ; He. vi. І (ris ápyis тоб Хрістоб); Apoc. і 3 
(rovs Aéyovs тз wpopyreias). On the other hand, where (rùs) 
{ans 15 added to a noun as a qualifying genitive it generally, 
though not always, denotes “life-giving,” or some cognate idea. 
Cf. Jn. v. 29 — vi. 35 (6 бртог), 48, 68 (ната, cf. 63), 
vii. 12 (тб is); Ас. ii. 28 (680us,=Ps. xvi. 11), iii. 15 (róv 
ірхтубу), v. 20 (rà ріата) ; Ro. v. 18 (каше), vi. 4 (xawórgri) ; 
Ph. ії. 16 (Абуом), iv. 3 (BiBdw) ; ; 2 Тї, i. т (єтаууємам), Ja. i. 
12 (róv orépavov); І P. iii. 7 (xdprros) ; Apoc. ii. 7 (тоб білою), 
то (rbv стіфамок), iii. 5 (ris BiBAov), xi. тт (туена), xvi. 3 
(ух), xvii. 8 (rò BugAtov), хх. 12, 15, xxi. 27, xxi. 6 (тої ббато»), 
xxii І (vdaros), 2 (€vAov), 14, 19 (то Лоу), 17 (ббор). But the 
two meanings are not mutually exclusive. The message which 
announces life gives life (cf. Jn. v. 39). 

тер] What the writer has to announce concerns the word of 
life. He does not claim to handle the whole message. He has 
something to tell about it. On the bearing of this preparation 
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as the meaning of the whole verse, see the note on 6 fw år 

2. For the use of parenthesis to emphasize or explain a 
specially important word, cf. Jn. xix. 35. In this parenthesis the 
emphatic word is Ффауєробу, which is repeated at the end of the 
verse. The writer and his circle could bear their witness about 
the word of life, because the life had been manifested, to men 
and under conditions which made it possible for men to appre- 
hend its nature. The reference is in quite general terms. ў (wy 
is never used to express the being of the (personal) Logos, or 
pre-existent Christ. 

According to Weiss, фауєробу never denotes the becoming 
visible of that which was before invisible, but the making clear 
of what was hitherto unknown (he compares Jn. ii. 11, iii. 21, vii. 
4, ix. 3, xvii. 6). But the distinction is hard to maintain in view 
of the Johannine usage of verbs of sight to include the under- 
standing of that which falls under the ocular vision (cf. Jn. iii. 3). 
фауєробу may be used of all processes of making known, whether 
intellectual or sensible. 

dmayyAdopev] It is doubtful whether a distinction can be 
maintained between ádzayyéAAew, “to repeat with reference to the 
source from which the message comes," and ávayyéAAeu, “ to 
report with reference to the persons addressed" (ver. 5). See 
ver. 3, &rayyéAXopey kai opty iva kai Uj.ets к.т.А. 

T)» [оўу thy aldvov] For the double article, cf. ii. 25, and 
Ver. 3, ў Kowwvia 7) ўрєтєра : Jn. х. 11,6 поціду б kaAós. The idea 
is first put forward generally, and then more particularly defined. 

It is strange to find it stated (Weiss, Comm. p. 28) that 
alwveos is always used in the N.T. in the sense of endless dura- 
tion, or even that оз aiwyios denotes in S. John (as in S. Paul) 
“our everlasting further life (ewiges wetterleben) after the death 
of the body” (Karl, p. 6). It would be truer to say that it 
never has the sense of endless duration. On the other hand, 
it does not denote what is supra-temporal. It can only mean 
“belonging to the age” of which the writer is speaking or 
thinking, and so comes to mean possessed of the characteristics 
of that age. If the “аре to come” is supra-temporal, then 
aiwvios denotes that the subject which it qualifies has this 
characteristic. 

* Spiritual" probably suggests its meaning most clearly in 
popular language. The words which it is used in the N.T. to 
qualify are: wip, шт, kóXacis, xpiows, брартџра (Mk. iii. 29, v.4 
kpicews), єктуаі, xpdvot, 0eós, Bdpos, ёд 1с, oixed, бАєбро$, пара- 
xAynows, kpáros, боба, ёАтіЅ, сашттріа, кріра, AvTpwors, пуєбра, 
xAnpovopia, біавікт, Вас:Хеѓа, evayyéAcov. Of the 71 instances 
of its use in the N.T., 44 are passages in which it qualifies фазі). 
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Its meaning is best considered in the light of this fact. It is 
noticeable that in the Johannine Gospel and Epistles, where it 
occurs 23 times, it is never used in any other connection. 

йт] The life manifested in Christ, to which His personal 
disciples could bear witness on the strength of what they had 
seen and heard, is eternal, inasmuch as it is in union with the 
Father that it attains to its true realization. The distinction 
between ds and dors, which disappears altogether in late Greek, 
can still, as a rule, be traced in the New Testament, where in all 
probability dors is never а mere substitute for the relative. It 
either suggests a reason for what has been stated before, as here, 
or it introduces the designation of a class to which the ante- 
cedent belongs. (Cf. Mt. vii. 26, xiii. 52.) 

тр] Cf. Jn. i. 2, ду троє róv вєбу, and Dr. Westcott's note оп 
the differences of meaning between прос and other prepositions 
denoting relations. Expressed in simpler language, the particular 
force of троє would seem to be that it suggests a relation 
realized in active communion and intercourse. Cf. Mk. vi. 3, 
ойк «iiv ai ddeAdai avroU dde прос Has; ix. 19. The true life of 
the Son was realized in union and communion with the Father. 
By means of the Incarnation it was manifested to men. 

8. 6 dwpdxapey xai дкткбареу| Resumption. The announce- 
ment rests on eye- and ear-witness. The difference in order, if 
it is not purely a matter of rhythm, may perhaps throw more 
emphasis on the earthly life of the Incarnate Logos, in which 
what was seen naturally takes precedence of what was heard, 
as contrasted with the wider description of revelation in ver. 1, 
where hearing must come before seeing. The treatment of 
minute differences in this Epistle, and in the Johannine writings 
generally, is a difficult question. There can be no doubt that 
very often they are either deliberate, and intended to convey 
some slight change of meaning, or the outcome of the exact 
train of thought which has led to the particular expression. 

каї Spiv] To find in these words a proof that the writer is 
addressing a circle of readers different from those among whom 
he began his Apostolic work, and therefore a special appropri- 
ateness in their use by one who had changed the sphere of his 
activity from Palestine to Asia Minor, is forced. (Cf. Zahn, 
Einleitung in das МТ. р. 566, “früher an anderen Orten . . . 
jetzt im Kreise der Gemeinden, an welche der 1 Jo. gerichtet 
ist"; trans. iii. p. 358.) Such a thought could not have been 
conveyed to his readers by so obscure a hint. It is always 
dangerous to read into the words of this Epistle the things which 
any particular theory of its authorship make it desirable to find 
there. On the other hand, the words do not *show the readers 
of this Epistle to be those who are the hearers of all his 
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Apostolic preaching” (Weiss, р. 30). Their more probable 
significance is suggested by the following xai дес. What the 
eye-witnesses have heard and seen they announce to others as 
well in order that they foo may share the fellowship which 
Apostles and disciples have so long enjoyed. 

koweviar éynte| The exact phrase is found only in this Epistle 
in the N.T. The writer is rather fond of the use of беу with 
a substantive to intensify the meaning of a verb. Cf. his use of 
it with бдартіау, хрєіау, тарртоќау, éAmida, фоту, коЛасчу. As 
contrasted with the simple verb, which merely expresses the fact, 
it may perhaps suggest the sense “ ёо have and enjoy.” Kowwveîy 
is always used of active participation, where the result depends 
on the co-operation of the receiver as well as on the action of 
the giver. Cf. Philo, Zeg. ad Сагит, § 4 (quoted by Grimm), ris 
обу xowwvia Tpós ' AróAXova TQ pdtv оїкєіоу érerndevxdre; І Co. 
х. 16, обу кохушуба ToU сфратоє тоб XpwrroU éoriv; It does not 
properly denote a merely passive sharing, as peroxý can express, 
though the words are sometimes used interchangeably ; cf. 2 Co. 
vi 14, Tis yàp peroyi) Sixatoovvy Kai dvopia 1) Tis Kowwvia duri проб 
axoros; see T. S. Evans in the Speakers Comm. on 1 Co. х. 16. 

кої... 5] Cf. Jn. vi. 51, xai 0 dpros 66: 3 Jn. 12, xoi peis 
бі paprupodpev. It may be considered doubtful whether “the 
xai emphasizes, while the дё serves as connecting particle.” The 
use of xal . . . 5€ would seem rather to develop and intensify a 
thought or idea. See Ellicott on т Ti. ій. то. * Fellowship, І 
say; and remember that the fellowship of which we speak, and 
which we enjoy, is no less than fellowship with God and His 
Son.” Comp. Jn. xvii. тї, 20—23. 

perà тод warpds x.T.A.] Fellowship with God became possible 
when Christ revealed Him to men as the Father, with whom 
His children could enter into communication. Such fellowship, 
i.e. that which is possible between parent and child, is only realized 
in and through Jesus Christ, the man whom God sent to make 
Him known. The title 'Iycos Xpwrós always emphasizes both 
ideas, of the historical life and human nature of Jesus of Nazareth, 
and of the Divine commission of God's Messiah. And the use 
of the title “Son” (merà той vio? афто?) emphasizes His capacity 
to make God known. The writer can conceive of no adequate 
knowledge of God which can be apprehended by man except in 
so far as itis revealed in a real human life, by one who is an only- 
begotten Son of God. Only a Son can reveal the Father. Only 
an only-begotten Son, who, so to speak, sums up in Himself all 
the qualities of His Father, which are completely reproduced in 
one heir, and not distributed among many children, is in a 
position to make such a revelation complete. The burden of the 
writers message is summed up in the last verse of the Prologue 
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to the Gospel, “ God hath no man seen at any time; God only 
begotten (or the only-begotten Son), who is in the bosom of the 
Father, He hath declared Him." 

4. табта| The reference is most probably to the contents of 
the Epistle, *already present to the writer's mind." "There are 
many instances in which it is a matter of dispute whether the 
writer, in using otros, айту, Tatra, тобто, фу rovry, ёк rovrov, da 
rovro, etc., intends to refer to what has preceded or what follows. 
Both usages are found in the Epistle, but the reference forward 
would seem to be his prevailing custom. Sixteen instances may 
be noted where the reference is to what follows (preceded by xa 
і. 4, li. 3, lii. 23, 24; without «aí ii. 6, iii. І, 8, 10, 16, iv. 2, 9, 13, 
I7, V. 4, 11, 14) as against seven where the ‘reference to what 
preceded is at least probable (without каф, ii. 22, 26, iv. 6, v. 6, 
13, 20; preceded by «aí, iv. 3). Here the reference is probably 
to what follows. The ravra are not identical with the message 
described in ver. 3, nor are they contrasted with it. They are 
the part of it, or the things to be said in explanation of it, which 
it is expedient that the author should communicate in writing. 
Seriptio valde confirmat (Bengel). 

ypdpopey pets] Both words are emphatic. The айтбтто‹ 
have always borne their witness by preaching or teaching. Now 
there is much that the survivors, or survivor, must write down. 
In this context nets must mean * we who have seen and heard,” 
whether the seeing and hearing are to be interpreted literally or 
metaphoricaly. And the literal interpretation is undoubtedly 
the most natural The word contains no claim to Apostolical 
authority, unless, indeed, none but Apostles could rightly claim to 
be witnesses of what has been described in vv. 1-3. And it does 
not justify the view that at the time of writing many still survived 
who had seen the Lord. The conditions are satisfied if even 
one survivor only is speaking in the name of those of whom he 
is the last representative, especially if he is addressing Christians 
among whom the later survivors had spent their last years. It 
points quite naturally to the “Johannine” circle at Ephesus, but 
it does no more than point. It offers no proof. The plur. 
perum does not occur again in the Johannine Epistles. 

іа... б тєтАпрорфут) For the resolved tense, cf. Jn. xvi. 24. 
And for the sense, cf. Jn. xv. 11, xvii 13, iv. 36, iii. 29. The 
writer's joy is increased the more his readers can realize the 
fellowship of which he has spoken, and to promote which is the 
object of his letter. 

ўр] It is very difficult to decide between the readings 
— and tpov. The former is supported by better MSS, and 
the latter may possibly be affected by assimilation to Jn. xvi. 24. 
On the other hand, дєў is almost certainly the true text just 
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before, and the reading pv offers a pointed contrast, “ we who 
have seen must write, that you who have not seen may enter into 
full joy.” Andit is a contrast which would not appeal to scribes. 
Perhaps, however, the 24àv suits best the thought of the writer. 
He would not dissociate himself, and other teachers, from the 
common joy felt by all when his readers attain “ fellowship." In 
the spiritual harvest, sower and reaper rejoice together. 

2. єоракацеу) pr. o B® 40 : + ka« акткоартех 40 | rz?» (оту) om. K | тпм 
ато») om. boh-cod. 

3. акткоадеу) кал єшракаце» N harl. | каг ү boh-cod. 
атаууе\оџиеу) pr. ки К* am. arm-codd. Thphyl. : катаууеАЛоде» 

1% 3688 (Greg. 2). 
кы ушу МАВСР 7. 13. 40. 68. 180 harl. syr*^ etP sah. arm. aeth. 

Did. Aug.) om. ка K L al. pler. cat. vg. arm-codd. сор. syr? “* 
Dionys. Oec. Aug. 

кал uae] om. ках sah. syr*eb, 
кал 7 Kowwma бе] om. ка: boh- txt. : om. 9e С" P 13. 27. 29. 69. 81. 180 

а%т* vg. sah. arm. (uid.) syr?. 
avrov) om. 
4. ypapoper] scripsimus, am. harl. : урафо К (62) arm-codd. boh- 

codd. 
nues М А" BP 13 harl.* sah.] иш» Ас al, fere. om. cat. vg. syr®™ сор. 

arm. aeth. Thphyl. Oec. 
тишу NBL 31. 39. 40. 42. 57. 76. 78. 95. 98. 99. 100. IOI. 105. 114. 

177. 190, rlect І zlect 1 glect уре а]8 er am, fu. harl. tol. sah. syr**h аге Thphyl@™ 
Occ] удо» A С K P al. plu. ур°!* demid. cop. syr? arm. aeth. Thphyl't 
Oec*t, 

mexAnpunevy)-t e» тшш» C*. 
twa] ut gaudeatis ef vg. (om. gasdeatis et ата. ). 

A. i. b-ii. 27. First description of the two signs of fellow- 
ship with God, expressed negatively. First refutation of the 
twofold “lie.” The “ethical” and ‘“christological” theses 
presented one after the other, without any definition of their 
mutual relations. 

I i. 6-ii. 17. Walking in light the true sign of fellowship 
with God (ethical thesis). Refutation of the one “lie.” 

I. і б-п. 6. The thesis maintained in two parallel 
statements. 

(a) i. 5-10. The nature of God and the consequent relation 
of man to God. 

i 5-10. Having stated that his object in writing is to enable 
his readers to enter into fellowship, and that the mutual fellow- 
ship of Christians leads onwards to that higher fellowship with 
God in Christ on which indeed it is based, the writer proceeds 
to deduce from the nature of God the conditions under which 
fellowship with Him is possible. He does so by setting aside 
three false pleas often urged by those who claim such fellowship, 
the denial of the bearing of moral conduct on spiritual com- 
munion, of the responsibility for sinful action, of the actual fact 
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of having sinned. With regard to the first two he states by way 
of contrast the provision made by God for overcoming the 
hindrances which would seem to prevent the possibility of 
fellowship with God, in the case of those who by their conduct 
or their confession refuse to shelter themselves behind such 
false pleas. The verses which follow contain a similar contrast, 
expanded into a different form in order to meet a difficulty 
which might be suggested by what has been said in this 
passage. 

5. The nature of God. God is light, and therefore only those 
whose conduct can be described as “ walking in light,” can enjoy 
fellowship with such a Being. 

In form the opening of the Epistle is closely parallel to that 
of the Gospel This verse corresponds to Jn. i. 19, and it is 
introduced in exactly the same way (xai айту) éoriv ў uaprvpia). 
There also the idea of “witness” is taken up from the middle 
verses of the Prologue, just as áyyeXa here takes up the 
ávayyéAXopev Of vv. 2, 3. 

ка] The connection with what immediately precedes is not 
obvious. According to Dr. Westcott it must be found in the 
idea of fellowship.  ''Fellowship must repose upon mutual 
knowledge" (p. 14). If we are to have fellowship with God 
and with the brethren, we must know what God is and what we 
are. False views on either subject must prove a fatal barrier 
to true fellowship. But see the preceding note. It would 
seem to be simpler to find the connection further back in the 
idea of the “announcement.” Не makes his announcement, 
contained in the letter he finds it necessary to write (ver. 4), with 
a special purpose which he has now stated. And the burden 
of the announcement is this, that God is light, and men must 
walk in light if they would enjoy His fellowship. 

дуубіа) The simplest form of the word is chosen, as the 
writer wishes to describe its twofold aspect as a message from 
God fo those whom he addresses, in the following words. It 
is an длауубіа from God Himself, Ди dxnxdapey ёт’ airov. 
It is also ап dvayyeAia meant for those to whom he writes 
(каї dvayyéANopev Уру). The word may also suggest that the 
message contains a conception of God which men could not 
have formed for themselves without His help. It is а “ revela- 
tion and not a discovery," it is the message which has come from 
God to be delivered to men. 

$65 écriy] Anarthrous to express quality. God's nature is 
best described as “light.” тд das would have suggested light 
in some particular relation, cf. Jn. i. 5-9. das describes His 
nature as He is, the description being true so far as it goes, 
though not complete. The primary idea suggested by the word 
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in this context is “‘s//umination.” It is of the nature of light 
that it is and makes visible. God's nature is such that He must 
make Himself known, and that knowledge reveals everything 
else in its true nature. That this thought is present here is 
suggested by the following section (ii. 3 Ё). That God can be 
* known," and by those to whom the author is writing, is one of 
the leading ideas on which he lays special stress. But in view 
of the use of the metaphor of light and darkness in the Bible 
generally and especially in S. John, and of the immediate 
context in this Epistle, it is impossible to exclude the ethical 
meaning from the signification of the word here. The context 
shows that this is the idea which he is most anxious to em- 
phasize. The word must suggest the notes of Holiness and 
Purity as essential to God's nature. The conditions of fellow- 
ship on which he insists are closely akin to the Levitical * Be 
ye holy, for I am holy, saith the Lord." The full meaning, 
however, of what is contained in words is not limited to the 
sense in which they were probably used and understood by the 
writer and his first readers. Jesus’ revelation of God as 
* Father" goes far beyond what was understood of it by the 
men of His own generation. For the more permanent meaning 
of the sentence, and the further ideas which it may be regarded 
as connoting, see Dr. Westcott's note (p. 16f.); Findlay, p. 102. 

каї oxotia x.T.A.] This is not a mere repetition of the 
sentence in negative form, in accordance with the writer's love 
of double expression by parallel clauses, positive and negative. 
And it probably does not merely emphasize the “ perfect realiza- 
tion in God of the idea of light.” It emphasizes rather the 
completeness of revelation. God is not the appyros отут, or 
Bv66s, of the more developed Gnostic systems, or the ** unknow- 
able" God of the Gnostic thought which preceded those 
systems. Though complete knowledge of God is impossible, 
He can be truly “known” here and now, under the conditions 
and limitations of human life. His nature is “light,” which 
communicates itself to men, made in His image, till they are 
transformed into His likeness. From the ethical side, the 
words also emphasize the conditions of fellowship. Walking 
in darkness must exclude from the fellowship of Him “in whom 
is no darkness at all.” Conduct is not the matter of indifference 
that in some of the teaching of the time it was made out to be. 
With the order of ideas here, Aóyos, (wj, paws, скота (vv. 2, 5), 
comp. the same sequence in the Prologue to the Gospel 
(1, 2, 4, 5). 

кал 1°] om. boh-codd. 
esr аутт BCKL P 31. 40. 69. 105. 137 a** сет al. fere, 9 gyr? tt 

Thphyl. Оес.) avrz етт» A 13 al. uix. mu. cat. arm. vg. syr*eb °t p mg, 
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т ауудча КА В КІ, al. fere.” Cat. Did. Thphyl@™™ Oec™™™ vg. 
syr**^ arm. aeth.] n єтаууема C Р 13. 31. 40. 69. 70. 73. 137 а" al. uix™® 

sah. cop.(?) syr? Thphyl'** Oec*: , Pur ung М" (sic). Ап obvious 
assimilation to a commoner word by careless scribes. 

ax] rap / 9 34 (233) OM (154). 
ка: 20) om. boh-txt. 
ауаүүеХ\одер] атаууе\Лоџреә 18. 40. 69. 98. 100. 137. 180. 57!*% ат, 
e» ауто сук етт» NACKLP al. pler. cat. vg. arm. syr? Or. Did. 

Aug. ] ovx етт» e» ауто B 13. 31 aeth. boh. (uid.) Or. Caes. 

6-10. The relation of man to God as determined by the 
fact that God is light. 

6. This revelation of God is not made to satisfy speculative 
curiosity. It bears directly on practical life. If truly appre- 
hended, it puts aside three false pleas often put forward by men 
to excuse their “ love of darkness.” 

The first of these pleas is the “indifference of moral 
conduct to spiritual communion." Fellowship with God is 
impossible where men “walk in darkness." The light trans- 
forms those who receive it. Those who continue to practise 
the works of darkness cannot be in fellowship with the light. 
To assert the opposite is to state what is contrary to the facts 
as we know them (yevôópeĝa). Now that the revelation of God 
as light has been made by Jesus Christ, such language is a 
deliberate lie. And the actual conduct of those who make such 
a statement belies the claim they put forward to have fellowship 
with God. Their actions are not an expression in life of the 
moral ideal revealed by Jesus Christ. They “do not the truth." 

іду elrwpeyv] The form of the sentence introduces а not 
impossible, perhaps a not unlikely, contingency. And the use 
of the first person plural where the writer is thinking of his 
rexvia, With whom he is in spiritual fellowship, and with whom 
he identifies himself as **compassed with infirmity” and not free 
from the dangers to which he knows them to be exposed, is 
an indication that the influence of his opponents had made itself 
felt both in thought and practice among those who were in the 
main still faithful to the **truth " as he conceived it. Throughout 
the Epistle he writes under a pressing sense of danger. He 
is not wasting his weapons on purely hypothetical situations, of 
the realization of which he felt no serious apprehension. 

per’ абтоб) the Father. The expression must have the same 
reference as the Фу айтф of the preceding verse. 

dv тё скбтє meperarüpey] Cf. ii. 11, (ô janv) Фу ті) oxorig 
repimaret: Jn. viii. 12, перотатт)су фу ті) скотіа: Cf. Jn. xi. 9, 1o. 
The metaphor used фу the Lord in the Gospel has already 
become part of the natural religious language of Christian 

The use of mepurarétv of conduct (cf. the Hebrew ұл) is 
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common in S. Paul and S. John. In the Synoptic Gospels it is 
found only in Mk. vii. 5, терагатоїсчу . . . ката тту mapddocw. 
Cf. Ac. xxi. 21, rois Єбєсіу weprarev. For the LXX usage, cf. 
Pr. viii. 20, êv 0800 Suxaoovvys перітато : Ec. xi. 9, перітате Фу 
6804 xapdias aov djuopos : and for the use of '* walk" in connection 
with фо, Is. ii. 5, бєбтє торєдореу TQ puri куріом. 

For the false views combated in this verse we may compare 
Clem. Al. Str. iii. 4. 30, rovatra xat oi dro Продікоо pevdsuvipws 
T'vocrikoUs odds atrots ávayopevovres Soypari{ovary vioUs pèv фуд єї 
ToU mpwrov Oeod Aéyovres atrovs, xaraxpwpevor 0€ Tjj evyeveia xai 
TH ЄСЛєберіа (Gow ws BovXAovrav BovAovras è фі удбуше and с. 40, 
ёдгафброѕ йду dddoxovow: and later, was Bios dxivduvos ЄкАєктф. 
Iren. I. vi 2, rò пуєоџатікду OéAovow of айтої elvat ddvvarov 
$Üopày катаёёас дол, xav Sroias ovyxatayévwvrat pá£eaw. 

exóre] The distinction can hardly be maintained in this 
Epistle between oexóros, “the concrete thing called darkness,” 
and oxoria, “ its abstract quality ” (cf. ii. 11) ; or, as Dr. Westcott 
defines it, “darkness absolutely, opposed to light,” and “ dark- 
ness realized as a state.” "The form oxóros occurs only here and 
in Jn. iii. 19 in the Johannine writings. 

où помре thy &\їб«а»] Cf. Jn. iii. 21, б 2 тофу ту 
а\уӨєоу фруєтаї прос тд pôs, iva фауєробў айтоб rà ёруа Gre év 
де €orw єїруасд&уа, where the thoughts of this verse find 
expression in a positive form. Compare also Neh. ix. 33, ére 
&Албаау єтойсаѕ: and for the opposite expression, Apoc. xxi. 
27, 6 тофу BddAvypa xai Weddos: xxii. 15, 6 piv каї тогу Wevddos. 
То “do the truth," or to “do a lie,” are natural expressions in 
the Johannine system of thought in which dAnOea has a far wider 
signification than that with which its modern connotation 
familarizes us. The Johannine usage corresponds with the 
meaning of the Hebrew лом, which denotes reliability, faithfulness, 
and therefore, when it refers to what is spoken, ¢ruth. We may 
compare the phrases лом ЧОП ліру, Gn. xxiv. 49, xlvii. 29; 
Jos. ii. 14 ; 25. ху. 20; and ломз 195, 1 K. ii. 4, ій. 6; 2 K. xx. 
3; Is. xxxvii. 3. The “truth” has no exclusive reference to 
the sphere of the intellect. It expresses that which is highest, 
most completely in conformity with the nature and will of God, 
in any sphere of being. In relation to man it has to do with 
his whole nature, moral and spiritual as well as intellectual. 
* Speaking" the truth is only one part of “doing” the truth, 
and not the most important. (To “do the truth" is to give 
expression to the highest of which he is capable in every sphere 
of his being. It relates to action, and conduct and feeling, as 
well as to word and thought. 

ear] + уар A. 
Tw скотє) ra скота H (У). 
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7. “Walking in the light,” де. the conscious and sustained 
endeavour to live a life in conformity with the revelation of God, 
who is "light," especially as that revelation has been made 
finally and completely in Jesus Christ, is the necessary condition 
of fellowship. Where this condition is fulfilled, fellowship is 
real То claim it is no lie. Comp. “ Тһе righteous . . . will 
live in goodness and righteousness, and will walk in eternal 
light " (Book of Enoch xcii. 4). 

airés écrw] The contrast is significant. Men “walk” іп 
light, God “is” in it. Findlay, pp. 100—102. 

per spi бЕр strict antithesis to ver. 6, “if we claim 
fellowship with while our conduct does not correspond to 
the claim, we lie,” would naturally be, ‘‘if we walk in light we 
can claim fellowship with God." This has led to the alteration 
of d\A7Awy in some texts, avrov or cum Deo being substituted 
for it. These readings are clearly attempts at simplification. 
The writer follows his usual custom. Instead of contenting 
himself with an exact antithesis, he carries the thought a step 
further. Fellowship among Christians ‘shows the reality of that 
larger spiritual life which is life in God” (Wstct.). It is based on 
fellowship with God, and it is the active realization of that 
fellowship. As Christians enter into fuller fellowship with each 
other, the more fully they come to live the life "іп God” into 
which they have been born again. jer’ d\AyjAwy cannot mean 
* we with God, and God with us" (Aug. Ew. etc.), nor can it 
mean that we share with each other the Divine indwelling 
(Karl) though mutual fellowship is the first step in the path 
which leads to that. | 

ка] And where the endeavour to “walk in light" is carried 
out (it depends on the exercise of man's will whether or not the 
endeavour is made), the removal of sin, which hinders fellowship 
with God, is possible in consequence of what the Son of God 
has gained for men by His human life, the power of which 
has been set free by death so as to become available for all 
men. 

Tò alpa к.т.А.] As Westcott has pointed out, the significance 
of * blood" in Jewish thought is most clearly expressed in Lv. 
xvii 11. The blood “atones” through the life which is said to 
be “in” the blood. The power of Christ's life, freely rendered 
to God, throughout His life and in His death, and set free by 
death for wider service than was possible under the limitations 
of a human life in Palestine at a definite date, is effective for the 
gradual (кадар є) removal of sin in those who attempt to realize 
their union with God in Him. The use of кабаре determines 
the sense to be the removal of sin rather than the cancelling of 
guilt. As ritual cleanness was the condition of approach to God 
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under the Jewish sacrificial system, so the “ blood” of Christ 
cleans men’s consciences for God's service and fellowship. See 
Briggs, Zhe Messiah of the Apostles, p. 469. 

кабар «.] In the Synoptists the word is used especially of 
cleansing from leprosy (see also its use in Mt. xxiii. 26, тд evrds: 
Lk. xi. 39, то Ффобе). In the Fourth Gospel it does not occur, 
but the adjective xaĝapós is found in the Discourses of the Upper 
Room (xiii. то, 11, xv. 3). In Acts it is used in the sense of 
* pronouncing clean” (x. 15, xi. 9), and also (xv. 9) with ras 
xapdias: cf. з Co. vii. 1; Eph. v. 26; Tit. ii. 14; He. ix. 14, 22, 
23, x. 2; Test. Rub. iv. 8. In the LXX it is found as the 
equivalent of "7 and npn in the senses (т) to cleanse, (2) to 
pronounce clean. The present tense may point to the vipac6a, 
of which even ô AeXovuévos has frequent need in his walk through 
a soiling world (Jn. xiii. то). “Docet hic locus gratuitam 
peccatorum veniam non semel tantum nobis dari, sed perpetuo 
in ecclesia residere" (Calvin). 

"лоб тоб иіоб абтой] Cf. iv. 15, v. 5; He. iv. 14 (ёрҳирёа 
péyav . . . Тойу тду viv тоб бєоб). As man He gained the 
power to help men. As Son of God His help is effective. 

ndoys ápaprías] Sin in all its forms and manifestations ; 
Mt. xi. 31. Cf. Ja. i. 2, паса хара: Eph. i 8, таса 
софіа: and for the singular, т Jn. iii. 4, 8, 9. The writer is 
apparently thinking of sin as an active power, showing itself in 
many forms, rather than of specific acts of sin. Weiss’ inter- 
pretation “all sins," i. e not only of the pre-Christian period of a 
man's life, but also those committed in the course of Christian 
life, would require the plural. But in general sense it is correct, 
and rightly throws the emphasis on «dogs, sin in whatsoever 
form it may manifest itself. Karl’s limitation of the meaning to 
sins committed before men became Christians (**d. Б. von der 
vor dem Christentum begangenen "), is not justified by the words 
used by the writer. And the reason suggested, that “ post- 
Christian" sins require also intercession ( /oAamnische Studien, 
pp. 18, 82), is a curious instance of the perversion of an excellent 
principle, that of interpreting the Epistle by the help of the 
Epistle itself. 

бе] om. 29. 66** harl.* boh-txt. | eer] ambulat, boh-txt. 
per adAnrwre N Аст В СК LL P etc.] дет avrov А? Ча tol. Clem. Tert. 

Did. : сит Deo, harl. 
тоу wou avrov tU XU H (33) Гь 192 (318). 
тоу N B C P 29. 69** as fu. syrschetptzt sah, boh-txt. arm. aeth™ 

Clem. Еше.) + Xpwrov А К L al. pler. cat. vg. boh-codd. syr? с" асі БР? 
Tert. Aug. Bed. 

тоу vtov avrov] om. aeth. Aug. (semel) /©174, 
кабаре) кабарсе: 5. 106. 13 141 a1,3 scr: кабаре, б. 7. 29. 66** 

Aug. (біз): purgabtt, sah. cop. 
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8. The second false plea denies the abiding power of sin as a 
principle in one who has committed sins. To those who hold 
such a view, sin ceases to be of any importance. It is merely a 
passing incident which leaves behind it no lasting consequences. 
The plea rests on self-deception. It can only be maintained by 
those who shut their eyes to the teaching of experience, in them- 
selves or in others. And they lead themselves astray. The 
consequences must be fatal unless men acknowledge their 
mistake and retrace their steps. 

éày eror] For the general idea, cf. Pr. xx. 9, rís таррто‹а- 
gera кабарос «уа: dro dpapruv, and xxvii. 13, 6 ёткаћіттоу 
ágéf «ay avroð ойк evoðwbyo erar 

ápapríav ойк ёхореу] Cf. тісто dev, to have faith, as an active 
principle working in us and forming our character. To “have 
sin" is not merely a synonym for to commit sins. This is 
necessitated by the contrast demanded by ver. 10 between 
dpapriay ойк €xop.ev and ойу йрартіукареу. “Sin” is the principle 
of which sinful acts are the several manifestations. So long as a 
Christian commits sins, sin is an active power working in him ; 
and its power still remains after the forgiveness of sins which he 
received at his baptism. To deny this is to refuse to accept the 
teaching of experience. 

In the N.T. the use of the phrase dpapriay ёуву is confined 
to this Epistle and the Fourth Gospel (ix. 41, xv. 22, 24, xix. 11). 
The meaning of the phrase in the Gospel has been raised as an 
objection to the interpretation given above. It is maintained 
that in the Gospel it has a quite definite sense, and that it 
“specifically denotes the guiltiness of the sin” (Law, Zhe Tests 
of Life, p. 130) ; and it is suggested that the meaning here must 
be, “If we say that we have no guilt, no responsibility for the 
actions, wrong in themselves, which we have committed." It 
is probably true that as compared with the simple verb the 
phrase accentuates the ideas of guilt and responsibility. And 
in the passages in the Gospel where the phrase occurs these 
ideas are prominent. But they are contained in the Hebrew 
conception of sin, emphatically developed in the teaching of 
the N.T., rather than in the one expression as opposed to the 
other. He who has: committed sin is responsible for his action, 
just as much as he who “has sin" and who feels, or should 
feel, in himself the presence of a power which manifests itself 
in his sinful acts. And though the idea of guilt is prominent 
in the use of the phrase in the Gospel, especially in xv. 22, 
where the antithesis, " Now they have no excuse for their sin,” 
must be noticed, it does not exhaust the meaning of the phrase 
as used there. Cf. іх. 41, єї rv$Aol Fre ойк Gy elyere брартќау. 
If they had been as ignorant, and conscious of their ignorance, 

2 
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as the man whom they had condemned, they might have learned, 
and whatever “sin” they had would have lost its power. But 
their refusal to see the truth when it was presented to them, 
and their insistence that they knew, in spite of this, gave their 
sin an abiding power over them. Henceforth it could prevent 
any possibility of their seeing the truth. And the same idea 
is present in ch. xv. The rejection of Christ's words by His 
opponents had given sin a power over them, which it could 
never have had but for their missing the opportunity of better . 
things. As it was, they not only had “sin” as an active power 
established in them and working its wil, but they had no 
excuse to offer for its presence there (rpodacw ойк čxovow пері 
THS Gpaprias астбу, Which cannot mean “they have no excuse 
for their guilt," and which is not merely antithetical but adds 
a further point). This meaning is especially clear in ver. 24. 
The *sin" which had got its hold, in consequence of their 
rejecting Him in spite of what He had done among them, had 
conceived and brought forth hate (viv ба xai éwpaxagw каї 
peptonxacww is the contrast to duapriay ойк єіхосау). And the 
phrase may possibly be used with something of the same 
meaning in хіх. 11, 6 тарад:доїѕ . . . peifova ápaprüay €xe, though 
in this case the simpler meaning “the greater guilt” is more 
plausible. But even here the thought may be of the power 
which sin acquires over him who admits it. Sin could now 
work with more fatal power in the High Priest, who knew the 
relative power of God and of the Roman governor, and who 
incited him to his crime against justice, than in Pilate, who in 
spite of his greater power was more ignorant than the Jew. 
Even if the phrase meant no more їп the Gospel than the 
denotation of the “guiltiness of the agent,” it would not 
necessarily bear exactly the same meaning in the Epistle. The 
writer likes to put new meaning into the phrases he repeats. 
But probably, though the exact muance may be different in the 
two writings, the fundamental idea expressed is the same. It is 
the special characteristic of the writer that he loves to use his 
phrases, of which his store is but scanty, with slightly different 
shades of meaning. 

éaurods wAavapev] The phrase, as contrasted with the simple 
тАаушдеба, emphasizes the agent's responsibility for the mistake. 
The evidence is there; only wilful blindness refuses to accept 
it We have no excuse for the sin which we “have,” in spite of 
our denial of the fact. See Findlay, p. 106. 

тАаубу always suggests the idea of leading astray from the 
right path (cf. ii. 26, iii. 7; Jn. vii. 12; Apoc. ii. 20, xii. 9, etc.). 
The mistake must have fatal consequences until we lead ourselves 
back into the way of truth. 
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каї ў ё\бєа x. T.À. ) The statement that we have not sin, shows 
that those who make it have not “truth " working in them as an 
inner and effective principle. For the meaning of “truth,” cf. 
note on ver. б. It is more than the sense of truth, uprightness 
and honesty of self-examination and self-knowledge (cf. Rothe, 
ad іос.). It can be regarded both objectively and subjectively, 
either as something that can be done (ver. 6), an external 
standard in accordance with which actions must be shaped, or 

- as an inner principle, working from within and moulding a man's 
inner life. 

oux єттї» X B L al. pler. sah. syr? aeth. Tert. Oec.] post nur ACK P 5. 
13. 31". 65. 69. 137. 180 ат al.3scr cat. m” vg. зуг? arm. Thphyl. Сур. 
Lcif. Aug. Probably an accidental alteration, possibly due to Latin in- 
fluence, and, at any rate, naturally maintained in Latin authorities. 

9. The existence of sin, even in those who have entered 
the Christian community, is a patent fact. But it does not 
make impossible that fellowship with God which sin interrupts. 
In those who acknowledge the fact, God has provided for its 
forgiveness and removal. 

rioròs kal Sixatos] Not “faithful because He is just,” and 
justice in His relation to men includes the necessity of His 
fulfilling the promises which He has made. The two adjectives 
are co-ordinate. God's faithfulness is shown in the fulfilment 
of His promises. He is just, in that, in spite of men’s failures 
to fulfil their obligations, He remains true to the covenant which 
He made with them; and this includes forgiveness on certain 
conditions. It is probable that throughout the Bible this idea 
of faithfulness to His covenant in spite of man’s unfaithfulness, 
is the primary signification of Sixacootvy cov. Cf. He. x. 23, 
TiGTÓS б érayyeAdpevos, and Ro. i ш, 25, eis — THs Sixaroovvys 
avrov бій ту ápegw тфу Tpoyeyovórov адарттратшу фу тў йуохр 
TOU Geov. 

tva] Defines the sphere in which the faithfulness and the 
justice are shown. In view of the usage of the writer, and 
the frequency of the definitive va in papyrus documents, it is 
difficult to maintain the “telic” force of iva throughout the 
N.T. It may be worth while to collect (roughly) the passages 
in the Johannine books where the “telic” force has given way 
to the definitive : Jn. 1. 27, бос Ї iva Avow: li. 25, où xpeiav elxev 
iva TIS paprupycy : iv. 47, Прота {уа ката: У. 7, дубрептоу ойк 
хо... За Bary : vi. 29, Touro ёст‹ то брусу iva TLOTEUYTE : 
39, тобто €a'riv то Panpa . . Wa... py åmoàéow: cf. до; viii. 
56, ўуаА№асато iva iby: ix. 22, auper buro «aba Ub ris airy 
époroynoy Хрістбу drocuvaywyos yévgrav: xi. 50, cupdéepe... iva 
ároÜávy : 57, дєдокесау . . . éyroAàs iva (dv ris ууф . . . uxvéog: 
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xii. 23, €AjAvOev ў wpa iva sofao : xiii. D Абеу афто? 1) Фра 
iva peraBy : 2, BeBAnxóros els ту кардіау й iva парабої: 29, Aye 
айтф ... iva dy: 34 mor коуўу бідшри iva åyarâre : XV. 12, 
airy ёстіу 3 évrohy . . Wa dyaware: 13, peiLova теўтїў „ж 
iva. . ©ту oxi ... 1005. xvi. 2, ірхета Фра iva was б 
коктуга s рас 906g: 7, py .. Wa. ётди: 30, où 
дра» xas iva . . . epwra: 32, épxera сва. ка фмільве iva 
oxopmw bhre: xvii. 3, айту ёстіу 7) aiwvios (wy iva укфакаючу : 
15, épwrd iva dpps: 24, вдо уа... dow: xviii. 39, core „5 
суут]бє‹о. ‚... wa.. . фтоАўсв: хіх. 31, Tporgsav . . . tva 
катеаубому : 38, lpórqa ev e. Ua дру. І Jn. ії. 27, оф xpetay 
éxere iva ris бідіаку: lii. т, тоталгйу &уйттуу бдбакеу . . . iva 
KAnGaper : II, air éoriy 7 7) dyyehia 0. Wa dyamaper : 23, айту) 
éoriv 7) 7 évroAn айтої iva TOT EVT WEY : iv. I J Фу rovrw rereXciwrat 

. Wa тарртаќау (Хоре : 21, тадтуу ту ёутоМју корми . 
уа .. miM У. 3; abr] ќстіу 1) буйт . .. a... E 
16, où.. Aeyw й iva épwrnoy. 2 Jn. 6, a оті» 1) аут, iva 
теєрхтатоџєу, „айту ў іутоді) фату -— iva терітатітє 3 Jn. 4, 
pedorépay TOUTWY одк EXW xapdy, iva axovw. Apoc. vi. I І, ёррє@+) 
avrois iva dvaravowvrat : xiii. I2, TOL . . . іра TPO kvvijg ovg : 
13, mouet стиєа peyáXa, iva пор то. . . kara[Jaívew: 15, 
тонјот iva]... droxravOaow : 16, moe? паутає . . . iva ed 
avrois [xai] tva pý tis бууттал &yopáca: : хіх. 8, 800) airy iva 
mweptBaAnrar, Though a few of them might possibly be inter- 
preted differently, there is abundant evidence to establish the 
usage. 

афі) The determination of the meaning of this word from 
the sense of “send away" is tempting but unsound. Those 
who can remember the light which was thrown, at least for 
themselves, on the whole subject of forgiveness, by F. D. 
Maurice’s insistence оп the view that ddxéva« means to “send 
away,” and not to let off a penalty or to cancel a debt, will 
always be grateful for what he said on the subject. But though 
right in substance, it must be confessed that linguistically his 
interpretation cannot be defended. The application of the word 
to “sin” is almost certainly suggested by the metaphor of the 
remission or cancelling of debts. At the same time it must be 
remembered that, as in the case of most metaphorical expressions 
which are used to emphasize some particular point of similarity, 
in respect of which comparison is possible, it is confusing to 
transfer all the associations of the metaphor to the new subject 
which it is used to illustrate. As applied to “sins” it suggests 
the cancelling of the outstanding debt, the removal of that 
barrier to intercourse between man and God which 1s set up by 
sin. And the transaction must be real and not imaginary. God 
cannot treat it as non-existent, unless it has been actually or 

— —À - — ый Г 
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potentially removed or destroyed. ddrévac is used іп the N.T. 
in the sense of “remission” in the following passages : with 
dpeiAnya or dpedryn, Mt. vi. 12, xviii. ‚32: with таріттора, 
Mt. vi. 14, 15; Mk. xi. аб: with dpapría or dudprqpya, Mt. ix. 
2, 5, 6, xi. 31; Mk. ii. 5, 7, 9, то, iii. 28, iv. 12; Lk. v. 20, 
21, 23, 24, vii. 4749, xi. 4, cf. xvii. 3, 4; Jn. xx. 23; Ja. v. 15; 
I Jn. ii. 12: with тб ddveov, Mt. xviii. 27; without a direct object 
(or subject), Mt. xii. 32, xvii. 21, 35; Lk. xxiii. 34, also in Mk. 
xi. 2 5, Lk. xii. то; with 7 érivowa ris карбіає, Ac. viii. 22; ; with 
dvopia, Ro. iv. 7 (= Ps. xxxii. г). The use of xpare in Jn. 
хх. 23 must be interpreted in the light of this usage of dqveévac. 
It stands by itself in the N.T. 

kaapicn . . duas] Cf. Jer. xl. 8, xai кадари олтоў dro 
Tacüy тфу ddiaa айтду Фу Трдйртосдау до. In ddiévar the 
metaphor is borrowed from the cancelling of debt, but the 
idea which the metaphor is used to illustrate is ethical. There 
is therefore no need to equate the meaning of кабара» to 
that of ёф.‹ёф а It should certainly be interpreted in an ethical 
sense. 

dons dBuas] Cf. rdons duaprias. Injustice in whatever form 
it may manifest itself. ddixia denotes injustice, failure to main- 
tain right relations with other men or with God. If God is 
faithful to forgive sins according to His promise, He is also 
* just," not only to fulfil the terms of His covenant, but also to 
provide for the cleansing or removal of those injustices of which 
men have been guilty in their relations with God or with other 
men. 

ear] -- бе 7*9?! (216). 
тш») om. &rm-codd. sah. 
quaprias (2) ABC К L P al. pler. m tol. ур®ё Сур. Hier. Aug. 

Thphyl. Оес.] + nuw» к 5. 26. 68. — 8 азст IE vg. syr"'* sah. boh- 
txt. arm. aeth. Dam. Aug. Hier. : ea boh-cod. : + rasas / 14? (219). 

quas] om. C | a&uas] pr. адарт‹ав xal OM (154). 

10. The third false plea is the denial of the fact of having 
committed sin. Though a man may allow the abiding power of 
sin as a principle in those who have sinned, or the existence of 
sin in Christians after forgiveness, he may yet deny that he has 
himself sinned. To do so is to deny the truth of God's revela- 
tion. Apart from actual statements in Scripture (cf. Ps. xiii. 
(xiv.) 3, lii. (liii.) 2), the whole plan of God's dealings with men 
is based on the assumption that all have sinned. To deny the 
fact in our own case is to make Him a liar, since it is implied 
in His whole message to us. His word can have no place in 
the development of our being. 

Jpapr/kapev] have committed no act of sin, of which the 
consequences remain. 
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evorny] Cf. Jn. viii. 44, 55; 1 Jn. ii. 4, 22, iv. 20. And for 
the exact phrase, г Jn. v. ro. 

ô Aóyos] Like the truth, the word can be viewed objectively 
or subjectively, an external message or an inward force effective 
and active in men. There is, of course, no reference to the 
personal Logos, though the word implies a more personal 
relationship than dAsea. It suggests the speaker. Cf. Jn. viii. 
37, © Aóyos б pòs où хореї фу 5piy: Не. iv. 12; Ja.i.21; x Jn. ii. 14. 

оок ear.) post тш» 69. 137 а" arm. syr? arm. Thphyl. 
quar] + habitans, arm-osc. 

(2) ii. 1-8. Further statement of the conditions of fellowship. 
Knowledge and obedience. 

1, 2. The remedy for sin (in the case of those who acknow- 
ledge that they have sinned, in contrast with i. 10). 

3-ба. Obedience the sign of knowledge. 
5b, 6. Imitation the sign of union. 
1. The recognition of the universality of sin, from which even 

Christians are not actually free, might lead to a misconception of 
its true character. Men might easily pass too lenient judgments 
on its heinousness, and ignore the responsibility of those who 
give way to its promptings. If it is impossible for any one, even 
the Christian, to escape sin, why condemn with such uncom- 
promising severity failures for which men cannot reasonably be held 
responsible? Why strive so earnestly against what is inevitable ? 
The writer hastens to warn his readers against such conclusions. 
Sin is wholly antagonistic to the Christian ideal; his whole 
object in trying to set out that ideal more clearly is to prevent 
sin, not to condone it. His aim in writing is to bring about 
“ sinlessness ” (tva pù áudprgre). And the Christian scheme 
includes means by which such an aim may be gradually realized. 
Whenever any one gives way to any act of sin, such as must 
interrupt the intercourse and fellowship between men and God, 
which it is the great aim of Christ’s work to establish, the means 
exist by which this fellowship may be restored. Christians have 
an “advocate” with the Father (прос: cf. i. 2), who is able and 
willing to plead their cause, to present their case truly and com- 
pletely, to transact their business, to speak for them, if non-legal 
phrases convey the meaning more clearly. And His mediation 
is addressed to one who is Father of both Advocate and suppliants, 
as eager as they can be that the fellowship should be restored, on 
the only terms on which such fellowship can be restored, the 
removal of the sin which has interrupted it. 

texvia pou] The “© Elder," who is perhaps the representative of 
a generation which has almost passed away, naturally thinks of 
the younger generation to whom he is speaking as his “ children.” 
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And when he wishes to emphasize the importance of the thought 
which he has to teach, he naturally falis into the language of 
affectionate endearment. Whether he is thinking of them as his 
“sons in the faith,” who owe their conversion to Christianity to 
his ministry, is uncertain. We do not know the historical 
circumstances of the case with sufficient accuracy to determine. 

табта | must refer to the contents of the whole Epistle, already 
present to the mind of the writer, rather than to the preceding 

, chapter or any part of it, though to some extent the main 
teaching of the Epistle has been already declared in outline. 

iva. ph dudpryte] The aorist suggests definite acts of sin rather 
than the habitual state, which is incompatible with the position 
of Christians who are in truth what their name implies. 
Those who are bathed need not save to wash their feet; cf. 
jn. xiii. 10. 

ка) Ффу) The sentence introduced by these words is not 
contrasted with the preceding, but added to it "а5 a continuous 
piece of one message.” The writers object is to produce 
"sinlessness." And this is not a fruitless aspiration after an 
ideal which cannot possibly be realized, for the means of dealing 
with the sin which he desires to combat are at hand. 

тар&к\зто$] Most of the information which is of real import- 
ance in determining the meaning and usage of this word in the 
Johannine writings (it is not found elsewhere in the N.T.) is to 
be found in the notes of Wettstein and Westcott. The article 
on the word in Hastings’ Dictionary of the Bible (ii. 665) gives a 
very clear summary of the evidence; cf. also Jülicher's shorter 
statement in the Encyclopaedia Biblica (11. 3567). 

The passages where it occurs in the N.T. are Jn. xiv. 16, 26, 
Xv. 26, xvi. 7; I Jn. ii. 1. The meaning ‘‘advocate” is clearly 
needed in the Epistle, it is possible in xv. 26, and probable in 
xvi. 7. In xiv. 16, 26 it must have the wider and less technical 
meaning of one called in to help. 

As regards the use of the verb таракаћєу, it has the sense of 
comfort in the LXX (cf. Gn. xxxvii. 35, where it is used with 
reference to Jacob) and in the N.T. (cf. Mt. v. 4, dre айтої 
таракАт}@ф}соутал, where the influence of Is. lxi. 2, wapaxadéoat 
Tdvras tous пєубобутає, is clear) The use of zapdxAyors in the 
sense of comfort is also well established (cf. 2 Co. i. 3, 4, a rijs 
таракАтсєиЅ 77s TapakaAovpeÜa). But its original meaning was to 
send for, summon to one’s aid, corresponding to the Latin aduocare. 
The following passages are often quoted: Xen. Anad. i. 6. 5, 
KAéapxov тарекаћесє avpBovrov, $$... „80ке mpotriva 
párra rüy 'EXXjvov: Aesch. Сез. 200, ті Sat oe Апросбеуту 
TapakaAetv ; бтау паракад 75 кахоуруду avOpwirov kai тєхуйтту Хдуши 
кАєттє& THY йёкрбаоцу. With this corresponds the classical use 
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of the word tapdxdyros. It is used as an adjective; cf. Dion. 
Cass. xlvi. 20, rjv áyopày . . . SovAwy rapaxAynrwv tAnpwcas, but 
more often absolutely ; ; cf. Demosthenes, de Falsa Legatione, 341, 
oi тӧу таракАлутшу abra. бєтєн каї orovdal тбу {бшу т\єоуєё:бу 
«ука yiyvovraz. Diogenes Laertius, iv. 7, Bion. wpós тб» 
ёго суту Мтароўута aire avAAaBécGat’ тд {каубу cor тойут, 
day mapaxAyrous пеші xai ил) avrós ФАбус. The meaning of the 
word is thus clearly wider than that of “advocate " in English. 
Though it is used specially in connection with the law courts, it 
denotes any friend called upon to give help, either by pleading 
or giving evidence, or in virtue of his position and power. Its 
Latin equivalent is “ aduocatus," rather than “ patronus," which 
corresponds more in meaning to our “advocate.” The dis- 
tinction is clearly defined by Asconius Pedianus, in a note on 
Cicero, in Q. Caecilium, ‘Qui defendit alterum in iudicio, aut 
patronus dicitur, si orator est, aut aduocatus si aut ius suggerit, 
aut praesentiam suam commodat amico." 

The form of the word is passive (cf. xAwrós, ёкАєктбс, 
dyarnros, etc.). It must mean one who is called to the side of 
the suppliant, not one who comforts or consoles, or exhorts. 
The meaning “ comforter ” or ** consoler " can attach to the word 
only in so far as that expresses the good office which he who is 
called in performs for the friend who claims his help. 

The usage of the Septuagint corresponds. In Zec. i. 13, 
тарак\этікӧ is used to translate the Hebrew DOM, уната 

кад xai Aóyovs rapaxAyrixovs. In Job xvi. з, ОПО is translated 
by wapaxAyrwp (таракАл}торе$ какфу Táàvres). But it should be 
noticed that two of the later versions (Aquila, Theodotion) render 
it by таракАуто. Symmachos has тартуоробутез, an indication 
that in later Greek the meaning of wapdxAnots was beginning to 
influence that of таракАттос. 

Philo's usage corresponds with the classical. The Paraclete 
is the advocate or intercessor ; cf. de Josepho, с. 40, dpvynoriay 
drdvrwv vapéyo тбу eis épé пєтраурбушу" pydevds érépou Diae 
таракАлутоу: de Vita Moysis, iii. 14, the High Priest is said rightly 
to bear the symbol of the Logos (rò Xoyéov i is the LXX expres- 
sion for the breast-plate), дуаукаїоу yàp v тду lepóp.evov TÊ тоб 
кдером татрі rapaxAyry xprjaÜa, теМеоютато Tijv ёрєтђи міф троє тє 
ёрутстєіау duaprnparwv kal хортуіау ábÜoveráruv ёуабоу, where 
the parallel to the Johannine thought is clearly marked, whether 
the Cosmos or the Logos is to be regarded as the “son perfect 
in virtue" who is used as Paraclete. In another passage usually 
quoted, de Opificio Mundi, C. 6, oddevi 82 таракАзтутф” tis yap iv 
érepos, povy ðè éavrà xpnoápevos б бєдє čyvw ӧєу єйєруєтбу . . . 
тї... prow, Jiilicher may be right in saying that the only 
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feasible meaning is something like “‘ instructor,” “adviser,” so 
far as concerns the duty which the Paraclete is needed to perform ; 
but the point of the sentence is that God confers His benefits on 
nature Æimself, without using the help or services of another. 
Cf. also Zn Flaccum, 88 3, 4. 

The word occurs as a loan-word in the Targum and Talmudic 
literature, in the sense of helper, intercessor, advocate. It is 
used in the Targum on Job xvi. 20 and xxxiii. 23 as a paraphrase 
of bn taken in the sense of “interpreter.” The latter passage is 
especially interesting, as showing the late Jewish view of the need 
of angelic agency to “redeem а man from going to the pit." 

In the Talmud, t»5phb is used for “ advocate," in opposition 
to “Юр (xarjyopos; cf. Apoc. xii. то, б катууор). “Не who 
performs one precept has gotten to himself one paraclete, and 
he who commits one transgression has gotten to himself one 
accuser” (Pirke Aboth, iv. 15; Taylor, p. 69). “ Whosoever is 
summoned before the court for capital punishment is saved only 
by powerful paracletes ; such paracletes man has in repentance 
and good works ; and if there are nine hundred and ninety-nine 
accusers, and only one to plead for his exoneration, he is saved " 
(Shad. 32a). The sin-offering is like the paraclete before God ; 
it intercedes for man, and is followed by another offering, a 
thank-offering for the pardon obtained (Sifra, Megora iii. 3). 
These and other passages are quoted in the Jewish Encyclopaedia, 
s.v. (їх. 515). The same usage is found in early Christian 
literature, where the use of the word is independent of the 
Johannine use of the term; cf. 2 Clement. vi. 9, ris nav тара- 
KAnros dora: dày py eopeÜOpev ёруа ёҳоутєс боча xal Sixasa; 
Barnabas, c. xx. xarazovo)vres Tov OA:Bdpevov, пАомсішу rapá- 
кАлуто, пєутітоу dvopot кретай. 

The connection of the word with the ordinary meaning of 
mwapaxAnots is found in Rufinus! translation of the De Principiis ; 
cf. ii. 7. 3, "Paracletus uero quod dicitur Spiritus sanctus, a 
consolatione dicitur. Paraclesis enim Latine consolatio appel- 
latur" He goes on to suggest that the word may have a 
different meaning when applied to the Holy Spirit and to Christ. 
“ Videtur enim de Saluatore Paracletus dici deprecator. 
Utrumque enim significat in Graeco Paracletus, et depre- 
catorem et consolatorem." 

Origen seems to have understood the word in the sense 
of “intercessor.” Cf. Comm. in Joann. i. 38, тўу пері tov 
проє Tov татёра тростасіау avrov SyAot таракаХоўуто<$ vmip тї 
бубротоу picews ка) Uacxopévov, ws б тар&кАлуто$ каї iñar pós. 

In Chrysostom it has the sense of “comforter,” Hom. in Jo. 
75, ёте) yap ovdérw айтбу ёуушкбтас elxós Fv сфодра ёт:бутєу 
Tijv ovvovciay фкеїуту, та рішота, THY karà сарка айтоў Tapovaíay, 
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«ai ртберіау дєуєтдоі mapapvliav dmóvros: тї pyow ; épwrncw тоу 
татбра kai аЛЛоу таракАлутоу бас є piv’ TovréaTw* GAXov ws бує. 

In Cyril of Jerusalem the sense is not limited to that of 
“comforting” ; cf. Catechesis, xvi. 20, ПоракАзтоѕ бе каЛєста, da 
TO wapaxadev каї тарацьбєсва: каї сууаут:Мар Вауєсбдиш THs 
doGeveias роу: Ro. viii. 26 being quoted in support, with the 
explanation of bmepevrvyxáve: © 5Aoy дё бт: проє тд» бєбу." 

The evidence of the old Latin Version is similar. In the 
Epistle “ aduocatus" is used, in the Gospel either " aduocatus ” 
or *paraclitus." This is not seriously affected by the evidence 
adduced by Ronsch (Z/a/a й. Vulgata, р. 348), that *aduocare ” 
acquired the meaning of “to comfort” (cf. Tertullian, adv. Aare. iv. 
14, where the zapaxaAécat rovs пєубобутаб of Is. lxi. 2 is translated 
* айиосағе languentes." “ Advocare” is a natural translation of 
таракаЛєу (cf. Tert. Pudicit. 13; Iren. Ш. їх. 3, v. xv. І, and the 
Vulgate of Is. xl. 2, quoted by Rónsch), and owes any connection 
with the idea of “comforting” that it may have to that fact. 
Augustine's “ Paracletus, id est Consolator," throws no light on 
the meaning and usage of the Greek word. The other versions 
do not throw much light on the subject. In Syriac, Arabic, 
Aethiopic, and Bohairic it is transliterated, and in the Sahidic also 
in the Gospel, while it has " he that prayeth for us" in the Epistle. 
The Vulgate has “ Paracletus " in the Gospel and * Aduocatus " in 
the Epistle. This, no doubt, influenced the modern versions. 
Wycliffe renders “ Comforter " in the Gospel and ** Advocate " in 
the Epistle; and Luther also has ** Troster" in the Gospel and 
“ Fürsprecher " in the Epistle. 

Thus the evidence of early use supports the evidence of the 
form of the word, which is naturally passive. Its meaning must 
be “опе called to the side of" him who claims the services of 
the called. The help it describes is generally assistance of some 
sort or other in connection with the courts of law ; but it hasa 
wider signification also, —the help of any one who “lends his 
presence" to his friend. Any kind of help, of advocacy, inter- 
cession, or mediation may be suggested by the context in which 
it is used. In itself it denotes merely "опе called in to help." 
In the Epistle the idea of one who pleads the Christian’s cause 
before God is clearly indicated, and "advocate" is the most 
satisfactory translation. This sense suits some of the passages 
in which it is used in the Gospel; in the others it suggests one 
who can be summoned to give the help that is needed in a 
wider sense. There is no authority for the sense of “ Comforter,” 
either in the sense of “strengthener” or “ consoler,” which has 
been so generally connected with it in consequence of the 
influence of Wycliffe and Luther, except Patristic interpretations 
of its meaning in S. John. 
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The suggestion of Zimmern (Vater, Sohn, u. Fiirsprecher in 
der babylonischen Gottesvorstellung), that its use in Christian and 
Jewish thought may be connected with the Babylonian myth 
of the intervention of Nusku (the Fire God), who “acts as the 
advocate of men at the instance of Ea and Marduk,” has not 
been favourably received. So far as concerns the Johannine use 
of the term Paraclete, far simpler explanations are to be found 
in its use in Philo and Rabbinic Judaism. In reality it hardly 
needs explanation. It was probably a common word, and the 
obvious one to use. Moulton and Milligan (Exfosttor, vol. x., 
I910) quote the illustrations of its use, one from “a very illiterate 
letter” of the second century A.D. where it has been restored 
(BU 601!?), xai Tov драВбуа To) Xapamiwvos mapaxAos (l. тара- 
KAyros) ббшка avro, where they suggest that it may mean “on 
being summoned, » and an instance of the use of &ётаракАлүто$, 
OGIS 248% (1 75-161 B.C.), árapaxA:jrovs. 

Deissmann (Licht von Osten, p. 243, n. 1) lays stress on the 
use of the word in Aramaic as a proof of its frequency in vulgar 
Greek. Its use in the Targums and Talmudic Literature is 
important The extent of the authors acquaintance with 
Rabbinic thought is at last beginning to be recognized. 

&xopev] Augustine's comment is worth quoting, “ Maluit se 
ponere in numero peccatorum ut haberet aduocatum Christum, 
quam ponere se pro Christo aduocatum et inueniri inter dam- 
nandos superbos" As frequently the writer identifies himself 
with the rest of the Christian Body. They actually possess and 
have experience of the means, which are potentially available for 
the whole world. And the need is felt by the whole Church, 
not because any of them might, but whenever any one does fall. 
The lapse of one is a matter which concerns the whole body 
(dy т... буору). 

"собу Христди Sixatov] As true man ("усоду), He can state 
the case for men with absolute knowledge and real sympathy. 
As God's anointed messenger to men (Хрістбу), Не is naturally 
fitted for the task and acceptable to Him before whom He 
pleads. As бікаоє He can enter the Presence from which all 
sin excludes. He needs no advocate for Himself. Comp. 
Book of Enoch xxxviii 2, liii. 6, where the Messiah is called 
“the Righteous One.” 

а eo it da 14". 69. 137 a** Cyr. Dam. 
rat] om. boh-cod 
еа» ris арартт) si 2eccetis, arm-codd. 
warepa] eor arm. Eus. Did. : deum patrem, Tert. Cels. ad Vigil. 
Igcovr Xpwrror] post Sixaoy 1% 192 (318). 
Хр‹тто>»] om. 75 181" (173): + Dominum nostrum et boh-cod. 
dixavoy] for кад 1 19 (29): om. Z? 62 (498): suffragatorem Cyp-cod. 
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2. әйтбс̧ к.т.\.] " Himself is a propitiation for our sins.” His 
advocacy is valid, because He can Himself bear witness that 
the only condition on which fellowship between God and man 
can be restored has actually been fulfilled, е. the removal of 
the sin by which the intercourse was interrupted. He is not 
only the High Priest, duly qualified to offer the necessary pro- 
pitiation, but also the propitiation which He offers. The writer's 
meaning is most safely determined by reference to Old Testament 
theories of sacrifice, or rather of propitiation. In spite of the 
absence of direct quotations, there can be no doubt that the 
author of this Epistle is greatly indebted to the Old Testament. 
If the hand is the hand of a Hellene, it expresses the thought 
of a Jew. His mind is steeped in the thoughts of the Old 
'Testament. Though he has lived among Greeks and learned 
to express himself simply in their language, and to some extent 
has made himself acquainted with Hellenic thought, he is 
really as much a stranger and a sojourner among them as his 
fathers were. He may have some acquaintance with Gnostic 
theories of redemption, which Greek thought had been borrowing 
from the East from at least the beginning of the century before 
Christ, his own thoughts on the subject are the outcome of his 
knowledge of the Scriptures. His views on propitiation there- 
fore, as on all other subjects, must be considered in the light of 
the Old Testament. 

The object of propitation in Jewish thought, as shown in 
their Scriptures, is not God, as in Greek thought, but man, who 
has estranged himself from God, or the sins which have inter- 
vened between him and his God. They must be “covered” 
before right relations can be restored between the Deity and 
His worshippers. This is the dominant thought in the sacrificial 
system of the priestly code. It is the natural outcome of the 
sufferings of the nation before and during the Exile which had 
deepened their sense of sin, and of Jehovah’s estrangement from 
His people. The joyous sacrificial feast which the Deity shares 
with His worshippers consequently gives place, in national 
thought and feeling, to the ritual of the day of Atonement and 
the whole system of sin-, trespass-, and guilt-offering. Both ideas, 
the sacrificial feast which forms the ground of closer union between 
God and men, and the propitiatory offering by means of which 
interrupted relations can be restored, have, of course, their 
counterpart in Christian thought and teaching. But it is the 
latter which dominates the writer’s thought here, in an age in 
which failure and disappointment are fast clouding the clearer 
vision of God. The dominant idea which is common both to 
the Old Testament type and the Christian counterpart is that 
of the absolute holiness of God, who dwells in the light to which 
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no man can approach, till he has put away the sin which cannot 
enter the presence of God. So far as the means are concerned, 
the ceremonial has given way to the spiritual. The work of the 
Christ, who in His life and death freely and voluntarily offered 
Himself in complete surrender to the will of God and the work 
of righteousness, has made possible the removal of the sin which 
keeps men from God. So far as they attach themselves to Him 
their sins are covered, for the possibility of their final removal 
is assured. 

avros] om. boh-cod. 
Засроб) post єстіу А 68. 180 vg. syr** Eus. Or. Cypr. Hil. Aug. 
бе Tu» 3uerepur] 75 299 ( - ) /9 116, 
де] om. /° ® (137) K 8%, 
porov] nora» B 1. 21. 33. 37. 667. 8о". 101* al. pauc. sah. boh-codd. 

(uid.) Or. 

8. The author has stated that his object in writing is to 
produce sinlessness, and that if sin intervenes to interrupt the 
fellowship between man and God, there is a remedy (vv. 1, 2). 
He now proceeds to point out the signs of Christian life, as 
realized in knowledge of God and union with God. They are 
to be found in obedience and in Christ-like conduct. Knowledge 
of God includes, of course, much more than obedience to His 
commands, but its genuineness and reality can be thus tested. 
The writer can conceive of no real knowledge of God which 
does not issue in obedience, wherever the Divine will has been 
revealed in definite precepts. 

In the Johannine system, * knowledge" is never a purely 
intellectual process.! It is acquired by the exercise of all the 
faculties of intellect, heart, and will. Fellowship and acquaint- 
ance are its cognate ideas. It is developed in the growing 
experience of intercourse. This conception, which dominates 
the whole Old Testament idea of “knowing God” and of God 
* knowing" men (cf. Am. iii. 2), is similarly developed in S. Paul's 
*knowing God, or rather being known of Him" (Gal. iv. 9). 
The stress laid in the Johannine writings on the true knowledge 
of God is certainly connected with the necessity which the author 
felt of combating certain stages of Gnostic thought. But to see 

' in the language of this and other similar verses of this Epistle 
any necessary reference to the particular stage of second- 
century Gnosticism which immediately preceded the more 
definite systems of Marcion and Valentinus, is precarious. We 
know too little about the development of Gnostic ideas before 
Basilides to say esther that the stage of Gnosticism implied in 
the Fourth Gospel had or had not been reached by the year 

1 ** Dei tio res est efficax. Neque enim nuda imaginatione cognos- 
citur Deus, se quit se intus cordibus nostris per Spiritum patefacit " (Calvin). 
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тоо A.D. ог before that date, or that а considerable number of 
years must have passed before the Church could have demanded 
so definite a break with opinions of this kind as 1s suggested in 
the Second and Third Epistles (cf. Schmiedel, Evangelium, 
Briefe und Offenbarung Johannis, pp. 38, 19). 

фу тобто) points forward, as usually. Cf. note on i. 4. 
ywóocxkopev, éyvóxapev] The tenses are significant. We learn to 

perceive more and more clearly that our knowledge is genuine 
through its abiding results in a growing willingness to obey. 

ras évrohds абтоб mpapev] The phrase турєу ras ФутоЛає (Tov 
Aóyov) is characteristic of the Johannine books, including the 
Apocalypse. It occurs in the Gospel 12 times, in the First 
Epistle 6, and in the Apocalypse 6 (cf. also Apoc. 1. 3, rà Фу abro 
yeypappeéva). Elsewhere it is found only in Mt. xix. 17, єї бе 
0éXes els түу оту єісєАӨєу, type ras évroAds. Cf. Mk. vii. 9 
(rjv mapáOocw); І Ті. vi 14, тур)со сє rjv évroXjv da aov. 
Cf. also Sifre, Deut. 48, quoted by Schlatter (Sprache u. Heimat des 
4ten Evangeliums). “When а man keeps the ways of the law, 
should he sit still and not do them? Rather shouldest thou 
turn to do them." As opposed to фуЛасоєи (custodire), тпрєу 
(obseruare) denotes sympathetic obedience to the spirit of a 
command, rather than the rigid carrying out of its letter. We 
may contrast Mk. x. 20, rara тйута épvAagapny ёк veórqiós pov 
(= Lk. xvii. 21, ФфоЛаба). As knowledge is not confined to 
the intellect, so obedience penetrates beyond the latter to the 
spirit. It may be noticed that the Vulgate has oóseruare in this 
verse, custodire in ver. 4, and seruare in 5, facts which suggest 
that no Latin rendering was felt to be an exact equivalent, or 
completely satisfactory rendering, of the Greek word турєу. 
In the Gospel seruare is the regular rendering. 

tas évrolás] The various commands, or definite precepts, in 
which those parts of the whole 6cAgua which are known to us 
have found expression. 

kat) om. /" 397 fff (96). 
vuuo kojev] yao oper А : cognoscens boh-ed, 
Typopev] pudatwuer М": турпсоре» H 29 (Ф). 

4. The test is adequate, and may be applied with certainty ; 
for there is no such thing as knowledge which does not issue 
in corresponding action. The man who claims to have know- 
ledge of God which does not carry with it as its necessary 
consequence the attempt to carry out His will, thereby declares 
himself a liar. There is no room for self-deception. The 
falsehood, if not conscious and deliberate, is without excuse. 
For the converse thought, that the doing of the will leads to 
fuller knowledge, cf. Jn. vii. 17. 
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ô Хеушу) The verse is closely parallel to i. 6, 8, то. The 
form of expression is more individualized than the conditional 
sentences used there. It is the direct and definite statement 
of the writer conscious of the fact that he is dealing with a real 
danger, and probably with a statement that has been actually 
made, by men against whose influence he is trying to guard his 
тєкуба. If there is no reason to see in it an attack оп any parti- 
cular Gnostic teacher, it clearly deals with statements which 
they have heard, and to which they have shown themselves 
ready to listen. 

фєбетт$ doriy) The falseness of the claim is the point which 
is emphasized. At the same time the form of expression chosen 
declares its inexcusableness. Contrast i. 8 (éavrovs màavôpev). 
As compared with the verb (i. 6, фе»дбрєва), it may perhaps 
suggest that the statement is a revelation of the character of 
the man who makes it. “The whole character is false" 
(Westcott), He who claims knowledge without obedience 
“has” the sin which he has allowed to gain foothold. If light 
is seen and not followed, deterioration of cbaracter is the 
inevitable result. 

kat... égriy] The antithetical clause is not merely a repetition 
of the positive statement in a negative form. The “truth” is 
regarded by the writer as an active principle working in a man. 
It is not concerned with the intellect alone. It corresponds to 
the highest effort of man's whole nature. Cf. Jn. viii. 32. 

dy rore] In such an one. In the Gospel and Epistles of 
S. John, when otros refers back, it always denotes the subject or 
object, as previously described ; cf. Jn. i. 2 (obros, the Logos who 
is eds), v. 38, rovro ©дє$ ov merrevere (one sent by God). 

or. NAB 18. 25. 27. 33°*. 65. 66**. 68. 69. 98. 101. 177. 180 ат дит 
j'* 57'** syr"'* Clem. Сур. Leif. Aug. Amb.] om. CK L P al. plu. cat. 
ае" Clem. Oec. 

кои] om. кал A P 13. 27. 29 | evrov rw) in Eo boh-codd. : om. М 19. 
т) от. 21. 34. 56. 100. 192. ок Y. 
aÀ70eia) -- Tov Ócov М 8. 25 aeth. : -F avrov 19* : +e» ауто 19). 

b. Again the thought is carried further in the statement of 
the opposite. The whole word is substituted for the definite 
precepts, and knowledge gives way to love. Perfect obedience 
gains the whole prize. For love is greater than knowledge. 

ês 8° ди mp] The statement is made іп its most general 
form. Contrast the preceding verse, and i. 6 ff. The difference 
shows that the writer has in view definite “Gnostic” claims. 
Knowledge is not the possession of a few “ pneumatic" indi- 
viduals. In contrast with the claim of such an one, whose 
conduct shows the falsity of his claim, is set the possibility of 
obtaining the higher prize, the perfection of love, open to all 
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who are willing to obey. The “chance о’ the prize of learning 
love” is not reserved to the few who think that they " know." 

абтоб тду Aóyov] The order of the words throws the emphasis 
on abro), which takes up the avrov of the Gnostic’s claim. The 
teaching of the God, whom he claims to know, is very different 
from the views expressed in his claim. 

The Adyos is the sum of the évroAai, or rather it is the whole 
of which they are the parts. Love is not made perfect in a 
series of acts of obedience to so many definite commands. It 
reaches its full growth only when God's whole plan is welcomed 
and absorbed. The évroAa( offer adequate tests of the truth 
or falsehood of any claim to know God. But something more 
is needed before Obedience can have her perfect work. 

jj áyám тоб бєоб] The love of God has been interpreted in 
three ways, according as the genitive is regarded as subjective, 
objective, or qualitative; God's love for us, or our love for 
God, or the love which is characteristic of Him, which 
*answers to His nature" and which when * communicated to 
man is effective in him towards the brethren and towards God 
Himself" "The second gives the simplest and most natural 
meaning to the words in their present context. The love for 
God of which man is capable is only fully realized in absolute 
obedience. At the same time we must remember that it is the 
teaching of the author that it is God's love for men which calls 
out the response of man's love for Him. “We love Him, 
because He first loved us.” | Comp. ii. 15, iii. 17, iv. 12, v. 3. 

4\02] The true state of the case as contrasted with the 
false plea set up by the man who claims to have knowledge 
without obedience. The emphatic position, however, of the 
word suggests that it may reasonably be regarded as one of the 
many signs which are to be found in this Epistle, that the writer 
feels strongly the need of encouraging his readers with the 
assurance of the reality of their Christian privileges. Certainty 
is within their grasp if they will use the means which have been 
placed at their disposal. Comp. Jn. viii. 31. 

трт) ттрє‹ K 13. 100. 142 c"? 5719: rypnce 7* 889 (5), 
Tov] om. 7* 0208 (265). 
алба] om. 27. 29. 66**. 

5b, 6. Imitation the sign of Union. 
The test of union with God is the imitation of His Son. 

This is not stated directly, as in the case of knowledge (ver. 3), 
but the claim to *abide in Him" is said to carry with it the 
moral obligation to “follow the blessed steps of His most holy 
life." See Findlay, p. 149. 

dv абтё pévew| This form of expression is peculiar to the 
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Johannine writings (Gospel and First Epistle). It is the 
equivalent, in his system of thought, of the Pauline ё Хротф 
elvan of which it was a very natural modification, if it is to be 
attributed to the author, and not to his Master. The longer 
the Lord delayed His coming, the more it came to be realized 
that union with Christ under the conditions of earthly 
existence must be an abiding rather than a short tarrying. The 
idea had taken its new shape before the “last hour” was thought 
to have struck. Bengel points out a climax: cognitio (ver. 3), 
communio (5), constantia (6). 

ékeivos] For the use of éxetvos with reference to Christ, cf. 
I Jn. iii. 3, 5, 7, 16, iv. 17; Jn. vii. тї, xix. 21, ix. 12, 28, and 
perhaps also xix. 35 (Zahn, Æinleitung, ii. 481; cf. Introd. p. iv). 

херитатєїи) See note on і. 6. For its use in the Johannine 
writings, cf. Jn. viii 12, хі. ОЁ, xii 35; т Jn. i. 6, 7, ii. 11; 
2 Jn. 4, 6; 5 jn. 3, 4 

Ng rourw] post 0eov P 31: om. H® (М) (?) (cf. Tisch. ver. 4) Z° Пе? 

uec oper] cognoscemus, boh-ed. 
кавоз . . . vepurarew) sic ambulare sicut (+ et codd.) ille ambulauit, 

arm. 

кы... Tepirarew] om. L. 
was avros] post ovrws 7*9 (317) /° 1": om. sahs, 
ovrws М СК P al. pler. cat. cop. syr? arm. Salv. Thphyl. Oec.] om. AB 

3. 34. 65. 81. 180 d** vg. sah. aeth. Clem. Or. Суг. Сур. Aug. The 
omission may possibly be due to the similarity of the receding word, but 
the evidence against it is very strong. 

2. ii.7-17. Proof of the ethical thesis from the circumstances 
in which the readers find themselves, and from their previous 
experience. The old commandment is always new in the grow- 
ing light of God’s revelation. ‘ Walking in light” and “ keeping 
the commandments” further defined as love of the brethren. 

(а) 7-11. General. Brotherly love. 
(^) 12-17. Individual. Warning against love of the world. 
7-8. The Commandment, old and new. 
It is hardly necessary to discuss the interpretations which 

regard the “old” and the “new” as different commandments, 
the old commandment being the injunction to “walk as He 
walked,” and the new, the call to brotherly love. But assuming 
the identity of the old and the new, the commandment has been 
interpreted in three different ways. (1) With reference to i. 5 ff., 
to give proof of ** walking in light " by the confession of sin and 
the avoiding of everything sinful. (2) With reference to the verses 
immediately preceding, to “ walk as He walked." Of these the 
second is the most natural, but it is not necessary to find a 
reference to any actual words of the Epistle which have pre- 
ceded. The expressions which follow, **of which ye were in 

3 

— —— 1. — — 
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possession from the beginning," *the word which ye heard," 
make such a reference improbable. (3) The expression évroA7 
калут) recalls so vividly the language of the Gospel, and the con- 
nection with the duty of brotherly love insisted upon in vv. 
9 and ro is so clear, that we are almost compelled to interpret 
the passage in accordance with Jn. xiii. 34, évroAny кулуу {дора 
шу iva буататє ddAnAovs, xaÜós ўуйбттса брас, where the 
* newness " is to be found in the new standard required, xafàs 
crnoo pâs, rather than in the duty of mutual love, which was 
recognized in the Jewish law. In meaning this interpretation 
is practically identical with (2). '*The idea of the imitation of 
Christ is identical with the fulfilment of love" (Westcott). And 
it gives the most natural meaning to the description of the 
commandment as old, and yet new “in Him and in you.” The 
old commandment, * Thou shalt love thy neighbour," which was 
already contained in the Mosaic law, if not also to be found in 
the conscience of those who “having no law, are a law unto 
themselves,” received a new meaning and application in the 
light of Christ’s teaching and example, and in the lives of His 
followers. And it had lately acquired a deeper meaning in con- 
trast with the loveless intellectualism, which the writer clearly 
regarded as one of the worst dangers in the teaching and 
example of his opponents. 

dyamtoi] The first occurrence of the writer's favourite form 
of address in these Epistles. Cf. iii. 2, 21, iv. І, 7 ; 3 Jn. І, 2, 
5, 11. No conclusion can be drawn from its use as to the 
meaning of the command. The reading of the received text 
(&0«A ot) is found in the vocative only once in these Epistles. 
Both words are suitable expressions to introduce an appeal to the 
readers to show their brotherhood in Christ by active brotherly 
love, whether the writer has primarily in view, as the objects of 
the love which he inculcates, Christians as Christians, or men 
as men. The attestation, however, is decisive in favour of 
бүалутой And, оп the whole, it is not only more in accordance 
with his style, but suits his appeal better. The ddeAgot may 
have been suggested by the language of vv. 9, то. 

дл" åpxñs] The meaning of this expression must, of course, be 
determined from the context in each case. It is used eight 
times in the First Epistle, and twice in the Second. In i. x it 
recalls the use of Фу ápxj in the first chapter of Genesis and in 
the Prologue of the Gospel. Its use in iii. 8 (ат dpyns ó Sid Boros 
драртӣує) is similar. Twice in this present chapter (ii. 13, 14) 
it occurs in the phrase, “ Ye have known Him who is from the 
beginning." "The remaining instances in the two Epistles all 
have reference to the “old” command. The repetition of the 
words at the end of ver. у (бу qxovcare [йт ёруӯѕ]) in the 
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Received Text is almost certainly wrong. They have probably 
been introduced from the similar phrase in ver. 24. 

Where the phrase is used of the “old” command, it may 
refer either to the early days of the Mosaic legislation, or to the 
beginning of the education of each convert to whom the writer 
is speaking, or to the beginning of his life as a Christian. A 
reference to the teaching of Judaism on the subject of “love” 
seems, on the whole, to satisfy the conditions best in each case. 
But it is probably a mistake to attempt to define the meaning of 
the phrase very rigidly. Long continuance is suggested rather 
than a definite starting-point. It is not easy to determine 
whether the writer is thinking of the beginning of the life of each 
of his readers, or of their religious consciousness, or of their 
Christian life. The point can be settled only by the more general 
consideration of the character of the false teaching combated in 
these Epistles. The real force of the expression is to heighten 
the contrast of the “ newer” teaching which placed knowledge 
higher than love. The writer has in view the 

* Many Antichrists, who answered prompt 
* Am I not Jaspar as thyself art John? 
Nay, young, whereas through age thou mayest forget ?’” 

He is confident that as against the ''glozing of some new 
shrewd tongue " that which was “from the beginning" will prove 
to be '*of new significance and fresh result." 

ô Aóyos би фђкойсатє] “ The word which ye heard” must be 
that which was told them by their teachers, whether Jewish or 
Christian or both. The command to love one's neighbour was 
common to both. ó Aóyos more naturally suggests a whole 
message rather than one definite command. But it may refer 
to the new commandment of Jn. xiii. 34, regarded as a rule of 
life rather than a single precept. 

ayarynro М А ВСР al.9 cat. vg. sah. cop. ѕугчт arm. Did. Thphyl. 
Aug. Вед.) adekgo: K L al. plur. aethutr Оес.: om. j** : adeApoe pov 
Је 899 ( --), 

etxere] exere 27. 29. 34. 42. 57*** sSlect a* ksr: JAabemwus sah : 
mus arm-ed. 

7 1°) pr. ка. 7*7. 
n kovcare МАВСР 5. 13. 27. 29. 39. 40. 65. 68. 81. 180 йз јест vg. 

sah. oe syr! arm. aeth. Aug. Thphyl.]-- ат архя KL al. longe plur. 
cat. 

8. The command, which is as old as the Law of Moses, even 
if the writer did not regard it as implicitly contained in the story 
of Cain and Abel (cf. iii. rr, 12, tva dyara@pev áAXjAovs* où 
кабдс Kaiv x.T.A.) becomes new “in Him (s.e. Christ) and in you.” 
The évroAy, “Thou shalt love thy neighbour,” received an 
altogether new meaning and scope in the light of Christ's 
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teaching as to “ Who my neighbour is,” of His own example 
shown most clearly in His treatment of Tax-gatherers and Aliens, 
and of the carrying out of His example by His followers in the 
admission of Gentiles to the full privileges of Christianity on 
equal terms with the Jews. In Christ and in Christians the old 
command had gained “ new significance and fresh result." "The 
verse had, no doubt, a special significance in view of the recent 
victory gained over the false teaching, and its depreciation of 
the law of love, which characterized the conduct and the thought 
of its supporters. The author rightly saw in recent events how 
the Church had “rescued the law of love” from the darkness 
which threatened to overwhelm it. The true light was shining 
more brightly in consequence, and the darkness more quickly 
passing away. But though these recent events were the occasion, 
they do not exbaust the meaning of the words, which have a far 
wider reference. Wurm, who argues with great plausibility for 
the reference to the victory over the false teachers (see esp. 
p. 104), apparently confines the reference to that incident too 
narrowly. Though it affords a fairly adequate explanation of 
the words Фу tiv, it is unsatisfactory as an explanation of Фу 
aùr. The new significance of the law of love in Christ and in 
Christians had a far wider application. The light of the true 
knowledge of God was already shining and dispelling the 
darkness of exclusiveness by the light of love wheresoever the 
* darkness overtook it not." 

чім) The word clearly introduces another description of 
the same commandment, not another command. Cf. Jn. xvi. 
28, таму дфітри Tov xdopov, where там» cannot mean “а second 
time," and 1 Co. xii. 21, ob Svvarat б dpOarpes єітєіу ті) дєрї... 
Ñ таму 17) кефаді) rois посі. Cf. also Jn. xix. 37; Ro. xv. то, 
II, I2; I Co. iii. 20; (?) 2 Co. x. 7, xi. 16; He. i. 5, (?) 6, ii. 13, 
iv. 5, х. зо. The use of тал» in the N.T. to introduce another 
quotation in proof of the same point, or a further thought about 
the same subject, is fully established. 

$] The antecedent to the neuter relative is the clause évroAiy 
Kany ypadw ру. “It is a new commandment that I write 
unto you.” The order lays the emphasis on évroAny калуу. It 
is the " newness" of the old command which is said to be true 
in Him and in His followers. 

Sr. . . . файув] The shining of the true light reveals the true 
character of that which the darkness hid or obscured. The 
force of the present tense in wapdyera: and фабув is significant. 
They must be interpreted as presents. All is not yet clear and 
known, but the process has already begun. The darkness is 
passing away. Contrast “It has become bright as the sun upon 
earth, and the darkness is past" (Book of Enoch lviii. 5). 
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There are many indications in the Epistle that the writer 
regards the Parousia as imminent. Cf. especially ver. 18, éexáry 
Фра Фстіу. The present verse throws some light on the difficult 
question of the relation between the teaching of the Gospel 
and that of the Epistle on the subject of the Parousia. In 
the Epistle the expectation is more clearly stated and more 
obviously felt than in the Gospel, though in the earlier work the 
idea of “the last day" not only receives definite expression, 
but is something more than an obsolete conception, alien to 
the authors real thoughts and sympathy, or a mere conde- 
scension to popular Christianity, fed on Apocalyptic expectation 
and unable to bear a purely spiritual interpretation. A differ- 
ence of emphasis is not necessarily a change of view. It is 
doubtful if the two conceptions are really inconsistent. Their 
inconsistency would not be felt by a writer of the particular 
type of thought which characterizes the author. Their meeting 
point lies in the idea of ** manifestation,” which is his character- 
istic expression for the Parousia, as also for the earthly life of 
the Lord. For him the “ Presence” is no sudden unveiling of 
a man from heaven, who in the twinkling of an eye shall destroy 
the old and set up the new. It is the consummation of a process 
which is continuously going on. It is the final manifestation of 
the things that are, and therefore the passing away of all that 
is phenomenal. As eternal life “is” now and “shall be” here- 
after, as judgment is a process already going on, because men 
must show their true nature by their attitude to the Christ, while 
its completion is a final act; so the Parousia is the complete 
manifestation of that which is already at work. The time of 
its completion is still thought of as “the last day,” and “the 
day of judgment.” The true light is already shining, and the 
darkness is passing away. But He who is coming will come. 

каштуу] om. /а 1109 (310) А 8161, 
о... ауто) in qua est ueritas, boh. | есту) пере: Н (C) 75 ™, 
о етту adnGes] om. /* T, 
adnOes] post ауто А. 
ey ушу) BC K Lal. longe plur. cat. vg. sah. boh-ed. зут'сї etPtxt arm, 

aeth. Thphyl. Oec. Aug. Вед.) e» nuw A P 4. 7. 9. 22. 29. 31. 34. 47. 
76* c tol. boh-cod. syr? »£ Hier. : om. e» Æ 8193 (269). 

скота) скіа А. 

Ө. The true light was already shining and gaining ground, 
The darkness was passing away. But it had not yet passed. 
The perfect day had not yet dawned. All had not yet recognized 
the light. And all who claimed to have done so could not 
make good their claim. The true light, when once apprehended, 
leads to very definite results. The claim to have recognized it, 
if not borne out by their presence, is false. These results are 
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presented in sentences similar to vv. 4 and 6. The writer puts 
before his readers the cases of typical individuals, he that saith, 
he that loveth, he that hateth. The falsity of the claim is 
sharply stated. At the same time the form of expression (èv 
Tjj скотід ёстіу éws йрт.) would seem to suggest that there is more 
excuse for self-deception. The claimant is not called wevorys 
(у. 4). “It is always easy to mistake an intellectual knowledge 
for a spiritual knowledge of the Truth” (Westcott). To claim 
to have knowledge of God, actually realized in personal ex- 
perience (угшетке), without obeying his commands, is deliberate 
falsehood. То claim spiritual illumination without love may be 
due to the fact that we are deceiving ourselves. It may be the 
result of mistaken notions as to the function of the intellect. 
Those who put forward such a claim only show that their appre- 
hension of the “light” is not at present so complete as they 
imagine. 

The “light” is, of course, that which illumines the moral and 
spiritual spheres. Cf. Origen, Comm. in Joann. xiii. 23, фос обу 
dvopaferar ó Ücós йто ToU a'wparwkoU фотдє ретаћ)фӣєіѕ cis ёдратоу 
каї dowparov pias, бій тўи Фу TQ фит еу vogrovs ódaAu obs дууа шу 
обто Aeyopuevos. In virtue of such “light” it is possible for men 
to go forward in moral duty and spiritual growth, just as the 
light of the sun makes it possible for them to walk on the 
earth’s surface without stumbling or tripping up (cf. Jn. xi. 9 f.). 

рису) The writer naturally does not deal with the possibility 
of intermediate states between love and hatred. In so far as 
the attitude of any particular man towards his fellow-man is not 
love, it is hatred. In so far as it is not hatred, it is love. The 
statements are absolute. The writer is not now concerned with 
their applicability to the complex feelings of one man towards 
another in actual life, or how the feelings of love and hatred 
are mingled in them. It is his custom to make absolute state- 
ments, without any attempt to work out their bearing on actual 
individual cases. His work is that of the prophet, not of the 
casuist. 

тду ábeA$óv айтоб | The full meaning of these verses can be 
realized only in the light of the revelation of the brotherhood of 
all men in Christ. In spite of the statements which are usually 
made to the contrary, we are hardly justified in saying that this 
universalism is beyond the writer’s vision. The Christ of the 
Fourth Gospel is the Light of the World, but the command to 
love one another is given to those who have recognized His 
claims. In the Epistle, Christ is the Propitiation for the whole 
world. But this is potential rather than actual. The writer has 
to deal with present circumstances, and polemical aims un- 
doubtedly colour the expression of his views. Prophet and 
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not casuist as he is, he is nevertheless too much in earnest to 
lose sight of the practical. Vague generalities are not the instru- 
ments with which he works. A vapid philanthropy, or a pre- 
tentious cosmopolitanism, which might neglect the more obvious 
duties of love lying closer to hand, would find no favour with 
him. The wider brotherhood might be a hope for the future, as 
it is for us. But the idea of brotherhood was actually realized 
among Christians, though in his own community it is clear that 
much was still wanting in this respect. It is of this brotherhood 
that he is primarily thinking. In his letters to individuals this 
is even clearer than here (cf. 3 Jn. 5, 10). And the usage of 
the word ddeAdof in the New Testament certainly favours this 
view. At the same time, the wider view of the Sermon on the 
Mount and the Parable of the Good Samaritan is in no way 
contradicted by the more limited statements of this Epistle. 
The language used here lends itself easily to a similar expansion. 
The Lord had summarized the teaching of the Mosaic Law in 
the words, “Thou shalt love thy neighbour and hate thine 
enemy.” The new light had revealed the brotherhood of all 
men. In its light the term “brother” includes both classes, 
neighbours and enemies, whom the Law had separated. He 
who now hates his “brother” has not had his mental vision 
cleared by the light. The writers words can easily be made 
to convey the wider truth. Не certainly would not contradict 
it What he enforces is the first step towards its realization. 
And he is always thinking of the next step which his readers 
must take. Note the emphatic position of čws йрте: the light is 
shining and he is in darkness still. 

Om. kotum comma saha. 
e» 2°] pr. Yevorns есті кал N 15. 43. 98. 137 arm. aeth. Cypr. 
скота) ска, 100 (mg.). 

10. The contrast is, as usual, stated in terms which carry it 
a stage further, pevew being substituted for eva It is possible 
that a man might attain to the light. He cannot abide in it 
without showing that love which the new light has revealed to 
be the true attitude of Christian to Christian, and of man to 
man. Cf. Jn. xii. 46, iva was б murrevwy eis ёра фу ті) скотіа py 
рер: viii. 35, © vids péve eis тду alva. The slave may learn 
much, but he cannot abide in the house for ever. 

oxdvBahor . . ‚ éerw] The stumbling-block may be that which 
a man puts either in his own way, or in that of his neighbour. 
The word is not found elsewhere in the Johannine books, 
except Apoc. ii. 14 (баЛєу скаудаћоу Фуфтіу тбу viðv 'IopasA). 
The verb is found in Jn. vi. бі, xvi. r. The general usage of 
the New Testament, and perhaps the use of the verb in the 
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Fourth Gospel, is in favour of the second interpretation. And 
it gives a possible sense. He who loves his neighbour not only 
abides in the light himself, but is also free from the guilt of 
causing others to offend. But the general context almost 
requires the other explanation. The effect of love and hate on 
the man himself is the subject of the whole passage. The 
sphere of his moral and spiritual progress or decline is regarded 
as being within himself. The occasions of falling are within. 
Cf. Hos. iv. 17, €0nxev фалтф ткйубаАа. This may be suggested 
by what is probably the true form of the text, скаубаЛом Фу aire 
ойк doriy, internal stumbling-block, causing offence within, there 
is none. Possibly Фу avra may refer to Фу r9 duri, “In the 
light there is nothing to cause stumbling.” Cf., however, Jn. хі. 
о, то. For the phrase itself we may compare the Rabbinic 
iavinó nbpn моол quoted by Schlatter from Sifre, Num. v. 15. 

e» avro B K L P al. pler. cat. vg. syr? arm. Thphyl. Oec. Aug.) post 
есту МАС б. 105 j*€ m syr*&^ sah. Leif. 

11. The first part of this verse repeats verse 9. The 
remainder emphasizes the dangers of the state described. The 
man’s mental, moral, and spiritual state must affect his conduct. 
He “walks” in that in which he “is.” He who walks about in 
darkness can have no idea whither he is going. At every 
moment he is in danger of falling. Hatred perverts a man’s 
whole action, and prevents conscious progress toward any 
satisfactory goal. The darkness in which he has chosen to 
abide (moar) has deprived him of the use of those means which 
he possesses of directing his course aright. It is an over- 
fanciful interpretation which sees in the last words of the verse 
any reference to the idea that darkness, or want of the oppor- 
tunity of using them, actually destroys the organs of vision. 
There is no reason to suppose that the writer had this physical 
truth in view as he wrote. He may be thinking of Is. vi. 10; 
comp. Ro. xi. 8-10 and the close parallel in Jn. xii. 35. 

естір) пере: 21 
Tous ofOahpous t avrov 2? 3, 42. 57. 95. IOI. 
avrov 2°] om. xh an (261). 

12-17. Warning against love of the World. The appeal 
based on the readers' position and attainments. 

12-14. Grounds of the appeal. 
15-17. Warning. 
19. Before passing on to the more direct application of the 

general principles which he has now stated in outline, the writer 
reminds his readers of what their position is and what is involved 
in it He knows that they are harassed by doubts as to the 
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validity of their Christian position, so he hastens to assure them 
of it, and to use his assurance as the ground of the appeal which 
he is making. Не writes to them the Epistle which is in course 
of composition (урафо), because they ave already members of the 
community of light. In virtue of what Christ is and has done, 
the sin which separates them from God has been, actually in part, 
potentially altogether, removed. The old, in their experience, and 
the young, in their strength, have a power which stands them in 
good stead. They гал enjoy fellowship with God who is light, 
and in the communion of that fellowship they can see clearly so 
as to * walk" without stumbling, to avoid the false allurements 
of the world, and the consequences which would follow their 
acceptance of the false teaching of the many antichrists whose 
presence shows that the last hour is come. And the reasons 
which led him to write that part of his letter which has already 
been penned (éypaya; cf. 27, where the ravra shows that the 
reference is to the preceding verses) are similar. ‘Those who 
have learned by experience the truth of the Fatherhood of God 
can confess the sins which their Father is faithful and just to 
forgive, and as wa:dfa who need and can obtain fatherly discipline 
and guidance they can go forward in the strength of love. Thus 
their position as Christians is the ground of his appeal. Much 
can be said to them which it would be impossible to address to 
those outside. Most, in fact, of what he has to say is of the 
nature of calling to remembrance that which they already know. 
The true safeguard against their present dangers lies in their 
realizing their Christian position, in carrying out in life the faith 
and knowledge which they already possess, in rekindling the 
enthusiasm of earlier days which has now grown cold. The 
experience of age, and the vigour of youth and early manhood, 
supply all that is needed to restore health in Christian thought 
and life. The life of the society is safe if the two classes of 
which it is composed will contribute of their treasure to the 
common store, and use for themselves and for the community 
the powers of which they are in actual possession. 

ypáée] The present naturally refers to that which is in the 
course of composition, the letter as a whole. The present tense 
is used in i. 4, ii. І, 13 (275). In each case the reference may be 
to the whole Epistle, though where ra?ra is used it has suggested 
to some the probability of a more limited reference. The 
simplest explanation of the use of the aorist in ver. 14 (éypaya) is 
that the writer turns back in thought to that part of the letter 
which he has already finished, the writing of which can now be 
regarded as a simple complete act. Of the many explanations 
which have been offered this would seem on the whole to be 
the most natural, and least unsatisfactory. The suggestion that 
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the author wished to vary the monotony of six repetitions of the 
same word need hardly be taken seriously. Не is afraid neither 
of monotony nor of repetition, and the slight changes which he 
introduces into his repetitions are seldom, if ever, devoid of 
significance. A reference to a former document, either the 
Gospel, ora lost Epistle, is not probable. The reasons given 
for baving written do not suit the Gospel, while they fit it 
admirably with the present Epistle, and with that part of it 
which has already taken shape. The Gospel was undoubtedly 
written for Christians rather than for those who were still ** of the 
world." But its object was to instruct, to increase faith and 
deepen spiritual life, by imparting wider knowledge and clearer 
understanding of the real meaning of things already known. 
The aim of the Epistle is to emphasize the important points of 
what the readers have already grasped, and to persuade them 
to use their knowledge to meet present dangers. It was because 
of the knowledge which all possessed, of the Christian experience 
of the elder, and the strength and achievements in the Christian 
warfare of the younger among his readers, that he could make 
his appeal. But for that, he could not have written what he had 
written. А reference to a former Epistle must almost necessarily 
have been made clearer and more definite. It is, of course, quite 
possible that he had written to them before the present occasion. 
That the Canon has preserved but a selection of the Apostolic 
and sub-Apostolic correspondence is proved by the references 
contained in the Pauline Epistles, and probably in 3 Jn. 9. 
And if such a letter had been written, it might have been mis- 
understood and have required further explanation or justification 
(cf. Karl, p. 32), as S. Paul found on two occasions during his 
correspondence with the Corinthians. But there is nothing in 
the passage to suggest that this was the case. 

It is still more difficult to suppose that the presents and the 
aorists have exactly the same reference. The use of the 
“epistolary aorist” by which the author mentally transfers 
himself to the position of the recipients of the letter, or * regards 
his letter as ideally complete,” is established. But it does not 
give us a satisfactory explanation of the change from present to 
aorist. Laws suggestion (Zhe Tests of Life, р. 309), that after 
writing as far as the end of ver. 13 “the author was interrupted 
in his composition, and that, resuming his pen, he naturally 
caught up his line of thought by repeating his last sentence," is 
ingenious. But again it must be noticed that there is nothing 
to indicate that such a break actually took place. Repetition 
with slight changes not insignificant is a regular feature of the 
author's style. 

On the whole, the explanation to which preference has been 
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given above is the best solution of a difficult problem, unless we 
prefer to leave it in the class of problems insoluble without the 
fuller knowledge of the exact circumstances, which doubtless 
made the writer's meaning, and reasons for writing as he did, 
quite clear to those who read his words. 

Tekvía] The use of the diminutive is confined in the New 
Testament to the Johannine writings, with the exception of one 
passage in S. Paul (Gal. iv. 19) where the reading is doubtful. 
It occurs only once in the Gospel Its use is comparatively 
frequent in the Epistle (ii. т. 12, 28, iii. 7, 18, iv. 4, v. 21). It 
is a natural word for the aged disciple, or Apostle, to use when 
addressing the members of a Church of whom many were no 
doubt his *sons in the Faith," and practically all must have 
belonged to a younger generation than himself. Differences of 
meaning must not always be pressed, but the word expresses 
community of nature, as contrasted with тага, which suggests 
the need of moral training and guidance (cf. 1 Co. xiv. 20, ил) 
паїбіа уіуєсбє rais фрєсіу). Throughout the Epistle the word 
seems to be used as a term of affection for the whole society to 
which the author writes. The final warning of the Epistle (v. 21) 
against idols, literal or metaphorical, could hardly be addressed 
to the children as opposed to the grown-up members of the 
community. 

The regular usage of the word in the Epistle has an important 
bearing on the next difficulty which these verses present, the 
question whether a double or triple division of the readers is 
intended. In the former case the clauses containing the 
vocatives rexvia and тада are addressed to the whole com- 
munity, which is then divided into the two classes of marépes 
and veavioxo.. This is now generally recognized as the most 
satisfactory interpretation. A triple division in which fathers 
are the middle term, could only be accepted as a last necessity. 
It might be possible, as Karl maintains, that the writer should 
first state the two extremes and then add the mean. But it is 
in the last degree improbable. Augustine’s explanation, “ Filioli, 
quia baptismo neonati sunt, patres, quia Christum patrem et 
antiquum dierum agnoscunt, adolescentes, quia fortes sunt et 
ualidi," fails to justify the relative position of the last two terms. 
And both terms, rexvia and таа, have their significance as 
addressed to the whole body. All the children of the Kingdom 
share in the forgiveness of sins which Christ has won for them, 
and all are табаа; for the teaching and exhortation, which he has 
found it necessary to impart to them, show that none of them 
has finished his Christian education. Not even the eldest 
‘of them is as yet тёАео$<. 

. 8+] The third difficulty of the passage is the meaning of 
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бт. Does it introduce the contents of what is written, or the 
reasons for writing? Usage is probably in favour of the 
* causal" meaning. There is no certain instance in the Epistle 
of the use of ore after урафо in the “declarative” sense (cf. 
ver. 21). The “contents” are generally expressed by an objec- 
tive accusation (таёта, evroAjv колуу). But this is not decisive. 
It is a question which must be decided by the general mean- 
ing of the individual passage. In these verses the causal 
meaning certainly gives the better sense. Rothe, indeed, makes 
out a case for the declarative. “ Неге again (as in i 5) 
John gives expression in another pregnant formula to that 
which he has to say to them. Shortly summarized it is this. 
He would have them know that in their case none of the 
necessary conditions for a complete Christianity are wanting, in 
all its real earnestness and joyful confidence. Не adds further 
that this is not the first time that he has written this to them” 
(Der erste Brief Johannis, p. 61f.). In other words, he has 
nothing new to tell them as Christians. He is merely reminding 
them of what they are. But surely the writer is doing more than 
this. He does not merely remind them of their Christian 
standing. He is trying to show them how their position as 
Christians enables them to meet the dangers to which they are 
exposed, and so to justify and enforce the appeal which he is 
making. It is decause they are in fellowship with God and 
have real experience of the Fatherhood of God that he can 
appeal to them with confidence that his appeal will meet with a 
response. 

ёфбшутол] Cf. Lk. v. 20, 23, vii. 47, 48, and (probably) Jn. 
xx. 23. The present is used in Matthew and Mark. 

5.4. тд буора абтоб | The “name” always stands for that which 
is implied by the name. In Jewish thought the name is never 
merely appellative. Because Christ is what He is, and has done 
what He has done, true relations between God and man have 
again become possible. If any definite name is intended, it is 
probably the name “ Jesus Christ" (cf. ii. 1). The expression 
is not the mere equivalent of “because of His position as 
Paraclete and Propitiation.” See Briggs, Zhe Messiah of the 
Apostles, р. 475. 

The origin of the phrase is probably to be found in the Old 
Testament doctrine that God continued His kindness to Israel, 
in spite of their rebelliousness, for His name's sake. Cf. 
especially Ezk. xx. 8, 9, “ They rebelled—but I wrought for My 
name's sake”; xxxvi. 22, “I do not this for your sakes, O house 
of Israel, but for Mine holy name." It has, however, acquired a 
somewhat différent meaning as used by the author. We may 
also compare the Rabbinic parallel, quoted by Schlatter, ** The 
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wise say, For His name's sake He dealt with them (iow wod 

опер ләр, Mechilta, Ex. xiv. 15, 292). 

тєкта) текуа І. IO. 40: хааа 27. 29. 66**. 68. 103. 106 1.1? gah. cat. 
v. 
vw] уды» L 31. 68. 99 азсг jr kse даа, 

13. warépes] The word is more naturally taken as referring 
to actual age than to length of Christian experience. “ Тһе 
knowledge which comes of long experience is the characteristic 
endowment of mature years.” But the тбу йл” dpyxjs shows that 
the writer is thinking of length of years as giving the opportunity 
of maturity of Christian experience. And he writes in full view 
of the circumstances. The full significance of the Person of 
Jesus Christ was apprehended only very gradually either in the 
society of His followers, or by its individual members. And in 
the knowledge which had been thus slowly gained was to be 
found the corrective of the false views which were leading men 
astray (ver. 27). The knowledge of the fathers, as well as the 
strength of the young men, was needed to meet the difficulties of 
the time. 

тду ёт’ ёрхӱѕ] The Word who was in the beginning with 
God, of whose manifestation in human life the writer and his 
contemporaries had been witnesses, and in whom the “fathers ” 
had come to believe with growing knowledge and fuller convic- 
tion as they gained experience, though they had not seen Him. 
The phrase, “ Him who is from the beginning," would have no 
special significance here as applied to God. On the other hand, 
the refusal, on the part of many among whom the writer lived, to 
believe that the pre-existent Logos had become truly incarnate in 
Jesus of Nazareth, and to go forward in that belief to closer 
fellowship, seemed to him to be the most serious intellectual 
danger which threatened the Church of his day. 

vevuc]kaTe Tov D “The characteristic of youth is 
victory, the prize of strength." "The conquest of evil, here repre- 
sented as the result of an active struggle with a personal foe (rév 
тоутрбу), is as Characteristic of the earlier years of Christian 
endeavour as is the fuller knowledge gained through experience 
of its later years. The words have probably a primary reference 
to the victory which had been gained in the assertion of the 
truth, and which led to the withdrawal of the false teachers. But 
they were meant to go beyond their original reference. If it was 
“better age, exempt from strife should know,” it was also “ better 
youth should strive toward making.” And in both cases the 
appeal is made on the ground of what has already been gained. 
To the younger generation belonged the strength, already trained 
and tested, which the experience of the elders could guide. And 
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both could rely on what had been acquired through past successes 
in the special efforts which the present and the future demanded 
from the whole Society. 

eyrwxate] eyvwxaper J” @ 161 (498). 
уєрикткатє) exxnoare 75 €16 (498) А3, 
TOP тоутроу) то Tornpor N 95. 

14. For the moment the writer's thoughts turn back to what 
he has already written. In what he has already said he has 
treated them as таа, still in need of discipline and guidance. 
Their faith had not yet grown to maturity. And this was true of 
all alike, young and old, the thinkers as well as the soldiers of 
the Society. But it was in virtue of their Christian standing that 
he could speak to them as he did. In the Jewish Synagogue or 
in the Christian Church they had all learned to know God as 
their Father. The elders among them had made real progress 
in their realization of what the Christ really is. The younger 
and more active converts had gained the strength which comes 
of victory over evil. Perhaps they had rendered conspicuous 
service in the recent crisis. And their powers had matured in 
the strife. The message of the Gospel was a living force within 
them, and permanently active. It was abiding in them. There 
were flaws in the work which needed mending. It had been 
necessary to treat them, young and old alike, as not yet * grown 
up." The false pleas which many among them were only too ready 
to listen to, if not to urge, must be sharply and clearly exposed. 
Statements which they might well make, perhaps in some cases 
had made, must be called quite definitely “lies.” He must not 
shrink from plain language. But he could never have ventured 
to use the language which he had not hesitated to address to 
them, had it not been for the great progress which they had 
already made in the things of Christ. Strength and experience 
were really theirs.  Reproofs could be uttered and appeals made 
with full confidence of success. Their Christian faith was sound, 
even though their hands might be slack, and their minds some- 
what listless. For them victory and knowledge were abiding 
results, and not mere incidents in past history. 

éypaya] Cf. the notes on ver. 12. The урафо ofthe Received 
Text is probably due to an attempt to get a series of three in the 
right order of age, by correctors who failed to grasp the general 
arrangement of these verses. 

eypaya 1 М ABC L P al.9 cat. sah. сор. syr*t* arm. aeth. От.) ypa$e 
K al. sat. mul. arm“ aliq Oec. fu. demid. harl. Aug. 

eypaya 2°... apxns] om. vg-ed. 
eypaya 29] scribo, vg-ed. 
eypaya 3°] scribo, vg-ed. 
Tor ат архті) то ат apxns B. 
TOV Ücov] om. B sah. 
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15-17. Warning against love of the world. 
The writer appeals to his readers, on the ground of their 

Christian standing, to avoid the love of the world. For him the 
world is the whole created system, considered as apart from God 
and opposed to God. But there is a tendency to narrow down 
its meaning either to humanity as estranged from God or regardless 
of God, or to all that is opposed to the Christian view. Such 
love for the present and finite, either as a whole or in its several 
parts, excludes the possibility of the higher love, of God and of 
men as brethren in Christ, which is the essential characteristic of 
* walking in light," and the observance of which sums up the 
whole of Christian duty in one command, at once old and new. 
The evil desires which assail men through the lower part of their 
nature in general, or through the sense of vision in particular, or 
through the external good which falls to their lot, if regarded and 
used as opportunities for display, have their origin not in the 
Father, but in the world which has broken loose from Him. 
And the world and the desires which it fosters are alike transitory. 
Only that which falls in with God's will, and carries forward His 
purpose, is of permanent value and lasting character. 

15. ó кдсроє is not merely "ап ethical conception" in the 
Johannine system, ‘mankind fallen away from God." Such an 
interpretation leaves no intelligible sense to the phrase rà фу rẹ 
xoopw. Itis the whole system, considered in itself, apart from 
its Maker, though in many cases the context shows that its 
meaning is narrowed down to “humanity.” In the view of the 
writer, no doubt man is its most important part, the centre of the 
whole. But bere it is used in its wider sense. The various 
interpretations which have been given of the phrase can be 
found in Huther and elsewhere. The majority of them are in 
reality paraphrases of particular instances of its use. As con- 
trasted with ô xdcpos, rà Фу тф KOopy are the individual objects 
which excite admiration or love. In the next verse they are 
spoken of collectively. Comp. Ja. i. 27, iv. 4. 

оик eot») post татроѕ P Aug. : post avro 31. 
Tov жатр N BK LP al. pler. cat. vg. sah. cop. oU. arm. Or. Dam. 

Thphyl. Oec. Aug.) rov 0eov A C 3. 13. 43. 65. 58'ect det һап. ает: 
Tov беоу кал warpos 15. 18. 26. 36 boh-cod. (uid.). 

16. The attempt to find in the terms of this verse a complete 
catalogue of sins, or even of " worldly” sins, is unsatisfactory. 
The three illustrations of “all that is in the world" are not 
meant to be exhaustive. The parallelism to the mediaeval 
uoluptas, auaritia, superbia is by no means exact. We may 
compare the sentence quoted by Wettstein from Stobaeus, фай 
Sovia рду фу rais ámoXavo«c. та 8:0 cwparos, тАєоуєбіа, 08 dy тф 
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кєрдаіуєіу, pirodogia 0 Фу rà xaburepéxe тбу (соу тє каї Spoiwy : 
but it is an illustration of the natural tendency to threefold 
division rather than an exact parallel. Still less successful 
is the attempt to find instances of the three classes in the 
Temptation of our Lord. The “desire of the simplest support 
of natural life” is hardly an ёт:боша rìs capxós. The first 
temptation turned on the wish, or the suggestion, to use super- 
natural powers to gratify a natural want. The “offer of the 
kingdoms of the civilized world” is not very closely connected 
with the “lust of the eyes.” Nor again is the “call to claim an 
open manifestation of God’s protecting power” an obvious 
instance of the use of gifts for personal ostentation. АП such 
endeavours to find an ideal completeness in the ad hoc statements 
of a letter, written to particular people to meet their special needs, 
are misleading. 

The opposition in this verse is not strictly accurate. “Те 
things that are in the world” suggest objects, whether material 
or not, which call out desires or boasting rather than the feelings 
of desire or pride themselves. But it is quite in keeping with 
the author's style. 

THs — сарё denotes human nature as corrupted by sin. 
Cf. Gal v. 17 (ў yap сарі érifupe xarà тоб Tve/paros, тд 
туєђра ката тїз саркбѕ). The genitive is subjective, the desire 
which the flesh feels, in that which appeals to the man as 
gratifying the flesh. There is no need to narrow down the 
meaning any further to special forms of desire. There is really 
nothing in the Epistle to suggest that the grosser forms of 
immorality were either practised or condoned by the false 
teachers. 

й ёт:борќа trav ёфба\цеш›»] The desire for all that appeals to 
the man as gratifying his sense of vision, a special form of the 
more general desire already described. Comp. туєдра opdcews, 
ре Hs yiverar émÜvpía (Testament of Reuben ii. 4). 

ddaLoveia] Cf. Ja. iv. 16, viv 62 каоҳасдє Фу rais dAaLovias 
ору" Tüca Kavynors толту поупра irri, and Dr. Mayor's note, 
who quotes Arist. Æth. Nic. iv. 7. 2, доке 0 дЛафшу простоти 
TOv evddgwv elvar xai дї фтарубутшу каї pelovuy 1) trdpxa. 
Comp. Zestament of Dan i. 6; Joseph xvii. 3. 

The substantive is found in Ro. i. зо; 2 ТІ. iii. 2. Love of 
display by means of external possessions would seem to be what 
is chiefly intended here. Bios is always life in its external 
aspect, or the means of supporting life. Cf. iii 17, ôs ду ёр тд» 
Biov тод кдсром: Lk. УШ. 14, xv. 12. 

ік тоб warpés} All such desires and feelings are not part of 
that endowment of humanity which has come from the Father. 
They are a perversion of man’s true nature as God made him. 
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They have their origin in the finite order in so far as it has 
.become estranged from God. 

Tw] om. 1% 2001. 5157 (84) 7b 365-3068, 
т 19) етт» /9 4 (335). 
ка: 2°] om. /е 282 (231) «яр 1, 
т 3°] om. /* 24 (233). 
сук єстіу) post rarpos 7* 819 (1319). 

17. All such objects of desire must in the end prove unsatis- 
factory, because of their transitory character. Permanent value 
attaches only to such things as correspond to God's plan for the 
world and for men. He that fulfils God's destiny for himself 
* abideth for ever.” “In the mind of God, values are facts, and 
indestructible facts. Whatever has value in God's sight is safe 
for evermore ; time and change cannot touch it." 

© All that is, at all, 
Lasts ever, past recall; 

Earth changes, but thy soul and God stand sure: 
What entered into thee 
That was, is, and shall be.” 

avrov] om. A 5. 13. 27. 29. 66** arm?» Or, 
тоу eov] avrov 1% 267 (308) 0%, 
eis Tov awya] + quomodo Deus manet in aeternum tol. Сур. Leif. Aug. : 

+ sicut et ipse manet in aeternum Сур. Aug. : + quemadmodum ille qui est 
in aeternum sah. These glosses, which are not uncommon, especially in 
Latin authorities, have a special interest in view of the textual phenonema 
of ch. v. 

II. ii. 18-27. Belief in Jesus as the Christ the sign of fellow- 
ship with God. (Chnistological Thesis.) The truth in contrast 
with the second “lie.” 

Appearance of Antichrists the sign of the end (18). 
2) Their relation to the Church (19-21). 
(3) Content and meaning of their false teachings (22—25). 
(4) Repeated assurance that the Readers are in possession 

of the Truth (26, 27). 
18-21. The writer passes by a natural transition from the 

thought of the transitoriness of the world to that of its approaching 
end. The many forms of false teaching which have appeared are 
embodiments of the spirit of Antichrist, and therefore are sure 
signs of the nearness of the end. The coming of Antichrist had 
formed part of the Apostolic teaching which had been imparted 
to them all. His “coming” was a recognized sign of the im- 
minence of the Parousia. 

It is a matter of dispute whether the false teachers, or the 
‘spirits of error who inspire them, are to be regarded as so 
many precursors and heralds of Antichrist himself, in whom all 
the various forces of hostility to Messiah are to be gathered up 

4 
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for the one final conflict, or whether the many false teachers 
are to be thought of as actual manifestations of Antichrist, 
convincing proofs that the spirit of Antichrist is already present 
in the world. The form of the sentence, кабос jxovoare . . . каї 
убу is in favour of the latter explanation. “You have always 
been taught that Antichrist is to come. The prophecy is now 
being fulfilled in the many Antichrists who have made their 
appearance.” Such an interpretation would be natural among 
the Disciples of the Lord. Had He not taught His Apostles to 
see the fulfilment of what Malachi, and others, prophesied about 
the Return of Elijah before the great and terrible Day of the 
Lord in the coming of John Baptist? And it is in complete 
harmony with the author's way of thinking. In the Johannine 
teaching the present working of forces is not always clearly 
distinguished or sharply separated from their final manifestation. 
The author can speak of “having passed from death unto life,” 
and still look forward to a “raising up at the last day” without 
betraying any consciousness of the supposed inconsistency, 
which a certain type of criticism has found in his method of 
presentation. He would probably have regarded with complete 
indifference the question of whether the many antichristian 
forces, of whose present working he was assured, were to find 
their consummation in the person of a single opponent before s” 
the final manifestation of his Lord and his God, or not. There 
is no reason to suppose that he could not have found room for 
such a figure in his scheme of expectation. His immediate 
concern is with the relation of the many false teachers, who now 
show forth the spirit of Antichrist, to the Christian community. , 
They had separated tbemselves off from the society of Christians, - 
and their action was to the writer clear proof that their connection 
with that body could never have been more than superficial. . 
Those who had “gone out” could never have been really “of” 
the community which they had not hesitated to leave, or in true 
union and fellowship with the Christ. It was necessary for the. 
health of the body that all such should be clearly seen to be no 
true members of it. Their true character needed to be disclosed. 
And the readers could discover the truth for themselves if they 
were willing to use and trust the powers of discernment 
which they possessed. In their baptism they had received the 
anointing of the Holy One, even as the Kings and Priests of 
the old Covenant were anointed with the oil which symbolized 
the gift of God’s Spirit. What had then been granted to a few 
was now extended to all. They a// possessed the gift of know- 
ledge which enabled them to grasp the truth of what Christ had 
revealed. In what he wrote to them the author was not teaching 
new truths. He was recalling to their mind what they already 
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knew. And knowing the truth, they knew that no falsehood 
could have anything to do with it. 

(1) 18. The appearance of Antichrists the sign of the end. 
waia] He still addresses them by the title which emphasizes 

their need of instruction and guidance. Cf. ver. 14, and perhaps 
lil. 7 
— Фра] The absence of the article emphasizes the 

character of the period. It suggests no idea of a series of periods 
of stress which are to precede the several comings of Christ. 
The conception of many partial “ comings” has a very important 
place in the elucidation of the permanent value of the New 
Testament expectations of the Coming of the Christ, but it 
is not to be found in those expectations themselves. The 
Johannine teaching, whatever its origin may be, has taught us 
to spiritualize the New Testament expression of the doctrine of 
the last things. But the writer held firmly to the expectation 
of a final manifestation of the Christ at ‘‘the last day," and he 
seems to have expected it within the remaining years of his 
own lifetime. When he uses the phrase ''last hour” he clearly 
means the short period, as he conceived it to be, which still 
remained before the final manifestation of the last day. The 
phrase is found here only in the New Testament. The ex- 

` pression ў éoxdry ўрёра occurs in the Gospel (seven times), 
and never without the article. Its use is confined to the 
Gospel. Cf. Ac. ii. 17 (ai éex. 5j.) ; 2 Ti. iii. 1 (lox. ўрёа); 
1 P.i5 (Фу колрф éoxary) ; Jude 18 (Фу éexáre xpóvo). The use 
of pa in connection with the coming of Christ is frequent in 
the Gospels, Mt. xxiv. 36 (= МК. xiii. 32), xxiv. 42, 44, 50, 
xxv. 13; Lk. xii. 40, 46. Cf. Ro. xiii. 11; Apoc. iii. 3. 

The **last hour" is the last period of the interval between 
the first and second coming of the Christ. Christian expectation 
had inherited from Jewish apocalyptic the doctrine of a period of 
extreme distress which was immediately to precede the coming 
of Messiah, and in which the hostility of the World Powers was 
to culminate in a single opponent. In the prevalence of so 
many false views about the Person of Jesus, and His relation 
to God, the writer sees the surest signs of their approach, 
and probably the true fulfilment of the prediction of His 
coming. 

кад дкобсате) Cf. Mt. xxiv. 15, 24; Mk. xiii. 6; Ac. xx. зо, 
and especially 2 Th. ii. 3. The subject formed part of the 
general apostolic teaching. As in ver. 24, the aorist refers 
to the time when they were instructed in the faith. 

dvtixptotos| The preposition can denote either one who takes 
the place of another (cf. ёубитатоѕ), ог one who opposes (cf. 
ávrwrrpáryyos, used of the opposing general, Thucyd. vii. 86, as 
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well as in later times for the Propraetor). The word may there- 
fore mean one who, pretending to be the Christ, really opposes 
Him and seeks to destroy His work. The word is found in the 
N.T. only here and in ii. 22, iv. 3; 2 Jn. 7. But though the 
word appears first in these Ejpistles, the idea is undoubtedly 
taken over from Jewish Apocalyptic thought, to which it is also 
probable that early Babylonian, or at least Semitic, nature-myths 
had contributed. It is imposible to explain the references 
to the subject which are found in the New Testament (Synoptic 
Eschatological discourses, Pauline Epistles, especially 2 Th. ii., 
and Apocalypse) from the New Testament itself and the apoca- 
lyptic portions of Daniel and Zechariah. There must have 
been some popular tradition, at once definite within certain 
limits and varying according to the circumstances of the times, 
from which the N.T. writers have drawn independently The 
late Christian writers, who may have derived the name from 
the passages in these Epistles, have certainly drawn their material 
from other sources besides the books of the N. T. The Johannine 
Epistles contribute nothing but the first mention of the name. 
The author refers to a popular tradition only to spiritualize it. 
He makes no substantial addition to our knowledge of its 
content (see additional note). 

ёрҳєтоі) sit uenturus (vg.), cf. Mk. ix. 12, HAcias pev &AQív 
. aroxafiorave. The present expresses the fact as the subject 

of common teaching, rather than as about to be realized im- 
mediately. Cf. the use of à épxópevos, Mt. хі. 3, xxi. 9; Mk. 
xi 9; Lk. vii. 19, 20, xiii. 35; Jn. i. 15, 27, vi. 14, xii. 13; 
Ас. xix. 4; (?) 2 Co. xi. 4; He. x. 37. 

yeyóvaaw] “have come to be," “have arisen.” ‘Their appear- 
ance was a natural outcome of the growth of Christianity. As 
the truth of what Christ really was came to be more and more 
clearly realized in the gradual growth of Christian life and experi- 
ence, those who had been attracted to the movement by partial 
views and external considerations, which had nothing to do with 
its essential import, were necessarily driven into sharper antagon- 
ism. Growth necessitated the rejection of that which did not 
contribute to true life. In the extent of such developments the 
writer finds clear indication that the process is nearing completion 
(00ev yivósropev). 

öber укуфакореу Sri] It is the writers favourite method of 
exposition first to make his statement and then to state the 
facts by which his readers can assure themselves of its truth. 
When their first enthusiasm had died out, and delay had brought 
disappointment, the question was often being asked, “How 
can we know?” “From the fact just stated we come to 
know.’ 
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waidia] аёе\фос 7* 195 (319). 
wpa 1°] for тт) С". 
ка) от. К. 
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17. 96. 100. 142 : ае, 
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cat. Thphyl. Oec. : avrixpnoros / % 2061. 192. 178 (83), 
eytrcxr xojev] ушадкацеу А. 

(2) 19. é£1A6av] Cf. 3 Jn. 7. The word indicates (1) that origin- 
ally they were members of the community, “they drew their 
origin from us,” (2) that they had now separated themselves 
from the community. It suggests, if it does not compel us to 
assume, that their “going forth” was their own act, and not 
due to excommunication. But it is useless to attempt to re- 
produce by conjecture the exact historical circumstances, which 
were too well known to both writer and readers to need further 
elucidation. The false teachers had ceased to belong to the 
community to which they had formerly attached themselves— 
of the manner of their going forth, or of the exact causes which 
led to it, we are ignorant. 
а] In spite of their external membership, they had never 

been true members of the Body. 
одк osav èf pôv] Their connection was purely external. 

They did not share the inner life. 
«i yáp] Cf. iv. 20, v. 3; 2 Jn. 11; 3 Jn. 3, 7. Asa rule, the 

writer uses the more “objective” or to state the cause. 
èt fjpàv] The emphasis is now laid on the words èf jpov. 

They were not ours; if ours they had been, they would have 
remained with those to whom they (inwardly) belonged. 

ререудкесау бу] The word pévev, though it is here the 
obvious word to use in any case, had a special significance for 
the writer. “ Тһе slave abideth not in the house for ever. The 
son abideth for ever." The test of true discipleship was to 
* abide" in the truth, as made known by those who had seen 
the Lord and been taught by Him. The writer cannot conceive 
the possibility of those who had ever fully welcomed the truth 
breaking their connection with the Christian society. External 
membership was no proof of inward union. The severing of the 
connection showed that such membership had never been any- 
thing but external. 

рев йрбу)| naturally expresses outward fellowship as distin- 
guished from inward communion. 

It was natural that the authors of theories of predestination 
should find in this verse confirmation of their doctrine. 

The writer follows his usual practice, which was also the 
practice of his Master, of making absolute statements without 
qualification. But the whole teaching and aim of his Epistle 
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shows that he recognized the danger, and therefore the possi- 
bility, of those who were truly “members of Christ” falling 
away. “The subject here is neither a domum perseverantiae, 
nor a distinction of the Vocati and Electi.” 

àAX tva] For the elliptic use of iva, cf. Jn. i. 8, xiii. 18; 
Apoc. xiv. 13. The result is contemplated as part of the Divine 
purpose. Some such phrase as тобто yéyovey must be supplied, 
or the sense may be brought out by a paraphrase, **they had 
to be made manifest” (“Sie sollten offenbar werden," Weiss). 

одк вісім wávres èf Jpàv] It is tempting to take the negative 
as qualifying «dvres, in spite of the fact that the two words аге 
separated by the verb. In this case the meaning would be that 
the incident, or incidents, to which the verse refers served a 
wider purpose than the mere unmasking of the individuals con- 
cerned. It showed that external membership is no proof of 
inward union. Their unmasking was necessary, for not all who 
were external members of the Church really and inwardly be- 
longed to it. But the usage of the New Testament in general, 
and of the author in particular, is decisive against such an 
interpretation of ой... mâs when the negative is separated 
from the was. Cf. Mt. xxiv. 22; Mk. xiii. 20; Lk. i. 37 ; Ac. x. 14, 
xi. 8; 1 Со. i. 29; Gal. й. 16; Eph. iv. 29, V. 5; ; Jn. lii. 15, 16, vi. 39; 
I Jn. ii. 21; Apoc. vii І, 16, ix. 4, xviii. 22, xxi. 27, xxii. 3. 
There is no parallel instance of ob . . . wdvres where the words 
are separated. But the usage with the singular, and the influence 
of Hebrew and Aramaic forms of expression on the style of the 
writer, suggest that the plural should be understood as the 
singular undoubtedly must be interpreted. And the meaning 
thus obtained is supported by the context. The subject 15, of 
course, the “ Antichrists,” who have severed their connection 
with the Christian Body. The interpretation given above suffers 
from the extreme awkwardness of having to break the sentence 
by taking бт, in a casual sense. ‘Their detection had to be 
brought about; for all members are not true members, and the 
fact must needs be made clear.” It is still more awkward to 
suppose (as Weiss) that the sentence is continued, “as if wa 
$avepo05 had preceded.” It seems clear, therefore, that the 
negative must qualify the verb, according to the usual construc- 
tion of оў... was, and 05... №. And the meaning must 
be, “they had to be made manifest; it was necessary to show 
that none of them, however specious their pretensions, however 
much they differed in character or in opinions, were truly 
members of the Body." The extent of the apostasy, and the 
variety of attack, had caused surprise and alarm. ‘The writer 
assures his “children” that it had its place and purpose in the 
counsels of Him who saith, “ А whole I planned." The author 
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finds comfort and assurance, for himself and for his readers, in 
the thought that whatever happens is included in the one pur- 
pose of God, however much appearances may seem to indicate 
the contrary. He has his own language in which to express 
the Pauline rotis dyar@ow тбу Gedy závra. avvepyyet eis дуаббу. 

e£ nuwy 3° B C 69. 137 азт arm. syr“ еі aeth. Amb. Optat.] post са» 
E e "s P al. pler. cat. vg. Clem. Cyr. Epiph. Thphyl. Oec. Ir. Tert. Cypr. 

г. wid. 

нереупкета») pepernxecay 75094 (262) [473 Је 94 KOO: eyeypkagur 
[9 9. элей. пов (233) [> 8368 Je 858. 104, 

Pavepwhworr) фареродт 69 aset гу" et? mg, 
ewir] тта» 1%% (328) /9 174 Kee, 
om. ravres 69 ай syrutr Ir. Eph. 
ти» (?)) инш» 2786 (V). 

20. If the readers had trusted their own knowledge and 
Christian experience it would have been unnecessary for the 
writer to point out the antichristian tendency of the false 
teachers who had “gone forth." The readers would have 
detected it themselves. What he writes is an appeal to their 
knowledge rather than an attempt to supply its deficiencies by 
instruction. In virtue of the gift of the Holy Spirit which all 
had received at baptism, they all had knowledge to deal with the 
circumstances of the case. See Findlay, p. 223. 

Хрісра)| The idea is suggested by the preceding ávríxypwrro:. 
They had the true unction of which the opponents claimed to 
be in possession. 

It is hardly correct to say that according to its form the word 
хрісра must denote, not the act of anointing, but the anointing 
oil (Salböl, Weiss). Words ending in -pa can certainly denote the 
action of the verb, regarded as a whole rather than in process, 
and in a sense corresponding to the use of the cognate accusative. 
The use of the word in the O.T., where it occurs chiefly in 
Exodus, points in the same way. Tò ооу ToU. xpia poros is the 
usual translation of nne pow, Cf. Ex. xxix. 7, Ay тої éXaíov 

^ , TOU xpioparos: XXXV. I4, 19, xxxviii. 25 (А, xpioews B), хі. 7 
(xptoews B), xl. 13, Фотє elvat abrots xpiopa ieparías eis TOv 
aióva (Diy mans? ОЛГО one ППО); ххх. 25, тоџјсес абтд 
ау xpiopa буму (wp nne pe ink me), aov xpicpa 

буюу éra (n vp ППО о). Thus xpiopa denotes the 

act of anointing rather than the oil which is used in the action. - 
It always translates ПМ and not рй. 

Anointing was the characteristic ceremony of consecrating 
to an office, and of furnishing the candidate with the power 
necessary for its administration. It is used of priests, Ex. 
xxix. 7, xl. 13 (15); Lv. vi. 22; Nu. xxxv. 25: of kings, 
I S. ix. 16, x. 1, Xv. I. xvi. 3, 12; 1 К. xix. 15, 16: of prophets, 
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т K. xix. 16; Is. lxi. і. Those who were so consecrated were 
regarded as thereby endued with the Holy Spirit, and with 
divine gifts. Cf. 1 S. xvi. 13, рову айтди . . . kai édyAaro 
туєдра Куріоу Єті Aaveid årò ris ўрёрас̧ éxeiygs: Is. lxi т, 
туєўда коріоу ёт ёрё ov eivexey (B^) рсе pe. Under the new 
dispensation the special gift, which in old times was bestowed 
on the few, is the common possession of all. Cf. Joel ii. 28 

* (iii. 1); Ас. ii. And in virtue of the gift of the Holy Ghost 2/7 
have knowledge. The true text emphasizes the universality of 
the possession among Christians (оідатє wayres), and not of the 
knowledge which it conveys (тдута). The possession by all of 
them of the knowledge which enables them to discern, and not 
the extent of their knowledge, is the ground of the writer’s appeal. 

Gnd тоб dyiou] The evidence is not decisive as to whether 
the writer meant these words to refer to the Father or to the 
Son, or, indeed, whether he was conscious of the necessity of 
sharply defining the distinction. All things which men receive 
from the Father, they have from the Son, in virtue of their 
connection with Him. The definition of personality which later 
ages found to be necessary was apparently not present to the 
consciousness of the writer. Sometimes he distinguishes Father 
and Son with absolute clearness. At other times he uses 
language which may be applied indifferently to either. The 
relation of the Son to the Father is not conceived in accordance 
with ideas of personality which belong to later ages. 

O dywos To? "IopayA is frequently found as a title of God in 
the О.Т. Cf. Ps. lxx. 22, lxxvii. 41; Is. i. 4, v. 16, xvii. 7, 8, 
XXX. I2, 15, xxxvii. 23, xli. 20: ó dy. 'Ic., xliii. 3, xlv. 11, xlix. 7, 
lv. 5. The absolute use of ó dyos is rare, and confined to late 
books, Hab. iii 3; Bar. iv. 22, v. 2 (А, тоб aiwviov B); Tob. 
xii 12, 15 (курїоу М). 

The usage of the Apocalypse (iii. 7, б dyvos ô аА) 
favours the reference to God. On the other hand, in Mk. 1. 24, 
Jn. vi. 69, б &y«os тоб бєоб is used of Christ. And the teaching 
of the later discourses in S. John on the subject of the Mission 
of the Spirit by Christ, and in His name, makes the reference to 
Christ more probable. We may also compare Ac. iii. 14, тб» 
dytov kai бікалоу. The evidence, therefore, though not con- 
clusive, is on the whole in favour of referring the title to Christ, 
if a sharp distinction ought to be made. 

By their chrism they were set apart for the service of the 
Holy One, and endued with the powers necessary for that service. 
It is immaterial whether the writer speaks of God or of Christ as 
the immediate source of their holiness. 

xai otbare mávres] The reading of the Received Text is ап 
obvious correction. It presents a smooth and easy text which 
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is in reality far less suitable to the context than the reading of 
the older authorities. The emphasis is on “knowing.” This is 
brought out with greater torce and clearness by the omission of 
the object. Under the new covenant, knowledge is the common 
possession of all The chrism is no longer confined to kings 
and priests. The gift of the Spirit, of which it is the symbol and 
the “effective means," is for all Christians alike. Incidentally 
also the difference between the old covenant and the new serves 
to emphasize the more pressing difference between the claims of 
a select few to have a monopoly of knowledge, and the Christian 
view that the gifts of the Spirit are for all. Cf. Lk. xi. 13, тбоф 
p&AXXoy ò татр ô èE ovpavod досе: пуєбра ауу Tots airovow айтбу; 

kat 1°) sed vg. 
храгна) харора 7*9? (116). 
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21. The writers appeal to his readers to use their power of 
discernment is based on their knowledge, not on their need of 
instruction. But for such knowledge it would be useless to 
make the appeal. 

Фурафа| refers, as usual, to what has been already written, 
and especially to what immediately precedes. 

каў Sri way pedos к.т.А.] This clause may be either subordinate 
to the preceding one, depending on the verb оідате, or co-ordinate 
with it; (1) if ore is demonstrative the meaning will be, " Because 
you know the truth, and know that no lie is of the truth, and 
therefore must reject the lie the moment its true character is 
made manifest"; (2) if the ore is causal, the sentence must mean, 
“I have written what I have written because you have knowledge, 
and because no lie has its source in the truth. Those who 
know the truth are in a position to detect at once the true 
character of that which is opposed to it." In the first case, they 
need teaching that the thing is a lie, and they will at once reject 
i. In the second, their knowledge of the truth enables them to 
detect at once the character of its opposite. "The latter gives the 
fullest sense, and that which is most in harmony with the context. 
If he can but awaken their knowledge, his task is done. "They 
possess the means, if they will only use them. The whole object 
of the Epistle is to “stir up the gift that is in them." 

wavy... odx боту] For the construction, see the notes on 
ver, 19. And for ёк, cf. vv. 16, 19 and Lk. xx. 5. 

оті 2°] om. 7* 88 (266). 
ки) om. boh-ed. 
way] om. C. 
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3) 22-25. Content and meaning of the false teaching, 22 ff. 
Falsehood finds its consummation in the one lie, which denies 
that Jesus of Nazareth is the Christ, £e. not merely the Jewish 
Messiah, but also the Christ according to the wider conception 
of His office which finds its expression in the Fourth Gospel and 
in this Epistle. Such a denial is the very work of Antichrist, who, 
setting himself up for Christ, destroys the work of the true Christ. 
The denial of the Son carries with it the denial of the Father also. 
The false teachers, whether Jews who claim to worship the same 
God аз the Christians after a true fashion, or “ Gnostics" who 
claim a superior and exclusive knowledge of the Father of all, 
forfeit their claim by rejecting the revelation of Himself which He 
has given in His Son Jesus Christ. The confession of the Son, 
in word and in life, affords the only true access to the Father. 

22. tis] Cf. v. 5, rs боти ô vixüv . . . ef pý; there is no other 
exact parallel in the N.T. The expression is forcible. No one 
else stands for falsehood so completely as he who denies that 
Jesus is the Christ. 

5 фефстте) The article is not merely generic, denoting the 
individual who adequately represents the class. It denotes she 
liar, par excellence, in whom falsehood finds its most complete 
expression. Cf. Jn. iii. то (оо єї 6 QiódakaXos ;). 

одк — For the double negative, cf. Lk. xx. 27 (oi 
dvrudyovres dvdoracw py elvat); He. xii. 19 (тарртусауто py 
просдєуа‹). We are hardly justified in seeing any special force 
in the retention of "а redundant où in a clause of indirect 
discourse depending on a verb meaning to deny” (cf. Burton, 
N.T. Moods and Tenses, p. 181, 8 473). 

"Ineoüs ойк gor ô Xpurós] The following clause shows that 
ò Xpwrós has come to mean much more than the Jewish 
Messiah. It includes a special relationship to God which was 
not a necessary part of Jewish Messianic expectation. 

It is not easy to determine how far there is any special 
reference in the phrase, as used here, to the separation of Jesus 
from the Christ, according to the Cerinthian, or Gnostic, dis- 
tinction of the human Jesus from the higher being, or “aeon,” 
according to later Gnostic terminology, who descended on Jesus 
at the Baptism, and left Him before the Passion. It may well 
include such a reference, without its meaning being thereby 
exhausted. The “ master-lie" is the denial of the true nature of 
the Incarnate Christ, as the writer and his fellow-Christians had 
come to know Him.  Cerinthianism may be included, but 
Cerinthus is not б ávrixpwrros. And there is no reason for 
assuming that the many Antichrists, in whose appearance the 
writer sees the fulfilment of the saying “Antichrist cometh,” all 
taught exactly the same doctrine. 
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о$то$] The liar, who denies the truth of the Incarnation. Cf. 
Jn. i. 2, 7, vi. 46, vii. 18, ху. 5; т Jn. v. 6. 20; 2 Jn. 7,9. The 
reference of otros in this writer is always to the subject, as 
previously described. 

ô dvrixpioros} The writer spiritualizes, if he does not alto- 
gether depersonalize, the popular conception. The spirit of 
Antichrist finds its fullest expression in the denial of Father and 
Son. The writer is not specially interested in the literal fulfil- 
ment of the legend. He would probably have met curious 
questions оп the subject with the answer, у rovro ó Aóyos ёстіу 
áAn0wós бть "Аутіуриттоє epxerat. wodAoi Àdvot yeydvaccy, of pÙ 
époroyouvres "софу Xpwrróv dy саркі &AyAvOdra, or words to the 
same effect. 

ô dpvodpevos к.т.\.] Cf. Introduction, p. xlii. Recent writers 
like Wurm (Die Irrlehrer Bibl. St. viii.) and Clemen (in 
ZNTW vi. 3, 1905, p. 271 ff.) are right in insisting on the 
importance of this and the following clause in determining the 
character of the false teaching combated in these Epistles. But 
the clauses do not compel the conclusion that the false teachers 
agreed with the writer in their doctrine of God, and differed only 
in their Christology. The writer sees in their Christological 
views the starting-point of their errors, and he points out that 
these views involve wholly false conceptions of God, and debar 
those who hold them from any true intercourse or conscious 
communion with the Father. He certainly draws from their 
Christology the conclusion that they “have not the Father.” 
But these words would apply to any teachers who claimed to have 
special and unique knowledge of the Father, not only to those 
whose views on the subject agreed with the views of the writer. 
There 1s nothing in the words to exclude a reference to Cerinthus, 
or similar teaching, although he held the Creator of the World to 
be “ uirtus quaedam ualde separata et distans ab ea principalitate 
quae est super universa, et ignorans eum qui est super omnia 
Deum" (Iren. 1. xxvi г). It is therefore quite possible that а 
polemic against Cerinthus is included, even if we regard Irenaeus, 
rather than the reconstructed Syztagma of Hippolytus, as giving . 
the truer account of Cerinthus' teaching. 

The words would have special force if one of the most 
prominent of the false teachers had put forward the view that 
the giver of the Law, or the God of the Jews, was only one of 
the dyyeXox косротооб and not the supreme God. Such an one 
certainly denied not only the Son, but the Father as revealed by 
the Son. 

But the writer is not concerned with the details of a system. 
He is dealing with the general tendency of certain types of 
teaching. And his argument is that since all true knowledge of 
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God comes through the revelation of Him made by Jesus Christ, 
before and by means of the Incarnation, those who reject this 
revelation in its fulness can have no conscious communion (€xew) 
with the Father whom He revealed, whatever superior knowledge 
of God, as the Father of all, they may claim to possess. 

ris]+yap Z° *9 (56). 
e un) om. 7*1 (335). 
Igcovs) pr. o 75353 (2). 
avrixpnoros /* 2 173 (231), 
то» татєра) то жуєоуџа 7* 8% (262). 
моу) + аррета H 99 (№). 

28. ёує] “As one who enjoys the certain possession of a 
living friend.” Cf. 2 Jn. 9.1 

6 ópoħoyâôv] For the stress laid on друєіосдох and броХоуєу, cf. 
Jn. i. 20, ix. 22, xii. 42. 

o 11] om. Ze ttt (96) 79991. +ow X. 
vas) om. 7^3 (312). 
о оцоћоуш» . . . exec 29) om. KL al. plur. Oec. 

24. spets} For the construction, cf. Jn. vi. 39, viii. 45, x. 29, 
xvii 2, 24. The рес is placed in emphatic contrast with the 
Antichrists whose true position has been made manifest. The 
readers only need to make sympathetic use of what they already 
possess. The truth which had always been theirs must be given 
full scope to abide and grow, and it will supply the answer to 
all new difficulties as they arise. It will enable them intuitively 
to reject all that is not on the line of true development. 

dn’ ápxas] Probably refers to the beginning of their life as 
Christians. It may, however, include what many of them bad 
heard in the Jewish synagogue. The true message “ began” 
with the beginning of the revelation contained in the Jewish 
scriptures. 

«ду Фу îy к.т.А.] The form of the sentence is characteristi- 
cally Johannine. By repetition, stress is laid on the importance 
of the teaching. It is an indication of the value set upon his 
words by the authoritative teacher, who knows the vital import 
of his message for those to whom he delivers it in their present 
circumstances. And the changed position of фт dpyxis 

1 Some editors connect this with ver. 22, putting a full stop at ò футіурістоє 
and a colon at rà» ціби, thus: ** This is the Antichrist. He that denieth the 
Father (denieth) the Son also: every one that denieth the Son hath not the 
Father either." But the ellipse of the verb would leave us with a very 
awkward sentence. It should be noted, however, that the maker of the 
Bohairic Version understood the words іп a similar sense. ‘‘ This is Anti- 
christ, because he that denieth the Father denieth also the Son." The same 
interpretation is necessitated by the reading of № (see von Soden, Die 
Schriften des NT. p. 1860). 
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emphasizes the approved character of the message. It reaches 
back to the very beginning. 

xai pets к.т.А.) The apprehension of the truth leads to real 
communion with God through His Son. As truth is appropriated 
their fellowship with the Divine grows and becomes more real. 
It is obvious that to the writer &évew means something more 
than “standing still.” It is the “abiding” of the son who grows 
up in the house. 

vues 19 RA BC P 13. 27. 29. 66**. 68. 69. 76. 81. 14lect 57lect акт ур, 
syrP arm. Cyr.]-- ov» K L al. pler. cat. Thphyl. Oec. Aug. It was natural 
that the frequent use of ovy in the Gospel should cause its occasional inser- 
tion by later scribes in the Epistle. 

arapx7s 1°] om. Z° 9% (307). 
ev (? 1°)] for кає 7* WIL 45 26: (96) 046, 
nxovoare] axnxoare М (et 29): nxovoapyer 7° (498). 
ea» 1°] pr. каа /°%1 (216): + бе Æ 9*9 (195). 
om. ev 2° М". 

new) pern K 95. 105. 
ar apx7s 2°] post укоџсате 2° М (axnxoare) vg. harl. sah. cop. syr, 
ev 39. . . жатр] е» Tw жатр кає e» TW viw М4. 5. 38. 68. 8o. 98. 

104 c hs syr*&^ aeth. sahi, 
om. e» 4? B vg. boh-cod. Aug. | татр] rvevuarı / а 99 (31). 

25. airy] has been interpreted as referring either backward, 
to the abiding in the Son and in the Father ; or forward, to the 
eternal life. In favour of the former it has been urged that the 
Gospels contain no definite promise by Christ of eternal life 
which would justify the latter interpretation. But there are 
many passages in the Fourth Gospel which clearly imply such 
a promise. And the reference forward is in accordance with the 
writers style. Cf. i. 5, etc. In either case the meaning is much 
the same, whether the promise is of eternal life, or of abiding 
communion with the Father and the Son. In the writer’s view, 
eternal life “consists in union with God by that knowledge 
which is sympathy” (Westcott). СЕ Jn. xvii. 3. 

aürós] Christ. Cf. iii. 3, and other passages. 

avros] om. boh-codd. sah. 
quar] ошу В 31" am. fu. 
away B. 

(4) 26, 27. Repeated assurance of the readers’ knowledge of 
the Truth. 

26. taita] What has been said about the false teachers, and 
how the danger can be detected and met (18-25). The 
reference to the whole section is far more natural than to the 
exhortation to “abide” only (ver. 24 f., cf. Weiss). The words 
are not aimless. They serve to close the subject, and in con- 
nection with what follows to account for the brevity of his 
treatment of it. The writer has only to call to their remem- 
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brance the essential features of their own faith, and the grave 
issues raised by the antichristian teaching. The chrism which 
they have received will enable them to do the rest for themselves. 
They are in possession of all that is necessary for self-defence, 
if they use the power which has been given to them. 

(ypaya] Cf. ver. 14. The clearness of the reference here 
points to the most probable meaning of that verse. There is 
no need to suppose (with Karl) that there is a reference to a 
former Epistle, which had been misunderstood, through the 
readers applying to the whole Church what had been said with 
reference only to the guilty members, who had now “gone 
forth.” 

mAavóvrev] The danger is present and real, but the use of 
the present tense does not determine the extent to which the 
opponent's efforts had met with success. Cf. Rev. xii. 9. 

Tavra] + de N syrsch, 
тХауоуутшу А. 
wept... ураз) sé guis uos зедисаї arm.; de eo qui wos seducit 

boh-cod. 

27. kai üpeis] For the nominative absolute, cf. ver. 24. 
The position of tpets is significant. The readers must meet 
the attempts to lead them astray by efforts on their own part. 
Warning and exhortation are of no avail without their active 
response. 

Tò xpiopa б (Aáfere] Cf. Jn. xiv. 26, xvi. 13. 
dn’ абтоб) From Christ, who is thought of as the source of 

the anointing, according to His promise to His disciples 
(Jn. хіу.). Throughout this passage, with the probable exception 
of ver. 29, abrós seems to refer to Christ. This is the customary 
usage of the Epistle, except where the context determines 
otherwise. 

xpetav єтє] Cf. Jn. ii. 25, xvi. 30; and with the infinitive, 
Jn. xiii. 10. 

Л») One of the many instances of the purely definitive use 
of а. Attempts to find in it any /e/ic force produce altogether 
forced interpretations. 

The gift of the Spirit which they received when they were 
baptized into Christ’s name was an abiding gift (cf. Jn. i. 33). 
Its teaching is universal, it covers the whole ground where in- 
struction is needed, and it is true. It is not the lie which the 
Antichrists have made of it And though there was need of 
growth and development, all that was necessary and true was 
already contained implicitly in the teaching which they had 
received at the beginning. What they were taught at the first 
gave the standard by which all later developments must be 
measured. Their rule of life and thought, in accordance with 
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which they “abide” in Christ, is the true teaching of the Spirit, 
which they received from the first days of their conversion. 
They must abide “аз He taught them.” The earliest teaching 
had not been superseded by a higher and altogether different 
message, as the Gnostics would have it. They needed no 
further teaching. What they had received covered the necessary 
ground. It was true. It had not been superseded by deeper 
truths. 

If this is the writer's meaning, the second part of this verse 
(aAX’ às . . . avrov) forms only one sentence: péveredvobrQ ùs . . . 
бідаткеь xai dAnOes Фстіу . . ., каї кабах Фбідабеу. The method 
of their abiding is characterized in three ways. They dwell 
in Christ, (i) in accordance with the teaching which they have 
received, (ii.) which is sufficient, and true, (iii.) and permanent, 
never having been altered ог superseded (dore пері таутоу, 
&XnÓés, каві afe), though they are, or ought to be, continu- 
ally learning more of its meaning. 

It is, however, possible to divide the sentence and make xai 
dAÀ90és, etc., the apodosis to às тб avroU к.т.А. “As the unction 
teaches all that you need to know, so it is true and nolie. And 
as He taught you from the beginning, you abide in Him (or 
possibly you abide in the teaching which was taught you from 
the beginning) You have not to learn a new and better 
Christianity." 

But the introduction of an apodosis by ка is not in the 
writers style, and the result is a very weak climax. “Тһе 
teaching you have received is not only comprehensive, it is true 
and not false.” On the other hand, if кабо is taken as resump- 
tive, we get a natural sequence, which is quite suitable to the 
context and the writer's general thought. The unction which 
they received gives a teaching which is comprehensive, true, 
homogeneous. The later lessons grow out of the earlier, which 
need not be unlearned. To abide in Christ is to live by the 
lessons which were first learned, the import of which has grown 
with the growth of their experience and spiritual intelligence. 
Some Latin texts make Фу аўтф = ёи тф xpicpare: ver. 28 shows 
that it must mean “in Christ." 

ё№ ас) The reading 4АА4 is obviously a correction to 
simplify a difficult sentence. 

pévere] may be either indicative or imperative. The preced- 
ing pée strongly supports the former alternative. Cf. ver. 29; 
Jn. v. 39, xii r9, xiv. 1, xv. 18, 27, where we have a similar 
doubt. 

Weü8os] not Wevdds, which falls short of it, in much the same 
way as in English *the statement is false," would differ from 
“the whole thing is a lie.” 
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xp pa. 19) xapwpa B ro**. 
ат) хар 7* 991 (83) /°114 48, 
pevee NA B C P 5. 13. 31. 68 d*** vg. sah. cop. aeth. Ath. Did. Сут. 

Thphyl. Aug.) post уши KL al. pler. cat. syr? Оес.: peverw P 6. 7. 8. 
13. 27. 29. 31. 66"". 68. 69. 81. 137 ат d** vg. зут? Thphyl. Aug. : 
maneat (s. manebit) in uobis arm. 

бідаєкті) Sidacxe СК L 13. Sr. тоо. IOI. 106 а]. %7:; pr. scribat uobis 
aut boh. : bidan H 86 (V) 75 99 (-єг) 6365. 7900, 

ураз (? 19) nuas kat nues иш» 1+ 28 (66). 
aÀÀ ws] а\а B 25 aeth. Aug. Hier. 
avrov 2°] avro A К L al. longe. рі. cop. Thphyl. Оес. Hier. 
xpwpa 2°] Хрсрата 1% 282. 118. 102 (531) : уарсра 10** : wrreupa М" 25. 

81 cop. aeth. Cyr. : +0 eAafere ar avrov /* 180 (1319). 
ураз 2°] nuas 2/2571 (33) 7* 1% 115, 
а\тлубе$] adrnOns N. 
ести» ? 19] Z° 7% (56). 
yevdos] Yevões C (uid.) Р: +4 eo sah.: mendax boh. 
кал кабы] om. кає А sah. Aug. 
edidater] ediSataper 719? (61). 
vas 32) nuas 1% 119 (319) 7* 358, 

, parera pevecre K L al. longe. plur. cat. Thphyl. Oec. : peware Z» 2098 

i eS дес Ге %8 (сб), 
? ? upasnupas Гь 2006. (83) ete, 

28, 29. These verses are transitional, and it is doubtful 
whether they should be attached to the preceding or the 
following section. The “‘aphoristic meditations” of this Epistle 
do not always lend themselves to sharp division. 

28. The need of constancy, and its reward. Confidence in 
the presence of the Judge. 

28. xai viv] can hardly be taken as temporal, the exhortation 
to abide being specially needed in view of the nearness of the 
Parousia, which is expected in the immediate future, at the end 
of the last hour, which has already struck. The general use of the 
phrase seems to be to introduce a statement, especially a prayer, 
exhortation, or command, which is regarded as the necessary 
deduction from the requirements of present circumstances. 
“Since the case is so,” “such being the case,” would perhaps 
bring out the meaning most clearly by paraphrase. Cf. Jn. xvii. 
5; Ас. 111. 17, vii. 34 (= Ех. iii. то), xiii. ІІ, xx. 22, 25, xxii. 16, 
xxvi. 6; 2 Jn. 5. Contrast Jn. xi. 22. Cf. also Ac. v. 38, xvi. 37. 

Tekv(a] The term of affection, which appeals to their common 
(spiritual) nature, is used to enforce the exhortation. Cf. vv. 
I, 12; Jn. xiii. 33; Gal. iv. 19; 1 Jn. iii. 7, 18, v. 21. 

pévere Фу — The words are resumptive of ver. 27. What 
is there stated as a fact (indic.) the writer now repeats as an 
exhortation. Не would have them continue in that which they 
have. And their greatest possession is their personal fellowship 
with their Master. "The strength of the Society lies in the 
personal relationship of the members to the Head. 
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The use of фауєробі, and of rapovoia in the next clause, 
make it almost certain that the reference of ёу airg is to Christ, 
in spite of the difficulties raised by the next verse. 

а к.т.\.] The nearness of the day affords a new motive for 
the effort to which they are urged. "The nearer the Parousia of 
their Lord the greater the need of constancy. As soon as the 
last hour has run its course, the Master will appear, and will 
look for workmen who need not to be ashamed. 

ід» фауєрова | The órav of the Receptus introduces a thought 
alien to the context. It would suggest an uncertainty as to the 
date of the Coming which is excluded by what has preceded. 
The signs of the time are clear. Events have shown that it is 
the “last hour.” The form of conditional used (édy, с. sud.) 
introduces a pure possibility, without any hint as to the degree 
of its probability. If that happens which, as circumstances 
have shown, may befall them now at any moment, they must be 
in a position not to be ashamed, when the object of their longing 
expectation is there. 

фамеробі | фауєробова: and фауєробу are used of all the mani- 
festations of the Lord, in the flesh, after the Resurrection, at the 
Second Coming. Cf. (a) Jn. i. 31, ii. тг, vii. 4; т Р. і 20; 
I Jn. i. 2, iii. 5; (6) [Mk.] xvi. 12, 14; Jn. xxi. 1, 14; і Jn. 
iii. 2, 8; (c) Col. iii. 4; т ТІ. iii. 16 (cf. 2 Ti. i. то); т Р. v. 4. 
The verb is used of the “ manifestation” of the works of God 
(Jn. ix. 3), and Christ is said to have “ manifested” His name. 
It is never used directly of God in the N.T. Whether the 
“ manifestation " is to the eye of the body or of the mind has to 
be determined by the context. The word would seem generally 
to carry the suggestion that the appearance is not only seen 
but understood, or capable of being understood, in its true 
significance. 

The writer would hardly speak of the Second Coming of 
Christ as a manifestation of the Father, though doubtless he 
expected that through it men would learn much about God not 
known before (cf. Weiss). 

wappncíav oxdpev] It was natural that the rather abrupt 
сҳошеу should have been altered to the more usual čywpev (cf. 
I Jn. iii. 21, iv. 17, v. 14; Eph. iii. 12; He. x. то, and contrast 
He. iii. 6). But the charge involves a slight loss of force. It 
is the fact of possession, not its continuance, that the writer 
would naturally emphasize. 

ía is used especially of freedom or boldness of speech, 
in accordance with its etymological meaning. But it has 
acquired the more general meaning of confidence, as here. Cf. 
Lightfoot's note on Col. ii. 15. It is a favourite word of the 
writers, who is responsible for r3 out of the 31 instances of its 

5 
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use in the N.T. In some of these passages the idea of 
* publicity" is suggested, but in probably every instance that of 
* boldness" or * confidence" is really most prominent. For its 
use in the LXX, cf. Lv. xxvi. 13; Job xxvii. ro; Pr. i. 20, xiii. 5; 
3 Mac. vii. 12; for the corresponding verb, cf. Job xxii. 26; Ps. 
xi. 6, xcii. 1. As a rule it occurs in renderings which paraphrase 
the Hebrew, but in Lv. xxvi. 13 it is used to translate Mmpnip, 

uprightness. “ І made you to go upright," i.e, as free men, is 
translated, or rather paraphrased, ўуауоу $uás pera mappyaías. 
The passages which best illustrate its use here are Job xxvii. ro, 
р) exe twa таррусіау čvavrı avro? ; and Job xxii 26, «та 
таррпачасвіст) €vavrioy Kupiov. Cf. also Test. Rub. iv. 2, йур 
TeÀAevrjs ToU татрӧѕ pov ойк «хоу wappyoiay drevica els тд 
vpóc'wrov avrov. 

xal ph aloxuvOGpev x.T.A.] Cf. Pr. xiii. 5, doef97 9$ аїдумуєта: 
kai ovx бе таррусіау. The idea would seem to be that of with- 
drawing ashamed from His presence, shrinking back from a 
sense of guilt. In this case the word is used as a middle rather 
than a passive. Cf. 1 Р. iv. 16, ef 62 фе Xpuwriavós, pù aloxv- 
убтбо. For the phrase, cf. Sap. Sir. xxi. 22 f. mobs uo poU тахоє 
els olk(uy, dvOpwros 0€ woAvreipos alo xvvÜjaera, axd просатом. 
йфршу dro Өураѕ таракбттє, eis oixiav, йур è weradevpévos Ew 
orncerat, Cf. просёҳетє dro and фуласаєсве aro. 

He who “abides in Him" will have no cause to shrink away 
abashed from the Presence of the Judge, but may await His 
verdict with confidence as an épyarys áveraioxvvros (2 Ti. ii. Іс). 

«у тў тароисіа | Here only in the Johannine writings. In the 
N.T. the use of the word with reference to the Second Coming 
is confined to Mt. xxiv., the earlier Pauline Epistles (1, 2 Co., 
1, 2 Th.), James and 2 Peter. 

Very interesting light has been thrown on the Christian use 
of zapovoia by the discoveries of papyrus documents and other 
sources of common Greek. Cf. Deissmann, Zicht von Osten, 
p. 268 ff. As he points out, the use of the word is best inter- 
preted by the cry, “See thy King cometh unto thee." From 
the Ptolemaic period to the second century a.p. there is 
abundant evidence that in the East the word was the usual 
expression for the visit of a King or Emperor. In Egypt, special 
funds were raised by taxation to meet the expenses of such visits. 
In Greece a new era was reckoned from the visit of Hadrian. 
The earliest mention is rightly interpreted by Wilcken (Grzech- 
ische Ostraka, i. p. 274 ff.), dAXov (sc. orepavov) mapovoias «В to 
refer to the collection made to provide a crown to be presented 
on the occasion of the visit; and in the Tebtunis Papyri (48. 9 ff.) 
there is an interesting description of the efforts made by the 
village elders in connection with the expected visit of Ptolemy п. 
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(B.C. 113), xai mpocedpevdvrwy 6:4 тє vuKTos xai ўрёраѕ шеурі тої TÒ 
wpoxepevoy йктАпраюаї кої Tijv emtye€ypopévgv mpós THY тоб 
Baci éus тарохсіау dyopay m. . . . The same usage is found in 
Asia; cf. Dittenberger, Sylloge, 226. 85f. туу тє mapovoíav 
ejavurdyrov тоб Baoéws (3rd cent. в.с.). The word is also 
used of the appearance of the god Asclepios in his temple 
(Dittenberger, Sylloge, 803. 34, тау тє mapovolay rày airov 
тареуєфдуц є б "АскЛатиоѕ. In Latin, Adventus was used in the 
same way. Cf. the coins struck to commemorate Nero's visit to 
Corinth, Adventus Aug. Cor. Altars were also erected to com- 
memorate visits of members of the Imperial family, as in Cos, 
in memory of the visit of C. Caesar (А.р. 4). The word was 
naturally used by Christians of the advent of their King, whether 
they thought of the Coming as a first visit, the earthly life having 
been merely a condescension in which He appeared in humility 
and not as Messiah, or as a second visit. ‘Emddvia seems to 
have been similarly used of the visits of the Emperor. Many of 
the words and titles which Christians loved to use of their Lord 
had a special significance as protests against the blasphemy of 
the popular Emperor Worship. 
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29. Doing righteousness, the sure sign of the new birth. 
29. In thought this verse is closely connected with the 

preceding. The ground of the appeal to “abide in Him" was 
their expectation of the speedy return of their Lord in glory, and 
their desire to be able to meet Him with confidence and joy, 
and not to have to shrink away abashed from His presence. 
This naturally raises the thought of the conditions which would 
make such a meeting possible. Those only who are His own 
can look forward with unclouded confidence, and His own are 
those who share His qualities, especially those which characterize 
the Judge, righteousness and justice. The doing of justice is 
the sure sign, and the only sign, that they are “born of Him.” 
And so the meditation passes over to the next subject on which 
the writer wishes to dwell, the being born of God. 

edy eibi re] The intuitive knowledge of what God, or Christ, 
is, makes it possible for those who possess it to learn by the 
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experience of life (ywdoxev) what are the true signs of being 
“born of Him." To act in accordance with those qualities 
which correspond to His nature is the only certain sign of true 
fellowship with God, which is the result of the Divine begetting. 

dáv) A protasis introduced by éd», с. subj., does not necessarily 
present the fact as uncertain. If the condition is fulfilled, the 
results follow. No hint is given as to the probability of ful- 
filment. 

Binads оті) It is very difficult to determine whether the 
subject of this word is God or Christ. On the one hand, a 
change of reference between vv. 28 and 29 would be very 
awkward, if not impossible ; and it is really certain that év ато, 
дж avrov, and афтод іп ver. 28 must refer to Christ. No other 
explanation of day davepwh and zapovoia is natural or even 

ssible. And these considerations almost compel us to refer 
калос to Christ. Оп the other hand, a change of reference in 

the verse itself is still more difficult, at any rate at first sight; 
and Johannine usage is almost decisive in favour of referring ёё 
афто? yeyévyvyras to God. To be “born of God” is a favourite 
phrase of the writers (cf. Jn. i. 13), especially in this Epistle 
(iii. 9, iv. 7, v. т, 4, 18), whereas he never uses the expression 
* to be born of Christ.” He does, however, speak of being born 
of the Spirit ; and the language of the Prologue to the Gospel, 
wey abrois efovciav тёкуа Oeo) уєубтвах (Jn. i. 12), the subject 
of бакєу being the Logos, suggests a sense in which being 
“born of God” might also be regarded as being “ born of 
Christ," who is always thought of as being and giving the life of 
God which comes to men. 

It is more satisfactory to avoid any solution of the difficulty 
which might seem to presuppose a confusion of thought between 
God and Christ in the mind of the writer. Our inability to 
determine his exact meaning was probably not shared either by 
the writer or his readers, whose minds were full of the truth that 
Christ is God revealed to man. 

If, therefore, a change of reference is impossible, the whole 
verse is best referred, as in Bede, to Christ. The conception 
* born of Christ" is not antagonistic to the Johannine lines of 
thought, though the expression is not found elsewhere. We 
must, however, remember that abrupt changes of subject were 
natural to Hebrew thought and expression which are almost 
impossible in Western language. Their occurrence in the O.T. 
is too frequent to need illustration. Апа it is quite possible that 
the expression аўто? yeyevvijo0a. may have become stereotyped 
for the writer and his circle, who would immediately interpret it as 
meaning “born of God." Тоа mind steeped as the writer's was 
in the thoughts of God and Christ, aùrós and éxeivos had perhaps 
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become almost proper names; the context or the special phrase 
used would make it perfectly clear to the writer, and to his 
readers as well, what was meant. 

wag . . . yeyévyntat| The doing of righteousness is the sign of 
the birth from God and its effect,—an effect which nothing else 
can produce, and so a certain sign. The more logical order 
would have been, “ Не that is born of God doeth righteousness.” 
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ADDITIONAL NOTE. 

Though the name Antichrist occurs first in this Epistle in 
extant literature, the Epistle itself throws no light on its meaning. 
The conception cannot be explained from the N.T., or even 
from the Bible alone. The researches of Bousset and others 
have demonstrated the existence of a more or less definite 
Antichrist legend, independent of the N.T., and common to 
Jewish and Christian apocalyptic expectation, of which use is 
made in several N.T. writings. The legend cannot be explained 
on historical lines ; it received modifications from time to time 
in consequence of definite historical events, and the experiences 
of Jews and Christians at different periods. But it always had 
an independent existence. Historical events modified the ex- 
pectations for the future which find expression in its terms, but 
they did not create it. Its origin is probably to be traced to the 
wide-spread myth of a primeval monster, consisting of, or in- 
habiting, the waters and the darkness, which was subdued by the 
God of creation, but not destroyed, and which would again raise 
its power against the God of heaven in a final conflict before the 
end of all things. This tradition, especially in its Babylonian 
form of the cleaving of Tiamat, the Sea-monster, by Marduk the son 
of Ea, who divided its carcase into two and formed the sea and 
the heavens, was well known among the Hebrews, and has left 
its traces in several passages of the O.T. It may be quoted as 
given by Gunkel from the cuneiform inscriptions (Schöpfung und 
Chaos, p. 21). "In the beginning, before heaven and earth 
were named, when as yet the ‘ Urvater' Арѕӣ, and the * Urmutter’ 
TiAmat, mingled their waters, when none of the gods had been 
created, no name named, no fate determined, then first the 
gods came into being. They were named Lubmu and Labamu, 
Asnar and Kisar, and last Anu. (The next sentences are 
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destroyed, but to judge from what follows they must have 
contained the account of the origin of the gods of the Upper 
World and of the Deep.) Then the myth relates how Tiamat, 
the mother of the gods, together with all the Powers of the 
Deep, rebelled against the Upper Gods. The only extant part 
of this is a conversation between Apsü and Tiâmat, describing 
their plan against the gods. Apparently the origin of light was 
described in connection with this rebellion. 

Next follows the description of the war between Tiámat and 
the gods. On the one side Ansar appears as leader. Anu, Ea, 
and his son Marduk are also mentioned. Luhmu and Labamu 
appear in the background. On the other side is Tiámat, who has 
gained over some of the “gods” to her side. She created 
eleven fearful monsters, and placed the god Kingu as leader 
over them, whom she took for her husband, and laid on his 
breast the “amulet.” Against this host Ansar sent forth first Anu, 
then Ea; but Anu withdrew, and Ea was frightened and turned 
back. Finally, he betook himself to Marduk, Ea’s son, one of 
the youngest of the gods. Marduk declares that he is prepared 
to go forth against Apsû and Tiamat, but he will only consent 
to be the avenger of the gods if they in full assembly ratify his 
authority as equal with their own. The assembly is called, and 
the destiny of Marduk is determined. His power shall be 
without equal, and his dominion shall be universal. His word 
shall have the magic power of calling things into being and 
causing them to disappear. And as a sign of this a cloak is 
placed in their midst, which at Marduk’s word disappears and 
appears again. The story next tells of Marduk’s arming. His 
weapons are bow and quiver, a sickle-shaped sword, and a 
weapon which he receives from the gods as a present, apparently 
the thunderbolt, represented as a trident. Не has also a net, 
the present of Anu, and all the winds accompany him as con- 
federates. Armed for the fight, he goes forth on his chariot 
drawn by terrible animals. 

As he approaches Kingu, and the gods, his helpers, who 
accompany him, Marduk challenges Tiámat to the combat, 
“ Come hither, I and thou will fight.” When they fought the 
wise among the gods caught Tidmat in the net. Through her 
opened jaws he sent the hurricane, and filled her belly with 
fearful winds. Then with the crescent sword he cut through her 
body. He cast her corpse away and stood upon it. Then 
Marduk overcame the gods, her helpers; he broke their weapons, 
and cast them into the net. So, too, he made fast the eleven 
creatures. Kingu met the same fate. Marduk tore from him the 
« amulet," and placed it on his own breast. Then he turned 
to Tiàmat again. He split her head, and caused the north wind 
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to carry her blood to hidden places. The gods, his fathers, offer 
presents to the victor. 

Then was the Lord appeased. Не divided the body of 
Tiamat into two parts. Of the one part he made the vault 
of heaven, and placed before it bars and watchers, that the waters 
should not stream forth. He placed the vault of heaven over 
against the primeval ocean, and built the heavens as a palace, 
corresponding to the primeval ocean, conceived of as a palace. 
Then Marduk created the stars, the sun and the moon, and the 
other planets ; he placed the stars of the zodiac, and determined 
the course of the stars and the twelve months. The following 
tablets are lost ; there is extant only a small fragment which deals 
with the creation of animals, in which these classes of land 
animals are distinguished, cattle, wild animals, and reptiles. The 
myth closes with a hymn in honour of Marduk, to whom are 
given names which celebrate his power as Lord of all, “as sheep 
may he tend the gods, all of them.” 

There are many traces of this or similar myths to be found 
in the O.T., though the number of them may have been 
exaggerated by Gunkel. The most important are perhaps 
Is. li. 9f. ; Ps. Ixxxix. то ff.; Job xxvi. 12f., ix. 13; Is. ххх. 7 
(especially if the pointing nav be adopted); Ps. xl. s, 

Їххіу. 12-19; Is. xxvii. 1; Job xl 25, xli 26; Ezk. xxix 
3-6a, xxxii. 2-8. These passages suggest that such myths were 
popular in Israel, and used by prophets and other writers to 
illustrate and emphasize their warnings and teaching. The points 
of similarity between the Hebrew and Babylonian myths on 
which Gunkel lays stress are the following (p. 112 ff.). Origin- 
ally the “all” was water. The primeval ocean was personified 
as a fearful monster. The Babylonian Tiamat corresponds to 
the Hebrew dn, which is always used anarthrously as a proper 
name. The common Hebrew name for the monster Rahab 
may have its parallel in Babylonian myth, but this is not proved. 
Both myths represent the monster as a dragon, and with many 
heads. Other similar beings are mentioned, the “helpers” of 
the dragon, among whom one is prominent In Babylonian 
myths, Kingu is associated with Tiámat; in Hebrew we find 
Rahab and Tannin, Leviathan and Tannin, Leviathan and 
Behemoth, Rahab and Nahas Bariah. In Henoch (ch. lx), 
Behemoth and Leviathan are represented as male and female, as 
are Kingu and Tiamat іп the Babylonian story. 

These powers of the deep are in the Babylonian legend 
opposed to the gods of the Upper World, among whom Marduk 
is predominant. Even in the Hebrew story the appearance of 
other gods seems occasionally to be referred to (Job xli. 25, 
xxxviii. 7; Ps. Їхххіх. 7). 
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The monsters rebel against the Upper Gods, and claim 
the sovereignty of the World for themselves. In the Hebrew 
story the special trait of the opponents of Jahve is their overruling 
and rebellious pride. 

Before Marduk’s victory, other gods had attempted the fight. 
There is perhaps a similar reference in Job xli. 11, 25. 

Then Marduk appears. His arming is described. He 
comes on a chariot with horses, armed with sword and net, or 
with the terrible weapons of the thunder god. 

Before the fight there are shrieks of abuse or reproach. In 
the fight itself the victory is gained by wisdom rather than by 
strength. The “net” has its part to play. The helpers of the 
monster are overthrown, they bow beneath him. In the 
Babylonian story he “ puts them to shame”; cf. Ps. Ixxxix. то; 
Job ix. 13. 

The corpse of the monster is not buried. "This is several 
times referred to in Hebrew. Out of it the God makes the 
world. In some forms of the Hebrew story the fruitfulness of 
land that before was waste is derived from the blood and the 
flesh of the dragon (Gunkel p. тїї). The Babylonian myth 
relates that Tidmat was divided in twain—into the upper and 
lower waters. In Ps. xxiv. 13 we hear of the dividing of the 
sea, paralleled with the breaking of the heads of the dragons, 
and in Job xxvi 13 of the bars of heaven (LXX, кАєйра 
otpayo) dedoixacw avróv). At any rate, in both stories the victory 
over the monster is followed by the creation of the world. 

Whatever exact parallels may be drawn between the 
Babylonian myths and allusions to similar stories which may be 
found, or reasonably supposed to exist, in passages in the O.T., 
there can be little doubt that Hebrew mythology knew of some 
such fight between the God of their race and the primeval 
monster of the deep. One particular form in which the myth 
seems to have been known is of special interest in connection 
with the legend of Antichrist. In at least one version the 
Dragon or monster was represented as not destroyed, but 
overcome. According to Is. xxx. 7, it is “brought to rest."! 
When God captured him, he “spake soft words," and became His 
servant for ever (Job xli. 3, 4). God “played” with him (Job 
xli. 5; Ps. civ. 26). He lay at the bottom of the deep, but he 
must obey God — ix. 3). He could still be dangerous, so 
God set watchers over him (Job vii. 12). He is put to sleep, but 
he still could be “waked” (Job iii. 8, xli. то). Bars were 
placed to prevent his breaking forth (? Job xxvi. 13 LXX). 

Thus the starting-point of the legend is probably to be found 
in the stories of the combat between God and the primeval 

3 If Gunkel is right in pointing ЛЗР ол as a passive participle. 
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monster, which was overcome and bound, but not killed; and 
which should once more break forth and rebel against God, to 
be overthrown in a final victory before the end of all things. 
But it took more definite shape in forms which reflected the 
experiences of the people at the hands of their enemies. Many 

"of the passages which speak of the quelling of the sea describe 
also the subduing of the peoples who set themselves against God. 
In consequence of the sufferings of the people at the hands of 
their enemies, the doctrine was developed that Israel was indeed 
the chosen of God, but that for their sins they had been given 
over to the heathen powers; and this led to the expectation of a 
great final struggle with the World-Powers before the perfecting 
of the kingdom. This is clearly seen in Ezk. (xxxviii. 2, xxxix. 
I, 6) in the prophecy of Gog, the prince of Magog, and the 
gathering of the Northern nations, regarded as types of the 
World-Power from which the final outburst against the people of 
the Lord should come. Zec. xii.-xiv. describes the final oppres- 
sion of the people by the hostile powers. All nations are 
gathered against Jerusalem (xiv. 2), and the Lord appears on 
the Mount of Olives to save His people. 

The attempt of Antiochus гу. (Epiphanes—God manifest in 
human form) of Syria to suppress Judaism and to Hellenize the 
nation, naturally led to further development of the idea. The 
World-Power is no longer an instrument for punishment in 
Jahve's hands, but His opponent, who goes forth to destroy the 
centre of His kingdom. Whether the BddAvypa ris epnpwoews 
of Daniel is to be interpreted as the “smoke of the heathen 
sacrifice in the Temple, ascending from the altar erected there 
to Zeus in Dec. 168” or not, the author of the book certainly 
describes the past and present history of God’s kingdom in 
relation to the World-Powers in the light of the events of that 
period, and points forward to a speedy rescue, and the comple- 
tion of God’s work for His people. 

The World-Power is presented first (ch. ii.) as a colossal image 
of gold, silver, brass, and iron, which is finally shattered by the 
stone broken off from the mountains without human intervention, 
and later under the imagery of the four beasts coming up from 
the sea. The opposition of the world—as presented in the four 
successive empires, the Chaldaean, Median, Persian, and Greek— 
is to culminate in the “horn” on the fourth beast’s head, with 
“eyes like the eyes of a man, and a mouth speaking great 
things,"—Aa clear reference to Antiochus Epiphanes. If the book 
was written at a time when the Maccabean successes had already 
driven out the idolatrous Zeus-worship from the Temple, the 
writer might easily expect a great victory and extension of the 
power of the opponent before the Divine intervention, when the 
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judgment begins, the World-Power is overthrown, and dominion 
given to the '* Saints," £e. the members of the Jewish Church 
preserved through the great tribulation and cleansed by it. In 
Dn. vii. 13 we read that one like unto a son of man was brought 
before the Ancient of days, and dominion was given unto him, 
and a kingdom, that all people should serve him. As the idea 
of a personal Messiah became more prominent, the expectation 
of a single personal opponent was developed. But on this point 
(of a personal Messiah) Jewish apocalyptic varied frequently 
during the next two centuries. 

In Nu. xxiv. 17 the “Star” which shall come forth out of 
Jacob . . . and break down all the sons of tumult must be 
noticed, and the Septuagint translation of ver. 7 is significant : 

éfeNeicera. AvOpwwros ёк тоб стірцатоѕ atroi, 
kal курієйсєї ёбуд» rod’ 

kal сфобісєта: À Гау Васа (eavrov А F), 
kal avfyOjoerat 4) Васа адтод. 

а с’ & have trép Гоу, which is still clearer. The Hebrew 38O 
was read as 33D. Тһе Septuagint translation seems to have 
been coloured by the expectations of Messiah and Antichrist. 

The Third Book of the Sibyllines (iii. 652), which is generally 
attributed to the Maccabean period, speaks of the advent of a 
King who shall make war to cease : 

kal rér dx’ jeMoto beds wéuwer Bacirfja, 
ёз wacay yaiay табсе жо\ёдо о какоїо, 
obs pèr Apa xrelvas, ols д брка тісті тећссаз. 

But the storm is to burst from many points, and is directed 
against God’s people and house, not against the Messiah. And 
there is no single opponent. Gog and Magog are the names of 
lands: 

Cf. 319, ala? col, хора Tùy 992 Mayay uécor одса 
Al6térwy котадцбу. 

According to Sieffert, Palestinian pre-Christian literature has no 
personal anti-Messiah. 

In the Book of Enoch xc. 16 it is predicted that other parts 
of the Macedonian Empire, under the leadership of Greeks, will 
gather themselves together against the people. “ All the eagles 
and vultures and ravens and kites assembled together and brought 
with them all the sheep of the field (apostate Jews), and they all 
came together and helped each other to break that horn of the 
ram. 19. And I saw till a great sword was given to the sheep, 
and the sheep proceeded against all the beasts of the field to 
slay them ; and all the beasts and the birds of heaven fled before 
their face"; but in xc. 56 ff. the appearance of Messiah is first 
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described after the close of the wars. Cf. 37, “And I saw that а 
white bull was born, with large horns; and all the beasts of the 
field and all the birds of the air feared him, and made petition to 
him all the time.” 

In the Psalms of Solomon (в.с. до), Messiah Himself destroys 
` the foes by the word of His mouth. 

Cf. xvii. 27, дЛобребса: бут sapávoua Фу Abyw стбӧратоѕ abro? (cf. Is. 
xi. 4), and generally the whole passage 23-36. 

In the Fourth Book of Ezra, chs. xii., xiii., to which а Flavian 
date is assigned, and in which the fourth beast of Daniel is 
clearly identified with Rome, the heathen peoples are over- 
come by the Messiah, who comes out of the sea. СЕ xiii. 5, 
“ Lo, there was gathered together a multitude of men, out of 
number, from the four winds of heaven, to make war against the 
man that came out of the sea." 

In the Apocalypse of Baruch (xl. 1, 2), statements in this 
passage are taken over to describe the destruction of the last 
godless king. “ Тһе last leader of that time will be left alive, 
when the multitude of his hosts will be put to the sword and be 
bound; and they will take him up to Mt. Sion, and My Messiah 
will convict him of all his impieties, and will gather and set before 
him all the works of his hosts. And afterwards he will put him 
to death." 

Thus in the Jewish literature which is unaffected by Christian 
modifications the development of the idea of Antichrist cannot 
be very clearly traced ; but the idea is to be found there, gaining 
or losing ground in accordance with the perpetually shifting 
character of Messianic expectations. 

It is easier to trace the development of the subject in 
Christian literature. The idea of the growth of self-seeking till 
it culminates in self-deification finds its natural sphere in 
Christian thought. And speculations about the spread of 
opposition to God and His Messiah are stripped of their national 
and political clothing and spiritualized. In the eschatological 
discourses of the Synoptic Gospels it is difficult to distinguish 
between original saying and subsequent interpolation and 
comment, even if we reject the view that they have their origin in 
a Jewish Apocalypse the contents of which have been put into 
the mouth of Jesus. But they are at least good evidence of 
eschatological views held by Christians at a comparatively early 
date. In Mt. xxiv. ff. there is no doctrine of a personal Antichrist. 
The BdeAvypa épnpwoews of Daniel, whatever be the exact mean- 
ing assigned to it by the speaker or by later interpretation, is 
connected with the approaching tribulations of the last days and 
the national sufferings of the Jews. The Son of Man, a title 
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which seems to be definitely Messianic, at least іп the Similitudes 
of Enoch, is represented as about to come on the clouds of 
heaven (cf. Dn. vii.). But the hostile peoples are still conceived 
of as God’s instruments to punish. The “kingdom,” however, is 
separated from the national fate of Israel. The “ Ѕоп of man" 
is opposed, not as in Daniel by world-rulers who destroy the 
Jewish theocracy, but by false prophets and false Messiahs 
(Mt. xxiv. 5). Popular “ Messianism” is rejected by Jesus in 
the history of the Temptation (iv. 1 f) and in the rebuke to 
Peter (xvi. 23). He condemns the selfish aspirations of national 
zealots (cf. Jn. vi. 15, x. 8, v. 43), though He can train the 
enthusiasm of such men to the better work of heralding the 
kingdom (Mt. x. 4). 

These views were taken up into the Apostolic preaching, and 
form the basis of what S. Paul taught at Thessalonica. He 
combines them with several traits clearly borrowed from Jewish 
popular expectation. The doctrine of one single opponent, in 
whom all that is antichristian culminates, is clearly seen in his 
conception of the Man of Sin. Whether the Second Epistle to 
the Thessalonians is genuine in its present form or not, there 
can be little doubt that the picture drawn in the 2nd chapter 
is mainly Pauline. Its exact agreement with the circumstances 
of his time is remarkable: or, at any rate, a perfectly natural 
interpretation of all that is said there can be found if it is explained 
on these lines. The coming of Christ cannot be till the apostasy 
is fully developed, and the opposition to the Christ is con- 
summated in the appearance of the Man of Sin, the Son of 
perdition, who opposes and exalts himself against all that is 
called God, and is worshipped, and sets up his throne in God's 
Temple. Apparently this ** Man of Sin" is to be an apostate 
Jew. The mystery of lawlessness, which is already working, is 
clearly the Jewish opposition to the work of Christianity, of 
which S. Paul had been the victim in every place where he 
had proclaimed the Christ since his conversion, and which had 
been specially virulent at Thessalonica (Ac. xvii 5; cf. x Th. 
iL r5, 16). Throughout his career, S. Paul found in Jewish 
opposition the worst hindrance to the spread of the Gospel. It 
would reach its climax in the appearance of Antichrist. At 
present its working was restrained by the power of the Roman 
Empire (тд Mer concentrated as it was in the person of a 
single ruler (б xaréxov). Till a far later period of his life, he 
always found support and protection in the authorities of the 
Empire of which he was a citizen. It was an essential part of 
his conception of the last things that “So long as Rome lasts, 
lasts the World.” This much is certain, whether or not we 
choose to see in б xaréxov an allusion to the name of Claudius 
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(диї claudit). But he was conscious of the weakness as well as 
the strength of the Roman position. And he expected its 
downfall, and the overthrow of all authority and law, during the 
time of stress which was to precede the “unveiling” of the 
Christ. The freaks of Caligula had brought this home to all 
thinking men. And in his picture of the Man of Sin, S. Paul 
borrows traits from the episode of Caligula's attempt to set up his 
statue, in the guise of Zeus, in the Jewish Temple. Thus the 
opposition of Judaism, which had lost its opportunity when it 
crucified the Messiah, is the main factor in the war against the 
Christ. But heathen opposition had to be encountered as well, 
and in particular it had proved a serious obstacle at Thessalonica 
(x Th. ii. 14) ; and this will account for any heathen traits in the 
picture of the opponent. 

It may be worth noticing in this connection that the thought 
of Jewish opposition and unbelief may help to explain a difficult 
section of the Second Epistle to the Corinthians (vi. 14-vii. І). 
If S. Paul is there thinking first of the evil effect of Jewish 
companionship, though heathen contamination is not altogether 
excluded (ver. 16), the want of connection between the passage 
and the sections which precede and follow is less pronounced. 
And in later Jewish literature Beliar is the name for Antichrist, 
whether he is conceived of as apostate Jew (Ascension of Isaiah) 
or Roman Emperor (Sibylline Oracles, iii. 63, ёк бі сввасттубу 
Же BeXiap ретотитдеу, unless, indeed, the passage indicates a 
Samaritan origin of Antichrist). It is at least probable that when 
S. Paul wrote this section of 2 Corinthians, he still thought of 
Antichrist as the person in whom Jewish opposition to the faith 
should find its consymmation. 

But, however this may be, it 1s at least clear that the passage 
about the Man of Sin in 2 Thess. is most naturally interpreted, 
if we suppose that S. Paul is developing a popular legend in the 
light of Christ's teaching about the last things, his own experi- 
ences at the hands of his countrymen, the episodes of the 
desecration of the Temple by Antiochus and the attempt of 
Caligula to set up his statue within its precincts. Recent 
experiences and historical incidents have added new traits toa 
well-known popular conception. And both the legend and the 
events are needed to explain the picture. 

The use of the Antichrist legend is equally clear in the 
Apocalypse. Gunkel has clearly shown the impossibility of 
interpreting the 12th chapter on purely historical lines. And 
many of the details recall most vividly the legend of the Sea. 
monster, which shall once more raise war against the Lord’s 
anointed. It is very probable that a Jewish Apocalypse which 
itself borrowed traits from older mythological traditions to describe 
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the birth of Messiah, born in heaven, caught up to the throne of 
God and hidden in the wilderness till the appointed time, has 
been incorporated by the seer, and adapted to the circumstances of 
Christ and the Church, the borrowed details in many cases being 
quite unsuitable to their new application, in order to comfort his 
readers with the thought that their sufferings are really but a 
stage in the working out of God’s purpose for their final triumph. 
That which is woe for the earth, is matter of rejoicing in heaven, 
when the Dragon is cast down, and the first stage in the process of 
his destruction is accomplished. The hostility of the Dragon to 
the Messiah, the consequent war between Michael and the 
Dragon and their respective hosts, the identification of the 
Dragon with the old serpent, the Devil and Satan, the deceiver 
of the whole world, and the Water cast out as a river to destroy 
the Woman, are all reminiscences of popular myths of which 
traces have been found throughout the O.T. and elsewhere in 
the New. 

In ch. xiii. т the beast coming up out of the sea points the 
same way, though here the adaptation of the myth to the circum- 
stances of Roman history are clear, whether the solution of the 
riddle of xiii. 18 is to be found in the older guess of "Ор ў, 
and the sufferings of the Neronic persecution, or Deissmann's 
suggestion of Касар Geos and the Emperor-worship of the time 
of Domitian, is preferred. 

Perhaps the clearest use of the Antichrist legend is to be 
found in xiii. rr, where the *two horns like unto a lamb" of 
the beast that came up out of the earth, emphasize his attempt 
to deceive by pretending to be the Messiah. 

. The 17th chapter, which offers the clearest indications 
of the identification of the beast with Rome, now regarded by 
Christians as the great enemy, and no longer the restraining and 
protecting power which S. Paul found in the Empire, shows how 
the mythical figure gains new attributes in consequence of new 
experiences, but does not throw much light on the older myth. 
But the gathering together of the nations, Gog and Magog, for 
the war in xx. 7, 8, recalls the earlier feature of the legend. 

In the Epistles of S. John there is no real use of the legend 
itself at all They contribute nothing but the name to our 
knowledge of it. The writer refers to a popular legend which 
had formed the basis of Apostolic teaching, as in earlier times 
the prophets and psalmists had made use of similar mythological 
ideas to enforce the lessons which they had to teach. But the 
process of spiritualization is complete. The writer finds in the 
false teaching which is growing apace the fulfilment of the popular 
expectation of the coming of the great antagonist who is to lead 
the last and final opposition of the powers of the world to the 
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kingdom of the Christ. Whether this opposition is soon to 
culminate in the work of a single opponent he leaves uncertain. 
It is not a matter which interests him. The mystery of law- 
lessness is already working in those who are inspired by the 
spirits who do not confess Jesus Christ come in flesh. In this 
the “word” Antichrist cometh is fulfilled. The writer's business 
is with the reality to which the legend points; with the legend 
itself he has but little to до. | 

It is unnecessary here to trace the further developments of 
the Antichrist legend in later Jewish and Christian expectation. 
They show a more or less definite, but continually shifting, 
popular tradition which took its start in the old myth of the 
Sea-monster overcome, but only confined and not destroyed, by 
the power of God, which should once more break its bonds, 
and make a last attack on the powers of light before the final 
establishment of the Messianic kingdom. 

B. ii. 28-iv. 6. 
Second presentation of the two theses, ethical and Christo- 

logical, the two being discussed separately, but with express 
reference to their connection. 

I. ii. 28-iii. 24. 
The doing of righteousness, especially genuine brotherly 

love, the true sign of the Birth from God. Corresponding 
exhortation. | 

I. ii. 28-iii. 6. 
The thesis, and the exhortation to recognize this truth, 

shown by the obligation, involved in the gift of Divine kinship 
and the hope of its completion, of self-purification. The wide 
prevalence of antinomianism. The incompatibility of knowledge 
of God and yielding to sin. 

(a) п. 28-10. 3. 
(2) iii. 4-6. 
ii. 28-iii. 3. 
The gift of Divine kinship carries with it the obligation to 

self-purification. 
1. This verse is closely connected with the preceding. It is 

a meditation on the last words of that verse, ё abro? yeyévvyras. 
The writer is trying to restore the waning enthusiasm of his 
readers, and to recall them to their first love. He therefore 
reminds them of their high privilege and position. God has 
given them proof of His love. He has bestowed on them 
the rank and title of His children, sharers in His nature. And 
it is no mere title. It corresponds to real facts, if they will 
but realize them, and respond to them. And these facts are 
the cause of the hostile attitude of the world. Those who do 
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not know God have no sympathy with those who share His 
nature. 

An interesting parallel to this passage is found in Firge 
Aboth, iii. 22 (ed. Taylor, 1897), “ Beloved are Israel that they 
are called children of God ; greater love (was it that it) was made 
known to them that they are called children of God, as it is 
said, Ye are the children of the Lord your God" (Dt. xiv. 1). 
We may also compare and contrast (cf. Windisch, ad loc.) 
Philo, de confusione ling. 146 f. (Cohn, ii. р. 257) xai yàp єї расе 
ixayol «oi maides vopiter Gat yeyovapey, ЛАА ток THs deiDoUs єікбуоѕ 
афтод, Aóyov тоб ієротатоу. The emphasis on the direct relation 
of Christians to God is characteristic of the Epistle, though the 
writer conceives of this relationship as realized in and through 
Christ. 

Bere тотатђу] Cf. Gal. vi. rr, Bere тко бу ypdppacew 
бурада: and for the combination with worawds, Mk. xiii. 1, Be 
тотатої Aida. In the N.T. тотатф generally suggests surprise, 
and very often something of an admirable character (qualem, 
Latt. verss.). Ct. Mt. viii 21), Lk. i 29, vii. 39. 2 Р. iii тї 
(потатоїс dei Vrápyew брас фу буѓолҳ дуастрофаїс;). The Latt. 
verss. never use cujas, sorazós having lost its reference to 
place. 

àyámyr] Love, not token of love. “The Divine love is, as 
it were, infused into them, so that it is their own, and becomes in 
them the source of a divine life.” 

8é5wxev] is better supported than the aorist, and is intrinsi- 
cally superior. The results of what they have received are 
permanent and abiding. Nowhere else in N.T. does édyamp 
Sova occur. 

é тетїр] suggested by the following réxva 0eo?. СЕ Rev. xxi. 7. 
tva téxva веоб кАлвореи| Another instance of the definitive 

iva. It is difficult to find any “full telic” force here. God did 
not give His love to men in order that they might be called 
sons. The greatness of His love to them was manifested in 
this, that He allowed Himself to be called their Father. Cf. 
ver. 11, айту cory ў &áyyeMa, . . . iva ayamiper. According to 
the general usage of this Epistle and the Fourth Gospel, réxva 
Geos emphasizes the community of nature as distinguished from 
the dignity of heirship. The “being called” includes the 
"being," but it is not synonymous with it. It lays special 
stress on the dignity of the Christian title and position. 

xal фору] An awkward parenthesis, which scribes naturally 
dropped, as in the Receptus, or adapted to the sentence, as 
in the Latin Versions, e£ simus. But it is in the author's style. 
Cf. the true text of Jn. i. 15, xéxpayev Aéyov—otros Fv 6 elrav— 
'O вхід pov èpxópevos, and also Apoc. і. 6; 2 Jn. 2. And it 
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also adds force to the sentence. “It is no mere empty title. 
It is a realized fact, though some are in danger of forgetting it." 
Justin seems to have known this verse; Dial. с. Try. 123 (353 B), 
ovrws кай рес årò тоб yevvij avros наз els Gedv Христо, —каї 
Oeod réxva dAnOiva xadovpeba kai oper, of ras футо\й$ тоб Хрістоб 
$vAdocovres. 

5.4 тобто) Because they knew not God. Аз usual, the refer- 
ence of rovro is to what follows. They do not recognize us, 
because they did not know God. Those who failed to know 
God (ойк €yvo) in creation, in history, in the revelation made by 
Jesus Christ, naturally fail to know those who are of like 
nature. 

ayarny) post rarnp HE (Y). 
— & B C KL P al. longe plu. Thphyl. Oec.] edwxey А L 13. 27 

с scr 

тшу! yur B К° 22. 31*. 80. 100: post rarnp 7739! (33). 
текуа 0eov c\7nOwper] AnOnre rexva 60 I ь 8382 (2), 
Kat exper] kac етту НГ! (61) 7*391t. 200. 199. 381 (96) : om. K L al. plu. 

arm”. 

nuas] ура N* K L P al.9 arm-codd. Thphyl. Oec. 
eyrw] eyrwxare P 192 : еүғште 100 al. pauc. 
avror]-- o косроѕ Г 114 (252). 

9. The thought of réxva 0«o? is expanded in connection with 
the thought of the Parousia. Here and now they have attained 
to the position of “children of God.” Their present dignity 
is as nothing compared with the glory which shall be revealed. 
The exact conditions of their future state have not yet been 
made clear. What has already become matter of common 
knowledge is that, the more fully Christ is revealed, the closer 
will be their likeness to Him. What they have seen of Christ 
incarnate has raised them to the position of God's children. 
If He is fully made manifest, those who see Him as He is “ will 
be consummated in the divine likeness to which it was the 
divine purpose that they should attain" (Westcott). Cf. Gn. i. 
26. Allis not yet made manifest, but they have so learned the 
Christ that they know that it is “God’s task to make the 
heavenly period Perfect the earthen." 

дуажттої) Cf. iii. 21, iv. 11, and contrast ii. 7, iv. 1, 7. The 
word is used here, not to introduce a new section, but to call 
attention to a further meditation on what has preceded. The 
writer uses the term which reminds his readers of their and 
his common share in the gift which God has given. 

viv Tékva бєоб dopév] Cf. xai фсрбу ої the preceding verse. 
What they have at present justifies their full confidence for the 
future, which will bring the complete unfolding of that which 
is even now present, though its manifestation is hindered by 
the circumstances in which they are placed. 

6 
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owe іфауероби| For ойто with the aorist, where the writer 
is not looking back on a time separated by an interval from 
that of writing or speaking, cf. Mk. xi. 2 (oideis оўтою éxáDwrey) ; 
I Co. viii. 2 (єї res ŝoke? . . . ойто éyvo) ; He. xii 4 (otro péxps 
аїнато$ дутікатёстттє) ; Apoc. xvii. то (6 Aos ойто HAGE), 12 
(ВасіЛєау ovmw éXaBov). The statement denies that there has 
ever yet been a moment at which it could be said éfavepwOy, 
where the aorist would be either timeless, or expressive of what 
has just happened. There is no necessary reference to any 
occasion “on which the revelation might have been 
such as the manifestation of the Risen Lord (Westcott). 

оїбареу) We know enough to justify confidence even if no 
complete revelation has as yet been made. Great as are our 
privileges now, how far greater then! Nothing short of being 
like God in Christ. Contrast укуфакормеу (ii. 3, 18, iii. 24, etc.): 
here no progress in knowledge is suggested: we are aware of 
the future likeness. 

ёду фауєрюді) May mean either (1) ¿f it shall be revealed, i.e. 
our future condition (ті Фодиєба), or (2) “if He shall be revealed,” 
i.c. Christ. The first is the more natural interpretation so far 
as grammar is concerned. It connects the words naturally with 
the preceding ойт édavepify. And it gives an adequate 
meaning to the words. “If our future glory is revealed, it will 
be found to be not less than likeness to God, the open vision 
of whose glory shall transform us.” In favour of (2) is the use 
of фауєробђ of Christ in ver. 28 of the preceding chapter, and 
the general sense of the passage. Throughout the passage the 
writers thoughts are turned to the revelation of Christ in His 
glory at His Parousia. If He be manifested in His true glory, 
the vision will change us to His likeness. Cf. 2 Co. iii. 18, тт» 
бобау Kupiov xarorrpilopevor rijv айтйу eixóva. perapoppovpeda dao 
8661 eis бббау: Col. iii. 4, бтйу 6 Xpurós фауєробі) . . . Tore xai 
ùeis ov aùr pavepwbýoeoðe èv босу. And if the use of 
фауероёс дал in ii. 28 partly suggests this interpretation, in spite 
of the intervening ойто é$ayepo05, where the ті обуєва deter- 
mines the meaning of the verb, it must also be remembered 
that the language of soliloquy and meditation has to some 
extent its own rules. To one pondering over the future glory 
of the Son of God, in the light of the present revelation of the 
Risen Lord, which suggests so much more than it actually 
reveals, the words йу фауєр®@р could probably have but one 
meaning. To us it would have been clearer if the subject had 
been definitely expressed. It does not follow that the same is 
true of the writer, or of those for whose sakes he is giving written 
form to his meditations. Very possibly they had often heard 
him meditate on the theme €ày фауеробу. He uses the word 
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фауєродс до: eighteen times, and in twelve Christ is the subject, 
though most of them refer to His manifestation in the flesh. 

Spoor] Contrast Ph. ii. б, rò «уш toa бє. And for the 
thought, cf. Plato, ZZeaefetus, 176 В, фуу? 96 dpotwors TQ бєф xara 
тд Óvvaróv : Greg. Thaum. Paneg. in Origenem, C. 12, тб ye тйутшу 
réXos оду &тєрбу т. оїцал ї) кадарф тф уф Ффороговеута mpoa«AÓeiv 
TQ бєф kai uévew ev айтф. Apoc. xxii. 4, каї бфоутає TÒ просото 
avrov. Similes, quia beati, says Bede. 

$n] “ Because we shall see Him as He is.” What men saw 
of Jesus of Nazareth, when He manifested His glory under the 
limitations of human life, raised them to the position of réxva 
вєої, in the case of all who received Him (Jn. i. 13). How 
much greater transforming power shall there be in the vision of 
Him as He is, no longer veiled by the conditions of earthly life ! 

It is possible to take ore к.т.А. as giving the proof of the 
knowledge (оідареу). We know that we shall be like Him, for 
we know that we shall see Him ; and only the pure in heart 
shall see God. He is visible only to those who share His 
nature. Like is perceived by like alone. But if the writer had 
meant this he surely would have expressed himself differently. 
He often leaves not a little for his readers to supply. But he 
demands from them the use of spiritual insight rather than of 
mental acuteness. Weiss’ explanation is too ingenious for its 
context. 

тек»а) post 0eov P 31. 
ті) ore £279 (54) K (415). 

+ M DEN KL al pler. cat. syr% cap. sah‘ aeth, Or. Dam. 
yl. 

on (? 2°)] pr. xa, Га 8t. 206. 106. 201 (об): ка; /а158 (395). 
офоцеда) офарева 31 al.2**: uidemus, boh-ed. 

8. The possession of such a hope is the strongest incentive 
to absolute purity. The hope is not really grasped except by 
those whose striving towards this goal is eager and constant. 
The hope is not stated to be the necessary condition of the 
purity, but the purity is the necessary result of the hope. It is 
not denied that other causes may produce a similar result. But 
where such a hope really exists the striving after purity must 
follow. The Christian hope is incompatible with moral in- 
difference. No one, not even the ‘ Gnostic,” is raised by it 
above the moral obligations. And the purity aimed at is 
absolute. The standard is nothing less than the perfected 
human life of the glorified Christ. 

más] The use of was in this Epistle and in the Gospel is 
instructive. It generally sets aside the claims of some party 
or other who claimed special privileges or exemptions for them- 
selves. 
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ô (xor . . . ёт abro] The form of expression emphasizes the 
thought of hope possessed and enjoyed as a sure possession 
(ёхеу Атда being stronger than the simple verb), and which 
rests on the Christ, and is therefore surely and securely grounded. 
Contrast Ac. xxiv. 15, Атда &yov. eis tov веду, reaching as far as 
(Westcott). Cf. г Ti. iv. то, v. 5. See Introduction, p. iv; 
also 1 ТІ. мі. 17; т Р. i. 13, зі. èr atro must, of course, refer 
to Christ. 

dyvife.] СЕ Ex. xix. rof. ; Nu. viii. 21; Jos. iii. 5; 1 Es. vii 
то, and also Jn. xi. 55. Those who appeared before God at 
the Jewish feasts were required first to purify themselves from 
all Levitical and ceremonial uncleanness. The hope of appear- 
ing before the presence of God, and of seeing Christ as He is, 
necessarily inspires its possessors with the desire of putting 
away every defilement which clouds the vision of God, even as 
the human nature of the Christ, made perfect through the 
discipline and suffering of earthly life, has even now been ex- 
alted to the unveiled presence of the Father. 

кабы] He has attained, and those who hope to attain like- 
wise will naturally spare no effort to follow the same path. But 
кабш<$ suggests a pattern, rather than introduces a motive. 

éxetvos| For the change of pronoun, cf. Jn. v. 39, and 
perhaps хіх. 35. Throughout the Epistle exeivos used absol- 
utely refers to Christ. Cf. ii. 6 (note). 

Áyvós] For the difference between áyvós and xaĥapós, see 
Westcott's note. Kafapdés seems to state the objective fact, 
dyvés emphasizes the subjective feeling. The Vulg. commonly 
has castus for åyvós, but here has sanctus. 

у eXrrióa т, ВАГ, 
ае] el {е 307 (соб). 
ех ауто) єт ауто» 2. 25. 30. 
post єдуто» boh-sah. (іл со): e» avro 31. 
єдуто») avro» ЗІ" о», 

4. тас̧) Cf. ver. 3 (note). In contrast with those who seek 
to cleanse themselves from all defilement, are set those who 
continue to do the sin which defiles and separates from God. 
There is no special class of s//uminati, superior to the obligation 
to keep the moral law. The test of progress is obedience. 
Those who fail to do the will of God, to work out the best of 
which their nature is capable, are breaking the law of God, 
which is the law of their being. А]! sin is law-breaking; all 
falling short of the highest possible is disobedience to God's law 
for men, the law of self-realization after the pattern of the Christ. 
He that fails to do righteousness breaks the law. 

Thy ávouíav] dvouia here is, of course, not the antinomianism 
of the “Gnostic.” The condemnation of that would have 
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required the converse of the statement here made, “ All дуоціа 
is sin.” But the writer is undoubtedly thinking of the claim 
made by the superior “ Gnostic,” that he is at liberty to follow 
the leading of his own desires, without being under any obliga- 
tion to the moral law, which is only binding on the ignorant and 
the inferior. The sins of which the writer is thinking are 
failures to fulfil the law of love, rather than grosser sins of 
the flesh, which are hardly, perhaps never, referred to in this 
Epistle. But whatever form they take, sinful acts are not 
matters of indifference. In the case of all men, even the most 
intelligent, they are transgressions of a valid law. He who 
stoops to them shows himself thereby to be no true réxvov Geow. 

кої ў драртіа к.т.\.] The ка adds a clause which carries the 
thought a step further. Not only is “doing sin" a violation 
of law, but sin in its very nature is a transgression of the law of 
God. It is the self-assertion of the finite against the eternal 
will of Him who has the right to claim absolute obedience. 

Ty» 19) om. 31. 
9 2°) pr. ка: М? : (?) om, 7*9? (83), 
єсто)+ де H &* (R). 

б. xal oare к.т.\.] Not only does he who commits sin 
break a Divine law, but he stultifies the whole purpose of the 
Incarnation. Christ was manifested to men in His earthly life 
in order to take away sin, to destroy and remove it. And 
being sinless Himself, it was in His power to do so. To 
these two great incentives to self-cleansing, the purpose of 
the Incarnation, and the power of the Incarnate Christ, the 
writer can appeal as to part of the normal Christian conscious- 
ness, whether he includes himself (oiðapev) or speaks only of 
his readers (одате). 

dxetvos} Cf. ver. 3. The writer apparently sees no difficulty in 
using éxetyos and atrós in the same verse with reference to the 
same subject: though, of course, the case where éxetyos stands 
first is not strictly parallel to those in which it follows the use of 
avrds, as in ver. 3. 

d$avepéóOn] The word is used more frequently, as here, by 
the writer with reference to Christ's first coming, or manifesta- 
tion, in the flesh. Cf. 1 Ti. iii. 16; 1 P. і. 20. 

åpn] Take away, i.e. destroy. The Hebrew wb? is used in 
both senses of taking away and bearing. But it is differently 
translated into Greek in the two cases. Аірєу expresses the 
former, фёрєу the latter. Cf. Is. lili, 11, ras duaptias avrüv 
айтд< дуоіте. 

tàs брартіає) whether used absolutely, or with the addition 
of jue, denotes the many acts in which the sin of humanity is 
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expressed. The concrete expression is more forcible than the 
absolute (тту dpapríav). 

ápapria Фу aürG ойк боту] cf. Jn. vii. 18, фбикіа dv aire ойк 
éorw. The statement is made of the whole human life of the 
Christ (€orw), and is not confined to the earthly part of it. In 
virtue of His sinlessness He can accomplish the purpose of the 
Incarnation ; and the thought also suggests the means by which 
it can be accomplished, a thought which is fuither developed in 
the next verse. СЕ Augustine, “In quo non est peccatum ipse 
uenit auferre peccatum. Nam si esset in illo peccatum, auferen- 
dum est illi, non ipse auferret." 

одате АВСК І, al. pler. vg. boh-codd. syr. aeth, Tert. Aug.] 
одаде>» М 40. 98 tol. sah. arm. boh-ed. Fulg. 

ras apaprias ABP 5. 13. 27. 66**. 81 am. fu. demid. harl. tol. сор. 
syr. aeth. Tert. Aug. Fulg.]-- 24v» А CKL al. pler. cat. vg. sah. syr. 
Ath. Thphyl. Oec. 

e» sera} post єсті» М sah. cop. aeth. 

6. In so far as union with the Sinless is realized, sin ceases 
to be. The doing of sin shows that the Christ has never been 
fully seen or known. The statements are made absolutely, 
after the writer’s wont. They must, of course, be interpreted in 
the light of i. 8 ff., where the writer makes it clear that he does 
not mean that those who have realized their union with 
Christ have actually attained as yet to a state of complete sin- 
lessness. Where sin is, the vision of the Christ has not yet been 
made perfect. There is nothing to show that the writer is de- 
scribing the general character of the Christian, which remains 
unchanged by separate sinful acts, inasmuch as they are foreign 
to it and do not affect it as a whole. The statement is made 
absolutely without reference to the modifications necessary 
when it is applied to the individual case. 

dv абтд pévew] As contrasted with «уа, иф» perhaps 
suggests in this context the necessity of human effort. 

обу ápaprádve] Augustine has supplied the necessary modi- 
fication, “ In quantum in ipso manet, in tantum non peccat," a 
sentence which Bede has incorporated in his Commentary 
(cf. Westcott's note). 

édpaxey . . €yvwxev]| The vision and the knowledge have 
their abiding results. ópüv is used by the writer of spiritual 
vision. It cannot be restricted here (as by Weiss) to those who 
had actually seen the Lord in the flesh, éyvoxev being added to 
meet the case of later disciples. Cf. Bede, ** Visionem dicit et 
cognitionem fidei, qua iusti etiam in bac uita deum uidere 
delectantur, donec ad ipsam speciem apertae visionis eius in 
futuro preueniant, de qua supra dicitur, Quoniam uidebimus 
eum sicuti est," a passage which is also based on Augustine's 
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comment, “ est illuminatio per fidem, est illuminatio per speciem.” 
If the two words are to be distinguished here, épav lays stress 
on the object, which appears and 15 grasped by the mental vision, 
ywodoxew on the subsequent subjective apprehension of what is 
grasped in the vision, or it is unfolded gradually in experience. 

was 2°] pr. ка: 38. 67 (mg.). 95. 96**. .) hs vg. syr. aeth. arm. 
Or. ТОБ Ave. di ox ee (56). Mp) vp ur 

үркер] eyro 7096. © (214) 709.115 (307) Æ 889 (479). 
2. iii. 7-18. Elucidation of the thesis (ethical), and earnest 

warning against those who would lead them astray. 
(а) 7-10. Further meditation on the Divine Birth. The 

opposite statement. He that sinneth is of the Devil. 
(2) 10-17. Clearer definition of sin as failure to love the 

brethren, and of its opposite, love. 
7. The views of the false teachers were plausible, and there 

was imminent danger of some of the faithful being seduced. 
But the facts were clear. He, and he only, who shows the 
fruits of righteousness in what he does, is righteous. Righteous- 
ness is always known by its fruits. There are no heights of 
knowledge, or superior kinds of nature, for which action is a 
matter of indifference. 

texvia| If this is the true reading, the appeal is again made 
to their common (spiritual) nature. "There is some authority for 
the reading zadia, which would be equally suitable. The danger 
would have been less imminent, if they had used their own powers, 
and shown themselves less dependent on the moral guidance of 
others. 

pn9eis тАаміто| Cf. ii. 26. They must yield to the seduc- 
tions of no one, however prominent his position or plausible 
his arguments. It is, of course, possible that the writer is 
thinking of some particular opponent. 

5 тофу] Cf. i. 6, iii. 4, etc. If the character is true, the 
whole life will be an expression of it, even as the whole of 
Christ's life was a continuous expression of the character and 
person in whom God could be well pleased. 

éxetyos] Cf. vv. 3, 4 (notes). Righteousness was fully realized 
in Him who set the Christian standard. No lower ideal would 
prove a sufficient incentive to holiness, ге. the highest self- 
realization of which the nature of man is capable, who was 
created in order to grow into the likeness of God. 

rexvia М BK Lal. pler. cat. Thphyl. Oec. m vg. syr. Tert. Aug.] тада 
A C P 5. 13. 27. 29 arm. (uid.) cop. syrP™® Leif.: +pov 15. 26. 36. 68 
cat. sah. syr**? aeth, 

ртдє) un тіз А. 
пошу бікалосуутпу (? ? cf. v. Soden, p. 1856)] dixacos шу H (Yh 
Scxacos (? 2°)] om. 779€ (33). 
Ty» 2°] om. М". 
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8. & код» thy dpapriay] The contrast to 70. He whose 
whole course of action is the expression of “sin,” belongs to the 
Devil, from whom the life which animates him is derived, as the 
higher life which issues in righteousness proclaims its possessor 
а réxvov Өєоў. 

ёк той SiaBddou écrí»] Cf. Bede, “Non carnis originem 
ducendo ex diabolo sicut Manichaeus impurissime de cunctis 
credit hominibus: sed imitationem uel suggestionem peccandi 
sumendo ab illo, quomodo et nos filii Abrahae sumus facti, 
imitando fidem Abrahae," a suggestive note, though it ignores 
the nearer illustrations of the context. 

ёт’ ёрхўѕ) The meaning of dx’ dpxys has been variously 
interpreted. It has generally been understood either of (1) the 
beginning of “sinning,” £e. the Fall of Adam, or events which 
preceded the first sin of man ; or (2) the beginning of the exist- 
ence of the Devil. His first act was one of sin. The uncertainty 
of both these interpretations has led Rothe and others to give 
the phrase a logical rather than a temporal meaning. “Satan 
sins, the author would say, ‘far principe, for the sake of 
sinning. Other sinners sin for the sake of another. In contrast 
to him all human sin is derived Whether the actual phrase 
can bear such an interpretation or not, the point of view of the 
readers has surely been overlooked. The writer must have 
intended a meaning which the words could suggest to them. 
The phrase must therefore be interpreted in accordance with 
Jn. viii 44,1. т; Gn. i. т, etc. The attempt to assign a definite 
date, so to speak, is а mistake. *'The earliest times spoken of 
in Genesis" would perhaps be the nearest popular paraphrase. 
* From the first” would give its meaning with fair accuracy. It 
denotes the earliest events which have any bearing on the point 
at issue. From the very first, long before the first actual sin 
of any man, “the devil sinneth," and the course begun from the 
first has been continued ever since. All human sin, therefore, 
has its origin in what is external to the man who sins. It comes 
from an external source. It is not self-originated or part of 
man's nature. As Westcott has said elsewhere, ** There is no 
view of human nature so inexpressibly sad as that which leaves 
out the Fall.” As also F. D. Maurice has said, “ There has 
been no period of the existence of human beings in which they 
have not been liable to the assaults of this Tempter." 

There is nothing in the passage to suggest that the writer 
held a “dualistic” view of the origin of evil, considering the 
Devil *an originally evil being"; but it is manifest that he 
believed in a personal Tempter. Cf. Jn. viii. 44. 

els тобто іфауєробіт к.т.\. ] All such action is in direct opposi- 
tion to the purpose of the Incarnation of the Son of God, who 
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was manifested in the flesh in order to destroy the works of the 
Devil, е. the sins which he has introduced into the lives of men. 

Мет] “ destroy.” The word generally includes the sugges- 
tion of destroying, undoing or dissolving, that which forms the 
bond of cohesion. Cf. Jn. ii 19, v. 18, vii 23 (the Lord 
s‘ dissolved ” the Jewish sabbatical tradition by applying to the 
question the higher principle of the duty of restoring man to his 
true self). Windisch aptly quotes the Аоуф» of the Egyptian 
Gospel, Або» xatradtoa rà Фруа THs Өп\єіас. 

e 19) +де A 25. 68 кэс tol. boh-ed. arm. aeth. Leif. 
Лоу) Avoel В 100: Лу Р. 

9. He who is begotten of God must be in character like God 
who begat him. Sin, which 1з of the Devil, finds no place in 
him. 

é vynpévos] Compare and contrast Jn. i 13, ёк беоб 
"Өусау. Here the writer emphasizes not only the initial 

act, or the single act, but its permanent results. 
dpapriav од Tow] Anarthrous and therefore qualitative. He 

does not do that which is sinful in character. But the absence 
of the article should not be pressed. 

$n owéppa| The seed which produces the new life in him 
(cf. Jn. і. 13), as a permanent and abiding factor.! The inter- 
pretation which equates eéppa with the Word of God (“semen 
dei, id est uerbum dei," Bede, from Augustine, who adds, * unde 
dicit Apostolus, Per Euangelium ego uos genui, 1 Co. iv. 15) 
receives some support from 1 P. i. 23; Ja. i. 18, but is hardly 
in accordance with the Johannine teaching, in which the Spirit 
is the author of the new birth (cf. Jn. ії). Wohlenberg in an 
interesting paper has pleaded for the interpretation which 
identifies owéppa eoù with God's children collectively (cf. Jn. 
viii. 33, répa 'ABpadp). It has the advantage of referring айто® 
and ёу айтф to the same person (God's children abide in Him), 
but it makes the following clause, ov dvvaras . . . уєубууттаї, very 
difficult both in grammar and sense. As Law has pointed out, 
the last clause must then have run (“ апд they cannot sin, because 
they abide in Him"). Still less can be said for Karl's inter- 
pretation of the words as referring to Christ. Cf., however, 
Justin, Apol. i. 32, where we perhaps have an echo of this.? 

од Bóvarat к.т.А.] The fact that he has been begotten of God 
excludes the possibility of his committing sin as an expression of 
his true character, though actual sins may, and do, occur, in so 
far as he fails from weakness to realize his true character. Cf. 

1 Cf. Philo, De Ebriet. 30 (Cohn, ii. p. 176), Tà то? бєоў aépuara. 
2 ol пістебоутез airy буброто, Фу ols olxet тд тард тод бєоб owépua, ё 

Mryos. 
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Jn. viii 33, 39. Every réxvov must reproduce the works of his 
father. In so far as any man is a réxvovy беоб he “cannot” do 
the works of the Devil. The writer speaks, however, here as 
elsewhere, in the absolute language of the prophet rather than 
with the circumspection of the casuist. On the N.T. doctrine 
of Birth from God, see Windisch, p. 118. 

таз] Pr. — (56). 
усуєгупиєтот) yeyernueros K 99. 100. 177" j** o% al. pauc, 
тоу (? '1*)] om. H 9€ (33) /*1% (179). 
арартиду ov тое] non peccat sah. bo 
crepua) pr. то 1° 191 (216) О® (154). 
avrov] de: sahd: om. 23 (231). 
apaprarew) auapriay ransas /» 19 (395). 
ori) ости / 28 (233). 

10. dv тобте) This may possibly refer to what has preceded, the 
not-doing or the doing of sin, which are the distinguishing 
characteristics of the classes into which the writer divides man- 
kind. But it is more probable, and more in accordance with the 
writer's usual custom, that the reference is to what follows, the 
achievement of, or the failure to achieve, righteousness and love 
(cf. ii. 3). For the construction, cf. the note on i. 4. 

$avepá] The writer is striving to give his readers a dis- 
tinguishing test which can be easily applied. It is, of course, to 
the judgment of men, not the judgment of God, that the two 
clues become manifest. 

téxva ToU 8:0В6Лоо) cf. Acts xiii. то, vid &agóAov, and Jn. viii. 
The teaching of this section of the Epistle can hardly be under- 
stood without reference to the 8th chapter of the Gospel, with 
which it is intimately connected. 

was] There are no exceptions on the ground of superior 
knowledge or ** pneumatic” nature; cf. notes on vv. 3, 4. 

xal ô ph) áyazàv] The doing of righteousness might be too 
vague and general a test. The writer therefore narrows it down 
to one special form of righteousness which is in fact the basis 
of the whole, and in the exercise of which the false teachers 
had apparently shown themselves particularly lacking. СЕ Ro. 
xiii. 9, єї те ётёро, футоА\л}, & TÓ Aóyo тойт дуакєфаЛолобтол, év TQ; 
дуатідєіс Tov tAnoloy тоу ws сєамтоу. 

тду дб«Хфду адтоб | The writer is obviously thinking of members 
of the Christian Society, not thereby excluding the wider duty 
on which the Sermon on the Mount and the Parables insist. 
The object of the Epistle is to suggest practical tests. They 
must be practical and such as are easily applied. No statement 
is made to the effect that he who confines his love to his 
Christian brethren has completely fulfilled the law of Christ. 
The writer has a special object in what he says, and he writes in 
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view of the failure in this respect of showing love to fellow- 
Christians, which was conspicuous in the case of the false 
teachers, in spite of their claims to intellectual and spiritual 
superiority. "There is nothing inconsistent with the teaching of 
the Christ in laying special stress on the first stage in obeying it. 
The experience of a lifetime, and especially of his later years, 
would seem to have taught the writer the necessity of charity 
beginning at home. 

ey rourw] ек rovrov Г 200 (83), 
vas) pr. ка: С" vid aeth. 
тому dixawcurny NABCKLP al. omn!4 cat. harl. tol. arm. сор. 

. aeth. Did. Thphyl. Оес.] w» dcxacos m vg. (am. fu. demid.) sah. syr. 
Or. Сур. Leif. Aug. : ĉıxaros w» Н ё (V). Ап interesting ** Western” 
variant, which can ardly claim to be original. The context requires the 
practical test of ‘‘ doing.’ 

дікаходиуту М ВІ, al. plu. Dam.) pr. ту» AC K Ph al. fere.” Dam. 
o 29) om. 7** (231). 
avrov) + ovx ayara то» бу [27 (соб), 

11. The original message of the Gospel, nay, the whole 
history of God's revelation of Himself to men from the earliest 
times, is summed up in the command to exercise mutual love. 
He therefore who does not love his brother shows thereby that 
he cannot be ёк то? беоб. 

adm... tva] The айт, which refers to what follows, 
excludes the possibility of any “telic” force being retained by 
iva here; cf. Jn. xvii. 3, and the close parallels in Jn. xiii. 34, 
ХУ. 12; І Jn. iii. 23, iv. 21, v. 16. See also т Jn. v. 3; 2 Jn. 5, 
6; cf. note on 1.9. The declarative, or definitive, use of tva 
to introduce the contents of a command, or the like, is fully 
established for S. John. 

áyyeMa] The message of the Gospel, of which the law of love 
is the basis. The reading érayyeAia does not suit the context, 
and it is obviously due to the careless substitution of a commoner 
word. Except іп this passage, dyyeAda is found only once in the 
N.T. (1 Jn. i. 5). Оп the other hand, érayyeA/a occurs 51 times, 
but only once in the Johannine writings (1 Jn. ii. 25). 

fv ђкобсатє dn’ ápxfs] The law of love was an essential part 
of the earliest presentation of the Gospel. It formed part of the 
earliest teaching which the readers had received. The contents, 
however, of ver. 12 suggest that in the words ёт dpy7ys the 
writers thought goes back to still earlier times. The earliest 
stories of the beginnings of the race bear witness to the fatal 

4 Consequences of disobedience to the law of love. 

ayyea ABK LL al. plu. cat. Thphyl. Oeco™ vg. Aug.] єтаууба 
«СР 27. 29. 40. 66**. 69. 99 act пэс a]. mu. Баг). syr. sah"? cop. arm. 
aeth. Did. Cyr. Оес'х? Leif. : uerbum Bahi. 

wa ayarwper) uf diligatis boh-ed. arm"; wa ayarare 7*1? (235). 
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19. The story of Cain is the typical example of the “ want ” 
of brotherly love. The form of the reference here is conditioned 
by what the writer has to say about the hatred which Christians 
must expect from the world. Men's deeds are the natural 
outcome of their charcater and inclinations. Evil deeds are the 
expression of a character which takes pleasure in what is evil. 
Righteousness must always provoke the hostile feeling of those 
whose delight is in evil. And feelings must sooner or later 
express themselves in action. 

од кабе$] Cf. 2 Co. viii. 5, каї ob caus Атісашеу ААА éavrois 
éSwxav: Jn. xiv. 27, об кабй< ó xdopos б{дшочу, and especially Jn. 
vi. 58, обтбс éorw ó dpros ó ef oùpavoð xaraBds, об xabas épayov 
ol warépes xai ётёбауоу, where the construction is irregular, as 
here. The comparison is incomplete in form. It may be 

aphrased “ һе feelings of Christians for each other must not 
be like, rather they must be the exact opposite of, those of Cain, 
whose hatred of righteousness led him to the violent murder of 
his brother.” Schlatter aptly quotes in illustration (р. 149), 
bana зало pp 5270 ppp xd. me arya, Pes. Kah. 16. 126a. 

ёк тоб жоутроё fv] Every man must draw his life and power 
from one source or the other. His deeds show to whom he 
belongs and has attached himself. The writer never denies the 
individual freedom of choice. He only traces things back to 
what he believes to be their ultimate spiritual sources. 

дофа$ву] The verb always includes the idea of violence. In 
the N.T. odafew is found only here and in the Apocalypse. 
Cf. Apoc. vi. 4, iva dAAnAous oddfovoew: 9, Tas puxas Tay do ay- 
рушу 0:0. тбу Aóyov тоб бєоб : xviii. 24, áyrov тоу дофаурбушу èm 
Ts yrs. It 15 also used of the Lamb, and of the “ head " of the 
beast (xiii. 3). In the LXX its most frequent use is sacrificial 
(cf. Gn. xxii. то, of Isaac; Ex. xxix. її; Lv. i 5; Nu. xi. 22, 
etc.) ; but see also Jg. хіі. 6 (A), ePdLovow адтоїє éri ras ёа8асе 
тої 'lopódvov: 1 К. xv. 33, ёсфаёє XapoviA róv 'Ayüy ёустюе 
Кургоо: І Mac. i. 2, каї éopage Bacci, etc. 

xápw rivos] The violent deed was only the last expression of 
that antipathy which righteousness always calls out in those 
who make evil the guiding principle of their life. "This view, that 
the cause of the murder of Abel is to be found in the character 
of Cain as manifested in his actions, is hardly in accord with the 
narrative of Genesis (iv. 8ff.), but it is quite in keeping with 
the suggestions read into that narrative by the adherents of 
the allegorical method of exegesis. We may compare Philo's 
treatment of the subject, who finds indications of Cain’s ¢Aavria 
in the fact that he only offered his sacrifice **after several days," 
and not at once, with the readiness which should distinguish the 
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service of God ; and that he offered of the fruits, not of the first- 
fruits. Cf. also He. xi. 4, where the stress is laid on the character 
of the sacrifices offered (тАєйма бисіау), rather than on the 
general character of all the actions of the two men. 

том (? 1°) om. С 3977 (96) | ror) рг. Adal, 884. 
Om. KAL г 

т:роѕ Хар» pe (236). 
ov] рг. её sah‘, 
Siu e avrov) v] afe 14384 (233). 
коха) bona 

18-16. The ground of the world’s hatred of those who love, 
and the glory of love, which gives life, in Christ. 

13-15. Those who can interpret aright the true meaning of 
the story of Cain and Abel will feel no surprise at the attitude 
of the world towards Christians. It only expresses the hostility 
which that which is good must always call out in that which is 
evil. Our love for the brethren assures us that we have already 

d out of the state of hatred and death, and now abide in 
that of life. For life із love. Не who does not love is still in 
the state of death. Every one who does not love his brother is 
a murderer, in the eyes of all to whom the true issues of things 
are manifest, even though he has so far stayed his hand from 
violence. And your common consciousness as men tells you 
that no murderer can have the higher life in him as a permanent 
and abiding principle of action. 

13. pij Oaupdfere] cf. Jn. iii. 7 (ui Oavpdoys), where the aorist 
emphasizes the immediate feeling aroused by a particular thought, 
or action, rather than the more permanent feeling called out 
by what is continuous. Cf. also Jn. v. 28, where the form of 
sentence refers to the continuous feeling, not to the momentary 
surprise, which the fact that the hour was coming, when all the 
dead should hear the voice of the Son of God, might occasion. 
The construction with the present imperative is the usual con- 
struction in the Johannine writings, the aorist subjunctive being 
only used in the passage quoted above. Here 1ї is significant. 
The hatred of the world was an abiding attitude, always liable 
to provoke unchristian retaliation, and always a temptation to the 
more “ intelligent" to neglect their duty to their weaker brethren. 

A B Cc KL al. pler. vg. sah. co r. Lcif. Did. Thphyl. Oec. 
pr. kac С? P 15. 18. do 36. 5.* 98. |. са: * syr. am. acu á — 

adehga М А 3CD al. mu. cat. vg. arm. Leif. Did.]--4ov KL al. 
longe. plu. syr. sah. cop. aeth. (пиши) Thphyl. Oec. 

ураз) nuas sah. /* 12 (219) Об (154). 

14. ġpeis otBapev] The appeal is to the Christian conscious- 
ness, shared by writers and readers alike. Their experience as 
Christians bas taught them that conscious life is dormant till 
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it is called out in active love and fellowship. Cf. Augustine 
(Tract. v. 10), “ Nemo interroget hominem ; redeat unusquisque 
ad cordem suum : si ibi inuenerit charitatem fraternam, securus 
sit quia transiit a morte ad uitam." 

ё рі dyawdv] The statement is put in its most general form. 
The state in which love has not been called out into conscious 
activity is a state of death. Life is the chance of learning how 
love not only * might be," but “15.” 

The addition of тд» á9«XA$óv in the Receptus is natural in 
the light of the preceding clause and of ver. 16. But it 
narrows down the writers meaning unnecessarily. In his more 
absolute statements he shows himself fully aware that the duty 
of love is absolute, and has a wider application than the Christian 
Society, even as the Christ is the propitation for the whole world, 
though in a practical Epistle he lays most stress on what is 
first practicable. 

rous adeAdous]+nuwry М 68. 58е syr. sah. 
o wn ayarwy М АВ 13. 27. 29. vg. sahdb arm. Did. Leif. Апр.]+то» 

аде por C KL P al. pler. sah" сор. syr. Thphyl. Oec. Cassiod. (--avrov 
P al. sah” cop. зут. aeth.): rovs adeAgous 15. 

o] + де 7* 29 (24). 

15. wis ô шоду к.т.\.] Cf. Aug. (Tract. v. то). “Non movet 
manus ad occidendum hominem, homicida iam tenetur a 
Domino; uiuit Ше, et iste iam interfector iudicatur. Hatred 
is the moving cause, whether or not the occasion for its final 
display has presented itself and been used. Cf. Mt. v. 23, 24. 

&vÓpuroxróvos] Cf. Jn. viii 44, the only other instance of 
its use in the N.T. It is, of course, used here in its literal sense 
of actual murderer, not of the murderer of the soul. 

oare] It is axiomatic. Their natural consciousness as men 
will tell them that the higher life cannot be communicated as 
а permanent possession to such an one. The writer does not 
avoid the use of irony when it suits his purpose. 

pévoucay] Cf. Jn. i. 32, 33, У. 38, vi. 27; І Jn. ii. 14, 24; 
2 Jn. 2. The word suggests that eternal life is both **a con- 
tinuous power and a communicated life.” Wohlenberg's attempt 
to connect the word pévovoay with the following verse (Mévovear 
dy тодтф Фуушфкарєу тїу дублу) is ingenious rather than convincing. 
Though it is not absolutely necessary to the sense, its position 
is justified by the реє of ver. 14, and it serves to heighten the 
impossibility of the rejected hypothesis. 

was .. . o0] The usual “ Hebraistic" expression, or at least 
the form of expression which a Jew writing Greek would 
naturally adopt. Cf. 1 Jn. ii. 19, 21, etc. ; and see Moulton’s 
note, Grammar of New Testament Greek, vol. i. p. 245f. Such 
phrases as хорі dos trepfécews show that “vernacular usage” 
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only needed to be extended “under the encouragement of a 
similar idiom in Hebrew.” But so far as the evidence goes it 
would seem that there has been “extension” in the Semitic 
direction. The construction is not found in the Gospel. 

avrov) eavrov B. 
odare] ocaper J 114 (335) sah"? boh. : pr. ovx Z> 995 (69). 
was 2°] +о Z? 0279 (1149). 
e» avro B K al. plu. Thphyl. Oec.] e» eavrw М AL C P al.™, 
слот) om. /°11® 14 ( — ), 
perovcar] om. 

16-18. Description of true love, and exhortation to its 
practice. The essence of love was manifested once for all, 
finally and completely, when the Christ gave His life for men. 
We know what true love really is in the light of that example. 
And we cannot but recognize our obligation to follow it, if need 
be even to the last sacrifice, for our brethren. There is, however, 
a simple test by which we can know at once whether we are at 
least on the road which leads to the possession of truelove. He 
who is unwilling to give of his external possessions, where need is 
obvious and well known to him, has not even begun to cherish 
true love for God in his soul. True love proves itself in action. 
It cannot stop short at expressions of which the tongue is the 
instrument. It must show by actual deeds that the words in 
which it is professed correspond to real feelings of the heart. 

16. èv тобто) The reference is to what follows, according to 
the writers usual custom, especially when a clause with бти 
follows. 

thy dydany] Absolute. There is no need to supply a genitive, 
тоў XpwrroU Or ToU Oeod. The true nature of love was manifested 
in such a way that men could learn to realize it, with abiding 
effects on their character and life (éyvwxapev). 

ікеїгос) He: neither writer nor readers feel the need for 
further definition by the addition of a name. Cf. the notes on 
vv. 3, 4- 

éxeivos ӧтёр йро») He for us: the Christ, the Son of God, 
for such as we are. e contrast is heightened by the order of 
the words. There are no depths of sacrifice to which true love 
will not stoop. 

Thy Wuxhy абтоб &Ónxev] Neither of the О.Т. phrases, which 
are usually quoted, 1633 Ub) oY and DYN Up) D'&n (Is. liii. 
10), afford a sufficiently close parallel to suggest an interpreta- 
tion. The additions, of 1623 in the one case, and OWN in the 
other, determine the exact sense of DWY. The Rabbinic phrases 
quoted by Schlatter (on Jn. x. тт) all have jn. The usage of 
the Fourth Gospel is a safer guide. Cf. Jn. x. 11, 15, 17, 18, 
xiii. 37-38, ху. 13, and also xiii. 4, тідпо rà ipdrıa. The latter 
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passage suggests the idea of laying aside, as a garment is put off, 
which agrees well with the use of the phrase in Jn. х. 18. The 
usage of riMévas in Jn. ii. то, тбу xaAóv olvov riGyow, can hardly 
help us to determine its meaning here. The phrase does not 
occur again in the Johannine Books. The Latin translation 
“dat” in Jn. x. rx is, of course, derived from the Western 
variant dwow (x D) Elsewhere the Vulgate uses 
Spitta's suggestions (ZWT W x. [1909] p. 78), that the phrase 
is used rightly in vv. r1, 15, in the sense of risking or staking 
his life for the sheep, and taken up in a different sense (of giving, 
or laying down) in the later interpolation of vv. 17, 18, is worthy of 
consideration, but it has perhaps been influenced by the Hebrew 
phrase, where the meaning, as has been pointed out, is deter- 
mined by the added 3623. If the distinction is to be main- 
tained, the present verse agrees with the “later” passage. 

xol фрее к.т.\.] It is not clear whether this clause is added 
to the first clause, éxetvos . . . ё0укеу, and governed by бт, or is 
to be regarded as a consequence of the example set by the 
Christ. The obligation, which all good men recognize, to 
sacrifice their lives, if need be, for others, may be part of the 
means whereby we learn what true love is. Such а кот ёууоќа 
of good men throws the clearest light on the nature of love. But 
the obligation, as felt by “us,” may also be regarded as the 
consequence of what Christ has done. When once the perfect 
example has been set, the duty of all disciples to follow it is 
clear. Grammatically the first is preferable. But the use of каї 
in this Epistle is wide. The writer always thinks as a Hebrew, 
and this is reflected in his forms of expression. The second 
interpretation is therefore grammatically admissible. And it has 
the advantage of far greater simplicity and directness. The 
emphatic дєє, moreover, is in favour of it. 

eyroxaper] eyruper P% (216): yrwoxoper 214 (335). 
т» ayarnr]+rov Üeov 52 vg. (am. demid. harl) arm-codd. boh. 

codd. : + ipsius m tol. Vig. : +eius, — 
тө Puxny avrov єбткеу md прш» sn. $8 (бо 

mau] spur ^ э (319) [s it rà. gr 
отер Tu» adehdwy] post yvxas /» 2907 (309) T (241) ЛЯ (216) 

K 820 (922). 
уко) тевекеу 4. 31. 40: тєбткер J> 9% 895 (233): ponit ante туғ фуу. 

avrov ЗІ". 
итер) rept Р. 
то» adeXgwr] ad\Anrwr boh. Р 4 ( {33 5): +тдш» 1-7 (до 
вера NA BCP 5. 15. 26. 27. 29. 68) ri0eya« K L al. pler. Thphyl. Oec. 

17. The practical test. Wider obligations may be acknow- 
ledged with all readiness in theory, where a more homely test 
reveals the extent of a man’s failure. The writer is always 
enforcing the truth that philanthropy begins at home. Cf. Philo, 
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De Fost. Cain, 86 (Cohn, ii. 18), ті yàp ó$eXos Aéyew pay rà Bé- 
vwrra, Stavociobas St каї mpárrew та aloywrra; софістбу obros б 
T 

tov Bior тод xócpov] Well paraphrased in Augustine's version, 
Jacultates mundi. Bios always denotes life in its external aspects. 
Cf. ii 16, ў dAaLovia тоб Biov: Mk. xii 44 (=Lk. xxi 4); 
I Ti. ii. 2; 2 TL ії. 4; and for the verb, І P. iv. 2, róv ériAourov 
у саркі Baca: xpóvov. СЇ. also Ac. xxvi. 4, rv . . . Восі pov 
ёк veórgros. Consequently, Bios is rare in the N.T., while (от) 
occurs more than a hundred times. 

ewp] Behold: not merely cast a passing glance, but see, 
long enough to appreciate and understand the circumstances of 
the case. Cf. Jn. xx. 6; Ac. iv. 13; Apoc. xi. 11f. 

xpeiav ёхоута] Cf. ii. 27; and for the use of the phrase 
absolutely, Mk. it. 25; Ac. ii. 45, iv. 35; Eph. iv. 28. 

к\єот] Cf. Ps. Їххуї. (Ixxvii.) 1o, 4 суе rois olkrappovs 
abro) ev ті) Ópyj atrov; cf. also Dt. xv. 7, у убуптаг dv оо! 
бубеїз . . . ovx дтостёрёєѕ Tijv карбіау соо. The word perhaps 
suggests that a barrier bas to be raised against the natural 
human feelings which the contemplation of such a case calls out. 

тё exAáyxro] Cf. Pr. xii. то, rà 62 стАдухуа тбу åseßôv 
dyeXejpova. The word is not found in the earlier parts of the 
Septuagint, and only in this passage is it used to translate DYM), 
which in the Psalms is paraphrased by olxripuoí (Ps. xxiv. 
(xxv.) 6, and in Isaiah (xlvii. 6) by &A«os. See Lightfoot’s note 
оп Ph. i. 8. The classical distinction between evAáyyva and 
бутера. (not in N.T.) is not to be found in Hebrew forms of 
expression. 

ToU Өєоб] The context determines that the genitive must be 
objective. Cf. v. 3. 

ec res 1° 99 (66). 
Voice KL 2. 40 аіріше 99, 
avrov (? 192)) om. Z**. 
кћи) к\ћесе LI за], 
ar avrov] om. /° 5180 (1319), 
e») єт >I (соб) ГР ЖМ (2) A 891 (62), 

18. texvia] The appeal is made, as usual, on the ground of 
the common spiritual nature which they all share. 

dy épyo xai ddnOeig] The phrase is contrasted with Ady» and 
уләссү. Practical love corresponds to inward truth. Much 
protestation is a mere exercise of the tongue. 

тека M AB CP al? cat. m am. syr. arm. Clem. Dam. Aug.]+ uov 
K L al. longe. plur. vg. (fu. demid. etc.) syr. sah. cop. aeth. Thphyl. Oec. 

ауаторєу) ауатате Б ёё (Y). 
Aoyw] рг. e» Z7 55 (Vy) /ч 101. 966. 69 (40): рг, rw [> 175. ЮЗ (319). 
руде) кол М syr. aeth, 

7 
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ту ү\оссә АВСКІ. al. plu. Dam. Thphyl.) om. ry КР al. sat. mu. 
cat. arm. Clem. Oec. 

e») om. K al. permu. cat. Dam. Oec. 
aA 6e] + quia sumus ex ueritate sah4, 

19f. The consciousness that their love for God is true and 
active, assures men of their fellowship with God, that they are 
*of the truth." 'The choice of phrase is determined by the 
language of ver. 18. Practically it is equivalent to elva: ёк rov 
0c«ov. And the consciousness of this fellowship brings assurance, 
in spite of what the conscience has to tell of thoughts and 
deeds which mar its realization. Even before God, in whose 
presence no falsehood can stand, the Christian can * still" his 
heart: for the all-knowing God is greater than the accusing 
conscience. Knowing all, He knows that the love is true, and 
is the determining element of the character, notwithstanding the 
many failures which interrupt its complete realization. His 
knowledge is absolute. He can see the whole, and He has 
accepted the love which is real and active as sufficient ground 
for admitting the man to His fellowship. Cf. Jn. xxi. 17, wdyra 
с? oldas, со ywwwoKkas бт Giro тє. The accusations of conscience 
are stilled in the presence of omniscient holiness, which is perfect 
love. 

At first sight the omniscience of God may seem a strange 
ground for the confidence of men, who are conscious of sins 
that interrupt their fellowship with God. “If as natural men we 
shrink from allowing our neighbours to see into our heart, much 
more are we terrified at the thought that the holy God penetrates 
to the depth of our hearts" (Rothe) But in the case of 
Christians, who are conscious of the relationship to God in which 
they stand, it is otherwise. "Their security lies in the fact that 
this relationship has been established by one who knows all the 
circumstances of the case. There is no fear of alteration in the 
light of fuller knowledge. 

But how can such confidence be said to be derived from the 
practice of love, in the sphere in which it is first possible, 4. in 
love of the brethren? The answer is that in such activities they 
have learned to know of a love, other than that based on physical 
kinship, which is not merely the “ cloak of self-seeking " ; and the 
more clearly its true character is recognized, the more clearly it 
is seen that such love is of the very Being of God. So the all- 
knowing “were the all-loving too." The surest ground of our 
confidence is the knowledge that “our help standeth in the same 
of the Lord,” who is love. 

Thus the general meaning of these verses is fairly plain. 
They have always been recognized as touching the very heart of 
the Christian faith. The exact interpretation, however, of each 
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clause is a matter of considerable difficulty. The meaning of 
wetcopey is disputed, as also of the first and second or. The 
difficulties caused by the sequence of two clauses introduced by 
ore have led to the removal of the second бт‹ from some texts. 

(1) If хє{торм› is taken in its usual sense of “© persuade,” 
(a) the fact of which we “persuade our heart” may be left 
unstated, to be gathered from the context. If so, we must 
supply “that we are of the truth” from the preceding verse. 
This is grammatically unobjectionable, and gives an adequate 
sense. Even though our heart (conscience) convicts us of sins 
which separate us from God, we can nevertheless persuade 
ourselves that we are really of the truth, because God is greater 
than our hearts, in knowledge and in love, and has recognized 
our position, in spite of, or perhaps we should say in consequence 
of, the fact that He knows all, and so is qualified to judge. 
(В) The fact may be found in the second clause, “that God is 
greater than our heart.” Against this the objection is hardly 
valid that the fact is too obvious to be disputed. The question 
is not of the objective truth of the fact, but of our subjective 
apprehension of it, under circumstances which make its realiza- 
tion peculiarly difficult (éay xaraywaony к.т.А.). On the other 
hand, Dr. Westcott’s objection would seem to hold good, that 
* the consciousness of a sincere love of the brethren does not 
furnish the basis of the conviction of the sovereign greatness of 
God.” (y) If the first suggestion (a) is felt to be unsatisfactory, 
there is some authority for the absolute use of тєдєу in the 
sense of Я s/7//," assure, appease, tranquillize. Cf. Mt. xxviii. 14, 
ка) day áxovcÓj тобто ёті тоб їууєрбуоє, ueis Teícopev koi pas 
dpepipvous поп)торму (where, however, the reference may be to 
the contents of ver. 13, the asserted theft of the body by the 
disciples); з Mac. iv. 45, émyyyetAaro xpypara . . . прос TÒ песа, 
tov Baow\éa. We can appease our heart, can still the qualms of 
conscience, with the knowledge that God who knows all has 
admitted us to His fellowship and love, a fact of which we are 
assured by the active love for others which His love has kindled 
in our hearts. This is perhaps the simplest interpretation, 
though as an explanation of meísopev it is less natural than (а). 

(2) The exact meaning of or in each clause and their mutual 
relations are of less moment. The meanings “that” or “ be- 
cause" have to some extent come under consideration in con- 
nection with weev. But the relation of the first clause to the 
second is doubtful (a) The second ore may be regarded as 
resumptive, either in the sense of “that,” or “because.” The 
resumptive is more natural in the former than in the latter case. 
It is possible in either case. But the use of the resumptive бт: 
after so short a clause is not really natural, and is not in accord 

902940 
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with the style of the writer. (В) The first ore may be relative, 
* Whereinsoever our heart condemns us,” the second ore being 
taken in the sense of either “that” or “ because.” This inter- 
pretation relieves the sentence of an awkward and unnecessary 
resumptive particle, and it may be paralleled by instances of the 
use of б rs dv in the Gospel, which are not indeed identical, but 
are sufficiently similar to justify its adoption here. Cf. Jn. ii. 5, 
xiv. 13, xv. 16. If we take into consideration the author's habit 
of throwing forward for the sake of emphasis a word or words 
which stand outside the general construction of his sentence, 
we may feel justified in assuming that he has here made use of an 
accusatival clause (of respect) in rather loose connection with 
the rest of the verse. For the use of б т: dy (day), cf. Mk. vi. 
23 ; Lk. x. 35. 

In what has been said, it has, of course, been assumed that 
the omniscience of God is alleged as a ground for confidence 
not for fear (if our own heart condemn us, the judgment of 
omniscient justice must be far more severe). The opposite view 
has been stoutly maintained by Wohlenberg in the series of 
articles referred to above (Neue Kirkliche Zeitschrift, 1902, 
р. 636 ff), and also by Findlay (Expositor, November, 1905). 
Cf. also the comment of the Catena (Cramer, viii. 128), édy, 
фтоіу, ápápropev ой AavOdvoper, обі StadhevfdpeOa єЇ yap dpap- 
Távoyvres ту карбіау éavrüv AaÓ0eiv (? ins. où) Suvdueba, &АА& 
уугтдиєва ùrò тоб cuveddros, пбаф padXov тду бєду mpárrovrés ті 
тбу фачАшу (? рл)) SuvnPaper Хабеу ; 

It makes the connection between vv. 19 and 20 almost im- 
possible to explain. It can only be done by interposing a 
thought which 1s left altogether without expression in the passage. 
“ We shall assure our heart—and we shall have great need to do 
БО; for if ом» conscience condemn us, how much more severe 
must necessarily be the verdict of the omniscient God!” If this 
is what the writer meant, he has severely taxed the powers of 
his readers to follow his argument. And the aim of the whole 
passage is surely to give assurance, and not to strike terror into 
their hearts. There is nothing in the passage to indicate that 
vv. 20 and 21 are intended to meet the circumstances of two 
different classes of people, the self-confident and the self- 
distrustful. 

In the explanation given of this passage it has been assumed 
that év roro refers back to the previous verse, which is contrary 
to the common usage of the writer, though perhaps not unparal- 
leled. It is, however, possible to find the test of knowledge, 
and consequent assurance, in the sentence бт pei í 
The thought of God’s power and omniscience may give us 
assurance that we are “of the truth." We have been accepted 
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by one who knows all the circumstances. In view of the 
writer’s usage there is much to be said for this interpretation. 
The general meaning of the passage is not affected by it. 
Windisch is inclined to regard the passage as corrupt, and 
suggests that we should read où reísopev, and cut out the clause 
бт. ёбу . . . xapdia as an interpolation based on ver. 2r. Thus 
amended, the passage would certainly contain a warning to the 
self-confident, against which no exception could be taken. But 
the best criticism on the suggestion is his own next sentence, 
* Das beste ist freilich man bleibt bei der Konstatierung: der 
Text is verderbt.” The writer knows how to use the irony of 
the commonplace, but he did not use it here. 

ev rourw А В до d% al? vg. cop. syr. Clem.) pr. e sah. boh-cod. : om. 
MCK L P al. longe. plu. cat. syr. aeth. Dam. Thphyl. Oec. Aug. : аћ ex 
Tovrov 69 aS“, 

уРосореда N A B C P 6. 7. 15. 18. 22. 27. 29. 33. 36. 40. 66**. 68. 69. 
137 a% јсг cat. sah. cop. arm. Clem. Баш.) уподкоре» K L al. pler. vg. 
syr. Thphyl. Oec. Aug. 

ec ev] єсть 1% 188 (395). 
veuoper) wewwper 5. 27. 29. — а]. Геге.19 Thphyl. 
тт» карб») А" B 66** sah. boh. syr. aeth. Aug.] ras карда M А? 

C K L P al. fere. omn. cat. vg. arm. syr. Thphyl. Oec. 
сау) a» А al. pauc. 
kara'yuug ky шо») post кардиа, 7^ (215). 
adl ei Dra etus I3. IOO. pe a al’, — 
ors 22N В al. plu. cat. syr.] om. A 13. 33. scr (vg. 

за» cop. arm. aeth. Oec. Aug. non exprimunt). fue = 
peor) petor К. 
єсти») om, /* 252-819 & (591) /0 3091 (386), 
Geos] xvp«os С. 
тишу 2°] om. arm-ed. 
varra) pr. та /* 21- 106. 316 (142), 

21 ff. If our conscience acquits us, the result is a feeling of 
joyful confidence in the sight of God, and the consciousness 
that our prayers are answered, because of our obedience and 
willing service. 

dyamntoi} Cf. ii. 7, iii. 2, one of the writer’s favourite forms 
of address, and frequent in this second part of the Epistle, in 
which the main topic is love (iv. 1, 7, 11). 

іду к.т.\.] The clause is most naturally interpreted in its 
widest sense, regarded neither as an antithesis to ver. 20 nor as 
a continuation of it. It includes all cases in which the verdict 
of the conscience is favourable, both those in which there has 
been no condemnation, and those in which assurance has been 
gained in spite of the condemnation of the heart, from the 
thought of the greatness and omniscience of God. 

4 карбіа ph karayıróorn] Contrast the order of ver. 20. The 
stress is here laid on the faculty which passes judgment. The 
writer follows his usual custom of stating a principle absolutely, 
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without considering the modifications which become necessary 
when it is applied to the individual case. In so far as the con- 
science passes a verdict of acquittal, the results stated necessarily 
follow. And the statement is made in the most absolute form, 
“if the heart do not condemn,” though yoy has naturally been 
supplied in many texts, after xapôía and again after xarayuoaxy. 
The reading of В (éxe for Форех), which makes the heart the 
subject of the apodosis as well as of the protasis, is interesting. 
The form of ver. 20, however, makes it improbable that this is 
the original text. 

mwappynoiay| Cf. ver. 14 and note. Boldness and confidence 
are the ideas which the word generally suggests, while here that 
of freedom of intercourse in *speaking with God" in prayer is 
prominent. The phrase denotes, of course, the boldness and 
freedom from restraint with which the children can approach 
their Father always, rather than the clear conscience and con- 
fidence with which they can await the verdict of the Judge on 
the Last Day. 

ауаттто) адеХфог М. 
ear] a» А. 
т карда A B 13. 27. 30. 66**. 113 fu. Or. Dam. Aug.]--»4e» М СК І. 

al. pler. cat. vg. (am. demid. harl. tol.) arm. syr. sah. cop. aeth. Or. Dam. 
Thphyl. Oec. cat. Cyp. Did. 

p») om. >% (96) [® 826% (242). 
катауроскт B С 68. Or.] xaraywwoxe А L 13. 100. 106 а1.3 єт al. 

aliq. Dam. : + uw» МАК L al. pler. cat. vg. sah. сор. syr. arm. aeth. Or. 
Dam. Did. 

єходе»] exwver 13 al. pauc. Dam. : exe: В 29. 

22. The second result of the favourable verdict. All re- 
quests are granted which can be put forward in the freedom 
of intercourse which has been described. For the conditions 
which make it possible are obedience to the Divine commands, 
and willing and active serving in doing whatever is known to be 
according to His will. Every true prayer is the expression of 
the desire to obey and to do the will in those matters with which 
the request is concerned. We may compare the noble Jewish 
saying, “ Оо His Will as if it were thine, that He may do thy 
will as if it were His." 

The two clauses express the two duties of obedience and 
willing service. True obedience to the Will of God must become 
spontaneous before it is made perfect. 

rà dpeorá] The particular things which are pleasing in His 
sight, in the circumstances with reference to which the prayer 
is offered. Cf. Jn. viii. 29, ойк йф1]кф pe povov, бт ёу rà фреста 
aèr toe Táyrore, the only other instance of the use of ra 
ёрєсті in the New Testament (dpeorov, Ас. xii. 3, vi. 2). Cf. 
the Pauline eddpecros, Eph. v. 10, Soxcualovres ті ori ebdpeoros 
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TG кърір: Col. Ш. 20, тобто ydp єірестбу істо > „курб. Cf. 
He. xiii. 21, тобу Фу йиу тд eddpeotov уфтиоу abro) бий “Incod 
Xpicrov. 

For the general teaching of this verse on the subject of 
prayer, cf. Mk. xi. 24, б.д. тобто уо à ому, wdvra бта трооєўхесӨє 
xai айтєїсбє, riorevere бт. ёА&Зєтє, каї éora: tiv: Jn. xiv. 12, 13, 
Xvi. 23, ix. 31. The most interesting parallel is to be found in 
Job xxii. 23-27, of which the present verse may contain re- 
inge E. as Holtzmann suggests ; cf. especially ' ver. 261. «та 

ртсхас бўсу ёуаутіоу Къріох, Фуа ВАёрас els тд» ойрауду lAapás. 
* 64 cov mpós айтду eloaxovceral gov, бшсе 04 со dxo- 
Sotva: ras ebxds. 

o ear] от: а» K™ (45). 
ea») a» B 31. 42. 105 а? Dam. 
атере A ВС К Lal, omn™] атореба М Or. : aergropey /®11% 884 (166), 
Aaufaroper] ассірістиз vg. boh. &rm-codd. sah. syr. . Lcif. 
axrJNABC 5. 13. 27. A nost 68. 69. 137 ак: 8Ре Dam.] тар K L 

al. pler. cat. Or. Dam. T 
PAS BC Lal pla Sata} quale А ЗУ 98 al.¢. 

23, 24. Transition to the other command (of right belief), the 
fulfilment of which is also a sign that our religious standing is 
right. These two verses are clearly transitional, and serve to 
emphasize what is essential in the matter of obedience to His 
commands, and so to lead the way to the second statement of the 
Christological thesis, the necessity of a true confession and right 
belief. The commandments are summed up in the One Com- 
mand, of belief and love. The following of the Christ, shown 
most clearly and characteristically in active love of men, is the 
essential condition of fellowship. And this fellowship is mutual. 
We abide in Him. Не abides in us. The human side and the 
Divine are both essential parts of the Christian standing. Real 
fellowship issues in obedience. He who abides in Him keeps 
His commandments, not as a series of literal precepts, but as a 
life-giving principle (rzpetv, as contrasted with $vAácc«v). Апа 
we are assured of the reality of the fellowship by the presence of 
the Spirit which He has given us. In these transitional verses 
three new points are introduced: (т) The mention of morevew, 
here for the first time used in the Epistle, (2) The emphasis on 
the Divine side of the fellowship, айтоє фу jy. (3) The mention 
of the Spirit. 

(т) The introduction of the idea of “ believing” is as abrupt 
here as it is in the partly parallel passage in the Gospel, vi. 29, 
тобто éort тд (pyoy ToU ÜcoU iva mwrreUgre als бу dréorerey éxcivos, 
where the emphasis із on personal trust and devotion (mwrevew 
els), rather than on conviction as to the truth of certain facts 
about the object of rwrevay (mor. с. dat.) The reason of this 
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difference of stress is clear. Thus far in the Epistle, emphasis has 
been laid on the necessity of obedience to the commands of the 
Christ, especially to the law of love. The following of the Christ 
has been shown to be the necessary expression of Christian life, 
without which it is a “lie” to claim that the life is that of a 
Christian. But He must be followed because of what He zs. 
Conviction, therefore, as to what He is must necessarily precede 
obedience to what He commands. No other peasant of Galilee 
has the right to command the allegiance of men. The writer is 
anxious to remind his readers of this, since the preceding 
meditations, which deal rather with practical issues, might tend 
to obscure its importance. 

(2) The transitional verses, which helped to introduce the 
section of the Epistle here brought to its close, emphasized the 
human side of the fellowship of Christians with God (ii. 28, pévere 
ќу air). But the Divine side is essential, and on this the writer 
proceeds to lay stress in the following chapter. In the second 
part of ver. 24 this is made clear, ywocxop«v dre péva Фу uiv. 
* Fellowship with God, and consciousness of it, rest upon the 
acknowledgment and appropriation of a divine act and of the 
divine nature of love? (Haupt). 

(3) Christians are conscious that God “abides in them” 
because they are conscious of the presence of the Spirit which 
God has given them. The repetition of this statement in iv. 13 
shows that the words must be taken in this sense here. "The 
thought is developed in the next section of the Epistle. God 
has really given His Spirit to men, though all spiritual influences 
to which men feel themselves to be subject are not the work of 
God's Spirit. Men must distinguish between the true and the 
false. 

28. айту] points forward according to the writers usual 
custom. Cf. note on i. 5. 

iva mortedowpev] The (va is definitive, as elsewhere in the 
Epistles and Gospel where it is preceded by аїту. The aorist 
is probably the true text. As contrasted with the present rør- 
evwyev, which was not unnaturally substituted for it, it lays stress, 
not on the initial act of faith (this is only one of the uses of the 
aorist, and not the most frequent), but on the whole process 
conceived as an unity. The conviction is regarded as one fact, 
not as a continuous process continuously exercising its influence 
on men. The aorist emphasizes the single fact, without in any 
way suggesting the length of time occupied in its manifestation. 
It can quite naturally sum up the action, or actions, of a period 
or of a lifetime, which it regards as “ опе act at once.” 

T$ évépar.] The construction (с dat.) expresses conviction of 
the truth of a statement rather than devotion to a person («is 
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c. Gc). The expression, therefore, denotes conviction that Christ 
really is that which His name implies Him to be. It would, of 
course, be a serious misstatement of the facts to state that this is 
all, or the chief part, of what the writer means by moreve. Cf. 
Scott, Zhe Fourth Gospel, p. 267, “It is evident, even to a super- 
ficial reader, that the ‘ believing’ so constantly insisted on by 
john is something much narrower and poorer than the Pauline 
‘faith.’ It implies not so much an inward disposition of trust 
and obedience, as the acceptance of a given dogma. To ‘believe’ 
is to grant the hypothesis that Jesus was indeed the Christ, the 
Son of God,”—a very misleading statement, somewhat modified, 
however, by the succeeding paragraphs. But by using this 
particular construction (с. dat.) the writer does in certain cases 
emphasize this particular meaning. When he defines the “ work 
of God" in Jn. vi. 29, he is careful to use a different expression 
(iva тителутє «ls бу áréa rece). 

тоб ціоб афтод ‘сод Хрістос] "А compressed creed,” the 
complete revelation of the Father, the man who lived on earth a 
true human life, the promised Messiah who fulfilled the expecta- 
tions of Jews and of all men. Cf. Jn. xx. зі. It is only in living 
out the commands of such an one that men can realize the fulness 
of their nature. 

каї dyandpev}] All His commands are summed up in the one 
command to love, obedience to which must begin with those 
closest to hand. 

кобос wrer] The new command was to love according to a 
new standard, xaws ўуатуса tas, Jn. xiii. 34. The references 
to the discourses of the Upper Chamber are very obvious through- 
out these verses. 

wicrevowney BKL а]. pler. cat. Oec.] ricrevwpey М AC al.™ fere. 
(-соре» 99. тоо) Thphyl. 

то... Xporov NBCK Lal. pler. vg. etc.] rw or. avrov «0 xà А 43 
(uid.): то шш avrov ti xà 3. 13, 15 18. 26. 37. 67. 81 d'€ al, pauc. aeth. 

Tw Oropart] Ets то ovoua 5. 5809, 
сох) pr. rou кб) Z>% ( 317). 
ко | рон evrodny Г ?® (сос) 75 €1 2). 
еутоћ] post тщ» /ч 1% ЯМ (303) Z> 889 (242) eM (252). 
nuv SABC al. mu. cat. vg. etc. Thphyl. Oec-cod. Lcif.] om. K Lh 

al. fere.© Oec. ed. 

94. каї ô тарбу к.т.\. ] Cf. Jn. xiv. то, etc., and the latter part 
of xvii. The chief point in dispute in this verse is the reference 
of the pronouns. At first sight the reference to Christ’s com- 
mand in ver. 23 would suggest that in this verse айтой, etc., must 
be referred to Christ. But in ver. 22 the évroAa( are spoken of 
as God's commands, and the аїто? of ver. 23 must refer to God 
(ro? vio? airod). It is therefore more natural to interpret them in 
the same way in this verse. Cf. iv. 13, where the reference must 
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be to God. It is true that in the Last Discourses pévew is 
generally connected with Christ, but cf. xvii. 21, (va аїтої фу бр 
Фочу. It із in Christ that fellowship with God is realized. 

турєу) Cf. the note on ii. 4. 
adrds dv abro] See the note above (2). The divine side of 

the relation is brought out in ch. iv. 
dy Toóry] Either (1) у тф rypeiv ras €vroAàs афто, in the fact of 

our obedience to His commands we realize His fellowship with 
us, or (2) ёк тоў vve/paros, the gift of the Spirit, of which we are 
conscious, assures us of the fact of fellowship. "The repetition of 
the verse, in a slightly altered form, in iv. 13 makes it almost 
necessary to interpret the phrase thus. 

об) An ordinary instance of attraction. The genitive is not 
partitive. With the partitive genitive S. John commonly has éx: 
2 Jn. 4; Jn. i. 24, vii. 40, etc. 

екеу] emphasizes the fact. In iv. 13 the permanent effects 
of the gift are brought into prominence. 

ки 3 R? ABCKL al. pler. vg. syr. cop. rell.) om. М" 18. 38. 80. 95**. 
137 c** aL* *r sah. Aug. 

e» Tovro) ex rovrov №114 (333). 
e» nju» pere: Г 8490 (1319) № (216). 
ти» 22 ABCL al. pler. cat. fu. Ваз.) post єдике» М K 22. 25. 31. 34. 

38. 42. 57. 68. 69. Зо. 137 азс alplus 10 vg, (am. demid. harl. tol.) sah. 
cap. syr. arm. Ath. Cyr. Thphyl. Oec. Aug. 

II. iv. 1-6. The Christological thesis. The Spirit which is 
of God recognizes Jesus as the Christ come in flesh. 

1. iv. 1-8. Content of the Confession. 
iv. 1-8. In accordance with his usual custom, the writer 

finds a transition to a new section in the repetition of the last 
prominent idea. The gift of the Spirit ensures to them know- 
ledge. But all spiritual activities of the time could not be 
traced back to the Spirit of God as their source. The sugges- 
tions of every spirit could not be accepted as true. As at 
Corinth in the days of S. Paul, spiritual phenomena must be 
tested. And the reader’s experience supplied them with a 
test by which they could know whether the spirits were of God 
ornot. The surest criterion was the confession of the Incarna- 
tion, or rather of the Incarnate Christ. Those who saw in 
Jesus of Nazareth as He appeared on earth in fleshly form the 
complete revelation of the Father, were of God. Those who 
refused to confess Jesus were not of God. Such a refusal was 
the peculiar characteristic of Antichrist, whose coming they had 
been taught to expect, and whose working they could already 
perceive. 

1. dyaxnrof] Cf. ii 7, etc. The writer appeals to the 
common bond of love which unites them all, in order to call 
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out their best efforts for the common good. This address now 
becomes frequent (1, 7, 11), the main topic being love. 

ph) marri пуєбрать Twrejere] Cf. Didache, хі. 8, об was ё ô 
Aav Фу хтуєйдат, mpopýrns Єстіу, GAN àv бу) robs rpówovs 
Kvpíov. ітд обу тбу трбтоу уушобтаєтаєс Ô Wevdorpodirns xai б 
Tpodnjrys. All spirit-inspired utterances are not to be accepted 
as necessarily true. ILwrevev with the dative always means to 
accept as true, to believe in the truth of statements made by 
any one. Cf. Jn. viii. 31, проє rovs meriorevkóras адтф Tovéatous. 

AANA Boxipdfere] Cf. т Co. xii. то, dAAw de dtaxpices туєуиатоу, 
where the “ discerning of spirits” is one of the recognized kinds 
of xapiopara. In the earlier generations the spiritual phenomena 
which accompanied the growth of Christianity were a cause of 
grave anxiety to all Christian leaders. It needed a special 
grace to distinguish between the true and the false. They 
might be delusions or impostures; if real, they might be evil. 
Cf. 1 Th. v. 19-21, то пуєра pù) oévvvre трофттєіас pÀ 
€£ovÜeveire' паута 64 докциаќєтє It would generally have been 
far easier to say, with the ібіштує of Corinth, paiveoĝe. The 
difficulty, which culminated in Montanism, is of periodic re- 
currence. But the writer reminds his hearers that the grace of 
discernment was part of the Christian endowment, if Christians 
were willing to use the харора which they possessed. Compare 
the passage quoted above from the Didache; and, for the danger 
of yielding to the opposite temptation, compare the preceding 
sentences (xi. 7), xai табута mpopyrnv AaXoUvra Фу пуєшаті ob 
тераісєтє ovde біакріуєтє паса yap брартіа дфебуоєта, airy 
$ ў) драртіа obk ёфебдусєта. Compare also xii. І, was 02 ô 
épxóp.«vos ev бубдат: Kupiov дєхбуто" Єтєта 82 бок:дфсауте$ 
atrov уушсєт@є` oiveow yap ere бєбіду xal дрістеріу. The 
plurals here cannot refer to an individual official. 

ёт mohol к.т.\.] The clause explains the necessity for the 
testing. The spirit of evil has sent forth his messengers into the 
world, and their activity is well known. 

феївопрофіта | Cf. Mt. vii. 15, xpoodyere dxd тбу феобо- 
профттбу. Did. xi. 6. 

é&ehnAUbaow] Contrast the tense of ii. 19, where the definite 
fact of their separation from the Body of the Faithful is stated. 
Here the thought is of their sending forth by the Spirit who 
inspires them, and of the effect of their mission in the world. 
Here 6 xécpos is used in its natural sense of the world of men, 
and is not specially contrasted with the Christian Body. 

riorevere] murrevyre 31 а]. e, 
та туєирата) рг. таута К: та» тӯа Z (V). 
TOv) om. /* 824, 
есті) eow Г 99? (241), 
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9. °, róvre] refers to what follows, according to the 
customary usage of this Epistle. 

ywéoxere] The word may be taken either as imperative or 
indicative. At first sight the use of the imperative in ver. 1 
would seem conclusive as to the interpretation of this verse. 
But an appeal to his readers’ knowledge and experience is more 
in accordance with the writers method. "The aim of the whole 
Epistle is to remind them of what they already possess, and to 
base on it an appeal to them to make use of that which they 
have. In the Christian faith, as it has been taught to them 
from the beginning, they have adequate provision against the 
dangers to which they now find themselves exposed. All that 
is needed is that they should use what they already possess. 
They must trust the powers with which the Christ has endowed 
them. Cf. 1. 29. Nowhere in the Epistle does the imperative 
follow ev rovro: ii. 3, 5, iii. 16, 19, 24, iv. 13, V. 2. 

The reading ywécxera, which has passed into the Vulgate 
(cognoscitur), is an obvious corruption, the interchange of 
at and € being perhaps the commonest itacism in Greek manu- 
scripts. The direct appeal to his readers is far more congruous 
with the author's style, and suits the context better. 

TÒ куєбра тоб бєоб] Here only in the Johannine books. Cf. 
ver. 13, éx TOU xvevparos avrov. The vacillation between singular 
and plural, and the various genitives connected with туєдра, may 
perhaps serve as indications that the doctrine of the Spirit is 
not yet clearly defined in precise terms. 

dpodoyet] The verb is used in the Johannine books with the 
following constructions: (1) absolutely, cf. Jn. i. 20, хіі. 42; 
(2) with ors cf. 1 Jn. iv. 15; (3) with the single accusative, cf. 
I Jn. i. 9 (ras duaprias), ii. 23 (ror хібу), iv. 3 (T9o0tv) ; (4) with 
the double accusative, cf. Jn. ix. 22, ау ms abróv б ) 
Xpwrov. The construction of 2 Jn. 7, of pù ópoXoyobrres 'InaoUr 
Хрістду єрҳӧрєуоу év саркі, is parallel to this verse, and equally 
obscure. Three constructions are possible here. (І) "Incow 
Хрістду may be the object and €AyAvOdra év саркі the predicate. 
The confession of Jesus Christ as one who has come in the 
flesh is the test proposed. We may perhaps compare S. Paul’s 
test in 1 Co. xii 3, ovdeis Svvara elxeivy Коурос “Incots el pù ev 
пуєбрат: ayiy. In favour of this construction is the natural 
connection which it gives of 'Incoüv Xp«rróv, which can hardly 
be separated unless the context clearly suggests their separation. 
(2) The form of ver. 3, according to the true text, is in favour 
of regarding 'Igeobv as object and the rest of the words as 
predicate. The error which the writer condemns seems to 
have been the rejection of the identity of the historical man 
Jesus with the pre-existent Christ, truly incarnate in His man- 
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hood, in favour of the view that some higher power, as the 
Aeon Christ, descended upon the man Jesus at the Baptism, 
and left him before the Passion. There is nothing in the 
Epistle which compels us to suppose that the author is combat- 
ing pure Docetism, though, of course, such teaching would be 
excluded by the phrases used in these verses, in whatever way 
they are interpreted. The construction of Jn. ix. 22 may 
perhaps be urged as supporting this interpretation. And it 
probably emphasizes most clearly the view on which the writer 
wishes to lay stress. It is the denial of Jesus as the incarnate 
Christ which he regards as the source of all error, as the true 
text of ver. 3 (pù ópoXoye “Incotv) shows. But so far as 
grammar and syntax are concerned this separation of 'Igcovv 
from Xporév, without anything in the context to necessitate it, 
or even to suggest it, is difficult. (3) The simplest construction 
is, therefore, that in which the whole phrase is regarded as con- 
nected. The confession needed is of one who is Jesus Christ 
incarnate, a man who lived on earth a true human life under 
the normal conditions of humanity, and who is also the pre- 
existent Christ who manifested God’s glory in this form. And 
the true text of ver. 3 favours this construction, if it is not 
regarded as too awkward. 

But whichever construction be adopted, the confession 
demanded is not of the truth of certain propositions about a 
certain person, but the confession of a Person, of whom certain 
propositions are true, who is possessed of the nature and 
qualities which they define. It is a confession not of the fact 
of the Incarnation, but of the Incarnate Christ. 

ér саркі €\ndubéra}] The phrase describes the method rather 
than the fact. The revelation of God was made to men by the 
Son of God appearing in human form and living a human life. 
It was given in a form which made it comprehensible to men, 
and its effects were abiding (éAgAvÓóra) Its whole validity 
depended on the Revealer being true man, who could speak to 
men as one of themselves. The guarantee for its completeness 
and its intelligibility was destroyed if the Revealer and the man 
were not one and the same. And the confession involved 
allegiance to the Person of the Revealer; without that men 
could not make the revelation their own. Von sonando, sed 
amando (Bede). 

The reading éAgAvÓéva, which is found in some important 
authorities is a natural correction of a difficult and somewhat 
awkward phrase. When Polycarp uses the passage he not 
unnaturaly substitutes the  infinitive for the participle. 
(Polycarp, ad Philipp. vi. 3f., árexóusvoc тбу скаубаЛшу kai TOv 
yevdaddAduy xai тфу фу йтокрісє фербутшу тд буора тоб Kupiov, 
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otreves ётотЛаубо: кеуобс фудрштомс. Пас yàp $$ dy ці) броЛоуў 
Incotv Xpurrov Фу саркі eAnrAvbéva, dvrixpwrres Фстіу). But it 
misses the point. True confession 15 allegiance to a Person and 
not acceptance of a doctrinal statement. Only the spirits which 
inspire men to make such a confession are “ of God.” 

rovru) + ov» P™ (56). 
yuwoKxere 14° А В СІ, al. sat. mu. sah. syr? aeth"tr Ir. Leif.] уроске- 

ти К al. fere. vg. syr*h Cyr. Thphyl. Did. Aug. : y:rwoxoper М" 9. 14". 
69 акт arm. cognoscemus boh-ed. : cognoscetis boh-codd. 

0eov 1?] - e£ spiritum erroris sah. 
o I*—1Trevua 2°] om. 7* 847-19 (200). 
Incouy Xpwror) Xpcror Incovry С arm-codd. 
дтивота NAC KL etc.) eAyAv0era« В 99. Cf. Polycarp (? ver. 3) 

Thdrt. vg. Ir. Cyp. Or. Leif. Did. 

8. The simple accusative тд» 'Iycotv is undoubtedly the true 
text. The variants "собу Xpuwrróv, куріоу, éAnAvOdra Фу sapxi 
are natural attempts to expand an abrupt phrase from the pre- 
ceding verse. The interesting variant Ave which is presupposed 
in several Patristic passages must be discussed separately. It is 
not the only instance of an explanatory gloss which has influenced 
the text of this Epistle. 

The shorter text emphasizes clearly the personal character of 
the confession (see the notes on the preceding verse). And it 
lays the right stress on the danger which threatened the readers 
of listening to those who undervalued the importance of the 
human life and personality of Jesus of Nazareth. 

тобто] The denial of Jesus. 
T) той dyriypiorou} Either the Spirit which comes from Anti- 

christ, or more probably the special characteristic of Antichrist. 
The work of Antichrist was already being done in the world. 

$ ёкткбате] Cf. ii. 18, дкодсате бт: Avríxpurros ёрҳетал. The 
* coming " of Antichrist formed part of common Jewish expecta- 
tion and Christian teaching. The readers had been taught what 
to expect, and ought to find no difficulty in detecting its 
beginnings among them. 

HSn] СЕ Jn. iv. 35, бт: Aeuxai «iow прос «pur iov ёт, and іх. 
27, «жоу dpiv 18%). With these three exceptions, of which iv. 35 
is doubtful, the Johannine use of 569 is to qualify the words 
which follow. 

vvevpa (? 1*)] om. 2797 (33) Љ ™ * 7 (sos) | o (? то) t a» /-79 (505) | 
uy) om. 7* 8133 (491). : 

ө un omodoyer) Aver vg. (soluit) Ir. Or. Aug. Еше. cdd. uet. op. Socr. 
Cf. Lcif. Tert. 

то» соу» A Bh 13. 27. 29. 69 as cdduet ap. Socrat. Cyr. Thdt. vg. 
fu. harl. tol. syret boh-ed. arm-cod. aeth. Ir. Or. Leif. Did.] «eov» 
корю» M: тор noou» xpurtor L al. plu. boh-codd. cat. Оес.: ro» x? іў 
[> 193. 5284. 84 (3,8) Z 304-206. 539 (137): noou» xpurror K al. plus? Polyc. 
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Thyphl. am. demid. = — ed. Aug. Tert. : +e» capri eXgAvÜora М K L 
al. pler. an gr hyl. Oec. Tert. (uenisse) Сур.:+ е» саркі 
сее aries Н ( sg "Men cep Polyc. 

то») x» 47 
ex] om. KL со al. plus? cat. 
тоуто— о 2°] hic est Antichristus quem sah. boh. arm. 
то] om. J> 82060. 3594 (205) Æ 5264 о; | rov 29) om. 7* *** (233). 
o 22) o Tc N 5. 6. 39. 100: ov H 
axnxoare] axnxoaper Н 82 (М) 7*8 " (5). 

The evidence for the reading Ave. = soluit in this verse is 
mainly Latin ; before von der Goltz’s discovery, described below, 
it was almost exclusively so. The statements of Clement, 
Origen, and Socrates are most naturally explained as proving the 
existence of such a reading in Greek. Taking the evidence 
roughly in chronological order, we must notice first that of 
Irenaeus, though it is unfortunately only preserved in a Latin 
dress. In iii. 16. 8 (Massuet, 207), Irenaeus is denouncing 
the Gnostics who distinguish between Jesus, the Christ, the 
Only-begotten, the Saviour. He accuses them of making many 
Gods, and Fathers many, and of dividing up the Son of God. 
The Lord warns us to beware of such, and John, His disciple, in 
his afore-mentioned Epistle says, “ Multi seductores exierunt 
in hunc mundum qui non confitentur Iesum Christum in carne 
uenisse. Hic est seductor et Antichristus. Videte eos, ne 
perdatis quod operati estis (2 Jn. 7, 8). Et rursus in epistola 
ait: Multi pseudoprophetae exierunt de saeculo. In hoc 
cognoscite spiritum Dei Omnis spiritus qui confitetur Iesum 
Christum in carne uenisse, ex Deo est. Et omnis spiritus qui 
soluit Iesum, non est ex Deo, sed de Antichristo est" "The 
actual reading, “qui soluit Iesum," may be due to the Latin 
translator; but it must be noticed that it suits the preceding 
words of Irenaeus, comminuens autem et per mulla diuidens 
Filium Det, so much better than the common reading py 
ӧроћоує (non confitetur), that it is more natural to suppose that 
Irenaeus had in his Greek text either Aves or some equivalent 
phrase, unless his translator has very freely paraphrased the 
whole passage to bring it into agreement with the text of the 
——— which he was acquainted. (See, however, Westcott, 
р. 157. 

The evidence of Clement of Alexandria was also available 
only through Latin sources. The Latin summary of his 
Hypotyposes has no equivalent for this passage; but in the 
summary of the Second Epistle we find, ''Adstruit in hac 
epistola perfectionem fidei extra caritatem non esse, et ut 
nemo diuidat Iesum Christum, sed unum credat Iesum 
Christum uenisse in carne," words which do not go far towards 
proving that Clement knew of the reading Ave: in Greek, but 
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when taken in connection with two passages in Origen suggest 
the possibility that the reading was known at Alexandria in 
Clement’s time. 

In the Latin version of Origen’s Commentary on S. Matthew, 
$ 65, the reading ‘‘soluit Jesum" is found. The passage is an 
explanation of the parable, Mt. xxiv. 14. The man who went on 
a journey being naturally identified with the Lord, Origen raises 
the difficulty, * How can He be said to go on a journey who 
promised that where two or three are gathered together in His 
name, He will be in their midst?” He finds a solution of the 
difficulty which he has raised in the distinction between the 
Lord's divine and human natures. “ Secundum hanc divinitatis 
suae naturam non peregrinatur, sed peregrinatur secundum 
dispensationem corporis quod suscepit" He adds other 
instances of statements which must be referred to His human 
nature, and then adds, “ Haec autem dicentes non soluimus 
suscepti corporis hominem, cum sit scriptum apud Joannem 
‘Omnis spiritus qui soluit Iesum non est ex Deo’ sed unicuique 
substantiae proprietatem seruamus." "The whole argument is so 
thoroughly in Origen's style, that we should hestitate to attribute 
the quotation of the verse in this form to the Translator, though 
we cannot be certain that Origen read Av« in his Greek text. 
The passage has been quoted frequently, but it is curious that 
another passage in the part of his Commentary on S. Matthew 
which is extant in Greek has been generally overlooked. I had 
noted the passage several years ago, but have seen no reference 
to it earlier than Dr. Zahn’s Znfroduction. In xvi. 8, Origen is 
commenting on the words бофуа тйу улуу avroU Aírpov буті 
тоХАХбу. He notices that the yvyý is given as the Атроу, not the 
туєдра nor the сёра. He adds the caution that in saying this he 
has no wish to disparage the фихт of Jesus, but wishes only to 
insist on the exact statement made. And he adds, Aw onpepov 
од Avo тду Тусобу dro тоб Хрістоб, АЛА wodAG птАєоу оїда бу 
«усі "Іусоду rov Xpwrróv. The passage may only be an echo of 
such expressions as are found, e.g., in Irenaeus ш. xii. 7, “Ош 
autem Iesum separant a Christo.” But a comparison of these 
two passages in the same Commentary certainly leave the 
impression that the reading Ave was known to Origen. The 
matter is determined if the Scholion is correct which is found in 
the Athos MS, containing information about Origen’s text which 
von der Goltz has described in Zexte und Untersuchungen, N. F. 
li. 4. The Scholion, which is quoted on p. 48 of von der Goltz's 
work, is as follows: $ Avec róv ‘Incoty. Otros ô Eipyvatos фу 19 
трітф xarà ras оїрёсеѕ Хуф каї "Оргуєуї)є Фу TQ 1] rOuo там els 
tov проє Pwpaious ёЁтүттікоу кої KAnpns 6 Xrpoparevs фу тф пері 
ToU яфоха Ауф Von der Goltz points out that the 8th Book of 
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Origen’s Commentary would seem to have contained his exposi- 
tion of Ro. у. 17-vi. 16, and in Rufinus' translation (v. 8; Lomm. 
p. 386) 1 Jn. iv. 2 is quoted, so that it is not unlikely that in the 
original Greek the quotation included the third verse with the 
reading Ave. Thus, if we may trust the evidence of the 
Scholion, and there are no good grounds for not doing so, in 
the three instances where extant Latin evidence suggested that 
the reading was known to Greek writers, we have now definite 
evidence that it was found in their Greek text. 

The only other Greek evidence for the reading is the well- 
known passage of Socrates about Nestorius (Æ. E. vii. 32), айтіка 
you Шуубіієєу Sn Фу т) кадок) 'lodvvov убуратто Фу rots 
wadaiots футсуріфог Ore may пуєбца $ Ave тду Ідсобу årò ToU 
вєоб oix йсть татуу yàp тту бідуоіу ёк тбу паЛашу дутгурафашу 
жеріїЛоу oi харчо» do ToU тїз оікоуошіаѕ dvOpwrov fovAópevot 
туу Ücórgra: бід kal of таЛаі épunveis avró тобто ётєстрлуауто, às 
Twes elev padioupyjoavres ту émirroAny, Мову йто ToU Oeod тду 
dvOpwrov OgXovres. Again this language may Бе “ satisfied by the 
supposition that he was acquainted with the Latin reading and 
some Latin commentary” (Westcott, p. 157). But this can 
hardly be called the most natural interpretation of his words. 

The evidence of Tertullian and Augustine points to the early 
existence of the phrase in connection with the passages in 
the Johannine Epistles, though it is not always certain whether 
this passage or the similar words in the Second Epistle are 
referred to. The most important passage is adv. Marc. v. 16, 
“ Johannes dicit processisse in mundum praecursores Antichristi 
spiritus, negantes Christum in carne uenisse et soluentes Iesum." 
Augustine in a somewhat different manner appears to comment 
on both readings. After explaining the words “qui non 
confitetur Iesum Christum in carne uenisse" by the suggestion 
that the denial is to be found in the want of love which divides 
the Church, he continues, “adeo ut noueritis quia ad facta retulit 
et omnis spiritus, ait, qui soluit Iesum." Later on he has 
“soluis Iesum et negas in carne uenisse" The natural ex- 
planation of his treatment of the passage is that in his text the 
words “qui soluit Jesum, non est ex Deo” (the addition of “іп 
carne uenisse " after “ Iesum" in Migne must be an error) followed 
the clause “qui non confitetur Iesum Christum in carne uenisse." 
There are other instances of supplementary glosses in Augustine's 
text of this Epistle. The quotation in the Zestimonia of Cyprian 
(ii. 8), “Omnis spiritus qui confitetur Iesum Christum in carne 
uenisse, de Deo est, qui autem negat in carne uenisse, de Deo 
non est, sed est de Antichristi spiritu," shows that the reading 
* soluit" was not found in the earliest form of the old Latin text, 
in spite of its presence in all Latin MSS except Codex Frisianus. 

8 
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On the whole, then, the Latin evidence points to the probability 
that this reading crept into the Latin texts at an early date, 
being first introduced as an explanatory gloss, which sub- 
sequently displaced the reading it was inserted to explain. 
The history of its appearance in Greek authorities is still obscure, 
but may perhaps be explained in the same way. 

And the internal evidence points in the same direction. It 
is far easier to explain $ Ave as an attempt to emphasize the 
bearing of the verse on the heretical views of the “Separators,” 
than ре versa. As Wurm has acutely observed, the reading д 
ий бродоує, etc, could only have been introduced as an ex- 
planatory gloss on 5 Ave at a time when the meaning of this 
phrase had been forgotten. But it is certainly found during the 
period when the reading “qui soluit” could cause no difficulty 
and was perfectly well understood. Neither reading can be 
later than Irenaeus, and at that date there could have been no 
motive for the alteration of Ave if it had been the original 
reading. Оп the other hand, the correction of pi) óuoXoye into 
Avec would give special point to the passage as a condemnation 
of a particular form of heresy, which at that time had to be 
combated. 

2. iv. 4-6. Attitude of the Church and the world towards 
this confession. 

4-6. If they are true to themselves the readers have nothing 
to fear from the activities of the Antichristian spirits at work in 
the world. In virtue of the new birth, which as Christians they 
have experienced, they have gained the victory over the false 
prophets, and the fruits of the victory are theirs, unless they 
deliberately forfeit them. The victory was not gained in their 
own strength. It was God who fought for them and in them. 
And God is greater than the devil who rules in the world. The 
false prophets are essentially “of the world.” All that dominates 
their life and action comes fromit. Their teaching is derived 
from its wisdom, not from the revelation which God has given 
in His Son. And so their message is welcomed by those who 
belong to the world. For like associates with like. The writer 
and his fellow-teachers are conscious that they derive their true 
life from God. And those who are of God, and therefore live 
their lives in learning to know Him better, in the gradual 
assimilation of the revelation of Himself which God is making 
in His Son, receive the message. It is only rejected by those 
who are not of God, and so are not learning to know Him. 
Thus from the character of those who welcome their respective 
messages we learn to recognize and distinguish the spirit of 
truth and the spirit of falsehood. 

4. дия] The readers, whom he has instructed in the Faith, 
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and whom he naturally addresses as his “ Ше children," using 
the privileges of age and position when he wishes to speak em- 
phatically, in words either of warning or of exhortation. Cf. 
ii. І, 12, 28, iii. 7, 18, v. 21. The emphatic pronoun separates 
the readers from the false teachers. 

ёк тоб Geo іст) Cf. Jn. viii. 23, xvii. 14, 16; т Jn. iii. 19, v. 
I9, ii. 19. Ву the phrase elva: ёк the writer seems to denote 
more than merely “ belonging to." It suggests primarily spiritual 
dependence. A man is said to be “of God,” “of the Devil," 
who draws all his inspiration, all that dominates and regulates 
his thought and action, from the sources out of which he is said 
to be. Elva: ёк тоб бєоб denotes especially the state of those 
who have experienced the spiritual regeneration which is the 
true note of the Christian, and who are true to their experience. 
Еа, ёк ro? kóopov is the state of those who still, whether 
nominally Christian or not, draw their guidance from human 
society, considered as an ordered whole, apart from God. 

vevujkare] by remaining true to the Christianity which they 
had been taught da’ àpyrs, rather than by the expulsion of the 
false prophets (adrovs) from the community. 

$n] There was no cause for boasting of their victory. It 
was God who worked in them, as the Devil worked and ruled in 
the world. Noli fe extollere. | Vide quis in te vicit (Aug.). 

vies] pr. кас Z* 70 (505): pr. от: J 43. 161 (312) | ex] filii naho. 
imis nali estis sale pes тєкуа 31 as a Aled Ce boh-sah. 
уєрікткатєе) evixnoare TO (335) | user] тш» J> (394) | о 29) om. 

> 98. 894 (231) | e» то Koopw] ex Tov Koopou J> 397% (96) /92-8161 (767), 

Б. ёк тоб кбороо єїсіу) See the notes on ver. 4. The false 
teaching drew its strength from the wider knowledge of the world, 
rejecting or failing to appreciate the essential truth of the 
revelation made in Jesus Christ incarnate. 

ёк ToU кбороо Aahovow] Their teaching corresponds to their 
sphere. And it is welcomed by the like-minded. 

дкобе.| Cf. Oecumenius, rà yap бдойр тд porov прострехе. 
There was apparently need of encouragement in view of the 
success which the false teachers had secured. Cf. again 
Oecumenius, ekòs ydp twas Tovrov xai ácxdÀAev брФута$ 
éxeivous piv Tots roAXols теригтохдастохѕ, éavrous 8 xaradpovov- 
pévovs. 

діа rovro) pr. ка: 69 але: ка: 68. 103 Did. 
Aarovew] om. /°® (498). 
axovet ауто» (?) о котдоз 7*9 (317). 

6. 4peis] The contrast with jjs (ver. 5) suggests that the 
teachers and not the whole body of Christians are meant. 
They know whence they draw the inspiration of their life and 
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work. And they will be recognized by those who have begun to 
live the eternal life which consists in knowing God and His 
messenger (cf. Jn. xvii. 3). 

ô ушеокоу tiv бебу] The phrase is used as practically 
equivalent to єЇмал ёк тоб бєоб, but it emphasizes one particular 
point in the continual progress made by those who “аге of God,” 
viz. the knowledge of Him which comes from experience of life 
in fellowship with Him. 

6s ойк оті» к.т.\.] They cannot know or welcome the truth, 
because the principles which guide their thoughts are not 
derived from the truth. 

ёк rorou] Cf. Jn. vi. 66, xix. 12, in neither of which verses 
is the meaning exclusively temporal. The phrase is not used 
again in the Epistle, or in the Johannine writings, with уоскеу. 
As compared with Фу rovro it may perhaps suggest a criterion 
which is less obvious, and which lies further away from that 
which it may be used to test. The character of their confession 
offers an immediate test of the spirits. It requires a longer process 
of intelligent observation to determine the character of the recep- 
tion with which the message meets. The “test” here is the fact 
that the one message is welcomed by those who are of God and 
know God, the other only by those who are of the world. Cf. 
Jn. xv. 19. 

учфокореу) The preceding деў and ўрёу make it natural 
to refer this to the teachers, and grammatically this is no doubt 
the more correct interpretation. But when the writer is medi- 
tating, rather than pursuing a course of logically developed 
thought, his meditation is apt to pass out into wider spheres, 
and it is more than probable that he now includes in the first 
person plural the whole body of those whom he is addressing, 
as well as the teachers, with whom he began by associating 
himself. 

TÒ wveüpa THs GAnGeiag x.T.A.] The Spirit of God, of which 
the essential characteristic is truth, and the spirit of the Devil, 
or of Antichrist, which is characterized by falsehood, the active 
falsehood which leads men astray (vA ávys). 

o] pr. кає /9 2287 (56). 
оз... тшш» 2? МВК al. pler. vg. etc.] om. А La 3. 142. 177". 
os) pr. ках M% (137). 
єк Tovrov) e» rovro A „ЕЁ. sah. сор. 
яРа (? 19, 2°)] я ра, /- 202-261 (ст), 

C. iv. 7-7. 12. 
Third presentation of the ethical and Christological theses. 

They are not only shown to be connected (as in 8), but the 
proof of their inseparability is given. Love is the basis of our 
knowledge of fellowship with God, because God is love. And 
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this love of God is manifested in the sending of His Son, as 
faith comprehends it. So the two main thoughts of the Epistle, 
Faith in Jesus Christ and Love of the Brethren, are intertwined 
in this passage, which may be divided into two sections. 

I. iv. 7-91. First meditation on the two thoughts now com- 
bined. Love based on faith in the revelation of Love which 
has been given, the test of our knowledge of God and of our 
birth from God. 

II. v. 1-12. Faith as the ground of love. 
I. 1. iv. 7-12. Love based on the Revelation of Love. 
(а) 7-10. The writer grounds an appeal to his “beloved ” 

hearers for mutual love on the true nature of love as manifested 
in the Incarnation. True love is not merely a quality of nature, 
and on that analogy included in our conception of the Deity. 
It has its origin in God. Human love is a reflection of some- 
thing in the Divine nature itself. Its presence in men shows 
that they have experienced the new birth from God and share in 
that higher life which consists in gradually becoming acquainted 
with God. Where love is absent there has not been even the 
beginning of the knowledge of God, for love is the very nature 
and being of God. And God's love has been manifested 
in us. God sent His only-begotten Son, in whom His whole 
nature is reproduced, who alone can fully reveal it to men, into 
the world of men with a special purpose. That purpose was 
to enable men to share the higher spiritual life which He im- 
parts (iva {jowpey ёс адтоб). The nature of true love is mani- 
fested in those who have begun to share that life. True love 
is something which gives itself, neither in return for what has 
been given nor in order to get as much again: even as God 
gave His Son, not as a reward for the love which men had 
showed to Him, but asa boon to those who had only mani- 
fested their hostility to Him, in order to remove the obstacles 
which intervened between God and men. 

7. dyamrtot] One of the writer’s favourite words. It occurs 
ten times in the Epistles, though not in the Gospel. It is his 
usual method of address when he wishes to appeal to the better 
thoughts and feelings of his readers, or, to use S. Paul's phrase, 
to *open the eyes of their hearts.” It emphasizes the natural 
grounds of appeal for mutual love, which can most readily be 
called out among those who are loved or lovable. 

j| дусти ёк тоб вєоб deriv] The whole of the Biblical revela- 
tion of God emphasizes the fact that man is made in the image 
of God, not God in the image of man, however much our con- 
ceptions of God are necessarily conditioned by human limita- 
tions. It suggests that whatever is best in man is the reflection, 
under the limitations of finite human existence, of something 
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in the nature of God. The true nature of love cannot be 
appreciated unless it is recognized that its origin must be 
sought beyond human nature. We may compare the doctrine 
of " Fatherhood” insisted upon in Eph. iii. 15. 

тё ô дуажби) It is generally recognized that love is here 
presented, not as the cause of the new birth from God or of 
the knowledge of God, but as their effect. The presence of 
love is the test by which the reality of their presence in any 
man may be known. The discussion of the question whether 
the writer intends to present the relation of the being born of 
God to the knowledge of God as one of cause and effect, or 
of effect and cause, is perhaps idle. He who loves shows 
thereby that he has experienced the new birth from God which 
is the beginning of Christian life, and that its effects are per- 
manent and abiding. He also shows that he has entered upon 
that life which consists in the gradual acquiring of the know- 
ledge of God. Whether this process of acquiring knowledge 
begins before, and leads to, the new birth, or only begins after 
that has been experienced and is its consequence, is not stated. 
The question was probably not present to the writer's mind. 

7 ayarn] post етт» J* 17 (319). 
rov (? /9)) om. /°16 ( —), 
oayarwy)+rov бєоу A : + fratrem demid. tol. Fulg. : --/rafres suum. 

d. : cf. omnes qui diligunt se inuicem sah‘, 
кал 19—(8) esri») om. syr. 
уусуємуттас) yeyernra 99. 177". 180 js 1** Dam. 

8. The negative counterpart of ver. 7, the statement being 
made, as usual, with a slight difference. 

оёк éyve] He shows by his want of love that the process of 
knowledge never even began in him. 

Sr. ё Oeds дүбтт deriv] Love is not merely an attribute of 
God, it is His very Nature and Being; or rather, the word 
expresses the highest conception which we can form of that 
Nature. Holtzmann’s note is worth quoting. ‘Even the false 
gnosis realized that God is light and spirit. But when here and 
in ver. 16 love is put forward as the truest presentation of God, 
this is the highest expression of the conception of God. It 
passes entirely beyond the limitations of natural religion. It 
does not come within the category of Substance, but only those 
of Power and Activity. It opens the way for an altogether new 
presentation of religion based on the facts of moral life." 

o 1°—6eov] post єстіу syr*^: om. М" 192 d** arm-cdd. acth.: e ку 
ayarwy ovk єуушкеу N°. 

о 1?] pr. от: /9174 (252) : + де Ге 28 (56). 
ovk еууш) om. eyrwoke» № 31: ov уроске A 3. 5. 13 al.* arm. Or. сі. 

Leif. Did. Fulg. : son cognoscit 
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Ө. ё» toste] The true nature of God's love has now been 
shown, in a way which men can understand and appreciate, in 
the fact and the purpose of the Incarnation. God gave His 
best, that men might be enabled to live the life of God. 

фу piv] Not “among us," still less *to us." If the writer had 
meant ‘“God’s love to us," he would doubtless have used the 
Greek words which would convey that meaning, ў áyámy тоб 
Өєо® (3) eis ўра. The preposition has its full force. God sent 
His Son that men might live. The manifestation of His love 
is made in those who have entered upon the life which He sent 
His Son to give. 

tòr povoyera | The idea presented by povoyerys in the Johan- 
nine books would seem to be that of the one and only Son 
who completely reproduces the nature and character of His 
Father, which is concentrated in one, and is not, so to speak, 
divided up among many brethren. It emphasizes the complete- 
ness of the revelation of God which He is able to give, as well 
as the uniqueness of the gift. 

tva (йсюреу) Cf. the note оп Фу ftv. The love was mani- 
fested in a definite act with a definite object. 

e» 1°] pr. кал or, /& 3901. A 08 (85) 76 9-17 (—): pr. кщ 4 (335). 
Tov бео] eius arm-codd, 
e» ш>] om. 7525-59 (2), 
arecTaAxer] атєстедеу K 29. 38. 42. 57 al. plus!? Ath, 
o Geos] om. 15. 18. 25. 98. 100 al. arm. aeth. Aug. 
Snowper] tone» М". 

10. True love is selfless. It is not a mere response. It 
gives itself. The sending of God’s Son was not the answer of 
God to something in man. It was the outcome of the very 
Nature of God. Cf. Odes of Solomon, iii. 3, 4, “I should not 
have known how to love the Lord, if He had not loved me. 
du ms is able to distinguish love, except the one that is 
oved?” 

йасрбу| Cf. ii. 2. God could not give Himself while men’s 
sins formed a barrier between them and Him. True love must 
sweep away the hindrances to the fulfilment of the law of its 
being. While Vulg. has propitiatio, Aug. has litator, and Lucif. 
expiator, emphasizing the fact that that which reconciles is а 
person. 

т a'ya77] + Tov eov М sah. cop. 
7yarycaper] пуатткареу В | myamoe») pr. wpwros К 9*5 (51). 
avros] exewos A: pr. Deus sah”, 
arecret\ey] атестадке» М. 
хер] итер Г 3% (83): om. 2 176 (252). 

(д) 11, 12. Love of the Brethren the test of Fellowship. 
In the light of such a manifestation of God’s love there can 
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be no question about the obligation to mutual love among those 
who have experienced it. True knowledge always finds expres- 
sion in action. The true nature of God cannot be made visible 
to the eye. His presence cannot beseen. But it is known in its 
results. Where love is, there we know that God abides in men. 
His abiding in men is the most complete expression of His love. 

11. dyamnrot] Cf. ver. 7. The loving address is here used 
for the sixth and last time. 

ojres] Cf. Jn. iii. 16, of which this verse seems to be an echo. 
Ovrws defines the way in which God manifested the true nature 
of love, by giving His Son. 

ка ре] The writer and his readers, or more generally the 
Christian Family, those who have experienced and appropriated 
the revelation of love. Those who have learned the true 
character of love are under the strongest obligation to carry out, 
in such spheres as they can, the lesson which they have learned. 
The proper result of divine birth is divine activity. 

e бєоѕ) post nuas / 30М- з. 3183. 3200 (2), 
operrouer кал nueis J> 9689-178 (су, 

12. веду к.т.\.] Cf. Jn. i. 18, where the order of the first two 
words is the same. The absence of the article throws the 
emphasis on the nature and character of God. As Не is in His 
true nature He cannot be made visible to the eyes of men, so 
that they can grasp the meaning of what they see (66ão вах, 
contrast the éópaxev of the Gospel, which merely states the fact). 

"Ау x... ] What cannot be seen can be known by its fruits. 
Mutual love is a sign of the indweling of God in men. 
“Through our love for each other (as Christians) we build the 
Temple, in which God can dwell in and among us" (Rothe). 
His love for men receives its most perfect expression in His 
giving Himself to men, and entering into fellowship with them. 

афтоб] There is the usual division of opinion as to whether 
the genitive is subjective or objective, or whether the two 
meanings are to be conibined, the love which comes from God 
and which He causes to exist in men. The context on the 
whole favours the view that it should be taken as subjective. 
God's love to men is realized most fully in His condescending 
to abide in men. Cf. ver. 9, ёфауєробт т) уйл) тої Өєо® Фу ўріу. 

I2. бєоу) pr. аде\фо: 7* 1? (303). 
reredecwpevn] pr. rereAeuorat кох 13: post тш» A 5. 13. 31. 68. 69 a 

vg. Thphyl. : perfecta erit sah. 
e» пи») post етт» K Lal. pler. cat. sah. cop. syrutt arm. aeth, Oec. Aug. 

18-16a. Proofs of Fellowship. The gift of the Spirit. The 
witness of those who actually saw the manifestation of love in 
the Life of Jesus. By means of the Spirit, of which He has 
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given us, we are conscious that fellowship between Him and 
us really exists. Furthermore, the great proof of His love, the 
sending of His Son as Saviour of the world, rests on certain 
witness. We who lived with Him on earth, and have seen and 
understood the meaning of what we saw, can bear true witness. 
All who accept the fact that Jesus of Nazareth, who lived on 
earth as a man among men, is the Son of God, and who mould 
their lives in accordance with this confession, are in true fellow- 
ship with God. And we who saw Him have learned to know 
and to believe the love which God has for us, and shows in us. 

18. The writer passes from the facts to Christian conscious- 
ness of the facts. We are assured that fellowship between God 
and us really exists, because He has given us of His Spirit, and the 
effects of His gifts are permanent. Cf. iii. 24, where the same 
conclusion is reached. For the use of the preposition, cf. Mt. 
xxv. 28, Sore тшу ёк тоб éAaiov bpüv. For the general arrange- 
ment of the matter, cf. 1 Jn. ii. 5, 6. 

oper Kat t$ 13. 

aids id s. тної dah. boh: : 4-(?) о беоз 7*9 (395). 
wis] трі 09 (154). 
8e3wxey NBK L al. plur. cat. Ath. Cyr.) eduxer» 13. 27. 29 c& Ath. 

Bas. Cyr. 

14. Beside the internal witness of the Spirit, there is also the 
external witness of those who saw the great proof of God's love. 
Their vision was complete, and lasting in its results. The 
testimony, therefore, which they bear is sure. 

fpes] The word must here refer to the actual eye-witnesses 
of the life of Jesus on earth. The exaggeration of the view 
which finds “the avromra: of the Province?! in each use of the 
first person plural of the pronoun in the Epistle, should not be 
allowed to obscure the natural meaning of certain expressions 
which it contains; cf. 1 Jn. i. і. The verb looks back to 
ver. 12: “God Himself no one has ever yet beheld; but we 
have beheld His Son. 

сотйра) Cf. Jn. iv. 42, obrós éorw adn fas б сатір тоб Kécpov. 
The purpose of the mission was to restore the fellowship which 
had been gradually forfeited. 

тебсареба М B K І. al. longe. pler. cat. Thphyl. Oec.] євбеасацева A 27. 
29. 33. 34. 66**. 68. 98 al. aliq. Cyr. 

paprupovper] testati sumus Bah. 
arecraAxe») ажестећерх /* 390 (96) 7679159 ( —) OS (164). 
wor] + avrov Z 364. 2 (137). 

15. бродоуйст) Cf. iv. 2 and notes. The confession is stated 
variously ; cf. iv. 2; 2 Jn. 7, and the various confessions in the 
Gospel The essential point seems to be the identity of Jesus, 

1 Cf. Holtzmann on 3 Jn. 9. 
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the man who lived on earth a human life, with the Son of God, 
who as only-begotten Son of His Father could reveal the Father 
to men. In the thought of the writer no other conditions could 
assure the validity of the revelation and the possibility of its 
comprehension by man. Не who “confesses” this, £e. makes 
this belief the guiding principle of his life and action, is assured 
of the truth of his fellowship with God. Thus the work of the 
original witnesses is continued in the “confession” of those who 
* have not seen and yet have believed." Such a confession is 
as sure a test of Divine fellowship as “mutual love." As it 
cannot be true unless it issues in such mutual love, it is difficult 
to distinguish the two. The writer probably puts it forward 
rather for its value as an objective sign to others, than for its 
power of giving assurance to him who makes it. In the 
Christian community there is external as well as internal 
assurance to be found by those who look for it. 

16а. кої йреїс yvóraper каї memoreóraper) If, as seems 
probable, the first person plural still refers to the writer and 
other teachers who, like him, had seen the Lord on earth, he is 
thinking of his early experiences in Galilee or Jerusalem, when 
growing acquaintance passed into assured faith, which had never 
since been lost. Contrast the order in the confession of S. Peter, 
jn. vi. 69. The growth of knowledge and the growth of faith 
act and react on each other. 

év ш>] The love which God has for men is manifested in 
those who respond to it, in whom it issues in higher life. But 
perhaps it is safer to regard the preposition as a trace of the 
influence of Aramaic forms of expression on the writer's style. 

onodoynon] oporoyn А 5 | tnoous] кї 2 10 (40): х? кі 7* 988 (231): 
+хротоз B m. arm-codd. Cf. Tert. 

auros] ovros 7* 8457-110 (209) : +est s. manet boh. sah. 
WewWrevKaper KAL eyvokaue» QIM., | Temicrevxayer]) Twrevoue» A 

13 am. tol. cop. 
ту» ayarny)+ Det ат." arm. 
exei] eoxe» Н 8% (Y). 
e» пу) цеб nyc J> Witt. 8157 (обу, 

16b-21. Love and Faith in relation to Judgment. The 
nature of true love. 

Since God is love, he who abides in love abides in God 
and God in him. Thus the test of love can give full assurance 
with regard to the reality of our fellowship with God. It is a 
logical deduction from the very nature of God. Love has been 
made perfect in us when, and only when, we can look forward 
with entire confidence to the great day of God’s judgment, 
knowing that as the exalted Christ abides in the Father’s love, 
so we abide in it so far as that is possible under the conditions 
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of our present existence. Where full confidence is not yet 
possible, love is not yet made perfect, for fear and dread have no 
place in true love. It drives them out completely from the 
sphere of its activity. For fear has in itself something of the 
nature of punishment, and he who experiences it has not yet 
been made perfect in love. How then can we say that we have 
love? Because our love, in whatever degree we possess it as yet, 
has its origin in something that is above and beyond us. It has 
its origin in God. It is called out in response to the love which 
God has for us. But our claim to love can be put to an obvious 
test. Love is active, and must, if it is real, go forth to those who 
need it. If any one claims to love God and does not show love 
to his brethren, his claim is not only false, but reveals a falseness 
of character. Love will show itself wherever an object of love is 
to be found. He who will not take even the first step can never 
reach the goal. If the sight of his brother does not call out his 
love, the fact shows that he cannot have love enough to reach 
as faras God. And for us the matter is determined, once for 
all, by the Master’s command. He has said, “The first com- 
mandment is, Thou shalt love the Lord thy God. And the 
second is this, Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself.” 

16b. 6 Beds к.т.\.] Cf. ver. 8, where love is shown to be the 
necessary condition of knowledge of God. Here it is presented 
as the necessary condition of fellowship. 

ô pévew к.т.\.] Cf. ver. 12, where the writer emphasizes the 
fact that God’s love for men is shown most completely in His 
willingness to “abide” in us. Here the emphasis is laid on the 
mutual character of the intercourse, фу тё веб péver каї б Oeds фу 
avrg, and especially on the human side. By abiding in love, the 
Christian realizes the divine fellowship. 

кал 4°—pever 2°) om. буте | o 49) om. HB (N)}—yever 29 МВ КІ, al. 
fere.9 sah. cop. syrP arm. Сур. Aug.) om. A al. sat. mul. cat. vg. aeth. 
Thphyl. Oec. Cyp. 

17. фу roóre к.т.А.)| Two interpretations of this verse are 
possible, according as the words refer to what precedes or to 
what follows. ‘Ey rovro may recapitulate the clause èv тф бєф 
péve kai б бєбє Фу аїтф. Love finds its consummation in the 
realization of this mutual fellowship. But it would be truer to 
say that love is made perfect, not in fellowship generally, but in 
perfect fellowship; and this is hardly expressed by the words. 
And in the general usage of the author év rovrw refers to what 
follows, whenever the sentence contains a clause which allows 
of such a reference. Such clauses are either added without 
connecting particle, or are introduced by дт, éd», or Gray. 
There is no certain instance of the construction фу rovre wa. 
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But Jn. xv. 8 should probably be interpreted in this way (бу 
тойтф Фбобасфт б таттр pov, iva kapróv жоЛу фёрттє). And the 
writer's use of the purely definitive ta is so well established that 
such a construction causes no difficulty. If Фу rovrw refers to the 
clause introduced by iva the meaning will be that love is made 
perfect in full confidence, It has been perfectly realized only by 
those who can look forward with sure confidence to the judgment 
of the Great Day. Such confidence is the sign of perfect love. 
The thought is developed further in ver. 18. Cf. also ii. 28. 

» wappyoiav| See the note on ii. 28. 
реб Ярбу| As contrasted with Фу ш> (M) it is possible that 

the phrase may emphasize the co-operation of men in the realiza- 
tion of fellowship, “ In fulfilling this issue, God works with man” 
(Westcott, who compares Ac. xv. 4). But it is at least equally 
possible that the usage of the Hebrew preposition 09 may have 
influenced the choice of preposition. 

$n к.т.А.] The ground of the assurance. Those who have 
attained to fellowship share, in some degree, the character of the 
Christ, as He is in His exalted state, in perfect fellowship with 
the Father. Cf. Jn. xvii. 23, Фуб Фу atrois каї où фу ёро iva Фочу 
rereXewpévor eis фу. Those who are like their Judge, can await 
with confidence the result of His decrees. The fellowship ts 
limited by the conditions of earthly life (àv rẹ кбтшф ovre) 
Otros "emphasizes the idea of transitoriness.” But so far as it 
goes the fellowship is real. 

éxeivos] is generally used in this Epistle of the exalted Christ; 
cf. ii. 6, iii. 5, 5, 7, 16. 

dv тү ġpépa tis Kpicews] Cf. ii. 28, dav фауєровр. However 
much the writer may seek to spiritualize the ordinary Christian, 
or even the Synoptic, eschatology, he has not eliminated from 
the sphere of his theological thought the idea of a final “ day " of 
judgment, when the processes which are already at work shall 
reach their final issue and manifestation. The attempts which 
have been made to draw a distinction in this respect between the 
Gospel and the Epistle cannot be said to have been successful. 

т ауатт) + rov eov 96 alPauc урсіє tol, gahow: eius arm, 
рев тишу) + e» три» М. 
єхореу) exouev М K al.5: oxopuer 7579 (—). 
тт] om. Z> 894 (794). 
тиера) a^yamm N. 
оті... єсису)мі . . . simus вач (non liquet sah), 
критєш% |+ pos ro» evarOpwrncarra Г 208-116. 356 (зол), 
екешоє) kaxecvos 13 а1.2, 
eau] ту e» TW кодри» apwpos Kat кабароѕ ouTws P 116: 388 (ү 
eouev] єсоџеба М. 

18. Fear, which is essentially self-centred, has no place in 
love, which in its perfection involves complete self-surrender. 
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The two cannot exist side by side. The presence of fear is a 
sign that love is not yet perfect. ‘Love cannot be mingled with 
fear” (Seneca, Zp. Mor. xlvii. 18). 

kóAagw ёе] not only “includes the punishment which it 
anticipates,” but is in itself of the nature of punishment. ТШ 
love is supreme, it is a necessary chastisement, a part of the 
divine discipline, which has its salutary office. кбАас:< is used 
in the New Testament only here and in Mt. xxv. 46, cf. 2 Mac. 
iv. 38. (Contrast the use of ripwpia, “requital.”) The expres- 
sion must mean here more than “suffers punishment,” as in 
Hermas, S. ix. 18. 1,6 py ywooxwv бєдү kal movnpevópevos бує: 
кӧЛас(у Twa тїс зоутріас avrov. 

dw Ве] Cf. Mt. v. 13, xiii. 48; Jn. vi. 37, ix. 34, xii. 31, 
xv. 6. Love must altogether banish fear from the enclosure in 
which her work is done. 

å 52 фоВодрємоє к.т.\.] Till ваг has been “cast outside,” love 
has not been made perfect. Cf. Philo, guod Deus sit immut. 69 
(Cohn, ii. 72), rois pèv обу pyre pépos pare табо$ дубротоо тері 
то фу vopi(ovgtww, dÀAà Ücompemüs афто д. aùrò nóvov Tuc. TÒ 
dyaray оікеідтатоу, фоб'єїсвах 0€ rois ётёрогѕ, quoted by Windisch. 

e» тт] т) Г 14 (335) : om. ry Z (2). 
фоВоз (? 2°)] PoBovpevos 7* 85! (547) P 1% (252). 

19. pets] We Christians, as in ver. 17. The point has been 
much disputed whether the verb (дуатоиех) is to be interpreted 
as an exhortation (conjunctive) or as a statement of fact (in- 
dicative). The attempt to construe it as a conjunctive has led 
to various modifications of the text, the introduction of a con- 
necting particle ofv, never found in the true text of this Epistle 
(cf., however, 3 Jn. 8), or the insertion of an object for the verb 
(róv бєбу, а?тду, inuicem) And both modifications would be 
natural if the clause is to be taken as hortatory. But a further 
meditation on the nature of love as manifested in us is more 
suitable to the context, and it gives a deeper meaning to the 
words. Our love is not self-originated. It has a divine origin. 
It is called out in response to what God has given. Thus inter- 
preted, the words offer a far more powerful incentive to the 
exercise of love than a mere exhortation, and they have their 
natural place in the writer’s thoughts. God is love; by the path 
of love we can enter into His fellowship (16): in our case love 
is made perfect in proportion as it casts out fear and establishes 
full confidence (17, 18). And it rests on something greater 
and stronger than our own powers. It is the response of our 
nature to the love which God Himself has shown. Such love 
which He has called out in us must find an object. If it 
fails to find out the nearer object, it will never reach the 
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further (19, 20). And besides this, there is the Lord's express 
command (21). 

airés] The variant ó бє is probably a true explanation. 
But atros is not only better attested, it is more in harmony 
with the writer's style. 

wpéros] Cf. Jn. і. 42. 

ques N BK L al. longe. plur. cat. sah. cop. syr? arm. ThphyL Oec. Aug.) 
+о А 5. 8. 13. 31. 98. IOI. 105. 106**. 107. 177** рет k€ al. pauc. 
vg. . 

е ауатареу А В 5. 27. 29. 66** fu. aeth. boh-codd. Aug. Peleg. Вей] 
scimus Bab. : 4 ro» бео» N 13. 33. 34. 68. 69. 91. 137 акт сут dsa vg. demid. 
Багі. tol. sur. boh-ed. arm. Leo: +avroy K L al. longe. plur. cat. Thphyl. 
Oec. Aug. : + inuicem am. Leo. 

avros N В K L al. pler. cat. harl. sah. cop. syr. arm. aeth. Thphyl. Oec 
Aug.] o Geos А 5. 8. 13. 14". 33. 34. 81. vg. Pelag. 

трото‹) rpwroy 5. 8. 25. 40. 69. аж, 
yam moe») туалукеу 13. 

20. у т erg] Cf. і. 6, ёду eirwpev, and the more definite 
б Aéyov (ii. 4). The false claim is mentioned quite generally. At 
the same time, it is not improbable that the false teachers, who 
claimed to possess a superior knowledge of the true God, may 
also have laid claim to a superior love of the Father, who was 
“good,” and not merely “just,” as the God of the Old Testa- 
ment. And the emphasis laid throughout the Epistle on the 
duty of mutual love makes it clear that their “superior” love 
had been more or less conspicuous in its failure to begin at 
home, or to master the import of the Lord's verdict, ёф ror oix 
drowjoare évi тобтоу Tov €Aaxiarov, о®$ё enol émovjcare. 

prof} Cf. її. 9. 
Wedorns ieri] He not only states what is false (фета), but 

reveals by his false claim a real falseness of character, if the 
difference between two possible forms of expression is to be 
pressed. 

ô yàp к.т.\.] Love must express itself in action. He who 
refuses to make use of the obvious opportunities, which his 
position in this world affords him, cannot entertain the highest 
love. 

8» іфракеу) Cf. Oec. épeArxvorixdy yàp Spacis mpòs dydany, and 
the saying of Philo, de Decalogo, 8 23 (Cohn, iv. 296), duyyavov 
82 єбоєВеїсвал тду ёдратоу id rüv els rovs ёџфауєс xal éyybs бутає 
do eBoivrov. 

од $фуатаь] The reading of X B, etc., is perhaps more impress- 
ive and more in agreement with the writer’s love of absolute 
statement than the variant which Westcott condemns as “the 
rhetorical phrase of the common text” (хос dvvara). At the 
same time the latter reading suggests a new point. The man 
who rejects the obvious method of giving expression to love in 
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the case of those whom he has seen, has no way left by which 
he can attempt the harder task of reaching out to that which is 
invisible. 

ors] om. № Aug. (bis). 
ayarw] post бєо» 1° PP (505): ayara /%% (216): syasgke» H 29 (33). 
шеу] шсе КЪ al.9 cat. Dam. Thphyl. 
уар) om. Э 32 (395) 7*5 (29). | 
ov duvara:] М В 27. 29. 66**. 68. 69 a** sah. IE Lcif.] rws буратаї 

A K L al. pler. cat. vg. syr. cop. arm. aeth. Dam. Thphyl. Oec. Cyp. Aug. 
— ayarnoa 13 а1.?, 

21. The duty of love not only follows necessarily from what 
God has done for us, it rests on His direct commandment. 

дл" adrod] naturally refers to God, as the variant in the 
Vulgate interprets it, though here as elsewhere, in the language 
of meditation, when the writer is of Semitic origin, a change of 
person is by no means impossible. 

The most direct statement of the command is Mk. xii. 29 ff., 
where the Lord quotes the command of Dt. vi. 4, 5. The writer 
no doubt knew the Marcan passage, even if he had not himself 
heard the saying which it records, when it was originally spoken. 
Cf. also Jn. xiii. 34. 

exouer] accepimus sah. boh-codd. 
аж avrov) ато rov cov A vg. am. demid. harl. tol. 
om. 0cor . . . Tov 2° Ве А" (uid.). 
om. Kat 2° 13. 3- 34- 
avrov (? 2°)] — ^1 (335). 

II. v. 1-19. Second presentation of the two main thoughts 
closely combined together. Faith the ground of love. 

I. v. la. Faith the sign of the Birth from God (cf. ii. 29, 
iv. 7, Love). 

2. v. 10-4. The love of God which is the true ground of 
love of the brethren, is the sign of love of the brethren 
(contrast iv. 20). 

3. v. 5-12. Faith, in its full assurance, the witness to Jesus 
as being the Christ. 

I. v. la. Faith the sign of the Birth from God. 
1ff The writer has shown that love has its origin in the 

nature of God, and is not merely an affection of human nature. 
He has also reminded his readers how their love for God, the 
reflex of His love for us, can be tested. The truth of our claim 
to love God is shown in our attitude towards the brethren. He 
now proceeds to show why this is so, and how we can be sure of 
the sincerity of our love for others. "The love of a child for its 
father and for its brother or sister are facts of nature. Every one 
who loves the father who begat him naturally loves the other 
children whom his father has begotten. The facts of the 
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spiritual birth are analogous. What is true of the human family 
is also true of the Divine Society. If we love the Father who 
hath “begotten us again," and the reality of that love is shown 
in our active obedience (лофреу) to His commands, we may be 
assured that our love to His other (spiritual) children is real and 
sincere. Every one that believeth that Jesus is the Christ shows 
by that belief, as it manifests itself in word and deed as well as 
in intellectual conviction, that he has experienced the new birth. 
Those who are “born of God” must love all His children, as 
surely as it is natural that any child should love his father’s 
other children. 

1. was ô moredwv к.т.А.] СЕ Jn. i. 12f. бсо 8€ Вох айтду, 
Ewxev abrois éCovaíav тёкуа coU yevérbar, rois micrevovow eis то 
Gvopaatrov . . . ої . . . ёк Geov ёуєууудтсау. Where true faith 
in Jesus as God’s appointed messenger to men is present, there 
the new birth has taken place. The writer does not state 
whether faith is the cause or the result of the new birth. The 
point is not present to his thoughts, and his argument does not 
require its elucidation. What he wishes to emphasize is the fact 
that they go together. Where true faith is the new birth isa 
reality, and has abiding and permanent consequences. The 
believer has been Бот of God. But incidentally the tenses 
* make it clear that the Divine Begetting is the antecedent, not 
the consequent of the believing." ‘Christian belief, which is 
essentially the spiritual recognition of spiritual truth, is a function 
of the Divine Life as imparted to men" (Law). 

ô moredwv] Ilwre/ew бт. expresses belief in the truth of a 
statement or thesis. The phrase used in the passage quoted 
above from the Gospel (zuwrreiew elg rò буора) suggests complete 
and voluntary submission to the guidance of a Person, as 
possessed of the character which his name implies. But though 
the writer is careful to distinguish the two, he would have been 
unable to conceive of any true faith stopping short at intellectual 
conviction of the abstract truth of a statement like that which 
follows in the clause introduced by бт, which had no effect on 
the shaping of a man's conduct. He would have regarded the 
belief that Jesus is the Christ as inseparable from faith in Jesus 
as Christ. Neither belief nor knowledge are for him purely 
intellectual processes. 

"Inoods dotiv ô Xpuarós] The exact form of this confession of 
faith is conditioned by the antichrists’ denial (cf. ii. 22, 6 &pvov- 
pevos Ste “Incovs обк écriv 6 Христос). It lays stress on the 
identity of the man Jesus with the Christ who became incarnate 
in Him, as opposed to the theories, then prevalent, of the descent 
of a higher power on Jesus at the Baptism, which left Him before 
the Crucifixion. 
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каї was 6 dyamiv к.т.А.] The child's love for its parent naturally 
carries with it love for brothers and sisters. "The step in the 
argument, “‘ Every one that is born of God loveth God,” is passed 
over as too obvious to require statement. Weare again reminded 
that we have to deal with the language of meditation. 

ayara В 7. 13. 33. 62 om. demid. tol. sah. Hil. Aug. ] -ka.cR AK LP 
al. pler. cat. vg. harl. syr. arm. aeth. boh. Cyr. Thdt. Thphyl. Oec. Hil. 
Aug. Bed. 

o xpioros єттїў [> 800 (440), 
syeyerrpras Га 59098. 800%. бз. 298. 1403 (Go), 
то» 2°] TON 31. 

2. As usual a test is added by which the sincerity of the love 
may be determined. "Еу rovrw points forward. This is clearly 
the established usage of év rovro in the Epistle, but difficulty has 
been felt in thus explaining it here, because the clause to which 
it points forward is introduced by órav, instead of the usual con- 
structions, ау, orc, or a disconnected sentence. But the difficulty 
is not serious, and it is probable that Фу rovro should be inter- 
reted as usuaL Whenever our love to God is clear, and issues 

in active obedience to His will, we know by this that our love 
for His children is real Weiss’ explanation, which makes ёу 
rovro refer back to the statement immediately preceding (râs б 
dyaray x.r.À.), is perhaps at first sight easier. ‘‘ When, or as soon 
as, we love God, we love also the children of God, in accordance 
with the law that love for him who begets has as its necessary 
consequence love for those whom he has begotten” (p. 150). 
Thus the duty of loving the brethren is deduced from the natural 
law of affection, as well as being directly commanded by God. 
But the other interpretation is more in accordance with the writer's 
wish to emphasize the Divine origin of love. "There is certainly 
no need to reduce the verse to the merest repetition of what has 
been already said, by the transposition of the objects “ Hereby 
we know that we love God, when we love the children of God," 
as Grotius and others have suggested. 

Ta Tékva тоб бєоб] The use of this phrase instead of “the 
brethren” is significant. True love, which has its origin in God, 
is called out by that in its object which is akin to the Divine. 
Every one who has been born of God must love all those who 
have been similarly ennobled. Love of God bears witness to, 
and has witness borne to itself by, love of the godlike. 

| — тоу 0eov] filium Det arm. boh-codd. : Dominum aeth. | ота») 
53 

ora» . . . @уатшцеу] е» TW ayaray тоу бео» 13. 191. $7'ect, 

Tower B 27. 29. 64. 69. 106. 15 азсг сг рст vg. sah. cop. syr. arm. 
aeth. Thphyl. Leif. Aug.) тооуде» 5. 17. 33. 34: тпрацеу K LP al 
pler. cat. tol. cav. Oec. : rypovuer 31“ al.*. 

om. Tawuey— (3) avrov 19 А 3. 42. 66** 100. IOL 

9 
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The reading турореу is clearly a correction to the more usual 
phrase which occurs in ver. 3. In itself the reading of B, etc., is 
more forcible. It emphasizes the active character of the obedi- 
ence which testifies to the love felt for God and therefore for 
the brethren. 

8. The first clause justifies the addition of the last clause of 
ver. 2, каї ras évroAas abro? romper. Obedience to His commands 
is the necessary outcome of love to God. "There is no such 
thing as true love of God which does not issue in obedience. 

абту . . . tva] СЕ Jn. xvii. з. The definitive iva generally 
introduces an ideal not yet actually attained. This is perhaps 
the only class of ideas whose contents it is used to define. 

Topópev] Contrast ver. 2 (жор). Actual “doing” is the 
test of love. But love includes more of obedience than the 
actual carrying out of definite commands. It accepts them as 
the expression of an underlying principle, which is capable of 
moulding the whole character, and which must be kept alive and 
given scope to work. 

Bapeta.] Cf. Mt. xxiii. 4, Seopevovow 8? фортіа Bapéa: Lk. xi. 
46, фортійєтє rovs dvOpwrovs фортіа босфастакта : and contrast 
Mt. xi. 30, тд фортіоу pov ёАафрду éorw. The word cannot here 
mean “difficult to fulfil.” It suggests the idea of a heavy and 
oppressive burden. The commands may be in themselves 
difficult to carry out, and yet not burdensome, if the Christian is 
possessed of adequate power to fulfil them, in virtue of his 
Christian standing and love: dilige ef quod vis fac (Augustine). 
Windisch regards vv. 3 and 4 as intended to show the possibility 
of fulfilling the Divine commands, and of realizing the Divine 
ideal for men. (1) On the side of God, He does not demand what 
is too hard for теп, Cf. Philo, de spec. leg. i. 299, р. 257, alretras 

. Ф dudvora, тарӣ соё б Oeds ov0tv Вар? каї ток(Лоу ў Svcepyor, 
GANG дтЛофу ravi каї байоу. табта б ёстіу üyamüy abróv as evep- 
утту, єї 96 pý, фоВєсбдаг уобу 05 dpxovra каї kópuoy . . . каї row 
évrolàv айтод mepéxecOar каї тё бкма турду. (2) On man's 
side, the necessary power has been given to him. But this inter- 
pretation ignores the form of the sentence (бт: way к.т.А.). 

yap] om. 7755 (Y) А (S) sah” boh-codd. 

4. And this power each Christian has, in virtue of the new 
birth from God. The statement is made in its most abstract 
form (пбу rò yeyevvopévov) which emphasizes the power of the 
new birth rather than its possession by each individual (râs 6 
yeyevvnpévos) Every one who is born of God has within himself 
a power strong enough to overcome the resistance of all the 
powers of the world, which hinder him from loving God. 

xal абту к.т.\. ] For the form of expression, cf. i. 5; Jn. i. 19. 
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Our faith, the faith that Jesus of Nazareth is the Messiah, the 
Son of God, accepted not as an intellectual conviction but as a 
rule of life, overcame in our case the powers of the world, which 
fight for a different principle of life. The aorist (vucjsaca) 
naturally points to a definite act, or fact. The writer must be 
thinking either of the conversion of each member of the com- 
munity, “the moment when he éziorevcev,” or else of some 
well-known event in the history of the Church or Churches 
addressed. The most natural reference is to the definite with- 
drawing of the false teachers from the fellowship of the Church. 
There is no obvious reference to the victory of Christ over the 
world (cf. Jn. xvi. 33, éyà уеікука Tov кбтроу) which His followers 
share in virtue of their faith, £.c. in so far as they unite themselves 
with Him. 

sas o yeyerynpevos 7*1? (156). 
quur» X ABK P al. pler. cat. vg. etc.] ишо» L 3. 42. 57. 98. 105. 191 

al. fere.” aeth. 

5. tis дету] Cf. ii. 22, ris dorw 6 дейст el pù к.т.А The 
appeal is to practical experience. He who has realized what 
Jesus of Nazareth really was, and he alone, has in himself the 
power which overcomes the forces of the world which draw men 
away from God; cf. 1 Co. xv. 57. 

ô vids тоб G<08] Cf. verse І, ô xpwrós. The fuller phrase 
brings out the meaning more clearly, though the writer prob- 
ably means much the same by both titles. He varies his 
phrase to leave no doubt about his meaning. The тротом 
wevdos of the false teachers was the denial, not that Jesus was 
the Messiah of the Jews, but that He was the complete revela- 
tion of the Father, the assertion that the higher Power that was 
in Him was only temporarily connected with Him during a 
part of His earthly life. 

Tis етту A L al. pler. vg. sah. Oec. ] pr. e? arm. : + де N (B)K P 13. 29. 
66**. 68. 69 аз al. fere. cat. cav. demid. tol. cop. syr. arm. Did. Cyr. 
Thphyl. (ris дє єттї» B cav. demid. tol. Did.). 

о жістєушу) о wiwrevoas Р. 
«пеоцз + Christus arm-codd. boh-codd., 
есту] om. /*1#2 (219). 
о vios] pr. o xpwros 13. 56: o х? 7*9 (56). 

6-9. He, the pre-existent Son of God, was sent from heaven 
by God to do His will. He came to earth to fulfil His Mission. 
In His fulfilment of it, two events are prominent: the Baptism 
by which He was consecrated to His Messianic work, and the 
Passion by which He completed His work of atonement and 
propitiation. His coming was not in the water of John’s 
Baptism alone, it was realized even more fully in the Blood 
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which He shed upon the Cross. “Не that came” is the title 
which best characterizes His work. The function of the Spirit 
was different. It was to bear witness. He was the witness- 
bearer. And He was fitted for His office, for truth is of the 
essence of His being. Не is the truth. And the witness may 
be trusted, for it is threefold. The witness-bearers are three : 
the Spirit, whose very nature qualifies Him for the office; the 
water of John’s Baptism, after which He was declared to be the 
Son of God; and the blood shed upon the Cross, where testimony 
was again given to the fact that He is the Son of God, for His 
death was not like that of other men. Thus the three witnesses 
all tend to the same point. They establish the one truth that 
Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God. 

6. Of the many interpretations of this passage which have 
been suggested, only three deserve serious consideration: (т) 
A reference to the two Christian Sacraments of Baptism and 
the Eucharist naturally suggested itself to many interpreters of 
the Epistle, especially in view of the 4th and 6th chapters 
of the Gospel. But it is open to more than one fatal objection. 
If wp can be satisfactorily explained of Baptism, alua is never 
found in the New Testament as a designation of the Eucharist. 
And, secondly, the form of the sentence, ó ФАвфу ёс vdaros xai 
atuaros, almost necessitates a reference to definite historical 
facts in the life of Christ on earth which could be regarded as 
peculiarly characteristic of the Mission which He "саше" to 
fulfil. If the writer had intended to refer to the Christian 
Sacraments, he must have said 6 épxóuevos. It is hardly 
necessary to point out that any interpretations which refer one 
of the expressions to a rite instituted by Christ, and the other to 
something which happened to Him (as, e.g., the Christian rite of 
baptism, and the atoning death on the Cross), are even less 
satisfactory. See Cambridge Greek Testament. 

(2) The reference to the incident recorded in Jn. xix. 34 was 
also natural, considering the stress laid upon it by the author 
of the Gospel, and the exact language in which he records the 
result of the piercing of the Lord's side by the soldier's lance, 
ФА ве alua каї дор. This incident gives a definite fact which 
would justify the use of the aorist (ô €A@wv). And the difference 
in order (alpa каї ббор) offers no real difficulty. It is easily 
explicable as a consequence of the writers desire to throw 
special emphasis on the atua, which he develops further in the 
next clause, ойк ёу rà varı шбусу GAN Фу тф Vdare каї TQ aiparu 
But it is difficult to see how this incident could be regarded as 
characterizing the Lord's Mission as a whole. No doubt the 
incident, as the writer had seen it or heard the account of it 
from a trustworthy and competent witness, had made a deep 
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impression upon him. It had suggested to him the significance 
of “blood” and “water” as symbolizing two characteristic 
aspects of the Lord’s work, cleansing and life-giving. But the 
incident itself could hardly be thought of as the means whereby 
He accomplished His work. As an explanation of the actual 
words used, б ФАвбу д; vdaros каї aiparos, it fails to satisfy the 
requirements of the case. 

(3) We are thus thrown back on the explanation of 
Tertullian, Theophylact, and many modern commentators, who 
see in the words a reference to the Baptism of Jesus by John the 
Baptist, in which at the beginning of His ministry He was con- 
secrated to His Messianic work and received the gift of the 
Spirit descending upon Him and abiding on Him, and the Death 
on the Cross by which His work was consummated. The terms 
used refer definitely to the historical manifestation of the Son 
of God, and compel us to look for definite and characteristic 
events in that history by means of which it could be said that 
His mission was accomplished, His “coming” effected. The 
two great events at the beginning and the end of the ministry 
satisfactorily fulfil these conditions. At the Baptism He was 
specially consecrated for His public work, and endowed with the 
Spirit which enabled Him to carry it out. And His work was 
not finished before Calvary. Тһе Death on the Cross was 
its consummation, not a mere incident in the life of an 
ordinary man, after the Higher Power had left Him, which bad 
temporarily united itself with His human personality for the 
purposes of His mission of teaching. 

The middle clause of the verse distinguishes two facts, and 
lays emphasis on the latter. The repetition of both preposition 
and article brings this out clearly. The statement is as precise 
as grammar can make it. And the whole statement, including 
what is said about the function of the Spirit as witness-bearer, is 
no doubt conditioned by the special form of erroneous teaching 
which had made so precise a statement necessary. 

Though Tertullian apparently adheres to this interpretation, 
his mention of it shows the early connection of this passage with 
the incident at the Crucifixion, recorded in Jn. xix. 34. Cf. Tert. 
de Baptismo, 16, “ Uenerat enim per aquam et sanguinem, 
sicut Ioannes scripsit, ut aqua tingueretur, sanguine glorificaretur, 
proinde nos facere aqua uocatos, sanguine electos. Hos duos 
baptismos de uulnere perfossi lateris emisit, quatenus qui in 
sanguinem eius crederent, aqua lauarentur, qui aqua lauissent, 
etiam sanguinem potarent.” 

The combination of the historical and sacramental explanation 
is well illustrated by Bede, “ Qui uenit per aquam et sanguinem, 
aquam uidelicet lauacri et sanguinem suae passionis: non 
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solum baptizari propter nostram ablutionem dignatus est, ut 
nobis baptismi sacramentum consecraret ac traderet, uerum 
etiam sanguinem suum dedit pro nobis, sua nos passione 
redimens, cuius sacramentis semper refecti nutriremur ad 
salutem." Considering his usual dependence upon Augustine, 
this may be taken as probably giving that writers comment оп 
the passage, especially if we compare his comment on the passage 
in the Gospel (Tract. cxx. 2), " Aperutt, ut illic quodammodo 
uitae ostium panderetur, unde Sacramenta Ecclesiae manauerunt, 
sine quibus ad uitam quae uera uita est non intratur. Ille sanguis 
in remissionem fusus est peccatorum : aqua illa salutare temperat 
poculum ; haec et lauacrum praestat et potum." 

The passage was naturally allegorized by the Alexandrian 
School ; cf. Clement, “ Iste est qui uenit per aquam et sanguinem " 
et iterum “quia tres sunt qui testificantur, Spiritus, quod est 
uita, et aqua quod est regeneratio ac fides, et sanguis, quod est 
cognitio," where the interpretation illustrates the absence of 
historical sense which usually characterizes the Allegorists. It 
would, of course, be possible to interpret the passage of the 
whole of the life of Jesus on earth, in which the Son of God was 
manifested in flesh, одор and alpa being used as symbols of two 
different aspects of the work which He accomplished during that 
life, as, e.g., cleansing and life-giving, according to the recog- 
nized Biblical usage of the terms. But if this had been intended 
the context must have made it plain that this was the meaning 
which the writer wished to convey. His readers could hardly 
have deduced it from the passage as it stands. 

obros | Jesus, who is both Christ and Son of God. For this 
use Of obros to emphasize the character of the subject as 
previously described, see Jn. i. 2, 7, iii. 2 (xxi. 24); 1 Jn. ii. 22, 
cf. 2 Jn. 7. He who came was both Christ and Son of God. 
The incarnation of the Son of God in human nature was not a 
merely temporary connection during part only of the earthly life 
of Jesus of Nazareth. 

ё 2\04] The article is significant. He is one whose office 
or work is rightly characterized by the description given. And 
the aorist naturally refers to definite historical facts, or to the 
whole life regarded as one fact. It is hardly safe to find in 
the expression 6 ФАдшу a distinct reference to the (?) Messianic 
title 6 épxduevos, and so discover in the phrase a special in- 
dication of the office and work of Messiah. The idea emphasized 
in this and similar expressions would seem to be generally the 
course of action taken in obedience to the command of God. 
The “coming” of the Son corresponds to the “sending” of 
the Father. It expresses the fulfilment of the Mission which 
He was sent to accomplish. As that Mission was Messianic 
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in character, Messianic ideas may often be suggested by the 
phrase, but they are secondary. “Не who accomplished the 
Mission entrusted to Him by God" seems to be the meaning of 
the word. 

Sv ббатоб ral alparos] The difficulty of the phrase is reflected 
in the attempts to modify the text. Cf. the critical note. The 
phrase should express means by which the “coming” was ac- 
complished, or elements by which it was characterzed. Cf. 
2 Co. v. 7, бій vía reus repirareiv. The tense of ё\Өоу excludes 
any primary reference to the Christian sacraments, even if tdwp 
and alua could be used to indicate them (see note at the begin- 
ning of the verse). As has been pointed out, the order of the 
words is not in itself decisive against such a reference or against 
a reference to the incident recorded in Jn. xix. 34 (463A0« alpa 
xai ор). The real objection to the latter view is the difficulty 
of seeing how that incident could be regarded as characteristic 
means by which the “coming” was accomplished. It may well 
have suggested to the writer the peculiar significance of two 
aspects of the coming, but can hardly be regarded as an event 
by means of which the coming was fulfilled. On the other 
hand, the Baptism and the Crucifixion were both important 
factors in the carrying out of the Mission which He came to 
fulfil, and in this light they stand out more prominently than 
any other two recorded events of the Ministry. 

одк фу тр Ware pórov] The writer evidently feels that further 
precision is necessary to make his meaning clear and unmistak- 
able. It is clear that he has to deal with a form of teaching 
which denied the reality, or at least the supreme importance, 
of the coming фу тф айнал. The use of the article is natural, 
where the reference is to what has been mentioned before. The 
repetition of both article and preposition certainly suggests that 
two different events are referred to, a point which the earlier 
phrase бі ббатоє xai aiparos left doubtful. 

The difference in meaning between the two prepositions 
used is not very clear. The events may be regarded as instru- 
ments by which the Mission was accomplished ; or, on the other 
hand, water and blood, or rather the realities which they symbol- 
ize, may be thought of as spheres in which the work, or purpose, 
of the Mission was characteristically realized. But the influence 
of Semitic forms of expression may have gone far towards 
obliterating any difference in meaning between the two forms 
of expression. Cf. Lv. xvi. 3 (Фу uóoxo) ; 1 Co. iv. 21 (iv pd Bd 
‚.. 7 & дудату); He. ix. 12 (бі тоб ідіом atparos «ођ\лде), 25 
(eloépxeras . . . êv aipare ddAoTpiy). 

каї Td жуєдра к.т.\.] Tò uaprvpoiv expresses the characteristic 
office of rò wvedpa, as ё «A0óv does of otros. It is not merely 
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equivalent to paprupoty. Christ was the fulfiller of the Divine 
plan. Cf. He. x. 7 (Ps. xl. 8), róre elrow ov ўко, Фу кефал 
BiBrov yéyparraı жері ёро? тоб топта, ô Beds, rò втра aov. 
The special function of the Spirit is to bear witness to what the 
Christ was and came to do. It is not improbable that in the 
false teaching which is here combated, a totally different function 
had been assigned to the Spirit (cf. Introduction, p. xlix). We 
may, perhaps, see a parallel instance in the description of the 
proper function of the Baptist contained in the Prologue of the 
Gospel, (ойк Rv éxetvos rò фос) GAN’ Iva papruphon тері тод фотбс. 
To the Baptist also some had assigned a different and a higher 
function. Perhaps, however, the sequence of thought in the 
passage as a whole may be brought out more clearly by a 
simpler interpretation, which does not exclude a secondary 
reference to the ideas which have been suggested. “ Не” came 
both by water and by blood. Both bore witness to the char- 
acter of His Mission. But there was other witness, and more 
important. The Spirit is /Ле witness-bearer. And so the 
witness is threefold. It fulfils the requirements of legally valid 
attestation. If we recognize the proper place and function of 
the Spirit, we gain assurance which cannot be shaken. 

The present tense excludes the need of any definite historical 
reference in the case of the Spirit, as, for instance, the Voice at 
the Baptism, or the Voice which spake from heaven shortly before 
the Passion (Jn. xii. 28). 

The best explanation of the author’s meaning is to be found 
in the account of the function of the Paraclete in Jn. xv. 26, 
TO mvepa Tis dAnOeias, Ó тара тоб marpós éxrropeveTas, Exeivos 

pyoe пері epod. Cf. also Jn. xiv. 26, xvi. 8-10, 13-15. 
ёт] Either declarative or causal. The former gives a possible 

meaning. The Spirit “carries with it immediately the conscious- 
ness of its truth and reality,” is in itself the best witness to its 
own nature, which is truth. But this is alien to the context. 
The emphasis is on the function of witnessing. This function 
the Spirit can perform perfectly, because the Spirit is the truth. 
The very nature of the Spirit is truth. Cf. Jn. xv. 26. By 
its very nature it is not only capable of bearing true witness, but 
it is also constrained to do so. It cannot deny itself. 

еХби») pr. vf rov 00 7:99 (56). 
ки aparos В К L al. plu. vg. (am. fu. demid. harl.) syr** Cyr. 

Thphyl. Oec. Tert.]: pr. кає w»revuaros 5. 68. 83 arm. aeth. : ка: Trev- 
paros 54. 103. 104 Cyr. Ambr. : от. 7* V6 (сб) 7562-16. 473 (458) /- 5299 ( -) : 
+xat Tvevuaros б. 7. 13. 15. 18. 25. 29. 30. 33. 34. 36. 39. 66**. 69. 
e 98. 101. 137 (+ayıov 33. 34. 39) a5" al. pauc. cav. tol. sah. cop. syr? 

yr. 
auia ros] pr. & 7519 ( - ) А90 (46). 
соз xprros М А B L al. plu. arm. Cyr. Thphyl. Oec.: xpeoros 
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сох K P h 15. 22. 33. 34. 36. 39. 56. 100. 192 cat. arm-codd. sah. 
Ambr. : inoous о xpioros minusc. uix. multi. syr? Thphylcom» Qeccoma, 

povos) цого B. 
є» TW идат: . . . UMATI) еу To QATL . . . идат: P 31*. 83arm. : ev ro 

идат: . . . туєиџат‹ А 21. 41 Cyr. : e» Tu арат . . . $wrevpari 66**, 80: 
+t spiritu cav. tol. aeth. | 

то 2°] om. H$ (Y). | 
«› 3° А В L P 4. 5. 13. 17. 18. 21. 33. 40. 41. 66**. 80. 83. 118 jer 

k** cat. Cyr.] om. М К al. plu. vg. boh-cod. Cyr. Thphyl. Oec. 
то 3°] om. 27162 199 (61). 
каг то) от: ZAWIE (06). 
TO туєира, 2°] хриттоз 34 vg. атс: om. то Z759 (у) /*!9 (395). 

7. $ть тре! к.т..] The witness to the fact that Jesus is the 
Christ, the Son of God, is trustworthy. It fulfils the conditions 
of legally valid witness, as laid down in Dt. xix. 15, ойк eupevet 
páprvs els paprupyoat ката, dvOpwrov xarà тӣсау дбикіау kal ката. 
wav брбртура каї xara тӣсау йцартіау бу йу брарту: ert стдратос 
dvd papripwv kai єтї стдратос трии шарторшу oTnceras тау рӯра. 
Cf. Dt. xvii. 6; Mt. xviii. 16; 2 Co. xiii. 1; Jn. viii. ту. It is obvi- 
ous that the same interpretation must be given to mveñpa, ©дор, 
and alua here аз in the preceding verse. The Christ “сате” 
by water and by blood, and the Spirit bore witness to Him and 
to His Mission. The witness of the Spirit is supported by the 
witness of the water and the blood. The means by which He 
accomplished His Mission are subsidiary witnesses to its char- 
acter. And the witnesses agree. The Spirit, and the opening 
and closing scenes of the Ministry as interpreted by the Spirit, 
bear similar witness to the Christ. 

eis ті фу alow] Are for the one thing, tend in the same 
direction, exist for the same object. "They all work towards the 
same result, the establishing of the truth that Jesus is the Christ, 
the Son of God. 

ew) om. / 197 (29). ee 
уроууте ироистіу 

kat ie] on: Ый (ваг). ш (335) 
кал 32) om. М (Ф). 
кал то убор post аша arm-codd, 
то 4°] om. /* (505). 

8. єї thy рартиріам к.т.\.] Cf. Jn. у. 36. If we accept the 
testimony of men when it satisfies the conditions of evidence 
required by the law, much more are we bound to accept the 
witness which we possess in this case, for it is witness borne by 
God Himself. Cf. also Jn. viii. 18, каї uaprvpet пері ёро? 6 пеифає 
pe птатір, and х. 25, rà épya й éyà пою ev TH бубдат. ToU патроб 
pov taŭra рартурєї тєрї poô. Neither here nor in iv. 11 does 
the є indicate any doubt: it is known to every one that we do 
accept such testimony. 

Šri afr] x.7.X.] Such witness is greater, and therefore more 
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worthy of our acceptance, because it is Divine witness, and 
deals with a subject on which God, and God alone, is fully 
competent to speak. It concerns His Son. God has borne 
witness concerning His Son. In this case the Divine witness 
alone is áAg0uj in the full sense of the term, though other kinds 
of witness may be true so far as they go. 

6n pepoprópqkev] The reading cre is undoubtedly right. If 
the reading ту, of the Textus Receptus, be adopted, the айту 
must refer back to the witness already described, ге. that borne 
by the three witnesses, the Spirit, the water, and the blood, or by 
the one witness, the Spirit, who interprets the evidence of the 
historical facts. The witness meant must be the witness borne 
to the truth that Jesus is the Christ. If бти is accepted, it may 
be taken in three ways: (1) Causal. In this case айту must 
refer to what has preceded, the witness already described. Such 
is the witness, Divine and legally valid, for God really Лаз dorne 
witness to His Son. By laying the stress on the verb pepaprv- 
pynxey it is perhaps possible to make sense of the passage in 
this way. But such an interpretation is very harsh, and not in 
conformity with the author's style. 

(2)9 т. This is the witness, де. that which He has borne 
concerning His Son. This use of 6 rı in the Johannine writings 
is not certainly established, though perhaps we should compare 
Jn. viii. 25, туу дрхду б rt kai AaAW piv. In the present context 
it would be intolerably harsh. 

(3) It is far more natural and in accordance with the author’s 
style (cf. Jn. iii. 19, айту 0€ €or ù pisis бте тё фос ёАуЛобеу 
к.т.А.) to regard the ore as declarative. The value of the 
witness consists in this, that He has given it concerning His 
Son. There can be no more trustworthy witness, so far as 
competence to speak is concerned, than that which a father 
bears to his own son. The essence of the witness is that it 15 
the testimony of God to His Son. In the Gospel, uaprvpeiv 
пері is very frequent (i. 7, 8, 15, ii. 25, v. 31, 32, etc.), elsewhere 
very rare. 

тш» avOpurwy] rov 0cov W* | rov Geou (? 19)) тоу adwy 758392 (522) | om. 
ort J° К arm. | 7 paprupta 2°) post 0eov 2? 7* | or. 2° N ABS. 6. 13. 27. 29. 
34. 66** vg. sah. cop. arm-codd. Cyr. Aug.] т» K L Pal. pler. cat. arm- 
codd. Thphyl. Oec. : qui arm-ed. | тер: то» viov avrov) de filio suo Tesu 
Christo arm-codd.: -cquem misit. saluatorem super terram. Et filius 
testimonium perhibuit in ferra scripturas perficiens ; et nos testimonium 
perhibemus, quoniam uidimus eum, et annunciamus uobis мі credatis et 
ideo tol. 

10. He who trusts himself to the guidance of the Son has in 
his own experience the witness which God bore to Him, it has 
become part of himself. He who does not accept the witness 
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as true has not only missed the truth, but has made God a liar ; 
for he has set aside as false the witness which God has borne 
concerning His own Son. 

Фу aóró] in himself, as is made clear in the paraphrase of М 
(фолтф). ‘The passage must describe the “testimonium spiritus 
internum.” 

ô ph moredwy] The subjective negative is rightly used. It 
lays emphasis on the character rather than the fact of non- 
belief. A general class is described by its significant character- 
istic. But in N.T. où with the participle is rare, in the Johannine 
writings only Jn. x. 12. See J. H. Moulton, Gr. of N.T. Grk. 
і. p. 231. 

TQ бєф] This construction (с. dat.) expresses, as usually, 
acceptance of the statement rather than surrender to the person. 
The variants то vig, Jesu Christo, miss the point of the verse. 

фєбетту] Cf. i. то. There is no room for ignorance or mis- 
conception. To reject the witness is to deny the truthfulness of 
God. He has spoken and acted deliberately, and with absolute 
clearness. The testimony has been borne. The things were not 
done in a corner. The witness must thercfore either be accepted 
or rejected. It cannot be ignored or explained away. 

тєпо(лкєу) The tense suggests a definite choice of which the 
effects abide. The rejection has been made, and its effects are 
inevitable. The aorist (ovx éríerevaev, A, etc.) is not so forcible. 

où тпєтістєикеу| The negative emphasizes the actual fact 
rather than its character (contrast 6 uù) morevwv). The choice 
has been made, and its consequences are manifest. 

од пєтістєикєу eis thy рарторќау| The nearest parallel to this 
expression is Jn. ii. 23 (поЛЛої Єтідтєисау eis тд õvopa avro), i.e. 
believed on Jesus as Messiah, as being that which His name 
implied, and were ready to follow Him as Messiah, till they 
discovered how different His conception of the Messianic office 
was from theirs). It seems to denote devotion to a person 
possessed of those qualities which the witness borne to him 
announces, or at least to the idea which is expressed in that 
witness. 

Ду yepaprópnxev к.т.Х.| The phrases of ver. 9 are repeated for 
emphasis; each point is dwelt upon. The witness has been 
borne, once for all; it cannot be ignored or set aside. It has 
been borne by God Himself, in a case where His word alone 
can be final, as it concerns His own Son. In the writer's view 
there can be no excuse for refusing to accept evidence which is 
so clear and satisfactory. Cf. Rothe, “If God did not will that 
men should believe on Jesus, He led men into a terrible tempta- 
tion. So if we would keep our conception of God pure, we must 
ascribe this intention to Him in His ordering of the world. We 
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generally put forward prominently whatever tells against Faith, 
but leave on one side what speaks for it. We ought first to 
answer satisfactorily the question, how it could be possible that 
this Faith should so widely permeate humanity before we investi- 
gate the force of our doubts, and then we should rest assured 
that Christianity is nom sine numine”; a striking comment, even 
if it can hardly be said to be called out by the exact expressions 
of the text. 

om. totum comma /* 297 (06) | rov 0cov] om. arm-cod. | ту» дар- 
турау АВК LP al. longe. plur. cat. sah. syr. arm. Cyr. Thphyl. Oec. 
Aug.]-4- Tov cov A al. plus! vg. cop. aeth. сен; m. | атои ABK LP 
al. Ѓеге.5* cat. Thphyl.] eaurw М al. musid Cyr. Oec. | ит) om. 7* 7* (319) | 
то бео N BK Lal. longe. plur. cat. boh-codd. syr. Cyr. Thphyl. Oec. 
Aug. Vig.) rw ио А 5. 27. 29. 66** al. plus!? vg. syr. : Tw ишә rov 00 56 sah. 
arm. boh-ed. filio eius aeth. : Iesu Christo m: om. am.* | avrov] аен» 
m sah. | ov rerworevxey N BK L P etc.) ovr ertoreuxer М: ovk єтістєосер 
A 5. 33. 34 1° | eis 2?—9»] Deo gus arm-cod. | єрартуруке» N | om. o 
8eos 4 d€ jxt vg. codd. aeth. Cyr. Aug. Vig. 

11. At last the witness, some of the essential characteristics 
of which have been already described, is actually defined. So 
far the writer has only taught his readers that it is Divine 
witness, borne by a father to his son, and that those who 
believe on the son have it in themselves, as a possession which 
experience has made part of themselves. Now he definitely 
states in what it consists. God bore witness to His Son when 
He gave life to men,—that higher spiritual life which they can 
realize and make their own only in so far as they unite them- 
selves to Jesus, the Christ, the Son of God. 

айту... Sr} Cf. Jn. iii. 19 (айту &€ ёст Ñ xpiots, бт: то has 
€AnAvOev к.т.А.); т Jn. v. 14, айтуу doriv 7) таррпсіа . . . Ore day 
т: аїторева . . . áxove pov. The constructions with tva, and 
with the nominative, are rather common in S. John. 

The witness which God bore consisted in the fact that He 
gave life to men, by sending His Son that men might have life 
in Him. Cf. Jn. х. то, éyw ўАбоу lva (wi ёҳоси Kal zepuraróv 
éxwow. The sending of the Son on a mission, truly character- 
ized by the Water of the Baptism and the Blood shed on the 
Cross, and of which the object was to implant a new life in men, 
was the witness borne by God to the nature and character of 
Jesus of Nazareth. 

{езу aidvnov] The anarthrous phrase emphasizes character or 
quality. The gift was something which is best described as 
* spiritual life." 

бикеу)| The tense emphasizes the fact, apart from its conse- 
quences. The reference is to the historic fact of the mission of 
Him who came by Water and by Blood. 
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фрі») We Christians. The gift of life is a witness only where 
it has been received. 

каї айту ў беў к.т.А.] This clause is part of the “witness,” 
not an additional statement made about the life. The witness 
is the gift of a life which is 75 the Son. 

edwxev] Sedwxey 69. 99 ат 15 | о Geos B 31. 38. 137 һәс syr?] 
post nur NAK L P al. — cat. vg. syr. arm. | аиту] + есті А | om. 
eorty А 100. 

12. This verse explains more fully the last clause of the 
preceding verse. It is probably of the nature of an appeal to 
the reader's experience. Those who lived with Christ on earth 
found that they gained from Him a new power which trans- 
formed their life into a new and higher life. And the later 
generations had similar experience by which to judge, though 
they had not actually companied with Him during His life on 
earth. 

ё ph (xev к.т.\.] In the negative statement there are two 
slight | changes which have their significance: (1) The addition 
of тоб бєоў to тду иви. God is the source of life. The Son of 
God alone can give itto men. He that cannot gain it from that 
source cannot find it. (2) The position of ту (wv, which is 
placed before the verb, and thus becomes more emphatic. 
Whatever else the man may have in the way of higher endow- 
ments, spiritual life is not within his grasp. In the positive 
statement the emphasis was laid on the actual possession (éxe 
ту Соју). We have here another close parallel with the Gospel 
(see Jn. iii. 36). 

ô ph éxov] The negative (рт) generalizes the statement. A 
class of men is described who are distinguished by this 
characteristic. 

тоу wo» 1°]+тоу бєси 8. 25. 34 69 акт boh-codd. | ту» fv» 1°) 
TOv wor 31: {штуу алшрсоу 7^ 599 (489) : + avrov O% (154) / 864 (137) 1 om. 
TOv Üeov у py (am. demid. ) — Aug. Tert. | ry» fun» 2°] post 
exes 2° JY 879 (1149) : -- avrov O% Г 264 

18-17. I have written thus about belief in Jesus as the Son 
of God, and the witness of the Spirit, and the witness of God, 
which consists in the life which He gave to men through Jesus 
Christ, in order that you might feel assurance as to the possession 
of true life, you who believe in Jesus who is the Son of God. 
Such confidence is realized in prayer, in knowing by experience 
that, whenever we ask anything of God according to His will, He 
hears our prayer. And if we are thus conscious that God bas 
heard, we already possess, in anticipation, the thing we asked 
for. The Almighty Sovereign has said, * Let it be," there is no 
further doubt about the matter, even though actual possession 
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may be delayed for long years. This is more clearly seen in 
intercession for the brethren. If any man see his fellow-Christian 
sinning, so long as his sinning is not such as leads inevitably to 
final separation from Christ and the life which God gives in Him, 
he will naturally intercede for him, and will gain life for him, 
even if it be long delayed, in the case of all whose sin is not 
unto death. There is sin which must lead, if persisted in, to 
final exclusion from life. I do not say that this comes within 
the sphere of Christian intercession. But in any case there is 
full scope for intercession. For all unrighteousness is sin, and 
there is such a thing as sin which does not necessarily lead to 
final exclusion from life. 

табта бүрафа] Cf. ii. 26, where the reference is clearly to the 
preceding section about the False Teachers. Cf. also ii. 14, 
which the triple ёурауа probably refers to that part of the Epistle 
which had already been written. The present verse does not 
really present an exact parallel to the conclusion of the Gospel 
(Jn. xx. 31) which immediately precedes the appendix (ch. xxi.). 
Even if the reference is to the whole Gospel and not to the onpeta 
recorded in ch. xx., that reference is determined by the preceding 
words (4 ойк ќоти yeypappéva Фу те ВВМ rovrw). Here it 
would seem most natural to refer the words to the preceding 
section of the Epistle (v. 1-12), in which the writer has put 
forward his view of Faith in Jesus, the Christ, the Son of God, 
as the necessary condition of the realization of that spiritual life 
which God has given to men through Jesus Christ, and which 
again is the real witness of God to the nature and character 
of His Son. The following explanation of iptv as those who 
believe in the name of the Son of God, makes the reference to 
the whole of this section almost certain. 

dpiv к.т.Х.| For the separation of the explanatory clause (ross 
mu Tevovaty к.т.А.), cf. ver. 16, duce айтф фату, rots duapravovew 
ий mpos Odvarov, where the change in number creates a still 
greater strangeness of expression, and Jn. i. 12, окєу аўто 
éfovaray Tékva дєо? yevéaÜat, rois miarevovow els TO буора abrov. 

This separation of rots surevovow к.т.А. from фуіу has led 
to several attempts to improve the text: (1) The clause rots 
mwrrevovaty . . . бєоб has been added immediately after duty in the 
Receptus. (2) This clause has been retained in its proper place ; 
but for rots muarevovory has been substituted (a) the nominative, 
ol uorevovres, or (6) a second final clause, xai tva murreinre. The 
nominative (га) is found with and without the insertion of a 
clause, rots murrevovow, etc., immediately after óuiv. Thus, оп 
the assumption that the reading of B (iptv iva єібутє ore (оду 
gxere alóviov rots. Twrevovow к.т.А.) is original, the genesis of the 
other variants can be easily explained. The parallels quoted 
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above show that it presents a text completely in harmony with 
the writer's style. 

tva eibgre] Cf. ii. т, tva. pù dudpryre, and iii. 24, фу rovrw 
ушаскореу. There are many signs in the Epistle of the writer's 
consciousness that his readers' loss of their first enthusiasm and 
zeal for the Christian faith had led to their feeling uncertain 
about their position. They lacked “assurance.” 

єїбйте) The knowledge which they need must be intuitive. 
If they realize who and what the Christ is, and the relation in 
which they stand to Him, they will at once “ perceive and know " 
that they are in possession of life. 

wigTéóoucw eis тд буора] Cf. ver. то and Jn. ii. 23. The 
phrase must imply devotion to a person possessed of the qualities 
which his name denotes. It is unlikely that movrevew is used 
with the two constructions (с. dat., eis с. acc.) in the same passage 
in exactly the same sense. Неге the full force of the construc- 
tion with eis is needed to bring out the sense. The know- 
ledge follows as a matter of course where the self-surrender is 
complete. 

ravra] pr. каа 7* 99 (сб) | eypaya] post vu» H 6 (V) | ушу NA Bh с. 
6. 13444 29. 66**. 81. 142. 162 vg. sah. cop. syr. arm. aeth. Cassiod. ] + ros 
WigTevovcu es TO ovopa Tov шой Tov дєоу KLP al. pler. cat. Thphyl. 
Occ. : + ros тістецому 126 | exere A B al. sat. mu. cat. vg. syr? Cassiod.] 
habemus arm-codd. : post auo» NK LP al. plus? Thphyl. Oec. | ros 
mwurrevovoy W* В зуг.) œ sur revorres Хо А 5. 6. 13. 29, 66**. 81. 142. 162. 
vg. cop. aeth. : кає wa sug revgre K L P hal. pler. cat. arm. Thphyl. Occ. 
(xurevonre h 37. 57 : om. xa: 57 arm-codd.). 

14. каї айту] The object of the preceding section was to 
produce assurance in the readers that they were in possession of 

“the new life. This assurance is now described as mappyoía, 
boldness or confidence, with perhaps special reference to the 
original meaning of the word, absolute freedom of speech. It is 
said to consist in the fact that God hears them whenever they 
ask anything according to His will, Ze. it is realized in true 
prayer, which always brings with it the consciousness that it is 
heard. This is the fourth mention of the Christian's confidence ; 
we have it twice in relation to the Judgment (ii. 28, iv. 17), and 
twice in relation to prayer (iii. 21 and here). 

Ду бхореу mpós ajróv| which we have and enjoy in realized 
fellowship with God. In describing relations, mpós generally 
denotes that which “goes out towards," a relation realized in 
active intercourse and fellowship. Cf. Jn. i. І, з; Mk. vi. 3 (ойк 
єісіу . . . dde прос ўдё<$; living our life). 

$n] One of the common constructions used by the writer to 
introduce the description of that to which айту, or èv rovro, or 
some such expression refers Our тарртсіа with God is based 
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on the fact that He hears whatsoever we ask xara тд OéAnpa 
avrov. 

dáv ть к.т.\.] The necessary condition of the hearing ; subject 
to this condition, that it is not in opposition to the Divine will, 
the hearing is assured whatever the petition may be. 

аїтерева| The more subjective form of expression is chosen. 
But it is doubtful whether any definite and clear difference in 
meaning between the middle and the active can be pressed. 
Cf. Mt. xx. 20, 22 (alrotoa . . . airetoOe); Jn. xvi. 24, 26 (oix 
ўтусатє . . . airetre. .. Фу TG Óvópar( pov airija coc). 

ката тд Onpa aóroó] Cf. Jn. xiv. 13, б т: dy airjonre ёу rê 
dvopari pov тобто топ}тш. 

dxover рои] Cf. Jn. їх. 31, оїдареу ore б Oeds dpaproXGv оїж 
dxove, GAN’ édy ris бєосєбіує ү... тобтсо dxova: Jn. хі. 41f.; 
Ps. xvi (xvii) 6. The word naturally includes the idea of 
hearing favourably. 

exener A al. pauc. | от: ear т: NBK LP al. pler. sah. syr. arm.) on 
о ea» 13 arm.(uid.) boh. : от: ау A: ort ea» 31". 68. 191. сеа 
мтошреба] acrwuer /* 2093 (522) Genua) oropa A aeth. | avrov] rov 66 7* 
(236) 2° =t (386). 

15. д» ofSapev] For the indicative after ёбу, cf. 1 Th. iii. 8, 
day стукетє and J. Н. Moulton’s Grammar of N.T. Greek, 
p. 168, where among others the following instances from papyri 
are quoted, ёду det, éày oldey, dày б єйсіу, day daiverat. 

Our consciousness that we are heard in whatsoever we ask, 
the necessary condition not being repeated, brings with it a 
consciousness of possession. In the certainty of anticipation 
there is a kind of possession of that which has been granted, 
though our actual entering upon possession may be indefinitely 
delayed. God has heard the petition: the things asked for, for 
which we have asked not without effect (уткан), аге іп a sense 
already ours. This is perhaps the most natural explanation of 
the verse. 

But it is possible that the writer, while meditating after his 
wont on the subject of prayer, is trying to find expression for a 
view of prayer which gives a more literal meaning to the words 
éxouev ra аїтїната. In the preceding verse he has laid stress on 
the fact that what he has to say applies only to such prayers as 
are Offered xarà то OéAnpa avrov. This excludes any prayer 
which is the expression of the supplicant’s own wish on any 
subject, except in so far as it is identical with the will of God on 
that subject. He may therefore have thought of true prayer as 
including only requests for knowledge of, and acquiescence in, 
the will of God in the matter with which the prayer is con- 
cerned, rather than as a statement of the supplicant’s wish, 
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accompanied by a readiness to give it up, if it is in opposition 
to God's will. In the case of such prayers the supplicant can 
enter into immediate and conscious possession of the thing asked 
for, whether the answer to his own formulated or felt wish be yes 
or no. The statement may be literally true oiðapev om та 
аїтјрота хоре. Cf. Mk. xi. 24. 

аїтїната] Here only in the Johannine writings. Cf. Lk. 
xxiii. 24, ётёкрієу yevéo Oar тд аїттра abrüv : Ph. iv. б, rà airjpara 
ipav yvwplécOw mpos тд» бєбу. 

їтїкарє»] The voice and tense emphasize the objective fact 
and its results. 

dn’ абтоб| The Received Text has altered this into the 
commoner тар avrov. Cf., however, 1 Jn. i. 5, ii. 20, 27, iv. 21; 
з Jn 7. In the Gospel тара is the commoner usage in similar 
contexts. Thus the reading of М B is truer to the style of the 
Epistle, while the usage of the Gospel has apparently influenced 
the later text. 

om. кш. . . про» М" А 19". 96" | о‹даде» 19) wuer N° | om. ear 1? 
vg. Did. | о) ore 7* 847-10. 8463 (200) | ea» 2^] a» АВК al. sat. mu. Oec. 
сатореба) arrnowpueba 1% 83 (999?) | exouer Ht. & (М) 75 7. 70. 
| турата) + тишу 7*1 5 (319) sah | yrycapey /* 2001. 64 (33) 47P (36) 
19180 (— ) (утткацєу expl. oer КОВ 5. 13 а1.5] wap А КІР al. 
pler. cat. | ax avrov] a Domino 8 

16, 17. Intercession naturally finds its most obvious sphere 
in the new society itself. The writer therefore goes on to state 
its possibilities and its limitations. If any member of the body 
sees that his brother is committing sin, so long as it be not of 
such a character as must inevitably lead to final separation from 
the life of God, it goes without saying that he will exercise his 
power of intercession for him. And such is the power of inter- 
cession that he will be able to gain for him life, in every case 
where the sin is of the character described. There із such a 
thing as sin unto death, which tends to final separation from 
God, and which if persisted in must inevitably lead to that 
result. It is not clear that in such a case appeal can be made 
to the Common Father on behalf of a fellow-Christian. For 
such an one it may be that prayer can only be offered as for one 
who has forfeited his Christian privileges. But all injustice, 
every failure to maintain in our action right relations with God 
or with man, is sin. There is sin which is not of the fatal and 
final character described above. So there is plenty of scope 
left for the exercise of brotherly intercession. 

ápaprávorra dpapríav] cf. Lv. v. 6, тєрї тђѕ dpaprías atrov ў 
ўиартєу : Ezk. xviii. 24, Фу rais duapriats ауто? als zuoaprev. The 
accusative is added here because of the qualifying clause which 
succeeds (рӯ mpos Odvarov). It does not strengthen the verb. 

IO 
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The present participle, “ sinning a sin” (RV.), perhaps indicates 
seeing the sinner ётахтофо 

ddv mg 1] The subjunctive with «а» simply states the 
possibility. 

ph xpds Odvarov] The py is naturally used after ау; it can 
hardly be pressed to make the judgment subjective, that of the 
TAS. 

elrjce] The future is used either for the imperative, or 
because it is assumed as a matter of course that the brother will 
intercede for the brother. 

$óce] The subject of the verb may be either God, or the 
man who intercedes. The abrupt change of subject which the 
former view would require is perhaps decisive against it. And 
in virtue of his intercession and its power the Christian may be 
said to *give" life. Cf. Ја. V. 15, 7 eX TIS жістєшс саке TOY 
каруоута, and (ver. 20) сфсе puyi ауто єк Üavdrov. 

то dpaprdvovcry] For the construction, cf. ver. 13. 
ќоти dpaptia xpdg Өќуатои) The phrase is probably suggested 

by the Old Testament conception of sins nb? *'3 (Nu. xv. 30, cf. 31 
(тэр 27ро мпп Yam AMIN... noo Ta nbym WR VIM 
Deliberate and wilful transgression as opposed to sins committed 
unwittingly, were punished by the cutting off of the sinner “ from 
among his people.” We may also compare Nu. xviii. 22, where 
it is said that after the setting apart of the Levites for the 
service of the Tabernacle, any of the people who came near to 
the Tabernacle of the Congregation would be guilty of sin and 

die, mob won nev чуо олон be^ оз cip nom, 
which is translated in the LXX, каї ov тросе\ебсоута ётє of vioi 
"ІсрайА els ту октуу ToU paprupiov AaBeiy duapríay Gavarnddpov, 

with which may be compared the Targum (Onk. \ non? nain козро. 

It is probable that in Rabbinic thought the words mod RON were 
taken closely together, though this is against the meaning and 
pointing of the Hebrew text. There may therefore be a direct 
connection between the verse and the words in Nu. xviii. 22. 
Cf. the note on ver. 17. 

The form of expression would seem to indicate that the 
author is not thinking of one particular sin, definite though un- 
named. ‘There is such a thing as sin which leads to death.” 
Such a s/afe of sin may find expression in different acts. In the 
authors view any sin which involves a deliberate rejection of 
the claims of the Christ may be described as “unto death.” If 
persisted in it must lead to find separation from the Divine life. 
Про Ódvaror must, of course, denote a tendency in the direction 
of death, and not an attained result. The whole phrase thus 
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suggests a “kind of sinning” (if the phrase may be allowed) 
rather than any definite act of sin, which leads inevitably in a 
certain direction. Its only possible issue, if it is persisted in, 
must be spiritual death. Deliberate rejection of Christ and 
His claims was probably most prominent in the writer’s thought. 
It is, of course, possible that in connection with what he has said 
in the earlier part of this chapter about the witness of the Spirit, 
he may have had in view the saying of the Lord recorded in Mk. 
їп. 29 (Mt. xii. 32; Lk. xii. то). But nothing in this passage 
offers any clear proof of such a connection. 

од wept reins к.т.А.] The writer does not forbid such interces- 
sion. He merely abstains from commanding it. Such cases lay 
outside the normal sphere of Christian intercession. They must 
be left to God alone. Ifthe meaning often attributed to épwrav 
as distinguished from airetv, “the request which is based upon 
fellowship, upon a likeness of position," is to be pressed, the 
words contain their own justification. Prayer of “brother for 
brother, as such, addressed to the Common Father," is out of 
the question where brotherhood has been practically renounced. 
But this interpretation, which emphasizes not that which the 
petitioner has in common with him to whom he makes his 
request, but rather with those on whose behalf he prays, is very 
doubtful And the distinction itself between aireiv, the seeking 
of the inferior from the superior, and Фротбу, which is said to 
imply a certain equality or familiarity between the parties (see 
Trench, Synonyms, S хі.), is far from being certainly established. 
The distinction drawn by Dr. Ezra Abbott between airety, **to 
ask for something to be given (not done), the emphasis being on 
the thing asked,” and Єротбу, “ to request a person to do (rarely 
give) something, the emphasis being thus on the person re- 
quested," is perhaps more naturally applicable here. We may 
hesitate to entreat God to act on behalf of one who has 
practically renounced his allegiance. But the difference in 
meaning and usage between airetv and єротӣу is not very clear. 
And the evidence of the papyri, while it shows clearly that 
éporüy was the natural word to use in invitations, and to that 
extent supports the former of the two distinctions which have 
been maintained, does not help much in settling the question. 

81) €» 1 3 vg. Hil. Aug. : одер Z>! (319) | auaprarorra] auapre- 
gavra /9999 (523) | un 19) туу / 82 (217) | атусе xac досег) атто: rar 
дос М" : petat (petet. fu. : petit am. harl.) e? dabitur vg. Cf. Tert. sah. 
cop.: petat pro eo et dabit . . . deus tol. | Swoe] dabunt boh | (ати) 
eternam boh-codd. | ros apapravovatr шт mpos бамато») ros un apapravoveww 
GQuapriay шт тро бауатор A: peccanti non ad uitum vg. : sed non his 
qui usque ad mortem peccant tol. | атте) + тох ву /*?%9 (133) | avrw] post 
фитр /*9? (116) / 396 (7) om. дути) 260-298 Je 305. 116 (307) ros . . 
бағатоу 29) rw un Tpos бауато» арартауомті Z° #4 (137) | auapria] рі. 9 
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Г 19 (156) | ov тєрї] ижер / 20 (137) | ov] pr. ках 13. 57'**t 589 | epernev] 
—— К": epwrnons N° arm. : pr. Tis 15. 26. 36. 43. 98. 101 1% vg. syr. 

lem. Or. Tert. | 

17. тёса дбікіа| Unrighteousness is one manifestation of 
sin, just as lawlessness is another. The most natural interpreta- 
tion of the verse is that which sees in it a statement of the wide 
scope which exists for the exercise of Christian intercession, in 
spite of certain necessary limitations of its sphere. Windisch 
suggests that the difficulty might be removed by placing ver. 17 
before 16c (€orw дцартіа pos Odvarov). 

xai dori duaptia of трд Üávarov] The fact is stated object- 
ively (об). The distinction between sins “unto death” and “ пої 
unto death" is illustrated by Schóttgen from Rabbinic writers. 
His first quotation, however, from Yoma 50. 1, is not convincing 

(пто wb wn y neon nmeb mbya лог nwon) as neon 
seems to refer to the animal offered or set apart as a sin-offerin 
(see Goldschmid). The expression in Sota 48. І, nb pyy 3 v, 
offers a more satisfactory parallel. 

wavra [? таса) pr. apa 7*59* 1% (^94) | абипа] post арартіа 1° Z7 5 
(Y) : in iustitia arm-ed. | om. ov 13. 67**. vg. sah. syr. arm. aeth. Tert. 

18. oiapev] СЕ iii. 2, r4. The knowledge is intuitive. 
That which is stated follows immediately from the very nature 
of God, and of the life which He has given to men. 

was ó yeyevvqpévos к.т.\.] Cf. iii. 9. The perfect expresses 
the abiding results of the “begetting.” In so far as they are 
realized they exclude the possibility of sin. Following his 
usual custom, the writer states the truth absolutely, without 
stating the modifications which become necessary as it is 
applied to individual cases in actual experience. The preceding 
section as well as the early part of the Epistle sufficiently shows 
that he recognized the actual fact of sin in Christians. 

ô уєуупвеїс ік тоб бєоб] If the reading éavróv be adopted, 
the meaning must be that he who has once for all experienced 
the new birth keeps himself from the evil in virtue of the power 
which the new birth places within his reach. In the first clause 
of the verse the permanent consequences of the initial act are 
emphasized ; here the stress is laid on the act itself. The fact 
of the new birth enables him to keep himself free from the 
attacks of the evil one. This sense is not badly expressed in 
the paraphrase of the Vulgate, “sed generatio Dei conseruat 
eum," a rendering which may have been influenced by the 
similar passage in iii. 9, was 6 yeyevynpévos ёк тоб беоб à f 
ob тош, бт: спёрра abroU Фу attra péve It is found in Greek 
(9 yévvgo s) іп two cursives. 

The reading, however, of B and the original hand of A (avrov) 
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has strong claims to be regarded as original. It is difficult to 
see why éavróv should ever have been altered into airdv, which 
is apparently far more difficult, unless, indeed, the change was 
due to accidental carelessness at a very early stage in the trans- 
mission of the text. And the evidence of the Latin, supported 
as it now is by two Greek cursives, is of considerable importance 
in favour of this reading (generatio Det conseruat eum vg., cf. 
natiuitas Dei custodit illum Chromatius). 

If aùróv is original, it can hardly be explained, as Weiss 
suggests, by referring the phrase à уєуутбєїс ex тоб Oeod “directly 
to the fact of the begetting from God, which keeps him who 
has experienced it." 'l'his would be a very strained expedient. 
It is still more unnatural to refer адтду to God, as Karl does (Der 
aus Gott geseugte halt thn (seine Gebote). Type aùróv cannot 
mean “observes His commandments.” With an accusative of 
the person турєіу always has the sense in the N.T. of watching 
or guarding, in a friendly or hostile spirit. It would be far 
better to read айтди (cf. Jn. ii. 24, ойк ériorevey abróv). 

But no explanation of the change from the perfect to the 
aorist participle is altogether satisfactory, if both are referred to 
the same person, £e. the man who has experienced the new birth. 
The interpretation, therefore, which refers ô уєуутбєїс ёк тоб 0«o0 
to Christ deserves serious consideration. It is true that the 
expression yevvnOjvas ёк тоб Geod is not used elsewhere in the 
Johannine writings of Christ, unless the Western variant in 
Jn. i. 13, ôs . . . ёк бєоб ёуєууз)бу, for which there is interesting 
Patristic evidence in the second century, is to be regarded as 
original We may also compare Jn. xviii 37, yò eis тобто 
уєубуупрам xal els тобто £AjÀAvÓa. eis тду кбсроу, and the language 
of the Messianic Psalm, ¢y® owpov уєубуупка сє, which has 
some claim to represent the true text in Lk. iii. 22. Thus inter- 
preted the passage has a fairly close parallel in Jn. xvii. 15, tva 
тїрїў avrovs ёк ToU тоутро®, and ver. 12, ёүф érrjpovy аўто? фу 
TQ дубраті cov d Sédwxds por xai ЄфуЛаба kai оббєїс ёё abrüv 
émóAero. Cf. Apoc. ili. то, xåyó oe туртш єк тїз dpas тоб 
терасро?. 

It may be noticed that rypetv is never used in the Johannine 
writings with the accusative of the reflex pronoun, or in the 
М.Т. with such an accusative absolutely. Cf. 2 Co. xi. 9, 
4Варў Фрамтду éerypynoa: 1 Ti. v. 22, сєаутду бууду type: Ja. i. 
27, domAov éavrov тпрєїу: Jude 21, éavrovs Фу áyámy 0є09 туртсатє. 
An interesting article in support of the reference to Christ was 
contributed by Wohlenberg to the Neue Kirchliche Zeitung in 
1902 (p. 233 Ё). 

&ттєтол| The word probably suggests the idea of laying hold 
of in order to harm. Cf. Gn. xxvi. 11; Jos. ix. 25 (19); Jer. iv. 
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10; 4 Mac. x. 4; Ps. civ. (cv.) rg. Schlatter quotes from Siphre 
to Nu. vi. 26, Вз p) бл rw, 

oidaper] orða 7* 9" (96) : + де 7*9? (363) | veyernueros 99 j | o yerrnfers 
єк]  yervnors 7511 116 (336): generatio vg. | yevvnðeis) *yevyevrnueros 
gs, уези (252) | туре] paprupe | 7599? (522) | avro» A* B 105 ур.) 
eavroy X Ас" K І, P al. pler. cat. Or. Eph. Thphyl. Oec. 

19. soper] Cf. the notes on ver. 18. What has been stated 
generally (was 0 yeyevvnpévos к.т.А.) is now applied to the readers 
themselves, with whom the writer identifies himself (обо ш»). 

Elva: ёк tov ÓÜ«ov denotes, as elsewhere in the Johannine 
writings, the state which is the consequence of the уєуутбіумає ёк 
тоб Ücov. Cf. Jn. viii. 47; 1 Jn. iv. 4-6. 

xat] The clause is probably to be regarded as added inde- 
pendently, and not as subordinate to the бт. 

ô ҝӧсрос̧ Sdos] The world as a whole, in its entirety, if the 
expression is to be distinguished from бАоъ тоб xó pov (ii. 2), "Ще 
whole world." 

dv то nomp] The preceding ó wovnpds determines that 
this is masculine and not neuter, as Rothe suggests. For 
the construction, cf. Soph. О. C. 247, Фу tyiv às bee кєірева 
tAdpoves. Christians are conscious, immediately and intuitively, 
of the difference between the power which dominates their 
life and that which controls absolutely the life, intellectual and 
moral, of the world, ге. of the world of men so far as they 
remain estranged from God. 

odaper]+ de 104 с*© boh-ed. | odos] om. boh-cod. | er] em 31. 

20. Ane] Cf. Jn. viii. 42, ё27Абоу каї тк. The Christ, the 
Son of God, has fulfilled His mission. He has done the work 
which is characterized by His name, and the effects of it are 
with us still. 

бмМусьам| Cf. Eph. iv. 18, ёскотісрёуо ті) бауоба (in Eph. 1. 
18, quoted by Holtzmann, the true text has карбіає not Savotas), 
I P. i. 13, ras óc jas rrjs Stavotas дубу: Pr. ii. то, AGy ў софіа 
els тўу біфусіау. The word is not found elsewhere in the Johan- 
nine writings. The faculty of knowing, or discerning, seems to 
be what it expresses. It is worth noting that yvaors also is 
absent from the Johannine writings, and vo?s occurs only twice 
(Rev. xiii. 18, xvii. 9). 

iva. ywéoxopev] The indicative, or at least the short o, is 
well supported here, as in Jn. xvii. 3; iva ywwoxovor receives 
considerable support (A D G L Y A A 33), and in that case the 
form can hardly be regarded as a “corrupt pronunciation” of 
the subjunctive. For iva with the future indicative, cf. Mk. xv. 20, 
iva oravpwcovew (v.l): Lk. xiv. то, уа . . . Фр aov: Xx. 10, tva 
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. .. Sdcovow aire: Jn. vii. 3, (va xai of pabyrai cov Ücopijaovaw : 
xvii 2, tva . . . бшсе. (2.1) aùrois: Ac. У. 15, іуа . . . ётокисе 
(0.1): xxi. 24, tva Evpyoovrat: 1 Со. іх. 18, Wa... біса: (?) ix. 
21, iva кердауб: xiii. 3, va каубусоро (т./.): Gal. ii. 4, wa ўрӣѕ 
xatadovAwoovow: І Р. ili. І, (ya . . . dvev Хбуом xeponOnoovrat : 
Apoc. ій. 9, fva Jovo каї проскуутоаочому : Vi. 4, iva дАА)Аоує 
oddéovow : vi. 11, tva дуатадсоута (9./.): viii. 3, (va 0c: ix. 5, iva 
BacavicPjoovrat: xiii. 12, Їуа poa kvvijoovouy : xiv. 13, va йуалгал}- 
govtat: XXli. 14, Їуа éorac: ix. 4, tva. рл] ddtuanoover: iX. 20, iva py 
mpocvnjcovsw. For its use with the present indicative the evi- 
dence is less clear, as in most cases there are variant readings. Cf. 
(besides Jn. xvii. 3) Jn. iv. 15, a . . . unè бієрхора (v.l): v. 20, 
iva tpets ÜavpdLere (9./.): Gal. iv. 17, tva abrovs (пЛобтє: Tit. ii. 
4, wa owhpovifover (v./.): Apoc. xii. 6, Wa éxet rpépovew айтуу 
— Gal. vi. 12, Їуа py бифкоута: (0.2): Apoc. xiii. 17, wa py Tis 
vara (0.1); іп з P. i то the reading is found in some MSS, 

orovdacare iva бід, Tay калу роу épyov BeBaiav рибу riv кАўочу 
Kai ікЛоуйу поїєїсде The same uncertainty is found in sub- 
Apostolic writers. Preuschen quotes Barn. vi. 5; Ign. E24. iv. 2; 
Tr. viii. з (Handwörterbuch, р. 530). On the whole, the evidence 
seems to point to traces of the occasional use of a vulgarism 
subsequently corrected. "There is much to be said for Professor 
Deissmann's view, that the Fourth Gospel is “ein echtes Volks- 
buch” (Beiträge sur Weiterentwicklung der Religion, p. 131). 

iva. x.r.A.] The clause is dependent on Sou, which it 
explains, not on 8é&oxev. 

тд» асби] е. God, the One who alone completely corre- 
sponds to His * Name," in whom the idea is completely 
realized. The attempt to make God the subject of deduxe, 
notwithstanding the preceding 7ке, and to interpret тд» áAyfwóv 
of Christ, hardly needs serious refutation, in spite of the support 
which it receives from Bengel. 

The God who “‘fulfils the highest conception” of Godhead 
can only be known through the faculty of discernment given to 
men by His own Son, by means of His historic appearance on 
earth. The writer is already mentally contrasting the true with 
the false conceptions of God against which he warns his readers 
in the last verse of the Epistle. 

каї dopev dy rH dAnOivd] dAyOwéds must have the same 
reference here as in the preceding clause. It can only refer to 
God. The nearest parallel to the language of this verse is to be 
found in Jn. xvii. 3, (va ywocxovoiv oe тду povov áXnÜwóv беду xai 
бу dréoradas "пробу Xpwrróv: 22f. lva dow фу кабс дес tv. 
éyw dv avrois каї où Фу epoi, iva Gow TereAewpévoc els фу. There 
is really no difficulty in supposing that a writer who makes use 
of the phrase éxew тбу warépa should use the words «уо ev тф 
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Абд with reference to God. This interpretation is supported 
by the following clause. To interpret the words év тф vio avro? 
"Incot Хрістф as being in apposition to év то aAnOivo, appended 
in order to leave no doubt as to the change of reference in 79 
ёАтбф, is far less natural than to find in these words (ev r9 vig 
к.т.А.) a description of the method in which union with God is 
realized. The Thebaic (Sahidic) version has “in the Life” for 
év тё Луди: with which should be compared the reading of 
some MSS of the Bohairic (see the critical note). 

dv TQ vid абтоб "І. X.] The difficulty of regarding these words 
as being in apposition to év rà dAnOwe, added so as to make it 
clear who is meant by that phrase, has been already stated so 
far as it affects the meaning of ô dAyÓiwós in this verse. The 
grammatical difficulty of such an explanation is also very great. 
Avro? naturally refers to the immediately preceding то Аудио. 
To pass over the natural antecedent and make it refer to тд» 
дХтвіуду, which is not even the subject of the principal sentence, 
is extremely harsh. 

Interpreted naturally, the words supply a needed explanation. 
It is in virtue of their relation to Christ, and their fellowship 
with Him, that Christians realize their fellowship with God. Cf. 
I Jn. i. 3, xai 7) xowwvia è 7) ўрєтёра pera тоб патрос kai perà тоб 
vio avro) "усо? Хрістод. If the Christ of S. John says (vi. 
44), ovdeis Suvarae ФАОєЄїу mpós pe єй pù б warnp 6 wéupas pe 
кусу адтбу, He also says (xiv. 6), ovdeis Єруєтаї прє rov ттатёра 
єї py Oe ёдо®. 

oürós écrw à №: бє] If то be taken as 
referring to Christ, these words must also refer to Him. And in 
earlier times they were usually so interpreted. But it is hardly 
true to say that this interpretation is logically an absolute 
necessity (Weiss). It might, no doubt, be mere tautology to 
say of the dAy0wós that He is 6 dAnOivos бєбє. But otros in the 
Gospel and Epistles is not used merely to avoid the repetition 
ofa name. It seems often to refer to the previous subject, as 
previously described. Were God has been described as truly 
made known in Jesus Christ. The God who completely fulfils 
the highest conception of Godhead is the God who has been 
revealed in Jesus Christ, as contrasted with all false conceptions 
of God, against which the readers are warned in the next verse. 
For this use of otros, cf. Jn. i. 2, otros Ду Фу ápyjj троє тду Gedy, 
the Logos who can be described as @eds; i. 7, ovros Абеу els 
рартиоріау, the man sent contrasted with the Divine Logos; i. 
33, otros eorw 6 батта», He on whom the Spirit descended 
and remained ; Yi. 2, obros 9Абєу проб avrov, the ruler of the Jews; 
iv. 47, the Вас:М№кбс whose son was sick; 1 Jn. ii. 22, obrós erty 
б avrixpurros, he who denies that Jesus is the Christ; v. 6, otros 
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écrw 6 Абду, Jesus the Son of God; 2 Jn. 7, otrdés оту ô 
пА&уоѕ xai 6 дутіурістоє, the representative of the class of 
deceivers who deny “Jesus Christ coming in flesh." 

каї {wh aidwos] This addition has often been held to render 
the reference of otros to Christ necessary, it being regarded as 
not accidental that in the Gospel it is only of Christ that it is said 
that He is life (x1. 25, xiv. 6). But the language of Jn. v. 26, 
ô marp exe боту év avr, justifies the expression here used if it 
refers to God. He is in the Johannine writings represented as 
the true source of spiritual life, which He has imparted to men 
in His Son. The writer would remind his readers that in spite 
of the claims to higher knowledge put forward by some, it 
remains true that He who hath not the Son hath not the Father. 
The God whom Jesus Christ revealed is the true source of 
life. 

Holtzmann aptly quotes 2 Jn. 7 as proof that in the Johannine 
writings ovros may refer to the subject of the preceding sentence 
rather than to the name which has immediately preceded 
(поХХої wAdvos . . . of pù óÓpoXoyovris "І. X. epxónevov Фу саркі. 
otrds éorw 0 wAdvos каї 0 dvtixpioros). The reference is naturally 
to the subject uppermost in the writers thoughts, and the 
contents of the preceding verses introduced by the triple 
oiĝapev make this plain: was 6 yeyevvguévos ёк ToU 0«00 . . . ёк 
тоў бдєоё ёсрќу . . . Wa укіуфакоцєу Tov dAnOwov . . . каї éopev 
ev TQ бАпбвімф. It із God—the true One—of whom we have 
been begotten—of whom we are—whom Jesus Christ came to 
make known—so that men could enter into fellowship with Him. 

одаш» де КВК al. sat. mu. cop. Тр Оес.] ка oidaperv А 21.9 
cat. m? vg. sah. syr. arm. Did. Cyr. : odapev L P al.? aeth. Cyr. Did. : om. 
де /°4 (229) | тке) +7 carnem induit nostri causa et passus est et 
resurrexit a mortuis ; adsumpsit nos m? tol. Cf. Hil. quod filius dei uenit 
et concarnatus est propter vos et passus est, et resurgens de mortuis 
assumsit nos et dedit nobis intellectum optimum ut etc. | o vios] o Aoyos 
Did. | 3e8voxev] єдокеу А 5 13. 69". 104 a c** al. aliq. Did. Cyr. 
| yerwoxouey М А В" LP 98. 99. 101. 180 сс" ряст? Cyr.) yrwoxwpyev В? К 

al. pler. Did. Bas. Cyr. Thphyl. Oec. | ro» adn@cvor W* B K L al. plur.) то 
аХувіо» М" sah. Vig. Facund.: ewm qui uerus est m. Cf. syr. arm. 
Cyr. Hil. Faustin. Fulg.]--0co» A $ 6. 7. 8. 13. 17. 27. 40. 66**. 69. 80. 
81. 98mg 99. 106. ат ds al. fere.” vg. boh-ed. arm"* aeth. Ath. Did. 
Bas. Cyr. Aug. Pelag. | ках ecperv] xac шує» 34: et simus m? vg. Hil. | 
e» Tw adnOww) in usta sah. : in uita et haec uita erat boh-codd. : om. 
boh-ed. : in serio m? | om. ev rw 2? 33. 34. 45. 56. 162 аст“ vg. m? Did. 
Bas. Cyr. | пооу xporw КВК LP al. pler. cat. m? demid. tol. syr. sah. 
сор. arm. aeth. Ath. Did. Hil. Aug. Pelag.] om. A 162 vg. am. fu. harl. | Geos 
om. тё am. Hil. Vig. | {аюу aurcs] фоту олоро» парехшу H 8% (V): tam 
М А В 13. 34. 57. 66**. 105. 126. 180 al. Did. Ath. Bas. Cyr. Euthal.] 
фот n К ast al. mu. Ath. Cyr.: 7 (ет n LP 5. 3r. 38. 40. às. 69. 105. 
137. 191 al. cat. Ath. Cyr. Thphyl. | соро) Бе resurrectio nostra m? 

il. Faustin. Vig. (+ in ipso Faustin.). 
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21. rexv(a] The writer's favourite form of address to introduce 
an appeal. 

фо ате éavrá] If the use of the active with the reflexive 
can be regarded as “emphasizing the duty of personal effort,” it 
is significant. The danger is great. It needs all the effort 
which they can make to guard against it. With the peremptory 
aorist imperative, cf. ёйратє (т Co. v. 13), and éxrwd£are 
(Mk. vi. 11). 

ётё тд» ei8éduv] All the false images of God which men have 
made for themselves instead of accepting the true revelation of 
Him given in His Son. The expression embraces all false concep- 
tions of God. It is not exhausted by the particular conceptions 
of the (Gnostic) false teachers against whose views the Epistle 
is directed. And it is not probable that the writer intends only 
actual objects of pagan worship, as Zahn suggests, finding in the 
verse an indication of the character of the readers to whom the 
Epistle is addressed (cf. also Windisch, ad occ). If any limited 
reference is necessary, it must be found in the untrue mental 
images fashioned by the false teachers. 

poraina дш H 86 (33) | eavra N BL h 23. 29. 31 сест 58lect al. {еге,15] 
ravra Ы 8% (V): eavrovs N° А КР al. pler. cat. Thphyl. Oec. | rw») pr. 
тауто» Н 8 (V) | «вбили» RAB І. 13. 27. 29. 34. 65. 66**. 68 d* am. 
demid. tol. sah. boh. syr. arm. aeth. Ј+ auns КІР al. pler. vg. fu. harl. 

SEPARATE NOTE. 

THE TEXT OF 1 JN. v. 7, 8. 

paprupoüvres | + ev Tw оурауш о паттр o Xoyos Kas To ayiov хтуєора 
каа OVTOL трє €V ETL KAL TPES «сх OF uaprvpovvres ev T) yn 5. It 
is not necessary now to prove at any great length the spurious- 
ness of this interesting but unfortunate gloss. Its style and want 
of conformity to the context would be sufficient to condemn it, 
even if it had considerable support from trustworthy authorities for 
the text. Without it the passage runs clearly. The threefold 
witness is first given, which satisfies the requirements of the law ; 
and after the witness which is legally valid among men, 15 given 
the “greater witness" of God, which is precisely defined in ver. 9, 
though the exact meaning of the words is doubtful. The 
* heavenly witnesses " destroy the natural sequence of the passage. 
And the personal use of 6 Adyos is wholly alien to the style of the 
Epistle, and also of the Gospel, where it is confined to the 
Prologue. In the earliest form in which the words appear in 
Greek, the absence of articles and copulae, where Greek would 
require their presence, betrays at once their derivation from Latin. 
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It is enough to recapitulate the well-known and often stated facts 
that the words are not found (as part of the Johannine text) (1) in 
any Greek manuscript with the exception of two very late MSS, 
obviously modified by the text of the Latin Vulgate, and in the 
margin of a third, the marginal note being in a seventeenth 
century hand ; (2) in any independent Greek writer; (3) in any 
Latin writer earlier than Priscillian; (4) in any ancient version 
except in the Latin, where it is absent from the older forms of 
the old Latin as found in Tertullian, Cyprian, and Augustine ; from 
the Vulgate as issued by Jerome, according to the testimony of 
the Codices Amiatinus and Fuldensis ; and from Alcuin’s revision 
(Codex Vallicellianus). And even when it first appears in the 
Vulgate, in the “ Theodulfian” recension, the earthly witnesses 
are placed before the heavenly. 

The history of the gloss has been well told by Wettstein, 
Tischendorf, and Westcott, from whose work the accounts in 
most commentaries are obviously derived. New light has been 
thrown on the subject in the interesting monograph of Künstle, 
Das comma Joanneum auf seine Herkunft untersucht, 1905), and 
some interesting suggestions as to the origin of the celebrated 
"Codex Britannicus," on the authority of which Erasmus in 
fulfilment of his rash promise introduced the clause into the text 
of his Third Edition, by Dr. Rendel Harris in his History of 
the Leicester Codex. 

The history of the gloss itself naturally begins much earlier 
than the history of its introduction into the actual text of the 
Epistle. 

The passage in Tertullian (ade. Praxeam, c. 25), which has 
often been quoted as containing an allusion to the verse, is really 
proof that he knew no such reading in the Epistle: “ ita connexus 
patris in filio et filii in paraclito tres efficit cohaerentes, alterum 
ex altero, qui tres unum sunt, non unus, quomodo dictum est 
Ego et pater unum sumus, ad substantiae unitatem, non ad 
numeri singularitatem.” 

Unfortunately there is no direct quotation of the passage in 
Cyprian: though the citation and interpretation of 1 Jn. v. 6-8 
in the pseudo-Cyprianic tract, de rebaptismate, c. 15, witnesses 
to the early Latin text, which has no trace of the heavenly wit- 
nesses. ‘Et spiritus est qui testimonium perhibet, quia spiritus 
est ueritas: quia tres testimonium perhibent, spiritus et aqua et 
sanguis, et isti tres (in)! unum sunt." 

The well-known passage in Cyprian, de Catholicae ecclesiae 
unitate, с. 6, shows how easily the language of 1 Jn. v. 8 was 
interpreted of the Three Persons of the Trinity: “dicit Dominus 
Ego et pater unum sumus et iterum de Patre et Filio et Spiritu 

1 See von Soden, Das Lat. N. T. in Afrika, p. 280. 
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sancto scriptum est Et tres unum sunt.” In favour of this, 
which is the natural interpretation of Cyprian’s words, is the 
reference to him in Facundus, pro defensione trium capit. i. 3, 
who, after giving the same interpretation of the Spirit and the 
water and the blood, adds, “Quod tamen [Ioannis apostoli 
testimonium b. Cyprianus, Carthaginiensis antistes et martyr, in 
epistola siue libro quem de unitate sanctae ecclesiae scripsit, de 
patre et filio et spiritu sancto dictum intelligit." 

Augustine's interesting interpretation (Contra Maximinum, ii. 
22) of 1 Jn. v. 8, which he quotes in the form “ Tres sunt testes, 
spiritus et aqua et sanguis et tres unum sunt," shows that this 
interpretation was traditional in his time, so that he can assume 
that the writer of the Epistle intended the “unum” to refer to 
the three persons symbolized by the Spirit, water, and blood, and 
not to the symbols, which are different in substance. Incidentally 
it shows also, of course, that the heavenly witnesses formed no 
part of his text. 

It may be worth while to quote from Bergers Histoire de la 
Vulgate the evidence from the passage which he has there 
collected. 

Leon Palimpsest (vii.) : 
et sps est festi! 

monium guia sps est ueritas® quoniam 
tres sunt qui testimonium dant in terra 
sps et aqua et sanguis? et tres sunt 
qui testimonium aicunt in caelo pa 
ter ей uerbum et sps scs et hi tres unum 
sunt i хро ihu? si testimonium hominum 
accip . . . 

Compl.! (Madrid Univ. Lib. 31) іх “Оша tres sunt qui 
testimonium dant in terris, aqua sanguis et caro (mg. uel spiritus) 
et tria hec unum sunt et tria sunt qui testimonium dicunt in celo 
Pater Verbum et Spiritus et hec tria unum sunt in Christo Jhesu." 

Leg.! (Cathedral of Leon, 6) x. “Оша tres sunt qui testi- 
monium dant in terra Spiritus et aqua et sanguis et tria haec 
unum sunt et tria sunt sunt qui testimonium dicunt in caelo 
Pater Verbum et Spiritus et hii tres unum sunt in Christo Ihesu." 

Group of Toletanus, viii. (Madrid B.N.). Cauensis viii.-ix. 
(Rom. formerly Cloister of La Cana, Salerno) Leg.?**. 
Gothicus Legionensis, A.D. 960 (S. Isidio. Leon)  Osc. Bible 
of Huesca xii. (Madrid Archaeol. Mus. 485). Compl*$5 x.-xii. 
Codices 32-34, Madrid Univ. Libr. В.М. Paris, 321. xii. dem. 
Cod. Demidorianus xiii. 

l The words and letters in italics are conjecturally supplied by the Editor, 
being illegible in the MS. 
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в Quia! tres sunt qui testimonium dant? in terra Spiritus et? 
aqua et sanguis et hi* tres unum sunt in Christo Ihesu.5 Et® 
tres sunt? qui testimonium dicunt? in caelo Pater uerbum et? 
Spiritus 19 et hii tres unum sunt. 

1 quoniam, cpl.’ 3 dicunt, tol. Som. osc. cpi. 321 dem. 
* om. dem. 5 om. dem. * om. tol. cpl. quia, 321**. 
7 om. et tres sunt, cpl.? 8 dant, срі.? 321, dem. om. 321”. 
10+ sanctus, osc. cpl.* 3 321. 

Berne University Lib. A. 9, Saec. xi. (Vienne au Dauphiné): 
* Quoniam tres sunt qui testimonium dant ! spiritus aqua et sanguis 
et tres unum sunt." 3 

lin terra sec. man. 4+et tres sunt qui testimonium dicunt in 
caelo Pater et Filius et Spiritus Sanctus et hii tres unum sunt sec. man. 

Paris B.N. 4 and 4?. ix. and x. (given by Chapter of Puy to 
Colbert in 1681) addition in nearly contemporary hand to 1 Jn. 
v. 7: “Quoniam tres sunt qui testimonium dant in caelo Pater 
Verbum et Spiritus et tres unum sunt: et tres sunt qui testi- 
monium dant in terra sanguis aqua et caro. Si testimonium," etc. 

Paris В.М. 2328, viii. ix: Codex Lemouicensis: “ Quia tres 
sunt qui testimonium dicunt in terra spiritus aqua et sanguis et hi 
tres unum sunt: et tres sunt qui testimonium perhibent Verbum 
et spiritus et tres unum sunt in Christo Ihesu." 

В.М. 315, хії.-хій.: “Quoniam tres sunt qui testimonium 
dant in terra caro aqua et sanguis: et tres sunt qui testimonium 
dant in terra Pater Verbum et S.S. et hi tres unum sunt." 

B.N. 13174, ix. (fin.): “Quoniam tres sunt qui testimonium 
dant spiritus aqua et sanguis et tres unum sunt." 

A second hand, almost contemporary, adds: * Quoniam tres 
sunt qui testimonium dant in terra Spiritus aqua et sanguis et 
tres unum sunt et tres sunt qui testimonium dicunt in caelo 
Pater Verbum et Spiritus sanctum et hi tres unum [sunt]." 

This (M. Berger adds) is substantially the text of the first 
hand of Bible of Theodulf. 

В.М. 11532 (Lothaire п. A.D. 855-865), from Corbie: 
* Quoniam tres sunt qui testimonium dant! spiritus aqua et 
sanguis et tres unum sunt et tres sunt qui. . .? testificantur? 
Pater verbum et spiritus et tres unum sunt." 

1 +іп terra sec. тая. 3 de caelo p. m. sup. ras. 3 testimonium 
dicunt in caelo sec. man. 

Vienna Bibl Imp. 11до, ix. (inc.). First hand gives ver. 8 
without interpolation. In a second nearly contemporary hand 
is added, “Quoniam tres sunt qui testimonium perhibent in 
terra aqua sanguis et caro et tres in nobis sunt et tres sunt qui 
testimonium perhibent in caelo Pater Verbum et spiritus et hi 
tres unum sunt." 
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With this may be compared the reading found in Bibl. 
Mazarine 7: “ Quoniam tres sunt qui testimonium dant in caelo 
Pater Verbum et Spiritus et tres sunt qui testimonium dant in 
terra caro sanguis et aqua et hi tres in nobis unum sunt.” 

With these must be compared the quotation in the treatise 
“Contra Varimadum" attributed by Chifflet in his edition of 
1664 to Vigilius of Thapsus, and claimed by Kiinstle for the 
Spaniard Idacius Clarus (cf. Künstle, p. 16; Herzog-Hauck, 2o. 
642, s.v. Vigilius von Thapsus), which is almost identical with 
the reading of the second hand of the Vienna MS. 

S. Gall. до7. In the hand of **Winitharius." viii. : “ Quia 
tres sunt qui testimonium dant spiritus et aqua et sanguis et 
tres unum sunt: sicut in celo tres sunt Pater Verbum et 
Spiritus et tres unum sunt." 

S. Gall. 83. Part of the MSS of Hartmut (841-872): 
“ Quia tres sunt qui testimonium dant spiritus et aqua et sanguis 
et tres unum sunt: sicut in caelo tres sunt Pater Verbum et 
Spiritus et tres unum sunt." 

Genève I. (x.-xi), given to the Chapter of S. Peter by the 
Bishop Frederic (1031-1073). Representing an Italian text 
(Berger, ідо ff.) : “ Оша tres sunt qui testimonium dant spiritus 
et aqua et sanguis et tres unum sunt: et tres testimonium 
perhibent in caelo Pater Verbum et Spiritus et tres unum 
sunt." 

Theodulfian recension (В.М. 9380) ix.: "Quia tres sunt 
qui testimonium dant in terra spiritus aqua et sanguis et tres unum 
sunt et tres sunt qui testimonium dicunt in celo Pater et Filius 
et Spiritus sanctus et hi tres unum sunt." 

The earliest certain instance of the gloss being quoted as 
part of the actual text of the Epistle is in the Lider Apologeticus 
(? А.р. 380) of Priscillian (ed. Schepps. Vienna Corpus xviii, 
1889) : “Sicut Ioannes ait: Tria sunt quae testimonium dicunt in 
terra: aqua caro et sanguis; et haec tria in unum sunt. et tria 
sunt quae testimonium dicunt in caelo: pater, uerbum et spiritus; 
et haec tria unum sunt in Christo Iesu." With this must be 
compared the readings of the Leon Palimpsest, Compl.!, Leg.!, 
all of which agree, if Berger has rightly restored the text of the 
Palimpsest, in connecting the words in Christo Jesu with the 
heavenly witnesses, placed, of course, after the earthly witnesses. 
The two latter MSS give some support to the peculiarities of 
Priscillian's text, the use of the neuter (/77a) and the substitution 
of caro for spiritus. 

The evidence of the Expositio Fidei, published by Caspari from 
the Ambrosian MS (i. тот sup.) which contained the Muratorian 

fragment, is also important: “Sicut euangelista testatur quia 

scriptum est, ‘Tres sunt qui dicunt testimonium in caelo pater 
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uerbum et spiritus’: et haec tria unum sunt in Christo Iesu. 
Non tamen dixit ‘ Unus est in Christo Iesu. '" 

The close agreement of this with Priscillian's quotation is 
evident. Unfortunately, the value of its evidence is difficult to 
determine. Caspari, its editor, regards the creed as African, of 
the fifth or sixth century. Dom Morin would attribute it to 
Isaac the Jew and the times of Damasus (372). Künstle regards 
it as clearly anti-Priscillianist and Spanish. If Dom Morin is 
right, its early date gives it a special importance. But the view 
that Priscillian is attacked in it is a satisfactory explanation of that 
part of it which is concerned with the Comma Joanneum. 

It may, however, be doubted whether later authorities do not 
preserve an earlier form of the interpolation. "The date of the so- 
called Speculum is uncertain. Probably it is not later than the 
first half of the fifth century. Künstle brings forward some 
indications of its connection with Spain and the orthodox 
opponents of Ргізсійіап. The form in which it quotes our 
passage is of considerable interest. It occurs in c. ii., of which 
the heading is De distinctione personarum patris et filii et spiritus 
sancti, and runs as follows:! “ Quoniam (quia C) tres sunt qui 
testimonium dicunt in terra, spiritus aqua et sanguis : et hii tres 
unum sunt in Christo Iesu, et tres sunt qui testimonium dicunt 
in caelo, pater, uerbum et spiritus: et hii tres unum sunt." 

The agreement of this with the group of MSS quoted above 
from Berger is at once evident. Their common source cannot be 
of recent date. And intrinsically their reading has the appear- 
ance of being, if not original, at least earlier than the Priscillian 
form. The words in Christo Jesu are far more natural in 
connection with the earthly witnesses than at the end of the 
second clause. The form of text found in the Leon palimpsest, 
where there is no clause “et hii tres unum sunt” after the earthly 
witnesses, suggests how the connection of the phrases “hi tres 
unum sunt in Christo Iesu," if originally referring to the earthly 
witnesses, might have become attached to the second verse 
(heavenly witnesses) by the mechanical process of the insertion 
of a marginal gloss, originally containing an interpretation, after 

1 De divinis Scripturis suie Speculum, ed. Weihrich, Vienna Corpus xii. 
3 There is possibly support for the addition ‘‘in Christo Iesu" to the 

clause about the unity of the earthly witnesses in the Latin translation of 
Clement of Alexandria's Adumbrationes оп the Epistle. ‘* Quia tres sunt qui 
testificantur Spiritus, quod est uita, et aqua, quod est regeneratio ac fides, et 
sanguis, quod est cognitio, ‘et his tres unum sunt.’ Zn Sa/satore quippe istae 
sunt virtutes salutiferae, et uita ipsa in ipso filio eius exsistit." Even if this is 
so, we are uncertain how much to refer to Clement and how much to his 
abbreviator. Cf. Cassiodorus, Complexiones in Joannis Epist. ad Parthos: 
** Cui rei testificantur in terra tria mysteria aqua sanguis et spiritus, quae in 
passione domini leguntur impleti ; in caelo autem pater et flius et Spiritus 
sanctus ; et hi tres unus est deus,” 
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the word sanguis. The form in which Priscillian quotes the 
verses suited admirably his peculiar view as to the distinction of 
persons in the Trinity.! If the Speculum is anti-Priscillianist, it 
is far more probable that the common use of the clause about 
the heavenly witnesses as part of the text of S. John’s Epistle is 
to be explained by the supposition that it had already found its 
way into some copies of the Epistles at an earlier date, than that 
Priscillian is first responsible for its insertion, while his opponents 
accepted his text and used it against him by means of a different 
interpretation, and, perhaps, a slight alteration. 

This point has been well discussed by М. Babut in his 
Priscillien et le Priscillianisme (Bibliotheque de l'École des hautes 
études, Sciences historiques et philologiques, 169, Paris, 1909), 
Appendix, iv. 3, p. 267 ff. He points out the great difficulties 
which met Künstle's suggestion that the insertion of the comma 
into the text of the Epistle is due to Priscillian himself: (1) His 
opponents never accuse him of having falsified the text of a 
Canonical Book. (2) To quote his own interpolation in his 
Apology would have been an inconceivable act of audacity. 
(3) Such a falsification could hardly have been accepted by all 
Catholic theologians, and, as Kiinstle has shown, the reading was 
universally accepted in the ninth century. (4) The verse is 
found in several orthodox works of the fifth century. Its accept- 
ance must therefore have been almost immediate by Priscillian’s 
enemies. It is far more probable that both Priscillian and his 
opponents found the gloss in the text of their Bibles. 

The confession of faith presented by the Catholic bishops of 
Africa to the vandal king Hunnerich in 484 (Victor Vitensis, 
Historia Persecutionis, ed. Petschenig, Vienna Corpus, vii. 46 ff.), 
is proof of the presence of the insertion in the Johannine text 
towards the end of the fifth century: “ Et ut adhuc luce clarius 
unius diuinitatis esse cum patre et filio spiritum sanctum doce- 
amus, Ioannis euangelistae testimonio comprobatur; ait namque: 
Tres sunt qui testimonium perhibent (dant cod) in caelo pater 
uerbum et spiritus sanctus et hi tres unum sunt." 

Unfortunately the whole passage is not quoted, and therefore 
the quotation throws litttle light on the history of the gloss. 
Künstle, again, claims a Spanish source for the whole confession. 
Whether he is justified in doing so or not must be left to the 
specialist to determine. The quotation has of the variant 
dicunt, supposed by Berger to be Spanish (p. 163). 

It is certain that the gloss was accepted by Fulgentius of 

! M. Babut rejects Künstle's statement that Priscillian denied the distinc- 
tion as too absolute. Не adds, ‘‘ mais il est vrai qu'il les distingue mal et 
qu'il tend, en plusieurs textes, à les fondre en une seule, On a raison de 
parler de panchristisme” (р. 273). 
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Ruspe (Р 533). Though the treatise De fide Catholica adv. 
Fintam is not recognized as his work, the quotations in his 
Responsio contra Arianos and De Trinitate determine the matter.! 
Here, also, it is only the gloss which is quoted. We do not 
know the relation in which it stood to the rest of the passage in 
his text of the Epistle. It may be worth while to add the exact 
text, which differs in the two quotations. The variants in 
brackets are from the De Trinitate. 

* Tres sunt qui testimonium perhibent (dicunt) in caelo pater 
uerbum et spiritus: et (hi) tres unum sunt.” For perhibent, cf. 
Cod. Lemonicensis, Vienna B.I. 1190, Geneva. 1. 

The evidence for the African use of the passage which has 
been supposed to be derived from Vigilius of Thapsus (490) is 
too uncertain to afford much help. 

The quotation in the First Book de Trinitate (Migne, Р. L. 
lxii. 243), which is not by Vigilius, has an interesting text. 

* Tres sunt qui testimonium dicunt in caelo pater uerbum et 
Spiritus et in Christo Iesu unum sunt." 

The form of text contains Spanish affinities even if Künstle 
is not right in claiming a Spanish origin for the twelve books 
de Trinitate. 

The quotation in the treatise c. Varimadum (c. 5, Migne, 
Р. L. lxii. 359) is still more interesting : 

** Tres sunt qui testimonium perhibent in terra aqua sanguis et 
caro et tres in nobis sunt. Et tres sunt qui testimonium 
perhibent in caelo pater verbum et Spiritus et ii tres unum sunt." 
Cf. Vienna B.I. 1190, Bibl. Mazarine. Неге, again, the con- 
nection with Spanish types of text is far more certain than any 
possible connection with Africa or Vigilius. 

The pseudo-Hieronymian prologue to the Catholic Epistles, 
which is found in the Codex Fuldensis (546), though that MS 
does not contain ver. 7 in its text of the Epistle, affords additional 
evidence of the prevalence of the gloss in the sixth and probably 
in the fifth century. 

* Non ita est ordo apud Graecos qui integre sapiunt . . . illo 
praecipue loco, ubi de unitate trinitatis in prima Iohannis epistula 
positum legimus, in qua ab infidelibus translatoribus multum 
erratum esse fidei ueritate comperimus, trium tantummodo 
uocabula, hoc est aquae sanguinis et spiritus in ipsa sua editione 
ponentes, et patris uerbique ac spiritus testimonium omittentes, 
in quo maxime et fides catholica roboratur et patris et filii et 
spiritus sancti una diuinitatis substantia comprobatur." 

Künstle would again find a Spanish origin for this prologue, 
attributing it to Peregrinus, the orthodox sponsor of Priscillianist 
writings ; but on what grounds he does not say. 

1 See, however, Westcott, p. 194, who refers to C. Fabian. fragm. 
II 
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The evidence of Ziegler’s Freisingen fragment, now in the 
Staatsbibliothek at Munich, must be considered next. The 
passage runs as follows: 

QM TR es sunt qui testificantur 
IN TERRA : SPs ET AQUA ET SAnguis et tres sunt 

qui tes 
TIFICANTUR IN CAELO PaTER Et uerbum et sps 

scs et hi 
TRES UNUM SUNT ‘SI TEST... 
(The legible letters are given in capitals.) 
If Ziegler is right in his identification of the text of this 

fragment with that of Fulgentius of Ruspe, we have again im- 
portant evidence of the existence of the gloss in Africa at an early 
date. This is, however, already attested for the sixth century, 
and the fragment cannot be earlier than that. If the text 
of the quotation which has been given above for Fulgentius 
is correct, there are differences between his text and that of this 
fragment, at any ratein this passage. And M. Berger has pointed 
out the similarity between the text of the Leon Palimpsest and 
the Freisingen fragment in these verses (Z7zs/oire, p. 9). The 
closeness of similarity between the two texts is seen in the note 
which gives a comparison of their readings where the two can 
be tested. It will be seen that their agreement in readings 
certainly attested by both is very close indeed, and it is possible 
that a more accurate restoration of the illegible parts would re- 
veal even closer resemblance. This agreement includes, in the 

1 LEON PALIMPSEST. ZIEGLER. 

I JN. iv. 3-6. 

in carne uenisse om. (reading qui non confitetur 
IHM) 

hic hoc 
quod quem 

4. eum eos 
is | his 
saeculo +est 
audit nos nos audit 
ex hoc hinc. 

ч. 3-11, 12-16. 

5. est +autem 
quoniam quia 

‚ aguam et spm om. e£ spm (no room) 
testimonium dant 

. testimoniun dicum 

sunt їм хро the 
quoniam 
filio 2° 

festifcastur (suits better) 
£esuficantur 
om. in x. i. (certain) 
qua 
in do 
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small space under consideration, the readings hoc (A:c) est illius 
Antichristi (iv. 3), the priority of the earthly witnesses, as we 
should naturally expect in such early texts, the absence of the 
clause affirming the unity of the earthly witnesses. They differ in 
their translations of paprupety (unless, indeed, testificari should be 
supplied in the doubtful places of the Leon Palimpsest), and 
probably, with regard to the addition in Christo Iesu after unum 
sunt in ver. 8, which cannot be certainly claimed for the 
African text, unless the Speculum can be definitely connected 
with Africa. It would certainly be rash to assume an early 
African form of the text from which these words were absent as 
opposed to the early Spanish form which undoubtedly had 
them, and probably in this place. It is always possible that 
their absence from later texts may have affected the manuscript 
transmission of the text of early quotations. We are again 
brought to the conclusion that the relation between early African 
and Spanish texts needs further investigation. 

The gloss was certainly known as part of the text of the 
Epistle in Africa in the fifth century. Its acceptance as part 
of the text cannot be proved in any country except Spain in 
the fourth century. There it was undoubtedly used by Priscillian 
(? 380). The influence of his work and writings on the Latin 
text of the Bible, which passed over into orthodox circles through 
Peregrinus and others, is an undoubted fact. It is through the 
Theodulfian Recension of the Vulgate that the gloss first gained 
anything like wide acceptance. A large proportion of the 
earlier evidence for the gloss can be very plausibly traced to 
Spanish influences. Thus the importance of the name of 
Priscillian in the history of the insertion is fully established. But 
Künstle has not proved his point that Priscillian was the first 
who introduced the words into the text of S. John's Epistle, or 
even that this first took place in Spain. At least it may be said 
that the evidence of Spanish manuscripts, of the form in which 
the gloss is found in Priscillian, and of its use by his opponents, 
suggest the probability that Priscillian was not responsible for its 
firstintroduction. But these reasons are not conclusive. Inone 
point Priscillian has preserved the true reading against (?) all 
Latin authorities, reading, with regard to the earthly witnesses, 
i» unum sunt. It is a possible explanation of the textual facts 
that the words im Christo Jesu were first connected with the 
passage by Priscillian, either as part of the text or as an ex- 
planation. In the place which he assigns to them they support 
his “ Panchristismus” admirably. Their first connection with 

I3. aeternam habetis habetis aeternam 
I4. quodcunque quidquid 
15. scimus siscim"s, 
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the earthly witnesses may be due to their removal by Peregrinus 
or some orthodox opponent of Priscillian to a place where they 
did not give such clear support to Priscillian’s views. 

At present we cannot say more than that the insertion was 
certainly known in Africa in the fifth century. The connection 
between the Spanish and African texts still requires investigation. 
Though its acceptance as part of the text of the Epistle cannot 
be proved for any locality except Spain in the fourth century, it 
does not necessarily follow that it is of Spanish origin. 

In view of the clear evidence that Priscillian in 380 knew, 
or made the words part of his text, it is difficult to maintain an 
African origin for the gloss, which did лог form part of the text 
of Augustine, who died A.D. 430. On this point Jülicher's 
interesting review of Künstle's work (Gottingen: Anzeigen, 1905, 
pP. 930-935) perhaps hardly does justice to the strength of 
Künstle's position, though it rightly calls attention to some 
inaccuracies in his quotations and defects in his methods of 
presenting the evidence. Ziegler’s theory of the African origin 
of the gloss is now faced by great, if not insuperable, difficulties. 
But the subject needs further investigation by competent Latin 
scholars. 

There is no trace of the presence of the gloss in any Oriental 
version or in Greek writers, except under the influence of the 
Vulgate. 

The following note in Zohrab's edition of the Armenian 
Bible is of sufficient interest to deserve quotation in full I am 
indebted for the translation to my friend and colleague Mr. N. 
McLean, Tutor and Lecturer of Christs College, Cambridge. 
The note has been somewhat curtailed by paraphrase. 

* Oscan here as in many other places altered the Armenian 
text from the Latin, adding, ‘Who witnesses that Christ is the 
Truth. For there are three who witness in heaven, the Father, 
the Word, and the Holy Spirit, and the three are one: and there 
are three who witness on earth, Spirit, Water, and Blood, and 
the three are one. If of men, etc. But of eighteen of our MSS, 
old and new, and two Catholic interpreters in addition, one only 
from the new, written in A.D. 1656, ten years before the edition 
of Oscan, thus puts the text ‘That the Spirit is truth. There 
are the three who testify in heaven, the Father, the Word, and 
the Holy Spirit, and these three are one. And there are three 
who testify on earth, the Spirit, the Water, and the Blood. If 
of men,’ etc. And although there was also another more ancient 
copy which contained a similar text, nevertheless it plainly 
appeared that the first writing had been erased, and the longer 
text adjusted to its space by another writer. All our MSS, 
whether of the whole Scriptures or of missals, as well as 
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numerous Greek older copies, have only the text which we have 
been compelled to edit (ге. the true text without the gloss).” 

The close parallel to the history of the insertion of the gloss 
in the Greek text is of some interest. 

According to Westcott, it first appears in Greek in a Greek 
version of the Acts of the Lateran Council in 1215. Its first 
appearance in a Greek MS of the N.T., the Graeco-Latin 
Vatican MS Ottobon. 162 (xv. ), betrays the use of the Vul- 
gate, бт тре «сіу ot , paprupoüyres. TÒ TOU одрауої таттр Хбуоє 
каї xvevpa каї oi тре eis тд су єси каї трех єісіу ої рартир- 
ouvres ёті TNS ys TO пуєбца TO ббшр xal то alpa. The Codex 
Britannicus (Dublin, Montfort 34, saec. xvi.) is even more slavish 
(фу тф ovpavg, одтоє of треї, пуєўра Čwp xai alua). Erasmus 
fulfilled his promise to the letter in his third edition. He 
follows the MS that had been “provided” exactly, except that 
he inserts каї before ор, and does not remove the clause каї 
ої Tpéis eis тд бу eow, which rightly had a place in his earlier 
editions. 

The history of the Montfort Codex, which Dr. Dobbin pro- 
nounced to be “а transcript with arbitrary and fanciful 
variations” of the Oxford MS Lincoln 39, has been further in- 
vestigated by Dr. Rendel Harris in his * Leicester Codex,” 1889. 
Both MSS were at one time in the possession of the same 
owner, Chark. His reasons for suggesting that the MS was 
actually forged by a Franciscan of the name of Roy (or Froy), 
perhaps at the instignation of Henry Standish, provincial master 
of the order in England, will be found on pp. 46-53 of the 
“ Leicester Codex." They are plausible, even if they do not 
compel assent. Не has at least proved that the MS was in the 
hands of Franciscans at a date very near to that of its actual 
production. 

Before the appearance of Erasmus's third edition in 1522 
the gloss had already been printed in Greek in the Complutensian 
Polyglott in 1514. The text is obviously derived, if not taken 
immediately from the Vulgate, though the supply of the necessary 
articles and copulas to make the sentences Greek has partially 
concealed its close dependence upon the Latin. 
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1-8. Introduction and salutation. 
1. 8 wpecBirepos] The use of трет Вітерос as a more or less 

official title in Asia Minor, the Islands, and Egypt has been 
discussed by Deissmann, Bibel Studien, 153 ff., WBS бо ff. Cf. 
also Н. Hauschildt, in Preuschen's ZWT'W, 1903, p. 235 f., and 
Deissmann, Licht vom Osten, p. 25. Its use in Egypt as a title, 
and in connection with the Temples, as well as in other connec- 
tions, is well established at an early date. The evidence of 
Papias and Irenaeus points to a prevalent Christian usage of 
the word, especially in Asia, to denote those who had companied 
with Apostles, and had perhaps been placed in office by them ; 
who could, at any rate, bear trustworthy witness as to what 
Apostles taught. It is natural to suppose that throughout the 
fragment of his Introduction, which Eusebius quotes, Papias 
uses the expression zpeoBurepos in the same sense. The elders 
are the men from whom he has himself well learnt and well 
remembered the illustrative matter for which he finds a place 
in his book beside his interpretations of the Lord’s words, or 
whose statements as to what the Apostles said he had learnt by 
inquiry whenever he met those who had companied with them. 
This interpretation is supported by the comments of Eusebius on 
the passage (H. Є. iii. 39. 7), rovs тбу dmoaróAwv Aóyovs парі. Tov 
avrois тарткоћохбткбтоу ópoXoyet rapeAnpévar, i.e. he learnt from 
elders who had companied with Apostles the words of the 
Apostles, obtaining his information either directly from the 
elders themselves, or indirectly from those who had companied 
with the elders. Irenaeus uses similar language, adv. Мае». у. 
xxxiii. 3, " Quemadmodum presbyteri meminerunt qui Iohannem 
discipulum Domini uiderunt audisse se ab eo quemadmodum de 
temporibus illis docebat Dominus et dicebat": пі. xxxvi. 1, ds oi 
mpeaBurepo A€yovotv Tóre кої of pév kara£wÜévres THs Фи ovpave 
біатрибіїє ёкєїтє xwpyoovow. Any individual member of such а 
class might naturally be styled 6 mperßúrepos, as Papias speaks 
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of б тре Bórepos "Ioávvys, Ог б tpeaBurepos, and Eusebius (H. E. 
iii. 39. 14) of тоб spe vrépov ‘Iwdvvov sapabócess. The absolute 
use of the phrase in Papias (каї то0 ó mpeofúórepos ёАєүє) and 
in 2 and 3 John makes it the distinctive title of some member 
of the circle to whom the words are addressed, or at least of one 
who is well known to them. The circle is in all three cases 
Asiatic. It is natural to suppose that Papias is referring to the 
John whom he elsewhere describes as John the Elder. And it 
is equally natural to see in the author of these two Epistles, who 
so describes himself, the Elder John whom Papias so carefully 
distinguishes from the Apostle. The usage of the word is most 
naturally explained if he is the last survivor of the group, though 
the possibility of other solutions is by no means excluded. 

&к\ектў коріа) The interpretation of these words has been 
discussed generally in the Introduction. Those who have seen 
in this designation the name of an individual have explained it 
differently according as the first, or the second, or both words 
are regarded as proper names, or both are treated as descriptive 
adjectives, the actual name not being given. (i.) The view that 
Electa is a proper name is first found in Clement of Alexandria, 
* Scripta est ad Babyloniam quandam Electam nomine." It is 
uncertain whether ** Babyloniam " is due to some confusion with 
the First Epistle of S. Peter on the part of either Clement or his 
excerptor and translator, or whether it is a conclusion drawn 
from the title IIpós IIápÜovs by which the First Epistle was known 
(cf. the title of Augustine's Tractates). This view has been 
supported in recent years by Dr. J. Rendel Harris, who in an 
article in the Æxpositor (1901) to which reference has been 
made in the Introduction, collected several instances of the use 
of xvptos and kvpía by near relatives in letters contained in the 
Oxyrhynchus, and Fayum Раругі. Cf. Oxyrh. Pap. ii. 300 
(p. 301), Irôu) @aacotre ті) күра xaípev. He might have 
noticed a similar use of ĉérrowa in one of the letters which he 
quotes (dowdLopar ту yAvauraryy pov Ovyarépa Маккарїау кай THY 
бєсттойлуу pov pyrépav ©рФу xal dAous Tos pav кат буора: cf. іп 
the same letter, written by а father to his son, кду as, дєстота 
ро, дутбурафоу до. фу таҳе). His view that «vpios, куріа are 
thus proved to have been used as titles of affection, has been 
justly criticized by Professor Ramsay in a subsequent article in 
the same periodical, who sees in it more naturally a title of 
courtesy. Perhaps it would be better to regard its use as rather 
playful, or not to be taken too seriously. But the evidence 
adduced in any case does not go far towards proving that 2 John 
is addressed to an individual. The usage of individual address 
would necessarily be followed by a writer who wishes to personify 
a community to whom he writes. And the language of ver. 15 
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(ris аведфіїс соо тії; éxAexrijs) is almost fatal to the supposition 
that Electa is here used as a proper name. 

(1.) If the name is given at all it must be found in Kyria and 
not in Electa. Kyria as a proper name is found occasionally, 
and even in Asia Minor. Lücke quotes (p. 444) Corp. Inscr. 
Gruter. р. 1127, n. xi. Фёилгтоѕ кай ý yvvi] avroó Kupía, and other 
instances. According to Holtzmann it is a common name for 
women, but he does not cite instances. Cf. Zahn, Znfrod. vol. 
iii., Eng. tr. p. 383, who refers to Sterrett, Zhe Wolfe Expedition, 
pp. 138, 389. But on grammatical grounds this explanation is 
improbable. We should certainly expect the article with ёкАєктӯ. 
СЕ 3 Jn. I, Гайр тф фуатито : Ro. xvi. 13, Popov tov ікЛєктду 
фу корр: Philem. Ф:Аурои ro дуажиутфі : Oxyrh. Pap. 117, Xatpéas 
Avovucte TQ киріф &8є%фф: 119, Өшу O€wrr тф патрі yaipew. 
These passages illustrate the grammatical difficulty of assuming 
that Куріа is а proper name. The anarthrous é«xAexrg makes it 
very improbable. 

(11.) The language of ver. 13, dowdflerai сє rà тёкуа ris 
adeApys aov tis éxAexrijs, makes it very unlikely that Jo¢k words 
are to be regarded as proper names. 

(iv.) The view, however, that an individual is addressed, has 
often been held by those who think that her name has not been 
recorded. Аз stated in the Introduction, the name of Mary the 
Mother of the Lord, and of Martha, have been suggested. The 
former suggestion was natural, if not inevitable, at an earlier 
date, in view of Jn. xix. 27 and the supposed residence of the 
Blessed Virgin in Asia, when the general historical setting of the 
Epistle was less carefully considered or understood than in 
recent times. A supposed play on the meaning of Martha was 
equally attractive to an earlier generation. No serious arguments 
can be brought forward in favour of either conjecture. If the 
theory of individual address is maintained, it is certainly better 
to assume that the name is not given. The combination of 
terms is a natural expression of Christian courtesy. 

But the general character of the Epistle is almost decisive 
against the view that it is addressed to an individual. The 
subjects with which it deals are such as affect a community 
rather than an individual or a family, though much of its contents 
might be regarded as advice needed by the leading member of 
a Church on whom the duty mainly fell of entertaining the 
strangers who visited it. We must also notice (1) that the 
language of vv. 1-3, “ Whom I and all who know the truth love 
because of the truth that abideth in us," suits a community far 
better than an individual This is also true of the language of 
the salutation in ver. 13 which has been already quoted. (2) 
The interchange of singular and plural points to the same con- 
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clusion, «рука ёк тбу тёкушу cov (ver. 4), épwrd ce (ver. 5), 
BAérere éavrois (ver. 8), єї ris. Єрухєтає mpos tas (ver. 10), ópiv 
(ver. 12), dowdferai сє (ver. 13). Mr. Gibbins in an interesting 
paper іп the JExfost/or (series 6, 1902, р. 232) has drawn atten- 
tion to the similar changes between singular and plural which are 
found in Is. liv., lv. and Bar. iv., v., where the City and her 
inhabitants are addressed under the image of a woman and her 
children. These parallels show clearly how natural was the 
transference of the prophetic language with regard to Jerusalem 
and its inhabitants to a Christian Church and its members. 
(3) The language of ver. 5, ёротф сє, xupia, obx ùs уто ypdduv 
got кошуу, ААА Tv eixapev dm друўѕ, iva dyamüpey AAMA ovs, 
with its clear reference to the Lord's “пет commandment” 
given to His disciples, suggests a Church and not an individual. 
(4) The substance of what is said in vv. 6, 8, то, 12 is clearly 
not addressed to children. The “children” of the “Elect 
Lady" must certainly have reached the age of manhood. (5) 
The nearest parallel in the N.T. is to be found in т P. v. 13, ў év 
BafBvAGve ovvexAexry, though we may hesitate to assume with 
Dom Chapman ( /75, 1904, pp. 357 ff., 517 ff.) that the reference 
in both cases is the same, the Church of Rome being addressed. 
We may perhaps also compare the language in which the Seer 
addresses the same Churches in the Apocalypse (i.—iii.). 

The reference to the whole Church is already suggested by 
Clement, “significat autem electionem ecclesiae sanctae." Cf. 
also Jerome, Ep. 123. 12, Ad Ageruchiam, " Una ecclesia parens 
omnium Christianorum . . . praue haeretici in plures ecclesias 
lacerant . . . Una est columba mea, perfecta mea, una est matris 
suae, electa genetrici suae (Cant. vi. 8). Ad quam scribit idem 
Iohannes epistolam, Senior Electae dominae et filiis eius," where 
the reference to the Church is clear, though he apparently regards 
Electa as a proper name. 

The reference to а /oca/ Church is found in the Scholiast, 
dkAexrijy kvpíay Аёує riv év тї тбтф Exxdyoiav. This explana- 
tion has been adopted by most modern commentators. 

kal Tots тёкуо aris] Cf. Bar. iv. 30-32, дарсе, 'Iepov- 
талун, таракаћсє: тє б óvoudcas сє Лоо of сє Kaxwoayres 
каї émixapévres тў сі) птадєг 8«Хаии al mores als 8о0Аєосау rà 
réxva cov, SeAaia ў бебарут tors viovs gov. V. 5, (0e сом cuvyypéva 
rà тёкуа йто pAtov будибу . . . . xaipovras ті) тоб 0є00 prea. 
Gal. іу. 25, SovAde pera tov тбкушу abris. The use of réxva, 
which emphasizes the idea of community of nature of those 
who have experienced the new spiritual birth, as contrasted with 
the Pauline vids, which often lays stress on the dignity of heir- 
ship, is characteristic of the author. But it is not always safe 
to press the distinction. The more general term, which includes 
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the whole family, would in many cases naturally be preferred 
to vids, which, strictly speaking, applies only to sons. 

obs éyà àyoxó] Cf. Gal. iv. 19, тёкуа (v.l. rexvía) pov, oùs 
таму фу. Arguments, in favour of the view that a Church 
is addressed, which are based on the use of the masculine rela- 
tive are very precarious. In any case it would be the natural 
construction xarà ovveoww. For the use of éyo, cf. 3 Jn. r. It 
may be characteristic of the writer's style. But the emphatic 
language of the rest of the verse suggests that the author is 
thinking of those who do not love, and love “in truth." 

dv ddybeig] Cf. 3 Jn. 1, where the word is again anarthrous. 
The phrase is not “merely adverbial,” a periphrasis for “truly.” 
It suggests a love which is exercised in the highest sphere, which 
corresponds to the truest conception of love. Cf. sepvraretv 
èv dAnGeig, conduct in which everything is regulated by *' truth." 

kai odx éyà к.т.Х.| The unsuitability of this language, if ad- 
dressed to the members of a single family, has already been 
pointed out. As addressed to members of a Church in which 
the Elder can confidently reckon on faithful support, while he 
is fully conscious of the existence of divisions and of strenuous 
opposition to himself and his teaching, they offer no difficulty 
and have their special significance. 

Thr ё\Өєау| Cf. 1 Jn. і. 6 (note). The truth, as revealed 
by the Christ, and gradually unfolded by the Spirit, who is 
“Truth.” It covers all spheres of life, and is not confined to 
the sphere of the intellect alone. 

o wpecBurepos] n ovumpeoBvrepos 93: Johannes senior tol. Cassiod. 4 
exdexrn] pr. тя 73 | Кора] рг. тт 31 | аиту) auras / 2 6 (317) | ovs] ог 7? 
ип a1 M98) ev anGera ayarw 7* 188 (395) | кап ovx eyw N B K P al. pler. vg. 

cop. syr? arm. aeth.] ovx eyw de A 73 syr>od! Thphyl. :+ôe L | ках 32) 
— 191179 (303) | eyrwxores] ayarurre: /* 8127 (547). 

9. 5:4 rjr ddsOeav] The possession of the “truth” as an 
abiding force which dominates the whole life calls out the love 
of all who share the possession. 

і» piv] The author includes the Church to whom he is 
Writing, or at least its faithful members, in the numbers of those 
who “know the truth.” 

xal реб Hav ста. | An expression of sure confidence rather 
than of a wish. The truth must always “abide” in the Society, 
though individual members may fall away. For the parenthetical 
construction, cf. 1 Jn. iii. І, tva réxva «o0 кАтбоцеу, xai ёсрёу. 

баа Ty» adnPeray] om. 27. 29. 66**. 106" fu. syrP9t| uevovcao» BK 
L Р etc.] evoinovcay А: ovsa» 13. 65 d°: om. 66** | nuw] џи» 22. 68. 
IOO. 104 С? j** | eas. . . aura] quia et uobiscum erit et mos in aeternum 
uobiscum eritis arm. | пишу do (87). 22. 68. 100. 104 ат сет jxt al. | етта 
есту 31 syrbodietp; egre 7* 
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8. бота реб" ўро] The taking up of the language of the pre- 
ceding verse is thoroughly in accord with the writer's habit. 
Compare the repetition of ёАудеа іп the preceding verse. The 
wish expressed in ordinary salutations here “© passes into assur- 
ance. Perhaps in view of their circumstances the need of 
assurance was specially felt by writer and recipients as well. 

xdpts, €Aeos, etph) This exact form of salutation is found 
elsewhere in the Epistles to Timothy. It is a natural expansion 
of the commoner xdpis каї elpyvy which in some sense com- 
bines the Greek and Hebrew forms of salutation; and it fits 
in well with the general tone of later Epistles. Neither éA«os 
nor the cognate verb occurs elsewhere in the Johannine writings. 
Cf. Jude 2, Acos )piv каї cipyvyn кої буйл тАӨхудєй): Polycarp, 
ad Phil, éXeos piv каї eipyvy, and the Letter of the Smyrnaeans, 
є05 каї єіртут кої aydrn . . . tAnbvvOetn. 

тард ‘Ingold к.т.А.| The whole phrase brings into prominence 
the views on which the author throughout lays most stress—the 
Fatherhood of God, as revealed by one who being His Son can 
reveal the Father, and who as man (goo?) can make Him 
known to men. Cf. Jn. xx. 31, va пістєлутє бт: ‘Inoots éore б 
Христе б vios тоб Өєо?. The words used contain implicitly the 
author's creed. 

dv ddnOeig каї дусту] The two vital elements of the Christian 
Faith, the possession of the highest knowledge and its expres- 
sion in action. They are the keynotes of the Epistle. 

estat џеб пишу) om. A | єста:)- бе 15. 36 | nuwv N В І, P al. sat. mu. 
cat. am. sah. boh-ed. syr*9d! aeth, Thphylc* Oeccom] vio» K al. plu. 
vg. (et. fu. demid. harl. tol.) arm. boh-codd. (eer. peð vyu.'post ayary 
arm. Бої.) syr®. An obvious correction to the more usual 2nd pers. of 
salutations | харіз) хара Г 99 (440): + uj» ках Z9 116. 486. 356 ( _ у | єгрпут) 
рг. кає 7* 99! (83) | rapa N° А В І, P al. pler.] axo М" 11. 18. 19. 32. 40. 
57. 68. 98. 105. 126 ст, А natural correction to the more common 
usage of salutations; cf. Ro., 1, 2 Co. Gal. Eph. Ph. Col., 2 Th., 1, 2, 
Ti. Philem. Apoc. Clement. Polycarp has rapá | (eov . . . ка 1?) om. sah. 
| 8eov (? ver. 3)] om. 7* 8% (р) /° 49 ( —) | warpos (? 19)] pr. ках Z* 26 (24) | 

хара 2°] om. М" 99 т am. | «eov xpwrov) pr. кй М K L P al. pler. cat. 
tol. cop. syr. arm. Thphyl. Oec. : хи #1 (33) 7* 67996. 193 (808) | rov 19] 
om. Н 9* (4) 7° 44 (335) | rov 2°] pr. avrov М" | ayarn kat а\убеа 75 506 (60) 
| каа ayarn] ayarnrn Н % (V) | ayarn] pr. e» /" 226 (808) : єраму Z>% 

(214). 

4-11. “Counsel and warning." 
4. éxdpnv Mar] Cf. 3 Jn. 3; Lk. xxiii. 8. We may compare 

also St. Paul's use of e)xapwrety in the opening verses of eight 
of his Epistles. It is part of the usual order of epistolary 
composition to strike first the note of praise or thankfulness. 
The aorist is probably not epistolary, the contrast of viv in 
ver. 5 makes it almost certain that it refers to past time. 

edpyxal The connection of this word with éxápyv shows that 
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we have here one of the instances, of which there are several in 
the N.T., which prove that in certain words the perfect is in this 
period beginning to lose its special force, though the process 
has not yet gone so far as is often maintained. Cf. Burton, 
N.T. Moods and Tenses, p. 44, who regards the usage as confined 
in the N.T. to a few forms, éoyxyxa, eiAndpa, éópaxa, «ртка, 
yéyova. To distinguish in this verse between the initial moment 
(ёхарту) and the ground of it which still continues is precarious. 

A comparison of 3 Jn. 3 suggests that the information 
which caused his joy came to the Elder through travelling 
brethren who, perhaps from time to time (cf. перататобутаз), 
brought him news of the sister Church. "There is no suggestion 
of an earlier visit of his own to the Church to which he is now 
writing. In that case he would probably have used the aorist. 

ік тбу Tékvev соу] He cannot praise the whole Church 
without distinction. All the members of the community had 
not remained faithful to the “truth.” If “many” had not 
themselves gone out into the world as deceivers (ver. 7), many 
had listened to the seductive teaching of such deceivers. It 
seems probable that even the majority had been led astray. 

wepuraToüvras фу áXmÜeia] Cf. ver. і, and 3 Jn. 4. The 
“truth " corresponds to perfection in every sphere of being. 

кабо Єутоду éAáfopnev пард тод патроє| Cf. Jn. x. 17 f. ба 
ToUrÓ дє б татђр áyamá бт: Фуф riyu THY улху ром, iva máy 
AdBw айтуу. ovdeis pev айттуу dx’ ёро, AAN’ &yo riyu айту дж" 
Фцаютод, éfovaíay exw Oeivar айтуу, каї èfovoiav exw таму Aa Pew 
адтуу. Ta/rqv rijv бутоЛду Aa Boy rapa тоб татрб< pov. Cf. Jn. xii. 
49; 1 Jn. ій. 23. The phrase évroAnv Aafdéy is used elsewhere 
in the N.T.; cf. Ac. xvii. 15; Col. iv. ro. Dom Chapman’s 
ingenious suggestion, that the meaning of this verse should be 
determined by the passage quoted from Jn. x., breaks down, as 
Prof. Bartlet has shown, on a point of grammar. The present 
participle (теритатобутає) could not be used in such a sense. 
Men could hardly be said to continue in the exercise of the 
“remarkable virtue" of martyrdom. The command referred 
to here must be either the “new commandment” to love as 
Christ loved (cf. 1 Jn. iv. 21), which perhaps suits ver. 5 best, 
or the commandment to faith and love; cf. т Jn. iii. 23, xai айтуу 
Фстіу ў €vtoAy avro), iva moreiowpey TO бубдат тої vioU avroð 
"усо Хриттоў каї dyarGpev &ААл}Аоу<, кабдҳс &докєу ёутоАзуу Hiv. 
On the whole the latter suits the whole context better. 

Ма») om. 79599 (440): + peyatws 7*9 (317) | evpyxa] evpow 75 894° 
(?) K®8 (119) | cov] uov >T (505) | reptwarouyras] post. а\тбеа О® (154): 
тертатоуута 40. 67. 69. 101. 180 15* | кабоз evrodny] secundum mandatum 
quod arm. | кабоѕ) + ка: 1+ 19 (505) | eXaBouev] eXaBor M 13. 28. An 
accidental error (? from Jn. x. 18) | жара) ато A 73 | rov] om. B. 
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5. viv] The adverb is temporal. Cf. ver. 4, ёҳӣрту. 
éperó сє Коріа| If épwray has the special force of suggesting 

some sort of equality of position between the two parties 
concerned (“in the exercise of the full privilege of Christian 
fellowship," Wsct.) the emphasis is laid on the words обу ds 
évroAyv. The Elder who has the right to command merely 
grounds a personal request, as between equals, on the old 
command laid on both alike by the Master. If, however, the 
special meaning of épwray is to be found in the emphasis which 
it lays on the person addressed, as opposed to the thing asked 
(airety), then Киріа is the emphatic word. Не can ask in full 
confidence of the ** Elect Lady" that which is no new command, 
pleading for the fulfilment of the old commandment laid on 
her and on all by the Lord. But épwrav was the natural word 
to use. Cf. Oxyrh. Pap. ii. 292, ўротуса ôè xai 'Epuíav тду 
áBeA dày бий. yparrod åvyyciohal со тері rovrov. 

єїхареу) The writer includes himself and all Christians 
among the recipients of the command. There is no need to 
limit his application of the first person plural to those who 
originally heard the command given. 

lva ёүатёрє, dAAndods] These words should probably be 
taken, not as dependent on Фото, but as defining the évroAy. 
The instances of the purely definitive іа have been collected 
before. 

epwrw] epurwpev 19 19. 7t. 8 (до) boh-cod. | урафо» cot kay» BK L P 
al. pler. cat. sah. Thphyl. Oec.] кату *ypaów» со КА 5. 13. 31. 68 dse 
vg. cop. Leif. | урафоу] урафо 64. 65. 66. 106 d:«* al. uix. mu. arm. 
aeth. | карти) inc. S&h^ | add\a)+erxroAny №: +evroAny тайма» syr? 
euxaper V А) є‹ходе» ВК L P al. pler. : exoper 31. 38. 68 a* а]. fere. 
| wa] pr. add /* 824 (?). 

6. айту deriv . . . tva] Cf. т Jn. у. 3, ій. 23. In the first 
Epistle the love which is said to consist in the “keeping” of 
His commandments is more clearly defined as the love of God. 
Here it is left undefined. The immediate context (iva dyarapev 
dAAnAous) suggests that the writer is thinking especially of 
Christian brotherly love. The highest expression of this love is 
found in obedience to all the commands (however variously 
expressed) which God has enjoined in regulation of the relations 
between brethren. The clearest expression of love is obedience 
to the will of God, so far as He has revealed His will in definite 
precepts. It is quite in the writer’s style to make the more 
absolute statement, even if he is thinking particularly of a special 
application. 

абту й ёфутоМй фото») The order of the words, if this is the 
true text, lays stress on 7) évroAy. This is the one command іп 
which all precepts are summed up. 
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кабс Qkojcare] If the reading iva xaÓos is correct, the iva 
which precedes Фу aùr) must be resumptive. Cf. г Jn. iii 20, 
according to a possible interpretation of that verse. The 
omission of (va certainly appears to be an attempt at simplifica- 
tion. In either case the clause must be taken with what follows, 
and regarded as thrown forward for the sake of emphasis. 

iva . . . vepurorijre] In order to avoid the appearance of tauto- 
logy most commentators interpret Фу айту) as referring to åyámn, the 
main subject of the verse. It would be tempting to refer it to 
the subject of the sentence dAnfeia (ver. 4). The one command 
is that we should walk in truth as we have heard it from the 
beginning. This would suit the following verse. But the more 
natural reference is to the command. Cf. the Vulgate rendering 
in eo (sc. mandato). If this is possible, the emphasis must be on 
теритатєіу and кайф кодсате Тһе command which sums up all 
the precepts, which men show their love in obeying, is the 
command to active obedience to God's will as it has been 
revealed from the beginning of the Christian life, to “abide” in 
what they have always known, and to let it regulate their 
whole conduct and life. 

кы... ауатт) от. aeth. | avrov] rov 0v >T (505) | aury 2°] pr. ef arm. 
boh-ed. | n erron] post єстї» N (+avrov) LP al. pler. ug“? et. demid. 
harl. tol. sah. cop. arm. Leif. Thphyl. Oec. | xadws.. . weptwaryre) ut inceda- 
mus in hoc quod audiuistis antiquitus aeth. | кабш B L P al. pler. syrbod et Р 
Leif. Thphyl. Oec. | pr. wa X AK 13. 31. 73. al. mu. cat. vg. sah. сор. 
arm. | va 2°] om. К 13 al. mu. cat. vg. sah. boh. (uid.) arm. | e» avrn] 
om. / а 175 (319) | жер каттте] жеріжатете L 13 al. aliq. Thphyl. : repra- 
mnonre М: incedamus arm-codd. boh-ed. 

7. ёт.) gives the reason for the preceding йа év airy mepi- 
marire. If this refers to love, the reason given must be either 
(1) that the presence of such false teachers as are here described 
is likely to prove destructive to the exercise of mutual love 
among Christians, or (2) that their feaching, in denying the 
reality of the Incarnation, cuts away the whole foundation of 
Christian love as called out by the great act of love in which 
God expressed His love for the world. But both these 
interpretations are forced, and the contents of this verse point to 
a different interpretation of ver. 6, that, namely, which throws the 
emphasis on the word zepimarapev. The command to mutual 
love grounded on true faith must be obeyed so as to find 
expression in action and conduct (тєр тате»). Otherwise the 
forces which make against obedience will be too strong. Many 
have joined the world, and their power to lead astray is great. 

wddvow] Cf. т Jn. ii. 26, тоу тАаушута» dyads, and the accusa- 
tion brought against the Lord by some of the crowd in Jn. vii. 12, 
тАау@ tov дуДоу: cf. also Justin Martyr’s AaorAdvov. The 
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substantive does not occur in the Johannine writings except in 
this verse. The verb is fairly common in the Apocalypse. 

Өсу] Cf. 1 Jn. iv. 1, rodot феубопрофіїтає efeAnArAVOacw «is 
TÓv xoopov. The verb probably does not refer to the excom- 
munication or withdrawal of the false teachers (contrast 1 Jn. 
ii. 19, èf huv é€prAOav). It suggests the idea that these deceivers 
have received their mission from the Evil One, in whose power 
* the whole world lieth." 

ої рў Spodoyodvres] The subjective negative is naturally used 
when a class is described and characterized. They are dis- 
tinguished by their refusal to confess the truth of the Incarnation. 

"Ingoüv Хрітду épxópevor фу capri] Cf. 1 Jn. iv. 2ff., esp. б 
époroyet Incotv Хрістду фу таркї éAnAvOdra, of which the present 
passage is almost certainly a reminiscence ; cf. the notes on the 
earlier passage. The chief difference is in the tense of the 
participle. By the use of épxóuevov instead of éAnAvOéra the 
confession is taken out of all connection with time and made 
timeless. In the First Epistle stress was laid on the historical 
fact and its permanent consequences. Here the writer regards 
it as a continuous fact. The Incarnation is not only an event in 
history. It is an abiding truth. It is the writers view that 
humanity has been taken up into the Deity. The union is 
permanent and abiding. His view as to the exact difference іп 
the relation of the Logos to the world and to mankind, which was 
brought about by the Incarnation, is not so clear. All creation 
was “life in Him." Before the Incarnation “ He came to His 
own.” But it is clear that he regarded it as a completely new 
revelation of what human nature was capable of becoming, and 
as establishing the possibility for all future time of a more real 
union between God and man. The Incarnation was more than a 
mere incident, and more than a temporary and partial connection 
between the Logos and human nature. It was the permanent 
guarantee of the possibility of fellowship, and the chief means by 
which it is brought about.! 

otros к.т.А.| Cf. 1 Jn. ii. 22 and 18. The coming of Anti- 
christ is fulfilled in the sum-total of all the evil tendencies in the 
work and influence of those who refuse to confess “ Jesus Christ 
come in flesh." 

ô wddvos] The deceiver, par excellence, known as Antichrist in 
popular expectation. As in the First Epistle, the writer uses the 
term as the convenient expression of the evil tendencies of his 
time. He thus spiritualizes the popular idea, but he nowhere 
throws any light on the general character or the details of the 

1 There is, however, much to be said for the simpler explanation of 
Фрубиєуоу, which refers it to the future manifestation of the Parousia. 

bas vi. 9, éAxloare ёжі rò» Фу саркі дёХАХоута, фауеробсбал vpi "Ітугобу. 
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popular legend. The use of the plural in some Latin and 
Synac authorities, supported by one or two cursives, bears witness 
to the difficulties felt by those who did not easily understand the 
drift of his language. 

еЁт\бо» (-бау A) NA Bal. plus” cat. vg. (et. am. ба. demid.' hari. 
Bed. m? tol. prodierunt, Leif. progressi sunt) sah. syrbodietP arm. Ir. Ре, 
Chr.] єство» K L P al. pler. Thphyl. Oec. Clearly a correction caused 
by the eis which follows. The form found in A is probably original | o ну 
ороХоувуутєз) o ит oporoywr /*2® (83) | epxoueroy] om. /% 85° (236) 
got (386) | сарк:] + е тиз оок oporoyes ЇЎ ХУ epxopevover тарк. Г 306-388 
( - ) 51 0259 (17) | ovros . . . arrixpwros] Ais fallaces et antechristi sunt тё: 
isi sunt fallaces et antichrists Leif.: Ai sunt seductores et antichrists 
syr? ™S ; оито euni 0t waver Kat ox аутіҳрото № ™ 1 (505) 76259 (сб), 

8. В\ётєтє éavroós] Cf. Mk. xiii. 9, ВАётегє tpets éavrois : x Co. 
xvi. то, ВАтєтє iva afdBus yévyrat zpos tyas: and for the form 
of expression, т Jn. v. 21, фиЛабатє éavrá. “ Тһе use of the 
active with the reflexive pronoun . . . emphasizes the duty of 
personal effort." 

iva ph dwoddonte к.т.\.] The reading of B, etc., &éroAéo mre 
—ђруасареда —длоЛаВте, is almost certainly the true text. 
The other variants are easily explained as attempts to reduce 
this reading to uniformity, by using either the first or the 
second person throughout. 

фруасбреда] Cf. Jn. vi. 27, 28, ёруаєсбє . . . rijv Bpocw туу 
pévoveay : and for the thought of the reward, Jn. iv. 36, 769 б 
верійшу расббу AapBdve каї avváyec картду els (оўу аішушр, iva ò 
oreipwv opo xaipy каї б бєріфшу. Perhaps these passages offer a 
more probable source for the ideas of this verse than the quota- 
tion from Ru. ii. 12, ároríca, Kipus Tijv épyaciay cov" yévocro 
6 pucÜós cov wAnpys mapa Kupiov бєоў '1трал}\, троє бу AGEs 
пєто:буаһ bro tas wrépvyas avro), out of which Dr. Rendel 
Harris has elaborated his ingenious suggestion that the Lady to 
whom the Epistle is addressed was “а proselyte, a Gentile 
Christian, and a widow.” Holtzmann’s criticism of this suggestion 
as “allzu scharfsinnig" is not unmerited. It may be of interest 
to notice that the reference to Ru. ii. 12 is to be found in 
Wettstein, who has provided or anticipated far more of the best 
illustrative parallels than the acknowledgments of his work in 
later Commentaries would lead us to suppose. Wettstein also 
quotes the Targum, "retribuat tibi Deus retributionem bonam 
operum tuorum in hoc seculo et erit merces tua perfecta in 
seculo futuro a Deo Israelis," and also Xen. Cyr. Exp. vii. ўке 
dy wAnpn фроу Tov puobor. 

For ároAaufávew, cf. Ro. i. 27, dvryscobiay бу ба... 
droAapBdvovres: Oxyrh. Pap. ii 298 (p. 299), day 84 r: dAAo 
apocopeAnta . . . «000 дтодлірару. 
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eavrovs N A B P Dam. ес.) avrov K І, Dam. Ir. Leif. | атоћесуте, 
атохавттє М (ато\тсбе М") A B 5. 13 40. 66**. 68. 73. 137 dscr fier jscr 
al. Ѓеге.25 cat. vg. sah. cop. syr"'' arm. aeth. Ir. Leif. Ps.-Chr. Isid. Dam. 
Thphylo™ Occ™] axoAecwper, атолавансу KLP 31 al. plu. Thphyl't 
Оесіх | epyacapeta В (npy-) KLP 31 al. plu. sah. syr?»& Thphyl'xt 
Оесії") euyasac0e М А 5. 13. 40. 66**. 68. 73. 137 d f ухт cat. vg. cop. 
syrbodl et ptt arm. aeth. Ir. Leif. Ps.-Chr. Isid. Dam. Thphylcom Oeccom ; 
euryacajeÜa xara А18 5264 (223) | ях прю) rAnpns L Dam. (? cf. Jn. i. 14). 
According to Tischendorf's note it would seem that what is probably the 
true text 15 supported by B sah. syrP"€ only. See note above. 

9. ô mpoáyev каї ph névov фу тў Stdaxfi] The phrase should 
be taken as a whole. The sarcastic reference of профушу to the 
claims of false teachers to the possession of a higher knowledge 
and more progressive intelligence was naturally misunderstood. 
The zapaBaivwy of the Receptus was the inevitable result. 
What was not understood had to be corrected into an intelligible 
commonplace. If this were the true text, we should have to 
supply as object тђу àóaxyv from the following Фу тр didax7. But 
the originality of троауоу is obvious. For the use of zpodyer, 
Windisch quotes Sir. xx. 27, 6 soos v Adyous pode éavróv. 

The non-repetition of the article before ці) душ» is signifi- 
cant. All “progress” is not condemned, but only such progress 
as does not fulfil the added condition of “ abiding in the teaching." 

dv тў бібахі тоб Хрістоб| There is nothing in the context ог 
the usage of the N.T. to suggest that тоб Хрістоб should be re- 
garded as an objective genitive, the writer meaning by the phrase 
* the apostolical teaching about Christ Such an interpretation 
would seem to be the outcome of preconceived notions of what 
the author ought to have meant rather than of what his words 
indicate. Cf. Jn. xviii. 19, npwrycay avróv . . . пері ris бідах ії 
avrov: Jn. vii. 16, 7) ёи) бідах? ойк оти ду?) GAAG то? тёрраутбс 
pe... yvwooerar тєрї тїз д:даҳт)ѕ, where there is the same tran- 
sition to the absolute use of the word which is found in this 
verse. Cf. also Mt. vii. 28; МК. iv. 2; Lk. iv. 32; Ас. ii. 42; 
Apoc. ii. 14 (riv бідахду Badadp), ii. 15 (тоу Миколатбу). The 
* teaching" no doubt includes the continuation of Christ's work 
by His Apostles, but it begins in the work of Christ Himself. 
In the view of the writer all true teaching is but the application 
of “б Adyoso éuds” Не did not regard Paul or any other 
Apostle as the inventor of most of what was characteristic of the 
Christian Faith as he knew it. 

беду одк exer] Cf. т Jn. ii. 22f., a passage of which this verse 
is probably a summary. It is hardly intelligible except in the 
light of that passage, or of teaching similar to that which it con- 
tains. The true revelation of God was given in Jesus Christ. 
He who rejects the truth about Christ cannot enjoy the fellow- 
ship with God which Christ has made possible for men. 

I2 
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обтоб каї x.r.À.] Cf. 1 Jn. ii. 23 ff. and notes. As was pointed 
out in the Introduction and also in the notes on that passage, 
the words can refer equally well to Gnostic claims to a superior 
knowledge of the Father, and to Jewish opponents who shared 
with their Christian antagonists the belief in the God of Israel 

ras (?ras)}om. NO (310) | о rpoaywry N A B 987€ am. fu. harl. sah. 
boh. aeth.) o rapaBawwy K L P al. pler. cat. syroodlet p (gus transgreditur) 
arm. Eph. Thphyl. Oec. : gui recedit уре demid. toL Leif. Didh | дерш» 
e» Ty 1°] euuevor тт 31 | 9idax 19) ayam 13 | rou—didaxn 2°] om. 7*3&*- 
pes. (214) Z° 98. 174. 506 (58) | rov урістоц) rov Өй 7*9 (236) / E (1149): 
om. 197 (29) | exei) nouit arm. | uero» ev Ty 2°] euperwr TH 100 | pera 
(?2?)] wapaperwy /% 5 (440) | e» 2°] om. Æ 28 (Y) | бібахт 2°N АВ 13. 
27. 29. 66**. 68 vg. sah. syrP t arm. Didbt Fulg.]+ezus syr*od! «єр Leif: 
+тоу Христом K LP al. pler. cat. boh-ed. aeth. s sin Oec. : (?) 4 rov 
Өй 7*599 (125) | кал тоу татєра kac ror voy] N BK LP al. pler. cat. трае 
sah. cop. зугроді et P aeth, Leif. Did.) xa: том ў» kat то» тра A 13. 31 (om. 
To» 2°). 68 am. fu. demid. harl. tol. arm. Fulg. | xa: ro» vwo») post exe: 
Z*? (2) Ze 96-116 (307) | exec 29] pr. ovx J? 8260 (440). 

10. єї тис dpxerat к.т.\.] Cf. Didache xi. 1, 2, ôs йду обу Абс» 
8.844) рас ravra rdvra tà mpoepnpéva бефасвє airov’ dày 8 aŭròs 
6 diddcxwv страфєіѕ бібаєку dAXAqv бідахду eis то karasan py 
abro) dxovoyre. There is nothing in the Epistle itself to indicate 
that this verse “at last discloses the special purpose of the whole 
Epistle.” Its purpose is clearly to encourage those to whom it 
is addressed to continue in the active exercise of the faith and 
love which they had learned from Christ and His Apostles, even to 
the point of refusing hospitality to those who claimed to come 
in Christ’s name, but who, in the writer's opinion, were destroy- 
ing the work of Christ by their teaching. 

The form of the conditional sentence used presents the case 
as more than a mere possibility, rather as something not unlikely 
to happen. 

ірхета: проє Spas] The usage of Єрхєсваг in the Johannine 
Epistles is confined to the * coming" of Christ, or Antichrist, or 
of the brethren visiting another Church (3 Jn. 3), or of the Elder 
paying a formal visit (3 Jn. то, àv (Адо). It is dangerous to 
read a special sense into common words. But clearly the ac- 
companying condition, xai тафти туу бідахду où фер, limits the 
reference to those who claim to come as Christians, and to have 
a “teaching” to communicate to the members of the Church. 
The context excludes the idea that the writer is thinking of 
* casual visits of strangers." Those to whom he would refuse 
recognition claim to be received as brethren by fellow-Christians. 
In his view their conduct has made that impossible. 

ph AapBdvere eis оік(ау] For the use of the verb, cf. Jn. i. 12, 
бсо 06 ЛаВоу айтди: vi. 21, Aafgetv avrov eis тд тАофоу: xiii. 20, 
б Харбамау dy тиа wépyw eve ХарВаує. 
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xaipew . . . ph Myere] Elsewhere in the N.T. xaípew is only 
used in the greeting at the beginning of Epistles (Ac. xv. 23, 
xxii. 26; Ja. i. 1) These passages throw no light on the 
question whether the welcome at meeting or the farewell greeting 
is meant. "There is really nothing in the usage of the word or in 
the context to decide the question. We may perhaps compare 
Lk. x. 5, eis Ди 0 бу «отте оікіау протоу Хёуєтє Eipyvy TQ оїкф 
тоотф. In the LXX the use of xaipew in this sense is confined 
to the letters contained in the Books of the Maccabees. 

et тїз єрхетаї) ors ewepxeraa /° 9$ (60) | raurny] post дідахти 31 | avro] 
рг. e» /- 1 (335). 

11. This verse gives the grounds on which the injunctions of 
the preceding verse are based. The welcome and greeting con- 
templated are clearly such as express approval of the character 
and work of those who claim such reception. 

когушуєї ) always expresses a participation realized in active 
intercourse. It never denotes a mere passing sharing. Cf. 
I Ti. v. 22; 1 P. iv. 13. 

Tois wowvnpots] The form of expression is chosen which lays 
greatest stress on the adjective. Cf. 1 Jn. i. 7, 8, i. 2, 3; 
Jn. x. 11. 

о (?)] om. 7*1** (219) А? ($)] Aeywr] post уар K LP al. pler. cat. Ir. 
Thphyl. Oec. | avrw] om. K al.* Oec. | vorypos]-- ecce praedixi nobis ne 
in diem Domini condemnemini таб :+ecce praedixi nobis ut in diem 
Domini nostri Jesu Christi non confundamint vg9*, Such additions are 
not uncommon in the text of the Speculum. 

12, 18. Conclusion. 
19. ópiv] The position of the pronoun is perhaps emphatic. 

The writer of these Epistles is clearly well acquainted with the 
circumstances of those whom he addresses. 

оёк éfovA/0nv] One of the more certain instances in the 
N.T. of the epistolary aorist. 

xáprou каї péAavos} Cf. the similar phrase in 3 Jn. 13, арос 
Kai каАадоо, and 2 Co. iii 3, ov péAave GAAG mve)por. The 
material denoted is, of course, papyrus, the usual material for 
correspondence and for the cheaper kinds of books. Contrast 
2 Ті. iv. 13, padtora ras peuBpavas. Cf. Jer xliii. (xxxvi.) 23, 
Фебитеу was б xdprys eis TO тїр. 

yevéoOar} If there is any difference of meaning between this 
word and the more usual éA6eiy into which it has been altered in 
the Textus Receptus, yevéoOas seems rather to mean to “рау a 
visit” (cf. 1 Co. ii. 3, xvi. то, iva ddoBws уёууто прос брас). 
The intercourse which the coming makes possible is emphasized 
rather than the actual fact of coming. But cf. Tebtunis Pap. 
ii. 298 (р. 421), dua тё ЛВєу сє табта pov rà урашцата yevoð 
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проє pé, and also Jn. vi. 21 (éyévero éxt ris уде), 25, wore cde 
убуомає; 

стбра трд стбра) Cf. 3 Jn. 14, and т Cor. xiii. 12, трбсотоу 
mpos mpórwrov : Nu. xii. 8, стбра ката, стӧра (MB ON MB). 

tva q̊ хард к.т.\.] Cf. 1 Jn. 1 4; 3 Jn. 4. The object of the 
proposed visit is the same as that which the writer had in view in 
writing the First Epistle. It is generally to be noticed that the 
closest parallels in the Johannine writings are given some slightly 
different turn in different circumstances, which suggests that in 
both cases the writer is using his own favourite expressions rather 
than copying those of another. 

exor N* A27BK LP al. pler. cat. vg. etc.) exo N* А" 27. 29. 61. 64. 
180 от: exor A™ (17) arm. | иши] post "урафеіу 99 al. т | урафєю) 
урафо A 17. 73 0% | ovx] рг. sed arm. | ueXavos кас: xaprov adds 
то NBKL P al. longe. plur. sah. syrbed!et P Thphyl. Oec.] «Ае 
уар А 5. 13. 27. 29. 66**. 73 d** al.'? cat. vg. cop. arm. aeth. : «Ажам 
68 | yevec0a« NAB 5. 6. 7. 13. 27. 33. 65. 66**. 68. 137. 180 зс vg. 
Syr? Thphyl. Oeccom (яарауємесдаг)) eXew K LP al. longe. plur. cat. tol. 
sah. syrbed! arm. aeth, Oectt; uidere boh-ed. | AaAnoat] AaAnocoper 7^ 95 
(-) | uo» N КІ, P al. pler. cat. syrbodi et arm. Thphyl. Oec.] vau» А B 
5. 13. 27. 29. 65. 66**. 68. 69. 73. 101. 104 c**' al. vg. cop. aeth. : meum 
sah.: om. 21. 37. 56. Nestle retains тишу in his Greek text, but it is 
robably a correction into conformity with the common reading in the 
irst Epistle | rerAnpwpuevn т) № (пи М") B vg. (et. fu. demid. harl tol.) 

Thphyl.] n rerAnpwuevn А K L P al. omn"4 cat. am. Oec. 

18. The natural explanation of сё and rà тёкуа is undoubtedly 
that which identifies the mother with her children, the Church, 
with the individual members of which it is composed. There is 
no difficulty in inventing hypotheses to account in other ways foi 
the change between the singular and plural (cf. especially the 
фибс of the preceding verse), and the absence of any greeting 
from the “elect sister” herself. But is it worth while in view of! 
the fact that so much simpler an explanation lies ready to hand: 
Cf. Windisch, “ Die Grüsse (nicht der Neffen und Nichten, 
sondern) der Glaubensgewissen am Orte des Schreibers.” 

tis éxXextis] Cf. ver. і. The word does not occur elsewhere 
in the Johannine writings except in the Apocalypse (xvii. 14, oi 
per avrod кАпутої kal ЄкАєктої kai moroi). But the writer's use of 
it is perfectly natural in the light of Jn. xv. 16, 19, ХХ èyè 
é€eAXcEapnv tas, and other passages in the Fourth Gospel and 
also in the Synoptists. Cf. т P. v. 13; Ro. xvi. 13. 

астаєтои сє] saluta syrP t aeth. | rns adeAdns] matris boh-cod. | 
TNS єкћєкттѕ) Tns exkAnotas 15. 26 fu. : om. 73: Tys e» ефесо 114 : -- 9 ҳар 
нед vuwv 68. 69. 103 (uera. aov) syr?9dletP arm. :+gralia ef carito 
uobiscum aeth, :+аруә KL al. pler. cat. fu. syrbod! et P aeth?? Thphyi 
Oec. 
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— — 

1. ô wpeoBurepos| Cf. 2 Jn. 1 note. 
Га(о) Three persons of this name are mentioned in the N.T. 

(1) Gaius the Macedonian, who is mentioned together with 
Aristarchus in connection with the tumult in the theatre at 
Ephesus (Ac. xix. 29). They are described as Macedonians, 
fellow travellers of S. Paul. (2) Gaius of Derbe, one of S. Paul’s 
companions on his last journey to Jerusalem. (3) Gaius of 
Corinth. Cf. Ro. xvi 23, Tatos б (évos pov xai oAns Ths 
éxxAnolas: 1 Со. і. 14, Кріспоу xai Гао», whom S. Paul 
mentions as the only Corinthians, besides the household of 
Stephanas, whom he had baptized himself. Of this Gaius, 
Origen says that according to tradition he was the first Bishop 
of Thessalonica. Cf. Origen, Comm. in Ro. x. 41, “ Fertur sane 
traditione maiorum quod hic Gaius primus episcopus fuerit 
Thessalonicensis ecclesiae.” Dom Chapman’s ingenious attempt 
to connect the Epistle with Thessalonica on this ground is not 
convincing (see Introd.). Coenen (2 WTA., 1872, р. 264 ff.) has 
attempted to show that Gaius of Corinth is intended in the 
“fictitious” address of this Epistle, on the ground of the 
similarity of the conditions prevailing here and at Corinth, as 
testified by the Pauline Epistles. The similarities are of too 
general a character either to compel identification or even to 
make it probable. Coenen’s interpretation of o épxópevos (2 Co. 
xi. 4) as a " pillar apostle whom S. Paul's opponents threatened to 
invite to Corinth to overthrow his authority," is certainly not 
helped by the statement in our Epistle of the Elder’s intention 
of paying a visit to the Church of Gaius. But perhaps it is not 
necessary now to spend time in dealing with the theory that the 
two smaller Johannine Epistles owe their origin to the desire of 
the *great unknown" to gain credence for the view that his 
more important forgeries (the Gospel and First Epistle) were 
really the work of the son of Zebedee. As Windisch says, " ПІ. 
(ге. 3 Jn.) für Fiktion zu erkláren, widerspricht allen gesunden 

181 
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Sinnen." The statement in Coast. Apostol. vi. 46, that Gaius 
was the first Bishop of Pergamus, is of too slight historical value 
to guide our conjectures as to the recipient of this Epistle (vrd. 
Introd.) Bartlet’s suggestion of Thyatira does not claim more 
than relative probability. But all such attempts at identification 
of the Church or the individual addressed are mere speculation. 
Where our knowledge is inadequate the building up of hypothesis 
is of the nature of pastime rather than of serious work. Truer 
scholarship is seen in Harnack’s less interesting judgment, 
* Gaius, to whom (the Epistle) is addressed, receives no title of 
honour. That he occupied a prominent position in his Church 
is clear from what follows." In Commentaries, if not in peri- 
odicals, the rule should be remembered that “ there is a time to 
keep silence." 

тё &дүатттё] A favourite word of the writer of these Epistles, 
in which it occurs ten times, though it is not found in the 
Gospel For its use in salutations, cf. Ro. i. 7, xvi. 5, 8, 9, 12; 
Col. iv. 9, 145; 2 Ti. i. 2; Philem. r. 

бу... тео) Cf. 2 Jn. т (notes). 

eyw) om. boh-cod. 

9. жері mávrev] must be taken with evo8otoÓa. The writer 
prays for the prosperity of Gaius in all respects, and especially 
in the matter of health. There is no need to alter тєрї таутам 
into the conventional трд таутшу of epistolary introductions. 
The converse change would be far more likely to have taken 
lace. 

єдододода:) Bartlet's ingenious conjecture that the other name 
of Gaius may have been Euodias, is again outside the sphere of 
commentary. The word is part of the common and conventional 
language of Epistles. For its use in the N.T., compare Ro. i. 10; 
I Co. xvi. 2. Cf. also Hermas, Sim. vi. 3, 5. 

óywairew] The word may possibly suggest that Gaius’ health 
had caused his friends anxiety; but it certainly does not 
necessarily do so. Its use in letters is conventional. Cf. 
Oxyrh. Pap. ii. 293 (p. 2 3». Aiorvoios App т) &8еАфї 
TÀecTà Харе» каї à mavró s] Фуу», and ii. 292 (р. , 292), 
про бі таутшу tyuivew сє eUxoua, áBaakávros rà дріста pda cov. 

каві . . . фохб| Cf. Philo, Quis rer. div. heres, P. 514 (Wend- 
land, iii. p. 65). Philo is commenting on “ per’ elpyvas rpadeis " 
(Gn. xv. 1 5). Пётє обу тобто сурбіісєтоя ; бтау «оду шу та éxrós 
прдє єйпоріау kai evdogiay, єбобі) Ô? rà cóparos mpos Ùyiedy тє 
xai loxuv, єбодії 8 ra yvxrjs проє &тфАолючу áperüv. The refer- 
ence is to be found in Wettstein. 

ко vyuurew) om. boh-codd. | кабшз]+ ках / 204 (137). 
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8. éxdpny] СЕ. 2 Jn. 4; Ph. iv. 10. 
épxopévov . . . каї paptupovvtwv] The tense almost precludes 

the reference of the words to a single occasion, and their 
evidence should not be so interpreted in attempts to discover 
the historical setting of the Epistles. They suggest rather the 
means by which the Elder kept himself in touch with the 
Churches for whose welfare he regarded himself as responsible, 
and over which he exercised his supervision. 

соо ті) dAnGeig] As always in the Johannine writings, “ truth " 
covers every sphere of life, moral, intellectual, spiritual. ‘Those 
who visited Ephesus had from time to time borne witness that 
Gaius’ whole life corresponded to the highest standard of life and 
conduct. 

теритгатеї$] Cf. note on І Jn. i. 6. 

Харт yap ABCKL P al. pler. boh-codd. syrbodi «р Thphyl. Oec.) 
нет: 5. 6. 13. 25. 65. 100 d** vg. bored. sah. arm. aeth. | cov] 

* P 28) 'sah. (uid. e а\беа] Ty» adnOecay 1+ 16: 1100 (396): 
caritati bó -cod. | ev) pr. ках 22. 56. 80. 98 arm-codd. (uid.) : om. i 

4. peLorépay] Cf. éAayiororépy, Eph. iii. 8; Deissmann, Bibel 
Studien, p. 142, who quotes Pap. Lond. 130, peyrréraros. 

тобтшу] explained by the clause introduced by iva. The 
plural is used instead of the singular, as the writer is thinking of 
more than one occasion on which he had experienced the joy of 
which he speaks. If this explanation of the plural is correct 
there is по need to correct the text by supplying 7 before iva, as 
Wilamowitz suggests (Hermes, 1898, p. 531). In his interesting 
note on the Epistle he does not offer any explanation of rovrwy. 
Cf. Jn. xv. 13, petLova ravrns фудтту ovdeis exe, iva та THY улузу 
avrov 67. The 7 is actually found in one Greek cursive. 

xapáv] The variant xápw is probably due to a scribe, who 
substituted a commoner phrase. Cf. 2 Cor. i. 15. For xapd, 
cf. і Jn. i. 45 2 Jn 12; Philem. 7. 

та ёра Tékva] Those over whom he exercises his fatherly 
supervision, whether actually his “children in the faith” or not. 
The bearing of this phrase on the meaning of réxva in the Second 
Epistle should not be overlooked. 

нефотєра») pectorepoy нар ): шецома 137 | rourwy сук exw] post 
Хара» L^ (33) Л 98.192 (69) ОФ (154) | rovrw»] — T 29. 31. 40. 
66**. 68. 69. 73 d'* al. fere.'? sah. boh-ed. syr>d! Dam. | ovx exw] 
хара» C 31. 68 aeth. | ovx) om. Z° %4 (137) | exe» В? | МАСТЬ 
al. pler. cat. tol. arm. зар.) хар В 7. 35 vg. сор. od рг » 69 vg 
(maiorem horum . quam ut) vid. sup. | акоисо зи 855 (301) | cara) 
ст\ауҳ»а P 4 (335). 

5. dyawnré] Cf. vv. І, 2. 
mordy woteis] either (1) “thou doest a faithful thing,” an 

action corresponding to the faith that is in thee, which is the 
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natural meaning of the word, if we consider the general usage of 
the writer, though there is no exact parallel; or (2) *thou 
makest sure whatsoever thou mayest do,” thou doest that which 
shall not “fail of its true issue,” shall receive its due reward. 
Cf. Xen. (quoted by Wettstein) åy ці» dé ravra roiv morá, 
épnpous ботќоу. 

6 іду épydon|] The judgment is expressed absolutely, the 
present tense being used. The ô ёду épydoy covers both the 
past action, to which the recipients of Gaius' hospitality have 
borne public witness before the Ephesian Church, and the future 
benefits, which the Elder feels confident that Gaius will confer at 
his request. 

каї тобто £évous] For каї тобто, cf. І Co. vi. 6, ddeAdds pera 
28єАфо? xpiverat, xat тобто ётї áríorov: Ph. 1. 28, évôegis . . . 
tpov 8 owrypias, kai тобто ётё Ócoó:; Eph. ii. 8, ті) yàp xdpere 
dort ceawopévar 0:4 тістєшс` каї тоўто ойк ёё ùv. Its use in 
Ro. xiii. 11 is rather different. 

The recognition of the duty of філобегіа among Christians is 
fully testified, 1 Ti. v. 10; Ro. xi. 13; He. xiii. 2; 1 P. iv. 9, 
as also the special duties of the leaders in this respect, 1 Ti. 
ili. 2; Tit. i. 8. Cf. also Herm. Sim. ix. 27, Фк бі тоб opovs тої 
Sexdrov, ob ўсау Sévipa axemálovra mpoBard тоа, oi пістє т аутєб 
Touro eioi’ ётіското. pirogevor, оїтіуєс ўдёшс eis roUs otxous 
фаутбу mavrore йтєдєбауто rovs SovAovs тоб Oeod drep troxpicews 

. obrot обу sdvres oxeracOncovrat tro тоб куріоу Ousavrós. 
Justin, Apol. i. 67, aùròs (sc. 6 троєатіє) Єтікоурєї . . . Kai TOUS 
mapemoypos обо E€vots. 

тотоу) pr. мепіт et boh-cod.: тото Љ 175 (319) | epyaen МВ 
CKL P al. omn'id cat. etc.] єруаїт А | rovs] om. H& (№) | ка rovro 
N A B C 17. 27. 29. 33. 66**. 68. 81. 97. 1267€ vg. syrbodl et P sah. сор. arm. 
aeth.) ка ravra / 991 (83) : каа eus rovs K L Р al. pler. d** (om. rovs) cat. 
Thphyl. Oec. 

6. ot épaprópncar к.т.№.] The ауату to which they bore 
witness was clearly manifested in the hospitable reception of 
those who were strangers to him, some of whom must subse- 
quently have visited Ephesus. It is natural to interpret this 
verse as referring to one of the occasions mentioned in ver. 3, or 
more than one if the witness is to be regarded as a single fact, 
though including a series of acts. 

фуфтом éxxAnoias| The absence of the article is significant. 
The anarthrous phrase denotes a meeting of the Church at 
which the witness was borne. Cf. т Co. xiv. 19, 35, Фу éx«Agoíg : 
Jn. xviii. 20, Фу сууаушуї) кої Фу тф ієрф: also vi. 59. 

Kahds woujoes протерфає) The reading топтас тротёрд}є is 
probably a correction. xaAa@s mores is а common phrase in 
letters, and no special stress should be laid on it. It is a con- 
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ventional expression. In many papyrus letters the double future 
occurs. Many letter writers would have written калёс zroujoets 
wpoméjes. But the textual evidence does not justify our 
attributing such a solecism to the author. For the phrase, cf. 
Tebtunis Pap. i. 56, p. 167, xadds оўу moons єфхарістіїуа: 
трФтоу йу Tots Ücois Oevrepov дё соса irvxàs поЛЛає: 57, р. 168, 
xaAs обу попід «s ámoAvcas airovs: Oxyrh. Pap. ii. 294 (p. 294), 
eb офу топот ураа por ávribovgow: 297 (р. 298), kaAós 
moujces ypáyes бій mrraxiwy: 299 (р. 300) калос moses 
теше рог atrás: зоо (р. 301), каЛос попітєїс дутіфоутсаса 
pot Gre Фкорісоу: i. 116 (p. 182), калос обу soujcavres ботє 
тараш. It is so common that a schoolboy uses it sarcasti- 
cally, ii. 119, adds ётойјоєѕ ойк àmévgxés pe perè cod els rou. 
Cf. also ps.-Aristias, 39, xaA@s ойу mores каї THs ўшєтёраѕ 
споудіїс åĝíws émAefdwevos dvÓpas к.т.А.: 46, каА©< обу mores 
. .. тростабає. 

тропєрфас) Cf. Tit. iii. 13, crovdaiws трбтерроу tva joy 
avrois Аєйту. It is also found in Acts and the earlier Pauline 
Epistles (Ro. ; І, 2 Co.). 

д ш тоб вєоб) СЕ т Th. ii. 12, «is тб mepuraretv Spas dfiws тоб 
Geod то? Kadovvros tas к.т.А The adverb is also found with the 
following genitives : тоу dyiwy (Ro. xvi. 2), rs kAjoews (Eph. iv. т), 
тоё evayyeXiov тоў Xpiorov (Ph. i. 27), тої куріом (Col. і. то). 

о] o K | cov] co Z> ™ (328): om. 7^8*9 (35) | ry» ауатту 16 (61) 
Zo% (137) | exxAnowas] pr. rys Z> 200. 179. 101 (83) 046 (154): ecclesiarum 
eorum boh-ed. | ovs] ov В" | rornoe:s тротедүуаз N AB K LP etc. (тоа 
7. 18. 27. 29. 68 demid. tol. al.) am. fu. tol. demid. boh-sah.} vocas 
ярок еуез С vg. (bencfactens deduces) arm. (deducts) | айыз] | a£tovs 
J* 79. 1? (505) | rov cov] то Oa [+19 (соб) O% (154): om. Z>% (236). 

7. ônèp yàp тоб óvóparos] gives the reason why they deserve 
such help. For the phrase, cf. Ас. v. 41, xalpovres . . . бт 
xarnfw»Üncav vrip тоў óÓvóparos áriuacÜjva. We may also 
compare Ro. i. 5, trép тоб Óvóparos abrovV. Dom Chapman's 
interpretation of the phrase as hinting at “ withdrawal from the 
scene of persecution," or even banishment, at a time when the 
mere fact of being a Christian was enough to procure condem- 
nation (cf. 1 P. iv. 14, єї dvedilecOe Фу дубрат‹ Хрістої : 15, py ws 
doveós . . . el 8 ds Xproriavds, ил) аїсумувово) is wholly un- 
natural As Bartlet has pointed out, it might be possible if the 
phrase used were àià rò буора. 

The absolute use of rò буора, which is found in the passage 
quoted from Acts (cf. also Ph. ii. 9), is also to be found in 
Ignatius (ad Eph. iii. є yàp каї 8едєдол Фу тф dvopare: vil. єішбдасчу 
yap Twes SdAw Torpe TÒ буора Tepubépew dÀAa тий пріссоутє 
буаёіа co: ad Philad. x. dofdoat tò буора). The “name” is 
clearly that of Christ. The fact that their having gone out on 
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behalf of the name is put forward as the reason why they deserve 
hospitality, certainly does not carry with it the necessity of 
regarding the “name” as that of “brother.” Missionaries no 
doubt proclaimed the brotherhood of believers, but their first 
duty was to proclaim the name of Christ. 

etibar] probably from Ephesus, though Dr. Westcott’s more 
cautious statement, “from some Church well known to the 
Apostle and Gaius,” is alone completely justified by the facts 
known to us from the Epistle and by the language used. 

рт8, AapBdvovres|] The form of the sentence (1596) states 
more than the bare fact. It was their custom, a custom which 
emphasized the character of their work, to carry out the spirit of 
the Commission to the Twelve (Mt. x. 8, dwpeay éAdBere, Supear 
dere), and the tradition established by Paul (cf. з Co. xii. 14, 
éroípws буо ё\0єу прос tds, каї ob катауарктсо ov yap (пто та 
роу ФАХ twas: І Th. ii. 9, vvxrós xai т}дєра$ épyalopevoc прос то 
py érBapnoal twa bpv Фкпруборєу eis tas TO evayyéAcov ToU 
Oeov. They carried out as their rule of mission work the Pauline 
custom of refusing support from those amongst whom they were 
working as Missionaries. They had therefore a special claim on 
the hospitality and help of the Churches in places through 
which they had to pass. There is an interesting parallel to the 
sentence in the Didache xi. 6, éfepyouevos 96 б dxóoroAos uv 
AapBaveérw ei uù dprov, ws об abdio Gp, day 8 dpyiprov airy Wevdo- 
apopyrys ётт{у. It is hardly necessary to deal at length with the 
interpretation which connects ё 7Абау with do тоу dĝvıxðv, and 
bases their claim to help on the fact that they had been expelled 
from their home because of their faith, “eiecti erant propter 
religionem ab extraneis, nihilque secum apportauerunt " (Carpzov 
quoted by Poggel). 

&тд тбу Фврікбу)| For Aaufávew with dd, cf. Mt. xvii. 25, ажо 
tivwy AapBdavovow réAy; and for the contrast between Christians 
and èĝvixoi, cf. Mt. v. 47, ёду domdonode rovs adeA dors tar povor, 
ті терідсду поєітє; обҳі kai oi Фбущої TO афто moodo ; 

rov ovouaros NF ABCK LP al. plu. cat. am. fu. sah. cop. syr? "Ж arm- 
ed. Thphyl. Oec. Bed.]--avrov minusc. mu. vg. demid. syrbed!e? arm. 
cod. aeth. | XauBarorres] AaBorres 75 19? (29) | ато] жара 5. 13. 29. 118 
d*e al.’ | єбрікоу М A B C al.” fu. tol. (gentilibus) boh-ed.) eü»«»» KLP 
al. longe. plu. boh-codd. : gentibus vg. am. demid. sah. 

8. pets оби) In view of their policy of refusing support from 
the heathen to whom they minister, we Christians are under a 
special obligation to do what we can to forward their work. 

deiAopev] Cf. т Jn. ii. 6, iii. 16, iv. 11, and Jn. xiii. 14. 
ómolapBávew] The атоларддамау of the Textus Receptus 

must be merely a scribe's error; the word is always used in the 
sense of receiving or getting, or getting back what is due (cf. 
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2 Jn. 8, шобду wzAnpy ётоћаВттє). ‘troAapBdvew occurs else- 
where in the N.T. only in the Lucan writings, in the various 
senses of answer, suppose, receive (vepéAn trdd\aBev алтду dwó тбу 
ӧфдоЛибу, Ас. i. 9). The usage of the LXX is similar. But in 
other Greek it is often used in the sense of receiving with 
hospitality, and especially of supporting. Cf. Strabo, p. 653, oi 
evropat Tous ёудєєіѕ trodapfavovorw. It suggests support as well 
as welcome. 

tods Totosrous] Cf. 1 Co. xvi. 16, tva каї 0р5 trordconobe 
TOS TOLOUTOLS каї пауті TQ сууєруобуті, and ver. 18, éxcywwoxere 
оўу rovs Totovrovs. All who act on such principles have a claim 
on our help and support. 

cwvepyoi yw. тў dAnOeiag] The word may mean either (т) 
become fellow-workers with them in the cause of the truth, or 
(2) become fellow-workers with the Truth. In support of (1) are 
quoted 2 Co. viii 23, xowwvds pòs xai els Spas ovvepyos: Col. 
iv. 11, обтої uóvot avvepyoi eis riv Bacıheiav тоб Ócov. There is 
no other example of ewvepyós with the dative in the N.T., the 
usual construction being with the genitive, either of the person 
or the work, or with a preposition. But the dative with evvepyety 
is not uncommon. Cf. Ja. ii. 22, 7) mistis ovvypye то épyos 
abrov. Cf. also 1 Es. vii. 2, evvepyovvres rots pea vrépows àv `I. : 
I Mac. xii. І, б xatpos avro ovvepyet. In view of this usage, and 
the writers use of ёАудеа, which he often almost personifies, the 
second is more probably the correct interpretation. Cf. ver. 12, 
ar аёт Tis аАтбєіас. 

vroAaugarew N А В С" 13, 16. 27. 29. 46. 66**. 68. 73. 126?€ Oecd] 
post rovovrovs /* (316): azoNaufarew Са" K L P al. pler. cat. Thphyl. 
| yerwpeBa] post adrndeca 7* 2 (326): уєуоџеба K 42. 69. 105 al. fere.!? 

cat. Thphyl: ушоцева C тоо | алявеа) exxdrAnova N* А. 

Ө. Фурафа| The addition of av is clearly an attempt to 
remove the (supposed) difficulty of admitting that a letter 
written by an Apostle has not been preserved, or could have 
failed in its object. It must have been added at a time when 
the supposed reference to the Second Epistle was unknown, or 
at any rate not accepted. 

T] СЕ Mt. xx. 20, аїтобса re dx’ avrov. It must be taken 
as strictly indefinite. It suggests neither something great 
(Gal. ii. 6, тоу бокодутшу elvai rt) nor something insignificant. 
Its omission in the Zextus Receptus is probably due to error. 

Tfj éxxAnoia}] The local Church of which Gaius and Diotrephes 
were members. Cf. S. Paul's usage in his earlier Epistles 
I, 2 Th.; Gal.; 1, 2 Co.) and the usage of the Apocalypse 
Н 4, ll. 1, etc.). 

In spite of the close resemblance in form between the 
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Second and Third Epistles, which certainly favours the view 
that they are companion Epistles, and the many points of 
similarity in the circumstances of the Churches to which, or to 
members of which, they are addressed, the context of ver. 9 
makes it almost impossible to see in the words Фурафа ті тр 
éxxAnoia a reference to the Second Epistle. (Cf. Introduction, 
Ixxxili.) It must, of course, be admitted that Diotrephes probably 
favoured, or at least condoned, the Gnostic or other teaching 
which the writer condemns in the Second Epistle. And in 
spite of what Harnack has said, it is doubtful whether that 
Epistle " must have contained a reference to the sins of Diotre- 
phes if it had been addressed to the Church of which he was 
a member. But ver. 9 must be read as it stands, between verses 
8 and то. The reception, or the refusal to receive, the Mission- 
ary brethren is the subject of both these verses. "The letter to 
which reference is made in the intermediate verse, and which 
the writer fears that Diotrephes will suppress or persuade his 
Church to neglect, if, indeed, he has not already done so, must 
have contained some reference to the question of the hospitable 
reception of these brethren. If we add to this the totally 
different aim of the two letters, on which Harnack rightly lays 
stress, the warning ло? to receive false brethren in the Second, 
and the exhortation to welcome the true brethren in the Third 
Epistle, the case against the supposed reference is convincingly 
strong. The most natural interpretation of the words is that 
the Elder wrote to the Church a letter of similar content to the 
private letter to Gaius, exhorting them to show hospitality to 
Demetrius and the brethren whom he commends to their care : 
but knowing the power of Diotrephes to oppose his wishes he 
wrote a private letter to Gaius, a member of the Church on 
whose loyalty he could thoroughly depend. The Second Epistle, 
with its sharply expressed prohibition of any intercourse with 
those who claimed the rights of brethren, but who had forfeited 
them by their false teaching, fails altogether to correspond to 
the requirements of the case. 

àh’) The letter had been written, but the writer feared that 
it would fail to secure the carrying out of his wishes. 

Ф:Лотрытебеу] not found elsewhere, except in Patristic writ- 
ings, where it is derived from this passage. A scholion in 
Matthaei (p. 162) explains it as equivalent to o бфартафоу ra 
Tporéa, The cognate ¢rompuros and ф:Лотротєіа are both 
found. Of the passages quoted by Wettstein in illustration of 
the word two will suffice: Plutarch, Alabiad. р. 192, pioa ба 
тод hiv бутшу xai peyddwvy TaUGv Фу abrQ то фідбуєіком i — 
Tov hv xai тд ф:Хотротоу : Agestl. ‚596 р, ф.Х\оувкбтато$ yàp 
xai Oupoedéoraros Фу Tois véows xal паута проте БОА каро 
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The word expresses ambition, the desire to have the first place 
in everything. It should not be pressed either to prove or dis- 
prove the possession by Diotrephes of an “episcopal” position. 
It certainly does not suggest “aspiring to a place not already 
obtained.” 

афти] The members of the Church to which the Elder 
had written. For the construction, cf. 1 Co. i. 2, тр éxxAnoig. тоб 
Өєоё . . . туугатрн&уо dy Христо Iyoo. 

одк émbBéyeras pâs] Фтідєхесбал is not found in the N.T., 
except here and in the following verse, where it is used in a 
somewhat different sense. Diotrephes refuses to recognize the 
authority of the Elder and those who side with him. Cf. 
т Mac. x. І, xareAdBero ПтоЛера(да kai éredéfavro avrov каї Вас. 
Aevoey exer: xii. 8, eredéEaro . . . тбу дудра . . . evddgws: хіі. 43, 
xiv. 23. In papyri it is used for ‘‘accepting” the terms, of a 
lease, etc. (esp. émióexouas шобдосасда). For its use in ver. то 
we may compare Oxyrh. Pap. ii. 281 (p. 272), €yó piv обу êm- 
Sefapern адтбу els та тбу убуєшу pov olxyTypta Xecróv sravreAQs бута. 

єурафа) eypayas B sah. : +a» N° 13. 15. 18. 26. 29. 33**. 36. 40. 49. 
66**. 73. 180 d* cat. vg. syrbediet P | eN A B C 7. 29. 66**. 68 sah. cop. 
arm.) om. K L P al. pler. vg. syr*odletP aeth. Thphyl. Oec. | а№] guia 
sah. | o] от: P 6. 97 (179) | аутор) рг. тя а\деа Г 17 (156) | Acorpedys] 
Acorpogns /* 9* (233) boh-cod.: Acarpegys 218 (61) | orpeóns HŒ (V) 
| ovx] ovde 27! (61) | атобехетає 7* Эй! (96). 

10. 8a тобто) Because of his refusal to recognize our 
authority, and the lengths to which he has gone in opposing 
us in consequence. 

ёд» 0 | Those who find in the Second Epistle the letter 
to which ver. 9 refers naturally see in these words a reference 
to ver. 12 of that Epistle (Ато yeréoOar zpos spas). They 
are equally well explained by the expectation expressed in ver. 14 
of this letter. The writer perhaps speaks somewhat less con- 
fidently (64у) of his coming than he does of the arrival of false 
teachers in the Church to which 2 Jn. is addressed (єї tis 
épxera)).— But the difference between the two constructions 
cannot be pressed. 

óxopríoce] Cf. Jn. xiv. 26, оторутає брас mdvra å «тоу ópiv 
yó. The Elder will recall to them the whole conduct of their 
leader and show it in its true light. 

tà épya] Cf. Jn. iii. 19 ff. (iva pù eAeyxO0j Tà ёруа айтої . . . 
iva davepwhp афто? ra épya). The writer is confident that the 
conduct of Diotrephes will not stand the light of truth, and 
that the Church will recognize the fact. 

Aéyots томтрої к.т.А.] Two accusations are brought against 
Diotrephes : his boastful opposition to the Elder and his friends, 
and his harsh action in the matter of the Missionaries. 
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$Avapàv] Cf. т Ti. v. 13, o? povow 62 ápyai àAXÀ xai pAvapor 
(uerbosae, vg.) каї пєрієруо, XaXoUca, Trà py Oéovra. Оеси- 
menius interprets дит! тоб Aowdopay, kakoXoyàüv. The word is not 
found elsewhere in the N.T. It emphasizes the emptiness of 
the charges which Diotrephes brings against the Elder in so 
many words. 

ph dpxeabeis ёті Toóros] Cf. т Ті. vi. 8, rovro« åpreoðnoópeða : 
He. xiii. 5, dpxovpevoe Tots wapovow. The construction with èri 
is not found elsewhere in the N.T. The nearest parallel to this 
passage is, perhaps, 2 Mac. v. 15, oix dpxeoOeis бе тото xareróA- 
pav els тб . . . ієрбу elocA0ety. 

обтє . . ка] For the construction, cf. Jn. iv. 11, обтє dvrAnpa 
éxas каї тд фрбар éariv Вабо. 

émBdxerat тойс &б8е\фой$] Cf. note on ver. 9. This refusal 
to receive the brethren probably has special reference to some 
former visit of the Missionaries, when Diotrephes refused to 
receive them in spite of the commendatory letter which they 
brought with them. But the present indicates a general practice 
rather than a particular incident. The words may simply mean 
that D. will not recognize as true Christians the brethren who 
side with the Presbyter. He will recognize neither the Presbyter 
nor his followers. It is better, however, not to exclude the 
reference to Diotrephes’ former ill-treatment of those whom the 
Elder now commends to Gaius. The question of the welcome 
to be given to those who went from place to place trép тоф 
бубдато$ was an important one at the time, and probably for 
some time afterwards. Cf. Didache xii. І, was 02 о épxdpevos 
Фу dvopare Kuptov dex Oyrw čmara $ бокдйтауте$ avróv youre Oe, 
and the whole chapter, esp. $ 5, єї 5 ov 0cA« ойто тошу, ypes- 
тёрлорбѕ dori’ просєхетє ÅTÒ THY TOLOUTWY. 

тойс Boudopdvous] sc. erdéxecOar. His custom is to put every 
hindrance in the way of their carrying out their wishes, or he 
actually prevents them. The description of his action does not 
decide his position. The words used express action possible 
either in the case of a * monarchical" bishop, or of an influential 
and self-willed leader. 

ёк tis éxkAnolas éxBddde] Jn. ix. 34f. is rightly quoted in 
illustration. But the difference in tense should also be noticed 
(каї é£eBaXov abrov éw). Again a policy or practice is described 
rather than a single incident. And the words cannot be used to 
determine the exact position of Diotrephes. Even if he had 
already obtained the ‘‘ monarchical " position he could not have 
inflicted the penalty of excommunication without the concurrence 
of the whole Church. And a leading presbyter might well 
succeed in forcing his wil on the community. The words, 
therefore, only indicate the position of power to which he had 
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attained. And they do not determine whether the sentence of 
excommunication had been actually carried out, either in the 
case of those who wished to receive the Missionaries to whom 
reference is made in this Epistle, or in any other case. 

The suggestion of Carpzov, revived by Poggel, to make rovs 
ddeAdovs the object of ёк ris éxxAnoias ёкВалЛе, involves a con- 
struction which is intolerably harsh. The writer’s love of 
parenthesis, even if 6 eirwy is the true reading in Jn. i. 15, 
hardly goes so far as this. And the arguments by which it is 
supported are not convincing: (1) Diotrephes could not have 
expelled those whose only offence was the desire to show 
hospitality to the Missionaries ; (2) if he succeeded in preventing 
them from carrying out their wishes, why should he go further ? 

уторутсо) eAey£o O (154) | єрүа]+ mala boh-cod. | rornpus Aoyos 
145199 (1319) | nuas] pr. ec C vg. : ида МПФ (61) /- 158 (395) 1» % (498) Z° 28 
(56) | exc] om. Æ'®? (61) | ewcdexerat] vrodexeras 7:9 114 (307) : + uos negue 
acipit sah” | Bovlouevous N ABK LP al. pler. cat. am. fu. cop. syrP&t 
aeth. Thphyl. Oec.] exwdexopevous С 5. 7. 27. 29. 66** vg. demid. tol. sah. 
syrbodl et p mg arm. : + suscipere boh. | ex—exBadrrec] екВа\\е kac кше: rns 
єкк\зутаз 4 | ек АВС К LL P al. plu. Thphyl. Oec.] om. N 2. 3. 15. 25. 26. 
36. 43. 95". 98. 99. 100 b* hs, 

11. dyamqré] Cf. note on ver. 2. 
pr “рой тд какбу] Cf. He. xiii. 7; 2 Th. iii. 7, 9. The use of 

фабЛом is more frequent in this writer, but xaxóv is found in Jn. 
xviii. 23 (єї какос éAdAnoca дартїртутоу пері тоб xaxov). It is not 
necessary to limit the writer's meaning to the examples of evil 
and good afforded by Diotrephes and Demetrius, especially as 
the conduct of the latter would seem to have needed apology. 
If two special examples are intended, they must be the action of 
Diotrephes, and that of Gaius and his friends who wished to 
show hospitality. But the writers object is rather to set two 
courses of action in the sharpest possible contrast, and to help 
forward a right decision by showing the true character of the 
point at issue in all its simplicity. Viewed rightly, it is simply a 
matter of refusing the evil and choosing the good. There are 
times when the simplest platitude in the mouth of authority is 
the expression of the truest wisdom ; cf. Mk. iii. 4 (— Lk. vi. 9). 

6 дуаботоїу ёк тоб Өєод oriy] Cf. т Jn. iii. 9, то. He who 
* does good " shows by his conduct that the inspiration which 
dominates his life and work comes from God. Не who “ does 
evil" shows similarly that he has not made even the first step 
towards union with God; cf. і Jn. iii. 6, râs ô åpaprávwv ov% 
éwpaxev avrov (Dr. Westcott's note); Jn. iii. 3, 5. 

For the use of dyaforocety, xaxoroev, and cognate words, cf. 
IP.ii 17, ii 15, 20, Ш. 6, iv. 19, ii. 12, 14, iv. 15. Several 
points of connection between 2 and 3 John and 1 Peter have 
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been noticed by Dom Chapman іп his articles on the historical 
setting of these Epistles. 

o22NABCK P hal, longe. plu. cat. d vg. bob-codd. sah. syr?] 
+ бе L 31 акт al. mu. tol. boh-ed. arm. aeth. Did. Dam. Thphyl. Oec. 

19. Anpytpiw| Nothing is known of Demetrius except what 
can be gathered from the Epistle itself. The conjecture that he 
should he identified with the Demas mentioned in the Pauline 
Epistles (Col. iv. 14; Philem. 24, and 2 Ti. iv. 10), and the less 
improbable suggestion of his identity with the Ephesian silver- 
smith whose opposition to S. Paul is recorded in Ac. xix. 21 fi., 
have been referred to in the Introduction. Purely conjectural 
identification is hardly a branch of serious historical study. But 
the mention of Demetrius here may be interpreted in different 
ways. (i) It is possible to regard him as a member of the 
Church of Gaius and Diotrephes, whose conduct had somehow 
or other given cause for suspicion, even if we cannot follow the 
ingenious attempts of Weiss to show that he must have been the 
leader of the Church to whom under the special circumstances 
of the case the Elder had sent his letter to the Church (ver. 9), 
and of whose attitude Gaius was uncertain, as he stood between 
the two parties (Weiss, p. 210). 

(ii.) With greater probability he has been regarded as the 
bearer of the Epistle (3 Jn.). Wilamowitz and others аге 
probably right in finding in this Epistle a commendatory letter 
on behalf of Demetrius and his companions. The special 
emphasis of ver. 12 is most easily explained, as Dom Chapman, 
Mr. Bartlet and others have seen, by the supposition that 
Demetrius had fallen under suspicion, though the grounds for 
such suspicion are altogether unknown. On the whole, the 
hypothesis which best suits the facts of the case which are 
known to us is that he was one of the Missionaries, perbaps their 
leader. The main object of the letter is to commend tbem to 
the hospitality of the Church of Gaius. This the Elder had 
already attempted to do in a letter written to the Church. But 
his object had been frustrated by the machinations of Diotrephes, 
who had succeeded in forcing his wil upon the Church. 
Probably Diotrephes had found his task the easier because of 
suspicions felt about Demetrius, which were not altogether 
unwarranted. We cannot, however, say more than that of 
several possible hypotheses this is the most probable. 

dn’ abris тй GAnGeias] Cf. Papias’ quotation of the words of 
the Elder (Eus. ZZ. Є. iii 39. 3), ёт айт mapayıvopévas тї 
ddnbelas. The tendency to personify the Truth is clearly marked 
in the Johannine writings. The relation of the Truth, as thus 
personified, to Christ and to the Spirit is not so clearly defined. 
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In view of the language of the Farewell discourses in the Gospel 
(cf. especially Jn. xvi. 13), and the statement of 1 Jn. v. 6, бт тб 
aveupa ёст Т) GAnGea, there is much to be said in favour of 
Huther's view, that the expression айт? 7) ёАубєеа is not merely a 
personification of Truth, but a description of the Holy Spirit. 
Against this, however, must be set the language of Jn. xiv. 6, 
éyo eia . . . б GANGea. With this want of clearness we natur- 
ally compare the difficulty which is so often found in the First 
Epistle of determining whether the writer is speaking of the 
Father or the Son. The writer does not think in the terms of 
modern conceptions of personality as applied to the Godhead, or 
of the more precise definitions which were the result of the 
Trinitarian controversies. His function is rather to provide the 
material out of which later thought developed clearer definition. 

In what manner the “Truth” is said to bear witness to 
Demetrius is a different question. Probably it is in so far as his 
life and conduct show those who know him that the ideal of 
Christianity has been realized in him, that he “abides in the 
truth." 

бяд путы) If any qualification of the words is necessary, that 
of Oecumenius will serve the purpose, тбу тім dAx0eay €xóvrov. 
And his further suggestion is appropriate, є res тд tard TávTov каї 
éri тбу dxiorwy éxAdBou 8:0 TÒ тєрї\їлүттүкбө тоў was popiov, об 
Kax@s оўто$ troAauBdvwy форабєіл, and also his comparison of 
S. Paul's тарта wacw dpécxw. But the natural exaggeration of 
this use of таутоу, where the meaning practically is ‘all whom 
the matter may concern,” or “all who might be expected to do 
the thing spoken of,” is common in all language, and is best left 
to explain itself. 

каї йреїс $] For the construction, and also for the com- 
bination of the witness of men with the higher witness, cf. Jn. 
xv. 26f. éxeiyos paprupyoe пері ёдо®' kai peis $ paprupetre, бті 
ёт dpyns per’ єро? єстё The meaning of yes in these Epistles 
is often difficult to determine,—a difficulty which is unnecessarily 
exaggerated by the attempt to discover one meaning which it 
must have throughout. It is certainly unsatisfactory to find in 
it an expression for the aùrórra: of the Province of Asia as often 
as Dr. Zahn suggests, a fact which his critics are never tired of 
emphasizing. But there are several passages in which the writer 
would certainly seem to mean by де himself and all who can 
speak with authority as to the truth of Christianity and the 
teaching of Christ, and where he is, perhaps, thinking primarily 
of acompany, most of whose lives “ have passed into the unseen.” 
At any rate, he means something more than “I and those who 
are like-minded with me.” It is not altogether fanciful to 
suppose that the words of Jn. xv. 26f. are in his mind as he 

13 
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writes. In the present verse, however, there is nothing to 
suggest that he means more than “we who are personally 
acquainted with Demetrius.” 

olbas к.т.\.] The close connection of this clause with Jn. xxi. 
24, kai oldapey Gri dAnOHS abrov 7) paprupia éotiy, is obvious. 
There is very little to determine which should be regarded as the 
echo of the other. 

оїбає) The plural of the Zextus Receptus is not well supported, 
and the personal appeal to Gaius is more natural. Possibly the 
correction is due to the influence of the plural in Jn. xxi. 24. 

The writer apparently makes his appeal to Gaius’ knowledge 
of himself, and the trustworthy character of his witness in 
general. It is possible, however, that he is thinking of Gaius’ 
knowledge of Demetrius, which would help him to judge of the 
truth of the Elder’s witness in this particular case. 

аит] om. boh. sah. | туу a350euas] pr. Tys exxAnoras ках C syrbod et р mg 
arm. (om. avrgs) : тут exxAnowas А" | ка: ода NA BC al. plus" cat. d 

sah. boh-ed. arm.] xa: о‹бате K L P al. longe. plur. syrbodiet P aeth. 
Thphy!. Oec. : кас ocSaper 14". 38. 93. 104. 180 al.’ хт boh-codd. : om. 
ast; om. кад 7795 (Vr) | n-errw] adnOns тим» corey (ест. nu. 68) т paprupa С 
68 : adnOns етти» Ņ дарт. nu. 31 aeth. 

18-15. The close of the Epistle. 
18. ypája. . . - ypábew] This is probably the true text, though 

the variants ypdpew—ypdya: are found. The use of the tenses 
is correct. The “much” which he has to communicate is 
naturally regarded as a whole, the aorist being used. But he 
does not wish to go on using реп and ink (урафем). 

vos| Cf. 2 Jn. 12. 
— The reed, the pen of the ancients, here takes the 

place of the writing material mentioned in 2 Jn. Cf. Ps. xliv. 
(xlv.) 1, кіЛароє ypoppáreus, Oxyrh. Pap. ii. 326 (р. 306) rapa- 
тёбдека ті) илүтрї філочибу! тд Врохіоу тоў péAavos kai roUs KaAdpovs. 

exo] т beor [S19 (29): habens pent @) | ypayar со М АВС al.” 
d vg. sah. cop. syrbedl*P arm. (uobis codd.) aeth. Thphyl.] урафе» 
KLP al. pler. cat. Oec. : evyypaya 7:599 (—) | ov e] сук eBovArAnOny 
А : ovx тбећор 27: nolui vg. | 6&a—xaXapov) fer chartam ef atramentum 
arm. | со: урафе» М BC 5. 27. 31. 33. 105] — oo А 73: то ypaya 
K LP al. pler. cat. Thphyl. Occ. : om. со 4. 16 

14. ты. . . 184) Cf. 2 Jn. 12, Amilo yevérGar тр ндс. 
The eùféws may possibly suggest that the intended journey is 
nearer than when 2 John was written. The action of Diotrephes, 
and perhaps of others in other places, may have brought matters 
to a crisis. 

стёра трд стбра) Cf. 2 Jn. 12 (notes). 
кы со] The Christian wish (cf. Jn. xiv. 27) takes the 
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place of the usual ёрросо, or éppiobal сє evxoua: of ordinary 
correspondence. 

&emá[ovra] In the private letter the private greetings are 
given instead of the general greeting of the members of the 
Church in the more formal Epistle (2 Jn. 13). 

се wer ABC 5. 31. 73. d о ce NW KL P al. E cat. cop. 
Thpbyl. Oec. : menire ad te sah. by AaAnowper 22. 26. 33. 
41. 99 Thphyl. : AaAnoar 27198 163 (25) /®70. 00 (сос): ogui tibi arm. 

15. dowdfou rods pous кат’ буора] These forms of greeting 
are part of the common stock of epistolary correspondence, and 
should not be pressed as evidence about the state of parties 
in the Church of Gaius. It is especially misleading to inter- 
pret xar' óvoua as a proof of the scanty following left to the 
Elder in it. Compare the greetings in the letter of Amon the 
soldier to his father (Berlin Museum: Deissmann, Licht von 
Osten, p. 1 18), стасал Kazirwva то каї rovs ddeAdovs pov xai 
Repay xai ToUs diAous pov: and Oxyrh. Pap. ii. 123, дстао opat 
Tiv yÀvkvráry pov Ovyarépa Maxxapiay, xai Tijv дєстоіуту pov 
бее брбу каї dAovs тоў$ inv кат? буора. : от Tebtunis Pap. ii. 
299 (p. 422), domdfopas ту учуаїкду pov Kai тй raidia pov xai 
Separd риоуа xai Apariav kal rovs dvoíkovs rávras кат’ буора. 

етут) a om. un 19 (903) Uu. oo] uobis arm-codd. | сф о КВСКІ Р 
аї. pe . sah — syrP я? arm. Thphyl. Oec.] о аефо A 3. 
13. 31. Е ot 67 scr quu aeth чт | астаѓоу) asrasa: М fo | Tous 
povus] — аб 33. 81. 160 boh-cod. syr?:+cou 28 18 (y): 
nosiros ахта. | кат оғора) +aun» L 15. 26 vg. mss. arm. 
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APPENDIX. 

— — 

THE OLD LATIN VERSION. 

In the following pages an attempt has been made to show to 
what extent the Old Latin Version, or Versions, of these Epistles 

. is known or can be recovered. With the exception of the first 
eight verses of 1 Jn. i., the whole of the First Epistle is contained 
in MSS which are predominantly Old Latin in character. The 
Fleury Palimpsest, edited by M. Berger in 1889, and more 
recently by Mr. Buchanan in Old Latin Biblical Texts, No. 5, 
contains 1 Jn. і. 8-iii. 20; the Freisingen Fragments, edited by 
Ziegler in 1876, contain 1 Jn. iii. 8 (apparuit filius) to the end 
of the Epistle. The Zractates of Augustine give us a complete 
text as far as т Jn. v. 3. For the first eight verses Augustine's 
text has been given till the Fleury Palimpsest begins (i. 8 -rimus 
quoniam). This is followed till iii. 8 in hoc, after which Ziegler's 
Freisingen Fragment is used. In the case of the Fleury 
Palimpsest, M. Bergers text has been used. Where Mr. 
Buchanan differs from M. Berger the readings of the former 
are added intra /ineas.! This text is followed by an apparatus 
criticus in which the attempt is made to give the variants from 
this text which are found in the Vulgate (Vg.), in the text con- 
tained in Augustine's Tractates on the Epistles (Aug., quotations 
from other works of Augustine, which are only cited when they 
differ from the Tractates, are quoted as Aug.) and in the 
quotations from Latin writers whose works have been published 
in the Vienna Corpus. No quotations have been included from 
works not available in that edition, except in the case of 
Tertullian where Oehler has been used for treatises not yet 
published in the new edition, and Irenaeus (Stieren) The 
readings of the Perpignan MS, Paris Bibl. Nat. Lat. 321, which 

1 This réfers to words and letters which both editors treat as legible, 
wholly or in part. 
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differ from the Old Latin text printed here and which are not 
Vulgate readings, have been added (under the symbol “p ”) in 
the Critical Notes from the text of the Catholic Epistles, 
published by the Rev. E. S. Buchanan in the Journal of 
Theological Studies, xii. 48 (July 1911). The agreements of 
this MS in the First Epistle of S. John with Augustine and with 
the Speculum are of considerable interest. The form in which 
it gives the text of 1 Jn. v. 7, 8 is very close to that of one of the 
quotations in the Speculum. 

The use of an approximately Old Latin text as a basis, which 
ensures the presentation of variants which have a claim to be 
regarded as Old Latin, as the Vulgate readings are always given 
where they differ from the text printed, reduces the bulk in the 
case of those writers whose text is largely Old Latin in character. 
The amount of Patristic support for Old Latin readings would, 
of course, have been shown more clearly by the use of a Vulgate 
text as a basis. A table of Greek words and their renderings 
has been added which may serve to call attention to the more 
interesting renderings. The work is tentative in character and 
has not led to any very definite results. 

It may, however, be noticed that the twelve verses of ch. iii, 
where we have the guidance of both MSS, show that the 
Freisingen text is closer to that of Augustine than is the Fleury 
MS, though the verses offer very little evidence that is decisive. 
The differences between h and Cyprian are noticeable, but they 
do not invalidate von Soden's judgment as to the African 
character of the text of the Fleury Palimpsest (von Soden, p. 
2416). And the general agreement between Augustine and the 
Freisingen Fragment can be clearly seen, though their texts are 
by no means identical The independence of the version used 
by Lucifer of Cagliari is also very clearly marked. The 
evidence adduced also confirms the view that the tendency to 
add interpretative and explanatory glosses to the text of the 
Epistle is both widespread and dates back to early times. In 
view of the importance of the gloss which found its way into so 
many texts of 1 Jn. v. 7 f., this fact is not without interest. The 
growth of that gloss can be traced back at least as early as 
Cyprian. The following instances of this tendency should be 
noticed : 
ii. с. +si in ipso perfecti fuerimus, Aug. 

9. odit] + homicida est et, Сур. 
16. ex concupiscentia saeculi, Cyp. 
17. + quomodo et ipse (Deus) manet in aeternum, Сур. Aug. 

Luc. 
25. nec filium nec patrem, Aug. 

et filium et patrem, Cyp. Prisc. Spec. (Luc.). 
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lii 1. propter hoc mundus non cognoscit nos quia non cognoscit 
eum et nos non cognoscit mundus, Aug. 

7. (2) + sicut et ille iustus est. 
то. patrem suum] patrem suum aut matrem suam, Сур. cod. 

iv. 3. Sed est de antichristi spiritu, Cyp. 
omnis qui soluit Iesum Christum et negat eum in carne 

uenisse, Aug. !/,. 
cf. Tert. adv. Mac. v. 16, negantes Christum in carne 

uenisse et soluentes Iesum, scilicet in deo creatore. 
v. I. deus in ipso est et ipse in deo, Spec. 

20. +et carnem induit nostri causa et passus est et resurrexit 
a mortuis adsumpsit nos, Spec. 

aeterna] + et resurrectio nostra, Spec. 

I JN. I. 

AUGUSTINE, COMM. IN EP. IOANN. 

I. Quod erat ab initio, quod audiuimus, et quod uidimus 
oculis nostris, et manus nostrae tractauerunt de uerbo uitae. 

2. Etipsa uita manifestata est, et uidimus et testes sumus, et 
annuntiamus nobis uitam aeternam, quae erat apud Patrem, et 
manifestata est in nobis. 

3. Quae uidimus et audiuimus nuntiamus uobis, ut et uos 
societatem habeatis nobiscum, et societas nostra sit cum Deo 
Patre, et Iesu Christo, filio eius. 

4. Et haec scribimus uobis, ut gaudium uestrum sit plenum. 
5. Et haec est annuntiatio quam audiuimus ab eo, et 

annuntiamus uobis, quia Deus lux est et tenebrae in illo non 
sunt ullae. 

6. Quodsi dixerimus quia societatem habemus cum eo, et in 
tenebris ambulamus, mentimur, et non facimus ueritatem. 

7. Quodsi in lumine ambulamus, sicut et ipse est in lumine, 
societatem habemus cum inuicem, et sanguis Iesu Christi, filii 
eius, purgabit nos ab omni delicto. 

FLEURY PALIMPSEST, ed. Berger, Paris, 1889.! 

I Jn. i. 8. [si dixe] Rimus quoniam peccatum n habemus 
ipsos nos decipimus? et ueritas in nobis non est 

9. Si confiteamur peccata nos/ra fidelis et iustus ut remittam 
nobis peccata et purget nos ex omni iniquitate 

1 Italics are used where the MS is illegible. M. Berger's text is followed 
where the two editions ‘‘supply” different words. Where the **supplies" 
agree, italics are used only for what is regarded as illegible by doth editors. 

2 eseducimus Buch. 
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Io. quod si dixerimus quod non peccasimus mendacem 
faciemus eum et uerbum eius non est in nobis 

ii. 1. fili mei haec iscribo uobis ne peccetis et si quis 
peccaueri? aduocatum abemus aput patrem ihu xpm iustum 

2. ef ipse est exoratio pro peccatis nostris non pro nostris 
autem tantum sed et pro totius saeculi 

3. et in hoc iscimus quoniam cognouimus eum si mandata 
eius seruemus 

4. qui dici? se noscere eum et mandata eius non seruat men- 
dax est in Лос ueritas non est _ 

с. nam qui custodit uerbum ss in hoc caritas di perfecta est 
in hoc isceimus quoniam in eo sumus 

6. qui dicit se in ipso manere debet quemadmodum ille 
ambulauit et spse ambulare 

7. a non nowum mandatum scribo uobis sed mandatum 

uetus quem habuistis ab initio mandatum uetus est uerbum 
quod audistis 

erit um 
8. m тапдайит nouum iscribo uobis quod est uere ! in ipso 

DODIS 

et in uobis quia tenebrae iam transeunt et lumen uerum iam luce? 
9. qui dicit se in lumine esse et fratrem suum hodit in 

tenebris est usg. adhuc 
Io. nam qui diligit fratrem suum in lumine permaseft et 

scandalum in eo non est 
II. qui autem hodit fratrem susm in tenebris est et in 

tenebris ambulat et non scit ubi eat guia ѓе | nebrae obscoe- 
cauerunt oculos eius 

fili mei quia iam 
12. Scribo uobis filio/f quoniam remittuntur uobis peccata 

propter nomen eius 
13. scribo uobis patres quoniam cognouistis quod erat ab 

initio scribo uobis iuuenes quoniam uicistis malignum | 
quia 

I4. Scribo uobis pueri quoniam cognouistis patrem quod 
cognouistis eum qui est ab initio scribo uobis adulescentes 
quoniam fortes estis et uerbum di in uobis permanet et місій 
malignum 

15. nolite diligere seculum nec ea quae sunt in saeculo si quis 
diligit saeculum non est caritas patris in eo 

16. quoniam omne quod est in seculo concupiscentia carnis 

est et concupiscentia oculorum et superbia ші/ає es? quae mos est 
de 
ex patre sed de seculo est ,. 

ì ue (sic) Buch. 
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transiet 
17. et saeculum transit et concupiscentia qui autem facit 

й 

uoluntatem di permanet i” aeternum 
18. Pueri nouissima hora est et sicut audistis quoniam 
e e 

antixps uenit nunc antixpi multi facti sunt unde cognoscimus 
quoniam nouissima hora est 

produit 
I9. Ex nobis exierunt sed non erat ex nobis nam si fuisset 

et 
ex nobis permansissent forsitan nobiscum sed ut praesto fiat 
quoniam non sunt omnes ex nobis 

20. et uos unctionem accepistis a sto et nostis omnia 
21. non scripsi uobis quasi ignorantib ueritate sed scientibus 

eam et quoniam omnem mendacium ex uerifate non eet 
22. quis est mendax nisi is qui negat quia is est xps Ac est 

non 

antixps qui negat patrem et filium 
23. omnis qui segat filium ! | Nec patrem habet qui confitetur 

filium et patrem habet 
24. uos quod audistis ab initio permaneat in под guod si in 

uobis permanserit quod ab initio audistis e£ uos in filio et patre 
permanebitis 

uobis 
25. et haec est promissio quam ipse pollicitus est nobis uitam 

aeternam. 
ese 

26. Haec scrifsi uobis de eis qui seducunt uos. 
27. et uos untionem quam accepistis ab eo permaneat іп 

uobis et necesse non habe//s мі aliquis doceat uos sed sicut untio 
eius docet uos de omnib et uerum est et non est mendum? еї 

manete 

sicut docuit uos fermanete in eo 
1 

28. et nunc filio manete іп eo ut cum uenerit Вдилат 
habeamus et non confundamur ab eo In praesentia erus 

si nostis eum qui fidelis est 
29. 51 scimus quoniam tustus est scitote quoniam ошл qui 

ueritatem de eo natus 
faat institiam ex ipso natus est 

ій. r. ecce qualem caritatem dedi? uobis pater ut filii dei 
egnorat 

uocaremur et sumus propterea seculum nos inhonorat 

_ habet 
1 negat filium) n filium (sic) Buch. 

3 mendum (sic) Buch. 
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2. Carissimi nunc filii di sumus et nondum manifestatum 
est qui futuri sumus scimus quoniam cum apparuerit similes 
erimus ei quoniam uidebimus eum 5іси/ї est 

3. ef omnis qui habet spem hanc in eo castificat se sicut ef 
tlle castus est 

4. omnis qui facit peccatum et iniquitatem fact e£ peccatum 
est iniquitas 

5. et scitis quoniam ille apparuit ut peccata tolleret et 
peccatum in illo non est 

6. omnis qui in eo permanet non peccat omnis qui peccat non 
uidit eum nec cognouit eum 

9. filioli nemo nos seducat qui facit iustitiam iustus est 
omnis qui fa 

8. qui autem fa | cit peccatum de diabolo est quia ab initio 
diabolus peccat in hoc.! 

I JN. III. 

FREISINGEN FRAGMENT. 

8. apparuit filius di ut soluat opera diaboli 
9. Omnis qui natus est ex Do peccatum non facit quia 

semen eius in ipso manet et non potest peccare quoniam de Do 
natus est 

то. Ex hoc manifesti sunt Бій di et filii diaboli omnis qui 
non facit iustitiam non est de do et qui non diligit fratrem 
suum 

.. зт. Quoniam hoc est mandatum quod audistis ab initio ut 
diligamus imuice 

12. Non sicut cain qui ex maligno erat et occidit fratrem 
suum et cuius rei gratia occidit eum quia opera eius maligna 
erant fratris autem eius iusta 

I3. et nolite mirari fratres si odit nos hic mundus 
14. Nos scimus quoniam transimus de morte ad uitam quia 

diligimus fratres qui non diligit permanet in mortem 
IS. omnis qui odit fratrem suum homicida est et scitis quia 

omnis homicida non habet uitam aeternam in se manentem 
16. in hoc cognoscimus caritatem quia ille pro nobis animam 

suam posuit et nos debemus pro fratribus animas ponere. 
17. qui autem habuerit substantiam huius mundi et uiderit 

1 The MS continues as far as ver. 20 (ds corde nostro et), so that for 
vv. 8-20 we have both the Fleury and the F drag FE text. e variations 
of the Fleury Palimpsest are henceforward noted, the text being taken from 
the Freisingen Fragment. 
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fratrem suum egere et clauserit uiscera sua ab eo quomodo 
caritas di manet in eo 

18. filioli non diligamus tantum uerbo neque lingua sed 
operae et ueritate 

19. et in hoc cognoscimur qm ex ueritate sumus et coram 
ipso suademus cordi nostro 

20. qm si reprehendat nos cor nostrum maior est ds cordi 
nostro et пош omnia 

21. kmi si cor nm non nos reprehendat fiduciam habemus 
aput dm 

22. et quidquid petierimus accipiemus ab eo qm mandata 
eius seruamus et quae sunt placita in conspectu eius facimus 

23. et hoc est mandatum eius ut credamus попиті filii eius 
IHU ХРІ et diligamus inuicem sicut dedit nodis mandatum 

24. et qui seruat mandatum eius in illo manebit et ipse in eo 
et in hoc scimus qm permanet | in nobis de spu quem dedit nobis 

iv. I. Kmi nolite omni spu credere sed probate sps si ex do 
sunt qm multi pseudoprophetae prodierunt i in hoc saeculo 

2. hinc cognoscitur sps di omnis sps qui confitetur IHM 
XPM in carne uenisse ex do est. 

3. et omnis sps qui non confitetur IHM ex do non est et 
hoc est illius antixpisti quem audistis quia uenturus est et nunc 
in saeculo est 

4. iam uos ex do estis filioli et uicistis eos qm maior est qui 
in uobis est quam hic qui in saeculo est 

5. hii de saeculo sunt propterea de saeculo locuntur et 
saeculum audit eos 

6. nos ex do sumus qui cognoscit dm audit nos qui non est 
ex do non nos audit hinc cognoscimus spm ueritatis et spm 
erroris 

7. kmi diligamus inuicem qm caritas ex do est et omnis qui 
diligit fratrem suum ex do natus est et cognoscit dm 

8. qui non diligit ignorat dm quia ds caritas est 
g. in hoc apparuit caritas di in nobis qm filium suum unicum 

misit ds in saeculo ut uiuamus per eum 
10. in hoc est caritas non quod nos dilexerimus dm sed qm 

ipse dilexit nos et misit filium suum propitiatorem pro peccatis 
nostris. з 

т. kmi si sic ds dilexit nos et nos debemus diligere 
imuicem 

12. dm emo uidit umquam quodsi diligamus imuicem ds in 
nobis manet et caritas eius perfecta est in nobis 
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13. in hoc cognoscimus qum in ipso manemus et ipse in 
nobis qm de spu suo dedit nobis 

14. et nos uidimus e£ testamur qm pater misit filium suum 
saluaforem saeculi NE 

15. quicumque confessus fuerit gm ths est filius di ds in eo 
manet et ipse in do 

16. Et nos cognouimus et credidimus in caritate quam habet 
ds in nobis ds caritas est ef qui manet in caritate in do permanet 
et ds in eo manet 

17. in hoc perfecta est Karitas in nobis... fiduciam 
habemus in diem iudicii quia sicut tlle est et nos sumus in hoc 
mundo 

18. timor non est in caritate sed perfecta caritas foras mittit 

timore qm timor poenam hadet qui autem timet non est perfectus 
in caritatem 

19. nos ergo diligamus qm ipse prior dilexit nos 
20. si quis dixerit di/igo dm et fratrem suum odit mendax 

est qui enim non diligit frattem suum quem uide? dm quem non 
uidet quomodo potest diligere 

21. e£ hoc mandatum habemus а do ut qui diligit dm diligat 
et fratrem suum 

v. I. omnis qui credit quia THs est xps ex do natus est et 
omnis qui diligit genitorem. diligit eum qui genitus est ex eo 

2. hinc cognoscimus gm diligimus filios di" cum diligimus dm 
et mandata eius facimus 

3. haec est enim caritas ut mandata eius seruemus et 
manda/a eius grauia non sunt 

4. quia omne quod natum est ex do uincit saeculum et haec 
est uictoria quae uincit saceu/um fides nostra 

5. quis est autem qui uincit saeculum nisi gus credit quia 
IHS est filius di 

6. hic est qui uenit per aquam et sanguinem IHS XPS et 
non tantum in aqua sed in aqua et sanguine et sps est testi- 
monium " quia sps est ueritas 

7. qm tres sunt qui testificantur in terra * sps et aqua et 
sanguis et tres sunt qui festificantur in caelo pater e£ uerbum et 
sps scs et hi tres unum sunt 

9. si testimonium hominum accipimus testimonium di maius 
est quia hoc est testimonium di quia testificatus est de filio змо 

Io. qui credit in filio di habet testimonium di in se gui son 
credit in do mendacem facit eum quia non credit in testimonium 
eius quod testifica/ws es? ds de filio suo 
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II. et hoc est testimonium qm ийат aeternam dedit nobis 
ds et haec uita in fi/io eius est 

12. qui habet filium di uitam habet qui non abet filium di 
uitam non habet 

13. haec scribo uobis ut sciatis quia uitam habetis aeternam 
qui creditis in ne fili di 

14. et haec est fiducia quam Aaóemus ad eum quia qui lquid 
petierimus secundum uoluntatem eius audit nos 

15. et si scimus guia audit mos quidquid petierimus scimus 
qm hademus petitiones quas petiuimus ab eo 

I6. si quis scit fratrem suum peccare peccatum no ad mortem 
postulabit et dabit ei uitam his qui peccat non usque ad mortem 
est enim pecca/um usque ad mortem non pro illo dico ut postulet 

17. omnis iniustitia peccatum est et est peccatum ad mortem 
18. scimus qm omnis qui яаѓиѕ est ex do non peccat sed 

natiuitas di conseruat eum et malignus non tangit eum 
I9. scim’ gm ex do sumus et totus mundus in maligno positus 

est 

20. ef scimus qm filius di uenit et dedi? nobis intellectum ut 
sciamus quod est иеги ef simus in uero filio eius IHU ХРО hic 
est uerus ds et vita aeterna 

21. filioli custodite uos ab idolis. 
... «1 CCLXXIIII. INCPEIUSDEM ' II. 

In the following critical notes differences of order have not, 
as a rule, been noted except for the Vulgate, and the text found 
in Augustine's Z*ac/afes оп the Epistle. An attempt has been 
made to indicate by fractions the proportion which the evidence 
for any particular variant in any writer bears to the whole 
evidence on the point in question to be found in his quotations 
of the passage. This has not been attempted in the case of 
Augustine, except for the Zractafes (Aug.), where different 
readings have been noted in this way, when, as sometimes 
happens, more than one rendering is found in the text. 

i 1. erat) fuit Vg. Cass. | quod 2°—uitae] quod uidimus quod audiuimus 
oculis nostris uidimus et manus nostrae contrectauerunt de sermone uitae 
Tert. */; | quod 2?— nostris] quae uidimus oculis nostris et auribus audiuimus 
Mur. Fr. | et 1°] om. Vg. Cass. | quod 3°] om. Amb. У, | oculis nostris] fr. 
quod Amb-codd. !/,: gr. et Amb-codd. !/: om. Amb-cod. !/:--quod 
perspeximus Vg. Cass. :+perspeximus Amb. ^/,-ed. !/, | et нар Hop Amb- 
КАЧ. 1/, | tractauerunt] contrectauerunt Vg. : palpauerunt Mur. Fr. Cass. : 
perscrutatae sunt Amb. !/,: scrutatae sunt Amb. ?/,. 

2. ipsa) om. Vg. Amb. 2/, | manifestata est 1°) apparuit Amb. */, | testes 
sumus] testamur Vg. Cass. Amb. 2/,: testificamur p. | uitam aeternam) de 
uita Amb. | manifestata est 2?) apparuit Vg. Cass. Amb-ed. : paruit Amb- 
cod. | in) om. Vg. Cass. Spec. 
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3. quae] quod ergo р. | annunciamus Vg. | et 3°—eius] ut communio sit 
nobis cum patre et filio eius Iesu Christo Tert. | sit) est p. | cum deo patre] 
apud patrem Spec. | Iesu—eius) cum filio eius Iesu Christo Vg. S 

4. scribimus] scripsimus Mur. Fr. (uid.) | uobis] pr. ut ga is p.— 
gaudium) pr. gaudeatis et Vg. | uestrum] nostrum р. 

5. qua societatem habemus) nos societatem habere p. | quia] quoniam 
Vg. | illo] eo Vg. Aug. Vict. Vit. 

6. quodsi) si Vg. | quia] quoniam Vg. | societatem] communionem Tert 
| ambulamus] incedamus Tert. | ueritatem non facimus Vg. 

7. quod si] si autem Vg. : si uero Tert. | lumine 1°, 2°] luce Vg. pea 
lamus) incedamus Tert. | sicut—lumine 2°] om. Tert. | societatem] com- 
munionem Tert. | cum inuicem] ad inuicem Vg. : cum eo Tert. : cum deo p. 
| filii eius) domini nostri Tert. | purgabit] emundat Vg. Tert. : mundat p. | 

delicto] peccato Vg. 
8. dixerimus] dicamus Tert. | quoniam—habemus] nos delictum (pec- 

catum Gel.) non habere Tert. Gel-Ep. !/, [aum] uod Aug-codd. : quia 
. Сур. 3/,-ed. !/, Aug. Cass. ?/,-ed. !/, Gel-Ep. 3/, dnt. 1/,-codd. !/, Luc. 
pec. | peccata Faust | ipsos nos decipimus] ipsi nos seducimus Vg. Aug. 

Paul-Oros. Cass. ?/,-codd. 1 : nos ipsos seducimus Aug. Gel-Ep. !/ Spec. : 
nos ipsos decipimus Cyp. ЈА (decepimus cod. */,): seducimus nosmet ipsos 
Tert. Aug. Gel-Ep. !/: ipsi nos decipimus Cass-ed. !/ Faust. | et] quia Gel- 
Ер. !/, | ueritas] uerbum eius Cass. !/ (cf. ver. to). 

9. si] quod si Aug. Gel-Ep.:+autem p. Сур. | confiteamur] con- 
fitemur Tert. : confessi fuerimus Aug. Сур. Gel-Ep. | peccata 19) delicta 
Tert. Aug. Gel-Ep. | fidelis] +еѕ Vg. Aug. Gel-Ep. (5а : est dominus 
Сур. * est Spec. | ut—peccata 2°] qui nobis peccata dimittat Сур. | ш) qui 
Spec. Gel-Ep. | remittam] remittat Vg. : dimittat Tert. Aug. Spec. Gel-Ep. 
| nobis peccata] ea nobis Tert. | peccata 2°] delicta nostra Aug. : + nostra 
Vg. Aug. | purget] emundet Tert. vg: : mundet Aug. !/, Spec. Gel-Ep. | 
ex ab Tert. Aug. !/ Vg. Spec. Gel-Ep. | iniquitate] iniustitia Tert. 

IO. quod si] si Tert. Vg. Gel-Ep. JA | dixerimus] dicamus Tert. | 
quod non peccauimus] nos non deliquisse Tert. | quod] quoniam Aug. Vg.: 
uia Aug. Gel-Ep. ?/, Cass-ed. {facimus Tert. Aug. Vg. Cass. | eum] 

illum Tert. : deum Cass-cod. | uerbum] sermo Тегі. | est) erit Gel-Ep. ?/ẹ 
iL 1. fili mei] filioli mei Cyp. Aug. Vg.: filioli Tert. Aug. : 

Aug. | haec) ista Сур. (ita-cod.} | scribo] scripsi Tert. Cyp-cod. | ne] ut non 
Aug. Vg. Gel-Ep. */ Vict. Vit. | peccatis] delinquatis Tert. Cyp. | et] pr. 
sed Vg. Vict.Vit-cod. : sed Gel-Ep. ?/, Vict.Vit-ed. | quis peccaverit] 
deliqueritis Tert. : qui deliquerit Cyp. (quis codd.) | aduocatum) paracletum 
Vict.Vit. Faust. | apud] ad Aug. | prem] pr. deum Tert. ad-Vigil (dnm 
cod.) | Iesum Christum) om. Gel-Ep. ?/,: om. Iesum ad-Vig. (uid.): om. 
Christum Aug. | iustum] suffragatorem Cyp-cod. !/,: om. Vict. Vit. Faust. 

2. et] om. Cyp-cod. Aug. | exoratio] propitiatio Vg. Faust. Paul-Nol. 
Hier.: propitiator Aug. : satisfactio et placatio ad-Vig. (uid.) : placatio Tert. 
Hil.: deprecatio Cyp. | pro 1°—tantum] torum nostrorum non tantum 
nostrorum Aug. | tis) delictis Tert. Сур. !/ | non—tantum] om. Faust. 
| et 2°) etiam Vg. | pro 3°] om. Aug. | saeculo] mundi Aug. Vg. Faust. 

3. in] ex Luc. | iscimus] intellegimus Сур. Luc. : cognoscimus Aug. | 
— cognoscimus] om. Aug. | quoniam] quia Сур. | mandata] praecepta 
ур. | seruemus] seruauerimus Aug. : custodiamus : obseruemus Vg. 

4. quiJ+autem Luc. | se noscere] se nosse Vg.: quia cognouit Aug. 
Cyp-codd. quia cognoui Aug: qui cognouit Aug.: quia nouit Ambr.: 
quoniam cognouit Сур. (nouit cod.) : quoniam cognoui Cyp-cod. Luc. 3/4 | eum] 
dm p. | mandata) praecepta Ambr. | seruat] custodit Vg. Luc. 3/, | in hoc 
ueritas] et ueritas in Шо Сур. | in hoc] et in eo Luc. *Á | ueritas—(5) hoc 1°] 
om. p*. 
k nam qui custodit] qui autem custodit Vg. : qui autem seruauerit Aug. 
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Luc. ?/, | in hoc 1°] pr. uere Vg. Aug. : uere ab eis Luc. 1/,: пете. . . apud 
illos Luc. !/, | caritas) dilectio SE | perfecta] consummata Luc. */, | in 2°] 
pr. et. Vg. | iscimus] cognoscimus Aug. | quoniam] quia Aug. | eo] ipso Vg. 
Aug. | sumus)]- si in ipso perfecti fuerimus p. Aug. 

6. in ipso) in Christo Сур. */, (от. in cod. !/,) Hier. | quemadmodum] 
sicut Vg. Aug. Paul-Nol. : quomodo Сур. */, Hier. 3/, | et] pr. sic Salv. 

7. carissimi] dilectissimi Aug. | mandatum nouum Vg. Aug. | quem] 
quod h* Vg. Aug. | habebatis Aug. m 

8. est uere] erit uerum h*: uerum est Vg. Aug. | quis] qm p. | iam) 
om. Vg. Aug. | transierunt Vg. Aug. | lumen uerum] uerum lumen Vg. : 
lux uera Aug. 

9. esse in lumine Aug. !/, | lumine] luce Vg. Aug. !/„ Сур. ?/, : lucem 
Cyp-cod. ^ Spec-cod. | odit]+homicida est et Cyp-cod. ?/, | est] ambulat 
Cyp-cod. 1 9 

10. nam qui] qui autem 5 Luc. : om. nam Vg. Aug. | diligit] amat 
Luc. | permanet] manet Vg. Aug. Spec. Euch. 

II. qui autem) nam qui Aug. | est-tenebris 2°] om. Luc. 2/, | non scit] 
nescit Vg. Cyp-cod. Aug. Faust. Luc. | ubi eat] quo eat Vg. Aug. Cyp. 
Luc. : quo uadit Faust. | quia] quoniam Aug. Сур. | obscoecauerunt] 
excaecauerunt Aug. Cyp. : obscurauerunt Luc. | oculos) cor Luc. 

I2. scribo] dico Prisc. | quoniam) quia Aug. Prisc. | propter) per Aug. 
13. scribo 1°—initio} om p | quoniam 1°] quia Aug. Faust. | quod—initio] 

eum qui ab initio est Vg. Faust. : eum qui a principio est Aug. | iuuenes] 
adolescentes Vg. | quoniam 2°] quia Aug. Faust. 

14. pueri] infantes Vg. | quoniam 1°] quia Aug. | quod—initio]om. Vg. 
quod] scribo nobis patres quia p. Aug. | est ab initio] a principio est Aug. 
adulescentes] iuuenes Vg. Aug. Euch. | quoniam 2^] quia E Aug. Euch. 
| in uobis permanet] manet in uobis Vg. | permanet] manet Aug. Euch. 

15. Nolite diligere mundum neque ambitum eius Claud. | Nolite quaerere 
quae in hoc mundo sunt Paul-Nol. | nolite] pr. filioli Cass. | seculum 1?] 
mundum Vg. Aug. Сур. "/, De duod-abus. Faust. 3/, Cass. | saeculo] mundo 
Vg. Aug. Сур. ?/,-ed. 1/„ De 4. a. Faust. 2/, Cass. : hoc mundo Cyp-cod. !/, 
| siquis] quisquis Aug ed : qui enim Faust. :+autem p. : - enim Aug-cod. | 

1/,-ed. ‘ls | iligit] dilexerit Aug. Сур. °/,| saeculum 2°] 
- "Їз 

quis] qui Сур. 
Aug. Faust. Cass.: hunc mundum Cyp-cod. !/, mundum Vg. Сур. ?/,-ed 

| non—eo] dilectio patris non est in ipso Aug. (eo Aug-cod.) | caritas) 
dilectio Aug. | patris) Dei Cass. | eo] illo Aug. Сур. УА 

16. quoniam] quia Aug. Сур. !/, Faust. . | omne—seculo] omnia 
uae in mundo sunt Aug. | est in saeculo) est in mundo Vg. Aug. Cass. Gel- 
Ep. Faust. : in mundo est Aug. Сур. */, | concupiscentia carnis est) desiderium 
est carnis Aug. | concupiscentia 1°] pr. aut Aug-cod. | est 2°] om. Faust. | 
concupiscentia 2°] uoluntas Prisc. */, | superbia uitae) ambitio saeculi Aug. 
Сур. */-ed. !/, Gel-Ep. : ambitio mundi Cyp-codd. !/,: ambitio humanae 
uitae Prisc. : + humanae Faust. | est 3°] om. Vg. Aug. Cyp-cod. !/, Faust. 
Prisc. Cass. : sunt Cyp-ed. !/,| quae] et ubique Aug-cod. : om. Prisc. | est 
49] sunt Aug. Prisc. | ex] a Aug. Ср. УА Gel-E .: de p ceo. Faust. 
Prisc. | de saeculo] ex mundo Vg. Aug. Cyp-cod. !/, Gel-Ep. Cass. : de 
hoc mundo Prisc.: ex concupiscentia saeculi Cyp. eed. ![,-cod. !/, (a 
pro ex cod. М): ex concupiscentia mundi Сур. '/4-cod. У, | est 59) sunt 
Aug. Prisc.: om. Сур. */,-ed. У, cf. v. Sod. 225. 

17. saeculum) mundus Vg. Aug. Cyp. */, Gel-Ep. Cass. Faust. Prisc. 
Luc. | transit] transibit Сур. ?/4-ed. !/, Aug. : praeterit Prisc. : perit Cass. 
(-iit codd.) | concupiscentia) - eius Vg. Сур. у Aug. Faust. Ргізс. Luc. : 
desideria eius Aug. | facit] fecerit Aug. Сур. М, Gel-Ep. Faust. Luc. | dei] 
domini Gel-Ep. | permanet] manet Vg. Aug. Cyp. 3/,-ed. !/5-cod. !/, Gel- 
Ep. Cass. Faust. Luc.: manebit Сур. !/,ed. !/,-cod. [ | aeternum] + 
quomodo et ipse manet in aeternum p. Aug. (sicut) Cyp. j, (om. cod. */,) 
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quomodo et i J sicut et deus Aug. | et i ] et deus C ised. 
А ко. fy Lac. : deni Cyp-cod. М: om. et Cyp codd. 1/ 10, | пале LUGAR n 

peri filioli Vg. Iren. og | sicut] quemadmodum Iren. : quoniam 
‚їз: — | uenit] sit uenturus Aug. | nunc] 

22. qui "auiem negat Im Xm in carnem (-пе Da uenisse — antechristus 
estPrisc. */, | is) om. Iren. | quia is] quod Iesus Aug. | quia] quoniam Vg. 
Iren. | est 2°] pr non p. Aug. Iren. | hic—filium] om. A 

23. negat filium) non filium (+habet h*) h. (Buch.) | om. et h. (Buch. ) 
| cf. qui non habet filium nec patrem habet qui autem pen — 

et patrem habet Cass. !/„ | omnis]? om. Сур. и von Soden, by 
non — = Luc. | nec] er. ‘af ilium Aug | ач Su r ii i 
autem p. Prisc. + uero Luc. | confitetur cre itin uc. | et — 
et filium Cyp. 3), ac. S Spec-ed. : + et filium Luc. E 

24. uos) pr. ergo Aug. :+autem p. | ab initio audistis Aug. | permaneat 
in uobis] in uobis permaneat Vg. : in uobis maneat Aug. | quod si] si Vg. | 
permanserit) manserit Aug. | audistis ab initio Aug. | manebitis Vg. Aug. 

25. et] om. Aug. | prone] repromissio Vg. : pollicitatio Aug. 
26. eis} his Vg. Aug. | seducunt поз] uos ucunt ut sciatis quia 

unctionem habetis Aug. 
uos unctionem] unctio Aug. | accepimus Aug. | permaneat] — 

уе. Í uobis) nobis Aug. | necesse non habetis] non necesse habetis Vg. : 
etis necessitatem Aug. | uos doceat Aug. | sed sicut] quia Aug. | eias] 

us Aug. | uerum] uerax Aug. | mendum] mendacium Б" Vg. : mendax 
ipsias | et 3°] om. Aug. | manete Vg. | eo 2^) ipsa Aug. 

28. filioli Vg. | uenerit] apparuerit Vg.: manifestatus fuerit Aug. | 
fiduciam habeamus] habeamus fiduciam Vg.: habeamus — in con- 
spectu eius Aug. | et] ut Aug. | praesentia] aduentu Vg. Aug 

scimus] scitis Vg. Aug. | quoniam 1°, 2°] quia Aug. | omnis) pr. et 
Vg. “fest natus Aug. 

iii. 1. ecce) uidee Vg. | caritatem] dilectionem Aug. | uocaremur] nomi- 
nemur Vg. : uocemur Aug. : appellamur Aug. | sumus] simus Vg. Aug. | 
propterea—inhonorat] propter hoc mundus non nouit nos quia non nouit 
eum Vg. p. (et — ignorabat fro non nouit eum): propter hoc mundus 
non cognoscit n фа поп ouit eum et nos non л mundus Aug. 

2. carissimi] dilectissimi Aug. | nunc.] om. Aug. | et nondum] necdum 
Hier. hjm manifestatum est] apparuit Vg. Aug. : nf Майн est Amb.: gf. 
nescimus Hier. !/ | qui futuri sumus] quid erimus Vg. Aug. Amb. : quod 
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erimus Aug. | qui] quid Tert. Hier. 1/,: quales Hier. !/ | scimus] fr. sed 
Amb. : nouimus autem Hier. | — quia Aug. Tert. Amb. Hier. | cum 
apparuerit] зі manifestauerit Tert. (manifestatus fuerit cod.) | apparuerit] 
reuelatum fuerit Amb. : ille reuelatus fuerit Hier. | ei erimus Aug. | ei] illi 
Aug-codd. : eius Tert. | quoniam uidebimus] uidebimus enim Hier. ?/,. 

3. habet—eo] istam in illo habet Tert. | hanc spem Vg. | eo] ipso 
Aug. : eum Aug. | castificat] sanctificat Vg. Aug. | se] semet ipsum Aug. | 
sicut) quia Tert. | et 29) om. p. | ille] ipse Aug. Tert. | castus] sanctus Vg. 

Aug 
4. peccatum 1°] delictum Aug. | et 1°) om. Aug. Amb. | et 2°] om. Aug. 

| peccatum 2°] delictum Tert. 
$. quoniam] quia Vg. Aug.| р] manifestatus est Aug. Теп. 

(sit) | peccata tolleret] auferat delicta Tert. | peccata]+ nostra Vg. : tum 
Aug, is | tolleret) auferat Aug. | et 2?—est] om. Aug. (uid.) | шо} eo Vg 
i ug. 
— in eo permanet] in eo manet Vg. Aug.: in ipso manet Aug. : manet 
in illo Tert. | peccat 1°] delinquit Tert. | omnis 2°] pr. et Vg. | peccat 2°] 
delinquit Tert. | non 2°] neque Tert. | uidit] uidet p. | eum 1°] om. Tert. 

7. filii Luc. | seducat] fallat Luc | qui] pr. omnis Tert. | est]-- sicut et 
ille iustus est Vg. Aug. Tert. Spec. (om. et cod.). 

8. Cf. omnis qui peccat non est de deo sed de diabolo est et scitis quoniam 
ideo uenturus est ut perdat filios diaboli De aleat. | autem] om. Vg. Tert. 
Spec. | peccatum] delictum Tert. | de] ex Vg. Tert. : a Luc. Spec-ed. | quia] 
quoniam Vg. Tert. Luc. | ab—peccat] diabolus a primordio delinquit Tert. | 
ab initio] origine Luc. | in hoc] pr. et Spec. : idcirco Luc. !/: ad hoc enim 
Luc. !/ : +enim Tert. | apparuit] гис. Cod-Freis. (ed. Ziegler): manifestatus 
est Aug. Tert. : declaratus est Luc. 2/, | soluat) dissoluat Vg.: solueret Luc. 
2/, Spec. | opera) operas Luc-cod. !/,. 

9. ex) de h. | natus 1°—do 1°] ex deo nascitur Tert. | peccatum non 
Р non peccat Aug. !/, Spec. | peccatum] delictum Tert. | аша] quoniam 
Vg. | semen] sensus Spec-codd. | eius) ipsius Vg. Aug. Cass. : dei Tert. | 
ipso] eo h. Vg. Aug. Cass. : illo Tert. | manet) est Cass. | peccare] delinquere 

ert. | quoniam] quia Aug. Tert. Cass-cod. Spec. | de] ex Vg. Aug. Tert. 
IO. ex hoc] in hoc h. Vg. Aug. Tert. Cyp. : hinc Spec. | manifesti sunt) 

manifestati sunt Aug. : apparent Сур, Luc. Spec. | et filii] біт scr. Б. | omnis] 
om. Tert. Spec-cod. | facit iustitiam] est iustus Vg. Aug. Tert. Сур. Luc ?/, 
Spec. | de] ex Vg. Tert. Luc. 2/, Spec. : a Aug. | diligit] Mmi Duc 3/, | 
fratrem suum] patrem suum aut matrem suam Cyp-cod. 

II. quoniam] quia Aug. | hoc—quod) haec est annunciatio quam Vg. 
Aug. haec est (om. est !/j) repromissio quam Luc. 2/ | audiuimus Aug. | 
cunc Luc !/, | diligamus] amemus Luc. ?/ | inuicem] alterutrum Vg. 
Luc. $ 

12. nonjpr. et Luc. */, | qui] om. h. Aug-ed. Luc. 2/, | erat] fuit Luc. */, 
occidit 1°] interfecit Luc. 2/, | cuius sei gratia] propter quid Vg. Luc. ?/, 
occidit 29] interfecit Luc. */, f eum] om. Aug. | daai duonan h. (Buch. ) Vg. 
Luc. ү! | eius r°Jillius Luc. !/,: ipsius Luc. */, | erant]erat h.* : fuerunt Aug. 
Luc. k^ | autem] uero Aug. | eius 2°) ipsius Aug-cod. : sui Luc. 2/,: om. 
Aug- й 

I3. et] om. Б. Vg. Aug. Luc. У, | fratres] om. р. | nos] uos Vg. | hic 
mundus] om. hic Vg. Aug. : saeculum Luc */,. 

14. quoniam] quia h. (Ber.) Aug. | transimus] translati sumus Vg. : 
(translati sjumus h. (Buch.): transiuimus p. (-ibi-) Aug. : transitum fecimus 
Luc. */, | de] a Luc. 9/, | ad) in h. p. | quia) quoniam Vg. Luc. ?/, | diligimus) 
amamus Luc. ?/, | qui—mortem) omnis qui fratrem suum non diligit manebit in 
morte Faust. | qui]-- autem Luc. */, | diligit] amat Luc. ?/, | permanet] manet 
Vg. Aug. Luc. */, | mortem) morte h. cett. 

15. omnis qui] quicunque Hier. | omnis 1°]? om. Сур. */, | qui]-- enim 

14 
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С 1/, | quia) quoniam b. Vg. Cyp-cod. !/, | uitam—se] in se uitam Cyp- 
ар. om. аа Luc. 1/, | se] semet ipso Vg. | manentem) om. Сур- 

ly 
16. "in hoc] et quia ex hoc Spec. (om. et codd.) | cognoscimus] cognouimus 

h. (Buch.) Vg. | caritatem]+ Dei Vg. : dilectionem Aug. :--ipsius Spec. | 
Pats quoniam Vg. Spec. | pro nobis) 4 ея suam Ур. : propter nos Luc. | pro 
atribus] дозі animes Aug. :+nostris S а po 2°] de h. Ге 
cu h. Vict. Vit. : + nostras Luc. Suse ed: 

qui] є quicunque Spec. | autem] om. Vg. Сур. %, | substantiam] 
ола, аё. | huius) om. Aug. Сур. */; EA | suum egere] cui opus 
(est] Б. (Buch.) | ереге) necessitatem habere Vg.: esurientem Aug. : 
desiderantem Сур. ( + aliquid cod.) ?/ | ab eo] ты С. Че dred. i^ | Caritas 
dei manet] poterit caritas (dilectio Aug.) dei manere Cyp-cod. 1 
caritas) Me Cyp-cod. !A: dilectio D CIE 1, | dei] om. Cyp-cod. 1 
permanet illo C /, Spec 

18. filioli Min Vg. aptum]. * "Vg.: post uerbo p. Aug. | uerba Һ.* 
| neque] et hp. Aug. Spec. 

I9. et] om. h. Vg. | cognoscimus h. Vg. | coram ipso] in conspectu eius 
Vg. | suadebimus h. бур. | согда nostra Vg. 
P si] + non pl | reprehenderit Vg. | corde h. | et] ex. h. 

Ton. erit nos Vg. | nos] om. Aug-cod. | reprehendit d. 
Seva — А — habebimus Aug-cod. : habeamus Luc. | apud] 

uc. Ep-Sev. 
М забій б S p. VD: quaecunque Aug. Ep-Sev. | 

accipiamus | eius 1°] om uc. | seruamus] custodiimus 
custodimus Tee. | quae] р ea Vg. | sunt placita] ei placent Luc. [п 
conspectu eius] coram eo Vg. : ante conspectum eius Luc. | faciamus Luc. 

23. et 1°—credamus] om. Luc. | nomini) in nomine Vg. Luc. | eius 7 
ipsius Luc. | diligamus] amemus nos Luc. | inuicem] terutrum Vg. | 
mandatum nobis Vg. 

24. mandata Vg. | manebit] manet Vg. | permanet] manet Vg. 
iv. 1. Кп] dilectissimi Aug. | sps 1°—sunt] spiritum qui ex deo est 

Aug. !/, | ex] а Spec-codd. | sint Vg. Cass. | qm] quia Aug. ы prodierunt] 
exierunt Vg. Iren. Luc. ?/ ac Dec | in hoc saeculo] in mundum Vg. : in istum 
mundum Aug. : de saecul ren. : in hunc mundum p. Spec. : om. hoc Luc. 

2. hinc]in hoc Vg. Aug. Iren. : ex hoc Luc. | cognoscitur sps] cognoscite 
spiritum Iren. : intellegite spiritum Luc. | Christum Iesum Prisc. ?/ | IHM] 
om. Prisc. !/, | XPM] om. Cass. | in carne uenisse] om. Prisc. */ | carnem 
— 3/, | ех. де Сур. Prisc. ?/, Amb. 

t Qui autem negat in carne uenisse de deo non est sed est de anti- 
chris spiritu (antichristus cod.) Cyp. (cf. etiam Epist. 73. 15): et omnis 
spiritus qui soluit Christum in carne uenisse non est ex deo Aug. !/,: omnis 
qui soluit Iesum Christum et negat eum in carne uenisse non est ex deo Aug 
у, | omnis sps qui] quicunque sps Amb. !/, (uid.): omnis qui Amb. i; (uid, ) 
Cass. ais | non confitetur) soluit p. Vg. Tert. !/, (uid.) Iren. Prisc. h Cass. 
4, : t Tert. !/ Prisc. !/ Amb. !/, (cf. Cyp.): destruit Luc. | [HM] 
— hristum in carne Ни Aug. Tert. vd on Iesum) Amb. */, | non 
est ex do Aug. | с. de Amb. '/, Prisc. Hh | et 2°—antixpisti] et hic anti- 
christus est Tert. !/ Prisc. Cass-cod. !/,: sed de antichristo est Iren. : et 
hoc est antichristi Cass. 3j ed. 1/; | hoc] hic p. Vg. Aug. | illus antixpisti Р-) 
antichristus Vg. Aug. | illius] quod est Luc. | quem] de сч Vg. Aug.: 
— — | quia] quoniam Vg. | uenturus est] uenit Vg. Cass. | nunc] + iam 
veal saecul o] mundo Vg 

u^ iam] om. Vg. | | et uicistis eos] uincite illos De sing. cler. | eos] eum Vg. 
Aug. | qm) quia Aug. Paul-Nol. 3/, | maior] potior Paul-Nol. !/, | est in 
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uobis Aug. | uobis] nobis Cass. Paul-Nol. */, | hic—est 3°] qui in mundo Vg. : 
qui in hoc mundo est Aug. : qui in hoc mundo Cyp. ТА Cass. Paul-Nol. */,: 
qui in isto mundo Cyp. [^ 

$. hii] ipsi Vg. : isti Luc. | saeculo 1°] mundo Vg. Aug. | propterea] ideo 
Vg. Aug. уроки 2°] mundo Vg. Aug. | saeculum audit eos) mundus eos 
audit Vg. Aug. 

6. nos 1°]+autem Luc. | cognoscit] nouit Vg. Aug. | qui 2°) +ашет 
Luc. | nos audit] audit nos Luc. | hinc) in hoc Vg. : ex hoc Aug. Lac. | 
cognoscimus spm) cognoscitur spiritus Aug. : intellegimus spiritum Luc. 

7. kmi] dilectessimi Aug. | diligamus) amemus Luc. | inuicem] #7. nos 
Vg. : nos alterutrum Luc. | qm] quia Vg. Aug. | fratrem suum) om. Vg. 
Aug. De rebap. | suum] om. p. | cognoscit] cognouit Aug. 

8. qui—dm] om. Aug. (uid.) De rebap. (uid.) | qui) quicunque Luc. | 
diligit] + fratrem Luc. | ignorat) non nouit Vg. Aug. Luc. | quia] quoniam 
Vg. Luc. | caritas) dilectio Aug. De rebap. Claud. Mam. 

9. in] ex Luc. Spec. | apparuit] manifestata est Aug. Spec. (manifesta 
cod.): declarata est Luc. | caritas) dilectio Aug. | di] Domini Spec-ed. | 
nobis) uobis Spec-ed. | qm] quia Aug. : quod Spec. | unicum] unigenitum 
Vg. Aug. | ds] om. Aug. Spec. | saeculo] mundum Vg. : hunc mundum p. 
Aug. Spec. : saeculum Luc. d eom] ipsum Aug. Spec-ed. 

IO. caritas) dilectio Aug. | quod] quasi Vg. : quia Aug. | nos 1°] om. 
Aug. | dilexerimus] dileximus Aug. : amauerimus Luc. | dm] om. Aug. : 
dnm. Aug-cod. | qm] quia Aug. : quod Luc. | ipse dilexit nos) prior nos ille 
dilexit Cass. | ipse]-- prior Vg. Aug. | dilexit) amauerit Luc. | misit] miserit 
Luc.] propitiaiorem] propitiationem Vg. : litatorem Aug. : expiatorem Luc. 
| pro peccatis nostris] peccatorum nostrorum Luc. |. 

11. Кюі] dilectissimi Aug. | si sic) sicut р. | si] -- ergo) Luc. | sic] ita 
Aug. |dilexit] amauit Luc.) debemus et nos Aug. | et] sic p. | diligere 
inuicem] alterutrum diligere Vg.: inuicem diligere Aug.: alterutrum 
amare Luc. 

I2. quod si] si Vg. Aug. | diligimus p. | manebit Aug. | caritas] dilectio 
2 | perfecta— nobis] in nobis perfecta est Vg.: erit perfecta in nobis 
ug 

13. in 1°] ex Vict.Vit. | cognoscimus] scimus Vict.Vit.: intellegimus 
P. | чаш] quia Aug. Vict. Vit. | in 2°—ipse] om. Vict. Vit. | ipso] eo Vg. | 
qm] quia Aug. Vict. Vit. | suo) dei p. : sancto Vict. Vit. 25 

I4. testamur] testificamur Vg.: testes sumus Aug. | qm) quia р. 
Aug. | pater misit] misit deus Cass. | saeculi] mundi Vg. Aug. 

I$. quicunque] quisquis Vg. Cass-cod. : qui Aug. !/, Tert. Cass-cod. : 
quisque Cass-ed. | confessus fuerit) crediderit Cass. | qm] quod Aug.] ihs] 
Christus Tert. (uid.) | eo] ipso Aug. : illo Tert. Cass. | ipse in do] caritas dei 
in eo perfecta est Cass. (?). _ 

16, credimus p. | in 1°—ds 19) quam dilectionem deus habet Aug. | in 
caritate 1°) caritati Vg. | caritas] dilectio Aug. Cyp. !/, Paul-Nol. : agape 
Cyp-cod. h) et 3°] om. Сур. У, Cass-ed. | in 3°—do] in deo in dilectione 
Cyp-codd. /, | caritate 29) dilectione Aug. . 15: agape Сур. 1/2 | 
permanet] manet Vg. Aug. Сур. 2/, Cass. | ©] Шо Aug. !/ Сур. 2/,: 
ipso Cass. | manet 2°] om. Vg. Cyp-codd. !/, Aug. Cass. 

17. karitas in nobis] dilectio (4 eius h) in nobis Aug. 2/;: in nobis 
dilectio Aug. У, | karitas]+ Dei Vg. | in nobis) nobiscum Vg. |. . .]ut 
Vg. Aug. | habeamus Vg. Aug. Cass. | die Aug. Cass-ed. 

I8. caritate] dilectione Aug. !/ Tert. | sed]-- enim Tert. | perfecta] con- 
summata Aug. | caritas] dilectio Aug. 1/, Tert. */j Amb. Salv. Tyr. Ruf. 
Hier. | foras mittit) foras abicit Тегі, У, : excludit foras Amb. | foris Aug- 
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cod. | qm] quia Aug. Tert. У, | poenam) tormentum Aug. : suppliciamentum 
Tert. !/, | qui autem] et qui Tert. !/, | caritatem] dilectione Aug. Tert. 9/.. 

I9. ergo] om. Aug. | diligamus]-- deum Vg. | qm) quia Aug. Cass. | 
ipse) deus Vg. Cass. (?) | nos dilexit Аоф. /.. 

20. quis] qui Cyp-ed. | dicit Luc. | diligo dm] Jv. quoniam Vg. : quoniam 
diligit dm Сур. : quia diligit dm Luc. : <de>se quod deum diligit Faust. 
odit—suum 2°] om. p.* | oderit Vg. | enim] autem Luc. | diligit] amat Luc. 
quem uidet] om. Cyp-cod. Luc. | dm 2°] dominum Aug.-codd. | quomodo] 
non Cyp-ed. Luc. й 

21. hoc]+ergo р. | а до) ab ipso Aug. Luc. : ab eo р. | diligit] amat 
Luc. | diligat] amet Luc. 

v. I quia] quoniam Vg. : quod Aug. | est 19) sit Aug. : om. Spec. | est 
2^] 4- deus in ipso est et ipse in deo Spec. | genitorem] eum qui genuit Vg. : 
qui genuit eum Aug. | eum] pr. et Vg. | genitus—eo] ex deo (eo p.) natus est 
р. Spec-ed. : natus est ex ipso Spec-codd. | genitus) natus Vg. E 

2. hinc] in hoc Vg. Aug. | cognoscimus] intellegimus Luc. | qm) quia 
Aug. | diligimus 1°] amamus Luc. | filios] natos Vg. | cum] quia Aug. 
quando Luc. | diligimus dm] deum diligamus Vg.: deum diligimus Aug. : 
amamus dm Luc. | mandata] praecepta Aug. | eius] ipsius Luc. | facimus] 
faciamus Vg. : seruauimus p. 

3. caritas]-- dei Vg. Aug. Luc.: dilectio dei Aug. | ut—seruemus) om. 
Luc. | mandata 1°] praecepta Aug. ею] explic. Aug. : custodiamus 
Vg. : obseruemus Aug. | eius] ipsius Luc. 

4. quia] quoniam Vg. | saeculum 1°, 2°] mundum Vg. 
$. quis] qui Р | autem] om. Vg. | saeculum] mundum Vg. | credidit р. | 

quia] quoniam & 
6. et 2°] om. Vg. De rebap. | tantum in aqua] in ще solum Vg. | testi- 

monium] qui testificatur Vg.: qui testimonium perhibet De rebap.: qui 
testimonium reddit Spec. | quia] quoniam Vg. | sps] Christus p. Vg. 

7, 8. quoniam tres sunt qui testimonium dant in caelo Pater uerbum et 
Spiritus sanctus et hi tres unum sunt et tres sunt qui testimonium dant in terra 
spiritus et aqua et sanguis et hi tres unum sunt Vg. : cf. e£ iterum de patre ef 
lio et spiritu sancto scriptum est et tres unum sunt Сур. : quia tres testimonium 

perhibent spiritus et aqua et sanguis et isti tres unum sunt De rebap. 2/, (in 
unum cod. !/, cf. von Soden, Das lateinische NT. in Afrika, р. 280) : tres 
testes sunt aqua sanguis et spiritus Amb. : tria sunt quae testimonium 
perhibent aqua sanguis ( + et !/,) Spiritus Euch. 3/,: tria sunt qui testimonium 
dicunt in terra aqua caro et sanguis et haec tria in unum sunt et tria sunt 
quae testimonium dicunt in caelo pater uerbum et spiritus et haec tria unum 
sunt in Christo Iesu Prisc. : tres sunt qui testimonium perhibent (dant cod.) 
in caelo pater uerbum (et filius codd.) et spiritus sanctus (сте. sanctus cod.) et 
hi tres unum sunt Vict. Vit. : tres sunt qui testimonium dicunt in caelo Pu 
uerbum et spiritus et hii tres unum sunt Spec. !/,: quoniam (quia р. 
cod.) tres sunt qui testimonium dicunt (dant p.) in terra spiritus aqua et 
sanguis et hi tres unum sunt in Christo Iesu et tres sunt qui testimonium 
dicunt (dant p.) in caelo pater uerbum et (om. et p.) spiritus (+sanctus p. 
Spec-cod.) et hii tres unum sunt p. Spec. !/,. 

9. accepimus р. | quia 1°—di 2] om. p- | quia 1°] quoniam Vg. | quia 
2°] quod maius est quoniam Vg. | testatus est Tert. 

IO. filio 1°] filium Vg. | di 2°] eius Spec. | se] semet ipso Spec. | qui 2°] 
+autem Spec. ie do] filio Vg. : Iesu Christo Spec. | eum] deum Spec. | 
quia non credit] quoniam non credidit p. | in testimonium] testimonio p. 
Spec. | eius] om. Vg. Spec. | ds] om. Spec. 

12. Cf. qui filium non habet nec uitam habet Tert. | di 1°] om. Vg. 
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Prisc. :+in se p. | uitam habet] habet uitam p.(+eternam) Vg. | di 29) om. 
Vg. Prisc. 

I3. haec] pr. carissimi p. | scripsi p. | quia] quoniam Vg. 
14. ad eum] apud dm р. | quidquid) quodcumque Vg. 
I5. si] om. ЈЕ, | lam qm р. | petiuimus] postulamus V 
16. si quis) qui . : omnis qui p. | peccare] delinquere Tert. ?/, 

Hil. | ра 19) delictum Tert. ?/: от. Hil. | по) pr. sed Hil. | 
tulabit] petat Vg. Hil. : petat pro eo p. | dabit ei uitam] da itur ei uita Vg. 

ert. !/„ Cass-codd. !/,: 3- deus p. Cass-codd. elm deus Hil. | his— 
mortem 2°] Lar non ad mortem p. Vg. pr. sed p. e n 
а p m (quia !/) поп ad mortem delinquit Tert. за: om. 
1. | enim] om. Tert. !/ | peccatum 2°] delictum Tert. а) usq usque 2°] om. 

Vg. Tert. WP Ti | non 3°] pr. sed Hil. | pro) de Tert. */, | ut postulet] 
om. Hil. (uid.) | postulet] roget quis Vg. : fr. quis Tert. PA roget Cass. 
(rogent Codd.) Aug. ( * quis cod. ). 
1 iniustitia] iniquitas Vg. | peccatum 1°, 2°] delictum Tert. 

qm] quia Vg. : quod Tert. | est] sit Tert. | peccat) delinquit Tert. 
ан generatio Vg. Aug. Cass. ES і | 

I9. totus—est]saeculum totum in malo positum est Salv. | mundus totus 
Vg. | totus] omnis Prisc. | mundus] pr. hic Paul-Nol. (uid.) | positus est] iacet 
Paul-Nol. 

20. uenit]--et carnem uiduit nostri causa et passus est et resurrexit a 
mortuis adsumpsit nos p. Spec. | et 11—XPOJ]Cf. et nos dedit sensum per quem 
sciremus quod est uerbum in Christo Iesu Paul.Oros. | intellectum] sensum 
Vg. Paul Ores. Spec. | sciamus] cognoscamus Vg. : osceremus Spec. | 
quod est uerum) uerum deum Vg. : eum qui (quia c codd.) uerus est Spec. | et 
3°] ut Spec-cod. due uerbum Spec-codd. | IHU ХРО) om. Vg. | hic] 
ipse дар. | ds] om. ре | aeterna] + et resurrectio nostra Spec. 

ioli] fratres Aug. | custodite uos] cauete Aug. | ab idolis]a simulacris 
Vg. Aug. Spec. + Amen Vg. 

dyaway . e o т Aug. (iii. 14) amare Luc. 
Aug. (iii. 23) э, Luc. 

— q don (iv. 10) amauerimus Luc. 
dileximus Aug. 
diligere q Vg. Aug. De rebap. (iv. 7, 11) amare Luc. 

» q Vg. Aug. (iv. 20) » Luc. 
» 9 Vg. Aug. (у. 2) » Luc. 

dyíry „ » » caritas h Vg. (ii. 5) dilectio Aug. 
» hq Vg. (iii. 16) , Au h q g. 

КМ 08 (iii. 17) ,, Aug. Cyp-cod. !/ agape Cyp- 

99 q Vg. ur 8) 19 Aug. De rebap. 

» а УЕ. УА 9, 10, 12, 17) dilectio Aug. agape 

$i AVE t (iv. 16) dilectio Aug. Сур. 3/,. 
99 q Ve. Aug. (v. 3) 99 Aug. Luc. 

Vg. (3 Jn. 6) » Hier. 
dyarnrés . . carissimus h Vg. (ii. 7)  dilectissimus Aug. 

» 9 Vg. (ім. 7, 11) » Aug. 
Vg. (3 Jn. 1) Aug. 

áyyeMa . . . mandatum b. h q (iii. 11) annunciatio Vg. Aug. repromissio 

ày»slfe» . . . сазбібсаге h (iii. 3) sanctificare Vg. Aug. 
áyrós . . . . castus h (iii. 3) sanctus Vg. Aug. 
фбікід  . . . iniquitas h Vg. Aug. (i. 9) iniustitia Tert. 
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iniquitas Vg. (v. 17) iniustitia q. 
tollere h Vg. (iii. 5) auferre Aug. 
petere, — q (v. 15) petere, postulare Vg. 
postulare q Tert. (v. 16) petere Vg. Hil. 
postulare q Tert. (у. 16) rogare Vg. Aug. Casa, 
(ii. 16) superbia uitae h Vg. 
ambitio saeculi Cyp. Aug. 

» mandi Cyp-cod. У, 
» humanae uitae Prisc. 

inuicem q Aug. (iii. 23) alterutrum Vg. 
»  q Aug. (iv. 7) nos inuicem Vg. nos alterutrum Loc. 
» 9 Aug. alterutrum ve Lue. 
» Aug. (2 Jn. 5 

peccare h Vg. Aug. (i, 10) — Cyp. Tert. 
»  q Vg. (v. 16) Tert. Hil 

peccatum : ve сур (i. 9) delictum Tert. Aug. 
(iii. 5) » Tert — 

forsitan h (i = utique Vg. Aug. Cyp. (om. ed. ae Беца 
remittere h Ve. (і. 9 dimitere Сур. Теп. А 
substantia h q Vg. Сур. facultates Aug. 
EE (v. 1) eum qui genuit Vg. qui genuit eum 

qui cdm ek Aug. (v. i.) qui natus est Vg. S 
natiuitas q (v. ІВ) generatio Vg. Aug. Cass. cal 
scire h Vg. (ii. 5) cognoscere Aug 
cognoscere q Vg. Aug. (v. 2) intziligere Luc. 
propterea q fiv. "ё ideo Vg. Aug. 
lustum p yp. Aug. (ii. 1)? suffragatorem Cyp. 

idolum q б „0 У simulacrum Vg. Aug. Spec. 
mandatum h Vg. Aug. (ii. 3) praeceptum Сур. 

э» 9 VE (v. K T ug. 
99 q Vg. (v. 3 99 Aug. 

VE У АР Auge 
prodierunt — (iv. 1) exierunt Ve: Luc. Spec. 

Tert. (ii. 19) » h Cyp. Aug. 
(prodiit h (Buch.). 

profecti sunt Vg. (3 Jn. 7) Hier. 
(iv. 18) foras mittit q Vg. Aug. Tert. e. 
foras abicit Tert. !/,. 
excludit foras Amb. 
concupiscentia h Сур. Vg. (ії. 16) desiderium Aug. 

uoluntas Prisc. 
T h Cyp. Vg. (ii. 17) desideria Aug. 

(ii. 2) exoratio h. 
propitiatio Vg. 
propitiator Aug. . 
placatio Tert. Hil. 
deprecatio Cyp. 
? satisfactio et placatio Ad Vigil, 
(iv. 10) pr WI 
eig quii 
tator Aug. 

expiator Luc. 
purgare h (i. 9) emundare Vg. Tert. mundare Aug. a 
quemadmodum h (ii. 6) sicut Vg. Aug. quomodo 

ier, 
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uocaremur h (iii. 1) nominemur Vg. appellemur Aug. 

uocemur Aug. 
poena q Vg. Tert. !/, (iv. 18) tormentum Aug. supplicia- 

mentum Tert. ! 
saeculum h (ii. 2) mundus Vg. Aug. 

ў h Сур. (ii. 16) ,, Vg. Aug. Сур. 

35 h (0. 17) „ Vg Aug. Сур. 

3$ Luc. (iii. 13) »  hq Vg. Aug. 

» 4 (iv. І, 5, 4) » Vg. Aug. 
» q Luc. (iv. 9) „ Уе. Aug. Spec. 
Ex (2 Jn. 7) Luc. » Ур. 

uerbum h Vg. (i. 10) sermo Тегі. 
(iv. 14) testamur q. 
testificamur Yg. 
testes sumus Aug. 
(v. 7, 8) testimonium dare Vg. 
testificari q. 
testimonium perhibere De rebap. Euch, Vict. Vit. 
testis esse Amb. 
testimonium dicere Prisc. Spec. 
(iii. 14) transimus h q. 
translati sumus Vg. h (Buch. ). 
transiuimus Aug. 
transitum fecimus Luc. 
unicus qor 9) unigenitus Vg. Aug. 
iuuenis h Aug. (ii. 13) adolescens Vg. 

» Vg. Aug. (ii. 14) T h. 
(ii. 4) se noscere h. 
se nosse Vg. 
quia cognouit (-ui) Cyp. Aug. 
pueri h Aug. (ii. 14) infantes Vg. ° g 
т Vg. Сур. Aug. (ii. 1) paracletus Faust. Vict. 

it 
praesentia h (ii. 28) aduentus Vg. Aug. 
occidit h q Vg. Aug. (iii. 12) interfecit. 
haec h Vg. Aug. (ii. 1) ista Cyp. 
filii q Aug. (v. 2) nati Vg. 
fili h (ii. 1) filioli Vg. Сур. Aug. Tert. fratres Aug. 

perfectus q Vg. Aug. (iv. 18) consummatus Au 
seruare h Aug. (ii. 3) obseruare Vg. custodire Су ‚ Lue. 

» Aug. Luc. (ii 5) 5i b vg. 

» 9 Vg. Aug. (iii. 22) й Luc. 

„ Ч Aug. (у. 3) obseruare Luc. ,, Vg. 

СББ h Vg. (ii. 11) ехсаесаге Сур. Aug. obscurare 

uc. 
manifestus esse Vg. (ii. 19). 
manifestari Aug. (ii. 19, 28, iii. 2), h (iii. 2), Tert. (iii. 2), 

Tert. Aug. (iii. 8), Aug. Spec. (iv. 9). 

praesto esse h (ii. 19). 
uenire h (ii. 28). 
apparere Vg. (ii. 28) Vg.'Aug. (iii. 2) h q Vg. (iii. 8) q Vg. 

(iv. 9) 
reuelari Amb. (iii. 2). 
declarari Luc. (iii. 8, iv. 9). 
lumen h Vg. (ii. 7) lux Aug. 

„ h Aug. (!/) (ü. 9) lux Vg. Aug. (1) Сур. 
(Spec.). 
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xpela» бе» e e (iii. 17) egere q. 

(cui) opus [est] h (Buch. ). 
necessitatem habere Vg. 
desiderantem Cyp. 
esurientem Aug. 

COLLATION OF THE OLD LATIN TEXT WITH THE GREEK 
(ED. NESTLE). 

І 1. о 32) pr. et. 
om. o «0 

2. 7 Сот) ipsa uita. 
paprupoupey] testes sumus, 
nuy) in nobis. 

з. o] quae. 
кал ушу) uobis. 
pera 1°) pr. sit. 
pera rov жатроѕ) cum Deo Patre. 
pera 2°] om. 

тоу viov avrov] розі Xpurrov. 
4. nues) uobis. 

тром) uestrum. 

6. «av] quodsi. 
7. avros | ef ipse. 

кабарце] purgabit. 
Incov| + Xpiorov = Vg. 

8. ovx єттї] post ушу = Vg. 
9. erri] om. 

ало| ex. 
Io. єау| quod si: si Vg. 

votovj.ey | faciemus. 
П. 2. Aaopos] post eerw = Vg. 

4. — se noscere: se nosse Vg.: quia cognoni 
yp. 

ка 2°} om. 

5. os 9 ay] nam qui. 
avrov] post Aoyov = Vg. 
anus} om. 

6. ovrws} om. 

7. evroAny| post кату. 
exere] habuistis. 

8. «Аубе) uere. 
wapaywerat| iam transeunt: transierunt Vg. 

Io. o] pr. nam. 
13. Tov ат apxys] quod erat ab initio. 
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. єуродуа 1°, 3°] scribo. 
єурафа орду arepes] om. 

. саркоѕ| + est. 
В‹оъ] + est (uid.). 
ovx] pr. guae. 

. avrov| om. 

. кол 2°] om. 
; үөт ? prodiit. 
9cav 1°| erat. 
тау 2°] fuisset. 
peperykeway] permansisset, 
davepwwow | praesto fiat. 

. exere] accepistis. 
тауте$] omnia. 

. ort ovx одате) guasi ignorantibus. 
aÀX' оті oSare] sed (+ quasi Vg.) scientibus. 

. ovx eam] est. 
ev орду 1°| post неуєто. 
cay] quod si. 

. реує | permaneat: maneat Vg. 

. «ay] cum. 
davpw6y] uenerit: apparuerit Vg. 
oxwpev] post zappyatav. 

є} ecce. 
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ov ywocxe pas) nos inhonorat (Ber): nos egnorat 

(Buch.). 

avro] post «coj.«0a. 
. ex avro) in eo. 

€KELYOS | et ille. 
. xafus—exevos] om. 
. o 1°]+ autem. 
. ev rovro] ex hoc q: in koc h Vg. Aug. 
. avrg—ayyea] hoc est mandatum Б q. 
. ex] pr. gui q. 
. рт| pr. et. 

vpgas] nos h q. 
. eyvuxapey] cognoscimus. 
‚ xpetay єҳоута) egere h q; necessitatem habere Vg, 

. Aoyw] tantum uerbo h (uerba) q. 

. ө] pr. et. 
yrocopeÜa] cognoscimus h: cognoscimur q. 
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— suademus q: suadebimus h Vg. 
20. 9 карба) cor nostrum h q. 

or. 2°] om. h q Vg. 
21. 7 карда pn] cor nostrum non nos. 
22. AauBavoyev| accipiemus. 
23. «vroÀyv] post sux. 
24. ras evroÀas] mandatum. 

тшу) post edwxev = Vg. 
IV. 2. «v rovro] hinc. 

ywwoere] cognoscitur. 
AnAvbora] uenisse. 
рт opoXoye | non confitetur: soluit Vg. 
єрхета | uenturus est. 

3. 

4. о 2°—косде] his qui in saeculo est. 
5. avro] hii. 

avrov| post axovet. 
6. акоує 2°] post nuwy 2°. 
7. ауатау) + fratrem suum = De гебарі. 
8. ovx om ignorat. 
о. Ласџоу| propitiatorem. 

aAAnAous} post ауатау. 
I2. wwrore| post reÜearac = Vg. 

ev 9jav| post єстіу. 

I4. Tov wov] filium suum. 
17. реб пром) in nobis. 

єХореу | habemus, 

19. mpwros] prior. 
20. ore; om. 

ewpaxev (bis)] uidet, 
aul к. 

21. ат avrov) a deo. 

V. a. «v rovro] hinc. 
TOV rot post ayarwpey 2°. 

3. yap] post esri = Ур. 
тох Ócov] om. 

4. 7 иктсата| quae uinctt. 
9. оти) T autem. 

6. ovx] pr. et. 
ev то vóari] post povoy. 
TO aprum) testimonium. 

7. poprvpovvres | + in terra. 
ара|-кеї tres sunt qui testificantur in caelo pater et 

uerbum et sps scs. 
ot тре] hi tres. 
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eis то ey] unum. 
10. paprupray 1?] + di. 

то co] in do: filio Vg. 
papruptay 2°] + eius. 

тї. о Geos] post тшу = Vg. 
12. Tov viov 1°] + di. 
13. €ypaya] ? scribo. 
14. ort eav rt] quia quidquid : quia quodcunque Vg. 
16. 189] scit. 

арартауоута | peccare, 
eor] + enim. 

17. ov] om. = Vg. 
18. o ylas єк rov бєом) natiuitas di: generatio Dei Vg. 
I9. о косроѕ| post oAos. 
20. oijauev бє] et scimus: scimus Vg. 

тоу aAnfivov] quod est uerum: uerum Deum Vg. 
єсрєу | Stmus. 

ev ro viw) filio, 

In the above collation the Greek has been underlined when 
the Latin supports a Greek reading which differs from that 
contained in Nestle’s text. The differences between the Old 
Latin and Vulgate have also been marked. When the Old 
Latin agrees with the Vulgate the rendering has been printed in 
Italics, or the agreement has been noted by the symbol “ = Vg.”; 
when the Vulgate differs from both the Greek and the Old Latin 
its rendering has been added; in all other cases the Vulgate 
agrees with the Greek against the Old Latin. For the “ Vulgate,” 
Nestle’s printed text has been used. The amount of help to be 
obtained from the Old Latin in determining the Greek text is 
not great. There are, of course, but few passages in which 
there is serious doubt as to the true reading. But the collation 
brings out at least one interesting fact, in the number of instances 
where Greek variants are not involved, but where the Vulgate 
agrees with the Greek against the Old Latin. This shows the 
extent to which the Vulgate has revised a not very accurate 
translation into far closer conformity with the Greek text. The 
facts are of some interest in connection with the tendency which 
is clearly marked in the Old Latin to add interpretative glosses. 
In two passages the textual evidence of the Old Latin is of 
special interest. In iv. 3 the reading “ non confitetur " supports 
the view which is suggested by the evidence of Cyprian and 
Tertullian that the original reading in Greek has py ӧроЛоує 
and that the Ave (represented by the Vulgate “soluit” and 
apparently known to Tertullian) came into the Latin text as an 
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interpretative gloss. In the more famous passage v. 7, 8 the 
Old Latin gives us the gloss in its earlier form in which the 
earthly witnesses precede the heavenly, as in the text of 
Priscillian, whose quotation of the passage is the earliest known 
evidence for the insertion. It is unfortunate that in both these 
verses we are dependent for our Old Latin text on Ziegler’s 
Freisingen Fragments, and have not the help of the Fleury 
Palimpsest, which, though not pure African, undoubtedly 
approaches nearer to the earlier forms of the Old Latin text. 

In the case of the two shorter Epistles we have no help from 
MSS, except the last few verses (11d-end) of the Third Epistle, 
which are extant in the Latin (only) of Codex Bezae, where they 
are found between the Fourth Gospel and the Acts, a position 
which perhaps suggests, as has been pointed out, that in this MS 
the Johannine Epistles were treated as an appendix to the Gospel. 

It has therefore been possible to reproduce only the quota- 
tions of the Epistles which follow the Old Latin text or at 
least afford information about it. The words in these quotations 
which do not agree with the Vulgate have been printed in 
Clarendon type, in order to show how far the citations yield Old 
Latin evidence. A few have been added which are not con- 
tained in the Volumes already published in the Vienna Corpus. 
In their case the reference to Migne has been given with the 
number of the volume in his edition of the Father quoted. It 
may be worth while to tabulate the following renderings, in 
addition to those already given, which they attest : 

O. L. Vulgate. 
droAapBavew recipere (Luc.) accipere. 
eOvixds gentilis — gens. 
—R& coram ( ,, ) in conspectu. 
ёрүоу factum (Сур.) opus (Luc.). 
xadws sicut (Luc.) quemadmodum. 

quasi (Aug.) 
AapBavew admittere (Cyp.) recipere. 

accipere (Luc.) 
wAdvos fallax (Luc. Spec.) seductor. 
протёрлтєи praemittere (Hier.) deducere. 
^ sicut (Luc.) tanquam. 

So far as it goes this evidence supports that which has been 
collected in connection with the First Epistle. The Bezan 
fragment, which has been collated with the Vulgate and also 
with the Greek (Nestle's text has been used in both cases) 
again shows the usual Vulgate accommodation to the Greek, but 
suggests a Greek text further removed from that which Jerome 
made the basis of his Vulgate. 
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The Speculum quotation of 2 Jn. 11 affords another instance 
of the addition of glosses. The words (ecce praedixi uobis ne 
in diem domini condemnemini) are found in some MSS of the 
Vulgate. 

The text of the Perpignan MS in the two minor Epistles is 
mainly Vulgate. The following readings may, however, be noted : 

2 Jn. 4 gauisus] pr. Karissimi | 7 prodierunt | 8 custodite ne 
perdatis | estis]+in Dno | 9 doctrina]+eius | 12 per chartam 
et atramentum] per atramentum et in epistola | futurum 
uenturum | electae] + ecclesie 3 Jn. 2 | ері | 4 gratiam 
gaudium | 6 benefacis deducens | profecti sut peregrinantur | 
huiusmodi] + participes | 14 te uisurum (cf. d) | saluta tu amicos 
nominatos. 

2 Jn. то, 11—Сург. Sent. Episc. 81. “Si quis ad uos! 
uenit et doctrinam Christi non habet, nolite eum admittere in 
domum uestram et aue? illi ne dixeritis ? qui enim dixerit * illi 
aue? communicat factis eius malis." 

1 eos A. 2 haue SL habe Т1, 
3 dixeris S. * om. qui enim dixerit S. 

з Jn. 7-8—Irenaeus, пі. xvi 8 (ed. Stieren). “Multi 
seductores exierunt in hune mundum qui non confitentur Iesum 
Christum in carne uenisse. Hic est seductor et Antichristus." 

2 Jn. 11. “Qui enim dicit eis Aue communicat operibus 
ipsorum nequissimis." 

г Jn. 7—Priscillian, p. 3o. “Qui non confitentur Christum 
Iesum in carne uenisse, hi sunt seductores et antichristi.” 

2 Jn. 4-11—Lucifer, p. 28 (ed. Hartel) 4. “Gauisus sum 
valde quod inueni de filiis tuis ambulantes in ueritati sicuti 
mandatum accepimus a patre. 

. *Oro te, domina, non sicut mandatum nouum scribens 
tibi, sed quod habuimus ab initio, ut diligamus nos alterutrum ; 

6. “et haec est caritas ut ambulemus secundum mandata eius. 
hoc est mandatum sicut audistis ab initio ut in eo ambuletis. 

7. “quoniam multi fallaces progressi sunt in saeculo! qui 
non confitentur Iesum Christum uenisse in carnem ; isti sunt 
fallaces et antichristi. 

! seclo, 

8. “uidete eos, ne perdatis quod operati estis, sed ut mercedem 
plenam recipiatis. 

9. *omnis qui recedit et non manet in doctrina Christi 
deum non habet; qui autem manet in doctrina eius ille et 
patrem et filium habet. 

et 1°—christo] a doctrina eius Luc. !/,. 

то. “si quis uenerit ad nos et hanc doctrinam non adfert, 
nolite accipere eum in domum et aue nolite dicere ei; 
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Ir. “qui enim dicit ei aue communicat operibus eius malignis." 
2 Jn. 7—ad Petrum Fullonen. Ep. Imp. p. 198. * Multi 

exierunt in mundum seductores, qui non confitentur Christum 
Iesum in carne uenisse." 

2 Jn. 7—Gelasius і ad Ep. Dardaniae. Ер. 79, р. 221. 
* Qui negat Christum in carne uenisse hic est antichristus." 

2 Jn. 3—Augustine, ad Rom. c. r2 (Migne, iii. 2096). “ Sit 
uobiscum gratia misericordia pax a Deo Patre et Jesu Christo 
Filio Patris." 

2 Jn. 5—Augustine, De gratia et libero arbitrio, c. 35 (Migne, 
x. 903) “Non quasi praeceptum nouum scribam tibi sed 
quod habuimus ab initio ut diligamus inuicem." 

3 Jn. 1—Augustine, ad Кот. c. 12 (Migne, iii. 2096). 
** Senior Gaio dilectissimo quem ego diligo in ueritate." 

3 Jn. 5-7—]erome, Ля Titum, Lib. і. уот (Migne, vii. $68). 
* Charissime fideliter facis quodcumque operaris in fratribus et 
hoc peregrinis qui testimonium dederunt dilectioni tuae coram 
ecclesia quos optime facies si praemiseris Deo digne pro 
nomine enim Domini exierunt nihil accipientes a gentilibus." 

2 Jn. 7—Spec. 315, б, ed. Weihrich. 7. “Quoniam multi 
fallaces! prodierunt in hune mundum, qui non confitentur 
lesum christum dominum nostrum? in carne? uenisse hii‘ 
fallaces et antichristi 5 sunt.” 

1 fallaces S. з dnm nrm ihm хра M V LG, 
om. in carne C, * hi L. 

9 antecris | tii S anticristi V. 

г Jn. то, 11—Spec. 517, 4. то. “Si quis uenit ad uos et hanc 
doctrinam non adfert, nolite eum recipere in domum! et aue? ne 
dixeritis ei.? 

II. “qui enim dicit ili auet communicat operibus eius 
malignis. ecce praedixi uobis ne in diem^ domini con- 
demnemini.9 ” 

з Jn. 46-end. 

1 in domo М. * habe S M! aue М?Т, С, 
3 illi ne dixeritis ML C. “habe S abe M!. 
9 diem SML C. * condempnemini M C. 

Соркх BzzA& (f. 415). 

qui malefacit non uidit dm 
demetrio testimonium exhibetur ab omnibus 

et ab ipsa ueritate 
et nos uero testimonium perhibemus 

ë et scis testimonium nostrum uerum est 
plura habui scribere tibi 
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sed nolo per atramentum 
et calamum scribere tibi 
spero enim protinus te uisurum 

1? et os ad os locuturum pax tecum 
Salutant te amici tui 

saluta amicos nomatim. 

EPISTULAE IOHANIS III. 

Explicit 
incipit 

Actus Apostolerum. 

2. exhibetur] redditur Vg. I2. pepapTupyra] testimo 
nium exhibetur. 

4. et nos uero] sed et nos Vg. ort] om. 
5. Scis] nosti quoniam Vg. 13. woAAa] plura. 
6. plura] multa Vg. got 2°] post урафем. 
7. nolo] nolui Vg. 14. бе) enim. 
9. enim] autem Ур. AaAgcopev |locuturum 

uisurum ) uidere Vg. 15. oot] tecum. 
ro. locuturum] loquemur Vg. ot фіЛог) amici tui. 

tecum] tibi Vg. 
II. tui] om. Vg. 
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of, Ixxxviil. 

Marduk, 70 ff. 

Name, meaning of, in Jewish thought, 
44- 

Nominative absolute, use of, 60, 62. 

Organization of Asiatic Churches 
1xxxix f. 

B. AUTHORS 

Addai, Doctrine of, lix. 
Ара pet; use of Antichrist Legend, 

771. 

lxi, 3, 27, 43, 86, 
113, 156. 

Babut, 160. 
Bacon, lii. 
Bunte Ixxxiii, Ixxxv, 172, 182. 

, А 1 of, 7 
Basilides, Fliii. "ET á 
Bede, 88f., 133- 
Bengel, 33. 
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Paraclete, xx ff., 23 ff. 
Parenthesis, 6, 80. 
Parousia, 37, 66, 81. 
Polemical aim of Epistles, xxvi, 

xxxviii ff. 
Prayer, ing on, 102, 144. 
Propitiation, xviii, xxi, 28, 119. 

Relative, infrequent use of, v. 
RO writers fondness far, 

Second and Third Epistles— 
Relation to the First, Ixxiv ff. ; bis- 

torical background of, 1xxxiv fi. 
Second Epistle— 

Circumstances under which written, 
Ixxix. 

Comparison with the Didache, 
lxxx. 

Destination, ixxx. 
Sin, meaning of ágapria» 

Gospel and Epistle, 17. 
universality of, 22. 

Sin unto death, 145 ff. 

Third Epistle— 
Circumstances under which written, 

Ixxxi. 
деш to the Second, lxxxin, 
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Tiamat, 69 ff. 
Titles of Christ, 8, 16, 27, 58, 105, 

131, 175. 

World, the, meaning of, in S. John 
47, 92f., 107. 

AND WORKS. 

Berger, 156 ff., 197 ff. 
Bousset, 69. 
B 3, 44- 
Buchanan, 197 ff. 
Burkitt, lxi. 

Caius of Corinth, lxxxi, Ixxxiv. 
Carpocrates, xlvi ff. 
Cassiodorus, xxx. 
саш xxv, xxxix, xlv ff., Ixxvi, 

58. 
Chapman, Dom, lxxxii, Ixxxiv, 169, 

172, 181, 185. 
om, 25. 
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Clemen, xxxix, xlii, 2, 59. 
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Ix f., 111, 159, 169. 
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Coenen, 181. 
Cyprian, lix, 155. 

Daniel, Book of, 73, 75. 
Deissmann, 27, 66, 151, 183, 195. 
Didache, liv, Ixxx, 107, 186. 
Diognetus, liv. 
Dittenberger, 67. 

Ebrard, xxv. 
Enoch, Book of, 27, 36, 74. 
Epiphanius, xliii, xlvi ff. 
Eusebius, lix f. 
Ezra, Fourth Book of, 75. 

Findlay, 3, 12, 55, 100, 
Fulgentius, 161. 

Gaius, 181. 
von der Goltz, 111 ff, 
Gunkel, 69 ff. 

Hüring, xxxiv ff. 
Harnack, Ixxxvii ff., 182. 
Hermas, liv. 
Hilgenfeld, xlviii. 
Hippolytus, xlvi ff. 
Holtzmann, i, xix, xxix, 118, 153, 

168, 176. 
Hort, xxxvii f. 
Huther, xxix, 193. 

Ignatius, xlv. 
Irenaeus, xliii, xlv ff., lv, lix, 3, 111. 

erome, lxi, 169. 
ulicher, Ixxvi, lxxxi, 164. 
ustin, lv, 81, 

Karl, 3, 42f., 89. 
Knopf xlvi. 
Kunstle, 155 ff. 

Law, xxxvi f., 17, 42, 128. 
Lietzmann, lxi. 
Lightfoot, xviii, xxii, xxv. 
Lipsius, xlviii f. 
Lücke, xxviii, xxxii, 168. 
Lyons and Vienne, Letter, lv. 

Mommsen's Canon, lix. 
Muratorian Fragment, lvii, 
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Oecumenius, 115, 193. 
Origen, lvii, lix, Па, 25, 38, 112, 

181. 

Papias, tiv, Ixxv, lxxvii, 192. 
aul, E Eschatological Teaching, 

76 f. 
Peshitta, lix, lxi. 
Pfleiderer, xliii, Ixxv. 
Philaster, xlvi. 
Photius, lx. 
Pirqe Aboth, 80, 
Poggel, 191. 
Polycarp, xliv, lii, Ixxv. 
Priscillian, 158. 

Rendel Harris, Ixxxvi, 155, 165, 
167, 176. 

Réville, xx, 
Rénsch, 26. 
Rothe, xxix, 1, 44, 88, 139. 

Sabatier, lxi. 
Зап, XXVii. 

tter, 30, 40, 45, 92, 9 
Schmiedel, xliv, 30. т 
Schottgen, 148. 
Schwartz, xxii, Ixxvi. 
Sibylline Books, 74. 
Socrates, 113. 
von Soden, xxxii, lxiv, бо, 198. 
Solomon, Psalms of, 75. 
Spitta, 96. 

Tacitus, 3. 
Talmud (see Schlatter), 2$. 
Tertullian, lvii, 113, 133. 
ра, xlvi. 

oma, Ixxxvi. 

Weiss, B., li, 8, 83, 86. 
Wellhausen, xxvi. 
Westcott, xxxviif., 23, 

165. 
Wettstein, 23, 47, 176, 184. 
Wilamowitz, Ixxxii, 183, 192. 
Windisch, 3, 89f., 177. 
Wohlenberg, 89, 100, 149. 
Wurm, xxxix, xlii, 1, 36, 59, 114. 

88, 113, 

Zahn, xxxf., xlvi, lx, lxxiii, 7, 112, 
168, 193. 

Ziegler, 164, 197 ff. 
Zimmern, 27. 
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C. GREEK WORDS AND PHRASES EXPLAINED. 

dyaborotety, 191. 
dyarnrol, 34, 81, 117. 
áyyeMa, 11, 9I, 
&у:оз, 6, 56. 
&yrlfew, 84. 

&yvós, 84. 
aderpbs, 38, 90. 
alper, 85. 
aloxévec0a«, 66. 
alrety, 147. 
alors, 6. 
а\%ђбеа, 19, 170. 
adnOcrds, 151. 
диартіау» Éxew, 17. 

йрхі, 2, 34, 45, бо, 88, 91. 
дек фієтва, 195. 

vat, 20. 

Вар, 130. 
Plos, 97. 
yevvaoOa, 68 f., 148. 
урафо, Fypaya, 41 ff., 46, 142, 187. 

дідахі, 177. 
доки є, 107. 

ёбу, с. indic., 144. 
elvat ёк, 115. 
éxetvos, iv, 33, 84 f., 87, 124. 
ёкћекті, ixxx, 180. 
ёкћектр Кора, 167. 
ё\ба», 6, 132, 134. 
évroAhy AaBeiv, 172. 
éxvdéxerOa, 189 f. 
Ерхесвал, 178. 
Фротду, 147, 173. 
єдодобсва, 182. 

Oavpdfew, 93. 
вебс Oat, 4. 

[Аасдб, 119. 
tva, definitive, 19, 80, 124, 130. 

elliptic, vii, 54. 
c. indic., 150. 

кадаре, 16, 21. 
kal... 66, 8. 
xal viv, 64. 
кат" буора, 195. 
kouwoveir, 8. 
kóħacı» xew, 125. 
xbo pos, 47. 
Киріа, lxxx, 167. 

ap Bdverw, 178. 
Abyos, 35- . 
Хбуоє THs whs, І, 5. 
Avec, 89, 111 ff. 

иартуреі», 135, 138f 
pévew, i» 39, 53; 61, 64, 86, 123. 
шосе, 39. 
Hovoyerhs, 119. 

ӧиоћоуєї», 108, 121. 
bores, 7. 
odros, 31, 134, 152, 178. 

ёк тойтоо, 116. 
Фу тойт, 9, 100, etc. 

wadla, 43. 
т&\», 36. 
was, 16, 21, 83 f. 

с. negat., 54, 57, 94. 
с. partic., vi. 

харртсіа, 65, 102. 
тєбє, 99. 
mepuraretr, 13f., 174, 183. 
пистєйсі, 104 f., 128. 
тХаубу, 18. 
wAdros, 175. 
тоу, Thy &№Өєау, 14. 
Kas поту, 185. 
тістду поєї», 183. 

тотатбѕ, 80. 
трєсВітероѕ, ò, 166. 
apes, 7. 

odpt, 1, 48. 
ёг саркі ё\бєїө, 109, 175. 

скдудало», 39. 
скотіа, 12. 
oxéros, 14. 
сяХфухга, 97. 
ouvepyés, 187. 

rexvla, 43, 87. 
тре», 30. 

фауєроду, 65, 82, 85. 
Фі№отротейєю, 188. 
dàÀvapei», 190. 
gus, 11. 

утафа», 4. 
Yuxhy ri8éva«, 95 f. 

хрісџа, 55. 
Фоа. 51. 
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D. GREEK WORDS USED IN THE EPISTLES. 

The figure in brackets after each word gives the number of times the word 
is used in the Johannine Epistles. The 
number of times the word is used in the Boo 
by the Capital. 

= Gospel according to John, M = 
Acts, P= auline Epistles (excluding the Pastoral E 

re after each a gives the 
or Group of Books represented 

Matthew and — L=Luke, A= 
jistles), Pa = Pastoral 

Epistles, Н = Hebrews, C=Catholic Epistles (excluding 1-3 John), R= 
Apocalypse. 

åyaßoroiéw (1 1) M! LI? C*: III. 11. 
— (1) АМ М! L АЗ p Pa!? Н? 

ІІ. 

ivari G 0% м» L2 р» Pa? НІ 
ii. IO, 15 (625), i iii. 10, 

a p? (фе), 18, 23, iv. 7 (фіз), 
8, то (225), 11 (біз), 12, 19 (біз), 
20 (fr), 21 Un M 1 (225), 2 
(225), II. 1, 5, III. 

dydarn (21) JM!L! E Pall H?C': 
I. ii. 5, 15, iii. 1, 16, 17, iv. 7, 
8, 9, 10, 12, 16 (/er), 17, 18 (/е»), 
v. 3, II. 3, 6, III. 6. 

dyannrés (10) M° І? A! РМ Ра? 
H? C: І. ii. 7, iii. 2, 21, iv. I, 
7, 11, III. 2 — 5, 1I. 

áyyeMa. (2): , lil. II 
dyos wy m тә Án Рт Pat Нів 

3. T. ii. 20. 
&yrlfo (1) Y АЗ C3; I. iii. 3. 
åyvós (1) Р? Ра? СЗ: I. iii. 3. 
кай 2 J? M? L?’ А! p Pa! C}; 

ines e d) J J^ M5 L9 AY pe Pa* 
I. ii. 9, 10, 11, iii. 10, 

1 (225), 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, iv. 
= (дз), 21, v. 16, III. 3, 5, 

dba @) p E A? Рю Pg! H? С?: І. 

ata. (d y Ms 14 Ап pl? H2 C? 
. i. 7, v. 6 (615), 8. 

аро (1) р M LS A? P* R?: I. iii. 

5. 
aloxvvopac (1) L? P? C! : I. ii. 28. 
alréw (5) J} M9 Li3 дю ре C^; I, 

iii. 22, v. 14, 15 (025), 16. 
аїттра (1) L! P! : I. v. 15. 
аш» (2) J? M9 I? n n Ра? НІ? С? 

RM: І. ii. 17, II 
alórtos AE J" M’ ТА АЗ РІЗ Ра? ii 

: I. i. 2, ii. 25, iii. 15, v 
i 13, 20. 

dxotw A, I М!% І» дю рэ pas 
4; L i. 1, 5, 5, ii. Д 

a4 24 (bis), iii. II, iv. » 5, 6 
(225), у. 14. 15, П. 6, Ш. 

áAaforla (1) C! : I. ii. 16. 
длівеа (20), J® Ме L? A? P% Pals НІ 

Сб: I. i. 6, 8, ii. 4, 21 (бїз), iii. 
18, 19, iv. 6, v. 6, II. 1 (025), 2, 
3, 4, III. 1, , 3 (08) 4, 8, 12. 

дві (3) J'* М? A! P? Ра! СЗ: I. 
ii. 8, 27, III. 12. 

dA90.vós (3) I L! P! H? RY; I. ii. 8, 
v. 20 (02;). 

&\7005 (1) yr M’ L? A! РІ: 1, ii. 5. 
МАЁ (20). 
GAA xal (2) J? M! n А? P% pa? 
H'CU I. ii. 7, 

åAN où (2) Л Mi L? Al ри Pa? H?: 
I. ii. 19, III. t 

— "р J” M? L!! дз P” Pa! Н! 
3; Li. 7, iii. 11, 23, iv. 7, 

D P II. 5. 
dpapráro, (10) J M? L* A! рі? Раз 

Н? СЗ: І. 1. 10, ii. І (225), iii. 6 
(bis), 8, Q, V. 16 (225), 18. 

м, (1 6) J” м» Іп A5 P” pas 
* C» КЗ. I. i. 7, 8, 9 (біз), ii. 

і. 12, iii. 4 (Фіз), 5 (фіз), 8, 9, 
iv. ТО, v. 16 (bis), A 

ay (5) J? M9 L A18 p? Не К°: I. 
li. 5, 19, iii. 17, 22, iv. 15. 

kp da (1) J? M! АЗ Р? C! : І. і. 

— 2) iii. 15 612). 
dO pwiros (1) Je Мина | Le Ad pio 

Pa” Н? C" К“; I. v. 9. 
dvoula (2) M* Р? Pa! H?: 

(615). 
дутіхрістоз (5) I. ii 18 (bis), 22, 

iv. 3, II. 7. 
dE вз (1) III. 6. 
dwayyé\dw (2) J! M LY A! P? Hts 

I. i. 2, 3. 

I. iii. 4 
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дтоханВфус (1) M! LS P*: II. 8. 
dx бХ^»ш (1) I" M? L3 A? pi Ht 

C* R! : II. 8. 
dwooré\\w ( 3) J* M9 1,5 A* рз Pa! 

H?! C! КЗ: I. iv. 9, 10, 14 
— cH М» LB АТ Рі; à v. 18. 
арестёѕ (1) iii. 22 
зано М w pr Pa! НІ; ПІ. 

бора (3) J* Ме ТА АФ Ра Н! C? 
3: I. i. 22 (275), 2 

dr (x) J M? P83 C? КЗ: I. ii. 9. 
dpx (10) J*5 M* L? А РИ Pa! Не С? 

R’: I.i. * ії P 13, 14, 24 (^is), 
iii. 8, 11, I ые 

dewétopuas (3): II. 13, III. іс (bis). 
aŭrós (то) Ј!8, 

й A M‘ LU A? P? H* Ri; 
III. 12. 

айтоб (1) J* M?! L* A! P* R? : I. v. 10. 
— (2) Jp: М% 13% A? Pë H? С! 

5: [. i. 9, ii. 12. 

BáXAe ( 1J” МУ LY A5 C' Ка; I. 
iv. 1 

Bapós (1) M? A? РІ; I. v. 3. 
Blos (2) M! L* Pa?: I. ii. 16, iii. 17. 
Prérw my М? [15 AM pæ H8 C! 

К: II. 8. 
—— (2) J} M? L? AM P5 Pat H? 

T'átos (1) A? P? : III. І. 
үёр (6) J: І. ii. 19, iv. 20, у. 3, 

II. 11, ПІ. 3, 7. 
mE (10) ув M+! L5 A7 ре Pa! 

H$ Cl. 
ошым (3) 79 Манія үл дім pim 

Ра? Н а. I. ii. 18, П. 
12, III. 8 

Tue (2 3) J M" 1,5 A!5 ре pgs 

y idera Ў) M? L? дерми Сере: 
iii. 18 

quide (18) js м L9 AM рез ра 
: І. i. 4, ii. І, 7, 8, 

= с DEN 14 (s), 21, 26, v. 
13, П. 5, 12, III. 9, 13 (des). 

INDICES 

Атдзтр‹о$ (1) A*: ITI. 12. 
644, E: gen. nod ic М3 Іде АЗ Ji 

I. iv. BT 
Г t III. с. 
M® 1,5 ДІ? ‘pel Pa* Н ar hh. 
| ш I, iv. 5, II. 2, III. 

— (4) J* M* D’ А? A Pa* Н! 
C? R?: I. iii. 8 (zer), 1 

8idvoca (1) M? L? рг Hi С. 
бёдеко (3) J? МЗ LY? AM рів Ра? Н? 

R?: I. ii. 27 (ter). 
Moy (3) J* M° Lt Aʻ Pt Pat Ht 

9 (02) 10. 
TR а оуу Masar L® дм ре pa! 

13, У. II, 16, 20 
5. I. iii. I, 23, 24, iv. 

дікагоз (5) Л мі Di А? Plt Ра? Н? 
С? К®:1.1. , 12. 

: І. ii. 29, iii. 7, го. 
"e T III. 9. 
6okcuágdo (1) L? P'S Ра! C! : I. iv. І. 
— (2) J* мо 1» An E Ра? 
H? C? ВО: I. iii. 9, iv. 

еф» (23) [9 M™%+3 L A7 рт ра? HE 
C? R5: I. i. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, ii. І, 
3, 15, 24, 28, 29, iii. 2, 20, 22, 
DA 12, 15 20, v. 14, 15 (дз), 16, 

ёё» us (1) R мен І? A* P? Ра! С? 
I. iii. 21. 

éavroü (6) n rs * pue Ра! 
His C! 8, iii. 3, 15 
(бїз), v. 2 ii. 5. 

éyó (3) J% M2+17 їм дв ре ps! 

H* C? RM: II. 1 (des), ШІ. І. 

— D и M8 LF дя ре раз 
H’ C! : I. i. 4, iii. 14, 16, iv. 6, 
IO, II, 14, 16, 17, 19, III. 8, 
12. 

йшду (25) 
hui» (18) 

). 
евускбз (т) Mi: ITI. 7. 
el (5) T М%+и үз дю p% Pad Hit 

I. ii. 19, iii. 13, iv. 1, 11, 

el ufi (з) ув маннт [д6 дз P% Pa! НІ 

RS: I. ii. 22, v. 5. 
coy М? 13 aA‘ P9 Ра? C? R*: 

e Mete Le де P! раз «бор d 
: I. iii. r, т. 16, IIL 

14. 
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ода (16) J МІВ [5 ді? рез Pall 
Не C! R”; I. ii. 11, 20, 21 (bis), 
29, iii. 2, 5, 14, 15, у. 13, 15 
(èis), 18, 19, 20, III. 

еїдоХог» (1) ate R!: La v. a 
(elu) сті» (7 
Mei e M L? A8 P% НЄ: I. ii. 

, lii. 1, 2, б iv. 6, 17, у. 19, 20 
esit (2) J M L’ At ре Н?С!: 

li. 14, 
вісі» ( (БЫ MS 148. A? ра Раб ji 

I. ii. 19, iv. 5, "5 ‚7,8 
26 d. M? L* ді P? Раз 

ае (1) p» ми Із A” ре раз H? 
С? ЕЗ: I. ii. 9. 

funy, (6) ie Mere L9 A% рю Ра! 
* I. i. І, 2, ii 19 (225), 

9 a 
бори: й ЁН ме L* A? P® Pat H' 

C^ R4: I. iii. 2, II. 2, ‚3. 
elroy Ф ma — Lx» Als pis pal 

R8: I. i. 6, 8, 10, iv. 20. 
— ү}, M3 L™ A! ре Pat Hi С? 

R? : II. 3, III. 15. 
els (13). 
els a) je м меню үн A?" P% Ра? He 

: Lv. 8. 
ёк, é£ (35). 
екВаха (1) J МНН L™ A5 pi C! 

R! : III. ro. 
— (7) DJ as мання prn да P? Pa! 

: I. ii. 6, iii. 3 5, 7, 
Я v pus . I6. 

ёкк\т ola (3) E aa рі? Pa? Н? C! 
R” : ТЇЇ. 6, 9, 1 

éxdexrds (2) I M’ D P? Pa? C* ВІ: 
II. 1, 13. 

EXeos (1) M? LS P5 Pa Н! С»: II. 
біо (2) J} M? 15 A? РІ? Pat Н! 

II. 12, III. 14. 
ё\ті (1) А? Р? Pat H? С?: I. iii. 3. 
ди (1) J® M? L? РІЗ C! ВІ: Ш. 4. 
ватроєвеу (1) )9 MH LY Аз рт RS 

I. iii. 19. 

Ф (90). 
ёәтоћђ (18)) МЗ 14 A! PP Ра? H* 

C? R?: I. ii. 3, 4 7 (żer), 8, iii. 
с 23 (бгз), 24, "s — v. 2, 3 

(dss), П. 4, Tt 
фуйт‹оу (2) J? L $^ Pa! Н? C? 

R”: I. iii. 22, “iE 6. 
брова (4) P Mer L“ A” Ран? 

С! I. ii. 19, iv. 1, IT. 7, 

to LN: М» І» ди P H? R; 1 
iv. 18. 
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éwayyedla (1) L? А? P^ Pa? HM 
C* : I. ii. 25. 

———— (1) M! A! P? Pa? H* 

вті, c. dat. zie Mem LA A ре pa^ 
нї I. iii. 3, Г 10. 
iu (2): III. 9 
ёх‹буша (3) JM! L! p? Pas Сі R!: 

I. ii. 16 (бїз), 17. 
шш (2) 7 E L? A? РЕН! С? 

. | overs) I ү Ме 13 Хи ре Ра? HY 
: I. iii. 8, 12, 18, II. 11, 

III. 1o. 
tpxopaa, (8) Musee тл! дю ps 

Pa? H’ C? Кё: I. ii. 18, iv. 2, 3, 
v. 6, II. 7, 10, III. 3, 10. 

криті (8) (2), r M? [46 A? Ре: L v. 
10, 

Éoxaros m y М”? L^ ре Ра! НІС? 
Ке: I. i. 18 (із). 

оа о) J? М! L’ A* P! C! ВІ; 
I4 

evploxe (ry » зн, di A% pH Ра? 
H‘ Ct 

ейходал (1) А B 
Exo (32) J M73408 D AM pi» Pa” 

C> Rioo: I. i. 3, 6, 7, 8, ii. 
" * 20, 2 (225), 27, 28, iii, è 
15, 17 (біз), 21, iv. 16, 17, I 
"Y 10, 12 (bis), 13, 14, 15, II. 

9 (015), 12, III. 4, 13. 
tws, prep. (0) (1) J M* L3 Al? poH! С! 

п. 9. 

[do ОР L’ АЗ ре Ра? Ні? С? 

tah 08) {е мА L’ A? p» Ра? H? 
i. 1, 2 (діз), ii. 25, iii. 14, 

— v. II (bis), 12 (015), 13, 16, 
20. 

$ (quam) (1) I. iv 
Abn (2) J” М” Lio TA? pe Ра? С!: І. 

ii. 
Яка (1) ji МЕТ P! H? C! К. 
huépa Wde мен је A% ре ра? 

Несе Ка: I. iv. 17. 
mer ees (2) L? А? P! Ра?: Li. 3, 

aisi GU n L? де Ри Pa! Н? 
5 I. ій. 14 (Фіз), v. 16 

(bi 
T ( У Me мп LY А? P? C! К“; 

I. iii. 13. 
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6eáouas (3), J* M* L° A? P! : I. i. 1, 
iv. 12 

врв (2) РЇ M! Lt дв p Ра? H’ 
C’ Кі: І. ii. 17, v 

060 (1) n M r L® A ps Pat 
Н* С RS: 

bebs (66) )® um ib Am ре раю 

Се R”: I. i. 5, ii. 5, 14, 
i ii. n 2, 8, 9 (дїў), то (is), 
17, 20, 21, a I, 2 (біз), 3, 4, 6 
(er), 7 (er), 8 (bis), 9 (bis), 10, 
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ётітітто (1). 
ётстрёфо (1). 
éxirlOnps (3). 
ётєтрёто (1). 
éxcxplw (2). 
éxoupdvcos (1). 
épaurdw (2). 

Єртроз (5). 
белге Чы (3) 

tronos (1). 

éx és (т). 
Ews, conj. (5). 

ZeBesaios (1). 
toos (1). 
{тё (34). 



"Таков (3). 
Шорал (3). 

1ерб» (то). 
ІєроабХира (12). 
‘Tepooodupetras (1). 
lnás (т). 

"Toxapusrns (6). 

Tapa (4) "Тора%\ (4). 
"Iopandelrys (1), 
lornus (18). 
ісхбо (1). 
хб (3) 
*Iwdyys (Baptista) (18). 
"Ioárys (4). 
'Iwr*$ (filius Israel) (1). 

lorf$ (Mariae maritus) (2). 
"Iwo (1). 

kaks (1). 

картёѕ (10). 
катќ, c. gen. (1), 
karaBalyw (18). 
катаВоћ% (т). 
катфуриш (3). 
катёкецом (2). 
karaAauBáro (3). 
катєсвіи (1). 

Kókkos (1). 
koNAvBurrfis (1). 
xéAmos (2). 

коћуиВ%бра (4). 
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аге (1). 

xpavyátw (6). 
kpl8wos (2). 
кріша (1). 
xplyw (19). 

криттёх (3). 
крӧтто (1). 
кокћебо (1). 
кокћбе (1). 
кӧр‹оѕ (52). 
coun (3). 

Aa'yxáro (1). 
Adfapos 11). 

Хітра (2). 
ХоуГорах (1). 
Хбухя (1). 
AocSopéw (1). 
Aobw (1). 
Av«os (2). 
Avrréo (2). 
Хіти (4). 
Adyvos (1). 

Maydadnr (3). 
рабттіз (78). 
palvoa (1). 

MáAxos (1). 
pavôávw (2). 

марда (9). 9 
Мара h Mayðarnrh (5). 
Марц, ce (Laz, soror) (9). 

растсубо (1 

udxaipa (2). 
иёхоши (1). 

з (5). 

— (2). 

puprhoxopas (3). 
pag Burbs (1). 

рутреїо» (14). 

veúw (1). 

vioow (1). 

Enpalyw (1). 

Enpés (т). 
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бёзүүёш (1). reivdo (1). 
686s (4). терё{о (2). 
btw (1). тёџто (32). 
60ércor (4). wevOepés (1). 
olxoSouéw (1). wevraxiox uot (1) 
olxos (3). wéyre (5). 
olua« (1). хєутікоута (2). 
olvos (6). zépa» (8). 
ёкт (2). тері, c. acc. (1). 
dpolws (3), wepBdddw (1). 
ёро (3). wepdéouas (1). 
бироз (1) wepilornu (1). 
дуфро» (1), хериттєйбш (2). 
bvos (т). wepuods (1). 

&os (3). weprorepd, (3). 
ёкісо (7). sepiréuo (1). 
б Хо» (1). weprlOnus (1). 
бжои (30). weprouy (2). 
örws (1). IIérpos (34). 
друт) (1) Ty (3). 
рох (4) rss (5) 
дрфамбя (1). e 5xvs (1). 
бео (10) widiw (8) 
бетёо» (1). sro (11). 
бте (21). vurpáoko (1). 
oð (3). тітто (3) 
obdémore (1). пистакбя (1). 
о08ёто (3). тєш» (5) 
обкёт‹ (12). wréxw (1) 
обкод» (1) xAevpá (4) 
офраубз (20), т\900о (2) 
обто (5). х\ђрора (1). 
ойх! (7). wrnolov (1). 
bgs (1). т\ойќро» (4). 
&x^os (20). olor (8). 
драм (5). v»éo (2). 
дШа (2). dev (13). 
буз (2). хошаї»ш (1). 

тош» (6). 
watddpror (1). тои» (1). 
wadloxn (1). хоо (4). 
wais (1). rós (8). 
walw (1). soAAáxis (1). 
wdyrore (7). wonuripos (1). 
wapd, c. dat. (9). wopevopuat (17). 
тараукора: (2). wopvela (1). 
тарадіёош (15). wop@upeos (2). 
wapaxtrrw (1). wéocs (1). 
wapadauBdrw (3). тотаџиёх (1). 
тараридёоиаих (2). woré (1). 
тараскєхђ (3). wore (2). 
wdpecpt (2). хбтеро» (1). 

харісттра (2). sror?jpuor (1). 
vapouila (4). той (14). 
wdoxa (10). трат ро» (4). 
татріѕ (1). тріссо (2). 
Пелћато; (20). wol» (3) 
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рё (9). 
wpoBarixés (1). 
троВатооу (2). 
vpóBaror (19). 
D c dat. (3). 
wpocaréw (1). 
wpocairns (1). 
прогерхорал (1). 
троскӧтто (2). 
vpoc kvvéo (10). 
проскуутт тя (1). 
просффуго» (1). 

v pórepos (3). 

| ятахбе (4). 
wvvOdvouas (1). 
wip (1). 
wuperés (1). 
wwréw (2). 
тоо (т). 
торбо (1). 

paBBel (8). 
paBBouvel (1). 
фётісџа (2). 

Pwpatos (1 ). 
"Рарайсті (1). 

cáBBaror (14). 
Zanrelu (1). 
Lapapelrns (4). 
Zapapetris (2). 
Хараріа (3). 
Zaravas (1). 
ceavroÜ (9). 
спра (3). 
стреіюр (17). 
Ходи (1) 
Хро» (Пётроз) (22). 

Zywy (3). 
otros (1). 
uy (1). 

скаубаХКо (2). 
c ké^os (3). 
скедоѕ (1). 

16 

oxnvorryla (1). 
oxnvdéw (1). 
oxAnpés (т). 
exoprigo (2). 
epnópra (1). 

aelpo (2). 
aÀacor (1). 
ся óyyos (1). 
orddcos (2). 
oraupés (4). 
oraupéw (10). 
стёфауоѕ (2). 
ст100 (2). 
стђко (2). 
orod (2). 
трт (б) 

сикӣ (2). 

ouvédprov (1). 
cvreuétpxoyuat (2). 
ouvépxopa (2). 
ouvhOer (1). 
cuvpabnrhs (1). 
cuvoraupéw (1). 
ouvredéw (1). 
суутібдеши (1). 
суутріВо (1). 
curxpdouat (1). 
сдра (1). 
Zvxáp (1). 
сфраубо (2). 
oxlfw (2). 

oxlope (3). 
eXxouwlor (1). 
соби (6). 
cepa (6). 
owrnpla (1). 

rapáact (7). 
тарах (1). 
Tráxetor (2). 
raxéws (1). 
тахо (1). 

те (3). 
redeurdw (1). 
redeurh (2). 
то (1). 
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Tépas (1). 
Téccapes (2). 
Teocepdxovra (1) 
rerapraios (1). (1) 

бябдесура (І 
bwddnua (1). 
іжокіти (1). 
босотоз (т). 
borepéw (1). 

parh (15). 
фотіїо (1). 

Хорт&ў ш (1). 

сны н 

херіо» (1). 
xwpls (3). 

yóxos (1). 
Yunio (4). 
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HEOLOGY has made great and rapid advances 

in recent years. New lines of investigation have 

been opened up, fresh light has been cast upon 

many subjects of the deepest interest, and the historical 

method has been applied with important results. This 

has prepared the way for a Library of Theological 

Science, and has created the demand for it. It has also 

made it at once opportune and practicable now to se- 

cure the services of specialists in the different depart. 

ments of Theology, and to associate them in an enter. 

prise which will furnish a record of Theological 

inquiry up to date. 

This Library is designed to cover the whole field of 

Christian Theology. Each volume is to be complete 

in itself, while, at the same time, it will form part of a 

carefully planned whole. One of the Editors is to pre- 

pare a volume of Theological Encyclopaedia which will 

give the history and literature of each department, as 

well as of Theology as a whole. 
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The Library is intended to form a series of Text. 

Books for Students of Theology. 

The Authors, therefore, aim at conciseness and com- 

pactness of statement. At the same time, they have in 

г view that large and increasing class of students, in other 

departments of inquiry, who desire to have a systematic 

and thorough exposition of Theological Science. Tech- 

nical matters will therefore be thrown into the form of 

notes, and the text will be made as readable and attract. 

ive as possible. 

The Library is international and interconfessional. It 

wil be conducted in a catholic spirit, and in the 

interests of Theology as a science. 

Its aim will be to give full and impartial statements 

both of the results of Theological Science and of ‘he 

questions which are still at issue in the different 

departments. 

The Authors will be scholars of recognized reputation 

in the several branches of study assigned to them. They 

will be associated with each other and with the Editors 

in the effort to provide a series of volumes which may 

adequately represent the present condition of investi- 

gation, and indicate the way for further progress. 

CHARLES A. BRIGGS 

STEWART D. F. SALMOND 
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An Introduction to the Literature of the Old Testa- 
ment. By Professor S. В. Овгукв, D.D., D.Litt. 

* As a whole there is probably no book in the [ops Language equal 
to this ‘Introduction to the Literature of the Old Testament, for the 
student who desires to understand what the modern criticism thénks 
about the Bible."—Dr. LYMAN ABBOTT, in The Outlook. 

Crown 8vo. $2.50 net. 

A History of Christianity in the Apostolic Age. 
By Автнов C. McGrrrert, Ph.D., D.D. 

* The clearness, self-consistency, and force of the whole im ion of 
Apostolic Christianity with which we leave this book goes far to guar- 
antee its permanent value and success."—T7'he Ехрозійот. 

Crown 8vo. $2.50 set. 

Christian Ethics. By NEWMAN Ѕмутн, D.D. 

* As this book is the latest, so it is the fullest and most attractive treat- 
ment of eae that we = familiar e Patient and exhaustive 
in its me of inquiry, and stimulating and suggestive in the topic it 
handles, we are confident that it will be a help to the task of the moral 
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Crown 8vo. $0 net. 

‘Apologetics; or, Christianity Defensively Stated. 
By ALEXANDER BALMAIN Bruce, D.D. 

* We have not for a long time taken a book in hand that is more 
stimulating to faith. . . . Without commenting further, we repeat that 
this volume is the ablest, most scholarly, most advanced, and sharpest 
defence of Christianity that has ever been written. No theological 
library should be without it.”—Zion’s Herald. 

Crown 8vo. $2.50 net. 

Old Testament History. ву Нюхву Рекеквуко Summ, D.D. 

* Prof. Smith has, by his comprehensive and vitalized history, laid all who 
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Crown $vo. $3.50 net. 
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The Theology of the New Testament. ву Сковок В. 
Strvens, D.D., LL.D. 

“It is a fine example of painstaking, discriminating, impartial research 
and statement."—T'he Congregationalsst. Crown 8vo. $2.50 net. 

History of Christian Doctrine. By Сковск Р. Енев, 
D.D., LL.D. 

“It is only just to say that Dr. Fisher has produced the best History 
of Doctrine that we have in English."—The New York Evangelist. 

Crown 8vo. $2.50 net. 

The Christian Pastor and the Working Church. 
By WASHINGTON GLADDEN, D.D., LL.D. 

“А comprehensive, inspiring and helpful guide to a busy pastor. One 
finds in it a multitude of practical suggestions for the development of 
the spiritual and working life of the Church, and the answer to many 
problems that are a constant perplexity to the faithful minister." 

—The Christian Intelligencer. 
Crown 8vo. $2.50 net. 

Christian Institutions. ву A:zxawpza V. B. ALLEN, D.D. 
“ Professor Allen's Christian Institutions may be regarded as the most 
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thought.”—The American Journal of Theology. 

Crown 8vo. $2.50 net. 

The Theology of the Old Testament. ву A. B. Davmson, 
D.D., LL.D., D.Litt. 
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question relating to man — his nature, his fall, and his redemption, 
his present life or grace, his life after death, his future life, is 
treated of."—T'he Canadian Churchman. Crown 8vo. $2.50 net. 

The Christian Doctrine of Salvation. ву Сковск В. 
STEVENS, D.D., LL.D. 

* Professor Stevens has performed a task of great importance, certain to 
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interpreting his own mission.” —Congvregationalist and Christian World. 

Crown 8vo. $2.50 net. 
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The Ancient Catholic Church. ву Вовквт Ramey, D. D. LLD. 
“As a comprehensive work on the formative stage of the Church’s ex- 
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The Reformation in Germany. ву Тномлз M. Ідхрвлу, 
M.A., D.D. 
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worthy and scholarly account it is so arranged that for the student of 
the Reformation it is almost encyclopedic in its convenience and con- 
ciseness. It is a book no library, public or private, can really be 
without."—4XRecord of Christian Work. 

Crown 8vo. $2.50 net. 

The Reformation in Lands Beyond Germany. ву Txouas 
M. Linpsay, D.D. 
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—The Congregationalist. 
Crown 8vo. $2.50 net. 

Canon and Text of the New Testament. ву Caspar Rent 
Grecory, D.D., LL.D. 

“The book is a treasury of learning, and its fairness in dealing with the 
matter in hand is admirable. From first to last, the purpose of the 
author is not to show upon how slight basis our confidence in the can- 
onicity of the New Testament is based, but rather upon how solid a 
foundation our confidence rests.” —Journal and Messenger. 

Crown 8vo. $2.50 net. 

The Greek and Eastern Churches. By Warrer F. Аремку, 
M.A., D.D. 

“It seems to me an excellent and most useful piece of work. I do 
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balanced and judicious treatment."— Prof. William Adams Brown. 
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An Introduction to the Literature of the New Testa- 
ment. By James Morrart, B.D., D.D. 

“ In point of scholarship, breadth of treatment, and mastery of the prob- 
lems at issue, it will bear comparison with Driver’s companion volume 
on the literature of the Old Testament, than which no higher praise 
can be given. . . . The student will find in Dr. Moffatt’s volume the 
most complete presentation as yet attempted by any scholar of all that 
modern critical scholarship has done for the literature of the New 
‘Testament.’’—Scotsman. 

Crown 8vo. $2.50 net. 

The Doctrine of the Person of Jesus Christ. By H. R. 
MACKINTOSH, Ph.D., Professor of Systematic Theology, New College, 

Edinburgh. $ 
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